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Quiet campaign on
a key battlefield
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World News/ r - , - J Business Summary

US Treasury

proposes new
ruies to curb

drugs trade
The US Treasury has proposed
stricter rules on international
wire transfers in an effort to
clamp down on drag traffickers

moving millions of dollars in
and out of the US. Page 20

‘Spy’ confession
A British-based journalist con-
fessed on Baghdad television

that he had spied for lsraeL
Farzat Pa2oft, an Iranian living
in Britain, was arrested last
September while on assign-
ment in Iraq for the British
Sunday newspaper Thus
Observer.

Frontline meeting
President Kenneth Kaunda
of Zambia said a meeting
between African frontline
states and Sooth Africa could
take place if elections in Nami-
bia went smoothly. Page 4

EC river plan
Ambitious plans to dean up
the European Community’s
rivers, lakes and coastal waters
through tough new standards
lor sewage treatment were
unveiled in Brussels. Page 20

Brazilian turmoil
Brazil’s presidential election
campaign was in turmoil fol-

lowing the adoption of the
country’s best-known televi-
sion personality as an official

party candidate. Page 6

Conscript concern
Top Soviet military command-
ers are expressing concern
about the growing problem
of draft-dodging and desertion
among the country's 3m-odd
conscript army. Page 3

Schily swaps parties
OUo Schily, a one-man politi-

cal institution in West Ger-
many and the most prominent
member of the Green Party,
has decided to join the Social
Democrats. Page 3

Bhutto confidence
Renazir Bhutto, Pakistani
Prime Minister, appeared to
ward off a vote of no confi-

dence but in circumstances
that are likely to leave her
authority Impaired and could
provoke violence. Page 4

Chinese-US tension
China's relations with the US
took a marked turn for the
worse when Deng Xiaoping,
China's senior leader, accused
Washington or deep involve-
ment in the protests which
gripped Peking earlier this

year. Page 4

President Ozal
Turgut Ozal, the technocrat-
turned-politician who has been
Turkish Prime Minister since

1983. was elected President
in a low-key parliamentary
ballot boycotted by the opposi-

tion. Page 3

Argentine debt
Argentina will ask its creditors

for a so per cent reduction on
principal and arrears on its

SoOt-n foreign debt and a cut
in interest rates. Page 6

Pinball scandal
The Japanese parliament
he£3R delving into allegations

r.fcout a pinball scandal involv-

ing b::th ruling and opposition

parties. Page 4

Krenz in Moscow
East German leader Egon
Kron; arrived in Moscow for

talks with Soviet President
Mikhzil Gorbachev expected
Ut focus on reforms in East

Berlin. Page 2

US timber

group offers

$3.18bn for

papermaker
Georgia-Pacific, US pulp, paper
and timber group, offered
$3.18bn for rival Great North-
ern Nekoosa, a move likely
to trigger a fight for the paper-
maker if not a flurry of ration-
alisation in US forest products
industry. Page 21

ASEA Brown Boveri, Euro-
pean electrical engineering
group and CRSS, US design
and construction companies
in the US. has been given
go-ahead for further work on
a $2.3bn high-speed train sys-

tem in Florida. Page 8

BRITAIN and US face a split
over support granted by the
Export Credits Guarantee
Department for the sale of
Rolls-Royce engines to Ameri-
can Airlines. Page 8

COATES Brothers, UK fnks
and resins manufacturer,
announced yesterday that it

has agreed to a 470p-a-share
bid from Orkem. the French
state-owned chemicals pro-
ducer. Page 21

MEGGITT, UK engineering
group, said it might not pro-
ceed with its hostile £104m hid
for United Scientific Holdings
even though it is close to vic-

tory. Page 21

BOEING, world’s largest air-

liner manufacturer, warned
strike by production workers
“will have a serious adverse
impact” on profits and finan-
cial position. Page 23

EUROPEAN Community stated
its willingness to dfamigg the

contentious matter of rules
of origin within the present
Uruguay Round multilateral
trade negotiations. Page 8

SOVIET parliament over-
whelmingly rejected plans for
big price rises for beer and cig-

arettes, proposed by the Minis-
ter of Finance to pay for
increased social spending in
the coming year. Page 20

TEXAS Instruments, US elec-

tronics and computer manufac-
j

hirer, has re-entered the per-

sonal computer market with
a new family of portable laptop
and notebook-sized personal
computers. Page 23

UK MEDIA magnate Robert
Maxwell is to close Agence
Centrale de Presse. French
news agency. Page 2

NEW ZEALAND Government
has indefinitely postponed a
535m. bond issue in Tokyo, but
Japanese banks have rejected
claims they joined forces to
undermine the issue. Page 25

FERMENTA, Swedish pharma-
ceutical and finance group,
announced it planned to create
Sweden’s second largest
finance company. Page 23

FLETCHER Challenge, New
Zealand's largest company,
is making a 5110m foray into
Canada to gain a foothold in
the North American natural
gas industry. Page 24

USX, US steel and energy
group, reported a 23 per cent
decline in third-quarter earn-
ings. Page 23

KUALA LUMPUR Stock
Exchange (ELSE) board is

meeting to contemplate propos-
als to enforce and expedite the
delisting of Malaysian compa-
nies from Singapore. Page 24

TNT, Australian-based interna-
tional transport group,
reported a spectacular 70 per
cent slump in first quarter
profits as a result of the con-
tinuing domestic air pilots’

dispute. Page 24

EUROPEAN Investment Bank
(EIB) has agreed to lend Portu-
gal another $140m to help
finance infrastructure modern-
isation and small and medium
industries. Page 8

STC Corporation, South Kor-
ean flexible packaging maker,
is to launch a $30m convertible
Eurobond next month to

finance expansion in the US
and the Philippines. Page 25
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Bush and Gorbachev to hold summit next month
By Peter Rkldell in Washington and Quentin Peel in Moscow

PRESIDENT George Bush will

hold the first super-power sum-
mit of his Administration with
Ur Mikhail Gorbachev, the
Soviet leader, early next month
aboard US and Soviet naval
ships in the Mediterranean.
Mr Bush said yesterday that

the meeting on December 2-3,

announced simultaneously in
Moscow and Washington,
would be ‘informal in charac-

ter, designed to allow us to
become better acquainted with
each other and to deepen our
understanding of each other's
views. Neither of us anticipate

that substantial agreements
and derisions will emerge.”

The meeting will cover a
range of issues, including the
changes in Eastern Europe, the
Soviet economy and regional
conflicts, as well as US-Soviet
relations. It is intended as a
preliminary to a foil summit
planned for late next spring or
early summer in the US, which
wifi be concerned with arms
control and negotiations on a
strategic arms reduction treaty

and conventional force imbal-
ances in Europe:
Mr Eduard Shevardnadze,

the Soviet Foreign Minister,
said yesterday: “Both sides feel

it useful and vital at the
moment to hold such an inter-

mediate summit The two lead-
ers aim to get to know each
other better, and understand
each other’s viewpoints bet-
ter.”

Mr Bush said he wanted a
meeting “without too much
fanfare." where there is “a
chance to put our feet up and
talk."

The Soviet Union has been
seeking a meeting in order not
to lose the momentum of the

improved relationship. Mr Gor-
bachev had five summit meet-
ings with former President
Ronald Reagan.
Mr Bush has been reluctant

to hold such a meeting without
a specific agenda but he said
yesterday he had changed his
minH after consulting US ain»»

and after considering the
rapidity of change in Eastern
Europe. He also did not want
to miss something that he
might get better first hand
from Mr Gorbachev. “I don’t
want to have two gigantic
ships pass in the night because

of foiled MWmiinipatinn "

Reflecting the change in his
Administration’s thtnb-inp this
year, Mr Bush stressed his sup-
port for perestroika in the
Soviet Union.
Mr Shevardnadze, however,

was politely dismissive on this

point. Questioned on what pos-

sible aid the US could bring to
perestroika, the Foreign Minis-
ter was adamant “I beg of you
to drop that phrase *help the
Soviet Union economically
with perestroika.* Perestroika
is a matter for our people, and
it is we who must see its plans

through to the end.”
However, he did indicate

that help in readmitting the

Soviet economy into full part-

nership in the world economy
would be welcomed.
The Mediterranean venue

appears to he a compromise
between the desire for neutral-

ity and a sense of public rela-

tions, combined with a confi-

dence that the media circus
can he kept at hay.
Bush committed to success of

perestroika. Page 6; Soviet
Parliament rejects price rises.
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Britain opens way for
hostile Jaguar bids
By Kevin Done, Motor Industry Correspondent, in London

l JL.r

THE UK Government
yesterday opened the way for
an immediate hostile takeover
of Jaguar, the British luxury
car maker, with the unex-
pected announcement that it is
removing the protection of its

“golden share” 14 months
before it was due to expire.
The announcement, which

ends Jaguar’s 13-month fight to
maintain its independence,
took the company by surprise
and prompted a steep rise in
the company’s share price
flmM rising takeover hnppq,
“We were not consulted

about the matter in advance
and were surprised at the
action taken,” the company
said last night
Mr Nicholas Ridley, Secre-

tary of State for Trade and

Industry, said in a House of
Commons statement that he
was ready to waive the DTTs
golden share.
He said the restrictions on

individual shareholdings in
Jaguar, entrenched by the Gov-
ernment’s Special Share, were
“now clearly causing uncer-
tainties about the company’s
future by prompting specula-
tion over how my powers may
be exercised, so distorting the
basis on which all parties
involved have to reach their
decisions.”

It was in the best interests of
Jaguar’s management, share-
holders and workforce “fix* the
company’s future to be assured
and the present climate of
uncertainty resolved as
quickly as possible,” he mM

Under the present terms of
Jaguar’s articles of association
individual shareholders are
restricted to a maximum stake
of 15 per cent
This condition can only be

changed"by a 75 per cent vote
of Jaguar shareholders and
with the consent of the Secre-
tary of State for Trade and
Industry, who holds the Gov-
ernment’s share.
The share was not due to be

redeemed until the «iH of 1990,
but Mr Ridley has now made
rlaar that the Government is

no longer prepared to exercise
its right of veto to protect Jag-

Continued on Page 20

GM European engine plant.
Page 11; Jaguar background.
Page 21

Lawson puts blame on Thatcher
By Philip Stephens, Political Editor, in London

MR NIGEL Lawson yesterday
put the blame for his resigna-
tion last week as Chancellor
squarely on Mrs Margaret
Thatcher’s leadership style and
made a passionate plea for full

British participation in the
European Monetary System.
In an eloquent speech which

left many in the House of Com-
mons astonished, Mr Lawson
provided a brief but detailed
insight into the long-running
rift between himKPif and the
Prime Minister over exchange
rate policy.

Speaking for the first time
since his departure last Thurs-
day, he revealed that as part of
his efforts to persuade her of
the need for stable pound he
had drawn up a detailed plan
to establish the independence
of the Bank of England.
Mr Lawson’s comments -

lasting barely 10 minutes —
overshadowed the first Com-
mons performance as Chancel-
lor of Mr John Major, his suc-
cessor. They also threatened to
undermine attempts by Mrs
Thatcher’s senior ministers to
establish a new modus vivendi
on policy towards the.EMS. -

Mr Major underlined his
determination to put the defeat

a£ inflation at the top of the
Government's priorities and
said he favoured a “firm
exchange rate” to help under-
pin his anti-inflation policy.

Hie added that fail member-
ship of the EMS was “no pana-
cea" for economic policy but
insisted that when the condi-
tions for entry laid down at the
Madid summit were met
“There should be no doubt™
we win join".

Membership of the exchange

rate mechanism would not be a
soft option but the difficulties

in holding down inflation
would be significantly less
than those experienced in the
present regime of freely-float-

ing rates.

He added that: “Nor can
there be any doubt that the
lpgg credible the exchange rate
discipline is, the greater the
weight the interest rates will

have to bear, and the higher
they need to be to maintain the
necessary anti-inflationary
pressure.”

In a clear allusion to the sus-
picion that Mrs Thatcher
would like to postpone a deci-

sion indefinetly, Mr Lawson
said sterling should be taken
Into the exchange rate mecha-
nism at “the earliest practica-

ble time rather than at the lat-

est for which a case can

tolerably be made".
He gave no details of his

plaint — presented to the Prime
Minister last year - for a more
Trwtopwylpnt Rank of England.

But it is thought the scheme —
suggesting that much greater

control of interest rate policy

be handed to the Bank — was
drawn up in secrecy with the

aid of a handful of senior Trea-
sury officials and discussed
only with Mrs Thatcher.

Mr Major promised “no radi-

cal changes” in the Govern-
ment’s economic strategy,

arguing at length that the fight

against inflation was its key
objective. He warned the Gov-
ernment's supporters to expect
Editorial Comment, Page 18;

Lex, Page 20; Money Markets,
Page 44; London Stocks, Page
42; World Stocks, Page 48
Continued on Page 20

ese tourists in New York yesterday admire the
Center, one of the properties bought by MitsubishiBockafe]

Mitsubishi buys 51% of
Rockefeller for $846m
By RobertThomson in Tokyo

MITSUBISHI ESTATE, the
Japanese real estate company,
has agreed to buy a 51 per cent
share of the Rockefeller Group
for $846m, in a deal that gives
it control over prime New York
properties and is likely to fuel
controversy in the US about
Japanese acquisitions.
The deal announced yester-

day came after the private
Rockefeller Group - the busi-
ness interests of which are
dominated by the Rockefeller
Center and which also has

interests in real estate ser-
vices. entertainment and tele-
communications - approached
several Japanese companies
with a view to selling a major-
ity stake to broaden its fond
base.

Mitsubishi Estate, part of the
Mitsubishi group of companies,
will buy about 627,000 shares
from various Rockefeller fem-

Continned on Page 20
Mitsubishi goes into philan-
thropy, Page 36

Disappointing US figures may
prompt easier monetary policy
By Anthony Harris in Washington
and Janet Bush in New York

US STATISTICS released
yesterday indicated unexpected
weakness in the economy and
raised hopes of a further eas-

ing in US monetary policy. The
figures gave a boost to stocks
and bonds on Wall Street
US new house sales suffered

an unforeseen relapse in Sep-
tember, failing an estimated 14
per cent below sales in August
It was the sharpest monthly
fall for more than seven years.

At the same time a rise in
the index of leading economic
indicators lagged well behind
market forecasts.
With the figures provoking a

bond market rally, the Trea-
sury’s benchmark long bond
was quoted V* point higher in
late trading to yield 7.90 per
cent
There were cautious hopes

on Wall Street that the Fed
would move to ease monetary
policy shortly, although the
market was anxious to see Fri-

day's October employment
report, as well as today’s publi-

cation of the Tan Book. This is

CONTENTS

the compilation of regional Fed
economic reports used as a
guide to policy making in the
Federal Open Market Commit-
tee.

In the equity market, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average
closed up 41.60 at 2,645.08,

helped by the weak economic
data as well as a big takeover
bid.

Despite hopes that the Fed
would ease monetary condi-
tions, the dollar in late trading
held firm at Y142B5, its day’s

high against the yen, and at

DM1.8420. near its session
peaks against the D-Mark.
The drop in house sales,

coming after a revised 3.4 per
cent decline during August,
suggests that an apparent
revival in safes in the summer
has collapsed.
September sales were at a

seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 615,000, only marginally
above the acutely depressed
sales in March and April, and
more than 11 per cent below
market forecasts.

They follow reports of a
sharp foil in October car sales

to an annual rate of just over
6m, compared with more than
7m in earlier months and a
peak of more than 8m in
August, to form a picture of
renewed weakness in con-
sumer spending, especially
where large borrowings are
involved.
Against this background, the

increase of (L2 per cent in the
official index of leading indica-

tors, well below market expec-
tations, appeared even weaker.
The official employment cost

index, a closely watched infla-

tion indicator, rose 15 per cent
in the third quarter, up from
LI per cent in the second and

\ L3 per cent in the same quar-
ter in 1988. Some observers

.
believe that this may argue for

continued monetary caution.
However, Mr Manuel John-

son, Fed vice-chairman, said
that this increase was not “a
development of any special
concern."

US banks and drugs Page 20
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IIS PoOtfesr Manager in the White House 18

The 64-page survey Career Choice for students and
parents, containing an A-to-Z guide on how to excel
at Interviews, spot a good employer or become a
spy, appears today with your copy of the Financial

Times. The survey, which includes a four-page guide
describing the newspaper’s editorial philosophy and
the breadth of Its news and feature coverage, is also
being distributed to universities, polytechnics and
colleges throughout Britain and six universities in

continental Europe. The survey will be published on
Friday in the American edition of the FT.
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EUROPEAN NEWS
BRUSSELS COMMISSIONER VISITS EAST BERLIN

EC tensions surface on E Germany
By Tim Dickson in Brussels

THE TENSIONS inherent in
the European Community’s
search for a new relationship

with the Eastern bloc have sur-

faced in Brussels ahead of the
visit to East Germany today of
Mr Martin Bangemann, the
EC’s Internal Market Commis-
sioner.

Mr Bangemann is thought to

he the first Commissioner to

visit East Berlin in an official

capacity but the move has
attracted wider attention
because he is a West German.
The visit also comes at a time
when many In the flnmwntty
are preoccupied by the impact
which the revived German
reunification question may

have on EC integraHOD-
Speculation as to the signifi-

cance of today’s historic visit

has been fuelled by stories that
Mr Frans Andrlessen, the EC's
External Relations Commis-
sioner, believes Mr Bangemann
is treading on his toes. Other
Commissioners do not neces-
sarily have much sympathy for

what they see as undue sensi-

tivity on Mr Andriessen's part -

but many have urged on Mr
Bangemann a note of caution.

Officials say Brussels is anx-
ious not to send the wrong
political gigwata to East Ger-
many at a time when Its rela-

tionships with Moscow and
Bonn are at a delicate stage.

The content of Mr
mann’s discussions in
meetings with East Germany’s
leaders • including President
Mr Egon Krenz - were not
dear, though the Commission
described the visit as largely “a
fart ffurffacr mission” though it

added that technical issues
relating to the commissioner's
Internal Market portfolio
might also be raised.

One ofthese might be how to
reconcile East Germany’s spe-

cial trading relationship with
its western neighbour and the
Community’s plans for a stogie
market by 1992.

• Mr Egon Krenz plans to
become the first East German

JK expected to oppose
tew EC sewage rules
* Tim Dfekson in Brussels

Communist Party leader ever
to hold an international press

conference, after his summit
with President Mikhail Gorba-

chev today, Quentin Peel
writes.

His decision to face a public

grilling underlines the new
style of the East German
leader, whose close ties to
Moscow have been underlined

by his early trip to the Soviet
Capital-

Soviet officials continue to
•maintain absolute discretion
about their hopes and fears for
the new East German leader,

while It clear that they
do expect him to press ahead
with a steady reform process.

YnvHHtA nf mpas flight* prorfahra a banner flourished by young Eart German
damnjwtrwton* dqiteg another warn tautest on the streets ofLeipzigon Monday night

By Tim Dickson in Brussels
and Richard Evans in London

AMBITIOUS PLANS to clean
up the European Community's
rivers, lakes and coastal waters
through tough new standards
for sewage treatment were
unveiled in Brussels yesterday.

They seem certain to run
Into trenchant opposition at
least from Britain, where Mr
Laids Athanasiou. water ana-
lyst with brokers UBS Phillips

& Drew, estimated that their

implementation could mean
additional costs for the UK
industry “ and higher charges
for the consumer - ranging
from £2bn to£L5bn.
The proposed directive

would ultimately force govern-
ments to classify areas of dis-

charge in three different ways.
Generally speaking the mini-

mum requirement in member
states would be so-called sec-

ondary treatment which
involves biological degradation
as a means of water purifica-

tion. “Sensitive zones*, how-

ever. would have to be Identi-

fied where a more advanced
form of treatment would be
needed to remove nitrogens
and phosphates, whOe in cer-

tain coastal areas not threat-

ened by environmental
more simple techniques
be considered adequate.
One of the more controver-

sial aspects at the directive -
which follows best practice in
some of the “greener* member
states - is its proposed ban ou
the dumping of sludge at sea.

In addition to Britain, both
Ireland and to a lesser extent
Spain use *hia form Of effluent

disposal.

Mr Michael Howard, the UK
Environment Minister with
responsibility for the water
industry, said last night “We
remain to be convinced that
prior sewage treatment is

always necessary where
erly designed and sited

sea outfalls ate available.”

An oddly amicable Community divorce
David Bnchan on Monday’s agreement to differ over social charter

IN THE end, the labour
ministers of Britain and of its

11 Community partners agreed
on a curiously amicable
divorce over the proposed
European social charter.
All sides in Monday’s long

negotiations seemed to accept
that Britain’s differences with
its partners were essentially
unbridgeable, therefore it

was a waste of time to do any-
thing but try to resolve the dif-

ficulties Mmt the other 11 had
with aspects of the charter.

That process had the inci-

dental effect of improving the
charter, in British eyes, in cer-
tain areas like health and
safely in the workplace, equal
ffnndfHnng ami free movement
for workers. “Nearly all the
amendments in these areas
were helpfol," said Mr Norman
Fowler, the UK Employment
Secretary.
Despite maintaining

Britain’s general reserve on
the charter, he joined his col-

leagues in agreeing that there
was no point in working fur-
ther on toe charter and that it

should be sent to the December
8-9 summit for a vote by gov-
ernment hoartft

The ease with which Mr
Jean-Pierre Soisson, the
Ftench Labour Minister, was
able, by means of often flimsy
textual changes, tosatisfy anx-
ieties of 10 of his EC partners,
contrasted with the widely-ac-
knowledged impossibility of
fnlTy satisfying Britain.

It also underlined the
Thatcher Government's ideo-
logical divide not only with the
Socialist governments of
France and Spain, bat jIm the
ruling centre-right Christian
Democrats of West Germany,
the Netherlands, Italy, Belgium
and Luxembourg.
These last four backed the

German call for a nine-point
plan on maternity and annnai
leave, sickness pay, youth pro-
tection, job quotas for the

handicapped, worker health
and safety, temporary work,
mutual recognition of qualflca-

ttona, and job counselling.
To the relief of many other

countries, Mr Soisson
responded by merely asking
tha ffomTnlmdrm tn take head nf

it in drafting its social action
MwmmsnH wnnflL WgnW.

icantly, the European Trade
Union Confederation (Etuc),
beaded by Mr Ernst Breit, pres-
ident of the West German DGB
union federation, yesterday
reminded governments It
wanted early legal action in
many of these
The three other noteworthy

changes in the draft charter cm
Monday were:
• Inserted into its preamble is

a statement that “the respec-
tive roles of Community rules,

national legislation and collec-

tive agreements most be
dearly established." This eased
the particular tears of Den-
mark and Ireland about the

downgnufing of collective bar-
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• Ireland's concern to main-
faifw speciallyconvenfept ™*»»
arntoRPPWnt* for fcmrigw. nftam

US, investors was assuaged fay
an gtngndippnt making ft dear
that workers would be equally
free “hot to join* a union, as to
join one.
• The mast surprising change
was that, to please Portugal,
all specific of
wage competition in cross-bor-

der subcontracting for public
contacts was taken out, of the
chapter, and merely referred to
Mr Soisson in his formal con-
clusions to Monday's
The surprise was that Bonn

agreed to this. West German
nUtetote say til** was
taken last week inBonn out of
a feeling that West German
workers- needed no further
molly-coddling from low-cost
competition. They win be bear-
ing from Mr Brett on this, mat-
ter.

Maxwell to

shut French
news agency
By Qsorgs Graham in

Paris

MR ROBERT MAXWELL, the
UK media magnate; is to close

down France’s second largest

news agency, Agance Centrals

de Presse. Employees ofthe ail-

ing agancyJtaye beesun apart,
tiar strike, same Monday, in :a
bid out'what' fate
awaitedthem in the restractor
tog plan drawn up by Mr Alain
Couture^ chief executives

After negotiations yesterday,
ACP*s MWMgwpunt announced
“with much regret* that It had
oo alternative to dosing the
agency.
The Maxwell group took two

thirds ofACP's capital in Janu-
ary 1987. Its losses continuedto
mount, however, totalling
FFrl&Sm (£L96m) in 1987 and
FFt2&5m (£2.06m) in 1968. .

Jody Dempsey adds: The Hun-
pnrian authorities have agreed
to principle to sell 40 per cent
of Magyar Hlrlap, the govern-
ment newspaper, to Mr Max-
well. R was founded 22 years
ago and until recently strongly
reflected government policies,

although it has become
tocreastosriv independent.
The deal - the result of an

approach , by Mr Maxwell -
will bring badly needed invest-

ment to the newspaper. How-
ever, the Government, while
gtvtog the sale the green light,

is not believed to be entirely

happy about a situation which
will mean a dilution of its

influence in an important
national Institution.

Hungary to

hold poll

on choosing
President
By Judy Dempsey in

.

Vienna

HUNGARY’S Parliament
yesterday agreed to hold a ref-

erendum on when and how the
President of the newly 'pro-
claimed Hungarian Republic
fflrnnld be
Tbe move marks a success

lor the opposition Free Demo-
crats, who have campaigned to

the hoMhur of a raesiden-
election in November on

that this would leave
new political parties insuf-

ficient time to prepare, and
tires boost tiw chances of Mr
Imre Possgay, candidate of tile

ruling Socialist (formerly
Communist) party.
Undo' tiie latest decision,

voters wm be asked to decide
whether the President should
be chosen by . universal suf-

frage before next year’s five
parliamentary elections - or
later in the year by tbs legisla-

ture that emerges from those
elections.
Deputies yesterday over-

came their misgivings about
upsetting a previously agreed
timetable for transition to
dmnocracy.
They agreed that the refer-

endum take place on
November 88 - the date which
had been tentatively ear-
marked far pwriJwrfbl Sfcc*

tio*>« under riip did phw.
If voters still prefer an early

presidential poll by universal
suffrage, it will take place on
January 7.

Parliament was effectively
forced to agree to a referen-
dum after the Free Democrats,
and Fldesz, an opposition
youth movement, had gath-
ered 200,080 signatures in
order to back up their
demands.
The row about electing the

new President is faMnif place
amid continuing debate about
hfepredse powers.
This week, Hungarian con-

stitutional lawyers were argu-
ing that the new President
would be suldect to strict Par-
Uamantary control.

The president will be head
of the armed forces and will -

subject to strict monitoring by
the new Gonstitathmal Court -

be allowed to dissolve govam-

bx other respects, the
dency Is intended to play a
earefol balancing role between
the executive and the legisla-

tive.

Despite criticism of him
tax

m

Free Democrats and sec-
tions of the population, Mr
Poxsgay Is stiff deemed to be
the most suitable politician for
the post, given his good rela-

tions and contacts in
and West.

Warning on
‘concessions’

from party

conservatives
By LesRejQoim in Berlin

ULTRA-CONSERVATIVES in

the East German Communist
Party, bewfidereftiby the recent

concessions to the opposition

by Mr Egon Krenp, the new
party leader, warojad that he
was playing into tiie hands of

reformers who were Beebtpg a
pluralistic party.

The party's Institute of Poli-

tics and Economics (IFW) said

in an open letter to the Central
Committee that the leader-

ship's ongoing discussions
with the population were tak-

ing precedence over a dialogue
within the Party on "basic
questions of socialist society.*

This intensified “uncer-
tainty" in the party and
opened the way for "mislead-

ing and. hostile positions,”
Party officials said this
referred to the growing pres-

sure from members for the
transfromation of the mono-
liifaic party into a pluralistic

one. IPW said the next plenary
meeting of the Central Com-
mittee should clearly reveal
the "outlines" of the future
socialist society. -

Mr himself warned
prospective leftameo only on
Monday that without the
“unity” of - the party there
could be no unity in the popu-
lation.

Voliszeitong, the Commu-
nist Party newspaper in
Leipzig where hundreds -of

of people have dem-
onstrated for rritoins. said the
population could not believe
that the same politicians who
were in power before could
now “do everything differ-

entiy”
Mr Krenz is expected to seek

the removal of a number of
unpopular conservatives from
the Politburo at a Central Com-
mittee meeting next week. The
newspaper also suggested that
the party could cooperate with
the largest opposition
New Fonnn, which has
1D0.000 members.
One of the conservatives

whose position is rumoured to
be threatened is Mrs Margot
Honecker, the wife of the
recently deposed East German
leader, who is Minister of Pub-
lic Education.

In a Ud to placate aroused
emotions. East German televi-

sion yesterday dropped its

leading hardline commentator,
Mr Kari-Eduardvon Schnitzler,

whose removal was demanded
at demonstrations in recent
weeks. Mr von Schnitzier Mm-
seif unmwiniwt the mid of his
30-year-old programme The
Black Channel, in which he
heaped abuse on West Ger-
many using material from
West German TV.
Only a few mhmtes after his

departure on Monday evening.
East German television inau-
gurated a news feature pro-
gramme which showed SOO’OOQ

people demonstrating in
Leipzig for political reforms.
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Ozal wins
third-round

vote for

President
By JJtn Bodgener-ln
Ankara •

MR TUBGUT OZAL, the
technocrat-turned-politician
who has been Turkish Prime
Minister since 1983, was yestav
day elected President in a
low-key parliamentary ballot
boycotted by the opposition.

Mr Ozal, who has overseen a
sweeping liberalization of Tur-

key’s economy but -also pud
the. price in personal popular-

ity for rampant inflation, will

be the jQist civilian President

for nearly 30 years.
• President Kenan Evrea, from
whom he is expected to take
aver on November 9, was the
general who ushered in three
years of military rale with the
1980 coup d’etat, and his con-
tinued presence in office was
one of the most tangthia ves-
tiges of that period.

Mr Ozal won the support of
283 of the 460 deputies In yes-
terday’s third-round ballot,

thus seeming the necessary 51

per cent majority.. He had
tailed to be elected in the two
previous parliamentary votes,
in which he would have needed
300 votes to ensure his eleva-
tion. -

The only other valid votes
cast yesterday were the 14
which went to Mr Fetid CeUk-
bas, a token candidate from Mr
Ozal’s Motherland party.
Mr Ozal is expected to make

the presidency more interven-
tionist than it ha** been iwito1

Gen Evrea, who latterly has
appeared a benign figurehead.
On the other hand, the presi-

dency will mean an easier
schedule for Mr Ozal, who had
a heart-bypass operation in
early 1987.

' ' '

He is thought to favour a
strong executive presidency
more on the French model
than that in the US. He hag
already made his intentions
plain of simplifying the 1982
constitution framed under mili-

tary rule from 1980-83, includ-
ing reform of the notorious
articles 141 and 142 prohibiting
finminiinkf and religious polit-

ical parties.

His preference as successor
far Prime Minister and party
chairman from jockeying hope-
fuls among his party’s factions
will indicate how much influ-

ence and control he still wants
within government.

Austria ready to

give ground on
night lorry ban
By Tim Dickson in Brussels

EUROPEAN Community
pressure to exempt perishable
products .like milk and
vegetables ' from Austria’s
night-time ban on noisy lorries

appears to be paying off
Officials in -Brussels said

yesterday that Mr Karel Van
Miert, the European Transport
Commissioner, has reached a
"political” compromise with
Chancellor Franz Vranitzksky
which if endorsed by the
Austrian Parliament would
soften the impact of the ban,
due to come into effect from
December l between the hours
of lOpm and 5am.
The Issue has become one of

the most difficult and most
urgent in the so-called transit
negotiations taking place
between the EC and hs Swiss,
Austrian and Yugoslav
neighbours. At stake is not just
the EC’s links with the East
but intra-community trade,
such as the sale of Italian
vegetables to Bavaria or the
transport of West German milk
in the other direction
(examples where transiting
Austria is unavoidable).
The forthcoming Austrian

ban - applying to lorries
whose noise exceeds 80
decibels - has particularly
annoyed the Bonn Government
which has muttered openly

about retaliation.

The view in Brussels is that
this is not a realistic option,

partly because Austria is seen
as a likely next candidate for

EC membership, partly
because the Community
increasingly wants to (teal with
the members of the European
Free Trade Association as a
single bloc, and partly because

there is considerable sympathy
with the environmental
concerns at the root of the
problem.
Under the agreement struck

by Mr Van Miert, Brussels says
the Austrian Government will

set its face against further
unilateral measures and that
the two sides will work
together to develop more
"combined” transport
(involving road and rail) as
well as quieter lorries.

In the meantime, noisy
lorries carrying perishable
goods, milk and newspapers
would be exempted for six
months — a concession likely

to useful to about 100 of the
1,000 or so vehicles currently
using the route - while
further individual derogations

may be granted by the
Government thereafter if it can
be proved that the loads are
unable to travel during the
day.

Schily quits Greens to

join Social Democrats
By David Goodhart in Bonn

MR OTTO SCHILY, a one-man
political institution in West
Germany and the most promi-
nent member of the Green
Party, is joining the Social
Democrats.
His switch is not unexpected

- he had become increasingly

isolated in the party he helped
put on the political map - but
it comes at a thne when the
Greens have moved closer to
his own brand of pragmatic
eco-pohtics than at any time
sinn» thgir foundation.
The youthful 57 year-old,

who made his name as the
main defame lawyer for some
of the Baader-Meinkof terror-

ists. marie ittfle effort to
disguise his contempt foe most
of his follow Greens.
They, in theirturn, have dis-

liked his figure-head image,
easy command of the media,
and most nn4freen lifestyle.

Under the Cfreens’ "rotation
principle", which is designed to
prevent the rise of professional
politicians, Mr Schily was due
to stand-down as a member of
the Bundestag — where be hie
sat since 1983 - after complet-
ing two parliamentary ses-

sions. Mr Peter Glotz, a close

friend and leading Social Dem-
ocrat, appears to have secured
him an SPD seat in Bavaria.

military
By Quentin Peel in Moscow

TOP SOVIET military
commanders are expressing
acute concern about the grow-

ing problem of draft-dodging
and desertion among the coun-

try’s 3m-odd conscript army.
Their fears have surfaced
again this week amid reports

of a spreading campaign
against conscription in the out-

lying Baltic and Trans-Cauca-

sian republics, coinciding with
the autumn call-up.

Several reports of mass pro-

tests against the draft have
appeared in the Soviet media

and now a senior general

has published an extraordi-
narily outspoken attack on the

civilian ponce and Communist

party for falling to support the
military in stopping the rot
The backlash against con-

scription is primarily a nation-
alist reaction in areas like the
Baltic, and Georgia, Armenia
and Azerbaijan, where recruits
are demanding the right to
carry out their two years’ ser-

vice in their home republics.
It comes at a time when the

military high command is
already expressing concern at
the brain drain caused by the
deferment of conscription for
students in higher education,
and the mass exodus of an
extra 175.000 mid-term students
allowed to go back to univer-
sity this summer.

The sharpest criticism to
date was made this week in
Krasnaya Zvezda, the army
newspaper, by Lieut-General
Norat Ter-Grigoryants, the
Deputy Chief of Staff of Soviet
ground forces. “The conscrip-
tion boycott is occurring in the
foil view of Soviet party and
law enforcement organisations.
But for some reason, they
remain silent, or pretend that
nothing is happening," he said.

The failure of the civilian
authorities to Intervene meant
the military commanders were
facing a hostile local popula-
tion alone, he said. In one case
there was actually an assassi-

nation attempt on a military

commissar, whom he identified

as Major-General Artyunyan.
"For more than 20 minutes the
enraged crowd beat him, it was
just luck they did not kill

him,” he stud.

Gen Ter-Grigoryants’ attack
follows a strong defence of the
whole conscription system, and
an attack on exemptions for
students, by Col-General Gri-

gori Krivosheyev, the deputy
chief of the Soviet General
Staff:

"Conscripts are being poi-

soned by all kinds of pacificist

sentiments" he said. The mili-

tary commanders angrily
reject suggestions Of national

service in the national repub-

lics. "The task of defending the
Soviet Union is a national
task,** Gen Krivosheyev told

Krasnaya Zvezda.

He said that the deferment of

military service for students
was a "violation of social jus-

tice” putting the burden for

more on rural and industrial

working classes. In addition,

the sudden withdrawal of all

mid-term students had
deprived the armed forces of

"crew and unit commanders,
radar operators, high-class spe-

cialists on surface ships, sub-

marines and in combat units.”

There are actually no person-

nel to replace them at pres-

ent"

Quiet campaign on key Ionian battlefield
Kerin Hope reports from a region that could decide who wins next Sunday’s election

I
N THE crucial Ionian island con-
stituencies, where next Sunday’s
Greek election could be decided,

this has been the quietest campaign in
years.

On Kefa lonia,.
the loudspeaker van on

the waterfront in Argostoli, the island’s

capital, advertises the morning’s fish
catch, not political meetings. The
incumbent. Dr Gerasimos Messaras of
the Conservative New Democracy
party, says he prefers to tour the cafes

"by myself just to chat to a few people
at a time."
At dusk, the Socialist-backed chal-

lenger, Mr Gerasimos Arsenis, a former
Economy Minister and governor of the
central bank who is making his first

foray into grassroots politics, heads for

the mountain villages in a
motorcade.
Greece’s second election campaign

this year is a low-key affair compared
with last June's fiercely polarised strug-
gle between New Democracy and the
Panhellemc Socialist Movement (Basok)
of the former Prime Minister, Mr
Andreas Papandreou. which resulted in

a -hung Parliament.
It makes for a marked contrast with

the heady celebrations of democracy at
work in the years following the Colo-
nels’ dictatorship and the passionate
right-left confrontations of the past
decade. But to politicians who hope
that Greek voters are starting to focus
on bread-and-butter issues rather than
ideology, the change is welcome.
The Conservatives, led by Mr Con-

stantine Mitsotaltis, are keeping up the
conciliatory approach that enabled
them to co-operate successfully with
the rinmmiwilfit^nmmatpri Left Alliance
party tn an interim coalition govern-
ment- They decided to replace mas* ral-

lies with open-air concerts organized by

European Diary

Greece

Greece’s three best-known composers,
all of whom happen to be active New
Democracy supporters. Among them is

Mr MDris Theodorakis, a former Com-
munist deputy who is running on the
Conservative ticket and now appears
frequently at Mr Mttsotakis’ side.

Under the proportional voting sys-
tem, New Democracy needs to boost Its

44 per cent share of the poll in June by
LS-2 per cent In order to win an overall
majority in the 800-member Parliament
Last time, it captured 145 seats, just six

too few.
The Conservatives strengthened their

hanri considerably by winning all five

of the country’s singfaseat constituen-
cies, tnrfnrfing Kefalonia and the neigh-
bouring island* of T^firada and >Zakyn-
thos - but only by a «lim margin. This
time Pasok is fielding stronger candi-
dates in the Ionian in a bid to attract
enough support from the region’s pow-
erful Communist vote to upset the
incumbents and, with a bit of luck,
deny the Conservatives a majority.

With Mr Papandreou feeing criminal
charges for alleged involvement in ille-

gal phone-tapping and a $200m bank
scandal while in office, the Socialists
appear to have little Rhannp of improv-
ing their 39 per cent of the vote and 125

seats. But they hope to avoid losses by
picking up votes from left-wingers
angered by the willingness of the Left
Alliance, which won 13 per cent and 28
seats lasttime, to join forces with the
right.

Even if they fall to prevent a Conser-
vative victory, the Socialists’ aim is to
control the political agenda by retain-

ing 121 seats, the number needed to
block the election of a new head of state

by the House early next year and force
a fresh election.

The opinion polls have so far been
inconclusive. According to some ana-
lysts, however, the election could tom
on a set of technicalities, such as the
number of abstentions arid blank bal-

lots.

"These three island seats are critical

to the election result The margins
aren't large, bat I think they can all be
won,” said Mr Arsenis, who grew up on
Kefalonia and pushed through much-
needed road-building and electricity
projects when he was running the
Economy Ministry.

T he island has never folly recov-
ered from a devastating earth-
quake in 1953 which levelled

most people’s homes and set off a mas-
sive wave of emigration. Even now,
with tourism developing slowly but
steadily, jobs are hard to come by.
Although the Greek provinces are no
longer Ignored by the Government
thank* to the Socialists’ decentralisa-
tion policy and the funding available
from the European Community, it still

takes persistence by lobal politicians to

ensure that credits arrive.

Mr Arsenis (57), who is seeking a
local power base for the future, hopes to
span the social divisions of an island

renowned for producing both shipown-
ers and militant Communist «»aman.

He says he can find the LS00 votes
needed to unseat Dr Messaras through
personal support, by bussing in Kefa-
lonia-registered voters from Athens and
persuading some left-wingers to switch
sides.

Campaigning in a striped shirt and
grey suit, he looks more like banker
headed for an IMF meeting than an
islander. But in the village of Damalian-
ata, a Communist stronghold, there was
general approval as he pounded the cafe
table to emphasise the point: "There
cannot be war between the progressive
forces in this country. We must stop the
right from returning to power.”
The Left Alliance candidate, Mr Theo-

dores Galiatsatos, a 33-year-old civil

engineer, rfigmiasoa the idea that any of

his supporters might defect. "Why
should they vote for a bankrupt Social-

ist party?" he says. Dr Messaras, the
island’s surgeon, says he is confident of
keeping his seat He points out that
while the interim Government was in
power, he persuaded 10 doctors to give
up jobs in Athens to help staff the Kefa-
lonia’s island’s two hospitals.

If reflected, his next task will be to

chase up promised funds, Including
some from the EC’s Mediterranean pro-

grammes, for improving the water sys-

tem and building a Dr200m (£L2m) sew-
age treatment plant “People appreciate
your doing practical things for them,"
he said, gesturing around an office fil-

led with flowers and a few carrier bags
containing bottles of Kefalonia's famous
white wine.
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China ousts HK
critics from
Basic Law
By John Elliott in Hong Kong

CHINA yesterday expelled two
leading liberal campaigners
from its drafting committee
responsible for preparing a
constitution known as the
Basic Law which will govern
Hong Kong after China regains
sovereignty over the British
colony in 1997.

The men involved are Mr
Martin Lee. a Queens Counsel
and Hong Kong's most promi-
nent critic of Peking, and Mr
Szeto Wah, a teacher. They
have been prime movers
behind anti-Peking demonstra-
tions and have both been indi-
rectly accused of sedition by
China because of their
speeches and their role run-
ning an alliance in support of
China's dissident students.
The expulsions had been

widely expected but will never-
theless lead to angry reactions
in Hong Kong where they will
reduce an already low level of
confidence about prospects
after 1997. Mr Lee and Mr Wah
also now face an uncertain
future after 1997 if Peking
decided to try to arrest them
for their activities.

China's official Xinhua News
agency said the decision had
been taken by the standing
committee of the National Peo-
ple’s Congress because of their
“antagonistic stand against the
Chinese Government”. The two
could resume their member-
ship if they “recognised their
mistakes".
The announcement came on

the day when formal consulta-
tions on the Basic Law ended
amid widespread disillusion-
ment about the chances of
Peking listening to views put
forward on the colony’s demo-
cratic development
Three significant lobby

groups representing conserva-
tive businessmen, moderates,
and liberals who include Mr
Lee and Mr Wah, came to a
last minute compromise for-
mula last night which would
make 4o per cent of the legisla-

ture directly elected in 1997
and 60 per cent in the subse-
quent election.

But the groups* leaders
thought this was too radical
for Peking to accept "1 gather
from my contacts that Peking
is expressing reservations and
therefore 1 feel that the
chances of the proposal being
accepted are fairly slim," Mr
Vincent La a prominent busi-
nessman and convener of the

body

Martin Lee: uncertain future

right-wing Group of 89, said
last night
Peking has become highly

suspicions about Hong Kong in
the wake of demonstrations
and other support given to dis-
sident students by activists in
the colony. It has repeatedly
warned against Hong Kong
becoming a centre for subver-
sive activity and its hardline
leaders do not believe that
Hong Kong people can be
trusted with rapid introduction
of democracy.
For these reasons it is

unlikely that the ftnai draft (4
the Basic Law will include any
Improvements on democratic
development Peking officials
have said that they are not
interested in adopting consen-
sus opinions which they
believe have been influenced
either by liberals or by the
British-dominated Hong Kong
government For that reason
last night's consensus, and an
earlier proposal from existing
legislators for one third of
members to be directly elected,
are likely to be rejected.

Peking is believed to be even
more determined not to give
any guarantees at all about the
later Introduction of fall uni-
versal franchise. It is this issue
which might cause most
uproar later in the year.
The final draft of the law

will be drawn up in December
at meetings in Canton domi-
nated by Peking representa-
tives, after discussions
between the parties. The
form will then be produced by
Peking around March next
year.

African frontline leaders

may meet de Klerk
By Mark Huband in Yamoussoukro. Ivory Coast

A MEETING between African
frontline states and Sooth
Africa could take place if next
week's elections In Namibia go
smoothly. President Kenneth
Kaunda of Zambia said yester-

day. Mr Kaunda was speaking
after talks held bare with three
African heads of state seeking
to revive the Angolan peace
process.

The offer came shortly
before an announcement that
President F.W. de Klerk of
South Africa Is to visit the
Ivory Coast in December for
discussions with Mr Felix Hou-
phouet-Boigny, the country’s
President. It will he Mr de
Klerk's first trip to another
African country since his elec-

tion victory on September 20.

He will be accompanied by Mr
Pik Botha, the Foreign Minis-
ter.

Mr Knunrifl, chairman of the
frontline states which border
South Africa, told Journalists
that if South Africa “should do

well over the issue of Namibia
getting independence, come
November 6, and things go
smoothly, we are prepared to
organise a get-together of an
those involved within South
Africa and without, so that we

bring genuine peace not only
to South Africa itself but also
to the region as a whole.**

Mr Kaunda, who met Mr de
Klerk in Zambia In September,
acknowledged that Pretoria’s
decision to permit peaceful
opposition rallies, including
last weekend's weekend Afri-

can National Congress meeting
in Soweto, Johannesburg had
influenced his Government’s
view of the South African gov-
ernment
But he sakb “One political

swallow does not make a polit-

ical summer. So we are waiting
for more political swallows to
make the necessary political

summer, which means the end
of apartheid."

Deng accuses US of deep involvement in protests
By Our Foreign Staff

CHINA'S relations with the DS
took a marked turn for the
worse yesterday when Deng
Xiaoping, China’s senior
leader, accused Washington of
deep involvement In the pro-

tests which gripped Peking ear-

lier this year.
Relations between the two

countries had already cooled
after Chinese troops shot
unknown numbers of unarmed
demonstrators in Peking In
June and the American
embassy gave shelter to a lead-

ing riforfrlunt

“Frankly speaking, the US
was involved too deeply in the

turm.oll and counter-revolu-
tionary rebellion which
occurred in Peking not long
ago”, Deng Xiaoping, China's
85-year-old senior leader, told

Mr Richard Nixon, former US
President who Is on a private

visit to Peking at the invitation

of the Chinese government.
Emerging from his meeting

with Deng, Mr Nixon said
there were many differences
between the two countries.

“The damage is very great The
point I should emphasise is

that this is without question

the most serious situation in
terms of Sino-American rela-

tions since 1972.” In that year,

Mr Nixon, then US President,
opened relations with China,
frozen since the communists
came to power in 1949.

Mr Nixon is the most promi-
nent American to visit China
since Jane but US

.
embassy

officials stress he is travelling
as a private citizen and his trip
does not represent a break in
President George Bosh's ban
on top-level contacts with
China imposed after the
Peking massacre. However, he
was in contact witty the presi-

dent and his national security
adviser before theTvisit end

will submit a report to the

White House on returning:

At the meeting, Deng, on
whose survival China’s present
precarious stability depends,
appeared toed, with trembling
hands and slurred speech. In a
break from his usual practice,

he did not walk out of the
meeting room to greet Mr
Nixon, but waited tor him to
come in.

Yesterday’s accusation by
Deng is the worst charge China
has made against the US since
the crackdown in Jana Peking
was already enraged with the
US embassy in Peking for con-

tinuing to shelter the country’s

most wanted dissidents, astro-

physicist Fang LizM, who has
been charged with “counter-
revolutionary" crimes, includ-

ing instigating the unrest
"Tins is the first time that a

Chinese leader has so dearly
pointed the finger at the
United States. .. It’s not going

to help at ah,” a Western diplo-

mat said.

Sino-US ties have come
under additional strain this

week because of US Embassy
complaints of police harrass-
meat of diplomats and their
families.

A confrontation yesterday

between a Nixon aide and a
senior Chinese Information
Department official over
whether journalists, particu-

larly the Chinese present,
stynnW record Mr Nixon’s criti-

cism of the June massacre, fur-

ther chilled the atmosphere.

However, the New China
News Agency quoted. Deng as

saying: “We hope that China
and the United States will

solve as soon as possible the
problems in their relations and
will create a sound basis on
which to promote future ties.”

Observer
man in Iraq
‘confesses’

on TV
By Andrew Gowers,
Middle East Editor

A UK-BASED journalist who
has been detained in Iraq far
more than a month appeared
on Baghdad television last
night purportedly confessing
to having spied for Israel, in a
move which may exacerbate
friction between Britain and
Iraq,

Mr Fanad Bazoft, an Irani-
an-born journalist who was
arrested In September while
visiting Iraq on fcehnif of Lon-
don’s Observer newspaper,
told Iraqi TV that he had been
recruited by Israeli intelli-

gence in 1987.
ui« statement, which

not be verified, follows
repeated Iraqi allegations of
espionage against Mr Bazoft
and against Ms Daphne Par-
ish, a British nurse who was
arrested in connection with
the case on September 19 aid
is also still in detention. It
may set the stage for a trial

which Is likely to draw further
expressions of concern from
the British Government.
Both Mr Bazoft and Ms Par-

ish have been held inconnami-

cado, the Baghdad author-
ities have flatly rejected
repeated British AmawAi %
access to them. Lon-
don of interfering In Iraqi
domestic affairs. There was no
word last night of lb Parish’s
whereabouts, or of possible
Iraqi charges against her.
The Foreign Office had no

immediate reaction to last
night’s reports. But officials
pointed out that there is a
Hmtt to what Britain can do
<m his case since the journalist
is not a British subject
Mr Bazoft visited Iraq as a

guest of the Government in
early September to cover elec-
tions in Kurdistan. He was
arrested while Investigating
reports of a large explosion at

military industrial
south at Baghdad.
In his televised statement

last night, he said Israeli Intel-
ligence had asked him to col-

lect information on Iraqi mili-
tary establishments as well as
on the political and social situ-
ation in fire country.

“I went secretly to one of
important military estab-

lishments with the British
nurse Daphne Parish who
acted as a guide and gave me
assistance while I was taking
pictures and samples,” he said.
There is no way off knowing

whether the journalist was
forced into making his confes-
sion. The Baghdad media say
he will be treated In accor-
dance with Iraqi law, which is

not noted for its leniency.
Iraqi ministers also promised,
in meetings mtII” oik month
with Mr John Wahebam. the
British Energy Secretary, to
allow consular access to the
two detainees once official

investigations were complete.

Jordan’s poll puts Palestinians in a quandary
Lamls Andoni explains why many are wary of playing an active role in the election

F OR the Palestinian
inhabitants of Jordan,
the country's first par-

liamentary general election in
23 years poses some special
problems of allegiance.

With more than half at Jor-
dan’s population of 3.4m
thought to be of Palestinian
origin, there is no doubt about
the importance of the overall
Palestinian vote in the polling
on November & Nor is there
any question that Palestinians
share many of the «winmpii-

and political concerns of fellow
citizens who have their roots
on the east bank erf the Jordan
River.
But Jordanians of Palestin-

ian descent feel tom between
their Jordanian citizenship and
their identification with the
Palestine Liberation Organisa-
tion's struggle for Palestinian
nationhood on the West Bank.

Palestinian participation in
tile elfntinna ran be go*>n as
encroaching on the PLCs role
as the exclusive representative
of tho Palestinian people and
may nourish Israeli that-

Jordan is the appropriate
homeland for the Palestinians.
“No to the idea of a substi-

tute homeland", say the elec-

tion banners of the Palestinian
candidates in the Jordanian
capital Amman.
Anti-government protests

which swept the non-Palestin-
ian areas of Jordan in April
not only persuaded King Hus-
sein to decree the election.
They also helped to dissipate
fhft feeling that Palestinians
pose the only serious long-term
threat to the Hashemite man-

Hnwrtc suspended party ban

archy. Security controls in the
refugee camps awrf throughout
Jordan have been relaxed, but
many Palestinian activists are
still subject to work and travel
restrictions.

In some ways, the 900,000 ref-

ugees are no different from
frustrated Jordanians in the
south. Both groups are critical

of official corruption and
resentful about their long
pvffhiwnn from domestic poli-

tics- They share the hope that
tiie elections will pave the way
for political reforms.

“Neither the poor Jordanians
nor the Palestinians were
responsible for squandering or
misusing pubUo funds, but we
are afraid, that we are going to
pay the price”, a young Pales-
tinian sad at a recent meeting
of refugees.
For the Palestinians, how-

ever, the elections have a sig-

nificance which goes beyond
Jordan's borders. The next par-
liament will be the first to
exdude the West Bank since it

was incorporated into Jordan
in 1950. Last year, in response
to tiie Palestinian uprising in
the ferseli-occupled territories.

King Hussein relinquished
nominal control of the

.
West

Bank to the PLO. Shortly after-

wards the PLO declared an
independent Palestinian state
in the West Bazik and Gaza
Strip.
PaWnrifobmi? tear ttyph-p^rtirv

ipation in Jordan's election
Will help to fix Hwm into a
permanent diaspora, in which
they will forfeit the right to a
homeland and to setf-detenni-
nation.
These concerns provide part

of the explanation, for low
voter registration of40 per cent
in predominantly Palestinian
areas. An even smaller per-
centage 18 arfnally pidring up
the necesssary voting cards.
Another factor discouraging

Palestinian participationlias
been a fading «f ^
uncertainty due to the anti-Pal-
estinian sentiment which ema-
nated from the authorities at
the time of the break with the
West Bank.
The 1986 electoral law, and a

recent subdivision of urban
electoral districts, give Influ-
ence to relatively conservative
rural constituencies and
under-represent cities with
high concentrations of Pales-
tinians SUCh as Amman anil

Irbid. This will reduce the vot-
ing power of the Palestinians
and restrict the number ofMPa

'

of Palestinian origin. Some pol-

iticians argue that the aim is

to reduce the chances of radi-

cal and leftist candidates who
have historically relied on Pal-

estinian support, especially
from the reragee camps.
Even with the Palestinians

under-represented, their pre-
dominance in tiie napteii has
persuaded a large number of
East Bank opposition and left-

ist figures to contest tire elec-

tions in Amman The strong
Mhatem brotherhood, the only
legal political organisation in
the country - other candidates
are only allowed to stand as
individuals - is also seeking
Palestinian votes on a hardline

platform that opposes the
FLO’s peace strategy.

But mug Hussein’s recent
decision to suspend a ban an
the nomination of members of
illegal parties has allowed
members of the Jordanian
Communist Party and leftists

associated with Palestinian
groups to compete with the
hianiii* fundamentalists. In
general, however, most candi-

dates are campaigning an the
basis of supporting the Pales-

tinian <«%*» uprising and
the PLO.
The PLO itself has publicly

declared the elections to he an
intomni Jordanian affair,
althongh PLO members will beSthe voters. As far as the

ties go, only 8 per cent
of the 556 registered are of Pal-
estinian origin, because most
prominent Palestinian politi-

cians are members ofPLO bod-
ies or commando groups
would face official censure

from Jordan and the PLO lead-

ership if they tried to stand.

To overcome this problem
the Manrist-Leninist Demo-
cratic Front tor the Liberation

of Palestine “disengaged" from
its Jordanian wing, which has
become the Jordan People’s
Democratic Party. Half a dozen
of its members are contesting

the elections. The Popular
Front for the Liberation or Pal-

estine is also putting up a
number of its Jordanian mem-
bers and is hacking some Pal-

estinian Independent leftist

candidates. Fatah, the biggest

commando group, has no can-

didates of its own but most erf

those standing are seeking its

SU
Candidates of Palestinian

origin argue that their role in

the parliament should not com-
pete with the efforts of the
PLO. Mr Nizar al-Kayed, one of

the candidates, sought to
encourage Palestinians to vote

by stressing the link between
the liberalisation of the Jorda-

nian system and the Palestin-

ian struggle.

“Only by liberating the
potentials of the people and
nhnUfltifag the security and
political restrictions on popu-
lar participation can we break
the current isolation of the
intifada”, argued Mr atXayed.
who spent ten years in Jorda-
nian prisons.

Mr Taber al-Masri, the for-

mer deputy prime minister and
himself a candidate of Palestin-
ian origin: "The (official) atti-

tude towards Palestinian politi-

cal activists will have to
change,” he said.

Bhutto set to
fight off vote of
no confidence
By David Housego in
Islamabad

MS Benazir Bhutto, the
Pakistani Prime Minister. last

night seemed set to ward off a
vote of no confidence but in
circumstances that are likely
to leave her authority impaired
and could provoke violence In
southern towns where the
army is already patrolling.
Both sides are bringing MPs

overnight from isolated moun-
tain regions where they have
been held virtually prisoner to
prevent defections. The vote
will probably take place today.
Under the rules tor a no-

confidence motion the opposi-
tion must demonstrate that it

has tiie support of 119 mem-
bers or s simple majority. Ms
Bhutto may keep her MPs out-
side the chamber until the
opposition has been counted •

thus preventing the risk of
last-minute defections on the
floor of the house.
But even if opposition MPs

fail to achieve their objective
they intend to keen ttd ores-
sure on Ms Bhutto through fur-
ther votes of no confidence in
the near future.

Japanese MPs
start pinball

scandal probe
THE Japanese parliament
yesterday began delving into
allegations about a pinball
scandal involving both ruling
and opposition parties, agen-
das report from Tokyo.
The ruling Liberal Demo-

cratic Party started the inves-
tigation In earnest after three
Twnnthw of mass-media allega-

tions that the opposition
Socialists (JSP) acted in favour
of pochinko - Japanese pin-
ball - parlour owners and
have financial links with
pro-North Korean organis-
ations.

Pachinko, a Japanese ver-
sion of pinball with dements
of gambling, is an industry
amassing more than YMOObn
(£2&Bbn> a year. Both the JSP,
which nminfailnwl friendly

relations with North Korea for
years, and the pro-North
Korea Association of Korean
Residents have denied the alle-

gations.
Analysts said the LDP was

steering close to the wind
rince It admitted taking dona-
tions from the same organisa-
tion.

Political donations from for-

eigners are illegal in Japan.
To&hiki Kaffir, Japan’s Prime Minister, leads banzai cheers after
his re-election yesterday as LDP president for a two-year term

Africa’s peasantry stranded as dreams of growth ebb away
Nicholas Woodsworth reports from Mize, western Zambia, on a rural people who are heading back into history

T O THE residents of Mize, the
thatched-village capital of the
Luvale people in remote

Western Zambia, the wide, grey
Zambezi River rolling south to Victo-

ria Falls defines much more than the
limits erf their tribal territory.

For centuries the Luvale have
been more attuned to the annual
flood and recessUrn of the silt-rich

Zambezi than to the rise and fall of
administrations in distant centres.
For these fishing, cattle-herding and
rice-growing people, the river and its

flood has been the regulator of their

economy and daily lives.

The colonial Portuguese from
neighbouring Angola may have
brought guns and the opportunities

of a trade In slaves to the Luvale.

The British may have brought the
bureaucratic machinery of colonial

rule. More recently. Zambian inde-

pendence may have brought the
promise of socialist rural develop-

ment
Today the Zambezi continues to

bring its flood, and Mize’s royal
drummer goes on proclaiming the

Luvale king's health every sunrise

and sunset as be has through the

ages. But commercial trade, adminis-

tration, and development, here as in

many regions of isolated rural

Africa, are now fast disappearing,

and the Luvale seem to be heading

back into history and their isolated

Zambezi River lives.

Growing budgets deficits, falling

commodity prices, unfavourable
terms of trade, and mounting debt
obligations continue to undermine
national economies ranging from
capitalist Ivory Coast to socialist

Mozambique,
As they do so, the rural economies

that make up much of the continent
have become increasingly vulnerable
to neglect. Without the political sig-

nificance, wealth, or organisation of
Africa's urban elites and industria-

lised working class, the continent's
peasants Increasingly bear the brunt
of ongoing economic decline.
For the small-scale farmers and

villagers that make up more than 75
per cent of the continent's 500m peo-
ple, Africa's economic crisis has

meant diminishing hopes for the
infrastructural development seeded
to create viable rural market econo-
mies. Roads, power, irrigation and
access to simple tools are prerequi-
sites to productivity and growth.

So, too, are social services provid-
ing ir>ln<iwnn standards of health

,

nutrition, bousing, and the technical

knowledge that comes through edu-
cation. Without these prerequisites
the transition from bare subsistence
to an economy of surplus production
remains a distant dream.
Higher agricultural producer

prices. Improved farming tech-
niques, the limitation of inefficient

state-run. marketing boards, and pro-

grammes of agricultural import sub-
stitution have all had some positive

effect; in general, however, they
have benefitted established, larger-

scale commercial fanners with links

to urban centres.

Adjustment measures which usu-
ally accompany liberalisation, such
as currency devaluation, the lifting

of subsidies on food staples and agri-

cultural inputs, tighter credit con-
trols, and cuts In government spend-
ing on social services have tor most
rural Africans, on the other hand,
had a detrimental effect

Liberalisation may Indeed provide
immediate benefits to those already
sufficiently equipped with the capi-

tal and skills to take advantage of Its

opportunities. And in theory, at
feast, the fruits of greater national

productivity and wealth that result
will eventually trickle down to all

sectors of the population. In the
meantime the stark reality is that
many rural African populations are
becoming over-further divorced from
national economic life.

The West bank of the upper Zam-
bezi river, the home of the Luvale, is

no exception.
Mize sits three kilometres from

thp Zambezi River on a knoll which
la the flood season overlooks avast
flooded plain. Within sight of the
village, on the river’s opposite bank,
is the town of Zambezi, one of four
administrative centres of Zambia's
North Western Province. Here are
the offices of the Zambezi district's

governor, its council, its national
government ministries, Its police
and Judiciary, and Its state-run
shops and agricultural cooperative.
But as centres of effective adminis-
tration and commercial develop-
ment, tor the Luvale they mig^t as
well be on the other side of the
moon.
When Luvale villagers travel to

Zambezi they walk - there is no
public or private transport within
the 8,000 square kilometres of their
tribal territory. A return trip from
an outlying village can take up to

tour days. If they are carrying loads
of dried fish to town, they axe likely

to find a buyer - food is scarce in
Zambezi. But if they have come
looking for consumer items or essen-

tial goods such as cooking oil and
sugar, they are almost certain to go
home empty-handed.
"We have not seen such things for

many years now", says Joseph
Kflinniiamima the 69-yearold head-
man of Savenda village, as he
trudges to the dug-out canoe cross-
ing that will take him over the river
to town. “Under the British, and
after independence when Zambia’s
copper made it rich, goods wereaand available. Many village

a today have never seen a
radio. In 1959 1 was able to buy a car;

now I cant even get an tuner tube
for a bicycle. The roads used to be
maintained, schools and clinics were
well-run, and we could get almost
anything from the shops. Why
should we work hard? Even if we
earned money there is now nothing
to buy."
A tour of Zambezi’s main street

proves Mr FTaTmiilnmuTHi right. Hie
central market sells only dried fish
and a few locally grown vegetables.
Ibe entire stock of the local phar-
macy is displayed on one dusty
shelf.

“Much erf tiie problem stems from
lack of transportation," says Norwe-
gian Steinar Larsen, the sole foreign
aid volunteer working with the
Luvale. “The Ministry of Transport
can no longer afford road maintaln-
ance. There are more .than 700 fans
of rough, unpaved track between
Zambezi and the country's developed

areas. Private transporters won’t
ruin their trucks by carrying goods
in on them.”
“Not long ago the Finnish govern-

ment gave the District Council five
tracks; ignorance about maintain,
ance, lack of spare parts, and rough
road conditions have put four out of
action. Tm trying to build schools
and maintain public buildings,
tilings the government can no longer
do. I can’t even get hold of nails.

”

Although the Zambian govern-
ment after 25 years has admitted it
can no longer afford unsustainable
rural development programmes, its
newly-adopted advocacy of
“self-beta” - the only option left
open - falls hard on the ears of a
population long used to state sup-
port While some remote Luvale vil-
lages far removed from the tradi-
tional paternalism of the Zamhp^ri
administration have /initiated their
own community programmes, the
policy has not been popular
Far more widespread are tiie unre-

alistic attitudes of headman Kalun-
damuna. “The government must
look after us," he says, “it is putting
up the price of everything; it won?
even fix our village pump. Instead it
should give us tractors and electric-
fry.” Unless the Luvale find a way or
building a local economy with their
own efforts and the few resources
available, they are likely to head fur-
ther and further back into then-
remote Zambezi River past

Fresh charges
of pay-offs to

Gandhi denied
By KJC Sharma in New
Delhi

THE INDIAN Government
yesterday dismissed the latest

corruption charges against
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in
the run-up to elections.
The allegations, published In

12 newspapers, finked Mr Bajiv
Gandhi to commissions alleg-

edly made by Baton, the Swed-
ish arms maker, to win a
$L3bn arms contract in 1985.
Mr mu fiten Minister nf
Defence at the time.

“There’s nothing there. Why
worry about it,” said one offi-

cial of the story which is likely
to farther embarrass Mr
Gandhi who is to start cam-
paigning in the day or so.

The charges were denied in a
statement issued by the Prime
Minister’s office.

Allegations by Indian news-
papers over the Bofors scandal,
have surfaced repeatedly in the
last two years and been consis-
tently denied by the Govern-
ment
The alleged direct involve-

ment of Mr Gandhi is based on
entries in the diaries of Mr
Martin Artibo, managing direc-
tor of Bofors in 1987. which
claim that two directors of a
company oodenamed AJS. Ser-
vices met an nnnamed
“Gandhi Trust lawyer” in
Geneva on November 4. AJS.
Services is one of three compa-
nies linked with the pay-offs in
documents published in TrwMan
newspapers in the last few
months.
A spokesman for the Prime

Minister yesterday denied the
allegations and stated that Mr
Gandhi “is not atanv-tetari with
or aware of any trust known as
Gandhi Trust". The atptmwpnt
also denied that the Prime
Minister had at any time
authorised any lawyer or rep-
resentative to meet on his
behalf any representative of a
company allegedly concerned
with tiie Bofors iww.
The latest allegation in the

Bofors pay-offs scandal is

expected to become a central
issue in general elections to be
held from November 22.

Afghan road retaken
Afghan troops wrested hack
control of the vital Salang
l^way yeetewlay after a mis-
sile attack on guerrillas who
had closed the road for nine
days, Christina Tamh writes.

Fighters loyal to guerrilla

commander Ahmad Shah Mas-
soud took control ofpart of the

Salang last week, leaving more
than L00G tracks stranded in

northern Afghanistan. But
after the government attack.

200 trucks arrived In Kabul
and many more are expected.
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AMERICAN NEWS

TV host wreaks havoc in

Brazil’s presidential race
By tvo Dawvtay in Brasilia

BRAZIL'S presidential election
campaign was In turmoil yes-
terday following the adoption
of the country’s best known
television personality as an
official party candidate.
Now, only a bevy of lawyers

stand between Mr Silvio San*
tos, proprietor and star attrac-

tion of the SBT television net-
work, and a late run at the
country's top Job.

With less than two weeks
before voters go to the polls,

many ofMr Santos’s opponents
will attempt to persuade the
Supreme Electoral Tribunal to
rule his candidacy invalid.
But there was no doubt

among political analysts yes-
terday that if the tribunal
authorises his last-minute
adoption by the tiny Munidr
pallet Party (PMB), the star
will at least severely disrupt
other leading contenders and
could conceivably win.
Mr Santos, who each Sunday

for more than 20 years has
hosted a vastly popular all-day

variety show. Is expected to
damage seriously the centre-
right frontrunner, Mr Fer-
nando Collor de Mello. He
could also steal votes from Mr
Conor’s two left-wing challeng-
ers. Mr T-Mnai Brizola. of the
Democratic Workers (TDD and
Mr Luis Inado Lula da Silva of
the Workers’ Party (PT).
Candidates with greater mid-

dle-class support, like the
Social Democrat Mr Mario

Govaa and the Conservative Mr
Paulo Maluf, can only stand to
gain from Mir Santos’s candi-
dacy and are unlikely to
launch a legal challenge.

A poll in the city ox Brasilia
demonstrated the dramatic
impact the new runner has had
in the last two weeks of the
campaign.

It showed that despite haw
ing no known policy or pro-

gramme, Mr Santos would,
from notidng, win the poll and
take 5 percentage points of
support off both Mr Lula and
Mr Collar.
Though Brasilia by no

means represents the country,
the poll suggests that Mr San-
tos could become one of the
two winners of the first stage
on November IS to go forward
to the second round nm-off on
December 17.

Lawyers acting for rival can-
didates are certain to argue
before the tribunal that as a
television proprietor Mr Santos
should have taken leave of
absence three months ago to
validate his candidacy.
They wffl also claim that he

has illegally used air-time to
promote his campaign. But
commentators believe that Mr
Santos has a strong defence
case, and probably will win the
right to run in a decision likely

to be made next week. Mr San-
tos's emergence has sparked
fierce controversy in the capi-

tal. tjoT"* flnpw fruit his lack of

Santos: no known policies

political experience Is a bonus
in a country where politicians

are widely discredited.

Otters believe he has made
Brazil a laughing stock. “These
people are just playing at
democracy* Mr Antonio Car-
los Mapaihuew, the Communi-
cations Minister, reportedly
said. "It is nothing but a joke."
Joke or not, Mr Santos has

tittle to lose from his late can-
version to politics. His SBT
network is the main rival to
Globo TV, the megatithlc chan-
nel owned by Mr Roberto Mar-
inho — an nrtngm«iri«'n pow-
er-broker currently supporting
Mr Collor.

Speculator held after 102-day hunt
By John Barham in Sfio Paulo

MR Naji Robert Nahas, Brazil's

most wanted speculator, is

locked up in a Sdo Paulo
prison, appropriately located in
front of a Finance Ministry
hittidmg tmA ein«e to the finan-

cial district where he made his
fortune.

Police detained Mr Nahas on
Monday afternoon after a 102-

day search. The hunt began
after Mr Nahas defaulted in
June on 231m debts to the
stock market, provoking a 54
per cent collapse in share
prices.

Mr Nahas is charged with
various offences, ranging from
share price rigging to smug-
gling foreign currency.

In a brief note written in his

cell, Mr Nahas stated: "I am a
victim." He said the identities

"of the real manipulators will

become dear" at his trial.

Brazil’s equity markets win
never be the same again. Mar-
ket analysts believe that the
frantic speculation that once
powered the local equity mar-
kets and led to Mr Nahas’s fall

axe largely a thing of the past
Ironically, operators are

busy gearing up for business
on the share futures markets
that are to reopen soon. Mr
Nahas once dominated these
markets, which were at the
heart of the speculative vortex.

They were closed pending
tighter new regulations.
Intense trading this year

pushed the Ibovespa index up
by 115 per cent in dollar terms
until the June 9 price collapse.
But since +hwr> fr» iTufar has
fallen by 28 per cent However,
Mr Roberto Teixeira da Costa,
a respected market observer,
said: "We win only have less
speculation when there Is
greater in the cur-

rency."
Ur Nahas, bom in Egypt of

Lebanese parents, moved to
S8o Paolo m 1970 and adopted
BrailHan nationality. He grad-
ually became the country’s
best known WmwHin specula-
tor. BBs stock and futures posi-

tion was estimated at over
5500m at the time of the June
collapse.

Bush committed to success of perestroika
Peter Riddell on a shift in US thinking that favours closer dialogue with Moscow

P RESIDENT George Bush’s
announcement yesterday of a
pre-summit "interim informal*

meeting with Mr Mikhail Gorbachev In
early December was not only a foreign

policy coup, it also showed how far US
policy towards the Soviet Union has
shifted this year.

Mr Bush admitted that he had
thought such a meeting would not be
productive, but changed his mind
partly because of consultation with
Washington’s allies, “the rapidity of
change in Eastern Europe, the emer-
gence of democracies in this hemi-
sphere - and I don’t want to, in this

tune of dynamic ^i\ge, nrfo« some-
thing that I might get better first hand
from Mr Gorbachev.**
As so often, Mr Bush has moved care-

fully, without fanfare, but has, after

much debate, come down in favour of a
closer dialogue. This follows a lengthy
discussion in the about
how the US should respond to the
Soviet leader. There has been a shifting
balance between those doubting
whether the Soviet leader can succeed,
and therefore questioning how far the
US niymid «it»r its own piyfai. and
those ggufag in oecestraika an oooortu-
nity to ease East/West tensions and
achieve progress in arms talks.

By the late spring; Mr Bush was crit-

icised for inaction, and he was impa-
tient that the internal policy review -
dubbed "status quo plus" - was too
unadventurous. Mr James Baker, the
Secretary of State, was also put on the
defensive in Moscow by Mr Gorhachev,
who announced a unilateral cut in
short-range nuclear weapons. This

prompted Mr Marlin Pitzwater, the
White House spokesman, to describe
the Soviet leader as a "drugstore cow-
boy" (all talk and no delivery). But Mr
Gorbachev also indicated a shift in
Soviet thinking on conventional arms
towards Nate’s position.

The OS reappraisal was signalled in
several speeches, culminating in Mr
Bosh’s European visit in late May when
he successfully finessed a Nate row
over short-range mtosihtt with propos-
als which broke the logiam over con-
ventional force reductions. His theme
was “Beyond Containment* and he
talked of building a better relationship
with tiie Soviet Union by integrating ft

into the cnftrnimrfty of nations. He was
carefhl to stress that Moscow would be
Indeed on te'Hnr immw> not rhetoric. Mr
Bushalso developed a view of Europe
“whole and free”, ending the post-war
division of Europe on the basis of com-
mon values of democracy and freedom.
The process has taken further

forward in two ways. First, the acceler-
ation of political change in Eastern
Europe has led the US to increase assis-

tance for Poland and Hungary, despite

initial concern about a hostile Soviet
reaction. But acquiescence by Moscow
in these changes - the Sinatra (“My
Way") doctrine replacing the Brezhnev
doctrine - provided reassurance.

tactsTwtween top US axufsovtet offi-

cials and military gfa tf, and talk about
an "evil empire” is out.
This process was cemented at the

in Wyoming in ?«te September
between Mr Baker and Mr Eduard Shev-
ardnadze, Sw Soviet Foreign Minister.

This not only achieved advances on a
wide range of arms control issues -

notably over the Strategic Arms Reduc-
tion Talks -but also established a dosar
understanding of the Soviet Union's
economic problems.

A direct result was Mr .Baker’s two
recent speeches, now in effect endorsed

by the summit announcement. Mr
Baker spoke of "an historic opportunity

to make lasting improvements in USI

Soviet relations. We have the chance to
leave behind the post-war period with
the ups and downs of the Cold War. We
can move beyond containment to make
the change toward better superpower
relations more secure and less revers-

ible. OUT teoV is tO wnrinriwg prrtnte

of mutual advantage."

r Baker focused an changes in
Europe, resolving regional

(where progress has
tem tjatchvl. arms control and assist-

ing perestroika by providing technical
assistance. In his second speech he
argued that uncertainty about the suc-

cess of perestroika provided all the
more reason to act now to reduce arms
capabilities, particularly in the first

strike area. His view was that, what-
ever «« thought might happen, there
was now an opportunity wfrhfo should
not be missed.
However, Mr Balter’s speech went too

far fca- scone in the Administration. Vice
President Dan Qoayie reflected the
views ofmany conservatives In arguing
about the Soviet Union - "let them
reform themselves. The US does not pin
our hopes on one man. The Soviet
Union remains our potential adver-

sary Caution about Soviet internal

cts and external intentions baa

alsobeen expressed by Mr Dick Cheney,

the Defence Secretary, and Mr Robert

Gates, the deputy National Security

Adviser, whose speech was last wees

suppressed, or “delayed,” at the insis-

tence of Mr Baker. While the announce-

ment of the superpower

leaves the puzzle of why Mr Gates

wanted to make such a speech now. -

Mr Bosh deariy feels that his meet-

ing with Mr Gorbachev will answer the

criticisms. Yesterday he talked of hav-

ing “elected to remain very quiet in tile

face of a good deal of sentiment that we
were an opportunity. And that

hasn’t perturbed me because we’ve got

people fr™* know what we're doing in

terms of the Soviet Union."

The meeting has been carefully

arranged to avoid the problems of the

unstructured and.potentially disastrous

Reykjavik summit of three years ago.
Mr Bush stressed that the full summit,

to be held in the US in about six

months’ time, will be concerned with

arms control — both, strategic and pos-

sible conventional reductions. The
December meeting Is therefore not
twiMutart to make agreements in these

areas, but rather to deal more broadly

with recent changes in the Soviet bloc,

perestroika and regional issues such as
the Middle East and Central America.
The Bush Administration has moved

glare the President's inauguration last

January in accepting the genuineness,

if not the success, of changes in fos
Soviet bloc. In practice, it has commit-
ted itself to the success of perestroika.

Supreme Court to hear
pension insurance appeal
By James Buchan In New York

THE US Supreme Court is to
hear a complex case which
could have big izmdicgtlflns fee
the future of Federal pension
insurance and be instrumental
in dwrfdtng the fate of LTV,
the thlrd-lazgest US (Mas-
ker. LTV sought refuge in
bankruptcy from its harden ofpwInn BMdUtfaa.

The Supreme Court
agreed on Monday to
appeal against LTV from the
Pension HwnSt Cnaww«y ft*.
poratLou, the Federal agency
set up in 1974 to in—re the
pensions of employees. The
court will decide whether Dal-
las-based LTV can be made to
tak»iwk responsQxQtty far its

pension plans, which it drifted
cm to the Federal ag—ey three
years ago.

The. plans, which cover
about 100,000 retired and
working steelworkers, are
under-financed by about
glAbn. The agency became
too—lei when LTV, freed of
itsM—inability, negotiated
a generous pension arrange-
ment with Its steelworkers.
The pension agency has a defi-

cit of over gUttra.
In Its qppeal the agency said

a recent appeal court ruling in
favour of LTV threatened to
tom the insurance programme
into an “open-ended source of
industry baU-outs.” LTV has
redqyed stronger Steelmarkets
and la holding cash assets of
sun On gun. However; it

has been unable to emerge
from bankruptcy because of
the p—slnn uncertainty.

Argentina to ask creditor banks for

50% reductions in foreign debt
ARGENTINA will ask Its
creditors for a 50 per cent
reduction on principal and
arrears on its $80bn foreign
dri>t and a cut in interest rates,
Reuter reports from Buenos
Aires.
Mr Carlos CarbaRo, Argen-

tina’s debt negotiator, was due
to meet the country’s bank
steering committee tomorrow
in New York.
Mr Nestor RapanaUi, the

country's Economy Minister,
said yesterday: "We will be
asking for a reduction of about
50 per cent on both the princi-
pal and the interest arrears of
the foreign debt..

“Wewm also ask fara reduo-
tiota on the iy»iaqqwi rates."
Argentina has made virtu-

ally no payments on its foreign
debt since April 1968 and has

piled up about $4.4bn in inter-

est payment arrears, according
to official estimates. Last week
Mr Rapanelh said any solution
for the foreign debt would have
to include a debt reduction
scheme.
• The solution for the
problem of the debtmost inevi-
tably foresee a substantial and
realistic reduction of [the
debt’s) level on its interest
rates,” he told businessmen.
He said creditors not

expect Argentina to service its
foreign, obligations at the
expanse of stunting Its output.
"The new debt resulting

from negotiations must be
directly miked with a rise in
our exports, turning it into a
lever for development instead
ct a millstone fear its welfare,”
he said.

Argentina is negotiating a
$l_4bu standby loan from the
International Monetary Fond.
President Carlos Menem’s

Peronist administration began
wMiuiing fennafl with creditors
soon after he took office on
July &
IMF and World Bank offi-

cials have praised his tough
measures to redress Joundand.-.
ing Argentine economic 'prob-
lems of 200 per cent monthly
mflaHrtn and a massive pntoVf
sector deficit which is widely
seen as the root of the coun-
try's high inflation.

Mr Menem to pwh
the inflation rate down to 94
per cent in September and
expects to keep it below 15 pec
cent for tiie whole of 1999 — a
level unseen in the past two
decades.
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COMPANY NOTICES

BARPLATS MINES LIMITED
oambaf 06/05057/06
" to lb* BepubOc of SouthAMca}

Rights pffCT -ffHarrt-

foe d&acfcss announce that The stock
(the JSE") has granted a listing for the zenounoeable dill paid)
tetters at aPncatlon ("tetters af aDooatkxO and the shares to be
fcsuad pursuant to the rights attar by Baxptats Mines.

AppUcatton hta been made to toe Council of The International
Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom and the Republic at
IfBtand limited Cthe BE") far the grtmlmton to the affleted ttst at
pat dock exchange af the shares to be issued pursuant to the
peaptate Mtoes dgfaa offer

In *iHrr* of the rights after, hrity* af ordinary myt the
balder of compulsorily convertible debentures are entitled to
eubserfaw for new csdlnary shares In Baiptats Mines at 450 gems
per share, to the ratio at SO new shares tar every 100 ordinary
shares ax 100 compulsorily convertible debentures held in

' Mines at the dose oi business an Friday. 3 November

Theeedtant dates at the rights offer are:

Pdday3 November 1909

'Maxtor6November 1989

Inst day to reQistar tor (be right* attes

Friday 10 1989

Ilfltag c< fcittoi* of cnocatton on the J5E.

and. new shares out prtCD on tbe JSE

Rights c4tsn open In Johannesburg end
London <B9-_3G5

Wednesday 39 November 1989 Ltsttng ci letters ct guncotton will cease
co tbe J58at ctese at buSne*.

Wednesday29November 1989 Last day ter sptttfia? Jetton ct afloontton

la London <14:3QX

Lost day far ipBttae letters at cHoeoflco
inJcaanneasng (143CD.

Listing at new shares era the JSE

i xtaxtsday30November 1989

ThursdayXNovember 1909

Friday 1

Friday l

Mondays

1909

1989

1989

Itotag ct new (bares taH pakS) era tbs SE
eneddandMes.
OljhH <Vfaw dose In -S ill.mriUm^ rrprt

UxxSon 043©.

1989 Lost Day lor receipt oi acceptances
posted on or befam 1 December 1989.

By Wbttoendgy 13December 1989 Share certtgccass and refund cheques
posted

AD Mirme glviBD in this dnounmitme linked wnrime tn Johannesburg
and In London, as appropriate.

Centos e< the bgbteetodicularlTKhidlngibgtedtoeieaioccWfflX
which are to be pasted to sharehakten and the debenture bokier
on Friday. 10 November 1999, wffl be available ta inspection at
tbe registered address 15th Floor. Tbe Corner House. 63 Fox
Street Johannesburg, cud at the affine of foe- United Kingdom
secretaries, namely Viaduct Corporate Services limited. 40
Halbam Viaduct London EC1P 1AJ. during normal business
haua from Friday, 3 November 1969 up to and including Friday,
1 December 1989.

Bcacuysttogstm LUsted
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l November 1989
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Candidates gloss over the unlovely aspects of the Garden State
New Jersey’s gubernatorial campaign has failed to address local government issues, says Lionel Barber

hhiwiav Miv aC nl i> ! Davmkllna«% ioIimh 1L-4 4-Vn %! AUmiffaTI aahIi!MONEY has always talked In
New Jersey politics, but
rarely so insistently as in

Atlantic city, the Babyhm of the East
Coast
Four out ofthe last sixmayors have

been dunged with official mi«afe«fct-

The present incumbent, with 18 other
city officials, faces Indictment by a
grandjury on charges^# taking bribes

after a pmke imdercowroperrtion.
Election talk in Atlantic City

begins, therefore, with bss month’s
council races, but there is growing
interest m. the. contest for fee state
governorship between two Congress-
men, Mr James Florin, the Democrat
and the dear front-runner, and Mr
James Courier, his Republican rival.

The hot issue is whether the state

should increase regulation of the
casino industry, which arrived in the
late 1970s promising to revitalise the
city. Despite steady expansion and the
arrival of Mr Donald Tramp, the New
York property developer, economic
regeneration has barely moved
beyond the boardwalk.
To date, the Slorio^omtar race has

failed to address the ftrfHwgw of local

and its relationship with
the powerful gaming Industry.
Instead, both men have waged the
typical modern American political

campaign: both rale out new fra**3*
(though Mr Ratio has left himself a
little more wiggle room than Mr
Courier); both insist on caning them-
selves "Jim"; and both spend vast
amounts of money on negative 80-sec-
ond TV adverts.

The environmentally-minded Mr
Florio accused Mr Courier of failing
to remove trade waste tanks from a
property Jointly owned with his
brother (the Republican says the
tanks were left by a “midnight
dumper"); Mr Courier has hit back
with an advertisement which implied
that his opponent was linked to the
Mafia through union contributions.

Like Mr Courier, Mr Florio is an
attorney by training. His speciality is

consumer affairs and transportation,

though he was also the co-sponsor of
the Exxon-Florio amendment to the
1988 Omnibus Trade Law which
toughened scrutiny of foreign take-
overs of US companies engaged in
sensitive military work. He is an

uneasy mix of starched-shirts, coif-

feured hair and a machismo bom
either of his humble upbringing (his

father painted ships in the Hoboken
yards after the warX or a fear that he
could be a third-time loser (he lost the

New Jersey gubernatorial race In 1977

and again, narrowly, in 1981).

Mr Courier comes across as more
friendly, but less consistent in his

political principles. A former member
of the US Peace Corps (created by
President Kennedy), be tamed into a
cast-iron conservative in the 1980s,

aligning himself closely to President
Ronald Reagan. Now, sensing the
tides are shifting, he is promoting
civil rights and watering down his

opposition to abortion (*Tm not going
to Impose my views on the three and
a half million women in the state of

New Jersey”).

The bickering between the candi-

dates has done little to elevate the

reputation of the Garden State which,

after an, has produced national politi-

cians of the calibre of Woodrow Wil-

son, Peter Rodino, and, today. Demo-
crat Senator Bill Bradley and the
outgoing governor, Mr Tom Kean, a

middle-of-the-road Republican whose
British public school wannw belies a
tough politician.

During Mr Kean’s eight years in
power. New Jersey enjoyed explosive
growth, particularly in the suburbs
and seml-rural areas. It doubled its
budget to $12bn and dramatically
increased spending on education. A
regional development plan for the
state, the most densely populated in
the Union, is also in its final stages.

More recently, Mr Kean, aided by a
gritty state assemblyman by the name
of Joseph Palaia, passed legislation to
take over the schools in Jersey City,

where the high school drop-out rate Is

dose to 50 per cent The Jersey City
takeover broke new ground, says Mr
Palaia, noting that some 250 people
were on the teaching payrolls even
though they had no teacMrig certifica-

tion. “The whole system was politi-

cised," be says.

The darker side of Mr Kean's leg-

acy, however, is a likely budget deficit
next year. Despite a low state unem-
ployment rate (between 4 and 5 per
cent), economic growth is slackening
off and some Congressmen predict

that the budget shortfall could reach
more than $500m next year, forcing

the next governor to choose between

new taxes or dimtnlshed public ser-

vices.

The failure to raise taxes at state

level has forced the municipalities to

ratchet up property taxes to keep
existing services going. This In turn
has spawned candidates such as Mr
Paul Kapalko, an attorney in Asbury
Park on the northern Jersey shore,

who are running on a property tax
reform ticket. "People keep their

lawns clean here, they don't take
drugs, and they keep their property
together," he says, “property tax
reform is essential otherwise this area
will be destroyed.”

The next governor will have to
address these pressing pressing fiscal

issues and broader questions of' man-
aging past economic growth. It is

likely to be Mr Florio - despite signs

of a late comeback by Mr Courier.
The pity is that neither has given
voters much idea how he intends to

respond, preferring instead the kind
of escapism more readily associated
with the ifaniwna of Atlantic City.

Florio: uneasy mix of starched
shirts, coiffure and machismo

Courier: watering down his
cast-iron conservatism

* • Caribbeans plea for funds to fight drug trafficking
Canute James examines efforts to combat increasing narcotics transhipment through the islands

L ast month's conference
in Kingston, Jamaica,
an ways to combat the

inimeasing use of the Carib-
bean for transhipment of nar-
cotics from South America
spawned a ftmwliar and as yet
unanswered question from a
foCfll Hripgato

“How are we in the Carib-
bean going to find the money
to do an of this. We are poor,
yet we have to finance the
fight against the traffickers
and even if we succeed how do
we find alternative sources of
iiiHima for marijuana farmers
and hapwwn for thfl fVitnmhign

US-suppBad UH-1 helicopters being unloaded In Colombia to
fight the drug war at source. Car&bean nations say, U they ere
to play their part they too need more support.

2n three days of discussions,
delegates from the Caribbean
countries, Britain, France, Can-
ada and the US did not addrpss

the issue directly. But the
question represented a plea for
file major narcotics consuming
countries to do more to fond
the war against drugs in the
Caribbean.
“Those of ns in the third

world know that we cannot
make progress no matter how
seriously we structurally read-
just our economies without
paying same attention to debt

relief,” said Mr Michael Man-
ley, the Prime Minister of
Jamaica, opening the confer-
ence.

“Equally we face the threat
to our exports from protection-
ism. Both these problems are
wrongly seen as affecting
developing countries more
thaw flw iwtamatkmal commu-
nity. No such myopia is possi-

ble with drugs.”
The US, Canada, Britain and

other European countries have
been contributing to to improv-
ing rfHHaney of Caribbean
enforcement agencies to con-
tain the narcotics traffickers.

This includes the upgrading of
the small coast guard services
of several islands and speci-
alised training for policemen.
But some governments have
said that they need more help,
and that the financial strength
of the narcotics industry win
overwhelm the region’s efforts.

“The countries in the Carib-
bean have agreed to increase
the ammmta of money being
allocated for fighting the nar-
cotics Industry, but clearly this

wiH stQl not be enough," con-
cluded Mr K.D. Knight,
Jamaica’s security minister.

and chairman of the confer-
ence. “So the consumer coun-
tries - those which are more
well-off - and international
organisations will also be pro-
viding funds to deal with thin

problem.”
There were, however, even

fewer answers to debate on
how to find alternative sources
of income for those now
involved in drags; finding
ways, in the words of one dele-
gate, of getting a marijuana
farmer who was being well
rewarded for his filial produc-
tion, to change to producing
less rewarding, but legal, toma-
toes for his local village mar-
ket

“It is one of the big issues,”

said Mr Timothy Sainsbury,
Parliamentary Tinder Secretary

of State in the Foreign Office,

who led the British delegation.

“It is now accepted that there
is a need for international
assistance to governments to
identify what can be produced
for good markets.
“But this will not be easy

because the nature of the prob-
lem has increased. Production
is no longer for domestic con-
sumption but for export. So it

seems that there is a need to
identify alternative high value
crops."
Mr Manley argued that the

problem is compounded
because peasant fanners who
spent their llyes producing
coca and marijuana were likely

to want to continue what they
accepted to be a family tradi-

tion. Their children were being
introduced tn illpgql farming at

an early age.
“These famfHes need help in

adjusting after the eradication
programme and in any event
represent a huge potential
source of passionate opposition
to any anti-drug operation,"
tiie Prime Minister said.

There is, however, no clear
indication of what direction
this effort should take. During
the conference several coun-
tries argued against crop sub-
stitution, preforing instead to
seek non-farming alternatives.

There was a general accep-
tance that a change to other
crops would still leave the
farmer too close to the tempta-
tion of his former habit. It

should be expected that he
would easily give up his new
tomatoes and revert to the

high value illegal crop.

But Mr Pierre Joxe, the Inte-

rior Minister of France,
sounded a warning to his col-

leagues about concluding that
income alternatives, even if

successful, represented an end
in itself.

“This question of alternative

production must be
addressed,” Mr Joxe said. “The
people producing coca and
marijuana are mainly poor
peasants, and they will con-
tinue growing this crop.

This problem cannot be
solved only by police action,

but clearly, police action is a
necessary aspect of the fight

against narcotics.”
Some answers, perhaps,

could have been obtained from
Mr Norman Parks who did not
attend the conference.
Paries, in his early 30s, lives in
Murray Mountain District, St
Ann Parish in northern
Jamaica.
He used to be a marijuana

fanner, but is now part of pro-

gramme finanreri by the Euro-
pean Community to develop
alternative sources of income.
Mr Parks and several col-

leagues are being provided

with agricultural chemicals,
seeds and extension services,

and are producing beans, vege-
tables, and yams.
The farmers are also being

given financial advice aimfid at
making them self-sufficient

enough to ignore the attraction

of marijuana.
Mr Parks said the change

has made him feel “free and
more relaxed,” and that he was
relieved of the threat of finan-
cial loss whenever his mari-
juana was destroyed by the
police.

It may be too early to deter-
mine the value of the project,

which has been going for about
one year, and which is closely

supendsed. But Caribbean gov-
ernments must be aware when
they contemplate social prob-
lems such as unemployment,
averaging SS per cent in the
region, that there is hardly any
shortage of possible replace-
ments for Mr Parks in the mar-
ijuana fields.

Similarly, they would not be
surprised that there is an
ample supply of the unem-
ployed who are lured into
transporting cocaine.

:
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FINANCIALTIMES CONFERENCES

WORLD
SHIPPING
IN THE 90s

RAI International Congress Centre; Amsterdam
14& 15 November; 1989

— a major conference timed to coincide with the
Europort 89 Exhibition

After the difficulties ofdie past few years, the hopes and signs are for a recovery in the

world shipping industry. The aim of this conference is to look at the industry’s

prospects and opportunities for die long term. The intention is to present the views of

many ofthe leaders ofworld shipping so as to generate a background of

understanding ofcurrent trends againstwhich the Europort Exhibition can be viewed.

Speakers include:

MrHenk Rootliep
Royal Nedhoyd Group

MrErikT^nseth
KvaemerlndnstrierA/5

Mr Rainer Vogel
United Nations Conference on Trade
<Sr Development

MrJeremyM S Smith
Liberian Shipowners
Council Tiri

Dr ThomasAMensah
International Maritime Organization

Mr PaulVogt
The Baltic Exchange

Mr Hiroshi Takahashi
NYKLine

Mr Paul Slater
First International

Financial Corporation

Sir RoderickMacLeod
Lloyd's Register

Mr HansJakob Kruse
Hapag-LloydAG

WORLD
SHIPPING
INTHE90s

Comptateand return to:

The FinancialTimes Conference Organisation
126 Jevvnyn Street, London SW1Y4UJ
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WORLD TRADE NEWS

Revolving
Budget Accounts

The Royal Bank of Scotland

announces that with effect

from dose ofbusiness

on 8 November 1989

the rate ofinterest charged

on overdrawn balances will

be increased from22% to

24%p.a.

yv
Aft

The Royal BankofScotland
The RoyalBank ofScotlandpic.

Registered Office:36 St Andrew Square,

EdinburghEH2

1

YB. Registeredht ScotlandNo. 90312.

EC squares up to Gulf petrochemicals problem
Gulf producers seek spedal treatment, but Europe’s industry has other ideas, Andrew Gowers wntes

AFTER years ol shadow-
boxing with tbs monar-
chies and sheikhdoms

of the Arabian peninsula over
trade, the European Commu-
nity is preparing Itself to face a
question that some of its mem-
bers wish would go away.

It boflB down to this: does
the EC really want to establish
a free trade area with the six-

nation Gulf Co-operation Coun-
cil (GCC), and is it prepared to
override fierce opposition from
the powerful European petro-

chemicals industry to achieve
such an agreement?

It is a question that raises a
host of important issues
beyond trade, ranging Aram the
solidity of political relations
and strategic co-operation
between Western Europe and
the Arab Gulf states to Euro-
pean worries about the secu-
rity of its oil supplies in the
earning decade.

E the next few weeks, the
EC Council of Ministers wgibe
holding intensive iHarai-grimm

on the Community's negotia-
ting stance in talks on a free
trade agreement that are sup-
posed to get under way next
year.
Trade frictions between the

EC and the GCC, a political
grouping winch aims to foster
closer ggQnrftttir awd political
ties between Saudi Arabia and

its smaller Gulf neighbours,
have been simmering Just
below the surface for several
years as a result of an increas-
ing flow of basic petrochemical
exports from Saadi Arabia.
The kingdom, taking advan-

tage of plentiful natural gas
previously flared off as a
by-product of oil production,
has invested billions of dollars
in a network of plants
which can sow produce around
5m tnnnpp of faifffn petrochemi-
cal products and 300,000 tonnes
of fertilisers a year.
Since the early 1980s, the

Saudis have been agitating
against the sizeable duties its

exports attract on entry to the
European Community under
the Generalised System of Pref-

erences.
But up to now, the EC’s

response to suggestions of a
free trade area has been dis-

tinctly uncnlhusiastic, partly
thanks to vociferous lobbying
against the idea by European
petrochemical producers.

All the two sides have been
able to do so for is agree a
compromise, signed in June
1988, in which the GCC
accepted a relatively ineffec-

tual Economic Co-operation
Agreement in return for an EC
promise to embark on negotia-
tions for a more substantial
trade accord “without delay.”

The delay has. In fact,

already been significant Last
month, however, the European
Commission presented minis-
ters with a draft negotiating
mandate calling for foe grad-
ual elimination of mgt/rmK
duties during a transitional
period which varies from prod-
uct to product, but in the case
of the most sensitive petro-
chemical items lasts a frill 16
years.
That is only foe beginning of

a long process of haggling
between EC governments,
some of which will certainly

want to stiffen up its terras,

and with GCC negotiators.
Given that foe vast balk of

the GCC’s giobn-worth of
annual galtm to Europeawri#
of aS and petroleum products,
which are imparted duty-free,

the proportion af GCC exports
likely to be affected by a free

trade pact is relatively small.
Bat foe significance ofa free

.

trade area for the GCC is as
much psychological as practi-

cal. The flqudbi attach tremen-
dous importance to building an
industrial base enabling them
to diversify exports beyond
crude oil. and take European
tariffs almost as a personal
slight.
More than that, GCC officials

affirm that an accord would
constitute aformal recognition

Saudi petrochemicals

as aproportion ofworld prodUcflon
and made
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by Europe of the political
importance of their group at a
time when the Gulf states are
nervous about Europe taming
in on itself in the run-up to
ima
Not far from the surface is a

itamomi that the Gulf states
should receive at least equal
treatment, as does Israel,
which already a substan-
tial trade accord with the EC.
“There is frustration at tire

slow progress and concern that
Europe Is not attaching as
much priority as it should to
the GCC,” said a senior
Kuwaiti official recently.
The BC has been faying to

demonstrate its sensitivity to
thftgp concerns. All of the 12

like to talk about the strategic

importance of the GCQ they

are aid likewise aware that a
iwmdfnl of Gulf producers are

likely to regain the whip hand
in the world oil market some-

time in the next 10 years, and
that Europe badly needs to

guarantee stable access to Gulf

supplies. Some member-states
also have hefty commercial
interests at stake, especially in
Ranrfl Arab18, bov a huge arms
market for Britain and France.

“Lefs face Sfc all this talk

about a free trade area Is basi-

cally about arms deals," said
Jaundiced industry repre-

sentative.

The nub of the problem
remains petrochemicals, and to

a lesser extent aft refining and
alunrininm (the GCC has a
growing aluminium industry
relying on cheap energy sup-

plies). The EC agreed to the
Idea of a trade agreement only

on flwrf it would not
“undermine efforts to restruc-

ture foe Community's oil refin-

ing and petrochemical indus-

tries.” Bm It Is precisely this
spectre that European produc-
ers are now beginning to raise
The EC industry - grouped

in the Association of Petro-
chemical Producers in Europe
(APPE) - fiercely denies that

it is simply clamouring fig pro-

tectian against foreign petro-

chemicals produced with cut-

price feedstock. Member com-
panies do, however, complain

about the marketing tactics of

Saudi Basic Industries Corpo-

ration (Sable), the parastatal

company which owns foie king-

dom's petrochemical plants
and which is already responsi-

ble for some 3Q per cent tf Ec
imposts. They wony.about foe
possible fob losses In Europe
that might result from a
much-heralded "second Wave”
of investment in Golf petro-
chemicals.
More fundamentally, .the

European industry, argues that
however long the transitional

period, a free trade ana will in
.feet distort trade by providing
more favourable terms fur Gun
exporters than are available in
their other main naitefa, the
US and Japan. Their preferred
option is the drawn-out doe of
working towards freeing trade
in petrochemicals in the, Uru-
guay round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.
But then, such an approach

would scarcely meet the GOG’S
desire for special treatment
Before that wish is fulfilled,

the two sides are clearly infer
a long and potentially acrimo-
nious negotiation-

r '

EC ready to

discuss rules
Row looms over ECGD backing for R-R engine sale

THE COMMERCIAL COMPANY OF SALONJCA PLC
Notice fs hereby given that the seventy eighth annual meeting of the
Company win be held at the company’s offices in Athens (Greece).
Kericyras Street 48 on Monday the 4th day ol December 1988 at 12.00
noon tor the tottawing purposes:

1) To receive the report of the directors and the audited accounts of

the Company tor Vie financial year ended 3tat December 1988.

2) To propose (he following resolution for the raetectlon of directors
of which special notice has been given to the Company In

accordance with section 42 and IBS of the Companies Act 1948:

That Mr* Charlotte J. Saporta and Mr. Dlmltrloe P. Spfllaooe who
haa attained the age of 70 years be re-elected as directors of the
Company.

3) To approve the re-appolntmant of Mr. Antonio* F. Coumboufls who
offers himself for re-election as director of the Company.

4} To approve the re-sppafntment of Hardy and Co. CLondon), as
auditors of the Company.

6) To approve that the remuneration of the auefitora shell be fixed by
the Board and to determine the remuneration of the directors.

In accordance with article 21 of the articles of association
shareholders desiring to be present or to vole at the meeting must
deposit their shares at least five days before the meeting at the offices
of the Company at Thessaloniki, or the company's office in London,
Messrs. Hardy & Co.. 166 Streatham Mil, London SW2 4RU. Or at
Pierson, HeMring and Pierson. Amsterdam.
Any member of the company entitled to attend and vote at the meeting
may appoint another person (member of the-company or not] a* his
proxy to attend and vote instead ot him.

Satanic*. October asm, 1989
By order of the board
CbarfoOe J. Baporta

of origin
By Peter Montagnon, World Trade Editor

By Lucy KeJUnvay

THE European Community
yesterday sfattpd its willingness
to discuss the contentious mat-
ter of rules of origin within the
Uruguay Bound.
Mrs Christine Scrivener,

commissioner responsible for
rules of origin, said the- EC
would like to see Gait adopt
recognised international princi-
ples on the rules. She count-
ered criticism tint the EC has
been using iterates of origin as
a protectionist measure. The
Community had a set of
rules which it bad “applied and
interpreted In a technical tmd
neutral manner for many
years.”
Mrs Carla Hills, US Trade

Representative, has frequently
attacked foe EC rules. Mrs
Scrivener said the SC would
welcome discussion, arguing
that as a major trading bloc, it

would gain from a standard
gywtem tnr determining ni^ of
origin. The discussions would
cover nan-preferential arrange-
ments.

A POTENTIAL row Is looming
between Britain and the US
over support granted by foe
Export Credits Guarantee
Department for the sale of
Rolls-Royce engines to Ameri-
can Airlines.
The US discreetly queried

the involvement of ECGD
around a month ago in financ-
ing the transaction, offi-

cials say they are not satisfied

with the response they have
received.
The use ofan ECGD guaran-

tee to enhance credit an the
sale amounts to an Indirect

government subsidy and Is
likely to lead to pressure for
fiwnihmwwfit of™ US Exfan-
bank on dwiiiar deals* they
say, and in the end would lead
to costly and escalating snb-

Qffidaf export credit agency
funding for aircraft sales
between leading industrial
countries that also manufac-
ture aircraft is undesirable,
they add. This was an impor-
tant issue far foe US when ft

negotiated the present rules on
finewriwg large aircraft «alm
under foe auspices of foe

Organisation for Knmfnmin Co-
operation and Development.
These call for balanced com-

petition, which the US inter-
prets as meaning that support
should not be granted for sates
•V • „„ W -OBrween tRtTOQCfir-couiniies.

The ECGD confirmed that it

had received a complaint from
the US following-representa-
tions by General Electric (GE),
Rolls-Royce’s mainUS competi-
tor, concerning a previously
unpubUcteed loan to support
the sale af w»ghim to equip
last year’s American Airlines
purchase of 75 Boeing-797 air-

craft.

But it said that the loan in
question was at market rates.

No subsidy was involved audit
was tally in keeping with the
OECD rates.

.

The dispute, which some see
as an extension of the existing
transatlantic row over Airbus
subsidies, comes at a difficult

time for the ECGD.
It is feeing domestic political

pressure over the large losses
it bee Incurred on long-term
exmart credit guarantees as a
result of foe developing coun-
try debt crisis. In response, it

has been trying to dram up
extra commercial risk business
in foe industrial world to bal-

ance the heavy concentration-

of Its guarantee portfolio in dif-

ficult developing country mar-
kets such as Nigeria.
“There is no substance to

GE*8 complaint,” a spokesman
for foe Department of Trade
and Industry said.

US officiate say they are
unlikely to leave things at
that. “Our preference is that
there should be forbearance,”
said one, but declined to spec-
ify foe next US move.

Baker hopes to advance
Pacific Rim co-operation
By Lionel Barber in Washington

Danish truckers
head for

Luxembourg

Moscow seeks $lbn-wortii

of personal computers

NatWest
Mortgage Rate
With effect from 1st November 1989 the NatWest
Mortgage Rate payable under current Mortgage
Deeds and Conditions of Offer will be increased

from 13.75% to 14.65%. This change will be
reflected in existing borrowers’ repayments from

1st December 1989.

A National Westminster Home Loans Limited
41 Lothbury, London EC2P 2BP.

MR JAMES BAKER, US
Secretary of State, departs fin:

a week-long trip to Australia
today, during which he will
seek to advance progress on a
new Pacific forum for political

and economic co-operation.
Senior ministers from foe 12

core members who include
Japan, Canada, Australia.
South Korea, New Zealand and
tiie six-strong Asean countries,

are to to meet In Canberra on
November 6-7 to discuss how
best to proceed.
The Asia/Pacific region has

the world's most dynamic eco-
nomic growth, with the 12 larg-
est economies of foe region
now accounting for 24 per cent
of world output. This is

roughly equal to that of foe
US.
Last year, trans-pacific trade

totalled $280bn (£175bn).
A senior State Department

official said the PacfficRim ini-
tiative was a “major strategic
goal” of foe Bush Administra-
tion, although he acknowl-
edged that some of the coun-
tries Involved remain sceptical.
The official played down foe

idea that the aim of the talks
was a response to inerpa pinp'
European economic integra-
tion.

The senior US official, brief-

ing reporters ahead of foe

Baker trip, said the ministers
would attempt to forge com-
mon ground on the current
Uruguay Round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.
They would also seek to

McniHy specific opportunities
for regional co-operation in
transport, commmncaticna »t>a 1

research and development.
.

|

"We are trying to move a
fragile process forward,” foe
nffitrlal ^rlriiyl

As a tactical goal, the US
hoped to reach agreement on
at least one. possibly two, fur-
ther ministerial meetings in an
East Aslan capital In 1990.

Washington also would like

agreement on a “mechanism”
to prepare for such meetings.
An Australian proposal for an
OECD-style mini-secretariat
has already been rejected.

Daring his trip, Mr Baker
will also hold bilateral talks
with Australia on economic
and military co-operation.

By Hilary Barnes In
Copenhagen

By Della PradaHaw In Moecow

DANISH trucking companies
are setting up in Luxembourg
to flee Ugh vehicle tax and
wage costs in their own coun-
try, and improve their compet-
itive position in preparation
for foe internal market.
Three of the country’s larger

trucking companies plan to
start operations in Luxem-
bourg in tiie New Tear; indnd-
ing IS Intertank, of Aarhus,
which is Denmark’s largest
operator of tankers, with 85
tankers trailers.

LS Intertank’s owner, Mr
TiPnrmnrt Snwwiiw'. said he can
save aboutDKrl00.000 (£8.474)
a year per truck in vehicle
taxes and wan costs by oper-
ating out of Luxembourg. He
has applied for registration of
five tankers in Luxembourg.
S3 Spedffion and HJ>. Ther-

keteen, two other large truck-
ing companies, both operating
from Padborg on the Banish-

ments at the Intelligence base
of . Pine Gap and the
early warning system at
Nummger.
Mr Baker win be accompan-

ied by Mr Richard Cheney, US
Defence Secretary, Mrs Carla

German frontier, have set up
Luxembourg companies fln^
plan to start operating from
there in foe New Tear.
The vehicle tax in Luxem-

bourg will ran to DKi8400 a
year pertanker compared with
DKr33,000 In Denmark, said
Mr Soerensen. The difference
in wage costs reflects foe high
Danish income and payroll
taxes, he added.
Two years ago, several Dan-

ish coach operators set up in
Luxembourg to avoid nigh
Danish vehicle taxes. As a
result, tiie government cut foe
Danish tax substantially.

and other top
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THE SOVIET UNION Is
studying a proposal to import
glim (£625m) worth of personal
computer equipment tor use in
its educational establishments.
The proposal would make a

sizeable hole in foe country’s
bant currency coffers, out of
which the government spends
between $5un-$7bn a year on
food.

One of the aims of the pro-
posed scheme is to deftise tiie

frustrations which have led to
a burgeoning black market for
personal computer hardware,
said Mr Vital! Boyko, one of
the committee heads at the
Soviet State Committee of Sci-

ence end Technology.
The soaring demand for

scarce personal computers has
swollen tiie Soviet crime rate,

and personal computer owners
have even been murdered for
their machines, Mr Boyko
declared.
The most conservative

Soviet estimates say it would
take between 20m-S0m per-
sonal computers to satisfy the
pent-up demand in the foresee-

able future. But in tiie current
five-year plan, which will run
until 1990, foe Soviet Union is

producing only.Un machines,
most of which are low-powered
models for use in schools.
Tbe latest import proposals

have been put forward in a
report compiled by three lead-
ing technical research institu-

tions in the Soviet Union,
including the Systems Studies
Institute in Moscow, at the
behest of the Soviet govern-
ment

Xt will be up to 18 months
before the decision on whether
to go ahead is taken. The
Soviet scheme, if implemented,
would boy about 500^00 IBM-
compatible machines to be
imported. Up to 70 per cent of
those are expected to be IBM
XT-type computers, with the
balance paite up of the more
sophisticated AT and PS/2 com-
patible models.

Louise Xehoe adds from San
Francisco; The Soviet Union's
growing appetite for personal
computers has raised cautious
interest among US personal
computer manufacturers. Sev-
eral US computer companies
have been approached by
Soviet trade representatives in
recent months, according to
industry executives.

In most cases , however, the
Soviet Union has attempted to
negotiate barter deals, involv-
ing the swap of US-made com-
puters for Soviet software or
other products, rather than
cash transactions.

Soviet trade officiate have
also sought to establish per-
sonal computer assembly or
manufacturing operations
within the Soviet Union,
through Joint ventures with US
computer makers.
Despite recent liberalisation

of US export control regula-
tions covering the sale of per-
sonal computers to the Eastern
Bloc, personal computer export
licence applications continue
to be closely scrutinised by US
government officials, and in
some cases have been rgected.

BUTIT’S TRUE. Not leaving a legal,

valid Will behindyou couldmean that

yoarfamily inherits only worry,
heartacheandhardship. Theycouldeven
lose thefamilyhome thatyou assumed wouldbe theirs by rfeht.

That is why - however modest your ‘estate" may be - it is so
important that you make (or update) a proper Will, now. It’s not
difficult, or expensive. Our 16-page booklet tells you all you need
to know.. . and how to leave as much as possible to those you
really care about- including, ifyou wish, a deserving Charity like
foe DGAA. For over ninety years this Charity has been helping
to lift thousands of kindly people from the mental and physical
abyss of bereavement, financial crisis and approaching frailty.

~ THIS EXCELLENTBOOKLET IS FREE!
yours for the asking, without any obligation

Whatsoever. Why? Because foe veryexistence
of our very special Charity depends to a great
extent cm the extraordinary ‘Will Power' of
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booklet.
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Diary, and an extended choice of

accessories in foe PT Essentials range.

There are substantial discounts,

too - up to 25% on orders of 25 items

or more (not necessarily of one type

or range).

Gifts can also be personalisedwith

goldstamped initials or company logos.

Send foryoarFREEFT Collection

catalogue now. Witte - or send year

business card - to: FT Collection

7th Floor, BO-64 Broadway, London
SW1H0D&

Alternatively,phone81-7W 2002.
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Fujitsu inquiry over Yl bid
By Robert Thomson in Tokyo

FUJITSU of Japan, which won
a contract for a computer sys-

tem with a bid of Just one yen,
has attempted to withdraw foe
bid and is under investigation

by Japan’s Fair Trade Commis-
sion over whether tiie offer
was improperly low under
anti-monopoly laws.

The case h highly embar-
rassing for foe Japanese Gov-
ernment, which has been con-
demned by the US and other

foreign gumumauts for tacitly

approving artificially low bids

for public contracts by Japa-
nese companies.

In this case, the contract was
for a new computer system for

the Waterworks Bureau of

that the system would cost
about yilm (£49,000).

Three companies bid from
7300,000 to Y50O,QOOj and

another four companies bid
from Yiom to YSOm, but
Fujitsu, with its Yl bid, won
the tender late last week.
Hiroshima city offtefafa said

they were “shocked" by the
low bid, but accepted it, and
are now reluctant to re-open
bidding for the contract
The Fair Trade Commission

said yesterday, that Fujitsu and
Hiroshima government offi-
cials will be questioned, and a
commission official said that
“a Yl bid is dose to a free
service and far from the costs”.
Commission officiate visited
the offices of the Hiroshima
bureau yesterday, and took
away documents relating to
the contract
After hearing that Fujitsu

wanted to withdraw its bid,
Hiroshima officials announosd
they would not nullify foe offer

until after the commission bad
advised them at foe legality at
the contract.

Fujitsu officiate say the bad
was socially unacceptable, but
had earlier argued that it was
no different to those between
Y300.000 and Y500,M0f which
were also well below tile expec-
ted cost

.

Other Japanese ritfea have
plans to introduce shnBar com-
puter systems, and the kntftid-
ding companies apparently
wanted to get the front-run-
ning for later contracts by.wm-
ning the Hiroshima commis-
sion.

US trade officiate have com*
plained that artificially low
hMdmg opportunities
for foreign commutes, which
are iTnnn1e to <&for such low
Prices.

Swedes share Florida train deal
A CONSORTIUM controlled by work on a S2L5bn (£L5bn) 300-

|
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Boveri, the European electrical

engineering group and CRSS
Iuc, one of the largest design
and construction companies in
the US, has been given foe
go-ahead to carry out further

Florida, Robert Taylor reports
from Stockholm.

t
Both companies hope that

Commission,
, will lead to their

being awardedfoafranchise in
lorn m. _ 1 •< v.L

the acceptance of their
tlon yesterday to bi
project.

53L° TamSwa
rfAifts sis

1991. The proposed rail Jink
between Miaini, Orlando and
Tampa will bette first lS®r*

fc

high-speed rail system in
United States.
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Philip Foster now heads a revitalised

Norw ich Corrugated Board alter staging a

management buy-out of the company from

Tarmac pic.

That makes him Chief Executive of

the UK's largest non-integrated

manufacturer of corrugated board for

industry.

Philip, to put it mildly, is very big in

card boa rd.

Of course, he needed a little help from

Phildrew Ventures to wrap up a deal worth

£36 million.

Phildrew arranged the buy-out and

used its £105 million equity fund to

underwrite the total finance package.

As a measure of our confidence and

commitment, we retained a substantial

equity holding for our own hook.

Philip Foster, for his part, seems

pleased with his choice of partner.

We can only blame our enthusiasm

for seeing the job through.

Or the wa\ we stuck In him during

six months of ups and dow ns, nurturing the

deal with patience and perseverance.

As for all the other venture capital

companies that made overtures to Norwich

Corrugated, clearly they didn't have what

\ l

*'• \

it takes in Philip Foster's eyes.

In the nicest possible way,

he sent them packing. iif
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Cash limits
6

:

force cuts in

health services’
By Alan Pike, Social Affairs Correspondent

NINE OUT of ID health
authorities are being forced
into remedial action to stay
within cash limits in the cur*

rent financial year. Largely
because inflation has exceeded
government estimates, accord-

ing to a survey by the National
Association of Health Authori-

ties.

In some cases this action
will include cutting sendees,
while nearly a quarter of all

authorities plan to scrap or
defer proposed developments
in services.
The survey also shows that

health authority managers
believe they will need almost
£L6bn extra in the next finan-

cial year to cover expected lev-

els of inflation and to finance
service developments.
Government financial alloca-

tions to health authorities for

1989-90 were made on the
assumption that National
Health Service (NHS) inflation

would be S per cent
The survey shows that

increases in the pay bill
- which consumes three-quar-
ters of most authorities* bud-
gets - have in fact been nearer

8 per cent, while by July other
health costs were rising at an
annual rate of 7.3 per cent

A total of 94 per cent of

health authorities, according to

the survey, have always
regarded the Government’s 5

per cent inflation projection as
over-optimistic and set aside a
total of £143m at the beginning

of the year as an inflation
reserve.

However, the survey shows
that authorities will have to

take several other measures to

remain within cash limits — is
per cent are planning to reduce
services, 23 per cent to delete

or defer development plans, 20
per cent to increase creditors

and 12 per cent plan to raise

money from the sale of land or
buildings.
The survey asked health

authority managers what infla-

tion predictions they were
using in planning for the next
financial year and it found a
“high degree of consensus”
that Inflation would average
7.4 per cent. This would sug-
gest that next year’s funding
should be £lbn higher than
this year.
Mr Kenneth Clarke, Health

Secretary, said yesterday that
the resources available to
health authorities this year
had grown by the equivalent of
4 per emit above inflation.

Chemical waste disposal runs foul of local opinion
Peter Marsh looks at Rechem’s Welsh plant, one of Europe’s most controversial industrial operations

KEN and Shirley Caldloott live

in what appears a dream
house - a cottage close to the

rolling hills of South Wales with a
stream at the bottom of the garden.
A few hundred yards from the cot-

tage, its chimney lust visible above
trass, is a large plant for destroying
chemical wastes. Recently it has
become one of Europe’s most contro-
versial industrial operations.

The plant, on the outskirts of Pon-
typool, is run by Rechem, a speci-

alised and highly profitable waste-
disposal contractor.lt is geared to the
high-temperature incineration of one
of the problem materials of the 1980s
- toxic chemicals called polychlori-
nated biphenyls (PCBs).
The plant, which opened in 1974,

roasts wastes to more than 1,000 deg
C in a large oven to break down haz-
ardous materials into innocuous by-
products. There are about 70 large
incinerators in the world capable of
burning PCBs but Rechem has a
near-monopoly on treating large PCB-
contaminated pieces of metal, such as
transformer Mdnpi

This near-monopoly hats allowed the
company to charge high prices and
buiXd- up a lucrative business in
importing PCB wastes from places
such as Australia, and conti-
nental Europe,where fears about
PCBs have turned their disposal into
a leading environmental issue.

Rechem’s pre-tax profits for the
year to the end of March doubled to
£8.?m on sates of £ism. The company
is expected to announce today a fur-

ther profits rise in the fust six
months of 19899a

However, the good times for the
company commercially have coin-
cided with continual criticism ctf its

Pontypool installation. The critics
include Torfaen Borough Council and
local residents such as the CaKttcotts.
They complain that the «tw»0 from
the plant is a nuisance, that it uses
out-dated technology and that there is

a potential health hazard because of
the possible leakage of PCBs into the
environment. All these claims are
strongly flonind by. the company.
The arguments show few signs of

resolution, despite an
this week by the Welsh Office that its

scientists could find no traces of PCB
contamination around the plant Bat
some residents remain unconvinced
about the plant’s safety since the
Welsh Office has not given details of
its findings.
Such sentiments cut little ice with

the IDO or so employees. One operator,
who worked at the site for more
than 10 years, says local objectors do
not listento reason.
Mr David Wheeler, Rechem’s

operations director, is in charge of the
Pontypool facility. He said that com-
plaints about odours were "highly
exaggerated” and the plant operated
in accordance with government guide-
lines. He pointed to air monitors
around the plant which routinely ad-
ject data about any contaminants
entering the atmosphere. He said the
monitors had so far given no cause fer
concern.
Mr Wheeler also said ftm* Bwsham

had invested heavily in sophisticated
scrubbing systems designed to
remove any hazardous materials item

TheRechem Pontypool plant

gases produced in the combustion
operations. “You can't say anything is
100 per cart safe because that is not
practicable. But we are sure the plant
is as safe as we can-make it”
The arguments about the Pontypool

plant fan into two areas: PCBs them-
selves and the technology used by
Bechem to get rid cf them.
Only about L500 tonnes of the

30,000 tonnes cf hazardous waste that

the Pontypool plant bums each year
(a quarter is imported) are pure PCBs
- oily liquids mainly used as fluid

mojito transformers and capacitors.

A farther W00 tonnes burned each
year consist of PCB-contandnated sol-

ids, including the large casings - of-

ten 1-2 metres in diameter, which
have to be disposed of after PCBs

. have been drained out -
,

l -

PCB manufacturing, which reached
a zenith in the 1960s, has stopped in

most countries because of suspected
hazards. However, because the

materials are. mostly nonrbiodegradr

able, virtually all the lm tonnes or so
the world has produced remain in the
environment or in operating equip-
ment.

It is thought that about 400,000
tonnes axe locked up in the environ-
ment - in the air, in the oceans and
in soils and sediments.

The problem for scientists attempt-

log to monitor PCB contamination
around the Pontypool site is that
there are background levels of PCBs
in the environment

Critics of the Pontypool plant have
found levels «E up 600 parts per biffitm

in duck eggs taken from near the
Installation high wwinwitraHrma
in vegetation samples. Tim inference
iS ttyn* the chemicals Flay have laalmH

either from wastes transported to the
site, or via. wpissinnii.
Rechem's own scientists say they

have found similarly high levels in
places far removed from PCB manu-
facture or disposal. Moreover, the con-
centrations appear to be increasing

as a result of a rise in

plant, although safe, was not
from an operational point of view - if

it were rebuilt from scratch it would
combine a static incinerator with a
more modem rotary system, so that it

could deal more adequately with a
mixture of wastes.

Critics say the more modem dou-
ble-door system involves fewer safety
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To some degree, the arguments are
academic. Mr Wheeler said that even
.if it wanted to build one of the move
modem rotary systems at Pontypool
the strength of local feeling would
rntam the wwwpawy would be mititely

to win planning permission.

NatWest to

launch
electronic

trading plan
By Hugo Dixon

EUROPE’S first system to
combine electronic trading
and payments is to lie offered
early next year by National
Westminster Bank, one of the
top UK dealing banks.
Companies will be aide to

send orders to their gappUen,
receive invokes and then pay
tor the supplies via computer,
without

,
having to send a sin-

gle piece of paper.
13m new service Is evidence

of the growing matartty of the
UK’s electronic trading mar-
ket. About VHW British com-
panies use electronic trading-

for sending
. orders and

invokes — mots titan the rest
of Europe combined - aid the
market is doubling-each year.
Ife&WestV service is being

offered In conjunction with'
International Network Ser-
vices (INS), a testing snpplier
of electronic *r«Kng services.

Companies using the INS net-
work for electronic trading
wffl be aide to use NatWest to
complete the payment side of
transaction*.
NatWest said that electronic

payment was a natural exten-
sion for companies already
using computer links for
ordering ana invoking.
Asda, the supermarket

chain, and Rowniree, the con-
fectionery manufacturer, are
interested in the system
The service was one of sev-

eral initiatives to expand elec-
tronic trading across Europe
were announced yesterday at
EDI *89, the UK electronic
trading Industry’s annual con-
ference. INS said it would offer

a service in the Republic of
Ireland in association with
Telecom Eireaxm, the tetecom-
munkations operator.
Meanwhile, fatal, Britain's

other Leading supplier of elec-
tronic trading services,
announced that It was setting
up a rival service with the
Irish Post Office.

It also plans to set up an
electronic trading service in

monopoly, and in
Benelux with Raet, a Dutch
computer services company.
There was also speculation

that British Telecom would
start providing electronic trad-
ing services m the UK next
year through Tymnet, a US-
based telecoms service com-
pany which it is in the process
of acquiring. In the mid-1980s,
BT launched an electronic

in association
with Tymnet but withdrew it
because of lack of interest

Student loan
scheme faces
renewed
offensive
By David Goodhart in Bonn
and David Thomas
in London

PRESSURE on the British
Government to drop its contro-
versial student loans proposals
is likely to mount as a result of
the decision by West Germany
to modify substantially its stu-
dent loan scheme.
British ministers

. have
repeatedly pointed, to the wide-
spread adoption of student
loans overseas to justify their
proposal for a loan scheme in.
the UK from 1990.
The British loan proposals

have been strongly opposed by
the National Union of Students
and the Labour Party and have
generated concern among the
nawriai institutions, who are

to '-administer the

13m NOS said last night that-
the West German experience
was exactly what it had pre-
dicted would happen in Britain
if the loan scheme went ahead.
The West German Govern-

ment has now been forced to
reform substantially Its loan
scheme Introduced in 1983 as a
result of various unintended
ride effects, in particular a fur-
ther lengthening of the already
long study period and its disin-
centive effect on students from

— West German authori-
ties have derided to turn a
huge part cf tire loan into a
grant and to raise substantially
the parental income threshold
below which students are enti-
tled to financial assistance.
From next autumn the

monthly loan will rise to
DM890 (£306) and will be only
50 per cent repayable. Cur-
rently, the entire loan most be
repaid, with heavily ubridiBed
interest rates, some years after
giwd'H»tinfl
Raising the parental hir^mo

threshold from a gross
monthly income of DM4800 to
DM6,200 (and even higher if
tile student remains at h«rp«?)
win raise the number of stu-
dents qualifying for the half-
loan, half-grant by about 30 per
cent to 428,000.
There are almost LSm stu-

dents in Germany. Currently it
is estimated to cost about
DM85,000 to pass through a
German university.
The new package for stu-

dents will cost tire Government
an extra DMfEOm. It follows a
recent crash programme of
university renovation, at a cost
of DM2bn, to help deal with the
severe overcrowding in. some
universities.
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gbrfni levels of PCB contamination,

which have been established through

independent sdentitlc study.
_
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With arguments about PCB contam-

ination around the Pontypool plant
«»miingTy difficult to resolve, the dis-

cussion has also focused on the mid-

1970s technology used by Bechem at

the Most of the 70 or 80 large

PCB incinerators in use worldwide

are rotary cylinders, built in this

dpefldft, into which solids are put to
burning via a double-door system
which, uses an air lock.

The Pontypool facility is a static

incinerator with a single-door system.

This ft more flexible, easier to

eperate and capable of taking thevery
large pieces of metal which cannot
generally be disposed of elsewhere, fa
countries such as the US and West
Germany, transformer casings are
usually drained cf PCBs and stared in

special ifmtMtnfl - any residual PCBs
are left on the metaL
Mr Wheeler said that the
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Union deal will

decide GM site

Changes worry the junior markets
Richard Waters says USM will be a pattern for new trading bodies

for engine plant
By Michael Smith, Labour Staff

GENERAL MOTORS hna given
onions a fortnight to agree rad-
ical changes in working prac-
tices at its Vauxhall plant at
Ellesmere Port on Merseyside
as a condition of building a
European engine farfiHy there.
GM made, clear to nninw

leaders that their failure to
reach a deal within two weeks
is likely to result in siting the
SSKXhn plant fear a new range of
executive car engines else-
where in Europe.
The negotiations, which

began in July, are coming to a
climax as 4£00 manual work-
force at EQesmere Port - and
a similar number at the com-
pany’s Luton plant — prepare
to stage one-day strikes over
the separate issue of pay rises
tor this year and next
Although counting of strike

ballots Is not completed*
results of votes among 5,600
union members from the two
plaids show a 3-to-l ratio in
favour of striking. The imyiyw
called the ballots in response
to a pay offer which Vauxhall
says is worth 9.7 per cent in
the first year but the rniwimj
say is worth &8 per cent.
The Ellesmere Port plant,

which makftK the Astra range*

is in competition with Kaisers-
lautern in West Germany as a
site for Gif’s planned V6
engine facility. Union leaders
are confident that Ellesmere
Port will be selected provided
the company get the assur-
ances it Wants On rhangpg Jn
working practices.
The changes Vauxhall wants

would involve employees work-
ing in integrated teams and to
agree to an erosion of demarca-
tion barriers. It also wants
onion agreement on single-ta-
ble bargaining under which all
three unions - the TGWU gen-
eral workers' union, the AEU
engineering union and the
EETPU electricians’ union
— would negotiate together an
pay and conditions.
While taking a strong stance

on the pay issue, the unions
fear that the future of the
EQesmere Port plant could be
at risk if they fail to reach
agreement on the nhangari
working practices. They
believe that about halfa dozen
European car plants could be
closed down by the mid-1990s
as a result of the move towards
larger manufacturing facilities
and the integration of *h«
European market.

Lawson stuns House

T HE UNLISTED Securi-
ties Market (USM) has
been one of the London

Stock Exchange's greatest suc-
cesses in recent years. In con-
trast, it is accepted by most of
those Involved that the Third
Market has been a flop.

Little wonder, then, that yes-

terday's proposals to restruc-

ture the Stock Exchange's mar-
kets were presented as a new
lease of life fear the USM, with
the Third Market ignomini-
oualy folded into it.

The changes are prompted
largely by European Commu-
nity (EC) law hot also bear the
hallmarks of an attempt by the
Stock Exchange to restructure
its three-tier market to take
account of experience.
The EC’s Mutual Recogni-

tion of Listing Particulars, due
to become law on January L,

provides that a company which
obtains a listing in one mem-
ber state can gain a listing In
any other state the same
Hating particulars.
The directive also lays down

the minimum require-
ments — for instance, a three-

year trading record, compared
with the five years currently
required in London.
From London’s point of

view, the danger is that conti-

nental European companies
would be able to gain a listing
in London by meeting less
stringent criteria than UK
companies. Also, UK compa-

nies might choose to be listed

elsewhere.

The London Stock Exchange
Is proposing that companies
coming to the main market
will need to show a trading

record of three, rather than
five, years while those going to
the USM will have to show a
two-year record. The Third
Market will be closed after a
year, although Gristing Third
Market companies will have
easier entry than others to the

USM.
The new combined junior

market a lot to Uve up to.

The USM has nurtured more
than 760 companies, many of

which might not otherwise
have been able to find a public

market for their shares. Of
these, 132 have moved on to a
full listing, 132 have been
tafceo over and more than 430
remain.
The Stock Tftmhange claims

that the new USM will be
every bit as attractive as its

predecessor. It said consulta-
tions with bodies representing

USM companies suggested that
most companies would stay
with the market rather than
opting to move up to the main
market
Concerns remain, however,

that the quality image
attached to USM status will be
dissipated. The requirement to
produce only two years of trad-

ing records worries some ana-
lysts.

Mr Geoff Douglas, director in
charge of USM research at
Hoare Govett, the brokers, said
he would have preferred the
three-year trading requirement
to be retained but he was
relieved that the Stock
Exchange decided against a
one-year rule.

Mr Brian Wmterflood, man-
aging director of Winter-flood
Securities, specialist small
company market makers, was
also concerned by the two-year
rule. “It must mean it devalues
the USM quote,” he said.

A further concern is the
virtual "grandfather-
ing" of Third Market

companies or the waiving of
certain requirements for USM
membership. The 64 companies
that comprise the Third Mar-
ket will not have to produce
fizD. financial particulars when
applying to join the USM, mak-
ing it easier for them to join
the market than for other com-
panies.
In addition, the USM will

take over the Third Market's
role of providing a market for
green-field developments.
Mr Douglas said: “If sud-

denly there is a flood of Third
Market-type issues, I would be
very concerned indeed.” The
downgrading of the USM
would leave many companies
with little option but to move
up to the main market.
The Stock R»changft claims

that the USM wfll retain its

strong position because of its

maip attraction: the relative

freedom it allows companies to

organise takeovers. They are

largely relieved of the require-

ments for shareholder approval
which apply to companies on
the main market.

Until now, USM companies
have needed the consent of
shareholders only if they
planned to take over another
company with net assets at

least as great as their own,
although, the Stock Exchange's
quotations department has var-
ied thia rule depending on cir-

cumstances- The consultative
paper proposes that the
requirement for shareholder
approval be triggered if the tar-

get’s net asset value represent
at least 75 per cent ofc the
acquirer.

Tn spite of ft™ amendment,
it remains far for acquis-
itive USM companies to oper-
ate than their counterparts on
the main market The need for
shareholder approval on the
main market is triggered when
an target company's assets are
more than 25 per cent of the
acquirer's. This is a ruling
some companies have tried to
circumvent, most imagina-
tively by putting brands into
their balance sheets to boost
their own net asset value.
This concession, however,

may not be enough to ensure
the long-term health of Lon-
don’s junior stock market.

Electricity industry

abandons plans for

wholesale market
By Max Wilkinson, Resources Editor

THE ELECTRICITY industry
has abandoned plans for a net-
work of detailed contracts and
a wholesale power market as
the basis for privatisation next
year.

Instead, it has opted for a
simpler, administered system
much closer to that now used
in the nationalised industry for
distributing power from the
Central Electricity Generating
Board to the 12 area boards.
The proposed system, yet to

be approved by Mr John Wake-
ham, the Energy Secretary,
will be run by the National
Grid Company which will
determine a single wholesale
price every half hour for all

electricity sold sooth of Scot-
land. This will be superficially
shatter to present bulk sup-
ply tariff

The denationalised area
boards will be allowed to pass
this cost straight through to
consumers. Consequently, the
Government will have to aban-
don its idea of spurring the
area boards to good perfor-
mance by forcing them to com-
pete against a common “yard-
stick” of costs.

The idea for yardstick com-
petition, envisaged in the draft
regulations published last year,
was based on the assumption

that area boards would each
hold dozens of contracts for the

supply of power 'from different

power stations. But their prices

to consumers would be finked

to the average generation cost

for the whole system. Boards
which bought cheaply could
therefore make extra profits,
threw less fortunate would be
squeezed.
Under the new system, how-

ever, the new National Grid

company wfll simply allocate

power to the boards as they

need it, charging them all the
same price, which will be
passed back to the two main
generating companies.
National Power and PowerGen.
This price will consist of two

elements: the fuel cost of the
most expensive generating set
artaially hft|pg run in any half

hour and a charge based on the
grid’s assessment of the risk of
a blackout.

In tire longer term, its propo-
nents say the system could
develop into a genuine spot
market, but it will not start as
one.
The new system reflects Mr

Wakeham’s determination to
force the industry to adopt a
privatisation scheme which is

“do-able” within his strict elec-

toral timetable.

with description
of split over EMS
By Simon Holberion, Economics Staff

MR NIGEL LAWSON, the
former Chancellor of the
Exchequer, last night steamed
the House af Commons with an
account of Us resignation and
of his differences with the
Prime Minister about frill Brit-
ish membership of the Euro-
pean Monetary System.
In what he dganrfhwi as “not

an easy speech for me to
make”, Mr Lawson told a
hushed-Commons that for Cab-
inet government to work prop-
erly the Prime Minister, who
appoints ministers, ahcmM let
them carry out pohey.
When differences presented

themselves, they should be set-

tled privately and collectively,

he said.

“The article written by the
Prime Minister’s former eco-
nomic adviser was of signifi-

cance only in as much as it Lawson: ‘not an easy speech’
represented the tip of a singvtr But its operation would f******

lariy ill-concealed iceberg with fewer practical difficulties than
all the destructive potential a experienced in a period of
that icebergs possess.” finating exchange rates*
He said that no one lightly The former Chancellor

giv« up a ^office of state pointed out that a greater
such as tne vnanreu torsnip. It emphasis on use of interest
was not the outcome I sought, rates was necessary for coun-
but one that I accept without tries outside the tofts He was
rancour despite what might be in no doubt that Britain’s
described as the hard landing interest rates would have been
involved. lower had it been In the EMS.
Mr Lawson made It dear “Full EMS membership

that Britain’s entry Into the would singularly awTibtwo the
EMS was at the centre of his credfaffity of our anttinflattoa-

disagreement with Mrs ary role in .general ^ cur-
Thatcher. He said Britain's role zency diwqjinp in particular
in Europe would be enhanced and underpin the nm^mntenn
by full EMS membership and it fmanriai strategy,
would also bolster the Govern- “Continuing non-participa-
ment’s campaign against mfla- tion in the exchange rate
tion. mechanism can not fay to cast
He contrasted two views of practical doubt on that resolve,

the exchange rate: that it however ill-founded that doubt
should be allowed to float may be. That Is why a year ago
freely or be a part of the essen- I proposed to the Prime Mlnis-
tial necessary financial disci- ter a fully worked-oui scheme
phne for the management of for tfw independence of thq
the economy. Bank of England. That would
He said he could understand be a buttress - It would not be

arguments for and against, but & substitute for what I was say-
there was “no case for seeming fog earlier."
confusion or apparent vacUJa- Hie said British membership
tion between these two post- of the EMS had a vital political
tlons." dimension. Within the context
Mr Lawson’s position was of a Europe of nationstates Tt

that the exchange rate was an jg vital that we maximise
essential element of fmanriai Britain's infltwaire in the Corn-
discipline; that currency stalril- munity so as to ensure that ft

ity was an economic benefit. becomes the liberal free mar-
He said EMS membership ket Europe in which we on this

was not a soft option or pana- side of the House so firmly
re>a for the conduct of policy, believe.”

move up
to the most
profitable
spot in

Enaland
CORNWALL
"ternthebestofcompany"

send\wr business CARD FOROUR COMPREHENSIVE INKMMCKTOu

FREEPOST EGO.TRURO TR1 3BR
Cornwall Eccnomk: Etevetopmeni Office

County HaULTrura

Te!.(0872)71324 F^X.(0872)70540 ^

We’vejust added

a whole new dimension to the

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3 takes spreadsheet technology into the third dimension.

Because it really does give you 3-D, a unique design that lets you organise,

analyse and manipulate data with unrivalled power.

3-D gives you a more natural way of working, too. Now you'll find it even

easier to navigate your way through spreadsheet applications.

For the first time you can integrate as many as 256 sheets in one spreadsheet

file - and work on them simultaneously. Not only across and down as you currently

do, but now through sheets, as well.

Of course, Release 3 is highly compatible with the 1-2-3 files, applications

and macros you’re using now. And its familiar 1-2-3 menu means you can start up

and go to work right away.

From today, Release 3 is setting the standard for a world of spreadsheet

generations to come - which soon will include versions for OS/2 Presentation

Manager, Apple Macintosh, Unix and IBM Mainframes.

lb find out more about Release 3, ring (049481) 6667 or write to:

Lotus Development (UIQ Ltd, FREEPOST 1464, Windsor, Berks SL4 1YY.

Lotus Development (UK) Ltd, Consort House, Victoria Street, Windsor, Berks SL4 1EX.
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Its something our passengers never tire of

ceiling us. nnd something we never tire of hearing

(after all, we're only human).

Tnat said, we like to think it’s praise well-

deserved.

The glittermg sneen on our plane, for example,

cou.iQ it be a tricK of the light?o

Hardly.

just ask the man who polishes it. Every last

square inch. By hand. No cursory wipe-over for

the inside of the plane, either.

instead, we spend 6,800 man-hours a day clean-

ing Oui /00 aircraft to a 70-point check-list.

Ot course, you don’t get voted ‘Best Trans-

atlantic Carrier’ by Executive Travel maga
zine on cleanliness alone.

Any more than you get voted ‘Airline of the

Year’ by the prestigious trade journal, Air Trans

port World.

Nor does it entirely explain what makes us

the biggest airline either side of the Atlantic.

A flight will, though.

For reservations, call your travel agent. Or
contact us yourself at your nearest American

Airlines office.

Needless to say, you’ll find the voice on the

other end as bright as can be.
;

AmericanAirlines
Something special in the air.

Intituling Ancrini FJRle, rrponjl tirlinc

EXEC I

\
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MANAGEMENT
Development aid

pill of funding
in Ethiopia
Peter Montagnon explains how Booker/
Tate pulled together international
contributions to get an ambitious
project off the ground

T he Shortage tn Africa
Is not of cash; it's
actually of good pro-
jects. So says Peter

CheaV- re, marketing director of
Booker/Tate, a joint venture ctf

Tate & Lyle and the Booker
group. .

Such a remark may seem lit-

tle store than idle provocation
for mast international compa-
nies that are nowadays
inclined to ignore Africa for
what they perceive as its
inability to pay for new infra-
structure projects. But
Cheshire is a man who knows
what he la talking about.
Booker/Tats was recently

formally appointed as project
manager for a $250m sugar
estate in Ethiopia, the first
sugar estate of any size to be
established anywhere since
1982.

Raising the cash for the proj-
ect has taken three hard years
of negotiation with multi-
lateral development banks and
national aid agencies. 2t was,
in Cheshire's words, an
‘‘unconventional'* effort that
by-passed entirely the commer-
cial and investment banks
which normally expect to be
involved in international proj-
ect finance.

Instead it was a question of
carefully packaging the ven-
ture so that it could be sold
direct to Official ftnanHitg
agencies while carefully nur-
turing a dose but not overbear-
ing relationship with the Ethio-
pian government.
The result is an object lesson

in how companies seeking new
business in sub-Saharan Africa
can avail themselves of same
of the 5i2bn in official aid from
Industrial countries which
flows to there every year.
The Booker/Tate project

involves the of
an estate in the Ffochaa Valley
same 200 miles west of Addis
Ababa. Eventually it will pro-

0 MBes 250

duce 1254)00 tnuuew of sugar,
all for domestic consumption,
but it also requires an ancil-
lary Infrastructure of roads,
schools, water supply and
housing for 30,000 people.
Around $165m of the total cost
is being financed in hard cur-
rency.
The history of the project

goes bade more than 10 years
when Tate & Lyle first carried
out a feasibility study paid for
by the African Development
Bank.
Then for a long paHnfl foe

idea lay dormant affer the Lib-
yan leader. Colonel Muammar
Gadaffi, first extended and
then withdrew an offer of
finance In connection with his
unsuccessful attempt to be
elected chairman of the Organ-
isation of African Unity in
1983.

It was only at the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund ^nui
meeting in Washington in 1986
that financial negotiations
resumed again in earnest, and
by then the odds seemed
stacked againiet the deal.
Though Ethiopia has hot re-

scheduled its debts, the credit-

worthiness of all Africa had
been called into question by
the debt crisis in developing
countries.
The World Rawfc, which had

looked at the project In its ear-
lier stages, was reluctant to
finance jstdoiriabecause ft had
refused to pay compensation
for nationalising a number of
international companies. It
was also worried about Ethio-
pia's farm price policy (since

changed) and took a generally
negative view of both sugar
and irrigated agriculture pro-
jects.

But Booker/Tate found that
the African Development Bank
(ADB) with its soft loan arm,
the African Development
Fund, took a more positive
approach, based on .

what

Peter Cheshire: three years
of negotiation and a positive
approach from the African
Development Bank

Cheshire describes as its know-
ledge of regional conditions.

It was prepared to accept the
argument that the project
would maim a positive contri-

bution to Ethiopia’s develop-
ment even though it would
never generate foreign
mhanga and (fid not even
involve import substitution
since the country imports no

Among; - the development
arguments wore the creation o£
new jobs and housing, the
transfer of technical know-
ledge and skills, and a medical
argument that average con-
sumption of sugar in Ethiopia
was lower than it should be in
a country where diarrhoea is

endemic.
Raising the domestic supply

of sugar made economic sense
because, despite low world
prices, the cost of transporta-

tion makes importing prohibt-

support of

the ADB, Booker/Tate was
then able to approach bilateral

aid agencies to cover the
remainder of the hard currency
requirements.

Italy, which was miming a
$63Gm aid programme for

Ethiopia over three years, was
the country's largest donor,
but it dropped out after decid-

ing that it would prefer to
finance a large number of
small projects rather than a
few large cares.

In the end Sweden, Spain
and Australia Joined In as co-fi-

nanciers and additional
standby offers of credit were
received from India and Yugo-
slavia.

Cheshire says it took months
of almost continuous travel to
persuade these countries to
sign up for the project. Austra-
lia, whose aid programme is

concentrated in the Pacific,

was persuaded to make $12m
available for Ethiopia on the
basis of its expertise as a sup-
plier of sugar Tnilling machin-
ery.

Spain, which was chosen as
a potential donor for the irriga-

tion part of the scheme
because it is regarded as a
competitive supplier of alumin-
ium piping, Is to make a con-
cessional loan of $20m, but $4m
of this will be repaid. In coffee

in what is believed to be the
first such arrangement entered
into by its Institute de Credito

OfidaL
Sweden, which traditionally

has a large bilateral aid pro-

gramme with Ethiopia, is pro-
viding $8m for electrical instal-

lation. In addition the Opec
Fund for International Devel-
opment is putting $7m into the
access road.
The result is a package with

a life of some 12 to 15 years
and carrying an interest rate of

Blowing smoke and chewing gum
Michael Skapinker reports on annoying telephone behaviour

P honing a company is man says. or eat an apple while they’r

often a frustrating expe- Americans’ second greatest talking . Friedman said sh
rience. When Nancy dislike might be less familiar would have put this complain

some 4 per cent The bulk of
the hard currency funds, or
some S120m, are being supplied
by the African Bank group,
though Cheshire says it was
the Ethiopian authorities
rather than the bank which
were important to Booker/Tate
winning its management role.
Getting the right relation-

ship with the host government
was crucial, he says. It
involved making a long term
commitment to act as
“right-hand man” to tbe Ethio-
pian authorities, willingness to
engage in technical co-opera-
tion such as manpower train-

ing, helping the government to
package the project in such a
way as to attract international

support and acting as broker
with the financial, agencies
without at the same time try-

ing to take control of the whole
exercise.

The Ethiopian government
itself negotiated the fine print
of the funding package and
wifi, retain an active involve-
ment In running the project.

In the process a permanent
transfer of skills is occurring,
so that next time round it will

not need nearly so much help.
Even so Booker/Tate had,

under the rules of the African
Development Rank

, to submit
to international competitive
bidding to secure its formal
role in the project
The fees it expects to earn

after all this work amount to
only some $10tn, which some
would argue was scant reward
for a long-term commitment
with an uncertain outcome.
Cheshire believes, however,

that companies which are not
prepared to put in such an
effort will fmn it increasingly
difficult to do business in diffi-

cult parts of the world, such as
Africa. “You can’t walk in with
an off® ofa turnkey plant, and
then simply walk away,” he
says.

P honing a company is

often a frustrating expe-
rience. When Nancy

Friedman phoned a leading
British company yesterday, she

waited 30 rings before banging
up. On the second attempt, she

got an answer after 10 rings.

She has a particular interest

in the way companies answer
their phones. Friedman runs a
company in St Louis, Missouri,

called the Telephone Doctor,

which helps organisations
improve tbe way they deal
with their customers on the
phone.
Last July she asked readers

of the newspaper USA Today
to call her and tell her which
aspects of corporate America’s
telephone behaviour they most

Over 1,000 people phoned
her. The results, which have
not yet been published in the
US, show that American con-
sumers’ pet hate is being put
on hold. Nearly a quarter said
they disliked the way compa-
nies kept them hanging on.

Friedman says that compa-
nies cannot realistically avoid
putting people on hold. What
matters, Friedman says, is the
way they do so.

“We have found that it helps
if you give callers a reason
why you are putting them on
hold. It’s also a good idea to
tell them the truth about how
long you’re going to put them
on hold. Tell them ‘it’s going to
take a few seconds’ or It might
take a few minutes',” Fried-

Business
courses
First European strategic
conference - US operations:
Bow to deal with compensa-
tion, aitHI ypipl^yrnpnt

law issues. London, November
13-14. Fee: £750 + VAT. Details
from: Frost & Sullivan, Sulli-

van House, 4 Grosvenof Gar-
dens, London SW1W ODH.
Tet01-730 3438. Faxrtl-730 3343.

Using information manage-
ment for strategic advantage.
r^mifim, November 20-21. Fee:
£350. Details from: City Univer-
sity Business School, Frobisher
Crescent, Barbican Centre,
London EC2Y 8HB. Tel: 01-920

0UL Fax: 01-588 2756.

The dacunnlfll international
conference - total quality in
Japan, Europe and the US.
London, November 2880. Fee:
£750. Details from David

man says.

Americans’ second greatest
dislike might be less familiar
to European callers. Eleven per
cent of those who answered
Friedman’s poll said they dis-

liked “call waiting” signals.
These are tones which tell the
company employee that some-
one else is trying to get
through on the line.

The problem, Friedman says,
is that on most US systems the
caller can heir the signals too.

They don't like the feeling that

their call might be interrupted
and that their enquiry is not
being given ton priority. Small
companies with just one or two
telephone lines tend to use the
tones more than large compa-
nies do, Friedman says.

A similar percentage of
respondents said they disliked
telephonists who demanded
their TiawiBa in an abrunt fash-

ion. “They are often asked in a

or eat an apple while they’re
talking . Friedman said she
would have put this complaint

at the tig) of the list She also

dislikes hearing people blow
smoke into the receiver. The
telephone mouthpiece is a sen-

sitive microphone, she says.

Eight per cent said they dis-

liked talking to company repre-

sentatives who broke off the

conversation to speak to col-

leagues in the office.

Europeans would probably
agree with the remaining three

complaints, each mentioned by
seven per cent of US respon-

dents. One was company repre-

sentatives who hang up with-

out saying good-bye properly

or without waiting for the cus-

tomer to say good-bye.

Another was just plain rude-

ness, which would seem to be
the underlying cause of all the
other complaints. Americans'
last complaint was about

very rude way who they are,” answering machines. This
Friedman says. “The question
needs softening. ‘May I ask
who’s calling?”
Friedman says company

employees also need to tell cal-
lers who they are. It Is not
enough for employees to give
their names. They also need to
say which department they
work far.

Americans’ fourth most com-
mon complaint might also
come as something of a sur-
prise to Europeans. Nine per
cent said they dislike people
who “chew into tbe phone,” by
which they wu*ftpt chew gum

Hutchins Associates, 13/14 Her-
mitage Parade, High Street,
Ascot, Berkshire, SL5 7HE. Tel:
0990 28712.

Organisational and inter-
personal skills In manage-
ment Bedford, December 33.
Fee: 0,675 inclusive of course
materials and follow-up ses-
sion. Details from: Programme
Administrator, Cranfield
School of Management, Cran-
field, Bedford MK43 OAL. Tel:
0234 751122.

Prindnles of effective manase-
rnent Bromley, December 9-14.

Fee: £1,500 + VAT. Details
from: Stmdridge Park Manage-
ment Centre, Plaistow Lane,
Bromley, Kent BRl 3TP. Tel:
01-460 8585.

Recruitment and selection.
London. December 11-12. Fee:
£200. Details from the Short
Course Unit, Cfty of London
Polytechnic, 84 Moorgate, Lon-

referred not just to machines
which ask you to leave a mes-
sage, but to those which tell

you to did an widMowl digit

to reach a certain department
Despite the difficulty she

experienced in getting through,
Friedman does not believe that
all calls should be answered by
the second or third ring. Com-
panies which insist on that are
merely encouraging their tele-

phonists to be abrupt with cal-

lers. Up to 10 rings is satisfac-

tory, she says, provided the
telephonist then apologises for
the delay.

don EC2. Tek 01-283 1030. Fax:
01-623 2858.

Competitive wiarfcBjJtig strate-

gies. London, November 27-29.

Fee: £895 + VAT. Details Cram
SAL CMS Seminar, Victoria
House, Suite M9, Southampton
Row, London WC1B 4EF. Tel:
01-242 4045. Fax: 01-405 6203.

Technical marfciiifag nwi pro.
posal preparation. London,
November 20-ZL Fee: £625 +
VAT. Details from SAL TMPP
Seminar, Victoria House, Suite
M9, Southampton Row, Lon-
don, WClB 4EF. Tel: 01-242
4045. Fax: 01-405 6203.

Financial awareness for com-
pany directors, managers and
other executives. London,
December 5-6. Fee: £310 +
VAT. Details from School of
Business and Industrial Man.
agement, Caxton House, Wel-
lesley Road, Ashford, Kent.
Tek 0233 62210L

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
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r Too many US
banks are ripe fear pick-

ing off and breaking up by
raiders. Pressure on banks to

increase their performance and
yet still provide for LDC debt can only accelerate the

restructuring of US banking. We report on London as a

^ financial centre with special emphasis on foreign

banks. US banks are rethinking their strategy;

s are deeply entrenched

e UK economy and con-

tinental European banks^ are the single biggest

foreign contingent

in London.

The Nov-

ember issue

is now available

at good newsagents.

As well as the usual features

- results, retail banking, Banking

Tomorrow, this issue sees the publication

of the top 100 Arab financial institutions plus

the top foreign banks in London.

All this and more for £3.50

(or $5.00).

Hardly daylight
robbery.

A FINANCIAL TIMES PUBLICATION
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Like your communications

advisers?

rnur (inanciai pniilucU iirxcrvicn, one ihin^

in certain in Unlay"* uncertain cliiiulc jvu need

crawitunicaturn who arc r«i on their feel.

WIki can implement your rmpunitcii la nuu-het clumpen

npccdily. accurately and at miuimuni notice.

We call ouraclvca 1 lolmcn. WrtUwrn heenuae problem

nulvin^ if* (Mir hiuiiiwM. Problem Halving aero** the

whale field of corporate find financial marketing

cmumunkalmmv. Our bach up fncililicn are the maul

advanced in Europe. Our aerviee in numl the cloeh.

Call ur now. before you have to. on 01-278 5271.

I IOLMKS. WATSC )N & PARTNERS
jVJvcrtuin^ Dmiiin anil Media Service*

8-14 Wue 1 1 ill. London EC'lR jDX
Tel: 01-278 5271 Fau 01-837 1402

Grr— WufTwufn

Gothenburg
Twice daily
With a total of 149
flights a week to 8
major Scandinavian

Gateways
Can your Travel Agent

or SAS: 01-7344020

S4S
llNBHiMMmR'lililfta

i im mTu

Daily flights*
With a total of 149
flights a weekto8

1 major Scandinavian

Gateways
Call yourTravel Agent
or SAS: 01-734 4020

S4S

TWs notice b issued In compUsncn with the roquhemeau <rf the Council of Tbo
Inimailoaal Stock Exch*n*e of ibe United Kingdom end (he K*pubtic of Intend
Limited ("The Stock Exchange"). U doa not eomituu *n Invitation to any petaon to

subscribe furor purchase any of the dew Ordinary ihmnt* or Seri** B Vhmmta.

Ibe Council of Ibe Stock Exchange hat granted pennMen tor the whole of die
undermentioned new Ordinary shares nod Series B WnrauU » be edmlwod to iho
Official tin. It Is expected chat dealings In both the new Ordinary sham and Series

B Vtamno scpmicJy vril] commence an la Novsnbav 1999.

ABTRXISTNEWDAWNINVESTMENT TRUSTPLC
(tocwpocaKd to Eagtaad nd Wkk» under dw Coayata *a 1 985. reghtcrod no. 2377679)

Placing and Offer to Shareholders

by

UBS PHILLIPS & DREW SECURITIES LIMITED

15,000.000 new Ordinary shares of 25p each

at a price of 128p per share

payable in full on acceptance

end

up to 3,000,000 Series B Warrants (1 Series B Warrant being

issued with every 5 new Ordinary stares)

Eocb Series B Warrant confers the right to subscribe forOne Ordinary ihare
at 135p [subject to the usual acQostijienra) on 3 1st July In any of the years

1991 to 1995 Inclusive.

Share raptrat foBowing the Placing and Offer io SharehoUen

FT LAW REPORTS

Authorised

El 1,500.000 la Ordinary shares of25p each

lamed and to be
baaed faBy paid

£7,500,000

Listing particulars relating to the new Ordinary shares and Series B
Warrants are available in the statistical services of ExteJ Financial Limited.

Copies of die listing particulars may be obtained during normal business
hours on any weekday. Saturdays and public boGdajs excepted, up to and
Including 3td November, 1989 from the Company Announcements Office

of The Stock Exchange, 46-50 Finsbury Square, London BC2A IDD (for

collection only) and up to and including 15th November, 1989 from;

Abtrust New Dawn Investment Urust PLC UBS Phillips Mz Drew
30 Finsbury Circus Securities UmUcd
London EC2M 7QQ 100 Liverpool Street

London EC2M ZRH

1st November. 1989.
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Benefit of doubt for stamp dealer
ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF
TUVALU AND ANOTHER v
PHILATELIC DISTRIBUTION
CORPORATION LTD AND

OTHERS
Court of Appeal (Land Justice

Woolt Lord Justice Bingham
and Sir Roualeyn Cumming-

Bruce): October 20 1989

Granville St Co. Ltmfcad

77 Memdl Street, London El 8AF
Telephone 01-488 1212
MemberofTSA

' Granville Davies Limited

77 ManeB Streep LondonEl SAP
Telephone01-468 1212

MemberofTheBE&TSA

QUASI-CRIMINAL proceedings
to commit a person to prison
for contempt of court require
that the contempt be proved
beyond reasonable doubt; and
accordingly, if there Is no
direct evidence against him,
only inference, and his own.
corroborated though unrelia-
ble evidence gives rise to a
doubt, he must be given the
benefit of that doubt. But, as a
director of a company, be will
be liable for contempt for its

breach of undertaking if he
wilfully failed to take ade-
quate and «mtinning steps to
ensure that jt complied with
its obligations.

The Court of Appeal so held

Clive Harrtd'f'eigea^^ffi ten
part of a judgment given by Sir
Gervase Sheldon, sitting as a
deputy' High Court judge in
contempt of court proceedings

. by the Attorney-General of
Tuvalu,’ The appeal was
allowed in respect of the
judge's decision that Mr Fei-
genbanm was in breech of a
court order, but dismissed in
respect of his decision that Mr
Feigenbamn was in breach of
an uTiri^-faiicrng given by Phila-
telic Distribution Corporation
Ltd (EDO, of which, he was
managing' director.

LORD JUSTICE WOOLF giving
thejudgment of the court, said
that Tuvalu was a state in the
South Pacific with a popula-
tion of 8,000. Its ability to sail

its own stamps was a signifi-

cant source of income.
Mr Feigenbaum operated a

stamp business
.
through a

number of companies includ-
ing PDC, Philatelic Collections
Ltd (PCL) London & New York
International Stamp Co Ltd
(LNYD and Format Interna-
tional Security Printers Ltd.
With the exception of For-

mat, he was managing director

and chairman of those compa-
nies, and he and his family
owned all the shares.
Be was never a director of

Format,' a/printing company,
and he owned only 60 per cant
of the shares. The managing
director was a Mr F.G. Hughes.
On October 7 1987, by a con-

tract between PDC and Tuvalu,
PDC was given strictly defined

rights to design, produce, sell

ami distribute Tuvalu stamps. -

Under .the contract the
stamps were to be produced
under FDC’s supervision "by
security printers acceptable to”

the Tuvalu government; and
PDC was to uphold the govern-
ment's integrity.

PDC, using Format’s print-

ing services, printed large
quantities of Tuvalu stamps,
instructing Format that a pro-

portion were to be flawed.

The reason was that collec-

tors could be persuaded to pay
a premium for a flawed stamp
because of its rarity value.
There was however, an obvious
distinction between an isolated

error and mass-produced flaws.

In March 1988, Tuvalu was
concerned about advertise-
ments offering flawed Tuvalu
stamps. A senes of communi-
cations passed between Tuvalu
and PDC and Format.

It was common ground that
Mr Feigenbaum was thor-
oughly dishonest in what . he
said in those communications.
He concealed the relationship
between PDC and Format, and -

suggested that Format was an
extremely reliable security
printer making every effort to
minimise the risk of errors.

Tuvalu was not impressed
and made it dear that Format
was not to be need as printer.

PDC continued to give Format
orders. By March 1989, Tuvalu
suspected that PDC had pro-
duced millions of deliberately

flawed stamps. It terminated
the October 7 contract and
begun oroceedmizs.
The same day an ex parte

Anton Pillar order was made
by Mr Justice Benry,
restraining PDC. Mr Feigen-
baum, LNYI and Format from
producing farther Tuvalu
stamps, or using Tuvalu plates.

On March 7, Format mid Mr
Hughes undertook not to use
tiw matoHflla, including plates,

in their custody. QnApril 26,

Mr Feigenbaum, PDC, its stock
controller Mr Apsey. and oth-

ers, undertook not to use the
materials.
Tuvalu obtained an affidavit

from a Detective Constable
Fields describing execution of
a search warrant at Format's
premises on April 27, and see-

ing a substantial quantity of
Tuvalu stamps Just been
printed and not yet perforated.
Summary judgment was

entered for Tuvalu an May 4.

On that date 1,000 Tuvalu
stamps, which by that time
had been perforated, were
removed from Format's prem-
ises. Their face value was

approximately £130,000.

Those stamps had appar-
ently been printed as the result

of an order given by Mr Apsey
on FDC’s bBhalf on April 18,

requiring Format to print
21,000 seta of unflawed and
HOOQ sets of flawed stamps.
On July 25 Sir Gervase Shel-

don, sitting as a denutv ffigh

Court judge, found Mr Feigen-

bauxn, Mr Hughes and Mr
Apsey gusty of contempt He
sentenced Mr Feigenbaum to
three months’ imprisonment
and a £3,000 fine; Mr Hughes to

one month’s Imprisonment
suspended and a £750 fine; and
Mr Apsey to two weeks impris-

onment suspended and a £750
fine. Mr Feigenbamn appealed.
Although the alleged con-

tempt was a civil contempt, the
committal proceedings were

a
oast-criibiiial and required
tie contempt to be proved

beyond reasonable doubt.
The case against Mr Feigen-

baum rested entirely on infer-

ence- There was no direct evi-

dence that he had actively
taken any steps which resulted
in breach of the court order.

On the appeal Mr Ross-Mtmro
for Mr Feigenbaum submitted
inter alia there was insufficient
evidence to establish that he
was guilty of contempt
The judge found Mr Feigen-

baum in breach of the court
order in that to his knowledge
and with his approval, PDC
placed an order with Format,
knowing the prohibited plates

would be used.
Mr Feigenbaum and Mr

Hughes had given evidence.
The judge found Mr Feigen-
baum to be an unsatisfactory
and unreliable witness who at
tiniai was blatantly untruthfuL
As a general rule he was
unable to accept his evidence
of any controversial matter
unless corroborated. He found
Mr Hughes to be an unsatisfac-
tory and unreliable witness.

Mr Feigenbaum was how-
ever, entitled to rely cm the
affidavit of Mr Sykes his solici-

tor, who corroborated his evi-

dence that alter the court order
was made its effect was fully

and properly explained to the
companies’ staff by both Mr
Sykes and Mr Feigenbanmu
Mr Ross-Munro submitted

that when that evidence as
taken Into account, the
absence of direct evidence of
any positive act by Mr Feigen-
bamn became criticaL He sub-
mitted feat the feet that the
judge found his evidence unrel-
iable provided no proof that he
was gudt of contempt.
Although Mr Feigenbaum's

evidence was rejected, after a
long cross^xamfoatioii he had
not been Shaken in hid denial

of any knowledge of the order
made by Mr Apsey on April 18,

That denial was supported by
Mr Hughes, whose evidence in

that respect was also
Unshaken. TO that had (0 be
added the independent evi-

dence of Mr Sykes, as to the
Instructions given to staff.

In a case where there was
' direct evidence, or the criminal

standard of proof did not
apply, those matters would not

justify interference by the
Court of Appeal. Bui in the
present case, depending as it

did entirely on inference, the
radge’s finding that Mr Feigen-
baum was guilty of contempt
because he was a knowing
party to breach of the order,
could not gtftwd

Mr Feigenbaum was entitled

to the benefit of the doubt The
second ground on which Mr
Feigenbaum was found guilty
of contempt was by breach erf

his personal undertaking and
FDC’s undertaking of April 26.

Where a company was
ordered not to do certain acts

or gave an undertaking to like

effect, a director who was
aware of the order or undertak-
ing was raider a duty to take
reasonable steps to ensure that

it was obeyed.
If he wilfully failed to take

those steps and the order or
undertaking was breached, he
could be punished for con-
tempt [see ESC Order 45 rule

5(1X110]- “WDftiT was used to

distinguish the situation where
he could reasonably believe
some other director or officer

was taking those steps.

Mr Feigenbaum foiled to
take adequate and cantinning
steps to ensure that those to

whom he delegated matters
within the save of the under-
taking, had not forgotten or
misunderstood or overlooked
the obligations imposed on
them (see Re Galvanised Tank
Manufacturers ’ Association
[1965} 1 WLR 1074).

He was lightly regarded as
liable to committal under
Order 45 rule 5. It was only on
the breach of undertaking
ground of contempt that Mr
Feigenbaum should be sen-
tenced. It was not necessary to

Impose a prison sentence.
For Mr Feigenbaum: Colin
Ross-Munro and Thomas Bear
Zley (Judge Sykes & Harrison)
For the Tuvalu government
Murray Rosen (Herbert Smith)

Rachel Davies
Barrister
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TELEVISION

News to hurry homefor

Late last Thursday, the

day that Nigel Lawson

,
resigned, Jeremy
Paxman leaned back

in his Newsmght chair and
remarked conversationally to

Norman Tebbit* Sam Brittan
and John Smith “Well, this is

a pretty pickle, isn't it?” and
suddenly you remembered
with a surge of pleasure what
Newsmght used to be like at its

best: topical, sophisticated,

informed, naughty, intelligent

and amusing1

.

Ouly three nights earlier

Professor Patrick Minford
declared “In the
implementation of a
Deutschmark shadowing
mechanism, we chose the
wrong parity” and because of
what the modern Newsnight
has become, Donald
MacCormick - whose Instinct

might have been to ask “Could
yon explain that a little more
clearly for the 99 per cent of
viewers who won't have the
faintest idea what you're
talking about” - turned to

Sam Brittan, who presumably
lives on a camp bed in the
Newsmght makeup room, and
asked for his reaction (which
was. as regular FT readers will

not be surprised to learn,
squeezed out like lemon Juice
onto an oyster).

It is abnormally difficult to

pass Judgement on a
programme such as Newsnight
because, by its very nature, it

is so changeable. It now has
three main presenters:
MacCormick, Peter Snow and
new boy Paxman. Its subject

matter is dictated by world
events, so that sometimes It

will concentrate on foreign
affairs, sometimes on domestic
matters. It includes work from
what seems nowadays like an
army of reporters and
correspondents whose abilities

and screen appeal vary widely.
Thus it can change radically

from night to night.
In the end you have to

resort to highly personal
systems of evaluation, mine
being that, for many years,
Newsnight was the only
programme for which I would
bother to hurry home from the
theatre. In recent months that
has not been so. But if Paxman
can reintroduce that
combination of authority and
urbanity which so often used
to characterise the programme
(and what he certainly does
seem to have Is the
self-confidence to be terse and
relaxed simultaneously, a rare
gift among television
interviewers) then perhaps the
old compulsion to get home In
time for the programme will
return.

It will not be an easy job
because Newsnight has
changed considerably in the
last year or so, presumably in
response to two factors:
changes elsewhere in
television, and the so-called
Birtlan Revolution. The result,

sadly, has been a more boring
programme and it will be
surprising if the arrival of one
new presenter, however
impressive, can make an awful
lot of difference to that.

In recent years the increase
in topical broadcast
journalism has been
phenomenal. We now have
three breakfast time services.
Channel 4 runs a 60-minute
news programme at 7.00 pm of
a far more heavyweight nature
than the old familiar BBCl
programmes at 6.00 and 9.00
and fnTs at 10.00 - though
these three continue, as do the
lunchtime services, of course.
Channel 4 has also added
another weekly current affairs
series. Dispatches, to the long
established trio of Panorama,
World In Action, and This
Week. (Incidentally the central
role played by television

programmes such as these in

the eventual freeing of the
Guildford Pour deserves
acknowledgement). An
increasing number of “opinion
formers” have access to a
24-hour news channel, either

Ted Turner’s American CNN
or Sky's.
Even more important,

perhaps, has been the
expansion of news and current
affairs on radio since this is,

surely, the medium which
breaks more news stories to

more people than any other.

Not only do Londoners have
LBC nowadays, and listeners

in other areas IRN, but -
according to my impression,
anyway - Radio 4 devotes less

and less time to “softer”
feature material and fiction,

and more and more to
“harder” journalism. Above
all, radio has increased and is

still increasing the time
devoted to business and
economics.
This eruption of news about

McCollln’s, these Interruptions
merely weaken Its iwinarfr.

But although Newsnight
may have a long way to go
before It regains Us ability to
pnD theatregoers back to the
box; BBC2 does have another
late^uight series which can
already do the trick. The Late
Show is easily the most
successful of the new regular
programmes to have been
produced under the BBC’s
post-Milne regime. Modelled
partly on the old and much
missed Late Night Line Up, it

is more professionally
presented, far better
researched and prepared, and
- unless memory Is playing
tricks - ranges more widely
across the arts and
contemporary culture In

Jeremy Paxman
‘Newsrright’

;y doubtless has
thing to do with the

monei
something
Zeitgeist, greed being on the
reverse of the Thatcher!te coin
whose obverse displays
Victorian values. Yet I am
aware of no evidence that the
general public wants a huge
increase in news about money.
It looks like a classic example
of media howl-round in which
journalists listen obsessively
to one another, and send
growing quantities of
imitative material round and
round the system in a rising
cacophony, until it ruches a
high pitched screech.
As yet you cannot hear that

sound coming from Newsnight,
but a for greater proportion of
its time is now devoted to
money matters than in the old
days. On the other hand there
is no evidence on screen to
support the belief, widespread
among disaffected BBC
journalists when John Birt
began his "revolution,” that
the BBC was about to become
more nervous of embarrassing
the Government Not ouly do
Paxman. MacCormick and
Snow seem as rigorous as ever
with Government spokesmen,
but editor John Morrison is

willing to commission
photographer Don McCullln to
prepare a bleak report on
London’s homeless which Is

both scathing about public
attitudes and - at least by
implication - profoundly
critical of Government policy.
The pity is that even here,

with work of such powerful
visual perceptions, current
Newsnight lore demands
repeated use of Bookcase
Technique: every few moments
McCullin's harrowing pictures
are superseded by somebody
sitting in front of a bookcase
droning out statistics or -
more likely - economics. Far
from adding to a thesis such as

Its coverage of the Booker
Prize last week, drawing on
previous separate items ab<
each shortlisted author, was
probably the best we have ever
seen on television. This week
Jonathan Musky delivered a
superbly cogent condemnation
of television's "Panda Image”
coverage of China for several

years prior to the Tiananmen
Square massacre. And
anybody who still thinks the
BBC kow-tows to the
Government should have
watched the magnificent
hatchet job performed last
week by Patrick Wright on the
commercials being used to
promote water privatisation:
"A rat-infested tangle of
cracked pipes, that is what the
Government is selling.”

The Late Show is not
fanitiea&. The presenters, the
underlying philosophy, and
the overt attitudes are for too
homogeneous: it Is almost

to think of an item
which the Guardian staff

in the late 1960s would have
found fault On Monday night
Richard Eyre was given time
to eulogise subsidies for the
arts, an idea which is at least

as respectable as Ming public
money to buy H-bombs. But It

Is unthinkable that the
programme would also give
time to anybody who wanted
to speak instead against the
idea of taxing the poor to
subsidise the rich so that they
can sit eve? night in Covent
Garden and in Mr Eyre's
theatre on London's South
Bank - though that, too. Is a
perfectly respectable
argument
The staff, drawn no doubt

from central London, all seem
to believe that something like

50 per cent rather than 5 per
cent of the British population
is Mack, and that if they assert
often enough that “Britain is

now a multicultural
community” such a state of
affairs will magically
materialise everywhere from
Truro to Lincoln, from
Colchester to Kircudbright,
including the centre of
Bradford where there is now
such clamour for a separatist
monoculture.
But however standardised

the gloss put on successive
Items, the programme does
cover a remarkable amount of
the waterfront and, with its

four programmes a week (hone
on Friday unfortunately) it

must be growing into a greater
and greater irritant to other
arts programmes since there is

very little that escapes the eye
of editor Michael Jackson.

If The Late Show could
incorporate Newsnight 's

breadth of outlook and
Newsnight would only adopt
some of The Late Show’s
slicker production methods in
place of such horrors as
Bookcase Technique, they
might keep us out of the
theatre altogether.

Christopher Dunkley

Marschner’s
‘Der Templer’
WEXFORD FESTIVAL

The 38th Wexford Festival
opened its everfriemfly doors
last weekend, bringing yet
more seekers after operatic
arcana to this south-east cor-
ner of Ireland to add another
clutch of rarities to their
tallies. To cater for the seem-
ingly insatiable demand' for
tickets, this year’s season has
been extended. It sow runs for
18 days with 50 per cent more
performances, but the focus
remains unchanged — stagings
in the Theatre Royal of three
neglected operas, carefully con-
trasted in period and content
Any one of this year's Offerings
would be an event in itself,

worth the trip across the Irish
Sea out of curiousity alone:
when was a professional stag-
ing of Mozart's Mitridate last
seen in Britain, or Prokofiev's
La Duenna, let alone any opera
at all by Marscbner?
Marschner’s Der Templer

imd die Judm, which opened
Wexford this year, was the
composer’s most popular stage
work in his own lifetime,
though nowadays bis Der Vam-
pyr is marginally better
known, by name and subject
matter at least. Marschner's
position on the cusp of German,
early romanticism has been
almost entirely obliterated by
the achievement of Weber,
though he offers a teasing link
to the early Wagner. As the

best portions of Der Templer
revealed, he had a considerable
gift for pressurised lyricism,
even if bis roistering bucolic
mode seems less fresh and one
hankers after the occasional
touch of Weberian enchant-
ment.
Der Templer is in fact an

Ivanhoe opera under another
name, one of the rash of Wat
ter-Scott-insplred works that
emerged in the first half of the
19th century, and which also
boasts attempts by Rossini and
Arthur Sullivan. The plot is
tangled, with a chain of unre-
quited fovea, tlwugh It focusses
upon the relationship between
toe Templer Knight Bois-Guil-
bert and the Jewess Rebecca,
who resists all his advances
almost to the point at death
until rescued by Ivanhoe. That
conflict between unreasoning
lust and stoic resistance is
explored by Marschner with
considerable musical psy-
chological subtlety; their con-
frontation in the second act is

the opera’s genuine cWma».
But the remainder of the cast
are little more than carica-
tures, a few of them - Robin
Hood and Friar Tuck for
instance - .a little too famfU
’iariy caricatured for comfort,
and they serve to provides only
some lusty soldier's choruses
and drinking songs, and a few
chTIb to arms.

Scene from Tter Templar und die Judin*

Bettlna Manser's Wexford
staging tried ambitiously to
encompass both, aspects of Der

keeping the title roles

drawn and gently send-
ing tip the rest It did not quite
work, and some of the produc-
tion's jokey asides became a
distraction, though equally
playing some of those scenes
absolutely po-faced would seem
equally unthinkable. More seri-

ously her happy of
costumes styles - a Robin
Hood as traditionally con-
ceived, Richard the Lionheart

in black leather, Wamba the
Fool in cricket pads and public
school blazer - made some of
the plot’s twists harder than
ever to unravel
Good singing, and forceful

unfussy conducting from
Albert Rosen, allowed the
finest portions of the score to

ten though there were times
when the production over-
stretched its resources - too
many soldiers trooping on and
off to much back-slapping jol-

lity, and sometimes made some
curious forays into psychologi-

cal commentary that seemed
out of kilter with the approxi-
mated style erf the whole. Both
William Stone’s Boia-Guilhert
and Anita Soldh's Rebecca
were finedrawn, urgently song
portrayals, making the most of
their superior opportunities; of
the remainder, Mary Clarke’s
Rowena, Greer Grimsley's
Lionheart and (despite
announced laryngitis) Joseph
Evans’s Ivanhoe made real
solid impressions.

Andrew Clements

The Big
Sweep
HAMPSTEAD THEATRE
With production No 95. the
People Show, including
founder members Mark Long
and Jeff Nuttall, provide a
stinging riposte to the critics

who feel their “anarchic visual
imagination” might profitably
be matched with “a first rate
text” Some chasms exist not
to be forded.
Drawing perhaps on Rose, a

text-based Tennessee Williams
ople Sbow sever presented

in mis country, an FBI hunt
for the Innards of a deceased
President results in an unruly
intervention in a provincial re-

write of A Streetcar Named
Desire.
3 Edgar Hoover (the monu-

mental Nuttall) wants the
innards to join his other
mementoes, which include Che
Guevara’s buttocks, under
glass. As lmnaL

,
while seeming

to eschew conventional narra-
tive, events assume a sickly,

vital coherence, only occasion-
ally threatened by lapses in
conventional energy patterns.

Hoover gets sacked into a
Northern re-interpretation by
Terry C Williams (“A Meatcar
Named Amore”) as Bleach de
Beurre dragged up as Marilyn
Monroe in The Seven Year Itch.

The anti-play within a non-
play emanates from an agent’s

office where a dissatisfied sec-

retary (Charlie Done) stabs her
boss in the shower, Psycho-
style, and motivates a famous
baseball star (George Khan)
and the Lone Ranger (Alan
Hill) to undercover interfer-

ence. Tonto is dead; the
masked Jay Silverheels substi-

tute has only a big floppy dog
to foil back on.
Many People Shows have

wreaked havoc with Hollywood
cliche. This one plays punning
fast and loose with the buzzing
conspiratorial aspect of "Cbap-
paqulddick," the idea of politi-

cal cover-up masquerading as
the guttering norm. Jeff Nut-
tall, who resembles an alterna-
tive Ken Russell, is no Glitter-

Le Grand Macabre

Jeff Nuttall

ing Norm, for from it He repre-

sents a ridiculous challenge to
what you might reaonably
expect from a proper evening’s
entertainment
And that is the dear,

old-fashioned point, in a show
that looks expensive on a set of
glossy black tiles, cunning
insets and reversible beds and
tables, brilliantly lit. I keep
charging myself up to declare
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ARTS GUIDE October 27-November 2
THEATRE

London

Anything Goes (Prince Edward).
Cole Porter’s silly ocean-going
1330s musical has four or five
marvellous songs and Elaine
Paige failing to emulate Ethel
Merman. Jerry Zaks's desper-
ately bright production comes
from the Lincoln Center In New
York and Is undemanding fare
(734 8951, CC 838 3428).
The Master Builder (Barbican).
Magnificent BSC revival of
Ibsen’s late poetic drama of Hes,

deceptions and miarouted sensu-
ality. John Wood Is the first

great Solness since Redgrave,
then Olivier, played it in London.
Adrian Noble directs, Richard
Hudson's tilting roofa chart the
aspirations ana final dramatic
plunge. (638 8891). Nov i, 2.

A Flea in Her Ear (Old Vic). Fey-
deau's farce In the John Mor-
timer translation spiritedly dona
as German Expressionist night-
mare by Richard Jonre and tha
Quay Brothers, the directing
and design team on WNCs Love
of Three Oranges. Jim Broadbent
leads good cast as the discom-
fited insurance manager and
his doppelgunger, a drunken
hotel porter. An interesting,
enjoyable, unfairly derided exper-
iment (928 7616. CC 240 7200).

Another Time (Wyndham’s).
New Ronald Harwood]

'

directed by Elijah

.

about a white South African fam-
ily In CapeTown and Maida
Vale. Albert Finney plays father
and concert pianist son across
35 years, suggesting that talent
is a means or escape and a rea-
son for not going back. Janet
Suzman and Sara KiwfairMH
are electrifying (867 1116).
Veterans Day (Haymarkat).

Imperfect Donald Freed national-
ist paranoia play about three
veterans gathered to bump off
the President partly redeemed
by fascinatingduo ofpsychotic
Vietnam hero Michael Gambon
and brightly accommodating
Second World War buddy Jack
Lemmon <930 9632).
M_ Butterfly (Shaftesbury). Peter ’

Egan has taken over from
Anthony Hopkins as the tortured
diplomatic hero in a Peter Shaf-
fer-style “spectacle of ideas"
dressed up In John Dexter's
superb production afi a metaphor
of homosexual life. The transves-
tite tragedy proves less electrify-
ing than in New York: the play
is not very good but still worth
seeing (379 5389).
Aspects of Love (Prince of
Wales). Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
latest Is an intimate chamber
operetta derived from David Gar-
nett’s 1955 novella. Musically
Interesting and well directed
by Trevor Nunn, a cast of
unknowns project the right sense
of sybaritic insouciance. A proba-
ble, but unspectacular, hit (839
5972).

NewYork

Heidi Chronicles (Plymouth).

Wendy Wasserstein’s award-win-
ning drama covering 20 years
In tbe life of a successful Ameri-
can baby boomer goes from sup-
port for Eugene McCarthy’s pres-
idential aspirations to electoral
ambitions m the 1980s, accompa-
nied by the musical and emo-
tional flavour of the period <239
6200).
Sweeney Todd (Circle In the
Square). An Intimate production
of the Sondheim-Wheeler musical
in contrast with the elaborate
original a decade ago emphasises
the descent into madness of Bob

Gunton as the demon barber
of Fleet Street (239 6200).

LendMe a Tenor (Royale). A
sprucing up in the set of a decay-
ing town's big time opera ambi-
tions makes a transatlantic hit

of this farce, first produced In
London, but now with a local
cast led by Philip Bosco and Vic-
tor Garber (239 6200),

Jerome Robbins’ Broadway
(Imperial). Anyone attracted by
the notion of a three hours of
film trailer previews will adore
this compendium of Rabbins’
directed and choreographed
plays of the past 40 years, includ-

ing On the Town, West Side
Story and Gypsy. The lustre of
the credits is dimmed by the

brevity of each piece, with a con-
temporary crew of Broadway
aspirants who im* the multi-tal-
ents that inspired the heyday
of the musical.

Bumotira (Broadhurst). Nell
Simon’s latest comedy Is a Belt
conscious force, with numerous
slamming doors and lots of mug-
ging but hollow humour that
misses as often as it hits. Chris-

tine Baxanski leads an abnlUent
cast in the disappointing hit
Cats (Winter Garden). Still a
sell-out Trevor Nunn's produc-
tion of TJS. Eliot's children's
poetry set to music is visually

A Chorus Line (Shuberti. The
longest-running musical in the

US has not only supported^

Jo6eph Papp’s Public Theater

for eight years but also updated

the genre with Its back-

stage story in which the songs
are used as auditions rather than
emotions (239 6200).

Lea MOs&rables (Broadway). The
magnificent spectacle of Victor
Hugo's majestic sweep of history
and pathos brings to Broadway
lessons in pageantry and drama
(239 6200).
Me and My Girl (Marquis). Even
IT the plot turns on ironic mlxrt-
bay of Pygmalion, thfe is no clas-
sic, with forgettable songs and
dated leadenness In a stage foil

of characters. It has nevertheless
proved to be a durable Broadway
tot (947 0033).
M. Butterfly (Eugene O’Neill).
The surprise Tony winner for
1988 Is a somewhat pretentious
and obvious meditation on the
true story of the French diplomat
whoso longtime mistress was
a male Chinese spy <246 0220).

Phantom of the Opera (Majestic)
Stuffed with Maria Bjornson's
glided sets. Phantom rocks with
Andrew Lloyd Webber's haunt-
ing melodies in this mega-trans-
fer from London (238 6200).

Chicago
The Misanthrope (Goodman).
The first production of the sea-
son exchanges Moliere's Ranee
for contemporary Hollywood
in a new adaptation by Nefl Bar-
tlett, directed by Robert Falls
with David Carlow playing
Alceste. Ends Nov 4 (443 3800).

Driving Miss Daisy (Briar
Street). The touching relation-

ship between a dowager, played
in this production by Dorothy
Loudon, and her black chauffeur
exposes the changes In the South
in the last decades (348 4000L
Steel Magnolias (Royal George).
Ann Francis and Marda Rodd
piny the leads In this view of
southern Ufa from under the dry-
ers In a busy hairdressing estab-
lishment (888 9000).

FESTIVAL HAUL

At a time when anything less
than 90 per cent capacity in a
subsidised theatre spells abject
failure in the eyes of our pay-
masters, the ENO can scarcely
be blamed for failing to revive
their 1982 staging of Ligeti’s
dawtHng comic opera; all the
more reason, then, to welcome
and marvel at the Phllhar-
monia’s brilliant concert per-

formance on Monday as part of
the “Ligeti by Ligeti” series.

In fact, the composer Is said
to have disliked the Coliseum
production, and in the tight of
the concert (which he appeared
to enjoy enormously) one
might speculate as to some of

the reasons: maybe Elijah
Moshinaky over-inteHectual-
ized a score that goes mainly
fin: the gut, and indeed the fun-
ny-bone. and frequently simul-
taneously.
Parodies, from Monteverdi to

Bach to Donizetti and back
again, foil over each other in a
cascade of sardonic wit; the
cheerful obscenities (those so
cravenly cut by the ENO hap-
pily restored here) have the
audience rolling in the aisles;

and then Ugeta pole-axes you
with music of bewildering
beauty and dramatic power,
whether the great PassacagHa.
the apocalyptic approach of
Nekrotzar-as-Death, the
extraordinary final interlude -
truly music for the end of time
“ or the exquisite duetting far
the lovers who copulate oblivi-
ously aa the world comes, or
doesn't come, to an end.
And this is truly operatic

music, music timt manipulates
and controls the action and the
audience instead of just Illus-

trating or decorating: the fact
that toe accompaniment to the
appalling Mescalina being rog-
ered to death - a daintily

macabre Marche Militalre -
should strike one as
the funniest music written
century shows just how for
right and proper reactions
have bean subverted. In this
respect Ligeti is the Offenbach,
if not the Rossini, of the 20th
century.
The fact Quit the opera

seemed even funnier in the
concert hall than in the opera
house was due both to Elgar
Howarth's straight-faced but
gUnty-eyed conducting of the
alert Pbilharmoma (the Mon-
teverdi fanfares for motorcar
horns and doorbells executed
with the most delicious solem-
nity) and to a superb cast
headed by Eirian Davies, truly
virtuoso as the coloratura
soprano Chief of Secret Police,

Ude Krekow and Christa Puhi
mann-mphtor as the sadomaso-
chistic husband and wife,
Kevin Smith wonderfully fatu-
ous as the Prince, and Dieter
Weller as Nekrotzar himself,
more menacing of demeanour,
honestly, than of voice.

The full house thoroughly
appreciated what seems to me
one of the wittiest ps well as
the most frightening of 20th-
century operas.

Rodney MOnes

Tristan Murail
the People Show, after 23
years, defunct or degenerate.
But recent immersion in the
National Review of Live Art
shows that they are still the
leaders in a field that fa pecu-
liarly and valuably English,
sculptured, challenging and
vulgar.

Michael Coveney

FESTIVAL HALL
The special offering in
Saturday *8 BBC Symphony
concert, conducted by Peter
Edtvos, was the premiere of
Murafl’s new Les Sept Paroles
du Christ en Croix, but the first

half of the programme bad its
own rewards. There was Zottan
Kocsfa to play Bartdk’s Piano
Concert no. 2 with crackling

argy and wit, and to capture
the lyrical depth of its central
Adagio with rare delicacy,
though the “night-music”
sounds from the orchestra
were a touch prosaic.

It was also good to hear Mus-
sorgsky’s “A Night on the Bare
Mountain” in its unfamiliar
later version, complete with
demonic chorus and a solo
baritone Black God. which the
composer cobbled together for
a dream-scene in his opera
Sorochtntsy Fair. Firmly com-
manded by Brindley Sherratfs
Chemobog, the BBC Singers
and Symphony Chorus took to
the revels with enthusiasm.
Probably Mussorgsky expected
a smaller stage chorus - some
much-loved orchestral details
were covered up; but In any
case this version is more
'interesting” than Important.
Though it might make a very
effective opera-ballet inter-
mezzo, none of the additions to
toe score strengthen it musi-

cally, and its fierce compact-
ness is compromised.

Murafl’s meditations on the
Seven Last Words require a
large orchestra, many bells,

electronic keyboards, chorus
(often wordless) and a good
three-quarters of an hour;
probably a devout Roman
Catholic upbringing, too. The
finer shades of devotional feel-

ing are explored en gras et en
detail, in dense post-Messfaenic
harmonies with a glacial rate
of change. Sven granted
Murafl’s intermittent recall of
an older style of French pomp-
and-piety, outsiders may find
the wilful uniformity of the
manner a bit suffocating.
The music is as non-linear as

possible, not to say inverte-
brate; the sound is sensuous
and enveloping, with the pau-
city of definite musical events
compensated by lavish subtle-
ties of scoring which seem to
turn each deliberate chord
through many angles. As Ger-
ard McBunxey’s programme-
note suggested, it is “reminis-

cent of the shimmering
changes of aural perspective as
the sound of a rung bell dies

away;" or again, of peeri
into slow, incessant waves
melting toffee.

David Murray

SALEROOM

Strindberg, the writer, is being
overtaken by Strindberg, toe
artist. At Bukowskls, the
Stockholm auction house yes-
terday, a painting by strinA.
berg; "Fyrtnmet n," depicting
a white lighthouse on a mossy
headland, sold for 16.6m kroner
(£L56mX a record for the artist
and for any painting sold in
Scandinavia. In the samp auc-
tion, a painting by Brnno LUje-
fors showing a rat transfixed
by a chaffinch nest, sold for
£390,000, a record for thie
Swedish artist
Sotheby’s in New York

secured a record for a wris-

t-watch sold, in the DS -

£343,312 for a platinum watch
designed by James Schulz
around 1980. At Christie’s sale

of English watercolours in Lon-
don a tiny view of Venice by
Myles Blrket Foster doubled its

estimate at £29,700. An Archi-
bald Thorbum showing wid-
geon at low tide, went within
estimate for £35,400 but Helen
AHingham was below forecast,

one of her Sussex cottages
making £14,300.

Anthony Tborncroft
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Time to join

the EMS
TO JOIN or not to join, that Is

the question which is splitting

the Government in two. After

Mrs Thatcher’s ambiguous
remarks on the subject of full

British participation in the
exchange rate mechanism of
the European Monetary Sys-
tem last Sunday, the Govern-
ment looks all too likely to
remain split for years to come.
Unfortunately, the condi-

tions for entry of sterling into

the ERM are a standing invita-

tion to such disputes. A com-
mitment to entry was made at
the time of the Madrid summit
last June. But It was one ingre-

dient in the first stage, itself of
indefinite duration, of the
Delors plan for economic and
monetary union. The subse-
quent gloss was tbat entry
would follow the elimination of
exchange controls throughout
the EC. which is not due to
occur in full until 1994. This
persistent vagueness ensures
that a sword will hang perma-
nently over the head of the
Government. Mr Lawson, with
his dramatic intervention in
the House of Commons yester-

day, clearly has no intention of
allowing us edge to get any
blunter.

Even the difficulties of 1967
and 1988 could have been miti-
gated by membership. The
main problem was that sterling
had zones without targets.
Adjustment of the zones could
be (and was) read as abandon-
ment of the whole policy, if

one does have a policy Car the
exchange rate (and it is diffi-

cult to Imagine any British
Government adopting benign
neglect again), then a formal
policy could be more, not less,

flexible (quite apart from more
credible) than an informal one.

Litmus test

But the domestic political
argument is for from the only
reason for a swift resolution of
the issue. Membership of the
EMS has become a litmus test

for Britain's commitment to
the broader political aspira-
tions of the European Commu-
nity. The present semi-de-
tached status of the UK creates
practical problems as welL The
meeting of the beads of govern-
ment in Strasbourg in early
December will be confronted
with President Mitterrand’s
ideas for an intergovernmen-
tal conference on economic
and monetary union. The influ-
ence of the UK will be limited
to declaiming “no" as long as

Three essentials
The UK cannot now contem-

plate an irrevocably fixed
exchange rate. But entry with
a broad bend now would give
the three essential require-
ments of a better exchange
rate policy: guidance about the
authorities* intentions; room
for a substantial interest rate
spread between the UK and
low inflation countries like
West Germany; and the oppor-
tunity to make adjustments to
the central rate, while remain-
ing within the band, so pre-
cluding one-way bets for specu-
lators.

Increasing the credibility of
the exchange rate floor in this

way would help to achieve the
gradual reduction of inflation

the country remains a perma-
outsider in the EMS dub.nent outsider in the EMS dub.

That there are political argu-
ments for doing something is

not enough; it must also not be
harmful. It is easy to exagger-
ate the importance of the UK's
becoming a foil member of the
EMS. It will certainly prove no
economic panacea. But early
entry would be quite helpfnL
.The most powerful justifica-

tion for participation is that it

would make the exchange rate
floor more credible. It is true
tbat experience in 1987 and
1988 demonstrated that, when-
ever there is strong upward
pressure on the exchange rate,
attempts to keep it down can
prove inflationary. But this
danger is now past With the
persistence of inflationary
pressure in the UK and a cur-
rent account defidt of 4 per
cent of gross domestic product,
the fight will rather be to halt
a runaway depredation.

that Mr Major set as his goal
yesterday. It has never made
sense to wait until inflation is

down, which is like saying that
one only needs an anchor
when the sea is fiat.

Furthermore, the present
exchange rate of DM 290 foils

about half way between esti-

mates of purchasing power
parity, on the one hand, and
the rate deemed desirable by
those whose eyes are fixed on
the trade hwiaiira, on the other.
Mr Lawson long wished to
combine a disinflationary mon-
etary policy with a competitive
exchange rate. This the UK
now has, if only because of the
economy's misadventures.
Going in right now would,

therefore, be a perfectly sensi-

ble policy. In any case, a clear
commitment to entry at an
early date Is required. The
most reasonable decision
would be that entry will occur
within a few months of the
elimination of all exchange
controls by France and. Italy,
which is supposed to occur -by-

the latest- By thenJuly 1990 at
countries accounting for 80 per
cent of the EC’s output would
be operating without exchange
controls. As soon as fit is obvi-
ous that the EBM has not col-
lapsed. the UK should join.
Mrs Thatcher is a skilled pol-

itician. She should be able to
see that to fudge the timing of
entry any longer is to create
confusion in the economy,
unrest in the Government and
dismay in the EC. The time
come for this Government to
decide clearly and enter soon.

An open contest
for Jaguar
THE BRITISH Government’s
decision, announced yesterday,
to waive its golden share in
Jaguar opens the way for an
early battle for control of the
company between General
Motors and Ford. Many will
regret the transfer of one of the
UK’s leading engineering com-
panies into foreign hands, but
there is no realistic alternative.
Provided that the merger or
takeover is handled sensi-
tively. the effect should be to
strengthen Jaguar’s ability to
compete in world markets.
The golden share was

designed to offer Jaguar tempo-
rary protection in the first
stage of Us recovery after pri-
vatisation. If the golden share
had been kept until it expired
at the end of next year, it
would have forced Jaguar to
live with unnecessary uncer-
tainty. The Government was
right to prevent this and to
avoid the political controversy
which in 1986 scuppered Ford’s
talks with Rover and CM'S dis-

cussions with Leyland.
Jaguar is entering the sec-

ond stage of the recovery set in
train in 1984, In the last few
years it has gone through a
bumpy patch, with sales in the
US hit by the foil In the value
of the dollar. Now the company
is facing a new challenge in
the form of the luxury cars
from Toyota and Nissan.

race to cut product develop-
ment times to launch new
products more frequently.
Jaguar needs the capacity to

renew its range at cost and
quality levels to wtateh the Jap-
anese. BMW, which produces
about 500.000 cars a year, with
the financial backing of the
Quandt family, may be able to
withstand that pressure. Jag-
uar produces 5L000 cars a year.
It not only needs financial
backing, it also needs addi-
tional resources and expertise
in design, engineering and
manufacturing.
A national solution is not

available and a European deal
looks unlikely; a tie-up with
either Daimler Benz or BMW
might in any case pose prob-
lems with the competition
authorities. A partnership with
a Japanese company, perhaps
even with Honda, is conceiv-
able, but probably none of the
Japanese manufacturers need
a presence at the luxury of
the market as badly as Ford
and General Motors.

Greater efficiency

There are several dimen-
sions to this threat. Toyota is

able to manufacture more effi-

ciently than Jaguar, which in

its Browns Lane assembly
plant at Coventry has a factory

widely judged to be one of the

least efficient in Europe.
Toyota’s productivity is partly

due to its ability to design a
car so that it can be built effi-

ciently. The pressure will

become more intense as com-
panies compete not only on
cost and quality, but also in a

Question of price
One criterion for judging the

competing claims from Ford
and GM will simply be the
price they are prepared to pay.
But their ability to improve
Jaguar's manufacturing perfor-
mance and build on its inde-
pendent capacity for design
and development should also
play a role.

In an increasingly interna-
tional car Industry few compa-
nies can do without cross bor-
der alliances. Thanks to the
mistakes of the 1960s and
1970s, a purely British-owned
motor industry is no longer an
option. The presence of Honda
(in partnership with Rover),
Nissan and Toyota should con-
tribute to a revival of the
industry over the next decade.
One must hope that Jaguar

will beunder new ownership
part of that process.

P resident George Bush has
always been sensitive to crit-

icism. At the mid of a recent

interview with the New York
Times, he called back the reporter to

make a point "Democrats on Capitol

Hill have been calling me timid. I

have other, better words, like cau-

tious, diplomatic, prudent”

It was a revealing admission, and

one tirnt -neither Mr Mikhail Gorba-
chev or Mrs Margaret Thatcher would
ever be likely to make.
Yesterday, Mr Bush was able to

benefit from the rewards of prudence

when he announced a surprise meet-

ing in a month's time with Mr Gorba-

chev. Despite its theatrical setting -

on board Soviet and American war-

ships in the Mediterranean - tt stems

from the Bush Administration’s

andramatte approach of careful,

patient and secret preparation. Mr
Bush was clearly delighted at his for-

eign policy coup — one which he initi-

ated- It provided a contrast with his

sometimes hesitant handling of

domestic issues, and it gave him the
ftiann* to answer critics Who have
accused him of missing an historic

opportunity. He talked of not wanting
to have “two gigantic ships pass in
the wight because of foiled communi-
cation.”

The announcement will give Mr
Bush a domestic political boost -
much needed since he has been under
tire not just from Democrats on Capi-

tol Rill, but from his own aide. The
following assessments all come from
conservative commentators: “He’s the

most hesitant President in decades,

maybe since Calvin Coolidge” (Fred

Barnes); “The symbol of this Adminis-
tration should be a wetted Anger held
up to the breezes" (George Will);

“When it comes to a real shoving
match, George Bush seems to be a
kinder, gentler pushover" (Warren
Brookes); “Mr Bush cannot forever

avoid choosing sides, without being
shouldered aside as irrelevant to the
social, cultural and political conflicts

of his time" (Patrick Buchanan).
The nrMdgin is at present confined

mainly to politicians and pundits and
is reversible. But it Is significant and
Mr Bush’s authority has been chal-
lenged. Hiii standing with Washington
opinion, as opposed to public opinion,
has fluctuated. In part because he is

not such a sharply defined character
as Ronald Reagan. After years of
j»itoffii»yrnent as Vice President, he
had to dispose of the “wimp” label in
last year’s presidential campaign by
becoming a hard-hitting, divisive can-
didate.
Once he was elected nearly a year

ago, Mr Bosh immediately became
conciliatory, earning praise for his
decency and energy. The honeymoon
was shortlived as he freed the
defeat of his nomination of John
Tower as Defence Secretary and criti-

cism for taking too long over his for-

eign policy review. His reputation
rose again after hSs successful arms
control initiative at the Nato summit
in late May.
Now the earlier criticism has resur-

freed. It was triggered by the Admin-
istration’s dithering over whether to
join the unsuccessful coup attempt in
Panama against General Manuel
Noriega on October 3. But that only
focused attention cm underlying
doubts. The causes are deeper, and
wider in their implications. President
Bush is seen as' being timid and best,
taut across' central areas of policy.

The charge is that he has been react-

ing to events, rather than taking the
initiative, during the vital early
period of his presidency, the only time
when he will be able to set the
flgpnrijL

There are two explanations. The
first Is that by temperament and
background he is cautions; for nearly
18 years until last January he had
been mainly an official In somebody
else’s team. He followed, rather than
led. The columnist Russell Baker
recently devised the biting fantasy
that Mr Bush thought be was still

Peter Riddell looks at the

problems and discontents

building up for Mr Bush

A manager
in the

White House
Vice President, and was avoiding con-
troversy so as to win a record fourth
term in 1992.

Second, Mr Bush pays dose atten-

tion to opinion polls. The message of
his advisers has been that a risk-

averse strategy pays-oS. He won the
presidency in that way, promising lit-

tle apart from “read my Ups, no new
taxes," and concentrating on attack-

Ing his opponent on “value” ques-
tions, such as patriotism law arid

order.
As President Mr Bush has avoided

being controversial, both because he
wants to be liked and because that
will ensure continued popularity.
Faced with increased Democratic
majorities in both houses of Congress,
he only persuade, not command.
He is a partner in a coalition.

Revealingty, Mr James Baker, the
Secretary of State and his long-term
Texas ally, brushed aside recent criti-

cism by to Mr Bush’s high
approval rating In the polls. These
have mainly been around 70 per cent
to 75 per cent, the higher mid of the
range for this stage of a presidency.
Mr Bush's popularity no doubt

reflects the continued prosperity of
most Americans, but it is not strongly
based. A majority of voters doubts
whether he can reduce the drug prob-
lem or improve the environment in
the US significantly. That is probably
a realistic assessment, but these are
two central planks of his domestic
programme. Moreover, nearly three-

quarters of US voters believe he will

have to ask Congress to increase
taxes in the next four years.
Mr Bush fe OH 9* Aafenidvw on

the “value” questions which he
gTilnftpd last year. For instance, fol-

lowing a ruling by the Supreme Court
saying tbat flag burning was permis-
sible under the first amendment
rights to free speech, Mr Bush beat
ftc patriotic drum by nailing for a

“right-to-life” candidates in the
November 7 elections for the gover-
norships of New Jersey and Virginia
have been on the defensive. Moreover,
for the first time since 1981, Congress
approved an extension of federal
hinds to provide abactions for rape
and incest victims who anpoor. After
shifting his own view during the
1980s, Mr Bush vetoed the measure.
While there were insufficient votes in
Congress to override the veto, many
Republicans have said this could be a
pyrrhic victory since the popular tide
is running him
That leaves Mr Bush’s opposition to

Wghar twypg Ma determination to
cut capital gains tax as distinctive

appeals. A combination of Republi-
cans and rebel, mainly southern.
Democrats in the House of Represen-
tatives approved a temporary cut in
the tax. But the plan has faced fierce

resistance in the Senate from the
increasingly effective Democratic
majority leader George Mitchell. So
there is now a stalemate.

Capital gains tax has become the
main battleground of Washington pol-

itics. It has become a test of wills

wholly out of proportion to fits real
economic rignlfeanca But the issue
is regarded as crucial by supply side
conservatives, who blame an earlier

legislative logjam over fl» far for

share prices slump on October IK
Senator Alan simotion, flu* Renublt
can Whip, has conceded: “ft’s not the
greatest issue of our times, but it sure
as hell is a campaign promise that he

s*
,

:>•

£,v-

(Mr Bush) kept and I think that’s
admire about him."

Mir Bosh’s critics

charge that he has
been reacting to
events, rather than
taking the initiative

constitutional amendment against
desecration of the HHag. fflg advisers
saw a chance to replay their success-

ful campaign last year against Mich-
ael Dukakis over the pledge of alle-

giance to the flag in schools.
Democratic leaders in Congress
argued that all that was necessary
was a simple statutory ban, and. with
the help of a number of Republicans,
they blocked an amendment

Similarly, on abortion, the Supreme
Court’s ruling last July enabling indi-

vidual states to impose new restric-

tions has given fresh energy to
defenders of abortion rights. Anti-
abortion forces foiled, to change the
law in Florida and the

what people
However, the capital gains row has

not only wrecked hopes of a biparti-

san fiscal policy but it has blocked
everything rise, notably legislation on
reducing the budget *Wir|i, on raising
the federal debt ceding and even on
aid for Poland and Hungary. The fail-

ure to agree a budget by mid-October
has led to across-the-board cuts in
spending under the sequestration pro-
cedures of the Gramm-Rudman deficit

reduction law, a crude device whichis

no substitute for agreement on eco-
nomic and social priorities. But impa-
tient Senate Republicans like minor-
ity leader Robert Dole have b^unto
break ranks with the White House by
floating the idea of higher taxes.

It is not that the budget impasse
immediately threatens the dollar or.

markets, but that it Smite
the President's scope for action on
other issues, ft has rendered hollow
Mr Bush's campaign promises about
being an education, environment or
drag-fighting President. Various
much-trumpeted initiatives have been
criticised far being all words and no

Budgetary constraints have also
limited what the US has sought to do
about both Third World debtand east-

ern Europe. The Administration has
twice increased the scale of its aid for
Poland and Hungary, to $450m

as large. President Bush's response in
this area originally provoked the
charge of timidity from Senator
Mjtflhftll. He said: *Thtt US should not
be afraid of its own success. The
Administration should actively try to
shape the final outcome of the process
of change we have demanded for so
many years."

President Bush presented his sum-
mit announcement as an answer to
these criticisms; tt wifi also provide
some distraction from the domestic

In its eighth year of
expansion the US can
get by without a strong
lead from Washington
in many areas

(£279m), but the package emerging
from Congress win probably be twice

political stalemate. Mr Bush argues
that his “caution, and prudence" are
the appropriate response to events in
eastern Europe at a period of such
rapid change - assisting internally
generated reform, without assuming
its success, while not seeking to chal-

lenge Soviet security. There is no
need to, nor possibility of. a revival

of the Iate-194Qs Marshall Plan to help
Europe, not least because western
Europe can take more of the burden
itself.

The Bush Administration sees the
US less as a dominant superpower
than as a leading partner. This fits

not only the character of Mr Bush,
but also accords with US economic

constraints, tt has bean reflected befit
in the welcome given by the Bush
team to European integration and in
the (still ffl-defthed) attempt to extend
political cooperation, with Japan and
other Pacific Basin countries.

At home, the capital gains row
aside, President Bush’s cautious man-
agerial style is for from disastrous.

The US can cope without a strong
lead from Washington In many areas:

ft is now into its eighth year ofexpan-
sion, while the 50 states remain active
and innovative in many programmes,
such as education arid welfare.

But there are problems such as the
federal deficit which have to be tack-
led centrally. As Congressman Leon
Panetta, the chairman of the House
Budget Committee, has pointed out,

in the US system of government, “you
girt things done either through leader-

ship or crisis. Unfortunately, the lead-

ership has not been there either from
the President or the Congress.1* The
often-divided Democrat-controlled
Congress most take its share of blame
for recent inaction.

However, the' more doom-laden
warnings about a paralysis of US gov-
eminent are exaggerated. ft is capable
of producing solutions to crises, such
as the $166bn rescue of many savings
and loan institutions.

The main characteristic of the Bush
years is therefore likely to be muddl-
ing along. If the US is now an the
winning side in the postwar competi-
tion with tiie Soviet Union, perhaps
all it needs is a manager, rather than
a leader. That, at any rate, is wfart the
US has got for the next three years.
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Brits needed
in Brussels
There are too few Britons

on the ground in Brussels, and
the proportion is getting
smaller. In the latest intake
of lawyers by the European
Commission, for example,
there was one Briton out of
a total of 103.

This problem ofunder-repre-
sentation dates back to British
entry in 1973. The Heath Gov-
ernment grandly assumed that,

art from filling the few top
jobs strictly designated to the
UK, as a function of its size,

the ranks of British Eurocrats
would naturally fill up from
the bottom by competitive
examination. They never did.

Contrast this with Spain
which, on entering the Com-
munity In 1986, placed Its

nationals on aft rungs of the
Commission career ladder, and
is now much better repre-
sented than the UK.
According to a confidential

paper by some anonymous
British Eurocrats, this sorry
trend leads to Britain resorting

to a policy of massive retalia-

tion. Instead of exerting its

influence through lower levels

of the Commission: “A policy

initiative is overlooked at the
early, malleable stages,

allowed to ripen into a pro-

posal to the Council and then
fought single-handed.'’

The paper adds: “In the end,
the Prime Minister is deto-

nated at summit meetings to

win a compromise which could
have been achieved adroitly

and quietly inside the Commis-
sion.”

The Foreign Office is to

blame, the authors claim, for

foiling to follow Britain's EC
partners in “packing" tiie Com-
mission, on the ground that

ft would be “distasteful". But,

16 years after UK entry,

“surely the Rolls Royce minds
of the FO mighthave mastered
the (Brussels) culture by now",
the memo comments.
Part of the problem, how-

ever. lies with the Commis-
sion's institutional preference
for recruits with legal/eco-

Observer
nmwic backgrounds and with
some previous work experi-

ence. This does not suit the
UK, where law and economics
graduates tend to eschew civil

services, national or interna-
tional, aruj where many under-
graduates try to fix careers
straight from university.

The Commission says tt is

aware of the problem. So it

should be with Britons as its

secretary general (David Wfir
hamson) Midpersonnel direc-

tor (Richard HayX and pres-

sure from the two UK
comrrdssfoaera.

Later this month the Com-
mission is convening a meeting
of its national recruitment offi-

cers. One solution being can-
vassed is “limited nationality”
competitions - one idea being
Hint

, if the over-represented
local Belgians were shut out,

others *n<-h«ting Britons "right

stand a better chance.

All in a name
After some headscratching,

the Scottish Development
Agency has come up with a
name for the centrepiece of
its emerging Aberdeen Science
and Technology Park - the
Glover Pavilion.
This may turn out to be a

smart move. Thomas Blake
Glover was a 19th century
entrepreneur from Aberdeen,
who is virtually unknown in
bis home city or in the rest

of Britain. But to the Japanese,
increasingly interested in
North Sea oil and avenues into

Europe, Glover is revered as

a founding father of their

industry.
Glover was the fifth son of

an Aberdeen coastguard cap-,

tain. He was taken on as a
young clerk to the Jardine
Matheson agent in Nagasaki
in 1859. Three years later, he
set up bis own trading com-
pany, Glover& Co, which ini-

tially traded in tea and marine

“Foreign coals
to Newcastle.”

products, but later became the

rer imputed the
locomotive and western coal
mining equipment to Japan,

bad the country's fort modem
warships built in Aberdeen

and founded what was to
become the Mitsubishi ship-

yard in Nagasaki.
His house In the city Is now

a major visiting place for tiie

Japanese and the story of

Madame Butterfly (Glover mar-
ried the daughter ofa Japanese
Samurai) is said to be based

on his life. -

Quite independently ofthe
SDA’s initiative, Aberdeen’s
director of tourism, Gordon
Henry, returnedfrom,a Scot-

tish Tourist Board mission to
Japan last week, having dis-

covered that the same of
Glover may be a key to the
Japanese tourist trade.

On the strength of the
Glover connection - as well

as cashmere from Aberdeen’s
Crumble mills - two Japanese
travel companies have
to include Aberdeen in
brochures.

“These sort ofnegotiations
normally take scone time in
Japan, but Glover and Crombie
seemed to clinch it,” said
Henry, even though he found
thata tot of Japanese thought
Aberdeen was in Holland.

Shaky credit
Don Twyfard retired yester-

day after 40 years at the Expert
Credits Guarantee Department,
latterly as director in charge
oflong term export support
Be is rtf to grow oranges at
a farmhouse in Spain.
Twyfard denies, however,

that he is leaving a sinking
ship. True, Hu* organisation
is going through a difficult

time. Not only is tt facinga
flmdamantal shake-upm fl

result ofthe Kemp Report last
summer; the project division,

which Twyford headed, has
recentlycome in forstrident
criticism from the Treasury
because of the losses incurred
on guaranteeing loans to devel-
oping countries-
But, accordingto Twyford,

the outlook for the division

has begun to improve. He says
that he is against writing off

the losses and forgetting about
than. “Ifyon write off past

debts, there’s a real danger
of efficiency slipping.” Instead,

the old business should be
listed in a separate “suspense

account" hr BCGD’s books,

and money borrowed from the
Treasury to cover it should
be interest-free.

Twyford’s replacement is

Robert Wild, currently in

charge of claims. As a sign of
.

farther change afoot, the
Department described his

appointment yesterday as tem-
porary.

Suspicious
From an Ohio newspaper:
“Officer James said accused
drove his car the wrong way
down a one-way street before -

crashing through a shop win-

dow. His speechwas slurred

and he was incapable rt walk-
ing: in his opinion accused had
been drinking.**'
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Richard Tomkins on manufacturing industry in the West Midlands

A first hint of recession

F orget the hypotheses and specu-
lation about when or- whether

.

high interest rates win start to
take their toll of British indus-

try. Ia the West Midlands, they have
already begun to bite.

Largely unremarked by the wider
world, job losses are motmfing in the
region, stocks are being cut, and capital

spending plans are being deferred.
Some industrialists are already con-
vinced that a recession Is inevitable:

the only question is how severe it will .

be.

The rigrdfiranffft of these warning sig-

nals is that, in terms of manufacturing
industry, the West Midlands is tradi-

tionally regarded as a.bellwether for the
rest of Britain. Even after the recession
of the early 1980s, manufacturing lndns*

try is more heavily concentrated in the
region than anywhere else in the coun-
try.

In the past, the performances of big
Birmingham companies such as Lucas,
GKN and QQ have been interpreted as
an indication of 'this state of British
industry. So it sewngd an encouraKine
sign when Lucas lastweek announced a
28 per cent facrease in profits to £l87to
for the year to July 1989.

But Lucas is barely even a British
company any more, let alone a Banning- “The building sector, for example, December and January. But it would be
ham one. Luce GKN and Kg, it Teamed, hasn't suffered as much as the can- wrong to read too much into this: the
its lesson bom the last recession and sumer area because you can’t turn the company says the move is simply a
diversified heavily away from the UK tap off in buildingwith quite such ease, more afflctont way of dealing with sea-
economy. Today, only 8J100 of its 56,000 But it has certainly- levelled of£ and sonal fluctuations in demand than an
employees are based in the West Mid- given three to six months with no indicator of any downturn in sales,
lands, and more than half its annual change in the economic situation, we Few, however, believe the automotive
turnover is generated by subsidiaries would expect it to decline." McKechnie sector wQl bold up forever. As McKe-
overseqs,

.
is not alone. It is simply unusual in chnle’s Dr Butler remarks: “At the

Instead, a more telling account of having spoken out so boldly. As the moment, the automotive side is still

what Is going on, in the West Midlands table shows, many other companies going quite strongly, but even here, we
came last week not from lamas, but have been shedding jobs without hit* feel that given these high interest rates
hum a smaller company that produced ting the headlines. and the slowdown in other partsof the
its annual results on the same day: One reason why these job losses have economy, the automotive sector can’t
McKechnie, a Walsall-baaed engineering attracted little attention is that, at this be proof against something happening
group making plastic and metal compo- stage, many companies have been able to ft."

nents for customers across a broad to achieve them through natural west- The knock-on effect of high interest
range of sectors. age rather thaw compulsory redundan- rates is showing through in other ways.
McKechnie reported a 15 per cent ties. Often, the first jobs to go are repet- Mr Eddie Garvey, managing director,

profits increase to £39an for the year to itive ones on the production fine engineering, of Delta, the industrial
July, but the figures wait almost mmo- performed by a predominantly female- group. teHs how demand for plumbing
deed in the City as the company workforce, and a high turnover Of per- fittings end other building products has
warned that it had drawn up confin- sonnel makes the job cuts easy to not only been hit by lower activity lev-

gency plans among its subsidiaries for 5 achieve. els, but also by destocking throughout
per cent, 10 per cent and 15 per cent A spectacular example of this ranw the chain leading from manufacturers
decreases in turnover. from the East Mjiflawte fast week when to end-users.
The group's UK consumer products it emerged that Pressac, a Nottingham- “All the tell-tale signs are there," Mr

division, it emerged, had already dipped baaed manufacturer of electrical compo- Garvey says. “When you do secure the
well below the 15 par cent mark, and nents, had quietly shed no fewer than orders, the volumes tend to be lower
one subsidiary - Harrison Drape, 500 of Its 14*00 employees through natu- than they had been hitherto, and
which makes curtain tracks and poles ral wastage over the last 11 months there’s been quite a bit of rescheduling,
for DIY shops - had cut its Binning- because of a downturn in sales to What It means is that people across the
ham workforce from 620 to 485 because domestic appliance manufacturers. whole spectrum are destocking, and
of falling skies. Dr Jim Butler, HcKe- Another reason why the alarm bells clearly we are contributing to it

dune’s chairman, said that if turnover have not rung particularly loudly is because we are trying to get our stocks
across the group were to fall by 10 per that West Midlands manufacturing down too."

cent, between 500 and 600jobs would go industry has been insulated from the On capital spending: the message is

from the UK workforce of 64)00. downturn in demand for consumer ' mind. Some companies echo Mr Tony
In fact, said Dr Butler, most Of McKe- goods by its heavy reliance on the auto- Firth, chairman of Concentric, the Bir-

chnie’s businesses had so far bear unaf- motive sector, which continues to defy mrngharo-based components group, who
fected. "But what we are saying is that gravity. says: “When you see an awkward sztun-

we can't see how tire ernmwrjy can go True, Rover announced last week tlon coming, that is the time to invest,
on as it is without other sectors turning that it was to lay off its Cowley work- because you have got to become more
down," he said. force for the first week of November, competitive.” But others confirm that

non-essential spending - for example.
on replacement plant and equipment -
is being deferred.

One example Of how thiq fa beginning
to feed through into other sectors
comes from Rudge Littley, a West
Bromwich foundry which makes cast-
ings for the machine tool trade - lathe
beds, milling machine columns and the
like. Until recently, says managing
director Mr Roy Everett, Rudge Lit-
tley’s 150 workers were on a six-day
week. But in the Last month, business
has slumped.
“Most of our customers’ export mar-

kets have held up, but their home mar-
kets are dead as a dodo,” Air Everett
says.

“I don’t think anyone’s investing in
capital equipment now. We deal with
quite a few small machine shops and
they’re very tight on cash . If I was to
suggest to one of them that they put in
a new CNC lathe, they’d laugh me out
of the office."

Mr Everett himself ban deferred pfanc
to set up a £140,000 machine shop, and
other examples of small businesses
tightening their belts are commonplace.
For example, Ben Bros (Pressings), a
Birmingham company with 200 employ-
ees making clamps and brackets for the
undersides of motor cars, is seeing good
demand for its products but has put off
plans to buy £250,000 worth of equip-
ment to mechanise its assembly line.
The equipment would have been British
made, but managing director Mr Ben-
ares Shah says: “With interest rates at
these levels, we just can't afford it"
The smaller the company, it seems,

the greater the gloom. Rudge Littley's
Mr Everett says: “I don’t think there’s
any doubt that we are entering into a
recession.” But manufacturers of all

sizes are talking about a hard landing.
Mr Eddie Kirk, chairman of the Wal-

sall-based mini-conglomerate Frederick
Cooper, which last week warned of
static profits for the current year, says:
“Most of the people 1 talk to are pretty
gloomy about the prospects. We’re told
that we should be exporting more, but
two of our biggest markets, France and
West Germany, have interest rates that
are less than half of ours.”
One small comfort is that if many in

the West Midlands believe manufacture
ing industry is already entering reces-

sion, few believe that recession will be
as bad as the last one.
Mr Ian Fox, finance director of

Wagon Industrial, the Telford-based
manufacturing group, says: “The West
Midlands is very much better capable of
handling a downturn In business than
it was in the early 1980s.”

“It’s quite clear that the manufactur-
ing sector is much leaner and fitter
than it was at that time, and there is a
very much greater realisation on the
part of managements and unions of
what cnmpaniefl need to do to survive.

This time, I think they'll be much more
responsive to events instead of waiting
till it’s too late.”

Northern Ireland

Time for a fresh look at

the province’s economy

N orthern Ireland
remains economically
the least favoured

region of the United Kingdom,
despite Government efforts

over the last forty years. The
“troubles” clearly have had
their effects, but even without
them the economy would have
experienced serious diffimiittefi-

Clearly it is time to raise some
searching questions about
Northern Ireland’s economic
structures and performance.
Above all, why is economic
growth not faster and why do
labour markets not clear and
generate frill-employment?

Throughout the 1950$ and
1960s, Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in Northern Ireland

grew somewhat faster than In
the rest of the UK and at much
the same rate as the latter in
the 1970s and 1980s.

However, GDP per head in
Northern Ireland remains
much lower than in any other
region of the UK; it is cur-
rently some 23 per cent below
the average and around 41 per
cent below the south east of
England. Rates of unemploy-
ment also have consistently
exceeded those in Great
Britain by some 4 to 8 percent-
age points.

Northern Ireland as an inte-

gral part of the UK economy
shares with Great Britain a
common currency, taxes -
including national insurance
charges - and welfare bene-
fits. Movements of labour,
goods and funds are essentially

unrestricted - the exceptions,
terrorism apart, are mainly to

do with animal health. Its

trade in goods and services is

predominantly with Great
Britain, its trade unions are
largely British-based. And Brit-

ish banks, building societies,
insurance companies and retail

distributors are present in
large numbers.
The Northern Ireland Gov-

ernment has some limited pow-
ers over public expenditure but
the basic principle underlying
the public fmaneps fa that par-

ity of taxation should entail

parity of services. In practice

this gives rise to a substantial
“subvention” or payment from
the UK Exchequer since the
tax and other revenue attri-

buted to Northern Ireland are
insufficient to cover total
expenditure.
For 1988-89 the provisional

By Norman Gibson

estimate of the subvention is
£l.7bn, excluding “the extra
cost of the Army’s task in
Northern Ireland," put at
£225m. The subvention
amounts to about one-third of
the revenue required to meet
public expenditure (excluding
the Army) which as a percent-
age of GDP is almost two-
thirds; and same 42 per cent of
all employment is in the public
sector.

Dependence on the British
economy is therefore a central
feature of the Northern Ireland
economy. A critical question is

whether or not the extent and
scale of this dependence is con-
ducive to achieving faster
growth and frill-employment in
Northern Ireland.

A key feature of this depen-
dence is what may be
described as the levying on the
Northern Ireland economy of a
system of fixed prices. These
include: tax and benefit rates;
a one-to-one parity exchange
rate with sterling; very similar

sets of interest rates and rates
of price inflation; and largely
common wage and salary
scales, particularly In the pub-
lic but also in the private sec-

tor.

It is not evident that tax
(including national insurance)
and benefit rates centrally
designed for Che whole of the
UK are necessarily appropriate
to a region with persistent and
relatively heavy unemploy-
ment ana where output per
head is over 20 per cent below
the UK average.

Similarly, a fixed one-to-one
exchange rate rules out any
possibility of a real devalua-
tion as a stimulus to economic
activity. Wage and salary
scales the or very similar

to those in comparable forms
of employment in Great
Britain, combined with the rel-

ative size of the public sector,
must be expected to distort the
functioning of the region’s
labour markets. To the extent
that wage and salary levels are
appropriate to market condi-
tions in Great Britain there is

no good economic reason to

suppose they are automatically
suitable for Northern Ireland.

Indeed, on the fare of it, they
may contribute to sustained
unemployment and loss of out-
put

It would be foolish to deny
that Northern Ireland gets

many benefits from the present

form and structure of its con-

stitutional and other economic
iink$ with Great Britain - not

least a relatively large subven-

tion. But it certainly is not
obvious on the basis of North-

ern Ireland's economic history

that the links and the scale of

the subvention and related

public expenditure are optimal

in economic or political econ-

omy terms.
Putting aside the issue of a

common currency with Great

Britain (or, alternatively, irre-

vocably fixed exchange rates)

on the perhaps heroic assump-
tion that Its benefits outweigh
those of any alternative cur-

rency arrangements there

remain the critical issues of

common taxes and benefits,

the scale of public expend!tore
and largely common wage and
salary scales.

There is a strong case for a
searching and independent
review of UK taxation and fis-

cal policy and their conse-
quences for the Northern
Ireland economy.

Past attempts to offset these
in part - largely through capi-

tal subsidies on company
investnfent - have not
brought about sustained
improvement in economic per-

formance. Nor is it good
enough to dismiss the sugges-

tion of such a review because
it also gives rise to far reach-
ing political and constitutional

issues.
It is equally controversial to

question the dogma of parity of

wage and salary scales with
those in Great Britain. But this

too must be addressed as well

as the institutional structures
which sustain it if we are seri-

ously concerned about persis-

tent and heavy unemployment.
After all, it has serious eco-

nomic, political and social con-

sequences, and leads to a
related and perhaps precarious
dependence on the British
Exchequer,
Any such review would be

bound to pose hard choices in

both economic and political

terms. So too, however, does
the status quo - if we have
the imagination and openness
to admit it

The author is Pro-Vice-Chancel-

lor at the University of Ulster.

He writes here, however, in a
personal capacity.

A what-
you-wish
charter
Front Mr Peter Robinson.

Sir, David Buchan and
Jimmy Burns's article “Storm
gathers over Social Charter”,
and your leader on the Euro-
pean Social Charter, were
soundly argued (October 30).

There are four points which
need to be made dear.
• The charter is not much
more a pnUtirai commit-
ment into which European
Community member govern-
ments are expected to enter
but - aside from the health
and safety field - imposes on
them no legal obligations.

Essentially, EC governments
will be able to make of the
charter what they wish.
• Given this, and that the
charter is so vague Izl many
areas (with, for example, its

advocacy of “adequate” social

benefits), why is it arousing so
mtirih fuss?
• The German position on the
charter is contradictory: on the
one brad it is argued that the
highly regulated German
labour market, with its well
established system of worker
ppi+iripwtiftn, fa an aid to Ger-
man industrial efficiency; on
the other hand the Germans
worry about being undercut by
countries which offer less

social protection. Both these
arguments cannot be true
simultaneously.

• The issue of a trade-off

between economic efficiency

and social protection, if one
exists, should be left to EC
member governments to

decide. The organisation which

I represent would argue that

this trade-off may be more
apparent than real, and we
support many of the principles

which underly the European

Social Charter.

But if the British Govern-

ment is short-sighted enough

to deregulate the working

hours of teenagers, encourag-

ing them to get jobs rather

than stay in school, it carries

no obvious implications, for the

European internal market car

political Integration. There

seems to be only a limited case

far Brussels making deoMnm
in this field.

peter Robinson,
.

Deputy Director, Qsmpatgn Jar

‘Is there any good guy in this plot full of villains?’
From Mr George Georganas.

Sir, £ have followed with
interest the debate on pigzneat
import levies in your columns
(David Richardson’s article,

October 17; Mr Paul Howell’s
letter, October 23).

As a farmer, Mr Richardson
naturally 'wants the highest
return from his pig enterprise,

whether at the expense of the
European taxpayer/consumer
or not. But as a journalist he
ought to give his readers all

thepertinent facts.

There are four, not two,
instruments for the EC pig-
meat market management pol-

icy. Mr Richardson mentions
anti-dumping levies and pri-

vate storage aids, but not
export refunds and variable
“regular” import levies.

These are separate from and
supplementary to the anti-

dumping levies. They are lev-

ied on all imports to the EC,
not only on those from the
eastern bloc. The debate in the
European Council is on bow to

calculate these variable “regu-
lar” import levies.

Because feed is more expen-
sive in the EC market than in
the world market, the variable
levy protects EC pigment pro-

ducers from competitors hav-
ing access to the cheaper feed.

Thus pig producers in the EC
receive a price 37 per cent
higher, on average, than that

received by producers in, say,

the US.
Not even Mr Richardson con-

tests that the net result is to

EC farmers’ advantage.
The European Commission

feels that this situation fa too
good. It proposes to bring the

levies down, more in line with
world prices and technical
developments. But it is rela-
tively easy to enter pigmeat
production once the facilities

and expertise exist an a farm
(Mr Richardson describes the
process admirably). Thus, the
higher the European Commis-
sion allows the price to rise,

the lower it will eventually
fan

Ease of entry exit, rela-
tively high capital Intensity
and price fluctuations are all

in favour of ever larger pig
farms, fa the absence of EC
intervention to dampen price
volatility, the pig sector will be
rinmlTMteri by giant farms as fa
the US. Would Mr Richardson
welcome that? His lament for
the farmers leaving the pig
business suggests otherwise.
Mr Richardson complains

that the EC pig regime is

“light-" It is indeed Tight on the
European Commission budget
(about Ecu 200m, but only
because it is heavy on Euro-
pean consumers.

fa total, each year, European
consumers pay at least
Ecu 2L3bn more than they need
pay for their pork - equiva-
lent to a transfer from each
man, woman and child in the
EC of £5 to pig farmers every
year. Could Mr Richardson
suggest why pig farmers
deserve this, and why they are
so ungrateful?
Mr Howell was probably

unaware of these facts when
he wrote that pig farmers’
anger was ‘justified.” But if he
farms his opinions on such par-
tial evidence, is he entitled to
have -the say he demands in

USM/Third Market merger

nham Town Halt
i Ball Approach Boad, NJ5

From Mr George Sandars.
Sir, Vanessa Boulder’s

article (October 24) announcing
the expected merger of the
Third Market and the USM
(unlisted securities market)
was an innocuous start to a
process with considerable com-
mercial pffW-f

The detailed proposals must
ensure that all companies
whose securities are currently

dealt fa on the Third Market
are able to transfer to the USM,
so as sot to deprive Third Mar-
ket investors oi the marketabfl-

ity of ttoer shares.

No doubt transitional
arrangements (designed to
allow Third Market companies
to come into line with the
USM) will be needed. But has
anyone thought that it may
not be practicable to expect
these companies to meet the

USM requirement that a mini-
mum 10 per cent of shares
Should be in public hands, let

alone within a specified time
limit - even if extended?
Some third market compa-

nies may believe that merging
the two markets will bring
about greater liquidity. If so, it

will be welcomed - not least

by participants and investors

fa the current Third Market
But it is far more likely that
the shares of the relatively

high-risk Third Market compa-
nies will simply remain of
interest to a restricted class of
investor.

Let us make sure the merger
is not just a case of plus pa
change, plus e'est la mime

managing the market?

Furthermore, should he get
that power, wifi, he have the
courage to shun the small,
organised (and thus politically

useful) farm lobby, in favour of
the millions of unorganised
(and politically expendable)
European consumers? The
example of the US Congress is

not encouraging. But Mr How-
ell’s frank outspoken style
gives me hope that the Euro-
pean Parliament will do better.

The Financial Times itself

seems not to have done its

homework on the matter. Oth-
erwise you would not have
added a cartoon and a headline
attacking politicians to the let-

ter from Mr Howell - a mem-
ber of the European Parlia-

ment, cTflimfog more power for

his institution.

Farmers, journalists and pol-

iticians in this story do not
come off vary welL Is there any
good guy in this plot frill of

viliamS? Think of the much-
maligned EC bureaucrats.
Their interest is to keep levies

high: the EC would receive
more money from levies, and
they would claim a higher bud-
get to support the price when
it collapses — usually, a higher
budget means promotion and
prestige. Yet they sacrifice per-

sonal advancement for the
sake of the consumer, the
small farmer, and economic
sanity. Are they not worthy of
some praise from us all -

especially from our opinion
leader, the Financial Times?
George J. Georganas,
rue Th. Vmcotte 81.

B-1030 Brussels. Belgium

Me first,

please

George Sandars,
Wilde Sapte,

GO Upper Thames Street EC4

Firm MrKC Bowman.
Sir, Penelope Maybin has a

point about the word “me"
(Letters, October 28). If the cur-

rent standard of English is not

improved by better education
fa. UK schools we shall surely

lose some cherished words.
It is probably because of

American influence that we no
longer much use the simple
word “lend.” “Lend” has given
way to “loan" as a verb. One
might also speculate on the
(now failing) use of “give";

such a pleasant word, yet it

seems out of favour; things are
now always “donated" or - in
Scotland - “gifted.”

E.C. Bowman,
Cold Wall Farm,
Mellor,

Stockport, Cheshire
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Detachable keyboard. All the portconnections you need.

The price you need. I

And coming soon, the spectacular HL4430C colour I
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Treasury plans tougher rules on money transfer HI: I 1 \ COL.

By Lionel Barber in Washington

THE US Treasury has proposed stricter

rules on the International transfer of

money in an effort to damp down on
drug traffickers moving millions of dol-

lars in and oat of the US.
The proposals are part of a Federal

government effort to enlist banks in

the campaign against money launder-
ing, bnt they may face resistance from
financial institutions who are wary of
increasing their operating costs.

The proposals, published yesterday
in the Federal Register, Include a
requirement for banks to keep detailed
records Identifying the originators and
recipients of international transfer
Also under consideration are new

reporting requirements covering more
than the current figure of $10,000 or
more for cash deposits or withdrawals.
A third suggestion is for banks to draw
up profiles of suspicious transactions.

following “know your customer” proce-
dures.

laundering. . . that balances the need
fbr law enforcement, the benefits of the

The Treasury proposals are being . free flow of capital in the global finan-
dlscnssed between banks and other
government regulatory agencies fight-
ing money laundering, and are select
to a 60-day period of consultation
before final regulations are drawn up.
A Treasury spokesman said the

agency was “committed to the develop-
ment of a regulatory solution to money

dal network and the concerns nf fftum-
rial

as ornament
According to a report to President

Bush last September, spending on Fed-
eral investigations of money launder-
ing was due to rise to at least 9140m
nest year.

US banks take the front line in drugs war
Henry Hamman looks at legislation aimed at stopping the laundering of dirty money
EF the US is fighting a war on
drugs, then it is on the money
laundering front that the anti-

drug generals see their great-
est chance of success.

The front-line troops in this

war, however, are not law
enforcement agencies, but
banks and financial institu-
tions.

New laws and accompanying
Treasury and Internal Revenue
Service regulations are forcing
US financial institutions to
take much greater responsibil-
ity for selecting their clients

and sure those clients

are law-abiding.
The impact of this way of

doing business was a major
topic of a two-day symposium
last week on money laundering
sponsored by the University of
Miami's Graduate School of
International Studies and a
coalition of anti-drug and
banking groups.
What has turned money

laundering -the art or science
of converting illicitly-earned
funds into “legitimate”
money -into an important
issue in the US is the near-ob-
session with illegal drugs
which Is gripping the country.
Since previous efforts have
failed to curb the lncrative
drug business, politicians and
law enforcement officials now
hope that cutting the profit-
ability of the business may
succeed where past efforts
failed.

Mr Dick Thornburgh, US
Attorney General, told the
symposium that by attacking
money laundering the Govern-
ment hoped to “break the drug

CIVIL PENALTIES
FINE

$4,750,000
53,010,000

$2^50,000
$1,900,000
$697,000
$605,000
$600,000
$500,000
5500,000
$360,000
$320,000
$315,000
$295,000
$295,000
5269.904
$269,750
$250,000
$248,160
$220,000
$219,000

DATE
Jan 1986
July 1985
Aug 1985
Feb 1986
Nov 1985
May 1988
Sept 1986
Feb 1985
Feb 1989
Jun 1985
Jun 1985
Apr 1988
Jun 1965
May 1987
Dec 1985
Oct 1985
Jan 1989
Jul 1988
Apr 1988
Oct 1988

INSTITUTION •

Bank of America/BA Cheque Corp
Oscar's Money Exchange
Crocker National Bank
Texas Commerce Bancsbares -

Seattle First National Bank
Security Pacific National Bank
MCorp, Brownshlll
Bank of Boeton
Ponce Federal Bank, Puerto Rico
Chase Manhattan
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
InterFlrst Corporation
Irving Trust Company
Shawm lit Bank, Boston
Norstar Bancorp
Riggs National Bank
United Orient Bank
First Bank System
Connecticut National Bank
Michigan National Corp
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dealers by Impoverishing
them."
The principal legal tools the

Government is using are: the
misleadingly named Bank
Secrecy Act of 1986, the Money
Laundering Control Act of 1986
and the Anti-Drug Abase Act
of 1968. The new laws require
financial institutions to report
details of many financial trans-
actions, both domestic and
international. In adrHri«n

u they
are being pressed to act as
agents of the Government,
reporting to the authorities
“suspicious” transactions by
their clients.

Under the laws, whose full
provisions take effect with the
new year, financial institutions
that are found to be guilty of

“gross negligence” in reporting
can face fines of $10,000 a day.
There is also the prospect of
criminal liability.

Financial institutions are
already required to report
transactions Involving $10,000
or more, either in US or foreign
currency. But the banks are
also being told they must
obtain strict Identification
before they issue hank
cheques, travellers cheques,
cashier's cheques or money
‘orders for $3,000 or more. And
they are being told that failing
to verily adequately customer
information may mqkp. them
liable not only to fines, bnt
also prosecution.
Furthermore, under new

Treasury Department regula-

tions that came into effect cm
September 15, the department
is allowed to “target” financial
institutions in areas where
there is believed to be a high
incidence of money laundering.
Institutions in the targeted
area can be required to file
reports on cash transactions
below the ¥10,000 leveL
Bankers are worried that if

they are targeted, they will
face massive reporting burdens
which will add to costs and
could slow normal business
activity.

But it is tiie rupture of the
institutional relationship of
confidentiality with customers
which has many bankers most
concerned.
Banks wifi also have to learn

more about the banks with
which they have correspondent
relations, since if the corre-
spondent is found to be
involved in money lanndsring
or other improper activities,
there is a potential liability.

Mr Peter Fowler, a Miami-
based vice president of Bar-
clay’s Bank, said the new regu-
latory and legislative cMmate
were adding to the risks and
resnoiudhilttiHs ofinternational
private bankers.
He said private banks were

turning away walk-in custom-
ers, and were instead fanfatiTig

on references, even if the pro-
spective client only wished to
deposit money.
Mr Fowler said the nervous-

ness about the new laws was
so great that at least one
Miami bank had begun tape
recording all telephone conver-
sations between officers and

clients, while another hank
was refusing to accept any
cash deposits.
The anti-money laundering

drive has a strong interna-
tional component, too, and
marks another extension Of the
extra-territorial thrust of
recent US legislation.

The Kerry Amendment to
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act
requires the Treasury Secre-
tary to seek bilateral agree-
ments with other countries on
co-operation in money launder-
ing cases and to make it easier
to exchange hank records. An

First BritoQ, now Jaguar. After
yesterday’s duck-dive by the
Government, there seems little

reason for any golden share to
be taken serlonsly again.
Indeed, given the stress laid by
Mr Ridley on the threat posed
by Jaguar’s golden share to
market efficiency, one might
ask whether such arrange-
ments are consistent with Gov-
ernment ideology at afi. As It

happens, all the golden shares
now left are of the permanent

i kind designed to protect-public
interest companies like
Rolls-Royce or British Gas. But
the public interest can be pro-
tected by the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission; mean-
while ten new tune-limited
golden shares, of the kind
meant to protect supposedly
fledgling concerns like Jaguar,
are about to be created for the
water companies.
But the logic of yesterday’s

move is easy to deduce. Jaguar
had Awiidpri that its minority
arrangements with GM must

Marks & Spencer
Share price relative to the

FT-A Stores Index .

114

112

110

108

106

104
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That should reassure share-
holders that at the present
568p the - downside Is limited,
even if the offer is not
increased. The chances are
that, should Fembridge's bid
foil, Mr Franklin will quickly
want to sell his 29.4 per cent
stake to another bidder.

f J
. T .

* *4
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be put to shareholders. Ford
could easily have stymied that

Lawson
blames
Thatcher

interim report on progress is

due this November and a final

report a year later.

If in that final report it is

found that a country has nego-
tiated in bad faith, the Presir
dent is authorised to terminate
banking relationships with the
country.

Eventually, the legality of all
these new lavra will have to be
tested in the Supreme Court
But until then both hanks and
their customers can look for
more and more government
intrusions into what was once
a largely private relationship.
Even some of the enforcers

are beginning to worry that
the price may be too high. Mr
K. Brooks Thomas, a regional
counsel for the US Customs
Service, warned that “there is
a large segment of this society
that is crying out for more reg-
ulation.” Bnt, he said, the new
regulations would not catch
only lawbreakers: “innocent
individuals are going to be
injured - that's a fact"
Caribbean drugs war. Page 7 I

could easily have stymied that
by caffinga vote to change the
articles of association and clear
the way for a bid. Assuming
shareholders had agreed, the
resulttogr deadlock would have
left tiie Government with sole
responsibility for postponing
Jaguar’s rescue for 14 months,
to possibly disastrous effect It

is perhaps odd to envisage a
foreign company applying
force m this way: but no odder
than the spectacle of the Gov-
ernment rolling over before its

bluff had even been called.
Yesterday's 16 per cent jump

in Jaguar’s share price neatly
reflects the fact that payday
has been brought a year for-
ward at a time of 15 per cent
interest rates. One can scarcely
doubt that an outright bid
from Ford is tmwrinimf The
only question is whether GM, "

its plans scuppered by the Gov-
ernment’s volte-face, feels like
coming back with a foil bid <rf

its own. For lucky Jaguar
shareholders, there seems little
downside either way.

or the Federal Reserve all indi-
cate that the rift between the
two most Important people' in
UK economic .policy making
has run long and deep. There
is no question thatthe Govern-
ment’s International credibility
has been damaged:
The questian now is whether

Mr Major can patch things up.
The initial muted reaction of
the foreign exchange markets
to his first comments may
encourage the Gorannrieut to
believe that the wont Is over.
If so, it is almost certainly
being over-optimistic. The
equity market may have more
-than recouped its losses since
Mr Lawson resigned and ster-
ling has stopped falling. But
Mr -Major has to prove to the
markets that he is his own
man. Yesterday he was sug-
gesting that UK pot
icy continues just the same as'
before. Sooner or later the for-
eign exchange markets will put
this to the test

Marks and Spencer
Yesterday's .12 per cent

increase in -Marks and Spen-
cer's interim pre-tax profits,
when most other retailers are
fading fast, looks at first right

- like an Old story. The pattern
has been there for decades: M
& S and its share price always
outperform the bulk of the sec-
.tor by a. wide margin in

j,
times. This time, though, M &
S seems to be doing more than
merely display the defensive
qualities of its brand. There
has been plenty of talk about a
quiet managerial revolution atM & S, but the hflwi data are
now visible. UK retailing mar-

.

gins are up from. 94 per cent in
1988 to 10 per cent, now;
there are more improvements
in the pipeline, from M & S’s
investments In point-of-sale
technology, first in clothing,
then in food retailing from
1990.

Besides Canada^ a contain-
able problem. Brooks Brothers
in the US is the only worrying
,demenh The halving of operat-
ing. profits there was hardly a
good omen; but the 6p rise In
the shares yesterday to 188p
suggests

,
that the market will

remain sanguine about that,
provided UK retailing keeps
forging ahead.

DRG

Soviet parliament rejects price
rises for beer and cigarettes

Continued from Page 1

“a difficult year ahead” but
voiced confidence in the under-
lying strength of the economy.
He said: “Markets can see

By Quentin Peel In Moscow

Jaguar left

exposed
to takeover

UK markets

THE Soviet parliament
yesterday overwhelmingly
rejected plans for big price

that policy has not changed I
rises for beer and cigarettes.

and will not be changed,” he
said. “No change in policy

proposed by the Minister of
Finance to pay for increased

means this: I will set interest social spending in the coming
rates as high as Is needed, for y®jr-

as long as is needed, to get
inflation down.”

They also rejected a 10 per

Responding to a renewed I
Soviet state radio and televf

Labour onslaught both on the suggested as another
Government's economic policy urF®u* money-saving measure,
and on Mrs Thatcher's leader- The parliament, however,
ship style, Mr Major indicated, then approved the budget and
however, that there may be Dlan tor the coming year,
changes of emphasis from the described by Mr M
policy operated by Mr Lawson. f“V st*te I

A comment that he intended Imperfect and t
to maintain a tight fiscal policy Pk

gf-

achev, the state president, as
imperfect and “transitional'*

was seen by many MPs as a
signal not to expect cuts in
income tax in Mr Major's first
Budget next spring.

In what the Government’s
supporters described as a good
first performance as Chancel-
lor, Mr Major underscored his
commitment to full participa-
tion in the EMS but stressed
that the conditions laid down
at June's Madrid summit had
to be met.
“Without them, entry into

the ERM would neither be in
our interests of Europe's. But.
with them, mebership of the
ERM will bring benefits to this
country as it has to its present
members", he said.
He appeared to signal that

he may be tougher than Mr
Lawson in his efforts to bring
down inflation and that he was
less confident that the coun-
try’s massive trade deficit
would be entirely self-correct-
ing.

Mr Major said that much of
the deficit could be attributed
to the combination of too rapid
growth in domestic demand •

ow being curbed by high inter-
est rates - and by the present
investment boom.

The refusal to countenance
price increases, in spite of a
huge RsSObn budget deficit
stemming largely from swollen
state subsidies on food prod-
ucts and loss-making industry,
shows how deep the Soviet
popular resistance to price

reform is likely to be.
The plan for beer and

tobacco price hikes - of 20
per cent on the former and 30
per cent on the latter - was
proposed by Mr Valentin Pav-
lov, the Finance Minister, and
seen by many as a backdoor
attempt to get the public used
to higher prices.
The Government has said it

will push up wholesale prices
for key items like fuel and
energy, cement and building
materials, next year - but
has promised not to alter retail

prices before 199L
• More than 3m Soviet work-
ers have lost their jobs since
1986, because of the economic
reforms introduced by Mr Mik-
hail Gorbachev, and unemploy-
ment wifi total between 15m
and 16m by the year 2005,
according to an article in
Pravda, the leading Commu-
nist Party newspaper.
In the most open treatment

yet of a ance-taboo subject, the
newspaper calls for radical
measures to provide retraining;
job placement and social secu-
rity to deal with a problem
which it says is not a threat
but a reality.

The forecast of 15m-16m
unemployed does not include
any provision for those who
will be made jobless in the
defence sector, either In
defence conversion or in the
reduction in the strength of the
armed forces, the author says.
He also does not appear to

make any allowance for the
creation of jobs to replace
those lost in the shake-out
caused by perestroika.
The article is one of the most

outspoken since the appoint-
ment of Mr Ivan Frolov, a close
political aide to President Gor-
bachev, as editor of Pravda In
place of Mr Viktor Afanasyev,

Draftedglng concern,*i*age8

London’s Third Market ‘to close 1

By Richard Waters In London

THE LONDON Stock
Exchange's Third Market for
small company shares is to be
closed as part of an overhaul of
the existing three-tier stock
market, according to exchange
proposals announced yester-

The planned changes, which
include lower entry require-
ments for both the ™«in mar-
ket and the Unlisted Securities
Market, are prompted by Euro-
pean Community legislation
which comes into force at the
start of next year, but also
reflect a broader review of the
exchange's markets.
Mr Andrew Hugh Smith, the

exchange’s chairman, accepted

that the Third Market had not
been a success. This was
largely because it had not been
regulated by the exchange but
relied on the sponsors which
bring companies to the market,
he said.

Under the proposals, the
main market mil be opened to
companies with a three-year
trading record, rattier than the
exfoting minimum of five,
while the minimum USM
requirement will be reduced
from three to two years.
From the start of next year

the three-year rule will equal
the minimum under European
Community law. The exchange
feared that, by clinging to a

higher entry level, it would
rMc losing business to
European markets.

The new two-year rule for
the USM is intended to leave
scope for a junior market after
the main market rule is
relaxed.

Most of the 64 existing Third
Market companies will be able
to take advantage of relaxed
entry requirements to move on
to the USM, the exchange said.

The changes are intended to
take effect at the start of next
year but may be deferred until
the end of January to allow
mare time for consultation.
Details, Page 11

Continued from Page 1
uaris independence if there is a
75 per cent majority of Jaguar
shareholders in favour of
change.
Mr Ridley's announcement

caused concern and dismay at
Jaguar's Coventry headquar-
ters, where Sir John Egan, Jag-
uar chairman and rhlgf execu-
tive, was not informed of the
Government’s planned
announcement until midday.
The Labour Party opposition

sharply attacked the Govern-
ment’s action.
Mr Bryan Gould, Shadow

Trade and Industry Secretary,
said it was a “black day for the
British motor industry.”
He asked what was the point

in having the golden share if it

was not to be used.
“The golden share is a cha-

rade,” he said. “What does it
mean for other golden shares
in other privatised companies.
Is there to be now open season
on all golden shares? Jaguar
wfil amply be swallowed up by
one or other multinational
with no guarantees or assur-
ances whatsoever”
The Government action

resulted in a 122p rise on the
day In the Jaguar share price
which closed at an all-time
high qf 869p
The Government, without

warning the company, had
called for a halt in trading in
the shares at the beginning of
the afternoon.
At the time the shares were

trading at 746p but soared
when dealings resumed three
hours later.

Nearly 9m Jaguar shares
were traded in London In little
more than an h*

The Government failed to
inform the New York market
and trading continued in the
US until the company informed
the Nasdaq over-the-counter
market of the London suspen-
sion.

Any suggestion that there
has not been a major row
between the Prime Minister
and her ex-Chancellor, the tiro
most'powerful people running
UK pic for the last six years,
will have been quashed by Mr
Lawson’s performance yester-
day. The bitter attack an Sir
Alan Walters, the impassioned
plea for early entry to the EMS
and the proposal to turn the
Bank of England into some-
thing akin to the Bundesbank

DRG deserves some sympa-
thy as it tries to fight off a
cash bid in a nervous equity
market, however cynical one
might be about its Damascene
conversion to distributing its
reserves to shareholders. So
liar, the. intellectual arguments
have been shared- Mr Franklin
has not really demonstrated
that DRG is a fagfasl
for hreatazp, but he is surely
right to insist that the com-
pany cannot put property prof-
its on an earnings multiple.
The trouble is that even valu-
ing the trading"and property
profits separately, Pembridge’s
590p offer looks too low. Put-
ting a multiple of, say, 14 on
the. trading earnings of 44p per
share, plus £97m for property
and another £20m for the pen-
sion surplus, produces a total

Sea Containers
Right to the lastmoment Sea

Containers was still fiddling
with the details of its massive
recapitalisation plan, 'which
hardly inspires confidence. The
company proposes to sell
roughly half its business for
$620m and use most of thin to
make a trader offer of $70 a
share for some two thirds of
the free equity. Investors will
also get a 15 per cent prefigured
share worth another $25 W
retain a stake in a much
shrunken group which claims
to be aide to earn &3 a sharem 199L (Sven Sea Containers’
enatic record this profit pro-
tection is not particularly help-
fuL But if you accept that and
tne company’s arithmetic, you
ran get a value of around $80 a
snorai It sounds a lot, but there
IS stul something rather reas-
suragabout the $63 a share In

value for the company of cash Stena/npohook Is offer-
£845m, or well over £7 a share. ' mg for the whole company.
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Mitsubishi in Rockefeller Group deal
Continued from Page 1

• CADCAM
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ygaiM&g's s6fir“T*“«se®ituPiPn - « solution m mechanicalMaxorka — the worlxTs first manufacturing conmanies.CADCAM Both organisations have col-

advanced
d^rolopm^t

»ew interface which is
much more .structured thanbased technology — Ferranti any previous offerings.
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ily trusts.

Japanese companies have
been extremely active inves-

tors in the US property market
in recent years, although the
pace of their advance appeared
to have slowed somewhat this

year, hi New York, Mitsui Real
Estate owns the Exxon Build-

ing, and Dal-Ichl Mutual Life

owns the Tiffany Building.
They now have about S30bn

of assets - about 3 per cent of
the US commercial real estate
total - but the Japanese ten-

dency to buy prestige buildings
in Manhattan and other big
financial centres has given

them a particularly high public
profile.

The deal comes soon after

Sony, tiie Japanese electronics
group, announced its $3.4bn
purchase of Columbia Pictures
Entertainment, the Hollywood
film and television production
company. That provoked out-

cry in the US about the selling

of the country’s cultural heri-

tage. The Mitsubishi deal gives

the Japanese company a large
area ofmidtown Manhattan
Mr Jotaro Takagl, president

of Mitsubishi Estate, raid Japa
nese government officials gave
their approval after agreement

was reached with Rockefeller
but an official of the mfintwwni
Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (Mlti) said there
was certain to be a reaction in
the US to the deal because It
Involved a symbolic nanu*

Briefly...

The size of Mitsubishi
Estate's long-term share of the
Center is complicated by a pub-
lic offering in 1985 which, if afi
the conversion options are
exercised, provides for public
ownership of 7L5 per cent of
the complex to the year 2000,
with the Rockefeller Group
retaining at least 28J5 per cent

The Thames Board folding
boxboard mill in Workington,
Cumbria has installedaBroad-
band local Area Network
(LAN) ordered from the Com-
mumication Systems Division
OlFerranti ComputerSystems.
The Logistic Systems Divi-
sion of Ferranti Defence Sys-
tema has delivered its first
AST-1200 series Automatic

from Mazurka ‘COLLE^TIODRAUGHTING, the system's which are coi
theT later- totq toterieaf ‘GROUP’

massed

SnSiif
a tffefeniente^ subsequentstrategic partnership to pro- editing. .
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A welcome fillip

for Frankfurt
After the fell, the fillip.

German bourses.were
particularly badly hit by
last'month's sharp fall

an world stock markets,
so It.was understand-
able that Frankfurt Stock
Exchange officials and
dealers gave a warm
Welcome to yesterday’s
news from Mr Helmut
Haussmann, the West
German Economics Min-

ister (above), that the stock exchange turnover
tax would be abolished from 1991, two years
earlier than planned. The move would exert a
positive influence on share prices, and improve
the city’s attractions as a .financial centre, they
said. Page 25 ’

Shifting the balance
The waning fortunes of Codelco, Chile's state-
owned copper giant and the brisk expansion
of private — especially foreign-owned —
mines, will shift the balance of Chilean national
production in the 1890s: According to a study
by the private sector's National Society of Min-
ing, private production win rtse-from Its current
share-of about 20 per cent to more than SO per
cent of total national production during the next
decade. And this turn-about for the world's
largest producer is prompting criticism from
copperexperts in the political opposition,
writes Barbara Durr. Page 38

Not as tough as feared
The soft commission brokers have much to cel-
ebrate. In reaching proposals on their busi-
ness, the UK's Securities and Investments
Board has resisted calls.from some fund man-
agers to ban soft commissions altogether.
Instead, it is to prescribe a list of the services
that can be "sotted" and to require greater dis-
closure of the arrangements. Page 28

Robots on the coast

ISIeESa
SoovaidR op

On England's north-west coast stands a £250m
glassmaking plant But this is no-ordinary
operation and no ordinary glass. The latest

technology is harnessed to the fell, with robots
converting hot liquor into glass-ingots — -and
the raw materfel is radioactive waate.-ttnr-

WindscaJe Vitrification Rant at the British

Nuclear Fuels Seliatiekt reprocessing factory

m Cumbria Is designed to solidify for perma-
nent storage the highly radioactive effluent

streams produced through reprocessing spent
nuclear feel. David Flshtock reports. Page 35

Ono into two
The slock markets in Malaysia and Singapore
used to reflect how much the two countries'
economies were actually one; Malaysians
tapped rubber, while Singaporeans sold it to
the world. Singapore, with Its international

financial links, handled as many Malaysian
stocks as the Malaysians themselves. So when
Malaysia decided last week to puli Its compa-
nies out of Singapore, the realisation about
just how far the two economies had drifted

apart came with a Jolt. Page 48; Malaysian ban.
Page 24
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M and S up
12% midway
By Magspa Urry in London

MARES told Spencer, Britain's

most profitable retailer, yester-

day demonstrated that stores
groups could stai prosper in diffi-

cult trading conditions. It

reported interim pre-tax profits

up 12 per cent to £208.7m (3330m).

better than most stockbrokers'
analysts bad expected. The
shares rose 8p to 198p.

Mr Keith Oates, M .and S
finance director, said: Ton can-
not allow economic conditions to
dominate you; yon must domi-
nate them."
Even so, be said the group was

.taking a cautious stance on the
second half following the further
rise in interest rates. He said be
was looking forward to a good
Christmas, but had his fingers
crossed.
At a time when other British

retailers are suffering sharp fo&s
in profits M and S’s performance
drew praise from analysts. Mr
Paul Deacon, retail analyst at
Goldman Sachs, the investment
bank, said: “It all goes to prove
that m and S is a tremendous
company."
UK operating profit margins

rose from 9.4 per cent to 10.0 per
cent Mr Oates said these gains
partly came from the heavy
investment the group has made
in computer systems. Stock con-

trol has improved and fire group
has he«n ahlp to respond
more quickly to sales trends.

BIr Oates said that tight cash
management had brought the
group's balance sheet gearing
down from 23 per. cent to 14 per

cent, excluding its financial
activities. This was despite the
acquisition at Brooks Brothers
otH Kings Super Marfrnfet in the
US last year, lor 3880m (£538m).

However, Mr. -Oates, admitted
that those purchases -were caus-
ing earnings «*Uirti«n tn the short
term. Brooks Brothers' operating
profits halved from £iom to,£5m.
Lord Rayner, M and S chairman,
said that moves to modernise the
stores, systems and ny*n«h<mrfiBP

were "the Correct long-term deci-

sions" but had an impact on the
US profit contribution in the
short ran.
Brooks Brothers' flagship store

in M**^*5™1 Avenue, Manhattan,
is reopening today following
modernisation. The store repre-

sents 20 per cent of Brooks
Brothers’s business.
M and S’s other overseas

operations reported mixed trad-

ing. Europe showed a 233 per
cent profit rise to£5.7ra, but the
Canadian operations losses
increased to 23.8m (£3Jm).
Lex, Page 28; Details, Page 80

Sea Containers in

asset disposal plan
By Andrew Hid in London

SEA CONTAINERS is to sell a
large chunk of its assets, includ-
ing most of- its leisure interests
and some of its Sealhik ferry and
port interaata in the UK, to fwii
a $49Qm buy-in of more than half
its shares and fight off a hostile
SL02bn bid.

The group is to offer its own
stockholders $70 a share, in an
attempt to defeat the $63a-share
fed from Sterna, a private Swedish
ferry operator, and Tjghook, the
UK container rental company.
The bid has been running since
the end of May.

If successful, the Sea Contain-
ers offer - for 7m of the group’s
lSJkn outstanding shares, which
will be cancelled — would leave
control of the company in the
bands of its directors, manage-
ment and subsidiaries, which
would retain at least 53 per cent
of the remaining equity.
Shareholders who keep their

stock, or have their acceptances
scaled down, will receive a bonus
preferred share, with a stated
value of $25 and a dividend rate
of $3.75. for each common share

. retained. Sea Containers is intito
ating projected earning* per
share of $13 in 1991 and $16 in
1992.
Among the assets earmarked

for sale are Sea Containers’ stan-
dard dry cargo containers; eight
redundant ferries and two large
overnight ferries, which will be
Teased back. Sealink*s Isle, of
Wight ferry service will aisogo,
and the pent facilities at Harwich
and Heysham will be sold.

In addition, the group will dis-

pose of its property portfolio, but
retain its development Tanfl lwiif

Most of its leisure industry
investments will be sold - prin-

cipally, tiie 42 per cent stake in
OrientJSxpress Hotels.

Yesterday’s statement said the
sales would be conditional on
shareholder approval at Sea Con-
tainers’ forthcoming annual gen-
eral meeting.
The tender offer would begin,

said Sea Containers, if the courts
in Bermuda, where the company
is registered, lifted an order
restricting dealings in the
group’s shares.

Meggitt
may drop
£104m bid
for USH
By Andrew Bblger
in London

MEGGITT, the engineering
group, said last night that it

might not proceed with its hos-
tile £104m ($166.4m) bid for
United Scientific Holdings even
though it is close to victory.
By yesterday afternoon, Meg-

gift's offer bad been accepted by
shareholders representing 49.94
per cent of the troubled defence
contractor's ordinary shares.
Meggitt declared the offer final

and extended it until Friday, but
also warned that it would not be
prepared to proceed any further
unless it obtained more informa-
tion about USEFs financial posi-
tion.

Meggftfs offer received a flood
of acceptances before yesterday's
Ann HwHiinn following the pub-
lication of OSH’S latest defence
document, which mw losses and
provisions at its troubled Avimo
electro-optics plant in Taunton,
Somerset, would amount to £17m
in the year to September 30, dou-
ble the ammint provided for at
the half-year.
Mr Ken Coates, managing

director of Meggitt, said of the
USH document: *T don't know if

.it is a defence document, a sui-
cide note or a poison pflL"
Meggitt said that in view of

the level of acceptances. It would
be seeking talks with the USH
board. It was particularly con-
cerned to obtain information on
USE'S gearing and current trad-

ing position and prospects. Mr
Coates insisted: “If the figures
don’t add up, we will be big
enough to walk away from it.**

Meggitt said of USH*s manage-
ment: “What possible excuse can
this team have for failing to dis-

close before now the sheer mag-
nitude of USE’S financial deterio-

ration ntrHpr their leadership?”
USH . deplored Meggitt’s

attempt to bully its shareholders
and Mift that, although Meggitt
Ha4 mitt its offer was final, it

astonishingly had .also reserved
file right to increase the offer in
a competitive situation.

It appears the final straw for
many USH shareholders yester-
day was the size of the losses
caused by the two fixed-price
contracts struck by Avimo Taun-
ton with the Ministry of Defence.
With Meggttt's shares closing

up 5p at 9Ip, its partial share
alternative values each USH
share at 144p. USH shares closed
at 131p, down 7p.
Even if Meggitt wins a major-

ity of USH’s shares, it conld
decide not to declare victory.
Most bidders waive the condi-

tian of 90 per cent acceptances
once they pass 50 per cent; Meg-
gitt could choose not to do so.
Background, Page 30

Coates Brothers accepts offer
By NHdd Talt in London

COATES Brothers, the UK inks
and resins manufacturer,
announced yesterday that it had
agreed to a 47Qp-a-share bid from
Orkem, the French state-owned
chemicals producer. The cash
bid, which carries a loan note
alternative, values the UK group
at £301m (£470m).
In addition, shareholders in

Coates will get a special interim
dividend of 20p (net) per share -

as wen as the already-declared
interim dividend of lL6p a share,
payable in December. Oricqm also
revealed yesterday that it might
refloat a minority stake in Coates
at some stage in the future.

After completing the offer, it

plane to transfer certain other
interests to the UK company, and
may add to the business by
acquisitions as wefl.

Its advisers declined to specify
the businesses to be transferred,

but Orkem takes in Interests in
resins, adhesives and one of the

largest decorative paint manufac-
turers m France.
Once this •‘restructuring* is

complete, the French group pro-
poses to widen this coatings
group’s share capital via cither a
private placing or a flotation of a
minority interest in the business
in London and, possibly, Paris.

If a flotation takes place within
four years, shareholders who
accept the current offer will have
priority over 10 per cent of any
shares offered in the market
launch. They would, however,
subscribe at the flotation price.

The Coates takeover is part of
Orkem’s strategy of diversifying
away from basic chemicals
towards specialty chemicals,
where it is already active in fer-

tiliser and paint as well as inks.

Only days after it announced
its plans for Coates last week,
Orkem completed another big
part of its diversification plan, a
$345m (SZLSUhn) bid for Bostik,

the US-owned chemical adhesives
antt sealants business.
Orkem officials declined to.

reveal precise plans for Coates,
beyond saying that they planned
to step up transfers of technology
to the UK company and would
now be giving it fuller financial

support than before.

News of the recommended offer

follows an announcement last

week that Orkem was consider-

ing a full bid for Coates.
Given the French company’s

existing 40.8 per cent stake in

Coates, a recommended deal
always appeared the most likely

outcome, and analysts had specu-

lated that the price would have
to be in excess of 450p a share.

Shareholders speaking for 12.4

per cent of Coates have given
irrevocable undertakings to
accept the offer - which, added
to Orkem’s existing stake, gives

the French company a 53.2 per
cent interest.

DRG foresees 120% dividend rise
By Clare Pearson in London

DRG, the paper and packaging
company fighting a £697m
($1.11bn) bid from Mr Roland
Franklin’s Bermuda-based Pern-

bridge Investments, yesterday
surprised the City with a forecast

that its current-year dividend
payment would rise by 120 per
cent
"There has been a fundamental

rhangp in dividend thinking,"

said Mr Moger Woolley, chief

executive, as he also revealed
that pre-tax profits were expected

to rise by 43 per cent to £S3m in

the year to end-December.
DRG’s shares, valued at 590p

under Pembridge’s cash bid, ral-

lied 22p to 568p after the release

of what was seen as a spirited

defence announcement
The company said its strong

financial position enabled it to

adopt a more generous dividend
policy, without impeding invest
meat Following the payment ofa
second interim of Bp, this year's

total would be27p, up from 12^P-
Yesterday, DRG for the first

time put an official figure on its

experted property profits over
the next few years, the treatment
of which has become a central
argument is the bod. At today’s
prices, these are expected to gen-
erate profits totalling £9Qm, after

costs and tax. over the next eight
years, with at least £50m being
realised in 1990-1994.

DRG emphasised a “record
year” was in view at the engi-

neering operation, which Mr
Franklin has earmarked for dis-

posal The company implied that

profits in its rigid plastics
operations, where it had gained
market share, had also improved.
The profits' advance, at the

time of an industry-wide setback
in stationery activities, is aided
by a £3&Sm gain from property
and a £4i&n boost from a change
in accounting policy an pensions.
The company dismissed as

"totally inadequate" Pembridge’s
bid, which it forecast provided
shareholders with an exit p/e for

1989 of 10JL and required them to
forego a dividend yield of over 6
per cent Mr Franklin immedi-
ately dismissed DRG’s forecast as
"inflated by oneoff property prof-

its." He said it was inappropriate

to put a multiple on the disposal
programme, and this overstated

the value of the company by
about £84m.
Mr Franklin said it was "not

worth commenting" on a section

in the document taking issue
with bis presentation of the
industrial consequences of
break-up bids in tbe US.
This Friday marks the next

closing date for Fembridge’s
leveraged bid, which has so for

attracted acceptances in respect

of &3 per cent of the sbares, giv-

ing Fembridge 36 per cent of the
target Tbe Office of Fair Trading
has not yet cleared the bid.

Ridley declares open
season for the big cat
Kevin Done on the waiver of Jaguar’s golden share

TnnrHmnUH
Nicholas Ridley: Decided to extricate Government from potentially

S
ir John Egan once bad the
feeling that he could walk
on water, but today he is

having to tread water furiously

just to stay afloat
For at least 18 months the

increasingly hard-pressed chair-
man and chief executive of Jag-
uar has been searching for ways
of maintaining at least the sem-
blance of Independence for the
UK luxury car maker once the
comfortable protection of the UK
Government’s golden share
expired at the end of 1990.

Until a few weeks ago it must
have seemed that such a solution
was within bis grasp. After hav-
ing bad approaches from many of
the world’s leading car makers -
several of whom were credited
with being more threatening
than helpful - he appeared to

have struck a responsive chord
with General Motors, the biggest
car maker Of them nil.

After several months of secret
negotiations with GM, matters
were moving nicely to a conclu-
sion. A package, the full details

of which have never been made
public, was being put together, in
which GM would come in as Jag-
uar's industrial partner, but
would be willing to remain a
minority shareholder at less ftaw

30 per cent
But then the nasty surprise

phnnp r-aiig began.
First, on September 19, it was

Mr Lindsey Halstead
.
nhalrmari

of Ford of Europe. He rang to tell

Sir John that Ford was planning
to accumulate a stake of up to lB
per cant in Jaguar. At a press
conference hastily summoned at
Ford’s Mayfair offices, Mr Hal-
stead spelled out that Ford was
keen to become a “major share-
holder".

In subsequent filings required
by- the US authorities. Ford has
matte clear that it was prepared
to bid for 100 per cent of Jaguar,
once the shareholding restric-

tions contained in Jaguar's
articles of association were
removed. At present, these
articles say that an individual
sharehnltter nan hold a maximum
of 15 per cent.

Jaguar quickly said it had also
talked to Ford many months ago.
but had discontinued the discus-
sions when Ford matte plain that
it was inflating on majority con-
trol.

Instead, it hatt intensified its

talks with GM. That was until
yesterday’s second nasty surprise
phone call for Sir John.

This time, calling around noon,
it was Mr Nicholas Ridley, Trade
and Industry Secretary, to tefi Sir
John that he was making a state-

ment later that day in which he
would make it plain that the Gov-
ernment was ready to waive its

Special Share in Jaguar.
The Government wanted out It

embarrassing qftnatinn

had decided to extricate itself

from, a potentially severely
embarrassing situation in which
it would be seen to be choosing
between competing solutions for

Jaguar’s future salvation and
ownership.
The golden share was the

mechanism the Government
chose for giving at least tempo-
rary protection to Jaguar from
hostile predators when it priva-

tised the company from the then
state-owned British Leyland in
1984. The offer-forsale prospectus
said that the £1 nominal Special
Share would be redeemed at the
end of 1990.

The share was the device that
put in place the 15 per cent indi-
vidual shareholdings restriction.

Until yesterday, the wider
world had assumed that it would
stay in place until the end of
1990. or at the very least that it

would be waived only with the
express support of the Jaguar
board. But the wider world had
reckoned without Mr Ridley.
At a stroke, he has changed the

ground rules for the Jaguar take-
over hunt He appears to have

put Ford and not GM firmly in
the driving seat, and any solution
for Jaguar short of outright take-
over appears to have been ruled
out of court
The stock market had always

thought it would come to such a
fight, but Mr Ridley had suddenly
brought it forward by 14 months.
Ford is sitting on a stake of at

least 13.2 per cent purchased at
rather more sober share prices in
recent weeks, and can now pre-

pare its next move. GM on the
other hand has its strategy for a
sweetheart deal in shreds.

It will have to decide very soon
whether it wants to spend the
resources needed for an expen-
sive game of poker with Ford,
which is already putting its

money on the table. It will soon
have to reveal its industrial plans
for Jaguar as welL Will GM fol-

low?
For Sir John it is no longer a

question of sinking or swimming.
The plug has been pulled and
there is no more water. Someone
else will be calling tbe shots at
Jaguar, much sooner than any-
one ever suspected.

Even the cabinet office

has moved to Newport.

The success Newport has enjoyed In

attracting new companies to the area is

illustrated once again by the recent decision

of one of Britain’s leading office equipment

manufacturers to move into the area.

In order to expand their UK operations,

Bisley are establishing a major new

manufacturing base in Newport, occupying

240,000 sq.ft. of factory space and creating

300 new jobs in the process.

At the other end of the commercial

spectrum the TSB Trust Company are also

moving into Newport, more proof if any were

needed that it is a thriving, vital region of the

country, offering many attractions to companies

looking for the ideal relocation site.

IB&I
NEWPORT
A TOWN TRANSFORMED
Contact On Director of Development qb Newport

(0633) 246906. Factalle; (0633) 244721. ((hole Set. FT).
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Aga Khan buys 7.45%,
L140bn stake in Agnelli
By John Wykts in Rome

PRINCE Karim Aga Khan has
been granted arguably the
most privileged investment In
Italian business in the shape of
a 7.45 per cent stake in Giov-
anni Agnelli & Co, the limited
partnership in which members
of the Agnelli family have
placed most of their holdings
in the Fiat Group.

Until now the relationship
between the Prince of the
Ismaelites and Mr Gianni
Agnelli, the president of Fiat,

has been tartly based on their
shared love of sailing.
They began walking out

together in business toms last
May when the Aga Khan pur-
chased 5 per cent of Iflnt, the
Tjivpmhonry holding company,
23 per cent controlled by Ifi,

the Agnelli’s principal Italian
financial holding.

Subsequently, the Aga Khan
sold 18 per cent of his airline,

Alisarda, to Ifint and then
Increased his stake in the Lux-
embourg company to 11 per
cent of Its total capital. This
will now be handed over to the

Agnelli partnership company
in return for an issue of privi-

leged shares, a new category

with special dividend rights
and voting rights at extraordi-

nary shareholders’ meetings.

The Aga Khan’s holding in
Giovanni Agnelli & Co will be
worth, according to unofficial

estimates, around L140bn
($102m).
The Prince’s stock will be

issued as part of a capital

Increase which will also
include 11m ordinary shares,

reserved exclusively for Maria
Sole Tecdorani Fabbri, Mr
Agnelli’s sister, who was the
only aignHimnt family share-

holder not to have joined Giov-
anni Agnelli & Co when it was
formed in 1987.

She is now patting just
under half - equivalent to 4J8
per cent - of her stake in Ifi,

the depositary of the Agnelli
family’s ordinary Flat stock,

into die partnpTship in return
for ordinary shares worth 4.67
per cent of its entire capital.

This should raise to dose to
80 per cent, the share of the
family’s holdings in Fiat which
are locked inside the partner-
ship.

Wartsila orders may be saved
By Enrique Tessierl in Helsinki

THE FINNISH Government is

attempting to negotiate a fin-

ancing package that would
establish a new company to
secure orders won by WartsUk
Marine, the loss-making Finn-
ish shipbuilding company that
filed for bankruptcy nine days
ago.

The plan would secure
orders and jobs at the Helsinki
shipyards for one year and
the Turku shipyards for two
years.

The Ministry of Trade and
Industry a Arranging pack-
age was being renegotiated as

well as solutions to the prob-
lem of payment demands by
sub-contractors. Talks are also
being held with Finland’s two
other shipbuilding w»n>pmtoi

l

Rauma-Repola and Holl-
aring, to merge with a new
W&rtsIM Marine.
According to tentative fig-

ures, the financing package for
the new shipbuilding company
would amount to FMi.69bn
($399m), of which FM705m
would come from Wirtsfid Cor-
poration, FM675m from the
state, FMTOm by state-owned
Valmet and FM240m Jointly

from Union thntr of Finland
(UBF) and state-owned Posti-
pankkL
The original August financ-

ing package that was intended
to rescue Wditsfik Marina was
believed to be worth about
FMTOOm. This sum was origi-

nally supposed to ensure the
delivery of 16 vessels and
about 6,500 jobs until
139L
wartsila Marine had filed for

bankruptcy only 11 days after
it was announced that its
fosses would be much higher
than

Gains on property sales lift Bouygues
By William Dawkins in Paris

BOUYGUES. ONE of the
world's largest construction
groups, yesterday reported a
near tripling in first-half prof-

its, mostly driven by excep-
tional gains from property
sales.

Group net profits rose to
FFrl88m ($30.2m) in the six
months to Jane from FFiSSm
in the first half of 1988. Consol-
idated turnover climbed 21 per
cent from FFrl8.68bn to
FFr22.6lbn over the same
period. Profits were struck
after exceptional property
gains - always a big feature of
Bouygues’ results - of

from FFrl55m in
of 1988.

Bouygues warned that fig-

ures should not be taken as an
indication of the full-year
result, because of the seasonal
nature of its business. How-
ever, full-year turnover was
expected to rise by 14 per cent
from FFr40bn to FFri&Sbn. in
line with company forecasts.
This would include a

FFr33.6bn contribution from
construction, FFr7Jbn from
property development and
FFi%bn from diversification
activities.

The outlook for next year

was “satisfactory,”
goes, which this
paid FFribn for a controlling
stake in Grands Moulins de
Paris, France’s biggest flour
milling group. The forecast for
1989 includes no ron lxflmHnm
from Grands Moulins de Paris.
The construction group’s

results have been restated to
reflect a change from conaoli-
datfon to wpiity accounting for
its Maison Bouygues home cat-
alogue business, the SAUR
water distribution subsidiary
and its 25 per cent stake in
TF-1, France’s oldest television
network.

OBH plans

to reshape

as military

side slows
By John Wicks laZurich

nBBT.TgnwjuiiiHiu.ii Hatting
(OBH), the Swiss industrial
concent, is to cany out a com-
prehensive restructuring
difficult conditions in the
armaments market and con-
tinuing group losses.

The reshape will include the

formation of two new divi-

sions, to be known as Oerli-

kon-Contraves and Oeriikon
Industrien, the shedding of
some 500 jots by the end of
1990 and a move towards
increased, co-operation with
other companies.

The OBH group, which had
net losses of SFrll5.2m
<871.7M) in 1987 ami SFrSBAm
last year, will record a farther
loss of “between SfrSOm and
SFrlOOm” in 1989, Mr Michael
Funk, general manager, said
inZurich yesterday.

In 1990, results will con-
tinue to be negatively affected
by the cost of the restrnctar-

inr urogramme and tosses in
the missiles sector. The new
OerHkon-Contraves division is

to rmnidiw the arms acttvltire
of the existing military prod-
ucts and Contraves divisions,

whose industrial (civilian)
operations will pare to Oerii-

kon Indnstrien.

Dr Dieter Bdhrie, company
chairman, said the market for
military products had been
gfrpoHOy mHwlrto

fl for thft past
few years. He admitted that
OBH. which he described as
“almost the only wholly-pri-
vate group in this field,”

not done enough to counter
tiihi negative twmi.

At the same time the devel-
opment of tfw Adat» guided-
wiiMiip system had strained
the company's resources. Dr
Bdhrie said Hurt although no
marfcpd expansion was UlfAly

In the defence sector, overall
damawd remained substantial
and the group would not give
np its military activities. It

Intended, however, to carry
out a “decisive streamlining of
strnctnres and production pro-

OBH expects to lanwrh new
itfima in thw industrial
Mr Funk said tills would

make the group less dependent
on military products. In 1988,
these bad accounted for
SFrL34bn, or 31.7 per cent, of
group salsa of SFteLxsfan.

operat
field. 1

Mitsubishi goes into philanthropy
Robert Thomson on a Japanese company’s link-up with Rockefeller

I
n hnan. the rama Rocke-
feller moms wealth and
prestige, so the mnotmee-

mant yggturriay tfyrt MftmWnW
Estate was to take a 8846m. 51
par emit, stake In the Rocke-
feller Group is significant for
ordinary Japanese as well as
for a US intimidated by the
growing presence of Japanese
companies.
The obvious concern of Mit-

subishi Estate executives yes-
terday was to portray the com-
pany as a good corporate
citizen sympathetic to the com-
mercial »wd pMlamtlimpif* val-

uas associated with the Rocke-
feller nyTn«!_

Mitsubishi executives
emphasised that the company
retted on US architects for US
development projects. It had
won “local recognition” in var-
ious US states and “had occa-
sion to acquire a collection" of
photographs by Ansel Adams
as “we share Ms concern for
the environment"
Mr Kiyoakl Hara, a Mitsuhl-

shi Estate managing director,mM fte companyunM Ufa In

“mirror the vision” of the
Rockefeller Group: "We share
tiie belief of Mr David Rocke-
feller of contributing to the
societies and communities hi
wMch we operate."
The iqhw of fh» itell fhrlflt.

suMsM is to provide prime real
estate in New You, which
Htimpany nfflrlah Mill ycatST-
day would remain, along with
Tokyo T-mwlnai, «wm» of the
world’s great financial centres.
Agreement evolved after Rock-
efeller approached

»• . . .** •« v

5 * 7 *

r-y

Jotaro TakaglU MttsaMsM Estate president, in'Tokyo yesterday.

early this year with a proposal
to redevelop land on Seventh
Avenue in Manhattan,
although Rockefeller later dis-

cussed the sale of a majority
stake with several other Japa-
nese companies.

A greeing with a Rocke-
feller executive at a
press Conference yes-

terday, Mr Hara said the deal
was an indication that the
“world is getting smaller and
borders are disappearing.”
Whether the US reaction to the
deal will agree that investment
borders in Japan are disappear-
ing remains to be seen.

Mjtgfihtatri Batata jg a mem-
ber of the Mitsubishi group,
nna gf the keiretsu, or corpo-

rate families, that US trade
negotiators, have listed as a
structural barrier to imports
because of their complex sys-

tem of cross-holding and their
tendency to keep purchases in
the family.
The Mitsubishi group traces -

its origins back to the 1890s
and tnrfndaa MttgnMsM Heavy
Industries, Mitsubishi Bank,
Mitsubishi Trust and the core
company, Mitsubishi Corpora-
tion. Hip giant. traMrur htmaa
that was recentiyttsted on the
London Stock Exchange.
Among the group shareholders
in Mrtgnhinfrj Estateare Mitsu-
bishi Trust and Mitsubishi
Bank.
Mitsubishi Estate's prime

assets are 32 buildings in the

Marunouchi business district

of Tokyo. Mr Jotaro TakagL
the company’s president, said

-yesterday that the Rockefeller

purchase was linked to an
announcement early last year

by Mitsubishi that the Maru-
nonriiLTiriMingB would be rede-

vefoped on a grand -scale, fie

said the company planned to

me Rockefeller “MrpertiaA" hi
tiie redevelopment project.

he company has the

: portfolio of office

in Japan, with
a total area of about 25m
square feet, white domestic res-

idential development
accounted far just over 28 per
cent of revenue in the last
fjrwnHfli year. Its US Interests

include a partnership to
develop the 777 Tower in Los
Angeles’ Citicorp Plaza and a
resort project in CaBfonda.

white ifitmhhw executives
yesterday stressed that the
company “develops” real estate
and- is not simply a buyer, an
nffintfl l of the Mhitetry rif Tnter-

national .Trade and Industry
(MtH) feared that the Rocke-

: feller purchase might be mis-
understood in theUST
“We can’t tell Japanese com-

panies notto buy real estate in
the US. We imderstand that it

is a sensitive issue. In 20 or 30
years if a South Korean orTat
wanes? company buys Mitsubi-
shi or Nippon Steel, there may
be some kind of reaction in
Ismail ” the official mM
“We can’t tell Japanese com-

panies just to invest in US gov-
ernment bands.”

Symbol of shifting global financial power
THERE COULD be no more
potent symbol of the
balance of global
power than the sale to a

.

nese property company of
ptegant group of mid-Manhat-
tan skyscrapers which repre-
sent the architectural quintes-
sence of Amoriron raplfcallam.

For
“The RockafeDar CHnter is the
Jewel In the New York real-es-

tate crown,” says Mr Guy
Lawrence, chief operating offi-

cer of Tishman Realty, one of
the City’s leading agencies.
The deal , is also remarkable

for the light it throws mi the
business interests ofthe Rocke-
feller family, which has imtfl

now owned more than 90 per

ffnt Qf the WnrimlMlyr Itmmp .

The Center evened. 50 years
ago today and from the begin-
ning was the pride of Manhat-
tan, a city wttmna city located
at the heart of the confidently
burgeoning metropolis.
With Its irregular group of

structures, dominated by the
jagged lines of the RCA build-
ing (now the GE buJkHng), it

was deemed the very state of
the art in enlightened urban
design. There were public
spaces and visual corridors
between the bandings. There
was even a dernier whose rote
In life was to scrape from the
floors lnnips of used bubble-
gum.
Such high standards ofmain-

tenance and the remarkably
advanced design of the Center
mean that even today it is one
.of New York’s most desirable
business afMwmaea- “Tt rewurimi

tiie height of elegance,” says
one estate agent, “far more so
thaw the glitzy Trump Tower."
However, the Rockefeller

GTOup, whose business inter-

ests are dominated by the Cen-
ter, has long wanted to diver-

sify into other areas. It took an
important step four years ago
when it created a teal-estate
investment trust, with a $L3hn
mortgage loan oyer the Center,
which is convertible to a 7L5
per cent in the.year 2000.
That deal realised around

$L2bn, of which some 8400m

was avaflaUle for group invest-

ments elsewhere. However, the
move also crystallised a feud
within the Rockefeller family
between those wishing to see
the group grow and others
among the SOptus scions of the
dynasty who wanted to get
their hands on more of the for-

tune.
The Mitsubishi deal, which

is also designed to free capital

for diversification by the
group, would appear to have
the potential for reviving this

-However, Hr David
Rockefeller, the group’s chair-

man, insisted none of the
family would be “cashing ant”

Martin Dickson

STORA
Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags Aktiebolag

(Incorporated In the Kingdom ofSweden with limited Hatefity — Registration No. 556002-2096)

Application has been made to the Council ofThe International Stock Exchange for

all theB Free shares ofStora Kopparbergs BergslagsAktiebolag (“STORA”) to be
admitted to the Official List It is expected that dealings in the B Free shares of

STORA will commence on 7th November, 1989.

Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags Aktiebolag is the parent company of the STORA
Group, one of the world's largest forest products groups. In 1988, Group
turnover amounted to SEK 34,256 million (some £3,103 million equivalent as
at 31st December, 1988), while the number of employees at year-end was
approximately 54,000.

The following table sets out the share capital of Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags
Aktiebolag as at 29th September, 1989:

ARestricted Shares ofnominalvalueSEK25

AFree shares ofnominal valueSEK25

B Freeshares ofnominal valueSEK25

Numberof
shares in

issue

42,119,997

5,648,301

11,941,325

Nominal
value
(SEK)

1,052,999,925

141,207,525

298,533,125

Listing Particulars relating toSTORA are available in the statistical service of Extel

Statistical Services Limited. Copies of the Listing Particulars may be obtained
during normal business hours (Saturdays and public holidays excepted) up toand
including 3rd November 1989 from the Company Announcements Office, The
International Stock Exchange, 46/50 Finsbury Square, London EC2A 1 DD, and up
to and including 15th November, 1989 from:

SPONSORTOTHE INTRODUCTION:

Enskilda Securities
Sfcandlnavfeka Enskilda Limited
26 Finsbury Square London EC2A 1DS

BROKERTOTHE MTRODUCTON:

Cazenove & Co.
12 Tokenhouss Yard London EC2R 7AN

This advertfaemert b Issued in compBance with the reguiallons of tee Council ofThe IntemetloraJ Stock Exchange, ft

does not constitute an Invitation to any person to subscribe for or otherwise acquire any shares in Stora Kopparbergs
Bergslags Aktiebolag.

1st November 1980

Were open for business.

Sanwa Bank opens its

Edinburgh Representative

0 ce today.

The Sanwa Bank, limited is pleased to announce die opening
of its Edinburgh Representative Office today.

A leader amongJapanese financial institutions, Sanwa is the
world's 5th largest bank* Our global network covers all major
business centres, and almost every field of finance.

"Wfe have been established in die UK for more than 30 years,
with offices in London and Manchester Now; as the firstJapanese
bank in Scotland, our network and services are closer to your
business than ever before.

The Sanwa Bank, Limited

Edinburgh Representative Office

2nd FloocScotiabank House, 6Sou* Charlotte Street, Edinbuigh EH2 4AW, UK. Tel: 031-220-6660
1-owdon Branch
1 Undershafc, London EC3A 8LA Tel: 01-283-5232

Manchester Representative Office

Ship Canal House, 98 King Street, Manchester MZ4WU Tel: 061-835-3088

Sanwa International Limited
1 Uodershaft, London EC3A8BRTd: 01-623-7991

& Sanwa Bank
Sanwa bankers are working for you everywhere.

TbeSum talk. Umttrd ks a member of ISA and AFBQ *1988 Institutional Investor survey

v
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND FINANCE

By Roderick Oram in NevrYork

GEORGIA-PACIFIC has offered J of its fconbexiand in the south-
$S-2bn for Great Northern ' eastern US, it has an advan-
Nekoosa in a move likely to f tage over companies more
trigger a takeover fight for the j dependent on slower growing
paper maker if not a flurry of

]

and more costly north-western
rationalisation in the US forest

{
forests,

products industry. Yesterday's ;>
Nekoosa is based in Conneo-

S58-a-share cash bidsdso sig- 1 ticut, bat its roots are still
nailed a revival of a US takes ( deep in the woods of waIh*
over market flattened by the {

lake Georgia-Pacific, it has
UAL buy-out collapse three expanded through aflqnjpiflnn
weeks ago. '

t- in recast years and has also
Speculators scrambled to been pushing a southern strat-

buy Nekoosa stock; pushing its

price up $20 to $6H£ by the
dose of trading.
With, analysts forecasting

the company was worth
between $65 and $90 a share,
arbitrageurs are hoping to
recoup some of their estimated
$lbn losses on UAL. -

Georgia-Pacific was given a
good chance of pulling off a
deal, albeit at a higher price. It

might, however, face a bidding
war from companies reluctant
to let it strengthen its market
position, such as International
Paper and Weyerhaeuser. Buy-
ing Nekoosa would broaden
Georgia-Pacific’S already exten-
sive pulp and paper operations,
which rank third in the US in
terms of -primary capacity.
Together, the two companies
own some LOm acres of North
American forests.

Georgia-Pacific is also the
third largest lumber producer-
in the US, the largest plywood
maker and the largest distribu-

tor of building products. Based
in Atlanta and with 75 per cent

“Unlike many of today’s
transactions driven by finan-
cial engineering, the n^rge1* of
onr two companies represents
an excellent strategic fit based
on industrial logic," Ur Mar-
shall Hahn, Georgia-Pacific's
chairman, said in a letter to Mr
William Laidig, chairman of
Nekoosa.
Nekoosa said it would con-

sider Georgia-Pacific’s request
for a meeting in due course.
Although the logic may be

tight, analysts are less happy
about the financial conse-
quences.
Geoigia Pacfic said it would

borrow $A5bn to fond the take-
over. The borrowing would
push debt up to scene 60 per
cent of Georgia-Pacific’s total
capital just as the forest prod-
ucts industry is topping out
after a long, profitable period.
Housing starts are weaken-

ing and paper prices are likely
to come under severe pressure
because of excess capacity and
slacker demand.

Fermenta
to expand
finance

subsidiary
By John Burton
in Stockholm

FERMENTA, the Swedish
pharmaceutical and finance
group, announced yesterday
that it planned to create Swe-
den's second largest finance
company. The group is to
merge Independent its finance
company, with Infina, another
Swedish finance company, in a
deal valued at SKrl.Sbn
($28L2m).

It is the latest step In Fer-
menta’s strategy of expanding
into financial services, which
began last year when it bought
Independent for SKrI.4bn.
The merger is also a sign at

die dramatic tnrnronnd at Per*
menia, which three years ago
was at the centre of Sweden's
biggest postwar financial scan-
dal under Its former owner,
Refaat El-Fayed.
The merger win comprise a

stock-swap under which infirm
pays for aU outstanding stock
in Independent with newly
issued shares and warrants.

Fermenta will have a 57 per
cent stake in the new flnanwi

,
and Bilspedition, the

V.

which is now the principal
owner of Infina, a 20 per cent

USX 21% ahead
after nine months
By Karon Zagor in New York

USX. the big US steel and
energy group, reports a 23 per
cent drop in third-quarter earn-,
mgs, to $175m or 62 cents a
share from $228m or 80 cents
last year.
Last year's figure, however,

included an extraordinary gain
of $71m. Excluding: this, net
income improved 11 per in the
recent quarter. Sales rose 5 per
cent to $4.4bn from $L2bn.
Nine-month net income

jumped 21 per cent to 8721m or
$2£2 a sbinefintt fSXfcn er-’

$2.07. The Pittsburgh-based
company said asset sales con-
tributed $312m to total pre-tax
income of $l.lbn in toe recent
period. Sales rose 10 per cent to
flSAbn.
Operating income for toe

quarter fell 14 per cent to
$302m which USX attributed to
the sale of businesses in the
diversified steel segments.
Hie steel segment’s operat-

ing income was $85m on sales
of $L3bn, against $S5m on sales
of SL4bn the prevlons year.

The new finance group,
which will have total assets of
around SKrl7bn and an
adjusted equity capital in
access of SKrl-dbn, will be
Sweden’s second largest
finance company, after Agro
FinansGruppenf, owned by
Soremngsbahkemas Rank
had assets of SKrl9.6bn In
1988.
Independent is Sweden's

third largest Wimhh» company
ami Infina the ninth largest.

Their comhined profits ctf Inde-
pendent and fixfina in 1989 are
estimated at SKr294m.
The merger will combine

leasing operations, security
brokerages and corporate
finance services of the two
companies.
Independent also operates a

credit card company, Finax,
and a Finnish financial com-
pany, while Infina also per-
forms insurance consultancy
and brokerage and owns an
investment newsletter.
Fermenta is 43 per cent

owned by the Swedish holding
company Industrivarlden,
which acquired principal con-
trol after the departure of El-
Fayed in December 1988.- ' **

East Daggafontein Mines, Limited
(Incorporated in JheRepublic c*SouthAfrica)

Group interim report
30 September 1989

The directors announce the inflowing group unaudited results for the six months ended
30 September 1989:

Sixmonthsended
30 September

Net income before tax
Taxation

Net income aftertaxation

Outside shareholder* interest

17,002*
8,574

15,443
8,952

Twelvemonths
ended

31 March
1989
R‘000

33,081
17,698

15,383

843

Net income 8^28 7,540 16,226

"Exchjdos atfrfoutabte loss from former subskfiary Rand Extensions and Exploration Limited

(see Note 2).

Notes

1 During the period wider review the company^ wholly owned subsidiary Dumpco Limited

earned revenue of R15,768,000 from the disposal erf 6,579,000 tons of slimes to East Rand
GoldandUranhxnCompanyUmtedfortreatmentatthe Daggafontein plantwhich produced
1,816 kilograms of gold.

2.The merger between Randex Limited (formeify Marievate Limited) andRand Extensionsaid
Exploration Limited, the company^ exploration subsidiary became effective on 30 June
1989. East Daggafontein now owns 13.46% erf the issued capital of foe enlarged Randex
Limited.

On behaff of the board
A H Lundin Chairman
C I von Christierson Director

Declaration of interim dividend number78
On Monday 30 October 1989 interim dividend number 78 was declared payable to holders of

ordinary shares as (blows:

Amount {South African currency) 60 cents pershare

Last day to register tor dividend (and for changesofaddress
cr dividend instructions)

Registers dosed from

to |
inclusive)

ExdividendonJohannesburgand Londonstockexchanges
Currency conversion date forstoring payment to shareholders

paid from London
Dividend warrants posted

Paymentdata of dividend
Rate of non-residentshareholders’ tax

1989
Friday; 17November
Saturday 18 November
Saturday 23 November
Monday20 November

Monday 20 November
Friday8December
Friday8December
15 percent

The fun conditions relating tothe dividendmay be inspected atthe Johannesburg and London

offices of the company and its transfer secretaries.

Byorderoftheboard

RGShead
CompanySecretary

Transfersecretaries
Unidev Registrars Limited

6th Floor 94 PresidentStreet

Johannesburg, 2001

(PO Box 1053

Johannesburg, 2000)

BarclaysRegistrarlimited

6GreencoatPlace
London SW1PiPL
England

Johannesburg
t November1989

Registered office

7th Flooc Marshall Place

66 Marshall Street

Johannesburg,2DQ1

(PO Box 61409
Marshalltown, 2107)

London office

Ernst &Nbung
RoSs House
7 Rofls BuStSngs

Fetter Lane
LondonEC4A1NH
England

AT&T introduces upgraded Unix system
By Louise Kehoe in San Francisco

AT&T will today announce an
upgraded version of its widely

used Unix operating system,
and attempt to resolve a con-

flict that has split toe comput-

ing industry into two opposing

camps.
The introduction of Unix

System V Release 4, a “stan-

dardised” version of Unix, rep-

resents an important victory

for AT&T and its supporters in

toe Unix Tnterpatinnai organi-

sation, but a blow for IBM, Dig-

ital Equipment, Hewlett-Pack-

ard and others who formed the

rival Open Software Founda-
tion to create their own. Unix
standard.

The goal of both groups has
been to create a single version
of Unix that will become an
industry-wide standard and
resolve the “Tower of Babel"
that makes it impossible for
most different types of comput-
ers to share software applica-
tions or "talk" directly to one
another.

The impetus has come from
computer users who increas-
ingly seek "open standards”
that protect their huge invest-
ments in computer software
and make them less reliant
upon individual manufacturers
of proprietary computer
systems.

Today members of Unix
International will demonstrate

the new version of Unix oper-

ating on more than a dozen

computers, ranging from per-

sonal computers to main-
frames. Unix System V.4 will

run on all industry standard

processors, including the most
popular microprocessors and
on ymM proprietary computer
systems, they say.

“Daring the 1990s you will

see Unix System V.4 running
on virtually every major com-
puter system manufacturer’s
product lines,” predicted Mr
Peter Cunningham, president

of Unix International, and a

former ICL executive. The
AT&T announcement “will
bring the industry together

”

he said.

Over 15,000 applications pro-
grams will run on the new ver-

sion of Unix, according to Mr.
Cunningham.
There are signs that AT&T’s

announcement today will dif-

fuse the animosity between the
rival computer industry
groups. Mr Robert Kavner,
head of AT&T’s computer
group, is expected to reiterate

a proposal for the company to
spin off its Unix Software Oper-
ation in a move designed to
remove remaining concerns

about the company’s control of

the software standard.

Some of the members of toe

Open Software Foundation are

expected to defect to the Unix
International camp. Companies
said to be considering the use

of Unix System V.4 include
Hewlett-Packard, Intel and
MIPS Computer

.

The availability of Unix Sys-

tem V.4 appears to undermine
the principal objective of the

Open Software Foundation -

to develop its own standard
operating system - it also

comes at a time when the
industry group is struggling

with technical problems.

Texas Instruments returns to PC market with portable range
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS , the
US electronics and computer
manufacturer, has re-entered
toe personal computer market
with a new family of portable
laptop and notebook-sized com-
puters, writes Loaise Kehoe.
A pioneer af home and per-

sonal computers, Texas Instru-
ments dropped out of the mar-
ket in the mid-1980s after suf-
fering heavy losses.

Its new products include a
seven-pound “notebook" sized
computer as well as two lap-
top” models. TTs announce-

ments come two weeks after

Compaq Computer unveiled its

highly aclaimed “notebook”
computer with similar features
to the TI modeL
But TI does not plan to com-

pete directly with Compaq and
other established personal

computer manufacturers.
TI win aim its products at

original-equipment manufac-
turers, which re-label products
with their own names, and at
value-added resellers, which
add software for use by specific
market segments.

TTs new notebook computer
weighs just 6.7 pounds and
measures &2 by 11.7 inches. It

has a 20-megabyte hard disk
drive and a display that is sig-

nificantly larger than that of

Compaq’s new notebook com-
puter.

All of these securities having been sold, this advertisement appears as a matter of record only.

16,100,000 Shares

The Chase Manhattan Corporation
Common Stock
(Par Value $12.50 per Share)

3,450,000 Shares
This portion of the offering was offered outside the United States by the undersigned.

Goldman Sachs International Limited

Merrill Lynch International Limited

Salomon Brothers International Limited

Sheaison Lehman Hutton International

S.G. Warburg Securities

Algemene Bank Nederland N.V. Banque Bruxelles Lambert SJV. Banque tndosuez James Capel & Co. Chase Investment Bank

Commerzbank Aktfengesettschaft Credftanstalt-Bankverein Credit Suisse First Boston Limited

Deutsche Bank Capital Markets Limited Fox-Pitt, Ketton N.V. Kidder, Peabody International Limited

Kuwait Foreign trading Contracting & Investment Co. (SJUC.) The Nikko Securities Co., (Europe) Ltd. Nomura International

Paribas Capital Markets Group Prudenbal-Bache Capital Funding N.M. Rothschild & Sons Limited Svenska Handeisbanken Group

Swiss Bank Corporation UBS Phillips & Drew Securities Limited Dean Witter Capital Marfcets-lntemalfonal Ltd. Wbod Gundy Inc.

12,650,000 Shares
This portion of the offering was offered in the United States by the undersigned.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Merrill Lynch Capital Markets

Salomon Brothers Inc

Shearson Lehman Hutton Inc.

Alex. Brown & Sons The First Boston Corporation Dillon, Read & Co. Inc. Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Drexet Burnham Lambert

Hambrecht & Quist Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. Kidder, Peabody & Co. Lazard Frferes & Co. Montgomery Securities
Incorporated Incorporated

Morgan Stanley & Co. PaineWebber Incorporated Prudential-Bache Capital Funding Robertson, Stephens & Company
farorporiM

M. A. Schapfro & CoH Inc. Smith Barney, Hante Upham & Co. S.G. Warburg Securities Wgrthehw Schroder & Co.

Dean WitterReynolds Inc. AdvesUnc. Allen&Company Sanford C. Bernstein& Cosine. Wiliam Blair&Company J.C. BradfordA Co.
IwcamonOd

Daln Bosworth A. G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. McDonald & Company Oppenheimer & Col, Inc. Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood
l^cqfpq^|^|| Sscuffttss, ItocOipofBtad

Prescott, BaH & Turben, Inc. The Robinson-Humphrey Company, Inc. flicker Anthony Wheat First Butcher & Singer
Incorporated CAPITALMARKETS

AmhokfandS.Bieichroeder,lne. RobertW. Baird& Co. Bateman Eichier, Hill Richards Blunt Ellis& Loewi Boettcher& Company Inc.

The Chicago Corporation Cowen & Co. Eppler, Guerin A Turner, Inc. Fahnestock & Co. Inc. First Albany Corporation

First Southwest Company Furman Sete Mager Dietz & Bimey Gruntal & Co., Incorporated J. J. B. Hilliard,W L. Lyons. Inc.

Howard, Weil, Labouisse, Friedrichs Interstate/Johnson Lane Johnston, Lemon & Co. Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co. Inc.
Incorporated Corporation Incorporated

CJ. Lawrence, Morgan Grenfell Inc. Legg MasonWood Walker Mahon, Nugent& Co. Needham&Company Inc. NeubeigerA Berman

The Ohio Company Ragen MacKenzie Rauscher Pierce Refsnes, Inc. Raymond James & Associates, Inc. Rotan Mosle Inc.

Stephens Inc. Stifel. Nicolaus A Company Sutro & Co. Underwood, Neuhaus & Co. Wedbush Morgan Securities
Incorporated Incorporated Incorporated

AIBC InvestmentServicesCorp. Brean Murray; Foster Securities Inc. Carmona Ferrand Montes SecuritiesCorp. TheChapmanCompany

Daniels & Bed, Inc. D. A. Davidson & Co. Doft & Co., Inc. Doiey Securities, Inc. First Equity Corporation First Manhattan Co.
taeoiponlad of Florida

FirstOhio SecuritiesCompany GrigsbyBrandtord Powell Inc. WR Lazard ALsdlaw W.H.NewboftTsSon& Cosine. Parker/Hunter
huinpwriid

Pryor, Govan, Counts A Co„ Inc. Rodman A Renshaw; Inc. Scott A StringfeHow; Inc. SeMler Amdec Securities Ine.

Muriel Siebert A Con Inc.

October 1989

Stoats, Weisman, Murray & Company, Inc.

SeMler Amdec Securities Inc.

Van Kasper A Company
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UKPENSION FUNDS - ASSETALLOCATION

Overseas UK /overseasXJ
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Investments
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SURELY
A MISTAKE?

No, historically the average UK pension fund has had little exposure to the

£6,000 billion international bond market We believe that this is

increasingly hard to justify. Apart from providing a valuable diversification

benefit, wife worldwide inflation remaining remarkably subdued, bonds

currently offer excellent relative and absolute value by historical standards.

To find out about Guinness Flight's specialist currency and bond

management services, contact Philip Saunders or Stephen Saint-Leger on
telephone 01-623 9333 or fax 01-528 0943.

Guinness Flight
GlobalAssetManagement Limited

32 SL Mary at Hill, London EC3P 3AJ
Thia advertisemeitf has been issoed with the approval ofGoimesa Flight Global Asset Manaaement Linked

a member ofIMRO and LAUTRO.

BRACKNELL £7.65 sqit* READING&25 sqit*

HARLOW
£610 sqit*

CROYDON
K £5.45 sqit"

HIGHWYCOMBE 97.05 sqft* MIOONKEYNES £5.60 sqit*

INCREASEYOURPROFITSIN
ONEBEAUTIFULMOVE

Bycuttingyour business overheads manufacturing units, costfromjust

you could takemoneyout ofsomeone £3persquare foot inM3d Wales,

dse's pocketand put it light back into including rentand cates,

Mid Walesgivesyou the chance For details about theNew Wales

todo exactlythatand improve your solution to high overheads, send us the
environment into the bargain. Freepost coupon orphone us free on

High specification brand-new 0800269300 now!

‘Rent and cates (Dcbcnham Tewson& Chinnocks 1989)

DEVELOPMENT BOARD

JJ
FOR RURAL WALES

Please send me your information pack Iam interested in:

750-1,500 sq.ft factories

3-5,000 sqit factories

5-10,000 sqit factories

10,000+ sqit factories

NAME
ADDRESS.

POSTCODE.

MID WALES New Wales
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND FINANCE

Iscor offer

to public

four times

subscribed
By Jim Jones
In Johannesburg

Southern Sun In

the red despite

rise in tourism
By Jim Jones

SOUTHERN SUN, the South
African hotel chain, increased
room occupancy rates daring
the six months to September
30 1889, largely because of an
increase in the number of for-

eign tourists visiting the coun-
try. Nevertheless, interest
charges resulted in another
pre-tax loss for the interim
period.

Roam occupancy rates rose
to 62 per cent from 56 per cent
in the corresponding period of
1S88. As a result, the interim
turnover was lifted to R20&4m
(178.4m), from R168.4m in the
corresponding year-ago period.

The interim operating profit

before dividend receipts and
tax and interest payments rose
to B27Jn from R21.2m and
the first halfs pre-tax loss was
R3.0m against BLObl For the
last financial year as a whole,
turnover was R390.4m, the
operating profit was R65.1m
and the pre-tax profit was
Rl3-5m.

Mr Bruno Corte, the manag-
ing director, believes room
occupancy rates will be better
during the nmwwfai year's sec-

ond half, as this coincides with
the summer holidays.

Southern Son Is a subsidiary
of South African Breweries.

* Send to Dept D7QQ, Development, Board for Rural Wales, Freepost. Newtown. Cnnthpm c*™ k » cnHat
I Mid Wales SYI6IJB.IN0 stamp required). Or telephone usFREE on 0800 269300 now! I of&SiSkaui Breweri!

Okasan International Capital Management
is pleased to announce

commencement of operations

Today marks the arrival of a new investment advisory company in the

City - Okasan International Capital Management (Europe) limited.

We are affiliated with Okasan Securities Co., Ltd., one ofJapan’s

major securities houses. With the support of Okasan Securities and

the worldwide resources of the Okasan Group, we hope to serve the

global securities Investment needs of clients in the City, and beyond.

Okasan International Capital Management (Europe) Limited

5 Devonshire Square, London EC2M 4YD
Telephone: 01 -626 1682 (General) 01 -410 9811/2 (Sales)

Facsimile: 01-626 1342 Telex: 8811131 OKASAN G

For further information, please contact either: Tetsuo Kata, Chairman (Tokyo) Atsuo Kasama, Managing Director (London)
MEMBEROFMRO

Pilots’ dispute chops TNT 1 profits
By Chris Sherurell in Sydney

SOUTH AFRICAN private
investors have applied for
more than four times AS many
shares in Iscor than were on
offer to the public as part of
the steel company’s privatisa-
tion.

The public were offered
150m shares at R2 each and
applications were received for
623.5m from almost 255,000
investors. Investors who
applied for between 100 and
1,000 shares are to be allo-
cated the fell amount of their’

application. Those who applied
for more are to be allocated
progressively declining per-
centages, ranging down to 4 :

per coot for individuals who
;

applied for im shares or more.
|

Foreign Investors were
restricted to owning no more
than 10 pear cent of the equity.
Iu Johannesburg yesterday,
fee company's merchant bank-
ers were unable to say how
many applications had been
received from abroad.

A farther 92£m shares have
been issued preferentially to
hut’s employees and a far-

ther 1.31bn preferentially to
local institutions and Xscor’s
employees and pensioners. The
new shares are to be listed on
the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange on November 8.

Iscor is the country’s largest
privatisation issue and is

expected to be followed in fee
next few years by the state-
owned airline, <*l«wnwmnnlr>.

ttons services, road haulage,
electricity utility and phos-
phate mine.

Iscor dominates the local
steel market, producing about
feree quarters of domestic out-
put, and its production of 5^lm
tonnes of flat and profile prod-
ucts in fee 1989 financial year
ranks it as the world’s fif-

teenth largest steelmaker.

About a third of fee steel
and more than half fee 22m
tonnes of iron ore mined in fee
northern Cape and Transvaal
is exported. Turnover totalled
K5.95bn ($2JSbn) in fee last
financial year, against R4A2bn
in financial 1988. The com-
pany Is virtually self-sufficient

for all its raw materials.

TNT, THE Australian-based
international transport group,
yesterday reported a spectacu-

lar 70 per cent slump In first-

quarter profits as a result of
the continuing domestic air

pilots' dispute.

The dispute, now in Its dev-

'

enfe week, is over pay, and has

-

completely disrupted the
operations of Ansett and East-

West Airlines, which are half-

owned by TNT and Mr Rupert
Murdoch’s News Corporation,

and of fee state-owned Austra-

lian Airlines.
According to figures released

at TNTb annual general meet-

ing of shareholders, the
group’s after-tax operating
profit for the three months to

September, including equity-

accounted profits, was just
AfZC.Zm (USIUJM down
from A$54.4m in the same
period last year.

The reduction - which Mr
Fred Millar, TNT chairman,
acknowledged was "huge" -
cam* in spite of buoyant rave-'

nues of A$L37bn, Including
associated companies’ reve-

nues. This compared with
ACJohn last year.

Mr Millar nevertheless
announced the group would
mainfain its firsfcqnarter divi-

dend of 3.75 Australian cents.

And be insisted that the “very

heavy" cost of the dispute so
for “is already progressively
reducing.*

The airlines, he said, were
“proceeding' with the task of

rebuilding their operations by :

hiring new pilots to replace

those who resigned.” But he
added: "It will still be some
time before the airline
operations are completely
rebuilt" Sir -Peter Abates, chief

executive and a protagonist in
thp idiots’ dispute, said sepa-
rately that Ansett would be
providing 90 per cent of previ-

ous capacity by January. He
claimed 90-100 pilots had
rejoined the airlines after ear-
lier resigning; a figure disputed
by fee Australian -Federation

of AtaUnaSOotB.-
In another controversial

development, Mr Bob. Hawke,

fee Prime Minister, claimed in

Parliament on Monday, that the

pilots’ dispute was technically

over, inasmuch as the Indus-

trial Relations Commission
had approved new work con-

tracts between fee airlines and
freshly-recruited pilots. -

Although Mr Hawke,
acknowledged that there woe
grin problems with the domes-

tic aviation system, his

remarks were greeted with

incredulity yesterday by the

Opposition, the pilots and the

travelling public. The airlines

.

are meanwhile pursuing their

court action in Melbourne,

seeking damages from the Aus-
tralian Federation of Airline

Pilots.
’

FCL moves Into Canadian gas
By Andrew PIrie in Wellington

NEW ZEALAND’S largest
company, Fletcher Challenge
(FLC), is making a CglSOm
(US$11lm) foray into Canada hi
a bid to gain a strategic foot-

hold In fee North American
natural gas Industry.
FCL’s wholly-owned energy

subsidiary. Petrocorp,
announced yesterday it had
signed letters of intent with
Amoco Canada Petroleum to
buy several producing gas
fields and exploration rights
for over 100,000 hectares in
Alberta. The fields are situated
in the Provost region

north-east of Calgary, near the
Alberta-Saskatchewan boarder.

FCL has been keen for some
time-to fea Canadian gas
sector, to complement Its for-

estry interests across the
Rocky Mountains in British
Columbia. Natural gas is

tipped to become an Increas-

ingly important fuel during the
next decade, particularly in the
US, where domestic ml produc-
tion is
Most of the US gas comes

from Alberta, end the three
large pipeline networks -
Trans-Canada, to naiifnrnia

Exports help Amcoal to
boost interim income
By Jim Jones

ANGLO AMERICAN Coal
(Amcoal), South Africa’s larg-
est coal mining group, suffered
an 8 per cent drop in coal sales
Hnring tha ate months to Sep-
tember 30 1989, but neverthe-
less increased its revenue and
profits through greeter empha-
sis an exports.
The half year’s domestic

sales were affected by closures
and cuts at several collieries

serving old power stations
which have been mothballed
by Eskom, the state-owned
electricity utility. Domestic
sales fell by 12^1 percent, while
export ton™gins were &5 per
cent higher.
The first halfs coal sales

dropped to 2L8m tonnes from
23.7m in the corresponding

period of 1988, the first half’s
turnover advanced to R877m,
from R7DGm a year earlier, and
fee interim pre-tax profit was
R287.6m, against R171Am.
Turnover totalled RL45bn and
the year's pre-tax profit was
R864Am.
Mr Graham Boustred, the

chairman expects that US dol-
lar export prices will be main-
tained, and that second-half
earnings are likely to be fee
same as the first half's.

First-half earnings rose to
517.8 cents a share from 3059
cents and the Interim dividend
has been lifted to 12S cents
from 95 cents. Last year’s full
earnings were 865J. cents and
the year’s dividend was 300
cents.

KLSE considers how to
enforce Malaysian ban
By Llm Slong Hoon In Kuala Lumpur

THE KUALA Lumpur Stock
Exchange (KLSE) board is

meeting this week to contem-
plate proposals to enforce and
expedite fee delisting of Malay-
sian companies from Singa-
pore. Last week the Malaysian
Government ordered all Its 182

companies out of the SES, the
Singapore stock exchange,
“Immediately."
The order Is interpreted by

the KLSE as a total ban on
Malaysian companies from list-

ing in Singapore only. Few of
the companies; such as Sima
Darby, and their subsidiaries^

are listed elsewhere as in the
Hong Kong, and the Phi-

lippines.

Local securities and com-
pany laws are silent about
where companies can be Hated.

But this is overcome by chang-
ing stock exchange rules -
amaraUng tha "Listing Require-

ment”, for example.
Mr Mohamed SaHeh Majid,

KLSE’s general manager, said

he expected all the Malaysian
companies to be out of Singa-
pore by December.
By then, Singapore’s 329-

counter stock market would
have shrunk in worth by
nearly 45 per cent to US$33m.
In the Kuala Lumpur market,
daily activity in its 249 compa-
nies (excluding 53 from Singa-
pore) could double, assuming
that Singapore brokers lose au
fee businesses they had previ-
ously. In the eight months to
August, Singaporeans handled
half of nearly 12bn shares
traded.
To cope in part with the

higher dally activity, Malaysia
may issue new broker-licences
and reopen its exchange to
larger membership. The KLSE
supports new membership but
the proposal has yet to receive
offiraai endorsement.
Overseas fond managers are

also preparing to shift a por-
tion of their businesses out of
Singapore because the market
w£tt be so much smaller with-
out Malaysian stocks. In the
past, overseas investment In
Malaysian stocks has mostly
been transacted through Singa-
pore in Singapore currency and
in Singapore contracts.
World stock markets. Page 45
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£100,000,000
Floating Kate Notes due 1992

ofwhich £75,000,000 is bring tenwt as the Initial Tranche

In accordance with the provisions of the Notes, notice is

hereby given that the Rate of Interest for the three month
period ending 30rh January, 1990 has been fixed at

15.5625% per annum. The interest accruing for such three
month penod will be £196.13 per £5,000 Bearer Note, and
£1,961.30 per £50,000 Bearer Note, on 30th January, 1990
against presentation of Coupon No. 2.

30th October, 1989
London Branch

Agent Bank

Notice of Redemption to the Noteholders of

TOYO TRUST AUSTRALIA LIMITED
A$1 00,000,000

Guaranteed Floating Rate
Notesdue 1933

NotataharabygfemtMlnMcoittairavmciu«5affheTamjgneC0n(&!antflf
tf» Nam, Toyo TiudA«W*iLM tat ttflttfrprincto* amount «• Mte
NMandngofltholffewt paymentamwtuctiM *• on *#27th October, WOOL
ThWOfcriVMI IMIH¥« cam »baModonMUMMttObra Stock Exchange.

77m Toyo Trustand Banking Company UtnttK*
FiscalAgent

and to the Midwest (Chicago
region) - are all slated, for.
wpan^mi.

.

Mr Bfll -Falconer
. Petrooorp’s .

managing director, said fee
Provost production was fully
contracted to .a subsidiary of
Trans-Canada Pipelines. He
refused to giro currait produc-
tion figures, adding that the
exact scope at the deal, and the
firm mice, depended onfurther

All Nippon rises

16.4% half way
By Our Financial.Stall

ALL NIPPON Airways, Japan’s
second-largest airline, has
reported a 16.4 par cent rise in

unconsolidated pretax profits

in the half-year ending on Sep-
tember 30. They rose to
Y19.6bn (S138m). from YlRSbn
in fee previous year. Sales
surged by 15.1 per cent, to

Y346.3bn (Y300.7bn). Net
income rose 13L3 per cent to

Y7l5bn (Y6.6bn). Net income
per share rose to Y5.44 (T4.80).

Increased' tourism and busi-

ness activity boosted Interna-

.

tkmal and domestic growth.

Petrocorp also needs Cana-
dian Government approval
under foreign Investment
rules.

REDEMPTION
NOTICE

REDEMPTION
NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that
Gallon Corporation. N.V.
has elected to redeem all of
its U.S. 23/402,000 9.5%
Notes due December 31,
1993 (the “Notes"). The
Notes wiU be redeemed on
November 30, -1989 at a
redemption peace of 102% of
the principal amount
thereof, together with inter-

est accruing to the date of
redemption, at the office of
Cttitrnst (Bahamas) Limited,
the Paying Agent, in the
Citibank Bnakimg, Thomp-
son Boulevard, Nassau, The
Bahamas. Payment of the
redemption price of the
Notes will be made ' upon
presentation and surrender
of the Notes to be redeemed
together with all appurte-
nant coupons maturing

' subsequent to November 30,
1989 at the aforesaid office.

Interest on the Notes .will

cease.to accrue on or after
November 30, 1989. AU
interest accrued to Novem-
ber 30, 1989 win .be pafti at
the aforesaid office on or.
after the aforesaid date
upon presentation and sur-
render of the Notes.

Notice is hereby given that

MassaDoy Investments N.V.
has elected to redeem aH of
its- UJS. $3,258,000 9.5%
Notes doe December 31. .

1993 (the “Notes"). The
Notes will he redeemed on
November 30, 1989 at a
redemption price of 102% of
the principal amount
thereof, together with inter-

est accruing to the date' of
redemption, at the office of
Cititrust (Bahamas) Limited,
the Paying Agent, in the.

CStitbank Building, Thomp-
son Boulevard, Nassau, The
Bahamas. Payment of the
redemption

'
price of the

Notes will be made upon
presentation and surrender
of the Notes to be redeemed
together 'with all uppurtc- .

nant .coupons maturing
subsequent to November 30,

1989 at the aforesaid office.

Interest on the Notes will

cease to accrue on or after

November 30. 1 989. All
interest accrued to Novem-
ber 30, 1989 wfll be paid at
the aforesaid; office on or
after aforesaid date upon
presentation and surrender
of the Nbtes.

CITITRUST
(BAHAMAS) LIMITED

emTRUST
(BAHAMAS) LIMITED

LORAINE GOLD MINES
LIMITED
tmmjmrmlmtlmAiUvmUlo tfSmatfik.
(BwWatMOHMM*

Ordinary Dividend For The Year Ended30 September 1989

hi view of the erase tneertaifllios retiring to both the doUar gold price sod
the land exchange rate, and takas n*o account the relatively low. earnings

fordw 1989 fimnddyesr, the Bond has decukd notaodednearivtilend
m respect «f the year ended 30ih September 1989.

By orderof the board

Angtovul limited

pen K.G. Winianis

Leaden Secretaries:Loaden Secretaries: Registered Office:

AngJ&Tnmsvaal Trustees Angkrad House
295 Regent. Street 56 Main Sueet

London. W1R 8ST Johannesbmg
2001

(P.O. Boot 62379
31 October 1989 Manhrihown, 2107)

Director*: DJ. Crowe, PJ. Eustace, JJ. Gehknhnys, BJL How,
I- Hewin, G. Maude. CZheS. Meuefi, JJB. Olivier;
S.W. van der Cdf, PLAJX Wilson

31 October 1989

Atarmuoa: J.HJ. Bate.BJ. Funnoa, BJ.Lawnajson.TjC p~t.
OJ. Rnbbertze,JJL vanNkkctk, KA. West

Notice of Partial Redemption
to Holders of

Domus Mortgage Finance No. 1 PLC
£100,000,000

Mortgaged Backed Floating Rate Notes
Due 2014

HSKSif accordance with Conditions

rvuv4ml omnxnt ^ uv ICUttOIlseu -W. UlKtf
acc

*J
J
?£ Merest Payment will be

°
Jf
10 Notes- together with aH

appurtenant Coupons maturing after fee elate set for

the No!S
r,

(2 00

dedlSedftSS?^j^!l^wnatured Coupons wffl be

SSSajMsi^sKiKstfr^aHro rm^ng^^pons wthin five years from fee date of-

"s®BS®fS*artojssit
asfolfows^

Numbera drawn for mandatory redemption are

385 467 541 596 IS 213 323 347 362

817 m 8B
637 657 692 728 735 7T\

Chemical Bank
Principal Paying Agent Dated 1st November 1.989
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS

NZ issue . T
:.

delayed In

Tokyo amid
DFC row
By Robert Thomson in

Tokyo and Andrew Pirte
in Wellington -

THE NEW Zealand
Government has indefinitely

postponed a Y50bn (8352m)
baud issue in Tokyo, but Japa-
nese banks have rejected
claims that they joined forces
to undermine the Issue in pro-
test at losses incurred through
the failure of &e New Zealand
merchant bank DFC. . .

Japanese banks have
demanded that the New Zea-
land Government bail oat
DFC, a former state bank. The
lead manager of the NZ Issue,
Nomura Securities, argues
that bants affected by the epl-
lapse have urged others not to
participate as commissioned
banks for the Issue.
Government offlcUl wore

quoted yesterday 1 as saying
that they would not be "black-
mailed” by Japanese banks.
The three banks reported' to
have been most affected by the
DFC failure - the Bank of
Tokyo, the Long-Term Credit
Bank of Japan, «wh the Indus-
trial Bank of Japan — have
denied that they cdlnded to
derail the Issue.
An at the Long-Term

Credit Bank said that there
had been a "misunderstand-
ing” over the bonds. “The gen-
eral feeling in Tokyo among
hawks, investors and life insur-
ances is that this was not tbe
right time for the issue,” he
said.

An official from another
affected bank «h there was
no collusion and "it is not our
intention to put the NZ Gov-
ernment in an embarrassing
position.”
However, the official, refer-

ring to flu Japanese twAtomw
that DFC be bailed out, said
teat "legality shoald be sup-
ported by morality, and moral-
ity should be supported by
legality.” The official said that
Mitsubishi Trust, which has
withdrawn as chief commis-
sioned bank, and Nomura
Securities could have pro-
ceeded with the issue, but
would have found little hives-
tor support
The Y50bn was to have been

a samurai dual currency issue
with tbe principal paid in yen
and ttf tirturoct paid hi Ana.
tralian dollars. The issue was
postponed ou Monday when
Nomura became convinced
that there wasa lack of neces-
sary institutional support in
Tokyo.
Nomura Insists that the

banks have acted in concert
and says that the banks’ rejec-

tion of the issue was "not
fair.”

The dispute between
Nomura, which was not
exposed toDK* and tee banks
adds to the long-running argu-
ment between tbe two groups
over their roles In Japanese
finance.
Mr David CaygiU, New Zea-

land’s Minister of Finance,
accused leading Japanese
banks of virtually blackmail-
ing his Government yesterday.
He said he bad concluded that
tee banks refused to bade the
Issue to pressure the Govern-
ment to ball out DFC.
Japanese investors are

believed to be owed about
NZflbn (US*588m) of the
NZ*3bn that DFC borrowed
overseas. All tends have been
frozen since DFC was placed in
statutory management last

mouth.
Several large New Zealand

companies have reported diffi-

culty getting funding; particu-

larly from Asia, in tbe wake of
tee DFC collapse and earlier
Government moves to place
three companies in statutory

management.

STC Corp to

raise $30m for

expansion
By Maggie Ford in Seoul

STC CORPORATION, a South
Korean flexible packaging
maker, is to laimeh a $30m
convertible Eurobond next
month to finance expansion in

tbe US and the Philippines.

The company, a leading
world producer of oriented
polypropylene packaging
(OPP) used in food wrappings

and packing tape, is to set up
two factories.

The convertible bond will be

lead-managed jointly by Credit

Suisse First Boston, Coryo
Securities and Harwhln Securi-

ties. It will be launched in

London at the beginning of

December.
STC had world sales of

8190m in the packaging divi-

sion last year, of which 40 per,

cent were exported. Its OPP]
production capacity in South

Korea is 45,000 tonnes and last

year its OPP exports to North

America were worth 820m.

South Korean convertible

bonds have attracted interest

abroad due to tbe scarcity of

investment opportunities In

the test growing East Asian

economy. The Korea Stock
Exchange will open to foreign

investors In 1992.

A bond with warrant
launched last month by Sanuni

Steel was enthusiastically
received, ..

Germans in early move to

Abolish SE turnover tax
py Andrew Fisher in Frankfurt

MR HELMUT Haussuuum, tee
west German Economics Min-
ister, surprised the financial
community yesterday by
announcing that the stock
^exchange turnover tax would

abolished from the start of
(1991, two years earlier than

I planned
; Stock exchange officials and
dealers welcomed the news,
saying it would positively

' influence share and bond
prices and improve Franlrfnrt*g
attractions as a finawwai can.
tie.

Mr Haufismann made the
statement m a television inter-
view from tee Frankfurt stock
waihangB, where in mid-Octo-
ber share prices slid sharply
after the decline on Wall
Street. The price drop on Ger-
man bourses, much greater
than elsewhere, h«i prompted
tee coalition partners to abol-
ish the tax earlier thaw

planned, he added.

Frankfurt bankers, including

Mr Karl Otto Pfihl, president of
the Bundesbank, have argued
that the tax should be repealed
to enhance tee city's financial

competitiveness other
ftgrairittes markets.
London, which launched a

plan to attract share trading

from other European centres
five mnpths ago, claims thafr a
significant proportion of Ger-
man shares are traded over its

Seaq International system.

Last year, the tax raised

DM585m (8315m): in 1966, it

yielded DM750m. The tax is

levied at the rate of 025 per
fflwt on domestic share trans-
actions and 0.1 per cent on
bond deals.

Mr Haussmann's comments
on its abolition took both the
rfnrit market and his own min-
istry by surprise. The Finance
Ministry, actually responsible

for Federal taxes, also had no
immediate response, with no
official text of the interview

available in Bonn yesterday.

The Federation of German
stock exchanges called tbe
fkv-jgirm to drop the tax “a nec-

essary and sensible move.
This should benefit securities

trading in Germany and pre-

vent further flows of secondary
business to othermarkets.

Mr J5rg Franke, genes
manngw of tee new nwarvr

futores and options market
(DTB), which begins trading in
Frankfort in January, said tee
pliminaHrtn of the tax would
further encourage interest
from foreign institutions in the

DTB.
German government Bund

jggnftg have been traded free of
this tax, but dealers said tbe
market In other bonds and, in
particular, Boating rate notes,

would benefit from the move.

Australian buy-back law ‘flawed’
By Chris Sherwelf in Sydney

LEGISLATION allowing
Australian companies to buy
back their own shares, due to
be announced today, confadna
a flaw which has severe impli-
cations for the Eurobond mar-
ket, says one of Australia’s
largest legal firms.
The new law, which ends

restrictions against buy-backs,
is the result of lengthy deliber-
ations since tbe October 1987
share market crash, and brings
Australia mote info Kne with
other countries such as the
US.
But according to the legal

firm FreehiU Hollingdale &
Page, tbe legislation contains
“a number Of mt-infgnflul and
serious errors” which it has
drawn to the attention of the
Attorney General’s office and
the National Companies and
Securities Commission.

The firm points out In a
dafaiifnd memorandwm ffrafr

law forbids buy-backs within
three months of a share place-
ment or righta iaaia This ft

says, means that holders of
options or convertible securi-
ties would not be able to exer-
cise their rights during that

period.
As a result:

• A company could stop an
unwanted raider a^m rmiattng

a strategic stake of convertible
securities simply by continuing
to conduct buy-backs.
• A raider could indefinitely
prevent buybacks by exercis-
ing one convertible security
whenever the raider felt.Wh» ft

blocking buy-backs for three
mnntha at a tfmo

• A company could use a
buy-back to block conversion
into shares where the redemp-

tion price on a convertible
redeemable w«»rHy is materi-
ally less than the market
value.
• A company buy-back could
prevent it from issuing shares
in relation to dividend or Inter-

est reinvestment schemes.
The buy-back law «hmiM^

urgently amended to exclude
from its net thp of gtiar f̂f

by the exercise of conversion
rights rtnrfpr any already-is-
sued securities,” Freehfll Hot
lingdale & Page states.

It also points out that the
law’s ]S fmpalrwd
in referring only to placements
Of aharpft and not to that of
other securities as welL "It
would be naive to think that a
rights issue or placement of
options or convertible notes or
bonds could not have tbe same
effect,” tbe firm says.
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(Skdhwuf Schweppes

Cadbury Schweppes pic

has acquired

Crush International, Inc.

from

The Procter & Gamble Company

We assisted in initiating and negotiating this transaction and

acred as financial advisor re Cadbury Schweppes pic

PaineWfebber Incorporated

Hus; : appears as a matterofrecord only

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
PRIME MINISTRY

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

ADMINISTRATION

has sold its shares in

AFYON CiMENTO SANAYH TA^.
ANKARA QIMENTO SANAYii TA^.
BAUKEStRgiMENTO SANAYii TJl§.

SOKE giMENTO SANAYfl TA^.
TRAKYA QiMENTO SANAYii TAu§.

to

C3MENTS FRANQAIS
Paris - France

The undersigned assisted in the negotiations and
acted as financial advisors to

The Housing Development and
Public Participation Administration

in the above transaction

LA COMPAGNIE FTNANOERE
EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD RANQUE

Paris

&

TURKEKONOMi BANKASI A.§.

istanbul

fcptuito tom

I THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
|

1 5 B
H (ACawadm&arBrBt&mk) ~

|
£100,000,000 |

1 Floating Rate Debentures 2000 |
j§

Issue Trice 100.10 percent. =

e For the three months 31st October, 1989 re 31st s
| January, 1990 tee Debentures will bear an interest rare

jg
~ of 15.475% per annum and the coupon amount per s
I £10,000 denomination will be £390.05. g

§ AgentBank i
SamuelMontagu& Co. Limited B

Mortgage Securities

(No 1) Pic

£178,000,000

Class A
Mortgage Backed

Floating Rate Notes
due 2023

Id accordance with the
provisions of the Notes, notice

is hereby given that for the
Interest period

31st October, 1969 to
31st January, 1990

the Notes mil carry an Interest
Rate of 15.675% per annum

Interest payable on tbe relevant
interest payment date

31st January. 1990 wfll amount
to £3950.96 per £100,000

Note.

Asem Bank:
Bank of Scotland

Mortgage Securities

(No 1) Pic

. £20,000,000

Class B
Mortgage Backed

Floating Rate Notes
due 2023

In accordance with tbe
promote of the Notes, notice

is hereby given that for tbe
Interest period

31st October, 1989 to

31st January, 1990
the Notes win carry an Interest

Rate Of 15.875% per annum.

Interest payable on tbe rclevam
interest payrectu date

31st January, 1990 wfll amount
to £4,00137 per£100,000

Note.

Agent Bank:
Banxof Scotfand

i
\ .
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Solid plans for soft commissions
Richard Waters examines the latest draft regulations from the SIB

A 25
per cent celling on

the proportion of com-
missions that a fund

manager can channel through
soft commission brokers was
proposed yesterday by the
UK's Securities and Investment
Board.
The celling would put a hd

on the rapidly growing soft
commission market in the UK,
which the SIB already puts at
nearly 20 per cent of total com-
missions paid, or around £12Qm
($190m) a year.
The SIB's proposal came as

it published a draft rule on the
soft commissions business,
which involves fund managers
directing business to a broker
in return for services.

It also proposed restricting
the list of services that could
be provided under soft commis-
sion deals, in an attempt to
prevent abuses.

Soft commission houses,
such as Hoenig and Thames-
way, owned by Barclays de
Zoete Wedd, Immediately wel-
comed the proposals.
They said the 25 per cent

ceiling would have little effect,

in part because they put the
actual proportion of soft com-
missions in London at nearer
10 per cent than the 20 per cent
claimed by the SIB.
The soft commission brokers

had much to celebrate. In
reaching their proposals, the
regulators have resisted calls

from some fund managers to
ban soft commissions alto-

gether.
They have opted instead to

prescribe a list of the services

that can be "softed" and to

require greater disclosure of
the arrangements.
Opponents had claimed that,

by agreeing to channel a cer-

tain amount of business to a
particular broker in return for

services, fund managers would
fail in their duty to seek out
the best deal for their clients

(enshrined in the “best execu-
tion" rules under the Financial
Services Act).

Soft commission brokers
retaliate that there is nothing
different in principle between
obtaining services through a
soft commission arrangement
and paying commission to a
traditional full-service
brokers.

T hat dispute has now
been settled. According
to Mr Rod Sinclair,

chairman of Thamesway: “The
Intellectual argument has been
won."
The 25 per cent requirement

- intended to be a guideline
issued by the City’s self-regu-

lating organisations, rather
than a hard and fast rule
issued by the SIB - Is

intended to relieve this fear.

Mr Richard Britton, a SIB
director, accepted that the ceil-

ing had been set at a "rough
and ready” level.

Real concern arose In situa-

tions where more than half a
fund manager's business Is

placed with a particular bro-

ker, and this could be reached
quickly If the level of activity

in the stock market dropped
sharply, he said.

The celling had therefore

been set low enough to take
account of this.

The SIB said it bad decided
not to ban soft commissions, in
part because to do so would
distort the market in favour of
traditional full-service brokers.

It added that a ban would
"tend to perpetuate the
wasteful over-supply by tradi-

tional brokers of unwanted ser-
vices and poor quality
research."

In a further move, the SIB
said that it intended to ban
“soft for net” deals. These
involve fund managers agree-
ing to place a «M*ain volume
of business direct with a partic-

ular market maker in return
for services.

Mr Britton said that submis-

sions to the SIB, including
those made by market makers,
generally approved of this

move. The list of services that

can be included in soft com-
mission arrangements, adapted
from a similar list issued by
the Ontario Securities Commis-
sion, Is. more tightly drawn
than the SIB's previous rule.

This said only that the services

should “Improve the perfor-
mance” of firms accepting
them,

T he new rule flpffnes thw;

as advice on the value
of securities, as wen as

analyses and reports on partic-
ular securities, portfolio strate-

gies and similar matters. It
also includes databases and
software designed “mainly to
support" these particular ser-
vices.

In an attempt to make soft

commission arrangements
clearer to fund managers' cli-

ents, In future they will need
to be provided with annual
statements showing any rela-

tionships with a broker which
contains more than 10 percent
of tha fund manager's busi-
ness. Customer agreement
letters between the managers
and their clients will also need
to set out the former’s broker-
age allocation policies.

Moody’s
downgrades

CS First

Boston debt
By Stephen FMUer

MOODY'S. Investors Service;
the US - rating agency, has
downgraded the long-term
debt of CS First Boston, citing

the risks the firm is taking In
the merchant banking busi-
ness.

The rating actions "reflect

CS First Boston's aggressive
merchant hankfaff risk as well
as the risk profile of its cur-

rent merchant fomirimf expo-
sures.”

US-style merchant banking
Involves securities houses
making short-term loans to
finance acquisitions. The
weakness of the junk bond
market is making such lpawa
difficult to refinance.

It said its exposmes to two
problem bssy-oub - Campean
and Ohio Mattress - alone
represent a substantial pro-
portion of CS First- Boston
equity.
The rnthw nn its subordi-

nated debt was lowered to A3
from A2.
Also downgraded was Finan-

dfere Credit Suisse First Bos-
ton’s senior and subordinated
Swiss debt to AS from Al.

Japanese borrowers underpin new issue activity
By Stephen FteHer, Euromarkets Correspondent

JAPANESE borrowers
provided the only new issue
activity in the International - -

bond market, underlining the
Importance to the market of
issuers from that country.
Following the lead of a num-

NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

INTERNATIONAL
BONDS

her of Japanese utilities. Chu-
goku Electric Power brought
the only dollar straight of day,
a 3150m, seven-year issue, car-
rying an 8% per cent coupon
and a 101% issue price through
Nikko Securities.

The issue was priced to yield
80 basis points over US Trea-
sury bonds when trading at a
discount equivalent to full fees
of 1% per cent This was where
the bond traded, with the help
of the lead manager^ bid.
At least one more such bor-

B^ONTOWWPT
118 DOLLARS

Amoonl m. Coupon % Price HatnrtQr Fees Book runner

Chugoku Electric Pmw(i|9 160 101% 100B tVIJt Nlhfco Secs. (Europe)
Keio Teito Bee-Rtahrey* 800

S5i

KU 1903 2%71»2 Nomura bit

Diesel KIM Co.» 200 100 1094 avi% Yamaichl bit (Europe)

YEN
Okobank{&)+
Monte del Paschl d'Slerta(B)b

lObfl
lObn

s
e

101.225
1(71%

1882
1893 !Wt

BJInt
Dalwa Europe

SWISS FRANCS
Fuji newo ine.(b)**t 80 V 100 1884 n/a SBC

»*erlva» placement. 4WWi equity warrants. IConwertltMa. Final term. a)- Won-callable, tq yield to put &42B96-

rower, Chubu Electric Power,
is expected to tap the market
soon.
Although the borrowers are

acknowledged to be of high
quality, some syndicate manag-
ers feel the issues have been
too aggressively priced for
names which are little known
in Europe.
The result is an expectation

among investors that the

bands will not actively trade
because much of the issue will
be locked up in Japanese
accounts. They argue that,
while in the short run tighter
pricing may benefit borrowers,

in thelanger term it may prove
easily because the bonds rail to
build up non-Japanese investor
interest
The equity warrants sector,

which has seen recent issues

rising to healthy premiums
this week, provided the only
other focus of interest in the
market
The Tokyo Stock Exchange

again provided a positive back-
drop yesterday, with one of the
market’s intermittent periods
of excitement over the prop-
erty holdings of railway com-
panies benefiting the day’s
largest issue, a $300m four-year

deal for Keio Teito Electric
Railway.
That deal, brought by

Nomura, rose to a premium of
106 bid, and the day’s other
new equity warrants deal for
Diesel Ski, a maker of fuel
injection systems, rose to 108%
bid.

• The largest bond issue to be
launched In Norwegian kroner,
apart from those issued by the
Norwegian Treasury, was
announced yesterday for
Nqrges KommunaXbank.
The par-priced issue of

NKrlhn carries a 10% per cent
coupon and a three year matu-
rity.

It is hoped that the issue will

be of sufficient size to attract
international investor interest
Union Bank of Norway and

Christiania Bank are lead man-
aging the issue and forming an
International underwriting
group.

US Treasuries up as data

show weak house market
By Janet Bush In New York and Kafiiartne Campbell in London T-

.

-
’

.

r
*f.

riatirm ' in the peseta on Mon- and the announcement of a 1%

day, HpvgvnThent bond yields per cent rise in short-term

have hardly moved in the last interest rates,

couple of days. '
.
The 2fr-year 9 per emit mort-

Trader* say -they ‘dro hiding: vgage; bond, which, after stze-

thedr time nntn grp*t«r fiartty nbfe losses on Monday fell a

US TREASURY bonds moved
modestly higher yesterday,

after the release Of economic
figures which included evi-

dence^ e^treme weakness in
the hriiwdwg ' market. - ,*.

In ’late trading', the Trea-

GOVERNMENT
BONDS

sury’s benchmark long bond
stood % point higher to yield

7JB0 per cent
stwgta sales of family homes

fell 14 per cent in September,
the sharpest decline in a
month since January 1982, and
the average sale price also
dropped.
US leading indicators rose

only (L2 per cent in September
compared with forecasts of a
0.4 per cent gain but tins weak-
ness was offset by upward revi-

sions in the indicators for
August
There was a 1.6 per cent

jump in the Labor Depart-
ment’s Employment Cost Index
in the third quarter compared
with a LI pm- emit rise in the
three months to June.
The bond market was mfldty

encouraged by the weak hous-
ing figure, but remained cau-
tious ahead of other due
this week. This includes the US
Federal Reserve's Tan Book of

regional economic reports pub-
lished today.
Other key figures this week

will be Friday’s October
employment data, expected to

show continued softness In
rfng.

THE SPANISH treasury
market has found little to react
to in this week’s election
results. Despite a sharp appre-

emerges on future economic
policy.

Yields on the liquid (me year
Treasury MBs have fallen some
150 basis points to around IS

per cent since July - when
Spain joined the Exchange
Rate Mechanism of the Euro-

pean. Monetary System -.but
the central bank overnight
intervention rate remains at 14
per

- -

Turnover in the bond market
has been slow - around
Ptal2bn on Monday. The gross
yield to redemption of the bo-
uid three year 12 per cent bond
is about 14 per cent

THE DANISH market saw a
mild correction yesterday after

tha steep- drop in. prices seen
after the resignation of the
Finance Minister on Monday

further half point during the

morning session, had more
th«n recovered that ground by

the end of life afternoon to be
quoted at a price of 98.00-10.

WEAKNESS in the German
bond market has caused specu-

lation on whether the authori-

ties can get away with a 7 per

cent coupon on tomorrow’s
new issue. .

The January 1999 bund was
marked down 80 pfennigs to

yield 7J6 per cent

UK GOVERNMENT bonds
were becalmed ahead of the
new Chancellor’s contribution

to yesterday afternoon’s parlia-

mentary debate, which came
too late for any market reac-

tion. The long gilt future
closed £ point up at 92.18.

BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
Yield

Week Metah
Coupon DMto Price itenne* ng»' >90

UK GILTS, 1&5O0 8182 ' 104-28 -1/32 11.+0 • 11.44 11J3
9.760 1)86 . 96-13 1060 10-53 1087
9.000 ions 94-00 - 8JJ7 850 063

US TREASURY * norm 8190 TOO-18 + 0/32 7.92 7JX- 036
8.125 am 102-11 +6/32 7JS2 7jar. 626

JAPAN No 111 AflOO 8188 950915 -0.063 5.49 5lS4 5.18

No 2 6.7Q0 '3/07 103.5283 - •
5.31 .021 .013

GERMANY 6.750 ' B/BB 87.5000 - 7.11 . 7D4 7SXt

FRANCE STAN - &000 7/84 94.7^2 +0.144 042 027 9-09

OAT B. 125 5789 94-8500 +0150 093 8-79 8JB

CANADA * 8JS00 -KV9S. too.1000 +0060 048 039 •• 9-81

NETHERLANDS 7300 7/99 SUOOD -0070 7^1 744 1J37

AUSTRALIA 12.000 7/89. 81.7165 -0089 1065 : 13-8S 13j6B

London dosing, 'denotes Now York
Ylokte; local mortcot standard

dosing
Prices: US. UK In 32nda_ bttiero In detifmel

rsotafcsf oma/ATLAS Pilot Soomm

‘Cautious’ provision cuts BNL net worth
By John Wytea in Rome

ITALY'S BANCA Nationals del
Lavoro revealed last night that
its net capital position had
deteriorated by around L600bn
(S445m) since the end of
August after “an extremely
cautious" provision of LL958bn
against loans to developing
countries, including Brag, .

The bank’s image was
rocked at the end of August by
tife scandal at its Atlanta,

Georgia, branch whose local
manager had made $3bn of
unauthorised loans to Iraq.

Special provisions have now
been made for some. 60 per cent
of the value of these loans,,
together with others to davel-
outnsr countries, although "vir-

tually all of than” are still per-
-fbnhing, said .a.BND.official

last night. He added that Iraq
had so far maintained-

its pay-

ments oh both capital and
interest for the Georgia loans.

The financial ' details sup-
plied by BNL to the Cansob,
the stock exchange regulatory,
authority, reveal that, the
hank's net capital position now
stands at LLOOdbn - L386bn
higher than its balance sheet
at end-1988 but much lower
than the iA^OOhn estimated by
Deioitte a Haskins in August

LONDON MARKET STATISTIC? -.* -V:* >a I.

FT-ACTUARIES SHARE INDICES

Those Inclcea are the John compBUou of tt> FlindM Times,

the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of

EQUITY GROUPS

A SUB-SECTIONS
Figures In parentheses show number of

sucks per section
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41
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S
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CAPITAL GOODS (20S)
Building Mater lals (291

Contracting, Construction (37)
Electricals (103

Electronics (30)

Mechanical Engineering (54) ..

Metals and Metal Forming (6)

Motors (18).

Other Industrial Materials (24)
CONSUMES GROUP 1184)
Brewers and Distillers (23)
Food Manufacturing (20)

Food Retailing (14)

Health and Household (14)

Leisure (34)

Packaging & Paper (15)

Publishing & Printing (18)
Stores (32)

Textiles (14)
OTHER GROUPS (93)
Agencies (17)
Chemicals (22)

Conglomerates (13)
Transport (13)

Telephone Networks (2)

Miscellaneous (26) -

860M
J1016J3

J135U1
J247B.86

41902.22

458J2
449.23

366.75
J1585J4
11222.65

INDUSTRIAL GROUP (485).

Oil & Gas (15) J2118J0

500 SHARE INDEX (500).

FINANCIAL GROUP 021).
Banks (9)

Insorance (Life) (8)

Insurance (Composite) (7)

Insurance (Brokers) (7)......

Merchant Banks (11)
Property (49)

Other Financial GO)
Investment Trusts (68) J11S134
Mining Finance (1) 64649
Overseas Traders (B) U5030
ALL-SHARE INDEX (698)

.

FT-SE 300 SHARE INDEXf ,
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RISES AND FALLS YESTERDAY

Brttlsd Funds
Corporations, Dominion and Foreign Bonds .........

Industrials
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TRADITIONAL OPTIONS
• Hrat Dealings Oct 23
• Last Dealings Nov 3
• Last Declarations Jan 25

For MtUomant Fed) S
For rato Imtlcethna we ond of
London Share Sorvlea

Calls In Waterford Wedgwood,
Dakar Raa, Ennex ML, Pramtar
Com, Ovoca Gold. Jaguar, lleun-
tlelgh, London Sees, Trusthse
Forte Warrants and Wfanpoy. Puts
In Reuters and Coloroll.

LONDON TRADED OPTIONS'
The London Traded Options
Market had another quiet session,
reflecting the modest turnover on-
the stock market The expiry of
October FT-SE 100 Index options
was the main feature of the day.
In contrast. Individual stock
options generated little excite-
ment. Jaguar options were
suspended along with the under-
lying security pending am
announcement But by the time
Jaguar shares resumed trading,

the market had dosed.
Total, turnover on the LTOM

amounted to 27,138 contracts,
compared with 28313 on Monday.
Thia was divided evenly divided
between 14,187 calls and 12*81
pula. Despite the recent low turn-
over, open Interest, a measure of
the number of option contracts
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outstanding, rose to 782£38 con-
tracts on Monday, compared with'
776,681 on Friday. -

. The expiry of October FT-SE
options commanded Dm market’s
attention during the morning.
Traders noted dosing of positions
and the rolling over of positions
into November. Apart from such
technical trading, dealing was
quiet, as the equity market waited
for the new Chancellor of the
Exchequer, John Major, to speak

.

In the House of Commons. This
hesitancy was reflected in .the'
futures market The December
FT-SE futures contract traded at
(he same level as the cash Index
tor most of tha day. In the event,
Mr Major's remarks came too late
to affect options tradingand .the

market closed quietly.
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Dealers said the shortage at
stock in the underlying market
had pushed share prices higher
but also led to a dearth of busi-
ness hi the derivative markets.
Market participants commented
.that they remained_auspicious d
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said this was shown by the
absence of major put sellers,
implied volatility, the option mar-
ket's perception of the volatility of

the underlying stock, eased only
•lightly, indicating nervousness
that .further sharp, moves in equi-
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British Gas announces
a new schedule for long-term

V

customers.
The schedule below has been produced to supplement the existing schedules operated

by British Gas. It has been designed to serve interruptible customers requiring high volumes ofgas

for long contract periods and will be effective from 1 November 1989.

BRITISH GAS pic
CONTRACT GASPRICINGSCHEDULE
LONGTERM INTERRUPTIBLE GAS

Refimi. Effective from 1 November 1989

(1) Introduction
Pursuant to Condition 5 of Its Authorisation, British Gas will enter into Special Agreements (contracts) with
customersfor the supplyofgas throughpipes topremiseswhich theyownoroccupyon the prices and terms in
thisschedule subject tothe conditionsofa standard contract entitled “SpecialAgreement for theSupply ofGas:
Long Term Interruptible Gas”. The prices and terms shown do oot apply to back-up gas or to the otherforms of
supply identified in Condition 5 of British Gas’s Authorisation.
This, schedule is In addition to the Contract Gas Pricing Schedule (Ref CSP 1) effective from 1 May 1989
covering.--

- Schedule 1:Firm Gas . .

- Schedule 2: Interruptible Gas
or such schedules as may be published from time to time by British Gas in succession to CSP 1.

Copies erf schedules and conditions of contract are available from the Registered Office or Regional Head
Offices of British Gas pic.- '

.

(H)Standmrd TermsofaLong Tterm.Interruptible Gas Contract:
Gas willbe supplied under a standard contract, on the basis that the supply is taken for not less than 10and not
mote than 15 contract years, to a customerwishing to consume gas atpremises in hisownership oroccupation,
at which hisnominated consumption ofgasmustbe inexcessof50 million thermsperannum ateach premises,
with a contract expiry date no later than 30 September 2007.
Under the standard contract terms thesupplyofgaswill be interruptible fora minimumperiod of7 days (see

Note8)and amaximumperiod of45 days in each contractyean Theperiodsofinterruption,whichwilloccurat
British Gas’s discretion, mayormaynot be continuous.
The BasicScheduled Reference Price for all quantitiesofgas consumed under a LongTerm Interruptible Gas

contract will varyin accordance with the numberofpremises involvedand the specific typeofescalationterms
chosen by the customer These choices are set out in Tible 1.

Table!

Escalation Type:

Indexation

%

long TbrmInterruptibleGas
BasicScheduledReferencePrices(pertherm)

A
15 Gas Oil

15 HFO

"T
m

.

- Electricity

25 Gas Ofl

25 HFO
50 Coal :

- PPI

- Electricity

15 GasOil

15HFO
.25 Coal

25PPI
20 Electricity

D
20 Gas Oil

20 HFO
20 Coal

20 PPI

20 Electricity

E

25 GasOil' •

25 HFO
25~Coal

- PPI

25 Electricity

BasicScheduledReferencePrices (pertherm)

No of
Premises

1

2
3-10

18.65
18.70

18.7?

17.15
17.20
17.25

19-20
19.25
19-30

18.20
18.25

18.30

17.30
17.35
17.40

Customers who have taken more than a total of 125 million therms at one or mote premises in a period of
12 months will be given a reduction on the Baric Scheduled Reference Price including, jf applicable, the

alternative Restricted Interruption option (iii) (a) below, for gas consumed in excess of 125 million therms
in thatperiod- See Table 2 below. r - -. v . *

Table 2
Price reductionsforeach incrementaltrancheofgas
consumedinaLong Thrm InterruptibleContract

Percentage reduction foreach tranche
ofgas consumed

Trimche Therms consumed in a contract year
rerceuage reouenon lor eacn tranene

ofgas consumed

1
"

1 to 125,000,000 Nil

2 125,000,001*6200,000,000 0.5

3 200,000,001 to 300,000,000 1.0

4 300,000,001 to 400,000,000 1.5

5 - 400,000,001 and thereafter 2.0

(111) Alternative terms at elastomer’s choice foraLongTerm Interruptible Gas Contract:

The following alternatives are available in respect of which the baric scheduled reference price will be
modified by the amount stated.

(a) Restricted Interruption
While still retaining a maximum period of45 days interruption in a contract yeas; the facility is offered to

restrict periods ofinterruption to amaximum of 15 days inanycontinuousperiodof30 days. The charges for

this alternative are set out in Table 3.

Table 3

Escalation Type:
;

Addition to Baric Scheduled
Reference Price

(p/therm)

Additionalchargeforrestricted interruption

• 0.5

(b) Price Phasing
Providing the resulting price does not fall below I6p per therm, the Basic Scheduled Reference Price

(Table 1) or its Rearicted Interruption alternative (Table 3) may be modified by the pence per therm
figures set out below or by anyproportion of thosepence per therm figures.

Table 4 PhasingModifications to Price

Years l 2 3 4

Option

CD
-2 -2 -2 •

'

-2

Option

<2)

-1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25

11-15

i

+ 1.75 +1.75 +1.75 +1.75 +1.75

Appropriate proportions of the financial amounts arising from the application ofsuch price phasing will be

repayable to British Gas in the event ofterminationwithin the first ten years.

(fv) General Notes
1. ConditionsofContract
The notes given in this schedule summarise elements of the standard conditions of a Long Term
Interruptible Gas contract and the way in which they will be applied. They are not exhaustive and
cannot take precedence over; or modify any of the terms or conditions of the contract or umbrella

contract entered into by any individual customer

2. AnnualNominated QuantityofGas
An annual nominated quantityofgas maybe fixed for each contract year by the customer within the
range of plus or minus 15% of die nominated consumption. The customer shall take at least, or

make a minimum payment for gas equivalent to, 70% of this annual nominated quantity or his

nominated consumption ifthere is no annual nominated quantity If the supply has been interrupted

at the direction of British Gas, then an allowance will be given on a pro-rata basis for the days

interrupted in ascertaining the annual consumption for the purpose of minimum payment
calculations and the application ofprice reduction.

3- StartDate
Customers must commence taking (or paying for) gas under this schedule on a day within three

years ofentering into the contract. Hus day is determined under the contract as the Start Date from

which date the contract years will run and the minimum payment obligations will apply

4. Customer'sFinancialStatus

Potential customerswill be required to evidence that they have the financial capabilityto meet their

contractualpayments and indemnityand other obligations so as to sustain a Long Term Interruptible

Gas contract

5. Pressure

The pressures at which British Gas supplies gas vary at different parts of the gas supply system.

British Gas will supply gas to a customer at a pressure above the statutory minimum level if this is

available at the point of supply British Gas will use reasonable endeavours to maintain any such

.elevated pressure. If British Gas expects the supplypressure to reduce to a lower level permanently

then not less than 24 months written notice will be given.

6.

PriceofGas_

Under the standard contract the mechanism for determining the price of gas, in accordance with
- >n ; * , 1

1

_vr. » - a »TJ* -.v..- •m 1

1

:,T 73 rr; tttt; TTf

utilising indices which give effect to these escalation terms] Basic Scheduled Reference Prices are

based on Quarter 1 1989 prices.

7 Revision ofThrms
The prices and other terms shown in this schedule may be modified at the discretion of British Gas.

Publication of revised prices and other terms may not take place within 28 days of the previously

published schedule without the consent of the Director General of Gas Supply (Olgas). Howevei;

such modifications will not have effect on customers who have entered into a standard contract

or umbrella contractunder this schedule prior to such modification.

8. Interruption

Without prejudice to the rights of British Gas to interrupt supplies ofgas provided in accordance

with this schedule the requirements for a minimum period ofinterruption shall be deemed to have

been suspended unless and until at least three months have expired from the giving by British Gas of

notice under the contract with the customer ofits intention to implement such minimum period of

interruption.

S). Taxation

The prices in this schedule are exclusive ofValueAdded Thx, or any other tax, dutyor impost.

10. PriceReduction

The price reductions shown in Table 2 will be applied to the customer’s basic scheduled reference

price including the alternative Restricted Interruption terms as appropriate as described in

Tables 1 and 3. For single premises the reduction will be paid at the end of each contract year

Customers with more than one premises may elect a reference date coinciding with the end of

a contract year at any one of the premises concerned and the reduction will be based on the total

gas consumption of all the premises on the umbrella contract in the preceding 12 months. Payment
will be made at the end ofthe contract year coinciding with the reference date.

11. Aggregation

The standard contract shall apply in respect ofeach premises at which the customer takes a supply

ofgas under Tfeble 1. To give effect to the aggregation ofthe customer’sprice ofgas under Table 1

British Gas will enter into an umbrella contract with the customer over these standard contracts.

However; customers can only decide to aggregate prices at the commencement of the contracts for

the second and subsequent premises.
Customerswho have subsidiary companies as defined by Section 736 ofthe Companies Act 1985, or

who have affiliates as defined in the standard contract and umbrella contract, may aggregate their

respective volumes of gas under the schedule as provided in the standard contract and umbrella

contract.

12. ChangeofContract
Customers who enter Into a standard contract under this schedule and have not already passed the

contract start date, may within two years of the date of first publication of this schedule terminate

their standard contract where in relation to gas in similar volumes and for similar periods some
other schedule or regime ofprices or other terms ofsupply for gas is available from British Gas.

They must then immediately enter into a new contract for a similar volume of gas, similar period,

and with the same expiry date as the standard contract just terminated.

BritishGasF
ENERGYIS OURBUSINESS

1
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International Gty in bid

talks with York Trust
ByNOddTaK

INTERNATIONAL City
Holdings, the financial services

group, which specialises in
money and foreign exchange
broking, revealed yesterday
that it was in potential bid
talks with a third party,
believed to be York Trust

York, a USM-quoted finan-

cial services group, already
owns the money broker Bab-
cock & Brown. In May this

year, it added the loss-making
business of Kirkland-Whit-
taker, a money broker previ-

ously owned by Spedley Group
of Australia.

Last week, Domeactlon, a
newly-formed company repre-

senting Mr Michael Phelan and
Mr Patrick Coffey, both with
backgrounds in money brok-
ing, said it was interested in

talking to ICH about a poten-

tial leveraged offer.

However, by yesterday after-

noon, there had been no dis-

cussions.
Mr Michael Warren, ICH’s

chairman, last night refused to

be drawn on virtually any
aspect of the latest approach.
Earlier in the day, he said that

he expected a further
announcement either yester-

day afternoon or very shortly
thereafter.

No directors of York were
available for comment
A key role in determining

ICH’s future may be played by
Throgmorton Trust the invest-

Intemationa! City Holdings

q trr&i.&Si&v.

1966 1987 1969

meat trust with a 27 per cent
holding. If Throgmorton, which
has made a significant loss
from its ICH investment, was
to back a recommended offer,

the task for Domeacthm would
look formidable.
News of the talks came as

ICH revealed a pre-tax loss at
£429,000 in the year to July 31,

on turnover of £88Jm. This
compares with a £9J3m profit,

but after a £L9Sm loss in the
first half-year.

There Is no final dividend.
The core money and futures

broking side - which follow-
ing disposals, represents the
on-going part of the group -
made an operating profit of
£9.47m, down from HOm in the
previous year. ICH said that
there were setbacks in London,
following staff losses and the

knock-on effect of problems
elsewhere in the group, but
that the US operations fared
well
On the securities broking

front, there was a loss of
£4J26m; the business was add
earlier in the year to MAL
The third division, financial

and technical services, pro-
duced a deficit of £3-87m,
hwinding a £2.4m loss from the
National Leasing smA Finance
Company subsidiary - in turn
taking in a £2m property
write-down. ICH said yesterday
that all these businesses have
been shed with the exception
of NLFC, where negotiations
are in hand.
The interest charge was

£1.76m (£722,000), with yearend
debt standing at around 219m,
against net assets of £343m.

AFI stake changes hands
By Andrew H1H

ANZ McCaughan Securities
(UK) confirmed yesterday that
it bought and sold a 7.5 per
cent stake in Amalgamated
Financial Investments 10 days
ago.

The stockbroker, which
bought the shares "in the ordi-

nary course of business”, did
not reveal the eventual desti-

nation of the stake or whether
it was sold to a single
buyer.

Target Trust Managers, the
unit trust group owned by
Trustee Savings Bank, sold the
holding for about 24p per
share, against yesterday's dos-

ing price of 23%p, up Kp.
The holding could be crucial

in the battle for control of the

investment company’s board.

Three (tiB«»nttng riharuhriM-

ers are seeking to join die
board and they had counted an
Target’s support for their enac-

tion at a special shareholder
TTMMiHng later ftfa month

Advertise your house

in full colour in the Weekend FT.
To find out more, call Carol

Haney on 01-873 4657

Qintex
provision

cuts HTV
profit
By Clay Harris

HTV GROUP, the ITV
franchise holder for Wales and
the west at England, said last
night that it would have to
make a £8J»m exceptional pro-
vision against last year’s prof-

its because of its exposure to
Qintex, the troubled Austra-
lian-based media and resorts
empire headed by Mr Christo-

pher Skase.
As a result, pre-tax profits

for the year to July 31 will be
reduced to £L4J5ra from the
£18m originally reported. The
announcement was made after
the market dosed.
The provision arises frommi sale of programme dis-

tribution rights to Qintex,
whose US subsidiary has filed

for Chapter UL Mr Skase is

also in talks with bankers In
Australia, when trading in his
two companies* shares are

HTV Is the first British com-
pany to report a direct h>Tnrf'

from Mr Skase's difficulties.

In a statement last night,
HTV said it considered It pru-
dent to “make an immediate
provision against the proceeds
receivable and possible liabili-

ties arising from these trans-
actions.”
The provision Is stated net

of levy relief. Earnings per
share for the year will now be
13.73p against the previously
stated 17J4p.
Publication of HTVs 1888-89

report and accounts has been
delayed, and the agm had been
postponed from November 23
to December 21. However, pay-
ment Of 3Jp
dividend will proceed as
planned on November 24,
although ii will nowbe classed
as u second interim, not
requfrte^ the approval of

DSC rights result

Just over half the £80.5m
rights issue launched by DSC
HnHfap, tiie record stjil and
andto products company, has
been taken up Applications
were received for 54^9 per
cent at the. shares on offer.

The Issue was designed to
finance DSCfr refuse takeover
of Mid-State Automotive Dis-

tributors, based In Tmnumaea.

Turmoil on Madison Avenue
James Buchan on the changes in store for an M and S offshoot

A T BROGKS Brothers store cm Mad-
ison Avenue, where generations of
American mm have bought but*

ton-down shirts end. sack-tike grey suits,

all is in turmofi.

Salespeople run around shouting. Car-
penters tinker with a new escalator.

Hie store windows hkve still not been
done.

From behind a column, Mr Georgs Han-
ley, the senior vice- president for market-
ing points discreetly at a young man with

slicbsdr-back hair and a load, striped shirt

who is trying cm a ribbed cardigan.
“That’s a new customer” be says with

delight “We would never have had that
sort of customer before."
Brooks Brothers is being made over.

One of the oldest retailers in America and
erne of the most consistently profitable. It

faces a rfiangpri world. Its traditional cus-

tomers, men who shopped at Brooks for

“preppy" suits and casual clothes that
were harfppw of the American Establish-

ment, are dyiug out Their sons are buying
Italian suits or the outrageous pastiches of
Establishment style designed by a former
’Rwpflfo? jmlnaman, Mr Ralph Lauren.
The old cradle-to-grave concept of

American menswear is buried," says Mr
William Roberta, president of Brooks.
“People are buying their clothes in lots of
places.” Sales at Brooks’ 52 stores have
slipped back from, their peak of about
$290m a year.
The company’s comfortable profits,

which exceeded J40m a year at the (derat-

ing level, are looking much less solid. And
all thisls happening at a time when Marks

and Spencer, which paid over 3750m for'

the company in early 1988, needs to

increase Brooks’ profits to earn even a
bank-book return on its Investment.

As of today. Brooks Brothers is fighting

back.-The Madison Avenue stine

'wiQ open ftk mommgafter atZm re-deco-

ration: The cluttered ground floor has.

been cleared. Carnal domes, known ha the

US as sportswear, have been taken out of

their cramped glass cases and given their

own floor.
-

Womensweer, a notorious second-string

at Brooks with only 12 per cent of sales,

also gets its own floor .and both are linked,

to the ground by escalators.

For Ur Robert!, a sometime suit sales*

man professional department store

manager brougtt to as president two years

ago, the key to Brooks’ future Is in innova-

tion Once a fashion-conscious company,
which introduced America to the button-

down shirt in 1900 and lightweight

summer suits In the 1980s, Brows
rested on its tradtttons in the 1980s. New
product development was starved
of funds.

This autumn Brooks has launched a
buzzard of new ltwaBj including sweatees

with huge pictures cf golfers on them,

which are designed to bring in new cus-

tomers without offending the old. “We’re

not walking away from our customers at

aU,” says Mr Hanley, “ff a guy wants a
Shetland sweater in solid colours, we’ve
«hti gut them.”

hi aHfKHwn to new products, Mr Robertl

is hoping to bolster sates by revamping its

catalogue and direct mall business, which
is now about 10 per cent of turnover. It is

Lord Raynor, chairman and chief

executive of Marks and. Spenco:

rationalising its US manufacturing
operations. Once the domestic operation Is

on a solid footing; Mr B^ti sees Mg
opportunities in Europe and the Far East,

where the company already operates, a
successful multi-store joint venture in

the money Marks has' sunk in

Brooks, Mr Robertl says: “If given time, we
can more than repay the Marks and Spen-

cer investment. I think Lord Rayner
*-

vision and sees a part in It for Brooks

Brothers.”

Marks and Spencer’s rise exceeds expectations
By Magflla Urry

MARKS AND Spencer’s
Interim results, announced
yesterday, revealed & strong'
performance ip its UK and
Irish businesses, and a recov-
ery in Europe. Profits from
North America, though, were
lower.

profits In file

were 12 per cent higher at
2208.7m, better than most ana-
lysts were expecting. Sales
were 11.3 per cent up at
£2.5bn. Earnings per share
rose by 11 pear cent to Sp end
the interim dividend Is &8 per
cent ahead Ht UWp.
In the UK and the Republic

at Ireland store sales were up
SB per cent to 22.1fan. The rise

Included a 2 percentage point
gain Hmmigl, twflatlnn and a
farther 2 points from new
sales area added during the
period. Thus Ukefer-Jihe vsft* -

me was around 16 per cent
ahead.
Mr Kafthr Oates, finance

director, said fids was a good
performance given the difficul-

ties in the retail sector at pres-
ent. He said the group had
Increased imHm* share, par-
Hmlnrly in . rinMHwg1.

sales rose 7.6 per cent, to Elba
inrfmllng twtfalwi irf nwly 1
per emit
Furniture mi feme fnnrish-

ings sales were under pres-
sure, but in the homeware
divulan- increases from gifts

and toiletries more than made
UP for a shortfall on famHt-
inga. Homeware sales rose 6J
per cent to 1217.2m.
Food sales were 0L9 percent

up at £879.lm, with 4 per cent
of da rise coming from, infla-

tion. The group now has Id
stand alone food stares and
plans to taka the number to

60. M and S has bought four
stores from Badgen and Is in
t»ih with Isosceles, the new
owner of Gateway, about store
purchases.

Operating profits in the UK
were 14.2 per cent up at
£216Jbn. Operating margins
rose from 9w4 per cent to 10 per
l-Wlt

fri Europe, where M and S
have token some years to get

the right, sales rose
byM per cent to £49ton and
operating profits by 2319 per
cent to £B.7m. The figures
were flattered by exchange
rate movements.MrOates said
M and 8 was now confident to
wpnii the European busin-
ess.

North. American and tor
eastern soles In total rose by
62 per emit to fl77M while
operating profits in aggiegato
foil from £&9m to £3Am. . .

Within ' that. Brooks
Brothers, the US menswear
business acquired last year,
saw opwatiug profits halved
from SIQm to £5m largely
hfooiHM (ji dfanrotion %& the
stores as motenisatlon work
was done. - New. computer
systems have been installed
mid merchandise changed.
Kings Super Markets, the US

food retail business also
bought last year, contributed
operating profits of £4.1m up
from £400,000 when it was
only Included for one

In Canada toe M and S divi-

sion saw Josses rise from £3m
to £4£m, despite store clo-

store business, adttilwM
from Sliu to £900,000 and
D’AUaird’ft, a fashion chain,
increased from torn to £2^m.
... ' See Lex

This advertisement is issued in compliance with theregulations ofthe CauncU ofThe InternationalStock Exchange.oftim United

Kingdom and the Republic ofhvland Limited ("The International Stock Exchange"). Itdoesnotconstituteorcontain an offeror

imitation to anyperson to subscribe fororpurchase any securitiesofTheTcyo TrustandBattidngCbngMUV,Limited

TRUST

The Toyo Trust& Banking Company, Limited
(Incorporated in Japan with limited liability underdie Commercial Code ofJapan)

Introduction to

The International Stock Exchange in London

sponsored by

BARCLAYS deZOETEWEDD
L I M TED

and

Toyo Trust International Limited

Nomura International pic

S. G. Warburg Securities

brokers to the Introduction

de Zoete & Bevan Limited

The Council ofThe International Stock Exchange has agreed to admit to the Official List all the shares ofcommon stock

of ¥50 par value each (“Shares”) in The Toyo Trust and Banking Company, Limited. At 30th September, 1989,

2,400,000,000 Shares were authorised and 739,354,176 Shares were in issue. Dealings in the issued Shares will

commence at 9.00am today, 1st November, 1989. The Shares are already listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchangeand the

Osaka Securities Exchange in Japan.

Listing Particulars relating to TheToyo Trustand BankingCompany, Limited are available in the statistical services of

Extel Financial Limited. Copies of the Listing Particulars may be obtained during normal business hours (Saturdays

andpublicholidays excepted)up toand including3rd November, 1989from theCompanyAnnouncementsOffice, The
International Stock Exchange, 46-50 FinsburySquare,London EC2A IDDandup toand including 15thNovember, 1989

from:

Barclays de Zoete Wedd limited

2Swan Lane
London EC4R 3TS

The ToyoTrust and Banking
Company, Limited
London Branch
83 Cannon Street

UmdonEC4N8AJ

ToyoTrust International Limited

36Queen Street

London EC4R1BN

1stNovember, 1989

JOHNLEIGRuklD

Chairman,

ISTEL GroupLbfdtsd

WVfe axe extremely excited at

the impactAT&Tand ISTEL canmake

togetheron the worid Information

technology industry in the SOfe.99

ROBERT FLEMING&CO. LIMITED

in conjunction with

BROADVIEWASSOCIATES

advised

;

ISTEL
in relation to the

£180 million

fwmrnfnpi^^^ frffep
.

from

AT&T international Inc.

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

FLEMINGS
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING
LONDON - HONGKONG • TOKYO
BARIS BANGKOK TAIPEI MANILA SEOUL

25Goptiun /BKXsue, London EC2R7DR. TWL- 01-636 5858

SYDNEY
JAKARTA

Jtaban FJemJnB&Ca United tea manbsrcfTbeSecurttietAsnctattaaond
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RISK A N A G E M E N'T

In aworldwhere shifts in interest rates and ket upheavals. For three years, Euromoneu has rankedcurrencies

afreet bottom line and your ability to compete, innovative swaps group first in strategyand

Security Pacific, some are

can your our econom

having a tailored riskmanagement strategy and in the top three in overall risk management

At Security Pacific Merchant Bank, ourjoh Every company is vulnerable. But thanks to

clients achieve superiorperformance considerably less so

s volatile markets andemerge intact from mar- thers. Call (01) 374-1462 to find out wh

EDGE

Are You As Well Equipped To Handle Interest Rate

Security

Pacific

Merchant

Bank
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A victory within sight but doubts abound
Andrew Bolger on the closing stages of Meggitt’s battle for USH, the troubled defence manufacturer

M EGGITT, the acquisi-

tive specialist engi-
neering group,

seemed yesterday to have a
takeover victory over United
Scientific Holdings firmly in its

sights.

The only question is: does
Meggitt still want the troubled
defence manufacturer, in view
of the announcement yesterday
that it would not be increasing
its final offer, which values
USH at £104m?

Sights - specifically elec-
tronic night sights for military
purposes - are the reason for

USH’s current parlous position.
It has plunged into the red
because of two fixed-price con-
tracts struck with the Ministry
of Defence by Avlmo, its elec-

tro-optics subsidiary based in
Taunton, Somerset.
One worth £18m was to sup-

ply Raven sights for GKN’s
Warrior combat vehicle. The
other, worth £17m. was for the
Thermal Observation and Gun-
nery Sight (TOGS) system for
the Army's tanks. Both have
posed severe technical prob-
lems and in the first half of the
current financial year, USH
made a pre-tax loss of £&5m,
compared to a profit of similar
proportions a year earlier.

The latest defence document
which USH rushed out late on
Monday night dismayed the

City by stating that losses and
provisions at Taunton would
amount to £17m In the full

year to the end of September -
double the provision men-
tioned by USH at its half-year.

One jaundiced analyst said:

“I haven't seen losses like this

recently outside the securities

industry. What were those

boys up to at Taunton: stock-

broking?"
The shocking figures from

Taunton are the second major
blow to the beleaguered USH’s
defence campaign. Last week
the US Federal Trade Commis-
sion blocked on competition
grounds USH's proposed sale
for $65m (£42xn) of its US sub-

sidiary .
Optic-Electronic Corpo-

ration of Dallas, to Imo Indus-
tries of New Jersey.

Imo, the world’s biggest
manufacturer of night sights,

is contesting the FTC's court
action. USH has said that if the
sale to Imo remains blocked, it

will seek another bnyer for

OEC, which makes image
intensWers for night vision
systems.

In spite of these setbacks for
USH. not everything has gone
Meggitt’s way. Since the hid
was launched on September 11

the .share prices of both compa-
nies have fallen steadily, even
if one disregards the mini-
crash of October 14. This has

United Scientific and Meggitt
Share prices (pence)

September 1989

meant that market interest has
centred solely on Meggitfs par-

tial cash alternative, which
offers £85 and 65 shares for
every 100 USH shares.

Analysts have . been con-
cerned since the outset of the
bid that Meggitt, in spite of its

Impressive acquisitive record
to date, risked biting off more
than it could chew by taking
aim at USH,
Given the bigger risks being

run by companies who can no
longer operate in a cosy envi-

ronment of “cost-plus'’ con-

tracts, was another small
player needed in an industry
increasingly subject to interna-

tional consolidation and ration-

alisation?

The 5p rise in Meggitfs
share price yesterday to 91p
therefore reflected a measure
of relief that it was not pre-

pared to offer any more to take
on USH’s troubles - and the
belief, in some quarters, that

the takeover might not go

Doubts have also been raised

about how much Meggitt could

to the troubled situation
at Taunton, given that it has
no experience in the arcane
world of military electro-optics.

Mr Nick Rest, USH’s deputy
chief executive, said: "It takes
a long time to get into a mess
like this, and a long time to get

yourself out We have taken
the necessary steps, hut the sit-

uation is stfil very delicate.

The last thing that Is needed is

a ehanan of management."
Meggitt is also in the

unusual position of saying that
it would be happy to keep
OEC, the US electTCHjptics sub-

sidiary which USH wants to
sell - if not to Imo, then to
someone else. This is in mite
of the fact that a hostile bid for

a foreign arms manufacturer
makes it very difficult for Meg-
gitt to establish what exactly Is

going on in the company which
USH is determined to seQ.

USH baa said one Qf its mein
reasons for wanting to sell

OEC is the restrictions placed
on management control by a
non-US owner, deriving from
the US Government’s require-

ment for a voting trust and
proxy board. Meggitt says it is

not unhappy with such a sys-
tem, although it would seek a
less restrictive form of arrange-
ment and might change the
proxies.

The progress of the bid

seems' likely to turn on the
availability of the figures
which Mr Ken Coates, Meg-
gitt’s managing director;.

soughtyesterday - concerning.

USH’s trading outlook ami debt
position. .

• • * -L „
' Meggitt ww^d - eatainly be
picking up a lotus assets for its

£104m bid. OEC has ’a £42m
price tag and USH’s 65 per cent
stake in Avlmo Singapore is

worth £4im, according to Mr
Prest. That means Meggitt
would be paying little more
thaw £2Qm for Alvis. the Coven-
try-based armoured -vehicles

manufacturer, Avimo Taunton,
and USH’s smaller subsidiaries
in France and West Germany.

Alvis, which makes the Scor-

pion light tank and the;
Stormer multi-pureose light

:le, hasarmoured' vehicle,

tently been.-identlfifid .as a com-
pany which might interest a
larger group, such as GKN or

The battle for USH is dearly
nearing its climax and even
one of the company's image'
intenstfiers could not help to

discern the outcome. What
seems certain is that Meggitt,

even' if it received a wave of
acceptances by - yesterday's
8pm deadline, is not prepared
to proceed unless it can obtain

a dearer idea of just what it is

getting itself into.

Lexterten up for sale as Era incurs £437,000 loss
By Clay Harris

ERA GROUP, the specialist
retailer, plans to sell Lexterten.
the loss-making reproduction
furniture subsidiary which pul-

led the company Into the red in

the first half of this year.

Era reported a pre-tax loss of
£437,000 in the six months to

June 30, against a profit of
£828,000 in the same period of
1988. The interim dividend is

maintained at lp.

Lexterten, Era’s first acquisi-
tion in its evolution from “The
Times" Veneer, made an
Interim operating loss of
£469,000 (£274,000 profit).

This reflected not only the
general downturn in furniture
demand. Era said, but also
internal production and con-
trol problems.
Era said It had received

approaches from several par-

ties interested in buying all or
part of Lexterten.

Despite the subsidiary's mar-
ket position, the general out-

look for furniture in the UK
and Lexterten’s heavy involves
piffnt in manufacturing led the
hoard “to consider seriously a
disposal as being in the best
interests of the group.”
Other businesses turned

round positively from the 1988

half, reporting profits of
£376,000 (£173.000 loss).

They now Include the Beat-
ties of model anti hobby
shops, Tecno and Fox camera
shops and Roystan, a distribu-

tor of fittings and accessories
to the furniture and DIY
-trades.

Era also suffered because it

had no properly profits to
report in the half, against

£615,000 last time. Moreover, it

paid net interest of £344,000,
compared with net receipts of
£112

,000.

Group turnover rose 54 pa
cent to £34.67m <£2££lm). A
loss per share of 0.66p com-
pared with earnings' of
0.77p.

Era shares' closed' 2p higher
at 44p, one-quarter of the peak
reached in July 1967.

MARKS & SPENCER
Marks and Spencer p.I.c. unaudited results for the first half of the 1989S90 financial year.

Highlights from
THE STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN, THE LORD RAYNER
• Group profit before tax Increased by 12% to
£209m.
• Group Sales were £2.5 billion an increase of
11.3%. U.K. Clothing Sales Increased by 7.6% with
Ladleswear and Lingerie performing particularly
well. Food sales increased by 5.9%.
• Earnings and dividend Increased by 11.8% and
8.8% respectively.
• Borrowing has been significantly reduced by
the emphasis we have placed on Group cash
management.

However, the long term Investment In additional
store spaefe Is being maintained at home and
overseas.
• U.K. operating profitability was up from 9.4%
to 10.0% as a result of sales Increases and tight
control of costs. Thesd results highlight the
.Group's strengths during a difficult trading period
for retailers. Customers-continue to recognise
the value and quality of our merchandise and the
group continues to benefit from the loyalty and
commitment of our suppliers.

The unaudited results of the Group for the first half of the 1989/90 financial year are announced as follows:

26 weeks ended Year ended
30th Sept 1st Oct 31st March 1989

1989 1988 Inc (52 weeks)

£ million £ million % £ million

GkOUP TURNOVER (note 1) 2.503.5 2.250.2 . 11.3 5.121 .5

GROUP TRADING PROFIT (note 3) 227.3 198.9 14.3 567.4
(Losses)/Profit on disposal of fixed assets (1.6) 0.2 (4.6)
Surplus on disposal of leasing activities — 0.7 - 0.9

GROUP OPERATING PROFIT (note 4) 225.7 199,8 13.0 563.7
Net interest payable
Provision for United Kingdom Employees'

(11.8) (8.9) (21.6)

Profit Sharing Scheme (note 5) (5.2) (4.6) (13.1)

GROUP PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION (note 10) 208.7 186.3
'

12.0 529.0
TAXATION (note 11) (73.0) (65.2) (185.1)

GROUP PROFIT AFTER TAXATION 135.7 121.1 343.9
Profit attributable to minority Interests (0.5) (0.2) (1-0)

PROFIT ATTRIBUTABLE TO SHAREHOLDERS 13S.2 120.9 11.8 342.9

Earnings per share 5.Op 4.5p 12.9p

The Dirpctort hj«e desired an interim dividend of I.BSp per ihare compared with l.7p last year, an increase of 6.046. This gives in Interim dividend of £49.7m (lest

year £45.4mj which will be paid on 26th January 1990 to shareholders whose names are on the Register of Members at the close of business on 23rd November 1989-
Shareholders may choose to take This dividend In shares or in cash. Full details will be sent to shareholders in December.

NOTES:

1 Group Sales (excludingVAT led otter sales uam> are aa follows:

7* »HU alidad
10th Sapt 1 *t Oct lilt March 1969

1**4 1*M l"C (51 waaka)

Uallid Kingdom and (Ira Slorti
C million Cmlllloa « E million

Clirth.ng 1.021 2 941.4 76 2.153.4
Ho*nentire 2172 204 a S S 51a.

7

S7V1 BIO 1 S.4 1.7R4.5

Ovarian Slorai j niM 7)
2.117

1

1.98S 7 66 4.454.6

(trope 4 fl B 44.7 92
North Anrrkci and fJr Eiit {noiri MB) 2719 171.5 620 458 4

Oiraec Capon Sjlai OiniMf tha Croup 22 6 21 a 3.7 45 8

2 <6( 9 7.221.7 10 9
financial AcurWai la 7 26 5 36 5 44 5

TOTAL GROUP TURNOVER 2.501 5 2.250 2 11 J 5.121 S

2.U K. pr!«e in "l<ke 6jr IA«* TertSenJiiC was IV on C laming and Honeware and 4Qs on
Pond, W, trier* nn 4H more selling spate rh,« th* nme period lax year and we eallnale lhai
4>I coulr.buled .'h -a the sale, iniftiv.

) Grasp Trading Profit is alter charging depreciation of CSS.9m (last year £44.7a).
4 Cram Operating Prof., ar>ves at follnwt

1919 198*

tat
ThF U«i*m K.ngdtm and E.re 2162
Eurupe ("PH 7| 5.7
Nn'lh Amint a trvd tvlnl i. 7S 4) 2.8 5.9

225 7 199.

S

i Ai the t"-i of rich f-eancial ,ea» Hie Di’etwrl allocate a piepumon nf the Uemd Kingdom
profile »» it* emploroe, en4rr the te-ma of the United Kingdom Employee,* Profit Sharing
Scheme hgewr hit been made against the half rear profit Lan year's prufit share hat hern
idlinnil in proportion to the full year's actual allocation

6 The USA and far £as« rrtuitt for list sear include ihe result* olBrcoti Brothers from 24lh April
1TS8 and Sings Super Martels from Mm August <988

1. The results nf overset! luhitd-ariei have Been translated uting average rate* o! exchange ruling

during the Manual period Turnover and operating profits have been distorted at a remit of the
laaremer* ol caching? rues Enpirsied in local currency. European sains and operating prolils

mere ft 8 1* and iC fh irsprcliarl/ higher than last year. In Canada, ivracurr ait lead with last

year and the operating loti in fasat ,ui rent, rr j, !< 14 higher ihan In, year. In the United Stitei,

turniae, .a. 97 r
.V, higher arJ the oaerating profit eras 28.51* lower. The Hoeg Kong remits

are not S'lfadra b* currencr movements

0 The turnnaer for ftorch America and the far last of C!7?9m ;U»t yeer £111 5m J is analysed

as killom.

tea
U.S-A. and Tar- Eaat (noie 6)

Brooka Sroihara 65.

0

67.1
Kingt Super Marheit 90.6 1S.S
Hang Kong 5.3 2.7
D'Allii-d', U 5 - 04

1814 *5.7

Canada
Markt B Spanear Dnh -in 333 34.2
reap let 42.2 31.2
DVUuird's 21.4 11.2

96.9 85.

B

M rdilQMt.:

1919 1988

Cm
U.S.A. and FarEaia

B-onkt Drdthar, so 10.0
Kingi Sapor Marlieit 4.1 0.4
Hoag Kong 101) n.ll
Corporate B«p«ni«1 €1-4) fO 3)

7.6 9.0

Canada
Marin S Spcnctr Dir.non (10)
reoplet {0.9> (1.1)
D'Ailj.nJ'i 2.4 2.0

(OJ) (0.4)

0*1 (1.1)

The Croup Profit Before Taxation tan be inalrted btrana:
1989 1988

Cb 6»
Retailing 2Q3jO isa.B
Financial ActiUHitt 3.7 5.5

208J 1*6.3

Financial Aetivitios rompnse leasing, treasury, urtpranea and financial services. Financial

icnices. which includes Ouuircinj. Budget accounts, pertonal loans and the umi trust
produced a profit before rap of t } tun (last yea> £2 lm). Last year's Financial Activities Included
the surplus on diapoial of <e»lng acin'iliel of £0.7et.

11. The laaafran charge for the first half of last year fiat Ufa ad jut ted to re fleet the actual rate pf
tlhlluUI on the yrar’s profit

12 The Summary of Return tor tile year ended 11,1 March 14*9 does no, run, f Ifin* tile f*H financial

ttilqmenrt within (he meaning dt 5254 <>f the Companies Act 1985. The Report and full Financial
S'aiement* tar mat year were delivered to the Jteglslrir pi Companies with an unqualified
Audit Hoputf

SfflUchoeL

London quote
for Toyo Trust
nwaiinga start today on the
International Stock Exchange
in the shares of Toyo Trust
which, are already listed in
Japan. The listing has been
sponsored by Barclays de Zoete
Wedd together with Toyo Trust
International. Nomura Interna-

tional and SG Warburg Securi-
ties. Brokers to the introduo-
ttonare de^ofete^andBevanr-
A Paris listing is planned

next year.

IN BRIEF

ALLIED PARTNERSHIP
Group has acquired the Alpha-
bet group or companies for
£931,554 cash. Alphabet pro-
vides shortr-tetni cabin hiring

services. •

ELECTROCOMPONENTS is
spending £1£ul on expanding
the RS Components headquar-
ters at Corby, Northampton-
shire.

INVESTORS CAPITAL Trust:
Net asset value expanded 19
per cent from 887Ap to 45&5p

(l4J3p), payable from eamtngs
per share of l&4Sp (l6JJ6p)-

KC RESTAURANTS has pur-
chased Crispins Fish Restau-
rants and Takeaways from
Manor Catering, a subsidiary
of Ranks Hovis McDougall, for
£&3m cash.
MAI has acquired 94 per cent
of Nordic Broker Moneymar-
kets, a domestic moneybrokef
based in Stockholm. Purchase
consideration was not revealed
but was said to be not material
to MATS halannp sheet.
NEW LONDON has acquired
the business and assets of
three companies that traded
under the name of Pruitt Free
and Vacuum Companies, oper-
ating from Bryan, Texas. Con-
sideration was $400,000
(£254,000) with a further
8200,000 payable in cash over
the next year.
NORCROS has acquired the
Hinckley business of Lin Pac
Plastics, the tensional strap-"

ping systems subsidiary of Lin
Pac Systems International.

QUARTO GROUP has sold its

Food Arts magazine title to a
New York publisher.
WENTWORTH INTERNA-
TIONAL has entered Into a
conditional agreement to
acquire Dowland Press, a litho
printer and manufacturer of
specialist envelopes, for an
aggregate consideration of
£2.04m, satisfied as to £l.l9m
cash, the Issue of 250,000 new
ordinary shares and the issue
of £750,000 of guaranteed loan
notes. The agreement provides
for the payment to be made to
the vendors by Dowland of a
dividend of £324,000 (net of
ACT) and pension contribu-
tions of £200,000 immediately
prior to completion.
WHITECROFT has acquired
Barnes Bros Finishers, of

Blackburn, Lancashire, for
£598,000 via the issue of 195,610

ordinary shares. Barnes Is a
bleacher, dyer and finisher of
cotton and cotton-blend fab-

rics.

BOARD MEETINGS
TTw tottowfatg oomjAmtw te*o notifiedMi
Of board itmUnga la ttw Stock Exchangw.
Such maMloQa ara u»u»Oy held tor ttw our-

poto ot coratdorinc dMOanda. Official mac*
dona ara not avaUaMo aa to wtaathar flu
dividend* an Inhrtte dr Huai* and Aa sub-
dMauwn ahowi below ara baaed mainly on
last ysVa tlinaialdea.

TODAY
Ixarhae- BrllMi Wand Airways, Cflatten

Aidaans, Powered*on krfl. RTT Capita/ Part-

ners. naBhant. Socarttaa Trust tt Scotland.

Rnato- Aaidey Oram. ertdporaOundty. Cook
(Wm), Fanner (JHJ. ftmdtowat

PUTVRI DATS*

Nov. *
Dec. 23
Dec. 7
Nov. 23
Nov. iff

Nov. W
Nov. 0
Nov. 8
No*, g

Nov. K>
Dec. 21
Nov 29
No*. 1*
Nov. 14
NO*. 14

BMlib Syphon bids

Boctrto A Geooral
PHtlpa Lamm m~.-~.~i>.—

,

POvrefi Dvfiryn

RPH ....

South African Biewdriea .—
Sovetey Industrie*

roe —
Bankers Iftvtttnttnt Trust — ..

Ban -

Hunan ... ..... —....

Flue Osh#* Invention*
TomUneona -

Tievur Humphries

vehlde FanbEtdge Investments, unveiled a hfeheaMhan-espscted

«8&n pre-tax profits forecast. . . . _

“Business needs to be taken forward by investment for the

future”, WM* Mr Woolley as be took the opportunity to declare

Ss^totalopposltion” on to levirag^ids^ as ttat

touA Pemltridge. -And our forecast shows their offer Is inade-

quate as weH,” he claiined.

Bnllough pays £7m for

Sharp & Law subsidiary
By Andrew Hill

BULLOUGH, the office
furniture and- engineering,
group, has bought Sharp &
Law's retail shelving subsid-

iary from the' administrative
receivers who were appointed
at the ailing USM shopfitter

earlier this month.
The industrial holding com-

pany is to 1 pay about £7m cash
for Baxter Fell Northfleet, one
of several Sharp subsidiaries

which continued to trade after

the receivers were called in at

the parent company.
The receivers have also sold

BEN’S freehold property for
£2.75zn.

In 1988, BFN made. £2.?m
before interest and tax, on-
sales of £25m. BuBoa^i said
BFN*a sales had risen . 10 per
cent In the first half of this

-yeagrbut-the groupmade a. loss

.

due to Increased competition
and the introduction of a new
product range. It said the same
factors would have an adverse

affect on BFNTS profitability fro-

the rest of the year.

. Bnllough said BFN would
join Its refrigeration and store

fitting side, which last year
made operating profits of £5.5m
on sales of £59m. Store fitting

contributed 10 per cent of oper-

ating profits.

Receivers were appointed at

Sharp & Law earlier this

month after several difficult

months at the shopfitter,
which has been hit by higher
interest rates and the poor
retail climate.
The receivers were hoping to

sell several of the group's
subsidiaries as going
concerns.

DIVIDENDS ANNOUNCED
’

. . t

Current
payment

Data of
payment

Conres -

ponding
dividend

Total
(or

year

Total
last

year

Cambridge Inst _lalltt 0.28 .
Jan B 0.24 - 0.85

ERA Int 1 Dec 15 1 - 2-75

Estates & Agency-.Jnt 2.25 - 2 - 5
Gresham Houm —Jnt 3 Dec 22 3 - 6.6

Infl Ctty —fln - nil - 4.6 nil 7b
VOjlRHn Ulf —fin 1 7 - 8 10 8.5

Harks I Spencer .—Int l^st* Jan 26 1-7 - 5.6

Office mat Etec —_Jnt a.i - 0-1 - 0.1

Ralston' InV TM _—dll 0.73 - - - 1*
Smallatmw (R) int nil - 0-75 - 3
Stonpgard -Jrtf o.it - Fofr19 nil - 0.1

udo :—;

—

—fln 2-5 Dec 15 1.71 3A 2j43

Dividends shown pence per share net except where otherwise stated.
•Equivalent alter allowing for scrip issue. tOn capital increased by
rights and/or acquisition issues. §USM stock. §§Unquoted stock. Third
martcet ACaxrieft'^crip'optioti.^Pold ibf^-period from October 25 1988
to March 31 1989.

MONTHLY AVERAGES OF STOCK INDICES
October September August July

Financial Tunes
Government Saourtttaa _

Fhcad Interest

Gold Mima .

—

SEAQ Bargains (5 pan.)

F.TnActuariea
Industrial Group——
500 SHare
Ftadncial Group—i

AN-Shara—

8450
9421

1786.7

20345

2R284

1138.00
1223.70

' 757.14 -

1110^8

83.79

96-55

1959.0

20R0
25,859

1245.34

132932
814.10

120437

87.24

97.77

1960-3

199.6

2BJ15

1243.45

1323.05

799.71

119538

8694
96.87
18833
1979

28.123

1192.85
1273.48

783.63
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tfar the front ofpermission to deal in rftc

of CCS. - Group ptc In tht UnHotJ Securiaa ....
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to Ik* Council of The Slock
Hole ofike issued there capital

C.C.S. GROUP phs
(lDcmponited in Bn^famd and Wales with n^istered number 178467J
Introduction of the whole of the issued share capital of
the Company to the .Unlisted Securities Market by

Stock Beech Securities Limited

SHARE CAPITAL
Issued

and fully paidAuthorised
£4,000,000" ordinary shares of alp each £3,163^477^60

The prindpal activity of C.C.S. Group pk is the
provision of specialist plastering, painting and flooring
services to the construction industry and that of a
general builders merchant.

PamcuJare of the Company are available through die
Extel Financial Unlisted Securities Market Service and
copies of such particulars may be obtained during usual
business hours on any weekday (Saturdays and public

and incluttinS 15th November
1989 from the addrrases set out below and during usual

thwv™1

!.

1*
°J

2nd md 3rd November 1989 fromthe company Announcements Office, The 1

Inter-sasssr 46 Fmsbuiy

Wragge St Co.,

Bank House.
8 Cherry Sweet,

Birmingham,

B2SJY.

Slock Beech Securities Limited,'

Beech House,
GrtcnfieJd Crescent,

'

Edgbaston,

Binningltem BIS 3BB.

/« November 1989
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CiIearing The Air About High-Definition Television Nq 4

Does Americas Progress

In HDTV Depend On Uncle Sam?
OrUncle Sugar?

The professional television

industry already has all

the ingredients to succeed in

high-definition television.

In fact, what We really

needfrom the Federal

Government is not a cup

ofsugar, but the recipe. Spending is no substitute for leadership.

e need Unde Sam to set the

F
technical parameters for delivering

iTKjtion-fwrfure-quality television

into thehome. Once these delivery standards

have been set the industry can implementpro-

duction standards for makingHDTV programs.

Onlyby settingstandards canwe reasonably

Hiylt riiftifclw frf

ButiFs to no on^s advantage to make a deci-

sion as for-reaching as this without examining

aS the options.And consideringall thecon-

sequerKes—economicoiltural and political.

Unfortunately, Ihe ddivery standards for

conventional television, set almost 50 years ago.

cannot acxxMnrnodate true high-definitionTV

witfi its voracious demands on our limited

broadcast spectrum.

Economics and common sense suggest that

HDTV should be compatible with existingTV

receivers. Some sort ofenhanced-definitfon

television could be an interim step to trueHDTV.

However; other nations are already moving

ahead and the U.S. should not accept standards

thatare substantially and permanently lower

than those of the ft. nations we compete with.

What appears tobe a safe path today cook!

tom into a dead end tomorrow. Ora minefield.

The currentNTSC standard, named for the

National Television System Committee which

established it was probablyhigher than it

needed tobe at the time it was setThaFs one

reasonwhy iFs lasted for almost 50years.

likewise, the standardforHDTVneeds

tobeof high-enough quality to allow for file

ingenuity ofa free market. To allow for inno-

vation. natural cost reductions, and a free Sow

oftechnology to otherindustries.Ataminimum,

itshould allow the U.S. to compete successfully

in other markets, like Europe and Japan, which

alreadyhave committed to file higher standards

of trueHDTV

The US. should choose an HDTV
standard ihat ensures a path to the future.

It looks good at home, but

am it compete in open waters

7

VVe're not talking about competing just for the

sale ofTVs and VCRs. Ffeople who viewHDTV

solely as a potential savior of the American

consumer electronics industry are missing the

trig picture.

Granted, the manufacture ofconsumer

electronics is a large industry—one which rep-

resents a lot ofmoney and a lot ofjobs. Bui

making television sets is a narrow endeavor

compared to making Television.

Just ttdnk of the dollars and people involved in

the professtonalTV industry. The thousands

of program production and post-production

companies who make and exportTVshows and

commercials. The1400American television

stationsand nearly20,000cable systems who

bring those programs into thehome. And the

professional equipmentmanufacturers, like

Ampex,whomaketheequipmentandvideotape

for recording, producingand delivering

television programs.

You may be surprised toknow that file United

States is the world leader in aB of these areas.

People who think theHDTV issue is just

about TV sets aren'tgating Ike picture.

More important, it is in the professional TV

industry where new technology like HDTV is

spawned—not in consumer electronics.

TheVCR and portable video camera were

professional tools long before they became

available at local retailers. The professionalTV

industry has also spawned technology now

used in myriad other fields—from education to

aerospace, from medicine to police investigation.

Most of these technical achievements were

produced by independent American companies

without government assistance.

HDTV can happen the same way:

If You Watched TV Today
You Saw Ampex.

An amazing numberofadvances in otherfields

area direct outgrowth ofTV tedmology.

Whether ornotweneed"Unde Sugar" to

subsidize research and developmentor topro-

vide faxbreaks or trade restrictions is a matter

ofopinion. One thing's clear. Unde Sam must

set the standards and if those standards aren't

competitive in world markets, all that sugar is

going to go to waste.

Wfe need some decisions. Fast decisions would

be good. Educated ones would be better For

more information about this important issue,

write to us on your letterhead and ask for your

copy of our HDTV brochure We're the world's

leading professional TV company.

Ampex Corporation

401 Broadway, Dept 7J-

Redwood Gty, CA 94063

AMPEX

31
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Thisadvertisement Is issuedIn compliance with the Regulations ofthe Council ofTheStock Exchange.
Listing Particulars relating to Genesis Chile Fund Limited (the "Fundi have been delivered to the
Registraraccompanies inEnglandand WalesMpjfHcation has been made to theCouncUofpteStock

AGENESIS
FUNDMANAGERS LIMITED

*

GENESIS CHILE FUND LIMITED
(Incorporated and registered with limited liability under the lawsofGuernsey, registered number 21273)

Placing of 6,000,000 Participating Shares of 1 cent each

at U-S.$10.15 per Participating Share

The Fund is a dosed-ended investment company whose aim is to achieve long-term

capital growth through investment in the equity marled in Chile.

Authorised
USS 100,000
USS 1,000

Share Capital

Participating Shares of 1 cent each
Founder Shares of $1 each

Issuedand
to beissued

JS$60,Q00
US$1,000

In accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Council of The Stock Exchange
•Kitcat & Aitken and NCL Investments limited have placed 1,856,620 and 972,080
Participating Shares respectively. In addition. Genesis Investment Management Limited
has placed 3. 1 7 1 300 Participating Shares.

Listing Particulars relating to the Fund are available in the statistical services of Extel

Financial Limited. Copies of the Listing Particulars may be obtained for collection only

during normal business hours (Saturdays and public holidays excepted) up to and
including 3rd November, 1989 from the Company Announcements Office, The Stock

Exchange, 46-50 Finsbury Square, London EC2A 1DD, and up to and including
17th November, 1989 from:

*Kitcat & Aitken,

71 Queen Victoria Street,
London EC4V 4DE

NCL Investments Limited,
Bartlett House,

9-12 Basinghall Street,

London EC2V 5NS

Genesis Investment
Bowater House West,
68 Knightsbridge,
London SW1X7LT

1st November, 1989
*A Divisxra ofRBC Dominion Securities International limited

ARROWS^ LIMITED
TRADE FINANCIERS

Tradingfunds without
ENCUMBERING
YOUR ASSETS

Arrows Ltd. are anxious to meet companies
ofproven strength who find their expansion

plans hindered and their corporate
development frustrated by liquidity problems.
Using oursystem ofoff-balance sheetfinance
we will trade with you in your stock and
thereby releasethose precious funds.

Our rates are very competitiveandwedonot
require tangible security.

We aretomorrow’s company

Financing the future

If your company has a turnover in excess

of one million pounds, is profitable

and could benefitfrom short term trading

funds then contact our Business
Development Office at:

ARRO\VS^[JMIILl>
FT44 |

Please send me further information

Name

Title

Td:

ARROWS LIMITED FREEPOST
Arrows House. Dunham Mount. Dunham Road.

Altrincham, Cheshire WAW 4AO.
ToL 3500. TdrxA670S2. Arrows G. Fa*. 001-928 4941

For our current interest rates call up Arow on Reuters

<&
Nationwide
Anglia SSf

£300,000,000

FloatingRareNotes
Doe 1996

(Second Series)

(Laurel by Nationwide
Building Society)

Interest Race:

153925% perannum

Interest Iferiod:

31 October; 1989 1»
30November;1989

InterestAmountper
£5,000 Note due

30Novembez; 1989: £6336

InterestAmountper
£50,000 Note dne

30 November; 1989:£63237

Agent Baric
Baring Brothers 6t Co^ limited

MOTOR CAR
ADVERTISING
appears every

Saturday in the

WEEKEND FT.

Telephone
JOCELYN HUNTER
ON 01-873 3658

UK COMPANY NEWS

Change of direction at textile group as new management team steps in

Reverse takeover and
rights at R Smallshaw
By Andrew Hill

NEW MANAGEMENT is to

unravel the original strategy of

R Smallshaw (Knitwear), a tex-

tile manufacturer and dyer, via
a reverse takeover.

Smallshaw will become a
consultancy, recruitment and
training business and rhangs
its name to CRT Group.
CRT’s first action will be to

launch a seven-forone rights

Issue to raise £6.6m. The new
shares will be offered at 4%)
against the market price of Tip.
at which Smallshaw’s shares
were suspended last Friday.
Dealings are expected to start

again on November 27.

Mr Mike Griffiths, chairman
and chief executive of Excali-

bur Group, the jewellery, preci-

sion engineering and merchan-
dising group, was the catalyst

for the deaL
He brought together Mr Greg

Rigby, riiwhniHH and managing
director of Bowerley, a sales
training, consultancy and
recruitment business mid Mr
Karl Chapman, who had
already spotted the potential of
that market. Smallshaw will

buy Bowerley for up to £2.4m
in shares.
Mr Chapman, 27, a former

director of Guinness Mahon

Unit Trust Managers, behaves
the fragmented consultancy,
training and recruitment mar-
ket is worth about £30bn a
year.

Mr Griffiths - who
approached Excalibur Jewel-
lery, the ailing Birmingham
wholesaler, with a similar deal
in 1987 - put the reverse take-
over proposal to the Smallshaw
family

He will be CRTs non-execu-
tive chairman, owning about
10.6 per cent of the enlarged
group. Mr Chapman, who is to
become an executive director,

win control 5.3 per cent.
Through Bowerley. Mr Rigby
will own a further I4J9 per cent
and will become CRT’s manage
ing director.

In 1988-89, Bowerley maite
£296,000 (£278,000) before tax on
sales of £L08m (£915,000).

"What has really attracted:
us Is that with a market cap£-
talisation of £9.4m, net assets
of £10.4m, and significant cash
in the hank [£2£m after the
proposed acquisition and
rights issue], we will be build-
ing on a very strong- founda-
tion,” said Mr Chapman yester-
day.
The knitwear business.

Approaches made to

‘cash rich’ MBS
By Nigel Clark and Vanessa HoukJer

MBS, the computer services

company, has been approached
by a number 'of companies,
although no offers have materi-

alised. The shares closed 2p
lower at 25p.

Mr Owen Williams, chair-
man, said yesterday: “We have
had a number of discussions

with companies that see MBS
as increasingly cash rich.” The
company has a cash balance of
about £Sm which it anticipates

will swell to £18m-£20m by
December 1990.

He added that the company
was considering repaying some
of ttils money to shareholders
after a capital reconstruction
that would probably he com-
pleted -next - May allowing
resumption of the dividend.

Acquisitions were also being
contemplated, although these
were unlikely in the near
future.

His comments were made
following the announcement of
results covering a traumatic
six months at the end ofwhich
ongoing businesses showed a
trading profit of £X.04m on
turnover of JJ8.03m-
However, that was swamped

by losses of £4.69m on activi-

ties which have been discontin-

ued or are about to be discon-

tinued leaving a pretax loss of
£7.1m.
The company, once Europe’s

largest IBM distributor, was
forced to sell its core product
sales division after that 5ide of

the - business fell into- losses
resulting in a deficit of £14.1m
last year.

It is also planning to sell

Microtek, the Altos system dis-

tributor.

Mr wilhama said the com-
pany was confident of the
potential of the remaining
computer services division,
which is the second largest In
the British market, but did not
expect income In the second
half to show significant
growth. •

He added that the manage-
ment buy-out of the product
sales side more than made up
for the losses and left the com-
pany with net cash. The nomi-
nal value of goodwill arising
from the sale less the expected
costs were taken as an extraor-

dinary credit of £7-24m (£LS7m
charge).
Total turnover for the six

months to July 5 was £64.4m,
against £6L34m last time when
there was a profit of £215,000.

The loss per share wasTp (02p
earnings).

Third Market to merge with USM
By Clara Pearson

Sempemova, set up to exploit
research findings on non-toxic
fruit coatings, said yesterday
that it was Joining the Third
Market
At the same time the Stock

Exchange announced plans to
ahniinh thin tier for the small-
est quoted companies.

In a consultative document

Clerical Medical announces that with effect

from 1st November 1989 the Mortgage Base
Rate will increase by 1% for the purposes of

Clerical Medical/Kleinwort Bensonmortgage
schemes.

V
ehide coctraa hire blandishments lacking

subaaoce can prove equally perilous. It's

only law that the consequences ofa tasty

decisionbecomeapparent

From Cowie interieasing, experience, choke,

operational and regional flexibility, aid industry

leadership present demonstrable advantages at the

outset.

And in a relaxed, yet professional, manna — far

-I removed from D’Amy's disaster.

4
'And theyseemed so reasonableat the negotiating table”, reflected D’Arcy.

Talk to Cowie Interkasbg soon

feeling ofbdng all at sea.

and avoid that

VEHICLE CONTRACT H I R E ... the essential view from the Industry leader.

North Hylton Road. SunderlandSR4 7BA.

Tel: (0911510 0494 Fax: (091 1 514 4124

MhOaods IS? BroadStmt, Birmingham BI5 1ED.

Tel: (0211 632 4222 Fax: (0211 643 9034

Sovth 2B Buckingham Avenue. Slough SLI 4NB.

Tel: (0753) 22991 Fax: (0753) 34SS3

which forms part of the UK’s
response to European Commu-
nity directives on new issues,

the Exchange said it proposed
to merge the Third Market
with the Unlisted Securities
Market
The Exchange, which pro-

poses the trading record
requirement for the USM
should be reduced from three
to two years, hopes to finalise

plans for the markets’ merger
by next January.
Sempemova’a placing is of

6.23m ordinary shares at 40p
each, representing 43 per cent
of the enlarged issued share
capital and raising a net £2.1m
In new money.
Sempemova has traded since

1984 - moving into a pre-tax
profit of £137,000, scored on
sales of £1.2Tm, for the first

time in the year to end-March
1989. It said there will be no
dividend payment for the cur-
rent financial year.
Meanwhile, the USM gained

a recruit yesterday in the form
of Air London International,
which with a £6.6m Dotation,
becomes the only UK quoted
air charter broking company.
The placing is of 2.67m

shares at 75p each, represent-
ing 30.2 per cent of the share
capital. Half of these are being
sold by Mr Tony Mack, the
company’s chairman.
At the placing price, the his-

toric p/e is 11.3 and the
notional net annual dividend
for the year to end-July is

2.25p-

Last year Air London made
pre-tax profits of £331,000
(£124,000) after directors' pen-
sion contributions and bonus
payments of £453,000 (£249,000),

which will now be discontin-
ued.

A/S JYSKE BANK

USS 40,000,000 Flouting Rats

Notes dua 1994

In Mcordane* nffli flieMm and con-

ditions at Bw Maws, naU» Is hmby
Btvnn tun tha Interest rate apnAabie
Eortfw six month* portod from October

31. 1888 to April 30. UMartUbeBii*.
the coupon amount per US* 10.000
(Unomlnations bo USS 4M22 end
par USS 2WXW tiwmlnaHw* win be
US) 10,606.47.

BANOUE GENERALS
DU LUXEMBOURG &A

Reference Age**

founded in 1967, will continue
to trade as Smallshaw under
the CRT umbrella; managed by
its crating directors.

“Clearly we have a number
of options: we could run the
business [Smallshaw] as ft Is;

we could make a couple of stra-

tegic acquisitions which would
strengthen it; and there are
other alternatives,'' said Mr-
Chapman. >"

Neither he nor Mr Griffiths
would comment on the possi-
bility of the knitwear operation
being sold .

In the six months to June 30.

:

Smallshaw lost £1844)00 before;
tax and an exceptional gain on
a sale an(i iiiwi com-

S^SwteSflSt^gMrKari Chapman, director, Mike

Griffiths, chairman, and Greg Rigby, managing director

- pared with £229,000 made in
the-equivalent period. ; .

• Earnings per share slipped

from 5.95p to 0.16p and no
interim' dividend is to be paid,

after the group was hit by the

warm summer weather mid a

temporary decline In demand
for knitwear.

Part of the knitting produc-
tion line has been suspended
temporarily as part of a ration-

alisation scheme.- making 86
staff redundant

Kunick sells Bell arm for £31m
By Jam Fuller

KUNICK, the leisure and
healthcare -group, has sold the
Tnnroifnrrinrenp arm Of ItS BeH-
Fnut amusement subsidiary to
management for £30J9m.
The deal comes less than 11

weeks after Kunick announced
the £8Tm purchase of Bell-Fruit
from Quoteplan in a move
which doubled its size and
raised its gearing to 60 per
cent
Mr TfansuriT Smith

a

rhairtnnri

of the USM-Hsted company,
said: T would not have bid for
the whole business if I did not
believe we could have sold this
part to management We are
experts in the operation of
these machines, not their man-
ufacture.”
At the time of the acquisi-

tion, be said he hoped to get
£28m for Bett-Prutt Manufac-
turing (BFM), the supplier of
about 17 per cent of the
machines operated by Bell-
Fruit Services - the part of
the business he really
wanted.
Although Mr Smith yester-

day described that price expec-
tation as cautious, he said he
was pleased to have settled on
£30Bm, bearing in mind that
"some people have been worry-
ing about the climate for
MBOs."
The buy-out team, led by Mr

Keith Healey, managing direc-

tor, is paying £29m immedi-

ately ««ifl the remaining £L9m
in a year’s timeTKunfok alms
to use the cash to restore the
balance between its Interests

in leisure and healthcare for

the elderly.

Mr Smith said the target was
50:50, but brokers ware fore-

casting that 80 per cent of the
business would He In leisure

this year.

This left healthcare, which
involved nursing homes, domi-
ciliary services anti one acute
hospital, with a lot of ground
to make up.
Mr Smith admitted there was

no "synergy” between the two
wings of the business, which
on the leisure side includes
operating 40,000 amusement
machines in UK pubs,

.

distributing video games in
Prance and running dungeons
in London, York and, soon,
Paris.

The benefit lay, be said, in
ploughing money from the
mature leisure activities into

the cash-hungry development
of healthcare facilities. For
example, Kunick had just

agreed to buy Caldaire
Independent Hospital for
Chn.
Funding for the buy-out has

been arranged by Barclays
Development Capital,, which
has underwritten £lLlnr of
equity capiiaL Barclays- de
Zoete Wedd has underwritten
£10m of mezzanine finance and
Barclays Bank Acquisition
Finance Unit, £12.7m of senior
debt inr.hKUng working capital

facilities and interest rate
swaps.

BFM, which made a profit of
£7m on turnover of £26.8m Ra-
the year to July 1, will con-
tinue to be one of the compa-
nies supplying amusement
machines to Kunick.

The business could soon
receive a fillip from- the Gam-
ing Board through an expected
raising of *h» •wmimiim stake
from lOp to 20p.

Companies like BFM would
both carry out conversions of
Minting machines and benefit
from more buoyant trade
as pahs increased their
revenue.
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This advBrtjauiiMnt is ironed In compBance with the requiremente
ofthe Council ofThe International Stock Rxchangn of the United
Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland Limited ("the Stock
Exchange*)

W B Industries pic
• (Incorporated and Registered In England trader tht-Companin

Ante 1882-1800. Segiitmd No. 791310

- Introduction by
Henry Cooke, Lumsden pie

- followingthe acquisition ofEbon & Robbins,
Public Limited-Company and a Rights Issue of up to

24,588325 Ordmaiy shares of lOp each at 2Sp

Authorised
£
4,112,489

387,511

4£00,000

Shane Capital

Ordinary abates of lOp each
Defined shares of lOp each

Issued and
fully paid

£
3346,721
387,511

4,034,232

WB Industries pic Isa holding company ofa group whose business
comprises the manufactme ofcoiled springs, bed springassemhliBS

and open ceD FVC foam and the senvicing and distribution of
gearboxes.

Application baa been made to the Council ofThe Stock Exchange
farthe whole ofthe issued ordinary share capital ofWB Industries
to be admitted to the Official List. It is expected that dealings will

commence on 6th November, 1989.

lasting Particulars relating toW B Industries pic are available in
the Extol Statistical Service and copies of such particulars may
beobtained during normal business boms up to and including 6th
November, 1989 from the Company Announcements Office, The
Stock Exchange, London and up to and including 29th November,
1989 from: -

W B Industries pic Homy Cooks,
George Street Unnsden pb
West Bromwich FO Box 369
B70 6NA No. 1 King Street

ManchesterMB03AH
1st November, 1989

Henry Cooke,
pL»

Crowne Horn ~

68/58 Southwark Street
London SEl 1UL

This advertisement is issued In compliance with the regulations of the Council of The International
Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland Limited (The Stock Exchange*)
Application has been made to the Council of The Stock Exchange lor the grant of permission to deal in
toe undermentioned securities of Air London International PLC In toe Unlisted Securities Market It Is
emphasised that no application has been made tor these securities to be admitted to listing and that
this advertisement does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or to
purchase securities. It is expected that dealings will commence on 6th November, 1989.

AIR LONDON INTERNATIONAL PLC
(Incorporated in England and Wales under die Companies Acts 1948 to 1967 number 980675)

Pfaelng of 21666,666 Ordinary Shares of 5p each
at 75p per share

by

Beeson Gregory Limited

Share Capital

Issuedandnow

Authorised

£575,000 inOrdinary Shares of 5p
fuBypaid

, , . . £441,666.66
Air London International PLC is an air charter broking company which providesa wnriri
hiring an types of aircraft on behalf of its clients.

provioes a world wide service

Full particulars of toe Company are available through the Extel Unlisted Securities M*rw ^
copies of the Prospers may be obtained during normal business
Sundays and public holidays excepted) from toe Company Announc^S
Exchange. 46 Finsbury Square, London EC2A IDO (Ite coltaSonnSi

Q
L
T*a

1
?°Ck

3rd November, 1989 and up to and including 15th November, 1989 from-
^ 10 0nt

*
j

nc *u<*n9

BeesonGregory Limited
The Registry

Royal Mint Court
London EC3N4EY

A Member of Tha SecuritiesAssociation

1st November, 1989

Air London International PLC
Mack House 1

Aviation Court
GabwckRoad
Crawley
SussexRH102GG
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Inoco
calls for

£il.3m
Clay Harris

INOCO, tfce oil and property
isW

^5«8^jt9iMiIance-sheetv
tnn&gfc a^thrterfor^ve rights;

issUefo raise anet £tL%aZ.
Ihoco’s. USM-traded shares,
closed 4p lower at 20p yester-

day, compared -with, the I5p
rigl'S# price.

If a possible disposal of ITS
investment properties with .

a

book value of £lL7m goes
aheacLtbe proceeds of that sale
and the rights issue would
reduce Ibgco’s net borrowings
from £66m to about £40xp,

according to Mr David Hadd,
chairman- ' _

-So Car this year, Inoco has
bought investment properties
for £2&3m and paid £25zq for a
33.9 per cent stake in Gulf
Resources and Chomioal. the
US exploration and production
company. .

-Inoco has been discussing
the possible sale of its

:

TJS
investment companies to Gulf.
It also said its directors
planned to spend more timeon
the management of Quit V
Monaco Group, Mr David

Rowland’s offshore company
which owns. 4&S per cent -of

Inoco, has undertaken to sub-
scribe for its entitlement of
315m stores and Inoco. direc-
tors will, take up 940,000

The balance has been under-
written by InteraUianz Rank
Zurich's London subsidiary
and Heben Ftoans.

Maxwell makes -

£25m purchase
Macmillan, :• a Maxwell
Communications Corporation
subsidiary, has acquired two
Siznon and- Schuster profes-
sional information service
units fromParamount Commu-
nications for $40m (£25.4m

X

The two units acquired are
Prentice Hall Information Ser-
vices (PHIS), which publishes
loose leaf format research and
information products, and
Prentice Hall Information Net-
work (PHINET), which deliv-
ers, electronically, PHIS tax
publications and public tax
information.
Both businesses will become

part of the newly-formed Mac-
millan Professional and Busi-
ness Reference Division.

jContinuing policy of growth via acquisition

Enlarged UDO rises 27% to £7.9m
By Jane Fuller

UDO HOLDINGS, a supplier of
drawing office equipment' and
services, increased its profit
from £6.21m to £7jB6m pre-tax

for the year to July 3L
.- Vito 27 per cent improvement
was achieved on turnover,
growth little more than 6 per
cent higher at £6l.05m
<£57.33m). Mr Graham Ede,
finance director, said the rea-
son for

.

the comparatively mod-
est increase was the disposal of
“a big chunk of loss-making
turnover" acquired with Aar-
que and Harper & Tunstall in
Sweden, Denmark and Ireland.
With the closure of some UK

manufacturing plant and job

cuts, this bad brought the two
acquisitions back into profit
And more cash was being har-
vested through the £&£m sale

of half of Aarque’s rite near
Heathrow, where UDO now
had its headquarters.

Manufacturing, for example,
of paper coated with light-sen-

sitive film, accounted for about
£15m of sales and the plant's

customers were the five
regions In UDO’s national dis-

tribution network.
Mr Mlftft Wright r.haimiHn,

said this network included 60
branches, more than 300 deliv-

ery vehicles and a 200-strong
sales force. Just over a quarter

of were in the northern

region, with London the sec-

ond most important
Continuing the policy of

growth by acquisition, the
most recent extensions of the

network had come through
buying businesses in Preston,

Cardiff and Middlesbrough. Yet

UDO remained free of gearing.

Mr Wright relished the
thought of both filing in gaps
in UK coverage and of expand-
ing to the continent. He
thought the best opportunity
for the latter would be in repro
services, the highest margin
part of the business.

This involves, for example.

the rapid reproduction of a few
large, colour copies of a design.
UDO claims to have the biggest
share, more than 11 per cent,
of the fragmented £120m UK
repro market
Mr Wright said the compa-

ny’s customers were in a vari-
ety of industries - from aero-
space to high street stores. He
added that so far, UDO had
experienced none of the “doom
and gloom” which others
feared in UK nmrkptff

Earnings per share were up
24 per cent to i&2p (14.67P) and
a 2J5p final dividend will w«to
a total of 3.4p (2.43p). The
shares rose 5p to 2l5p.

Unigroup recovery accelerates
A STRONG performance from
its Malaysian operations
prompted a marked accelera-
tion' in fhp cflwriTVTffflg recovery
at Unigroup, the timber, build-
ing products and nlnthing mm-
pany.

In the 12 months to June 30
1969, pretax profits expanded
io £L19m, against £276100 in
the previous year, achieved on
relatively static turnover of
£L6.TOm (£l6.3im), and after an
exceptional credit of £34,000
(loss of £128,000) from foreign
exchange translation.
.Mr James Mahhouse, chair-

man, said Improved profits in

the Malaysian timber products
side, up from £284,000 to
El-llm, were attributable to
increased output resulting
from additional production
facilities brought on stream
during the second halt

Profits in the building prod-
ucts division eased to £387,000

(£404,000), reflecting losses at
Security Shutters, closed last
March. However. CD SA, the
French subsidiary engaged in
the distribution of Corian, a
high-quality acrylic worksur-
face, had achieved “encourag-
ing progress’* and contributed
a small profit.

The clothing divirion dis-

played some recovery bx the
second six months to show a
reduced loss of £273,000
(£385,000).

Earnings per 15p share were
L83p, up from 0.16p last time.

There is again no dividend pro-

posed - the last payment was
in 1966.

Mr Mahhouse wrid the group
wished to see a further reduc-
tion in borrowings - interest

charges totalled £319,000
(£346,000) during the year -
before payment of arrears on
the convertible preference can
Mmwflnw>

Less than 1% take up
for City Site rights
By Clay Harris

CITY SITE Estates, the
Glasgow-based. property devel-
oper, became the front-runner
for the wooden spoon yester-

day when it received applica-
tions for less than Z per cent of
its £19Am rights issue, the
worst result since the recent
period of market weakness
hpgan in mid-September.
Kmc the issue of convertible

preference shares was fully
underwritten. City Site will
receive all of money
despite the 0.72 per cent
take-up.
Moreover, most of the shares

spumed in the rights issue will

go to the same institutional
shareholders in their role as

sub-underwriters.
City Site's issue suffered not

only because of the rise in
interest rates and the fall-out

from Wall Street's October 13
plunge, but also because of the
warning by Mr Robin Leigh*
Pemberton, Governor of the
Bank of England, about exces-
sive landing to property com-
panies.

The group’s ordinary shares
have fallen from 260p cm Sep-
tember 14, when the issue
was announced, to 178p
yesterday.
The new preference shares

are convertible from February
1993 at an effective price of
290p-

Estates & Agency
slips to £243,000
Estates & Agency Holdings
recorded a sharp increase in
gross rental income from
£L26ra to £L75m, but pre-tax
profits for the half year to June
30 fell by £92,000 to £243,000.
Warnings per 25p share came

back from 4J22p to 2.77p basic,

or 3£2p (nfl) fully dflnted, after

tax of £75,000 (£80,000). The
interim dividend is raised to

225p (2p).

The directors said that Ven-
tureset Holdings had, subject
to contract, made an offer to

purchase the 70 per cent of the
ordinary shares m DS not held

by Ventureset Following this,

a recapitalisation would take
place, which would result in
DS no longer being an associ-

ate of Estates and Agency,
with its holding reduced to
about 19.5 per cent of the
enlarged capital

Progress
at Crown
Eyeglass
A SHARP recovery in interim
profits was yesterday reported
by Crown Eyeglass, the specta-
cle manufacturer and distribu-
tor quoted on the Third Mar-
ket

In the half year to end-Sep-
temher. the group unveiled a
taxable outcome of £174,000,
which compared with £59,000
in the corresponding period of
last year and £111,000 for the
full year.

Mr joe Lee, chairman, said
tiie outcome “reflects our com-
mitment to managing the
group’s existing activities
effectively and efficiently."

Sales at Readyspex, the
wholly-owned subsidiary
which distributes ready-made
reading glasses, origi-

nal expectations, Mr Lee said,

and further expansion was
anticipated both fin the UK and
overseas.
Hie group's move into Swe-

den — currently consisting of
two franchised outlets - had
proved successful and
several more outlets are sched-
uled to open in the second
half

Turnover expanded SO per
cent to £2.18m (El-ism). Distri-

bution costs were higher at
£320,000 (£180,000) and adminis-
tration costs took £370,000
(£288,000), leaving operating
profit ahead at £197,000
061,000).

Earnings per 5p 'Share
worked through at 6.9p, up
from 2A®.

Disposal

aids rise at

Cambridge
Instrument
By Ray Basfiford

CAMBRIDGE Instrument, the
scientific and optical Instru-

ment equipment group which
is merging with Wild Lettz of
Switzerland, increased pre-tax

profits by 10 per cent during
the six months to September
29.

Despite a decline in- turn-

over, Cambridge's pre-tax prof-

its reached £2.51m compared
with SSL3Qm in the previous
corresponding half. The result

included a £500,000 contribu-

tion from the sale of a busi-

ness during the halt
However, this disposal and

the sale of another part of the
company reduced turnover to

£6l.68m (£63.66m), directors
said.

Under the merger plan
which was foreshadowed last

July, the biggest shareholder
in Wild Letts, the optical and
scientific group which iMfc«
the Leica range of cameras,
will emerge with a 41 per cent
stake in the combined group.
The companies are In the

final stages of receiving regu-
latory approval in the UK and
US for the deal which will cre-

ate a group with aimnai sales
of £500m.
Directors said that the

merger has caused some dis-

ruption to Its optical micro-
scope operations because cus-
tomers are waiting to see how
the rationalisation of badness,
where there is overlap
between the two companies, is

carried out.
Cambridge is lifting its

interim dividend 8 per cent to

026p, payable from earnings
per share of 2.19p (2J4p).

Property company
set up by Tesco
Tesco has formed a property
development company, Spen
ran Properties, which will he
engaged in all farms of com-
mercial property development
.within the UK. The business
activity of the company will he
separate firomthe operational
requirements of Tesco, which
are handled within the group’s
own estates department. How-

J-ever, thia will not preclude
associations where it is benefi-
cial to the Tesco store develop-
ment programmes.

Oakwood seeks

legal advice over

CoxMoore merger
By Graham Deiler

OAKWOOD GROUP, the civil

and electrical engineer, has
sought legal advice over its

merger in July last year with
CoxMoore, the branded textiles

company.
Interim results for the com-

bined group, released yester-
day, showed a pre-tax deficit of
£5.49m for the six months to

end-June 1989. Oakwood said
that it expected to incur a loss
for the full-year.

The news confirmed a profits
warning issued in August.
Oakwood said yesterday that

the loss for the period - not
comparable with the previous
year due to the acquisitions of
CoxMoore and Paul Rackham,
an industrial property invest-

ment concern, and a change in
the accounting period - arose
entirely from CoxMoore, which
incurred an operating loss of
£1.49m.
The pre-tax outcome was

struck after exceptional items
of £2.41m which related to

stock write-offs and other one-

off costs at CoxMoore. Addi-
tional costs were taken below
the line as an extraordinary
charge amounting to £2.93m.

The directors of CoxMoore
who joined the combined board
following the merger have
since resigned. Mr Andrew
Freeman, formerly a divisional

director at the textile group,
has assumed overall responsi-

bility for the CoxMoore opera-

tion.

The loss offeet a good perfor-

mance from Clough Smith, the
original engineering business,
which turned in operating prof-

its of £530,000 and property
(Paul Rackham) which contrib-

uted £190.000.

The group, currently
restructuring CoxMoore’s tex-

tile operations, is seeking pur-
chasers for certain of its assets
in an attempt to reduce bor-
rowings - interest charges for

the period were £lJ52m.
Group turnover totalled

£2S-2Sm and the operating loss

amounted to £765,000.
The loss per lOp share

worked through at 26.1p and
there is no interim
dividend.
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Present Site

Capacity:

FOR SALE
REINFORCING BAR PLANT (*)

Temi (Italy)

330,000 tons/year

Consisting in:

- 8 strand continuous caster capacity 150 tons/h. for 140 x 140 mm. billets

- 2 pusher furnaces for billets: capacity 25 tons and 35 tons

- Continuous mill for rebars: diam 52 - 32 mm.
- Roll turning shop

IS AVAILABLE FOR SALE

Plant was dosed in February 1 989

For further details, please contact FJNSIDER S.p-A. IN LIQUIDAZIONE
Vrale Castro Pretorio 122, Rome:

Telex: 610088
Telefax: (06)4451374

O The final location of the plant must be outside Europe.
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/ National Engineering Laboratory

- CIM Applications Centre -

The CIMAC facility has been set up to
disseminate expert advice on Open Systems (OSI)
standards based communications and to create a

iter awareness of the potential benefits of
lputer Integrated Manufacture. In addition

CIMAC provides extensive consultancy on
various aspects of CIM.
"With this in mind, the CIMAC group are
launching a series of short workshops (mornings,
afternoons and evenings) throughout November
1989. These workshops will make considerable
use of the centre’s unique manufacturing
demonstration facilities.

Contact Geraldine Bruin

- Vision Centre -

The national Vision Technology Transfer Centre
to be launched in January of next year

been set up to encourage the uptake of vision
technology by U.IC. industry. It will be a unique
facility offering to all sectors of industry:

• System Demonstrations
With a wide range of PC based and dedicated
vision systems.

• Courses
Short courses and seminars at introductory and
technical level with practical hands-on
experience.

NEL’s own research work in computer vision
and associated high speed processing will also be
highlighted.

Contact Stephen Alexander

National Engineering Laboratory
East Kilbride

Glasgow G7S 0QU
Tel 03552 20222, Fax 03552 36930

PCs Held in London and Cambridge
la either ofthese cities,you'll find all the latest I BM,Compaq
and Apple'” personal computers and peripherals.

All availabieeitherforsaleorforrenuLWith total back-upand
amazingly light charges.

No wonder CCA Computer ._
Croup is a leading force in flaWM
both PC sales and rental. Limhumm Ew.
CCA Computer Group PLC
PUTTING TECHNOLOGY IN ITS PLACE.
For more information telephone: 0800 282838
Awl* 1MIW* wilt lataMc t—Jairim ofApple Cuaiaicn Inc.
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A phrase Me Rank Barlow, chief executive of the
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The programme acquired by the Financial Times as its

first and important venture into broadcasting.

It addresses the topics and issues of the wed: from a
European perspective. Keynote interviews with leadersofstate
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This level of comment and analysis together with the

importance of the issues covered is what draws over 2 million

of the business community from Stuttgart to Seoul, from
Geneva to Galveston, to use theprogramme asangularpartof
their business briefing.

And what will the FT bring to die party?
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WfeU, the European perspective will be broadened by
calling on the experience and expertise of its journalists in
Europe.

The FTs unrivalled database will enable even deeper
analysis ofcommercial, financial and economic issues.

The FTs financial resources, through its newly formed

production and acommitment to bringing ‘European Business
Weekly’ to even greater numbers ^!"!
ofbusiness people in Europeand |
around the workL T'It

As we can now say, H V '

.
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TECHNOLOGY
David Fishlock describes the workings at two nuclear waste treatment plants operating at Sellafield

powerful method of cleaning up
ritish Nuclear Fuels has
designed .two nuclear waste
treatment plants at a cost ct
more than- £500m. They are

about < to be vised to package ttbe
xiudearindt^.

Britaia^s: abroad.
, .
v'.v? , ±

The high cost, stems from - the
degree of safety required. The plants
must package toxic wastes :withont
risk to plant operators and without
compromising the neighbouring envi-
ronment. The most dangerous nuclear
waste Is the highly radioactive efflu-

ent from reprocessing spent nuclear
fuel, it contains assorted actinides -
by-products of the fusion reaction.
When processed, this “high-level"
waste is so radioactive that it emits
intense hear and radiation.

These effluent streams, usually
stared as a liqidti. willbe solidified for
permanent storage in the _Windscale
Vitrification Plant (WVP), built at
BNFL's SeQafield reprocessing factory
in Cambria. It la a £250m glassmaking
plant where robots convert the hot
liquor trite borosllicate glass Ingots,
sealed in stainless steel cylinders.
The first task for Alan Woodall,

WVP project manager, was to com-
pare French technology for tins glass-
making process with a British one
called Harvest, under development in
the early 1970s but shelved in favour
of more pressing projects. By 1981 the
French were so far ahead. Woodall
said, that BNFL could save money by
licencing their process.

*Hie plant WiU vitrify, by the end of
the century, 4,000 tonnes of affluent.
The sealed glass' Ingots will he
stacked in ventilated tubes. The plant
<xmtains nearly IQjOOO metres of stain-
less steel pipework, much of it strung
through a long concrete cave at the
heart of the plant. Alan Dobson,

BRITISH NUCLEAR Fuels has
submitted its bid to friel the Sfapwefl
B nuclearstation under construction
by the Central Electricity Generating
Board. Thisis the first thne BNFL
has been obliged te compete with
foreign companies for a contract
from a Hawartte electricity company.
The contract, worth around £10m,

is forthe first load of foel for the
14WMWpre—rlsed ««*»» «»»*« .

(PWR). According to Gregg Butler,
director of fuel division at
Springflelds near Preston, the
contract Is vital for the future of
BNFL's £i70m a year friel badness.
French, German, Swedish, US and
Japanese suppliers are already
weu-estaMfshed producers.
BNFL's bid is supported by a

£126m prefect known as the new
oxide fra complex (NOFC), for which

Nuclear concrete Blastfurnace Chafed
wafer

Pufeerintf ftwi CMed
whsito water

Swarf Antf-totafan
losdktg device instaBarian

works manager of the plant, calls it

“Clapham Junction," where numer-
ous effluent streams meet to feed the

24 hour curing Capping

Swarf de-watering
ateScnand

and grout inSSng 24 hour cure

Drum Drum monharing
decontamination to product Mere

He has just begun nine months of
tests flTwf commissioning trials. He 1b
testing the process with liquor identi-
cal to real effluent except that it is

not radioactive. It flows into a rotat-

ing furnace that turns it into free-
Sowing grit. Then streams of grit and
glass frit are mured In a glassmaking
furnace and the product poured into
400kg cylinders. During testing, the
cylinders can be separated into halves
after the glass has solidified, to see
how perfectly it has poured.
When first stored, the cylinders will

BNFL is breaking ground. This is

a scheme to braig under one roof
the manufacture of fuel which now
zig-zags between buildings across
a large site.

-Nuclear foe} isa precision
Hifa«w%«wn|inw«it, fferigwad

to Mnwgn ijraiMwinnalty imrhangwi
after years in the nuclear furnace.
If distorted, it could jam in the
reactor and cause safety problems.
NOFC*s workload for the 1990s Is

to supply friel for Britain's 14
advanced gas-coded reactors (AGR)
and to produce oxide friel ofa
complex design, for which
Springflelds h« no competition.
Before seeking BNFL board

approval for NOFC. Buffer first took
account of his workforce.
Approximately 1,SOD people are
employed making- fuel for Hagnox

have a surface temperature of about
800 deg C. BNFL expects to keep them
in its ventilated store for up to 100

years, while they cool enough to be
burled. BNFL engineers expect the
glassmaking furnace to survive for
only 5,000 hours, but the calciner four

five years. They have designed a pro-
cess in which every piece of equip-
ment can be replaced remotely from
behind several metres of concrete,
and the corroded components sawn
up small enough to feed into the same
cylinders as highly radioactive waste.
Dobson expects this “secondary"
waste stream to amount to about 1

per cent of WVP’s output.
The plant la scheduled to pour

reactors, for which demand is

expected to dwindle by the end of
the century. But shopfloor practices
established since the 1950s would
impose a heavy premium if

transferred to PWR fneL “Our PWR
fuel would be twice the world market
price,” he says.
New technology, far fewer people

and a more adaptable retrained
workforce were needed. Agreement
with unions for new working
practices was negotiated last
December. Barriers between the
crafts were eliminated: Butler is

already running a trial process with
retrained craftsmen. He hopes direct
labour costs can be cut by 50 per
cent Safety will also benefit from
greater job flexibility. It is weakest
m the areas between people’s
responsibilities, he says.

radioactive glass for the first time
next summer. By the mid-1990s Dob-
son expects to be shipping glass
ingots back to BNFL’s overseas repro-
cessing customers in Japan and
Europe. It is a condition of the repro-
cessing contract Japan, for example,
plans to build its own store along the
same lines as Dobson’s to receive its

glass. But the Germans plan to store
them in their transport containers,
each containing 20 ingots.

T he magnesium alloy (Hagnox)
sheaths peeled from spent fuel
before it is reprocessed at Sel-

lafield foils into the category of “inter-
mediate-level” waste — dangerously
radioactive but not heat-generating.

Butler's plans for NOFC focus on
a pilot PWR fuel line built seven
years ago. An Integrated processing
plant wQl make ceramic pellets of
uranium dioxide for both AGR and
FWR fuels. The plant will combine
chemical engineering, powder
metallurgy and light engineering
production lines. The planned
workforce of 250 w£fl behalf the
number now nuking AGR fad in
four separate buildings. NOFC Is

designed to make 230 tonnes ofAGR
foel and 90 tonnes ofPWR fad a
year, with the possibility of
expanding PWR output to 200 tames
a year.
Ted Williams, assistant director

responsible for commercial
development, sees opportunities for
creating new business from sdlbig
“depleted’’ uranium — metal from

BNFL is commissioning a £260m plant
designed to mix these peelings in con'

Crete (see diagram).

A measure of the intricacy of Sellaf-

ield's first encapsulation plant (EPl)
is that it contains 28,500 metres of
pipework - nearly three times as
much as WVP. The heart of EPl is a
gleaming white cavern where con
crete mixers fill stainless steel drums
the size of oil barrels with a mixture
of cement and swarf. Early next year
it will start filling the 500-litre drums
at a rate of eight per day, welding
than up and washing them free from
traces of activity.

Should the robots drop one of the
drums they are versatile enough to

clean up the mess. The plant has
taken five years to build, following
the discovery that a concrete silo used
to store the peelings under water was
leaking. BNFL was still working on
EPl’s design as it was being built,

says Eric Watson, project manager.
One-third of the cost is consumed in

the store for sealed drums, each num-
bered and categorised for future refer-

ence. It will also hold drums of metal
peelings (steel and zirconium alloy)
from oxide fuels, which will be encap-
sulated in EP2, under construction
alongside and scheduled for comple-
tion In two years. EP2 will serve the
needs of SellafieLd’s £l£bn thermal
oxide reprocessing plant (Thorp),
scheduled to start reprocessing oxide
friels In 1992.

Tony Stephens, director of BNFL’s
engineering division, sees it as "all
very simple technology, highly
researched and highly engineered."
BNFL claims that it has perfected the
technology to a point where it will
find markets overseas, in Japan for
example, “We've spent a lot of money
getting to the front end of the technol-
ogy,” says Stephens.

which the fissile isotope has been
extracted. Springflelds has a big
stockpile of depleted uranium which
is awaiting the arrival of the
commercial fast reactor to reactivate
it as nuclear fneL

Williams's other prospect is bottled
fluorine gas. Springflelds has one
of the biggest fluorine manufacturing
plants in the world. Fluorine affords
several opportunities for extra
business, says Williams. One is to
supply bottled gas. Another is to
make fluorine-based speciality
chemicals, for example for the
pharmaceutical industry. Other
opportunities are joint ventures with
companies which want to make
fluorine on a large scale, for instance
to produce ozone-friendly
CFC-substitutes as aerosol
propellants.

The one that

got away
T he hunt for one erf the

world's rarest creatures
begins in the Indian

Ocean this week. An expedi-
tion organised by the West
German Max-Planck Institute
of Behavioural Physiology will

spend about seven weeks off
the western coast of the Grand
Comore Island searching for
the coelacanth, a fish once
believed to have been extinct
for 60m years.

The leader of the expedition.
Prof Bans Fricke, released
coelacanth Aims and stills in
1987 (but from depths of only
200 metres). The team’s spe-
cially designed submersible -
called Jago after a Red Sea
deep-water shark - will be
able to study the social behav-
iour and metabolism of the
coelacanth at depths up to 480
metres, the coelacanth's nor-
mal day habitat The prehisto-
ric fish leaves for warmer
waters only to find food.
Jago, made from steel sup-

plied by Sropp Stahlban in
Hanover, West Germany, is

designed to cope with a pres-
sure of 48kg per square centi-
metre of its surface. Fifteen
West German firms took put
in its three-tonne construction,
which can support a crew for
up to seven days.
Before being exposed to the

Indian Ocean, Jago passed
stringent tests on Lake
Geneva. At a depth of more
than 300 metres, “the frame
and the thick windows in the
submersible bow shook audi-
bly.”
Fricke’s colleague on the

expedition is John Armstrong
of Aberdeen University's zool-

ogy department He and Monty
Pridle, head of the deep-sea
research team, pioneered
sonar equipment for studying
fish at great depths.
An expedition was commis-

sioned by Britain's National
Environmental Research
Connell that involved an
unmanned deep ocean sub-
mersible called Audos L
at Aberdeen University. The
sonar equipment used on
Andos I will be used for this

expedition.
Audos I operates from the

seabed, at depths of up to
6,000 metres. It weighs 250 kil-

ogrammes, is three metres
long, two metres wide and one
metre high. Inside the vehicle,

scientists rigged a CAMEL
Cl800 Oceanographic 35mm

still thne-iapse camera capable

of taking 800 automatic expo-

sures every three minutes.

Two hydrophone systems
track the fish: one acoustic

receiver has a range of 1 kilo-

metre and is linked to an
audio tape-recorder. The other,

with a range of two kilo-

metres, Is connected to a mag-
netic compass and scanner
encoder. The information it

gathers is stored on a digital

audio tape. A compass moni-
tors the position of the sub-

mersible. which Lb recorded by
the data collection system.
Ocean currents, temperatures,

the sound of fish and other

information are also recorded.

TO locate the fish, acoustic

transmitters - wrapped in
pieces of mackerel - are
attached to the outside of
Audos L They are about one
centimetre in diameter and
four centimetres long. Once
the vehicle Is put overboard. It

falls to the bottom of the
ocean (4,800 metres in the last

Atlantic test) and is kept in
position by scrap steel ballast.

When an inquisitive fish

comes along, it swallows the
acoustic tag and swims away.
The camera is angled and
focused In such a way that ft

takes a picture of the arrival

and departure of the fish,

while the compass records the
exact position of the vehicle.

After 24 hours, a signal from
the ship’s sonar triggers a
release mechanism which,
electromagnetically, sheds the
ballast and brings Audos I to

tiie surface.
The team is confident that

(he expedition will not only
locate the world's oldest living

fossil, but also acquire valu-

able scientific information
which could lead to a better
understanding of the human
hearing system.

StiU, all might not be plain
sailing for Jago. Fricke
believes that a Japanese com-
pany is trying catch a live
coelacanth for the Japanese
Toba Aquarium south of
Tokyo.
The cost of the enterprise is

estimated at nearly $2m. “If it

should be successful,” says
Fricke, “others will undoubt-
edly follow, and a fish which
has survived many millions of

years will Call victim to man’s
greed.”

Andrew Wiseman

A contemporary Dutch masterpiece
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Australian producers hope
for iron ore price boost
By Chris Sherwell in Sydney

AUSTRALIAN IRON ore
producers are hoping for a sec-

ond successive year of signifi-

cant price Increases when their

next round of negotiations
with Japanese steelmakers
begin.

The negotiations will be for
supplies from next April, the
start of Japan's fiscal year.
Japan takes more than half of
Australia's iron ore exports,
and in recent years the terms
have dictated those agreed
between other producers and
customers.

This time round, however, it

is likely that negotiations
involving European steelma-
kers - notably between the
Brazilian producer CVRD and
the West Germans - will set
the trend. These deals cover
the calendar year, and talks
are scheduled to get under way
soon.
Analysts agree that a

number of factors affecting
supply and demand point to a
tight market in which
increases as high or perhaps
higher than the 13-17 per cent

rises which were secured for

the current year can be expec-

ted in 1990.

Latest production figures
from the three major Austra-

lian producers - CRA’s Ham-
ersley Iron, BHFs Mt Newman
and North Broken Hill Feko's
Robe River - show substantial

increases on a year ago. Ham-
ersley produced 10.4m tonnes

of ore in the three months to

September, up 31 per cent on
the same quarter a year ago,
while Robe River’s production
of 3.15m tonnes was up 15 per

cent
But demand from a buoyant

steel industry Hag begun
depleting stockpiles. Hamer-
sley's excess stocks, which
stood at an estimated 10m
tonnes at the beginning of
1989, have gone. According to
brokers James Capel Australia,

this run-down is a major rea-
son why the iron ore market

.trill remain strong.
On top of this they point to a

landslide at Mt Newman’s
Whaleback mine, which will

constrain production for six to

eight months, and a cessation

of production at the Lamco
mine in Liberia. A further fac-

tor is the absence of any mine
which can increase production

quickly enough to cover emerg-

ing shortfalls.

One new mine due to com-
mence production in the next
12 months is CRA’s Channar
Joint venture with China. But
initial output will all go to
china. According to Australian

producers, any additional pro-

jects depend on a sustained
level of ore price increases to

be justified financially.
rymimpi-itinp on the coming

Brazilian talks in Europe,
James Capel says "rises of
between 30 and 35 per cent are
being mentioned," and adds
that increases of this size
would restore prices to levels

seen seven years ago.
Prices fell after 1982 because

of world steel overcapacity.
Only last year, after sustained
world growth, did demand
nateh up and steel's profitabil-

ity return, bringing benefits for

both iron ore and coking coaL

Chilean copper industry in the melting pot
Barbara Durr on the outlook for the world’s biggest producer after this year’s election

T HE WANING fortunes
:

: vate
of Codelco, Chile's the PINOCHET regime is commissioiL said fits Pinochet be dominated by Pinochet- embjSL,~E2£riKSSstate-owned copper amsirWn* new rontmertial 4v«- ™nre- non-Codelco production could

Ivorian appeal on cocoa price
By David Blackwell

THE IVORY Coast, the world’s
biggest cocoa producer yester-

day appealed to London's
cocoa trade to help it lift world
prices above the present 14-

year lows.
Mr Eouan Bledou, chairman

of the Ivory Coast National
Assembly’s nnancg committee,
said that in the past four years
his country had lost £L2bn on
its cocoa production. He told

prominent members of Lon-
don’s trade that the Ivory
Coast had made Montafian
Commodities its agent for the
1989-90 crop.

His announcement was con-
firmation of a decision made
last May that marked a major
change of direction for the
country’s Caisse de Stabi-
lisation, or commodities mar-
keting board, which tradition-

ally has strong links with
France.
However, since then the

Ivory Coast has cut producer
prices in half and changed its

marketing policy so that grow-

ers can sell direct to exporters,
bypassing the Caisse and
throwing its future into doubt
Mr A.N. Moutafian, chair-

man Of Montafian, said yester-

day that Mr Bledou’s decision
to market this year’s crop
through London trade houses
was "an historical event which
has no precedence in our trad-
ing relations with the franco-

phone countries of Africa.”

Mr Bledou said that he was
in London to look for a way to
boost the price of cocoa "which
does little more than stagnate
at around £790 a tonne," while
the cost price at the port of
Abidjan is £800 a tonne.
"We all recognise that at the

end of the chain enormous
profits are made," said Mr Ble-
dou. “It is time that part of
them is paid back (through a
rise in the world price) to the
producers." The Ivory Coast
had finished with “mega-con-
tracts." said Mr Bledou, refer-

ring to contracts made In the
previous crop year for up to

500,000

tonnes of cocoa at a
time. It was opening the mar-
ket to competition.
Mr Bledou said he did not

believe in what he called the
problems of overproduction.
On the contrary, be said, con-
sumption of finished products
had increased.
His remarks are made

against a background of huge
world stocks of cocoa. Earlier
thi« month Gill & Duffus, the
London trade house, estimated
that stocks had increased by
more than 300,000 tonnes to
Llm tonnes at the end of the
1988-89 season, and were set to
rise for the sixth successive
year, to 1.3m tonnes, in the
current season.
One analyst said yesterday

that the London trade was
making a market, and that
market responded to funda-
mentals, which were worsen-
ing. Meetings such as yester-

day’s stood no chance of
solving the cocoa economy’s
problems, he said.

T HE WANING fortunes
of Codelco, Chile's
state-owned copper

giant, and the brisk expansion
of private - especially, for-

agn-owned - mines, will shift

the balance of Chilean national

production in the 1990s.
According to a study by the
private sector's National Soci-

ety of Mining (Sonami), private
production will rise to more
than 50 per cent of total

national production during the

next decade. This compares
with its current share of just 29

per cent
The turn-about for the

world’s largest producer is

prompting criticism from cop-
per experts in the political
opposition. They foresee - and
would like to bait - an erosion
of policy-making and bargain-
ing powers for future demo-
cratic governments. If as
expected, the opposition candi-
date, Mr Patricio Aylwin, wins
the December elections, some
policy changes to bolster Cod-
elco and possibly renegotiate
foreign company contracts
could be in the offing.

Chilean copper production
this year is estimated to reach
L61m tonnes, op 11 per cent
from 1988's L45m tonnes. Cod-
elco will raise its production
this year to L24m tonnes, an
increase of 149,000 over 1988,
according to Mr Patricio Con-
tesse, the company’s executive
president. Production by pri-

vate companies will rise by
DU000 tonnes to 370,000 tonnes,
Snnami Haiti

Mr Contesse said Codelco’s
production would rise slightly

to L26m tonnes in 1990 and to

L31m tonnes in 199L But he
foresaw the 1991 figure as a
peak that the company would
not be able to surpass. "We
win be able to maintain that
production for three or four
years, and after that Codelco’s
production will probably
decline," he

Overall production of Chil-
ean copper is expected to reach
2.2m tonnes in 1992, following
the start up of the vast La
Escondlda mine owned by Bro-

THE PINOCHET regime is

considering new controversial
lflgfciatinw thatwould reorgan-
ise the administration and
managinnWTt of CodfifaiO.

The proposed law recom-
poses the company’s board of
directors, limiting the mem-
bers that are direct appoint-
ments of the president, and
decentralises management,
giving each of the company’s
four major divisions more
decision making powers. It

also specifies that Codelco will

be limited to activity only in
copper.
The opposition - which

expects to win the December
elections - has protested that
the regime is trying to reduce
the new democratic govern-
ment’s control of Codelco. MT
Ivan Valenzuela, coordinator
of the opposition's Mining

commisshm, said the Pinochet
Government was trying to
extend its powers Into the next
political period. Tnslde the
Board thine could be a sort of
guerrilla war and that would
mean Instability In the com-
pany’s management," he said.
The Board would be com-

posed' under the flew law of
the minister of Mitring (who
would preside), erne director of
the president's confidence, two
representatives of the Central
Bank, one representative of
the National Security Council
ami two directors chosen by
the president from slates of
five candidates from the
copper miners union and the
mining manapro ir̂ lnfi -

Mr Vataztseh Blahnrt
tile Central Bank, which will
he aBtonomous as of file end of
the year and whose board wDl

be dominated by Pinochet 1

appointees, was "over repre-

sented,’’ He added that while

the two labour representatives

might well not oppose the new
government’s policies, they
would be from independent
entities not of-the president's

confidence. And, the National

Security CoantiTwas likely to
appoint a military man.

Currently, General Pinochet
appoints directly five of the
seven board members. With
respect to limiting Codelco’s
activity -to copper, Mr Valen-
zuela argued: "it Js absurd to
legally restrict the company’s
range of business. Why should
ft behave any differently than
Exxon, for example? This also
means that it will have a
handicap in competition
against otter private compa-
nies.*

ken HOI Proprietary and Utah
International.

The principal reason for Cod-
elco’s dimmer future is the
decreasing ore grade of its

mines. While the average ore
grade was L8 per cent In 1978,

this year it had shrunk to L4
per cent and in 1998 it Is proj-

ected to be no more than LI
per cent

Since 1978, the company has
been compensating by tzeathm
greater amounts of mineral.
ButMr Contesse said that Cod-
elco would reach the maximum
of its capacity to treat more
mineral in three to four years.

He predicted, however, that the
lower ore grade would stabilise

and that from 1998 on produc-
tion would be a steady lJLm to
1 8m fnnnoc g year.
Opposition copper experts

say that fiwia itsdlf in
tins pickle because of the pro-
private sector policies of the
Pinochet military regime. By
neglecting Investment and
exploration “they have system-
atically put Codelco in this sit-

uation,*’ said Mr Jorge Bands,
a copper trader and a leading
policy expert for the opposi-
tion. According to the Center

for Cppper and Mining Studies,
Codelco devoted only OBI per
cent of its 1989 annual budget
to exploration, "which is con-
sidered insufficient to maintain
the quality of the resource.”
Cute is the world .leader in

proven copper reserves, with
9&n tonnes or 26^ per cent of
the total. The US is second,
with 57m tonnes.
Mr Contesse argues that

Codelco has enjoyed a rela-
tively generously budgeted
expansion plan In the last few
years, but that the state does
not have the money to explore
given the riskiness of such
ventures. "What Codelco uses
in the budget goes against
spending on health, education,
etc. The private sector will
never finance these pro-
grammes, but they can finance
exploration." he .

WMle-tt Is dear that Mr Con-
tesse, a Pinochet loyalist, will
not remain Coddco chief if an
opposition government comes
ixv he said that according to
current plans the company
would attempt earn more by
upgrading the quality of its

currently is in concentrates
would gradually be moved to
higher-priced cathodes.
The opposition, if elected, is

more likely to try to expand,
exploration, ft aims to main-
tain a non-communist world
ypgrfcoi- share of' production at
about 25 per cent.There is also
emphasis on further reduction
of costs and more active coor-
dination of production and
investment decisions among
other large tapperprodneers.
But opposition copper

experts are aware, .of the scar-
city of governmental resources
for Codelco even under a new
democratic government Mr
B&nde and Mr Ricardo
Ffreuch-Davis, a leading econo-
mist say in a recent study,
however, that they believe
fresh foreign finanrimr mnW
be. available. Hr Bands also
Bays they are open tfr pursue,
joint ventures with foreign
investors. In particular with

copper production. The 14 per
cent of total production ™t

. Wtdte the controversy over
the "direction of Codelco
unfolds, tire private sector is

moving Into top gear in its

drive for greater production
capacity. Based on Sonami, pri-

vate company and U-S.

embassy estimates, potential

non-Codelco production could

increase from this year's

370.000 tonnes to as much as
1 12m tonnes in 1392, if all the.

planned projects came on
stream. ?•.=:[<•

This- estimate includes::

320.000 tonnes from La Escoqr

dida; 200,000 from Exxon's D&
pntada; 120,000 by small and
medium producers -processed

by Enaxni, the state-owned

National Mining Company;
100.000 from Anglo-American's

Mantes Blancos; 21,000 from,
the Chilean company, Puda=.

buel; 35JD00 from Bond Interna-

tional Gold’s El India; and 4,000

from others.
. Projects that could be on
stream Include: Phelps Dodge’s
90,000-tonne La Candelaria;
Cominco’s 44,000-tonne Que-
brada Blanca; the 40.000-tonne

Pelambres project of Midland
Bank and the Chilean conglom-
erate Antofagasta; the 40,000-

tonne Cerro Colorado project of
RTZ's subsidiary Rib Algong
and the 40,900-tonne Cerro Zal-

divar, currently owned by
Pudahud, text which is up fot

sale.

Smaller projects due .to pro-

duce by 1991 are planned by :

Anglo-American (204100
tonnes); Chilean Ltxksic Group
with Midland Bank (20,000
tonnes); Rayrock Yellow Knife
Resources of Canada (15,000

tonnes); mid the Chilean com-
pany Tooopilla (UUXX) tonnes).

Total Chilean production for
1992 could be as high as 2L5m
fnnnwi but industry analysts

say a more realistic figure Js
29m tonnes.
These current bright pros-

pects for Chile's copper indus-
try could nonetheless be modi-
fied. Analysts believe copper
prices will decline in file early
1990s, an top of 'which a possi-

bly less enthusiastic welcome
for foreign investors could
delay or cancel some of . the
projects. Moreover, Codelco
with decreasing ore grades wifi,

find its COStS rising and possi-

bly face union problems after

the end of the military regime.

Ministers warned against restrictive food policies
By Bridget Bloom in Beaune

WEEKLY METALS PRICES
Prices as supplied by Metal
Bulletin (last week’s prices in
brackets).
ANTIMONY: European free

market 99.6 per cent S per
tonne, in warehouse, 1,78(H,820
(1,780-1 ,830).

BISMUTH: European free
market min. 9999 per cent t
per lb, tonne lots in warehouse,
4.45-4A0 (44KHLB0).
CADMIUM: European free

market min. 99.5 per cent $
per lb, in warehouse, 5JO-5430

(5.30-5.70)-

COBALT: European free
market, 99.5 per cent $ per lb,

in warehouse, 7.50-7.70 (7.45-

7.65).

MERCURY: European free
market min. 99.99 per cent $
per 76 lb flask, In warehouse,
235-250 (230-240).

MOLYBDENUM: European
free market drummed molyb-
dic oxide, S per lb Mo, in ware-
house, 34)5-3.15 (3.15022).
SELENIUM: European free

market min 99jj per cent $ per
lb, in warehouse, 5.7<M>.00
(5.60090).

TUNGSTEN ORB: European"
free market standard min. 65
per cent S per tonne unit GO
kg) WO, ti£ 44-59 (4&81)-

VANADIUM: European free

market min. 98 per cent $ a lb
VO. til, 3430-34)0 (3.65-3.90).

URANIUM: Nuexco
exchange value, $ per lb, UO, i

9430 (same).
I

THE EUROPEAN Community
must be wary of drawing up
narrow and restrictive policies

as it seeks to reach agreement
on new quality controls for
food and firm produce, Mr Ray
MacSharry, agricultural com-
missioner, warned agriculture

ministers yesterday.
- Mr. _ MacSharry '

e

warning
came at a short working ses-

sion of the informal agriculture
council meeting in central
France. The meeting's agenda
had been chosen by France, as
the current president of the
countil
France is particularly con-

cerned at the potential impact
of the European tingle market

on its own food standards,
governed by strict rules on
methods of preparation, con-
tents, precise geographical ori-

gins such as are involved for
example in the Appellation
d’origine controlee (AOQ)
which applies to wine, cheese
and anumber of other regional
products.'

"

According to MrHenriNal-
let, the French Agriculture
Minister, France “is in no way
suggesting covering the whole
of Europe" with the AQC sys-
tem. However the submission
of the Fkench paper envisaging
an EC-wide inventory of
regional specialities, together
with detailed quality-control

rules which would govern a
very wide range of dairy, vege-
table and meat products, has
set alarm bells ringing in a
number of other member
states.

While from preliminary dis-

cussions here France appears
to have the broad support of
Italy, Spain," Bdgftmi, Luxent*
bottrg and to-'a .huire' fimited
extent* -West' Germany, the
Netherlands and Britain in
particular are opposed to' any
extension of such controls, not
only because they would be
seen as an unwarranted
extension of bureaucracy but
because of their potentially
damaging impact on competi-

tion within.the afaiglft market.'
Though discussions of a

Community-wide policy on
food quality control are at an
early stage, with a Commission
proposal unlikely before next
year, Mr MacSharry’s warning
yesterday shows that the Com-
mission shares some of
Britain’s concern.
The Community had to avoid

developing a rather narrow,
producer-based policy designed
essentially to confirm existing
restrictive arrangements with
no tangible benefit to
consumers or to producers gen-
erally, Mr MacSharry told min-
isters.

While it was very much in

the interests of consumers to
see the development of the sys-
tem which would provide real

guarantees of consistently high
quality, the Community could
hardly' become involved in
dealing with specifications fra:

the fama of thousands of prod-
ucts, processes and recipes
that could be involved, he said:

The Commission Is edging
towards a compromise pro-
posal which would, acknowl-
edge the AOC system fin: those
products which are cavered by
now - essentially wine,, hain
and cheeses - with, a consider-
ably more liberal and less
restrictive labelling system for
a wide range of other products.

WORLD COMMODITIES PRICES

LONDON MARKETS
COFFEE prices retreated yesterday
mid pessimism about the efforts of
the US and Colombia to stimulate
interest in renegotiating an
international coffee agreement with
economic provisions. Dealers said
Brazil and Indonesia both seemed to
be relishing the free market end had
sold substantial tonnages of coffee
recently. Neither was therefore likely to
be prepared to accept a reduced quota
under a new pact Prices had risen on
Monday amid talk that a quota plan
had been backed by Latin American
producers, but optimism soon
evaporated amid Brazilian denials. On
the LME tin prices fell again, and
analysts said a decline to £7,200 a
tonne now seemed almost inevitable.
Copper rallied on news that miners at
Exxon's Disputada da las Condos
Mining Co voted to strike from
midnight Wednesday over pay.

COCOA - London rox
Close Previous High/Low

Dec 728 720 735 711
Mar 702 702 70S 80S
May 713 714 715 707
Jul 728 729 732 723
Sep 743 744 745 740
Dec 770 768 771 765
Mar 793 7B4- TBS 788

Cloy Previous

AImiiJuIisii, MJ% prahy (S per tonne)

Cash 1780-6 1788-82

(Prices supplied by Awtalgainatad Mats! Tradbig)

Hlgh/Low AM OlBctol Kerb dose Open Internet

Rina turnover 22830 tonne

US MARKETS

3 months 17208 17408

Copper. Otade A (Eper tonne]

1782/1780
1737/1715 17155 32503 tale

Ring turnover 86560 tonne

Turnover: 3570 (5663) loci of 10 tonnes
ICCO Indicator prices (SORm per tonne). Daily
price tor Oct 30 814.70 (8OMH):10 day average
tor Oct 31 031.47 (832.081

COFFEE - London FOX Cftonne

Cash 1734*
3 months 1712-3

1725/1724
1714/1007

Ctase Prevtous HJgh/Low

Nov 700 695 718 688
Jan IBM 700 708 882
Mar 700 712 • 721 698
May 718 724 735 718
jm 740 744 752 747
Sep 764 767 777 785
Nov 790 810 789

Lead (C per lonnc)

Cosh 467-8
3 morrtha 447-0

Mcksl (3 per tonne)

Cash 10075-1(50

3 mofflfw 9780-75

Tbi (0 per tome)

ms-10 77.087 tote

Ring turnover 10.120 tonne

457-7.5

446JF7J) 5-7 12575 Into

Ring tomowar 1,278 mew
10100-50
0750-6

10100/10075 1 0050-100
0700/0700 0740-50 0720-60 0729 kXs

Ring turnover 770 tonne

Cash 751000
3 months 7560-5

7080400
3 months 7560-5 76305 7600/7530

Zinc. Special Wflh Grade (I per tonne)

Cash 1537-40 1540-50 184571544
3 months 1517-4 15206 1585/1513

Zhtc ($ per tonne)

Cash 1485-505 1520-30
3 months 1470-60 1400600 1478/1478

LME CMng C/S retac
SPOT 1-5770 3 months: 1-5318

Turnover: 0074 (7781) IMS Ol 5 tonnes
ICO indicator prices (US cents per potato) tor
Oct 30: Comp, dally 62-02 (60.70). 15 day aver-
age 60.83 (80-39)

1445/1544
1525/1413

Crude eB (per barrel FOB)

Ovtmt SI .004
Elfon! Blend SI .45-8.:

WTI. (i pm e«) 41 1.7B-BJ

OH products
|NWE prompt delivery per tow e OF)

Premium Gasoline S 90-192
Gas Oil 1-81-182
Heavy Fuel Oil 3 18-100
Naphtha 1150-158
Petroleum Argus Estimates -

41 .004. lOw +. 125
41 454.70W
41 I.7B431W +0JJ1

Gold (per troy oi)+
Stiver (per troy

Platinum (per trey oz)
Palladium (par troy or)

S37S-2S -2D0
SJTC -3

4488.35 -405
4135.4 -1.1

SUQ*R ~ London POX (4 per toms)

Hew Peso Provtous Hlgh/Low

Dec 313.00 3102D
Mar 310-20 314.20 313.40 309.80
May 305.40 309.20 30840 305.00
Aug 290.80 303-40 302.20 2B8.40
Oct 289.60 294.20 201.40 289-40
Ooc 288.00 282-00 267.00

WMto Close Previous Htgh/Low

One 381.00 385.00 383DO 380.00
Mar 384.00 358DO 387.00 38250
May 388.00 39250 380.00 387.00
Aug 306.00 402.00 308.00
Oct 373.00 377.00 373-50 373DO
Pec 363JO 358.60 364J0

Turnover Raw 1985 (2010) lots ol 50 tonnes.
Whtio BOB (1738)
Parts- White (FFr per tame): Dec 2382, Mar
2400, May 2442 Aug 2520, Oct 2375. Dee 2334.

7530-40 0B2B lots

Ring turnover 6,675 tonne

1520-3 16,166 lots

Ring turnover 8525 tonne

0 months: 1.5326 0 months: 1.8135

IN THE METALS, gold, silver and
platinum drifted lower after technical

.

action, reports Drexel Burnham
Lambert Platinum posted the biggest
decline as stop loss selling sen! the
January contract down 6.70. Copper
gained from light commission house
and local buying. In the softs, sugar
prices slipped attar slow dealings.
Coffee featured consolidation after

Monday’s volltlla session. Cocoa
trading remained sJowUvestock
futures were active led by a limit up
move In the bellies. Live hogs and
cattle gained from carryover buying.
The grains continued their two-sided
patterns in light volume. Soybeans
finished the day lower due to heavier
than expected deliveries. Corn closed
down from a lack of export business.
Oil, meal and wheat futures were
uneventful. The energy complex
remained choppy In the oil markets.
Gasoline was again weak due to

spreading against the olL

COPPTO 20000 IhK cema/Bn .

Cla» Previous Hlgh/Low

NOV 11X70 112-70 113.80 113.60

Chicago
SOYABEANS 0000 too rtW cent*/«*> buahel

Doc T14JJ0 11X80 116D0 113D0

CnuOE OZ. (Light) 4g.00a US pMI» S/bn/ral

. Lnwt Pnwtoua High/Low

Deo 1BD8 10.72
'

19DS '1061

Jan 18D3 10^7 1BDS 1034
Mar 10.14 10-t4 18.18 18.01

May 1868 1&D8 1888 • mao
Jun ia.70 18.73 18.75 W.70
Jul 18D7 1BD2 16D2 18D7
Aug 1&48 «L51 18/48 1142
Sop 18.40 18.42 18u4S mae

Ctoaa Pravloua HtgTUUx

Nov -558M 850(4 563(8
Jan 57212 674/4 578(0
Mar 556(2 888/4 501/0
May 505/4 596(0 800(0
Jut 501/8 603/0 806/4
Aug 602(0 002/0 506(0
Sap S87/8 687/0. 589/4
Nov 583(8 683(0 683/4-

SOYABEAN OS. 60,000 ItnK conto/lb

HgAUHO OB. 42,000 U3 gaBa, oantWUS gmlto

Latest Previous High/Low

Nov 6505 5784 5BU0 5740
•a 8860 5803 0080 5785
Jon 5B2S 5788 68SS 5770
Feb 5720 6894 0735 6886
Mar 6500 6480 5SD0 6458
Apr 6290 3280 5290 5283
Jun 6023 6018 5023 5025
Jul 6000 4950 5000 4960
Aug 5033 3030 5086 6030

Close Prevtoua High/Low

Dec 19.15 1BD1 1148 - - 1112 -
Jan 19D5 10.62 19-67 19.33
Mar 19.73 1BD5 2aii 19.75
May 2a11 2028 2044 2010
Jul 20.42 20JS9 20,70 . 2042
Aug 20AB 2040 20DO . aoM
Sep 2062 20.70 20.90

'

2052 .

Oct 2068 SOJ92 20D8 2068

, 180 tons; 4/ton.

Ooaa Prevtous Mgh/Low

NOV 1215 123.0 1205 1200
Fab 100.0 1SOD
Apr 1815 198.7 194D IBID
May 2210 223D 221.0 2200

Tumowur 434 (248) lots of 40 tomes.

Goto (flne 04) 4 price

Close 375-375

Opening 375l«-8781*
Morning fix 376.03

/Utemoon fix 375D0
Day's MQh 3761*-376\
Days low 37WJS'j

C agohmlam

2371*4-237*
238-238 >2

23X127
237.411

New York
OOLO 100 Poy 0X4 Stray <

L - HU S/bewaj

Ctoaa Previous Hfeh/Low

Close Previous Wgii/Low

Feb 144.00 145D0 144.00
Apr 142D0 143J0 142D0

Turnover 15 (3S)lots of 20 tonnes.

Aluminium (Irm market) $1730 -15
Connor (US PnXtocor) l20V211tc +l>a
Lotto (US Producer) 40.5c
Nickel (frm market) 4G5c
Tin (Kuala Lumpur market} 20 OOr -CL 17
Tin (Now Vortt) 345DC -3D
Zinc (US Prime Western) aai«c

Dec 18.83 IBDB
Jan 18.18 1124
Feb T7D5 17D8
Mar 17.60 17.70
Apr 17-50 17D7
B-E todox 18.64 18-37

Turnover 7872 (16360)

13.73 18D6
1B2S 18.14
17DG 17.83
17.80
17*

WSWHT WTUfara - BWS SHVtftoen point

Close Prevlom Hlgh/Low

Oct 1834 1838 1834
Nov 1688 1703 1890 1880
Jen 1385 1686 1690 1678

Meptateto 385-390

Britannia 366-390

US Eagle 385880
Angel 3B5D80
Krugerrand 374-377

New Sow. 8M0
CM SOV. 8M0
Noble Plat 4842M02D6

C equivalent

aoBfa-wsfe
2tih-946h
243*2-248
243 12-248 12
238*2-23812
SB I*-67

MV-tf
3 12.60-317J3

Nov

Close

374.7

Prevtous

377D

rvghnjOW

0 0
Deo 377D 8808 3803 3708
Jan 3707 0 D 0
Fab 381.0 386.1 3BG.0 381D
Apr 358-1 8503 3800
Jun 3904 393D 393D 3902
Aug 394D 307.7 0 . 0
Oct 38BD 402.0 4000 4000
Duo 3773 3808 3803 378D

fc TO tonnecVtonoca

dose Provtous High/Low

077 073 883 060
wb 080 999 geo:

1006 1000 1008 1002
1016 1014 .1030 1016
1068 1064 1065 1061
1082 1068 1094 1004

Close Prevtous Hlgh/Low

Dec 1818 18241 183.0 1012 ...

Jan 161 JZ 181.3 181D 1809
Mar 1708 1301 1807 1707
May 179.0 178D 17BD T784>

••

Jut 1702 178.1 1707 1700
Aug 1771 T77D 1705 T77D
Sap 178.0 T77D 1705 177D
Oct T77D 177

D

1700 177JJ-

MADE 5.000 bu rntn: oento/SBJb buahel "

dree Previous hhMov

C* 37DOOBw; oents/lba

Close Previous Mgb/Low

Canto |livo wOigM)t
Sheep ((toed weight}!

Pigs (live weight)!

oasoiL - n

London dany sugar (raw) S34&dv
London daily sugar (white) 5390.0*
Tau and Lyto evport price C336.0

Barley (English teed) £11l.6q
Maizn (US Na 3 yettow) £l3fL2Sq

Whont (US Dark Northern) tttgjS

Close Previous Mgh/Low

Nov 17075 175.73 177JS 175.23
Dec 1732S 17160 174 4)0 17150
Jan 159.75 10025 169.73 168-25
Fob 1B5.7S laooo 16850 10025
M«r 101.25 161.00 162.75 IB1JS
Apr 167.00 157.50 168DO 1ST4*5
M*y 157.00 158.73 137.00 1S8D5

Apr 1685 1682
Jul 1418 1430
Od 1S2S
BFI 1647 1641

1834
1890 1880
1890 1678
1682 1680
1430 1410
1633 1620

Ollvar Os p/Bne Or

Spot 331DO
3 months 344.10

6 months 3SL30
12 months 379.85

PLATSW4 50 trpy DC 5/truy oz.

Ctoee Previous Mgft/Low

DSC 7458 7458 74JH 7350
Mar 7074 7B.4U 7080 75DO
May 7850 78458 7850 7750
Jul 80.60 80.70 80.53 80.00

Sap 82.75 82D5
.
8175 8100

Dec 0653 88-00 8550 85.00
Mar 8826 88.83 0 0

241/0 241/2 237/2
948/B 044(0 241ri>
247(3 248/2 . 246/4 '

250/4 .251/0
. 240/0 -

242(0 243(0 240/0
239/2 23B/4 236/8 -

848/0 0 0 . -

6.000 bu mln^oenls/BOIMMaM

Turnover 369 (632)

4900 4825 488.0 48&D
400 3005 48&D 4810
488.7 604D fiOOD 4075
303D 5O0i 504,0 6025
307.7 513.7 6085

SUGAR WORLD “If 112DQQ Oto? C0nt*/8n

omums - mrm Otoww
Wheal dose Pravloua HSgh/Low

Nov 108.06 108.15 108.05 108.00

Turnover 6223 t&t80)Me Ol

'

1TOD5 110JXI 11080 110.05
114JO 114.75 114J8Q IldJO

Rubber (spot)V B625o
Rubber (Dec)W SS.OOp

Rubbor (Jan)V SOOOp
Rubber (KL RSS No 1 Nov) 237 Om

May 117.80 11&00 117.75
Jim 11X55 118.75 118.00

Aluwlnlcm (»£%) CaOs Puts

Strike price 2 tonne Nov Jen Nov Jan

i£5 i* m m W
1750 68 55 70 107

1850 23 27 135 175

Copper (Grade A) Calls Puts

flLVSR 5,000 troy aq osnts/troy oz.

Coconut oH (Philippines}* S477Dv
Palm 00 (MalayslenH S315q
Copra (PtalippliuaK S3f0a
Soyabeans (US) £15850
Cotton 'A* Indus 52J0c
Wooltops (84a Super] SSOp

JUT*
October/November c and I Dundee BTC
5515, BWC S3 15, HTD 3475. BWO 5475; c and
I Antwerp BTC S450. BWC549a 6TD 5458
BWO 3445.

Barley Claw Prevtous HtptULow

Nov 108.45 108D5 108^0 106.45
Jan 10030 108.40 108.40 103JO
Mar 1 12-30 112.40 112D0

capper (Grade A) calls Puts

2560 184 155 57 110

2660 125 110 88 170
2750 62 04 152 232

Jen Mar Jan Mar

Close Prevtous Mgh/Low

318j0 6245 0 0
6215 laea (Warn 5195
624.7 5315 0 0

5312 6395 540.0 681.0

5405 5475 5475 6905
5485 658-3 585.0 0465
MaH 3635 85AD S5SD
5875 674J 5715 687D
5715 5784 0 0

Close Previous Hlgh/Low

Jan 1353 14DS 0 0
Mar 1357 14.09 14.08 1358
May 13.72 1357 1350 13.70
Jul 1350 1357 1355 13.50

Oct 13,06 mt 13.15 13.06
Mar 1250 1250 1250 12,50

Close Prevtous Hlgh/Low

394/4 396/B 3S7/4 384/0
808/2 39872 399/0 397/0
37W8 370(0 380/0 378/4 -

348/4 348/4 asoro 348/4
3SAJ2 35374 365/0 864/0 -

368/4 886/4 388/4 365/4 •-

UVECAITLE 40000 ton eentaribs

cotton sopoo; cemaribs

Close Previous Hfgh/Lmr

Oo— Prevtous Hfph/Low

Deff 74<4S 74.15 74DS
HD7 7355 74D7

Apr 74D0 73.7S 74DS
km TliS 71DO 71.30
Aug 6900 09.40 QBjg
Oct 60.00 GSlOQ *ww>

Turnover: Whe« 120 (01). Bariev 63 (441.

Turnover tola of 100 tonnes.

55 85 2S 35
35 SB £2 SO
10 40 86 00

Dee 7553 7418 7SL30
Mar 78.75 75.73 7850
May 7758 7850 7750
Jul 77.10 78.10 77.10
Oct 7036 89.80 7026
sc 67.76 BOM 68D0

'

Mar 67.70 67JO 67.70

UWE HOGS 30D00 lb; centsflbs

Pone Prevtous Wg/ULow
Oeo 4657 45:75 48.70

C a tonno unless otherwise steMd. phpsnCe/Vfl.

c-conn/lb. r-rlnggH/kg. y-Ocl/Nov. s-Od/Dac.

t-Jan/Mar. v-Nov/Oec. w-Oec. q-Nov. z-Jen/

FeblMoal Communion average fatatock prices.

* change from a week age. VLondon physical

moriieL 5CIF Rohordam. 41 Bullion markot
ckno. o-Malayston centa/kg.

COTTON
Lfwpeel- Spot and shipmertt ««iee tor the
week ondod October 27 came to 376 tonnes
sgoinct 1188 lonnos In die previous week.
Trading was or a fairly Wgti quality with
ranooa countries Involved In sales
Including Israeli. Weet African and Mmdcan

(Cash aeMemmti pftfl

Prevtous High/Low

Dec Mar Dec Mar

Oct 133.0 1335
Nov 1305 131.0
Feb 117JS 11TJ
Apr 117J 117Dkm 117^ 117.0
Aug 1110 1110

87 75 10 24
46 48 10 47
23 28 48 77

Dee Jan Dec Jar

Turnover a p) iota of 1250 kg

04 60 2 41
27 35 15 65
7 10 44 80

1 1
raxen

| ]
REUTERS (Bwer September 18 1931 100)

II 0*30 0*27 mntti ago yr age {

| |
16465 1846.0 18755 18817

1 1 DOW JONES (Base: Dec. 31 1074 “ MO)

Spot 139-09

Futures 120.38
13050
12049

13053
13156

13654
13013

OBAHOE JUtCB ISPOOHa; centa/lta

Close Previous High/Low

45:76 4070 4650-
4642 4046’ ' «50
4250 4355 42TO
4750 • 47.ro 47/45 -

47.70 • 48.00' 4756
48JH 4650

'
- 4040-

42.75 4356 £900
4450 - 44.70 4456

Nov 13050 • 131.10 13150
Jan 126DS 12455 12070
Mar 12&45 ^24M 12020
May 126.00 12450 126DO
Ait 12010 126.40 12650
Sap 12050 .12060 12050
Nov 12070 12450 0
Mar 12070 12450 0 .

row* BisjUEg 4opgo too; ceras/lb

CJosa Previous High/Low
Fob 5060 Bl«) 5&8D 5346

6357 6357 5657 6840 —
May 6047 53/47 5047 .6356.

6017 53.17 8017 Rtoa
Aug 5350 6150 6355 61-70 .

'acottj

‘•V

.
<s.

'-
J
-

.V.-7>
» 'Ir-
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LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE

"THE RECOVERY In UR
equities took a farther sabstan-
ttal_step forward yesterday
when a firm pound and early
reports from a parliamentary
derate on the UK eopnomy set
the stage for some cautions
snare baying by domestic
investment institutions. The

sector continues its recovery

pofaits to finally restore all andwas of the ground lost since
toe resignation last week nf Mr
Nigel Lawson as Chancellor at
the Exchequer.

Equities opened firmly- after
the Governor of the Bank of
England had stressed his dis-
taste for falls in the sterling
exchange rate. Hie market was
helped along by a modest trad-

Account DM*9 Dates
VMIMWe

Oh. 18 Oct 30 Mow 13

OpWgw Pert—Sana.
OH 88 News Novas

unai—me
Oct 27 NOW 10 Ns* 24

Acconrt Day;
Now S Now SB Dae 4

*H«* Bm da—ga t— pace ftm
are aw taw beataiaa daya earner

ing programme. Gains were
extended but turnover
remained somewhat hwi+fag
until late afternoon when the
market benefited from two fur-
ther unrelated developments.

First, the UK Government
said it would effectively aban-
don its “goldfiu share" in Jag*
uar restricting a foil takeover,

provided that the necessary
shareholder agreement was
given. And, second, the New
York market, whose recently
erratic performance has been
an additionally discouraging
factor for the London market,
opened with a sharp advance.
The Jaguar announcement

was quickly followed by a sub-
stantial rise in Jaguar shares
as they returned from an ear-

lier suspension, re-alerted the
markers takeover sector, and
in particular inspired p™ fa

the handful of other leading
stocks which are at present
shielded from predators by
Golden Shares - Amecsham,
Rolls-Royce and British Aero-
space were among the most

prominent features.

The assurance in the House
of Commons from Ur John
Major, the new UK Chancellor
of the Exchequer, that existing

economic policies would be
mamtafand buttressed market
confidence towards the end of

the trading iwipIop -

A confident close left the
FT-SE Index at 2,142.6, a net

30.4 points higher on the day.

Traders sounded optimistic if

not too deeply reassured by the

rally of the past two sessions.

The faimpitinta outlook hinges

on several factors, notably the

prospects for sterling and
domestic interest rates, as well

as for the ability of Mrs
Thetcher’s Government to ride

out the political storm sur-
rounding Mr Lawson's unex-
pected departure.

- Yesterday’s parliamentary
debate was still continuing
when the stock market closed
for the day, so a foil response
from the City will have to wait
until this morning.
Trading volume, which has

become the most crucial factor
in the stock market equation,
improved slightly yesterday,
with Seaq volume at 334J5m
shares against Monday’s
256.6m. But volume is still
painfully thfa hi terms of the
viability of marketmaking
firms, some of which ????have
begun to thin out their staffing
levels yet agafa

FINANCIAL TIMES STOCK INDICES
Oct Oet Oet Oet Oet Voar isre Shea CmapdaMpn
31 30 27 SB a Ago Mfllt Low Mon Low

Go—airtSscs 0451 8455 6457 8851 6521 6953 6959 63.75 127.4 49.18

awi (14/6) (9/1/35) (3/1/75)

Fired hUanwt 6351 93.SS 8357 94.08 9454 07-73 9959 3350 105.4 5053
f16/3> (18/10) (28/11/47) (3/1/75)

Ordbwry Share 1721.4 1701.7 16785 17205 17515 1507.7 2008.8 14475 20065 49.4

(3/1) (5/9/69) (28/6/40)

Gold Mm 21B5 2235 209.5 1885 1955 169.1 2235 164.7 734.7 435
(30/10) (17/2) (15/2/83) (26/10/71)

FT-SE 100 Sham 2142.6 21122 2062.1 21295 21615 18575 24285 17825 2443.4 9865
P/9) (3/1) II (23/7/84)

OrtL Dlv. Yield 4.80 458 4.92 451 4.72 454 Baaia 100 G0VL Saw ibOOOB. Rued M. 1833,

Earning YU %{fuii) 1154 11.88 1156 11.69 1156 1156 Ordnery 1/7/33. Gold mtntd 12/9/56, Baata WOO
P/E RatfcriNoW*) 1047 1056 1050 10.43 1054 1057 PT58 W0 51/12/83. * Ml 1039

SEAQ Bargafns<5pm) 20.575 19526 28596 22.058 20520 23,472 eiLT sonant activity
Equity TurhoverKnift
Equity BaroaUst _

563.70
19.660

108832
27558

73851
21,107

780-28

20536
92750
24528

KHIcaa Oct 30 CM 27

370.7 3365 411-5

OrOwry Shew Index. Hearty drawee Day's High 1721.4 Day's Low 170M 6-D4y Avdrafla

Opon
17085

10 am
1708-5

11 am
17115

12 pm
17085

1 pm.
17065

2 p.m. 3 p-JTL

17125 17175
4 pm
17165

FT-SE, HOUrty etangaw

Open
21345

10 a.m.
2124.7

11 mm.
2129.0

12 pjn.

2126.3

Day's High 21425 Day's Low 21205

1 pm.
21255

2 pm.
2130.6

3 pm
21365

4 pm.
21345

101.7 1045

*3E Aettvtty 1874. 1Excluding Intra-fliwiusf

fauatnaaa & Ovarsaaa turnover- CafeutaHoa
the FT ktfitm <* dally Equity Bargains and
Equity Vania and at the n»u Bu y avenges of

Evrity Bargains ana Equity Value, was <Sa*

ocnflnuad on July 31. Ctoefaig values for Mf
SB evaluate on request
London report and latent Share Indaoc

Tat OflOB 133001.

Open
season
in Jaguar
“It’s open, season now on
Jaguar shares’*, was the mar-
ket's immediate response to
the surprise decision by the
British government to relax
the restriction Imposed mi indi-
vidual share holdings when »hg
luxury car maker was priva-
tised. Jaguar shares,
suspended at 746p at mid-ses-
sion, returned with a ven-
geance following the govern-
ment statement, to race afamd
to a close of 869p, a gain on the
day of 122. Trading volume,
unexciting before the suspen-
sion, bounded ahead later to a
final total of 9.7m shares.
Buyers yesterday were

mostly speculators, including
US arbitrageurs who have been
leading the running in Jaguar
shares. London traders, who
are now assuming shareholder
approval for removal of the
golden share provisions, expect
a bidding war between Ford
Motor, already with 13.2 per
cent of Jaguar, and General
Motors, yet to announce a

Jaguar
Share price (pence)
800

!

600

550
October 1989

stake. Both would have to
makp farther filings uniter US
legislation if they wish to
increase stakes beyond 15 per
cent.
“You won’t get another

chance to bet on what 1b
clearly a two horse race”, com-
mented Mr Peter Deighton of
County NatWesL

C&W recommended
Telecommunications group

Cable & Wireless was given a
strong push by at least three of

the City’s most influential

broking firms, James Capel,
Hoare Govett and Smith New
Court.
James Capel, which took
C&W off its buy list a mouth
ago, said the stock had fallen

by around lOOp or so since
tfam and now looks “oversold.”

The broker also says the funda-
mentals look good and that the

company stands to be a sub-

stantial beneficiary from cur-

rency changes via its overseas
earnings.
Hoare Govett expects C&W

to show underlying profits
growth of around 25 per r*xnt

when it reports interne figures
on November 22. The broker
expects pre-tax profits of £232m
from ginftn and points out that
last year’s figure was boosted
by the sale of the 2J8 per cent
stake in Racal prior to the flo-

tation of Racal Telecom. For
the full year Hoare is forecast-
ing pretax profits af£523m and
for the following 12 months is

going for £642m. Hoare says
Mercury is beginning to per-
form and expects It to contrib-
ute £18m for the half-year and
£45m for the full year.
In recommending a switch,

out of British Telecom into
C & W, the electrarucs/tetecoms
team at Smith New Court
expects Telecom to show aflat
profits performance in the sec-
ond quarter; “they're heavily
exposed to the economic slow-
down in the UK which also
slows telecoms traffic and they
are under pressure from Mer-
cury.*
But tire Smith team says

C&Ws remits will be good.
Hint1 C&W giiarpg have under-
performed BTs by lb per cent
in one month and that C&W
earns some 85 per cent of its

profits outside the UK. BT
were fractionally harder at
253p.

Marks impresses
The market gave the thumbs

up to interim profits from
Marks and Spencer right at the
tap of the range. One dealer
pointed out that if a mail loss

on fixed assets were stripped
out, the figure was higher than
any forecast
Trade was brisk, if not fran-

tic, as turnover reached iim
shares. The price advanced to
lSlp before dosing at 188p, a
set g better.

Mr Keith Wills, of Goldman
Sarahs, mM that the fact that

the extra improvement had
came from UK clothes retail-

ing, underlined the stock’s
defensive qualities. Had the
advance been based on food
sales, the market would have
feared that the company was
feeling the effects of recession.

“Both the results and the emit
position of the results were
pleasing,” said Mr Wills.

A cautionary note, however,
was struck by Mr Marie Hnsson
at Morgan Stanley. He said
thatM and S would not be able

to improve margins, in relation

to turnover, in the second half

at the same rate as they had

done in file first He added that
there was still a danger that
interest rates might go higher
and that if they did “Christmas
would be a damp squib.” He fs
sticking with his recommenda-
tion of a weak hold.
The recent rises in metal

prices, especially gold, gave
another boost to mining
shares. RTZ, a strong per-
former on Monday, when the
share price moved up 12, added
a similar amount yesterday to
504p.
In addition to the buying

triggered by firm metal prices,
the stock has been helped by
buy recommendations from
two of the leading UK securi-
ties houses, SG Warburg Secu-
rities and BZW. Mr
Alan CL Richards at BZW «»<4
that a 1 cent foil in the ster-

ling/dollar exchange rate
increases RTS’s North Ameri-
can earnings (from Borax, Ken-
necott and QTT) by £3m and a
rise in UK interest rates
increases BTZ’s pgmfagg from
its £800m of strafing deposits.
The depressing effects of an

early sdl order for SmithKHna
Bead— were quickly forgot-
ten as attention turned to sug-
gestions that tile US Food and
Drag Administration was
about to make a positive state-

ment an the company's heart
drug, Bmlnasq.

The recovery in the share
price turned out to be justified
when news broke late in the
afternoon that the FDA Advi-
sory Committee had recom-
mended that marketing
approval be given to the drag.
“Inis will be perceived as very
good news,” said Mr Martin
Hafi of UBS Phillips & Drew.
“Eminase sales should reach
$240m by 1992.” SKBeecham
“A" shares recovered from a
low of 532 to end a penny off
the best of the day at 549p, a
net improvement of 16. The
BZW pharmaceuticals sector
investors presentation contin-

ued to help Wellcame, 24 better
at 648p.
Thoughts about what the

recent rise in the price of gold
meant for the value of parts of
Consolidated Gold Fields now
owned by Hanson helped that
latter’s shares. Turnover was
boosted to &8m shares as the
price climbed 4 to 206’Ap.
This morning Mr Chris

Steele at County NatWest
WoodMac publishes a buy note
an Hanson winch says that the
company is now the fifth big-

gest gold producer in the
world, ff it decided to turn its

gold business into cash, he
adds, Hanson could realise
more than £2bn.

FT-A All-Share Index
1250

1050

Turnover by volume (mffflon)

UOwali

Aug Sep Oct

NEW HIGHS AND LOWS FOR 1989

NEWMQMKBQ. „
LOANS (1) NMfonwhta Ang. IlHsoWIISS,
runrdi w CO ComeBw. aroass
fj} Com*! WT. euctrkalb r
MDUSTRULS CO IB&Inn. Sent.

!

MOTORS {1) Jaguar. 1HUSTR |7) 1
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' An early sell order for Redc-
ttt and Oohm left the shares
offsred an the interdealer bro-
ker screens formost ofthe day

.

The price did not join in with
the market's advance,
although it recovered from
early weakness to close
unchanged cm the day at lX35p.

Brttkh Gas again underper-
formed, still unsettled by polit-

ical worries, news that it is

introducing a new price sched-
ule for its big industrial cus-
tomers and also an further con-
cerns about competition in the
gas market from Shell/Esso.
Gas shares closed 1% higher at
186Ap.

Dealers noted good twoway
business in BP »wi shpii, with
the latter finally up 7 at 426p
and the former 4 firmer at
296p. LASMO, currently
involved in a substantial Intra-

national drilling programme,
moved up II to 510p, albeit in
thin trading, while Enterprise
rose 8 more to 597p ahead of
presentations to Scottish insti-

tutions.

Premier attracted lots of sup-
port, dosing 8 higher at 106p;
dealers said they expected sus-
tained activity in Premier as
the company geared up for its

important drilling programme
in Thailand, where it has
already enjoyed considerable
success. The company is dril-

ling a series of five wells in
Thailand and is known to be
confident of finding more on.

Clearing banks made good
progress but activity remained
low, with the exception of Nat-
WesL Turnover was &5m with
the shares 4 firmer at 296p.

SG Warburg were outstand-
ing in the merchant banks, the
shares advancing 13 to 4l8p

APPOINTMENTS
Board moves
at Scottish

& Newcastle
SCOTTISH & NEWCASTLE

.

BREWERIES has made the
following changes. Mr Ian
Hannah becomes chairman
of The Newcastle Breweries,
and William Younger & Co;
Mr Roy Summers becomes
chairman of Waverley
Vintners; and Mr Hugo Page
Croft becomes chairman of
Matthew Brown. Mr Summers'
and Mr Page Croft’s other

responsibilities remain
unchanged.
Mr DJX, Abbot has been

appointed a director of EDGAR.
HAMILTON GROUP; MrR&
Hammond an assistant

director. Edgar Hamilton,
Lloyd's brokers; and Mr AJL
Bennett an assistant divisional

director of Edgar Hamilton

UK and Edgar Hamilton &
Wellard.

Mr Michael Portington, has
been appointed managing
director, risk management
marketing, atCONTINENTAL
BANK, London. He was with

Bankers Trust

THE PRIVATE BANK&
TRUST CO has appointed Mr
Geoffrey Elliot as a
non-executive director. He is

an advisory director ofMorgan
Stanley & Co Inc.

Mr Ian Stewart, MP, has
boon appointed a non-executive

director of SECCOMBE
MARSHALL & CAMPION
HOLDINGS.

Mr Brute Picking has been
appointed as director, practice

regulation, at THE INSTITUTE
OF CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS IN
ENGLAND AND WALES. He
was a partner in Arthur
Andersen.

MORRISON
CONSTRUCTION GROUP has
appointed Mr Robin Forrest

as marketing director, civil

engineering division, Sband
Construction; and Mr Tran
naigirfdi as building

operations executive director.

Mr Adrian Goldsmith.
property finance, and Ms
Prmnfla HOOXL, film and mafia
finance, have been appointed
directors of GUINNESS
MAHON & CO.

Mr Nicholas Smith has been

manager (staff) at NORWICH
UNION from November 6,

succeeding Mr Paul Sheridan
who was promoted to general
Tmmwgw (^rrtpmatifynal) ^ier
ftis year. Mr Smith was group

at Prudential Corporation.

Mr Andrew Cheeseman
becomes a director ofNOBLE
LOWNDES PENSIONS on
November L
MINET INSURANCE

mfiKRRS (UK) hast

Mr Grange MiOra asa i

and Mr Simon NevfBe as an
associate director <m the
broking team.

Mr Richard Bowser has been-
appointed financial director
of POLICY MASTER. He joins
fmrn the mew-hunt hanVmg

.

aim of County NatWest

Mr D. Byron Lewis has been

Mr Nick Ringer (above) has
been appointed managing
director at EDEN VALE, part
of Express Foods Group. He
was cramnercial director, RHM
Foods.

Mr Michael Beil (above) has
been appointed project direc-

tor for MERCURY PERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS NET-
WORK. a Cable & Wireless led
consortium with Motorola, US,
and Telefonica, Spain. He was
project director fur Celinet

director of the

CHRISTIE-TYLER GROUP.

Mr David Lee has been
appointed managing director
of LAING FLEET SERVICES,
part ofthe JOhn Laing
Construction Group. He was
general manager. Kenning
T/»fl«tf>lfa»=!

WOOLWICH HOMES, part
of Woohrich Building Society,

has appointed Mr Peter Carr
as company secretary . He
remains company solicitor.

Mr Petra Hart wm be
retiring as chairman of
FORSHEDA and its UK
subsidiaries on December 3L
but will remain a consultant.
Mr Lars Losman. international
director of Forsbeda AB, win
succeed Mr Hart as chairman,
and Mr Lennart Gremnark
will be appointed managing
director Forsbeda Ltd.

Mr Roger Johnson has been
appointed operations director
of Ladbroke Group Properties,
a LADBROKE GROUP
subsidiary. He was
development director with
Badland.

ahead of the fafaHmc
later this month. The
corporate finance division is

said to have performed excep-
tionally well - “they’ve proba-
bly made as much in the first-

half as they did in the whole at
last year,” said one dealer. .

Royal Insurance clipped 8 to
466p and Commercial Union 2
to 453p after BZW said both
companies “look distinctly
overvalued vis-a-vis other com-
posites," and that “both look to
he entering a period when divi-
dends will be uncovered by
reported earnings."
Asda foiled to join in the

stockmarkefs rally, following
a report from Goldman Sachs.
The report commented that; “it
is difficult to see anything
other than continued underpra-
fonnance for the shares.”

ft expected the share price to
hold at around 130p, a level
which has provided support for
tibue shares over the last five
years. The report expected fur-

ther difficulties in Aada’s dis-

tribution and non-food busi-
nesses. Asda dosed unchanged
at 142p.
Hillsdown rose after a pre-

sentation to institutions In
London yesterday. Hillsdown
emphasised that it did not
expect its furniture and prop-
erty divisions to be signifi-
cantly impaired despite the
slower pace at economic
growth.
Mr Richard Workman, of

Hoare Govett, said "Hillsdown
nmterifnM the well protected
nature of its non-food busi-
nesses. And as a tending pro-
ducer of basic food stuffs we
believe they atomM also be a
very defensive- stock in a
weaker UK market” Hillsdown
closed up 6 at 27Bp.

TRADING VOLUME IN MAJOR STOCKS
Hie foltariaB Is based on trailing notome for mast Alpha sacurKles dun through the SEAQ system yesterday uMJI 5 pm.

Cadbury Schweppes gained
on US Interest and activity in
the traded options market.
However, there was some cau-
tion expressed before the com-
mencement of trading this
morning of new shares issued
for the acquisition of Trebor.
Cadbury ckwed up 10 at344p-

A 42-page buy note for Lad-
broke from Hoare Govett
helped the shares advance 12
to 280p. “There are few compa-
nies whose future growth can
be be forecast as confidently as
that of Ladbroke,” said the
Hoare commentary.
Promises on dividends and

profits from DRG helped the
price advance 22 to to 568p.
Much of the buying was what
one dealer described as “trans-

atlantic." Mr John Kenny, ana-
lyst at BZW, said that the fore-

casts “suggests that Pembridge

will get a good deaL”
Conrtanlds retreated after

Monday’s sharp rise in the
wake of its proposed demerger
into two division. The shares
ended 6 lower at 356p.
A country broker persis-

tently sold Geers Gross, the
advertising agency embroiled
on bid and joint venture stories

earlier in the year. "However
low I call the price, he keeps
selling.” Mid win dealer, “He
must be very disillusioned.”
The price slipped 4 to 38P-
A positive note issued by the

BZW building on the compa-
ny’s West German operations
boosted Redland shares 13 to
500p. BZW said “accounting for
around 25 per cent of total
profits, we believe Redland’s
West German subsidiary*
Braas, has a more important
position within the group than

Is traditionally recognised; it

will achieve a strong improve-
ment in profits in 1989 and
prospects look good.”
Meyer International were

strongly supported, rising 12 to
318p ahead of the November
interims.

The agreed 470p a share plus
a 20p special dividend bid from
Orkem, the French state-owned
group, saw Coates Brothers
jump 44 to 475p. Rechem,
reporting interims today and
whose Panlypool, South Wales,
toxic waste plant has been
given an environmental all-

clear by Welsh Office officials,

rose 35 more to 590p.

a Other market statistics,
including FT-Actuaries
Share Index and London
Traded Options, Page 28

On entering The Manila Hotel,
General MacArthur would go past the front desk
to a private elevator and his own reception area.

MacArthur Club guests are no less privileged.

The Manila Hotel's new
MacArthur dub is

dedicated to the comfort
and service of visiting

business people. And to
Club guests, we offer the
choice of a room or suite in
the elegant old building or
the new Tower Wing.
Whichever you

select, you benefit from a
private elevator, express
check-in/check-out at the
Club Reception, private

Lounge and Conderge,
complimentary Continental
breakfasts and laundiy/dry
deaning services and other
special amenities.
You will also quickly,

understand why General
MacArthur called The

Manila Hotel home.

There are perhaps a dozen incredible places you must see in die Orient
One of then is a hotel.

Philippines

Rizal Pari 0».O. Box 307), Manila, Philippines Tdec 40537 MHCTTEL PM
Of contact Kroner & Partners Bad Homburg, Utetf International, Swissair Inberconvenbons/Horis Zurich,

Fax; (63)(2) 47-1121 or 48-2430 Telephone. (63X2) 47-0011.

KLM/Cokten Tulip InU B.V.
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Prospective real redemption rate on projected Inflation of (1)

10% and (2) 5%. 0>> Figures la parentheses show RPI base
month for Indexing, fie 8 mantis prior la Issue) and have Been
adjusted to reflect rebasing of RPI to 100 ki January 1987.
CWneraion factor 3.945. Rt‘1 tar February 1989: 11LB and for
September 1969: 116.6.
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58 Lon (Robert HJ...V

St jtes6J20p y
155 Iferfay Hugh, ,y
34 Palma Gmtp.. -...-v

155 ParklMdA'- y
51 taeuieatSp 1
73 hdunhiap y
73 SE£T20p— y
92 into —

y

65 bnaHtfanfUmOp-v
31 iUtefriSnlOfuJ

2*a romkinstms— ...y

382 TorayV50 T]
lSWlooria Caraet w
14WcstTnai2bp..yl

laSIVqrttyde lGp yl

5.1 6i)
,44 7.8

-jffi u
1 W11J 4.9
2jfcb3 7.4

5J 1D.4
34 1U
3^3 12.6

4.1 11.7
74 85
4.1 8.7
8.5 P
5.7 72
4.9102

,5.1 UX>
2.6 7.4 5.7
0,5 U
2.4 5J
3 6 4.9

41 5.7
34 1

3J 3.C ..

31 2.4 l&b
2.6 94 5.6
4A 32 (6^3
3.4 54 7A
3£ 5( 74
1.7 4.6 24.8
4! at 3D
2J &9 5J
1.7 5.5 1LB
2.7 10i 4.6
3.5 54 63
24 7 4 7.7
2.6 3 f 6.8
OJ 8J 812)
1.6 72 nb
34 1 8.0
1.6 UJ (7.2)

54 54 4.9
1.7 5J 12.9
14 Ofi -
66 36 56
3.3 24 146
39 613 64

Ul{

65 F&CSmaller
45! Fashion &Gen.
9b First Ctol. Asts

—

374 FtastSrat. Am —IM RrstSpanishSOa...
147 FlrstTafeyoMnSOit.

187) 116 Flea tag Arnett

306 223 FlmnlflgjRHB..— 2
227 174b Ftaniog Mercantile- 1 207

215b 156b Fleming Oeeneos— [ 210b
« 416 nemlog Tech. lo«-. 6 43

236 15t Fleming Universal... E 231a
164108b Foreign & Col P l^+2b|
7! 61 :nknim Iac y 6'

15) 9 Do.Cw.2bD- y 111
Fttodtavestlnp. y
LBd. Cap. y

eArnertcao-Y

eEuronmy
1

Do. Warraois.

vteneUXbF.TiLy
Do. Warrams-......,

teeVtetalfipy
lCors.I.TJk_.

66 Do. cap y
,, -fT\ Jo. Stepped Prl.—.y

205| lit Semin Small SOp. y

202)137% hobelH a
123 Sowtt Atlantic—.. I

3SM Eooett Orhatal In*- B
217 SowtxScnacUp-. i

204 s. Nntoiill.T. 5p....y
117 Do. Supped Cap Prf.

y

2« UterfrtsrlhT_..—

y

3SDa Wanants. y
355 Irestna Horae..—

y

93 imylctan
24 ^oupDe*. lOp. y

SI SSSS&r.
89b mtt* Fund fLL——„ 40 Br.TstGorrmeyUp.

S^taWrtSS'SL^
636bt£26b Do.Prel y

rfjmgPhoCTbUst-.v
24 0a Warrants——

Y

126 JosKokUngL f
76 ttmIm.tac.Up—

v

47 Do Cap. 2p y ._

, 291 KeystOMlm.50p—y 35! +10 F9.0
163bjll8b KWowortOarw_.fi 143 +b 1345
360| 26C KlriiHOtt Des Fod— 325a -15 5.75

129 Kktamsrt0^etsTsL-| 168+2 t24
146 (lelMM Santo Oaf IN H4.23
£21 Korea Eurept Find.... £36 -fl 07c
« Jocs.«Mnteferi-.i W ....... £75

29S Law Deheaure.— 9 363 +2 W12.75
51 xBdooAmer. Vent—v 54 | 0.45j
17 Da Warrants—* 22 ~2
66 Loa Atlantic-.. p 67a
198 Loo. A StmMjtfe.. y &m +2

21l{ 149 LmriandifN...-. p
.395 U&G0n9W.Up-.y
1106 Do. (^. 10p v
165 11 & C 2nd Dual loc. y
22t Do.2adCan.4p.-
Xa7fert.85arftft.50p..
8t Da warrants—

149b Uetarass

T

il..,
1

29c HezkaFoud—

.

141 UezaataeCEITsI

—

166 MM^nfimTfitl
2D7 Meafes fesesL

215 MDOrgate hw. Tst y
50 M. Warrants. y
43 HuHttraO. y

£68bl

247bl 17: Hoiwliiu..,»—-I
174 Do. B— y
158 Barfw5mllr Martas y
157 Jo. B
276 «irrayVegtui».....y

115 Do. WarreUs. y
95 lew Tmp.taE (1983),
8S Do. Cap y
45 Do.Ne* Writs...—

y

91 *e»lmUvJ tat, TjL-y
356 IDLBrtL Canadian,j
2f WAScaUaml IcalOo-v
19 toth Sea AssetsMy

356 VUu. AmerkM t
2W TetmOneUpnicnL.
96 Him Com. Tit y
96 i s Zero Cod Prf y

171 DwrseasimTit— ..I

45lDo. Warrata...,—

y

%asases
43 Do Cap _.y

_9DoWanaots y
,

DgiroDItPf „y
[
£33> £264 RoteotpOFlU...*

Do. Su&5h'sFllSWAM Rollnto NVFIU......
340) 254 Do. Sab. Sis. FI. L..
£U^q6b Rorento NV FI. 10.

I
25SlB3|j St Andrew Tst p
134| 187 StDarMrsImTstlac-y

98 Da. bp y
280 SPLIT lot Up v
525 SPLIT C»10p y
152 SPRAIT50P -...J
103 Do. Wanasu «

121 Do. Com Pig Pnl.. y
90b icoLAnthw.- p
545 Scot Qtles 'A' y

191 12bb Scot East lm i
17S 125b Scottish Imr. - t

38 18 Da Warrants ,.y
105 74 Scot & Merc ‘A

1

5p..y
145 IOC 5cot. Morf. It Tst t
UC 85b Scat HaUooal Tst lac.. B
69 2f Do Cap —(

1 1126 102b tto Slewed Prf. y
104 Do Zero Dlf Prf_ y

6 Do Warrams
724 Sec. AillttnmTsL..-P
136 Seort Market l* 5fe
50 >, iearlUa Tst Scat.. |74 Select. Ametslffia.... p
85 SoEqlRdLaseri y
85 Do. Eg lad Ln «rU_. y

,
209 Shires lm. 50p. ( .

031b|£ll>4b Do. IIpc Cm. Lb

—

y OMbl +2
42 Sphere Imr. Tst Inc- i 45

4Sb Oo. Zero DiPf y
5 Do. Wrrnts. y

11C Strata
Imratmeats- y

9G Sirauoa lm. Tit y
59b TR Australia Trvtt...y
28 3a. Warrants \

103 75b hi Cflyel London Did. |

93 55 IRPad(lzlmTst5p..
f

65 47b TR Prop. lm. TsL-.-p
106 49 TR Technology y
95 72b Do. SUpp'dPT. y
111 89 Bo. Zero Pf y
1681214 m Trustees Catpa... (
289 211 Temple Bar-

£UQb £96b )a6K-CBy.Ln2002-.y
1 126 106 retnpleton Era Mkts^ y

[
£124b £MJ5b Do Ip Dr Urn la 2001. y I
109 85 nrURAsUaEByUbs..,
63| 3! Do. Wrrnts. y

84 npogmin EialTAMcy
271 Do. Cap. Ip - v
70 rbregMorunTsL5p.-i
31 Do. Wrrnts 5p y
117 ThttM USM Tst 50p. y
37b Jo Warrants
318 Tor. Imet. Inc— ..v

58! Do. Cap \

16! rnbiaKintat v
73 [r Ipievesl Inc. 50p...y

1294 DaCaplulU y
119 USDCIm.T*L y
53 Value & Inc. llto q
123 Do. 6^ pc c* pf.:..a
119 fantageSeoaltieiiftiH
125 Mfetafciadl ImTaSp- yj

457 Whitbread In* .B
UI Whan to 3
44 Do. Warrants. yj
107 Teoman Inc 12bP—U
lOSIDo. Cap. Ip—.— yl iuha

H4.6S
nja

m.b
•3-j
26X

M3 45
112

«5 .251 H

281

h2.25j

a05A

u

2.(8 L4l

1989
High Low Muh
U7| 101GLWeaeniResi.A|..y{

23 14b gGultoeamUesi ...

E22bU4b Hamilton Oil Carp.

168 123 lardy Oil & fasSOp..
Z76 154HHgriandPaitlcptS.il

US 135 yiaUPeiCrpp .LI

27 13 KCA Drilling lp.... v|

108 55 Qaaufi0U&Gas50pyj
*546 40C LASMO
17! 12t Do. "Ops" IOd... B
109 99b Do. 9b pc QnW*l Q 5

It 2 Meridian Oil ^
•173 28fMid&ScoLRes..v^
£38b i26b Mobil Core. $2...

'

344 16b WonaneiLOUSp,..d
3q 15NewLoadoofa...

3541 24b IMZ OH 0 6as HW)30
•£164 £U lorsk Hydra Kr20..

U<
38| 1?^*^ Prt,20t

56 25b WilierReL——y|
5 2 pPaa Pacific Pet

1

£244 0824 VPetretlnaSA...

—

96 5b (fttrevn tatrato
•122 94H*lct-PeL5p

,

U7 58 Premier Cops. 5p.. p)
475 341 Presidio OilA

"

41( 275 Ranger 0H|
85 55 IkMttfn&GBlM

£44b aiH teal Dutch FI 5..-

15bT*b HftStiel Prep

4 Sar^filptf Oil

156 ySaut»A5025c,-
145 Kkcptre Resl

327 SBHI Trans. Reg„ 1

67 D0.7PCP1. U— ,y|
32E 0 thole*
46 iSMtlmsilks.2p.-H
lSZSoverelMDII

. .. 8bH«»WnMo«10pri
£ll5j£97b Texaco Bpc Cm
£534024 Toial-O Fr Pet 8..,

2031 142 Triton Eirqoc5p.. pi

191 11 TtrilowOlllOp yf
7 pTuskar Res 6 5p_ w

285 Jhramar....... 4
esSyWoodside ASOc.. .

.

P»»se
l«^
174

£20.3

1
w+i

uiS'ii"
510
138
1M

141
056

“A
az

2
j!

£174

lit

i
+3

,
S':

|£1906|
&h\

wm
44m

UM%
if
3
b
£119

+u

+7

fliod A

I3.fl

6%
Ml. 75c

185
21.61
9.63%

kB26d

018h%l
osaia

PFrfod

oud

ittitzry

poiaA

117.0

4.9%
tl2.fi

£«bl-b | (S%| L2J

M+3b, w .

31H +6 I 179 2J|

OVERSEAS TRADERS

C*n

1127
5.9| 1.1 15

,
2.2 46.

-)20.9

I12J

l.Zl

4fl

L7I

3-31

OJ

2.6 11

4.71

3XJ

3L3

22

743

1X2

1X2

16.1

27
79.6

3.1H15.®

75)UrzCDrpUSS19L_
6(mfrican Lakes yt

27! tntnfapela Hides...yj
48 Bs. 5pc CmM£LL|
42 Soosteail lOfl U

117 millngtOB fan.... yl

35 KsosAfex CrpUSSI-

1

105 Finlay (James). B
7 Hirst Pac Co. lc....r

£71b £32 LN Greet NflrtUcOIL
•Ul 38 irand Central 10p. yi

142 Harrisons Cros. q
203 nctaap*..— -a
227 joreho.— a
291 >al'iM.Zoch. 10p-.y|
291 Do. ’A' HN 10a.. yl
214 Polly Peck mJ

‘ “

_ l^A1KL=i
U7 82 Slme Daray IHSO-5.

|

134^| S^Tour Kem....—.— p{

193)3^l

V*-
515)
7!

57b -
167 -2
M

128 +2U _...

C^-ib
lta -1
267 +1
2V +10

310a
312a +2

,

345 -2
£195 b -2

236 +3
IK

126b
Ml +2UfeHdPMsAfihainJDyl

PLANTATION

is &a
I013.M

2*
18.(9 X9|

Lq 1.9)
56L3 I t

rfSH
2b

%2M

s

5.7) 2J| 7.4

9.4 3A
66

4.423
3.7

IA
lfl20

4.3 10.

.

3.ZF
3.g
4.4 9^
4.6
z!3z7

« d 9.

S.Q14J2

I Price l

+
-
W

| Met IcwIga
Rubbers, Palm Oil

94|H276 VnglO-East PtWtx...yl

65 Benam lOp.

47 taiWMli.P1. US1—I
51 HlghUmfcMSOc..
87 Kuala KepaooMSX..
4C Lendu HioesLsp

,

bfflwe Eraes hw. 10p._ yl

Teas
iDoaanO I

iGratl
IlOp—

iMHUmsnn £L._

MINES

H2.0 LB 2.8
S2.C LI 3.6
MUc L7 6.9
HBOC 13 9.2

,}i0173( 2.4 4J
a9 4.7 3.0
za 2JI 3 8

U-. ll.C 26 LI
45.0 LI
F3X LC
20X3 LM

Central Rand

Finance, Land, etc

.1 tzs

3*

2251—]

ins

hM 14

0.6

LI
23 7.9
33 18.4

245.9 6i
3.5 15J
3: 6.9
9J
1-1

J|
u

188J2
6.8 12.7

1

J

1 DctpRl
1 BandPro. RL....I

dEooll Cons. 50c.
,

jRaodTatt'o EsL R2_J
Simmer & Jade 2c....

1 RandRl

M9L-,..

“i

-1

vod M

19-571 LOpO.4

a
0.9

sij

N37|

x4

Z3\

xM

H3.84 -i

tUfl

84! 595&L hnr7fst Jff. a-.l
50 36 BNStnrentCo y{

16C 107 Wry & Shoe OJp-yj
950 721 Jakarta Fmaf lc—

I

130 9C Kakuri K3/-. J
14f « -I.T. Hldgs. p)
41 23 j«a&Aacln*iapL.y|
182 88 Hindoo Fartalttag. (~

121 96 Loa Merchant—
124 96 Do.Defd
017 mb Do. 7kpd>2WHBr i

1U 81 MAI fa. P
263 M.ae.aoup.,...|

277 205 Majedlie Ims. lOp. p

02 617 Malacca Fd Ptg lc..

10! 78 IhMHe Street hns-y
27 laDa Warrants y

665 3^taDayAaHgt5p.v
121 890tat Home Loans Umr
81 6ma7bpcQnPtrf—

y

64 teteOMtaSCl
UC BOtathAarricra&eW
51 32 Da Warrants..—-y
•73 38 keana Cons....

64 50 jrambelOp— .

•K 45 PanUiSs v
98 70 Perpetual—— Y

94! 45C tandFf FtpALPT—
14* IDO RadiotrtBt- ... - .-— y
208 153 HbtMw* Bros. 5p_y
•103 88 (enabzance Httgx-y
39 21 Do. Warrants y
46 3C RutlandTrust U-.p

Q4X 638 SmnFd. Red, Pri-
St 62 Rager* Ftledlanderf

151 84 Smith New Court., y
93 63 Jo. Cm Prf 50p....y

195 16C Stratagem Grp20p.
179 ISySuraitlOOB-.—

^y|
238
U06

I

Cuo,
‘ -

55b jlwTranwood 5p...—
Z7b 12 Do Wrrnts.
146 87 Tfiiebll Hldgs.-.. „
221 142 itjTCGrow-.—

M

8! 5£ hOtaBWlSa,

46 29 )Vriten* lnr.3p—yi
65l 3WVort Trust Up- yi

23

3J 5.0 83

«8%| si 1.4 1X3

..44

•W"
X75I

klb

11^1

34+1
4W +1

i4j| xarc ujinmw

1U3j

2-<J

K3.nl -J 54

24 1.9) 341&I

10.63) 4.6| 24II.O

2.S

24

91L—

fOlSq
sued 9.4

Eastern Rand
32{Bracktn 90c.

19* EastDaggaRl
725 Eastern Yras. Co. 50c.
147 ERGO 50c—

, 4! 5reoW1d2Se_
9281 472 (UnreasRl.

86( 34 Leslie 65c.—.
3 madder B Gold Hhte.

31 ptoiteffie-..-—

3aK°ATi%aLd.35cl~!
SlMakAuneta 20c.
7MWIukeHraak R1
nWK. Nigel 25c.

277 -17

Si -u
6! -4
9U -10
as

37 +2"

O! —
lff+1

l«7Dd
030W

Q315d M

Q40q 4 312.
Q120q 0.9 10.4
0415d 2.7 8.

OlUd X! 14.9
X4 *

4 8X
* 17Q56q

Q60d *133.6

6.0

Far West Rand

1 3J
Xfl29.(

200) 142Blyroor25c-
922) 582 luffeblU-. —

129 0celkraal20c—
54 DoorttfaoteJn 25c..—.

465 DrlefomtloSOc
232 Elaodsrand GM. 20c..
39 -httoreRl
321 laneheestlOc.— ..

439 Kimi Gold25c
84 Jbano»20c

05b iouthoal 50c.. -
171 StlHonlelo50e-....-

06 b Vaal Reefs 50c.,-.—
49 Ventwspon 25c.

55 Western Atem HI

E14b Western Deep H2.

—

KHZandpa n IOC—

172 -U
922 +13
222
74

78! -23
421 ,

—

55 _ ....

472 -20
644 -15
93 .......

£22b -i
2U -4

£57 b -lb

IS -4

,

Q3Se 3.8 4.9
!fQ565c 1.1 15-3

080c 2.1 8.7
gist 3.7 4.1

Q200t L5 fa.

095« 1.6 5-5
QX0.4C 18 4.6
10153c L4 ao
0125c 3.0 4.
Q40c X9 10.4

Q710c XC 7~
tQISOc Xl 172
81900c X7 8.0
«60d XI

fflaa v
ims

3.M LlJ 4^25.6

O.F.S.
Hints}....

Coos. Gold 5Qc-.|
Slate De*. 10c...

[

.50c-
UU.)GaMlC_.|
toe HI

** IV*
11a +5
31a -9

163^12
514 +8
- -1

0145c

025

1

10305c
Quad

9.1!

1.7)11.2

38
L3J147

80

Diamond and Platinum
Am. Imr. 50c.-

Df 5c
Do. 40pcPf. R5

ilaftaL 20c..

. 12bc— ..

no. iob —

£97
862 +7
337
MM -3
04C +40

onL...

13-3

1

<8jl0.4|
4 a 13.0

1

OIL AND GAS

Central African
Falcon Z50c —

ankle. Col.TJX
nitons Cam. 5°o|

•p.cpiJi)'o6S'::

Finance
Q2b £6b|Ang. Am. Coal 50c—
£16 871 AngloAnwr. 10c

£516 £36b Ang. Am. Cold R1

—

£72 £49 Aeghnaal 5Dc

JBaRSSliSrl
24 17 iDa Wammt yj

15« 1155 cons. Gold FleWs—oJ
*91( 595 CenbelRl
18! 82 2ancar4c—
34j 21 >old & Base 12bp..y{

76! iohJ Fields SJk.5c._f
£7! fo'Darg Cons. R2—

.

38 diddle Wrt.lt.

628 Mlnortn S1.40.
,

435 Hoaarch Rra. lOp.^y
185 lew Wits 25c.

98f OFSIrWJlC-
3 Rud Loudon 15c.

£16b|£ll% Rand Mines HI.—
363| 256 bndUln. (bops. U.

82i/ogels2bc.
,

65 WawrleyMlnFln5p-yl
25aWksoGokllMp50c.J 3«3l-

Australlans
4jW£ornSearttle«20e_

lb Hire-West 20c..—

.

55 yACM 50c.—
79 PACM GaM—
3 PAquarlns Expin NL.

^aw&er
2 MnstraQsMbtanNX

20 PAitec Expla
25 BWP Goldmines 2Sc_
88 fBarrack Mines.
12 f Bond Corea 50c....

7£ rSaugalmiiHelKlHi.
3b rBrurcwldr S)—
369 rCRASZ........

£64b
5 - „..

83 +6
24 +3 , ^ ,

14M 4AFS40.C) Z-^

1 .4JI

LM13.0

18.791 1.0)13.2

-I WO

I
l^NtatoemPetlDp-.-y)

[Mm Brit Inti

- Padflc
'

14b HntaxPftNI—

J

%*SS&si .

9

7b Avhn Porelnim|„yl

tesfe7
S7C ^owValleyl
36 PBrMge Oil

463 SritflirwoUll-v
o«< «I“(f^iBSVSsc

I N7.95
[10589
% M2 D

1.4 60
7.«

xoho.7

325L

1

1

454 372 Cal or Group 50P.-c
21{ USCteurylOp.

,
£4! £25 Ckewon Cpo. 53—

gi - 1.6 *13b 6b aaremoot(UI01p_.y
- - “If* « artePeuotaim...fl
- - £29b im Coanal Cpn SO-33-1
7 55 U 6 yCommaorf Pel H-L. I

14 +b
145?
48 +1

59b —..

9b« +b
13bi

71

4b
673 *2

14D) -3

£42fl+b

TWXJi
JaBb

s

(Sic! 2.9) 2-41

X5)

Ub FCom-Tek Res.....y

3e JCflnroj Prt5p...~v
173 fCansAlidattd Brtaca.

U KnawAHISp-.y
IS remote 20c. —...
5 !oKusResNLA2Sc.
2$£dhdMir«0IU..v 23b

12b LO...Y uoibl.
.«0il ji 597)
bpc2013..y £90

U

.. jreco Res. I... Bbi
Ca Louisianau | 23^.,

,

wttasJwlir?' 1

For Falmouth see RtnpM Frup.
JrriMOHlOp-

yj *C~-
.‘®BBS£l "bl

halttatihs— I 33ii
PetSp fS M+b

IA lA 4.0)023)m
7)165

8.9
13.7

S3

W
Ill.C

QUV%

ahuu
vt

A *A -

405
14.4

17

1

Taooil

26 fCarr Bpyd 20c.

32 TCenuilPaeHIc.

—

5 fCnidia Miaing NX.-
18 »DeluGold25e
52 PDatobilan Mining...

4 fDragon Res. 25e
101 fElden Hesouim,
155 pEmoeror Mines...

2b 9Endeayour20c.„
71|Fona^hHL......
Ub TGemEiflA Minerals..

2b iGtdreofa HIbRL2Dc__

31 KM KaJjoorile Se-
ll yGwalia Mins 25c
50 VGwaJia Rooms Z0c-

3 rindreendwtReUd.
5 fJason Mining 20c_.

3b gJiHU Mines Nl ...

1 TKalhare Min 20c....

106 NOdoioMMleahta-..
17 7M»on PadikSOt..
4fl DMeekatharra 25c....

57 pMetalsEjiSOe..

—

UM mWwHIWMfcin

—

77 pMlMHUgsSOe..—
6b PMIaoll Secs. 25c.....

4 pMount Borpea20L
56 fNarmaiKly Rs NL..

105 Wth B Pw> Hill 50cJ

166 TPao Aral Hlnlai 25c..

7! pPascaot'l 25c.—....

fc rPirogonfesemoNL
25 >aHnga MoglExpSp.
86 PPasmlnco

2b pPeisartHesNL
9f pPlaccrPac. 3(kU

29£ Wen Isos 50c

2 USannasi EasTn. NL.
2b KwdiwSMIntag.-
22% pStosCwalia Nl

lb WSthn. Goktfltttb.—

;

12 g5oot)Mrn Pacific. ...

3b l5emkB»VretBiH25t_

4 gSoaigH MlnJngNL.
1 rSuranReZOfc

224WesUL Muung 50c_

H

JSr**

-b

S'
45

'

Z«ld A 1.0

t014f
054%

04a
Q7e

ZQ& -)13.7

61

L5 1
07bd

aw X8wu

010q
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tuUmSML
iuo»l Bel SMI
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....
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%
S5
123
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•27 b
121

°8£

£12b
UOb

54
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367
39V
«59C

lf

25u

69 Anglesey Mining9p. yj
18 Do. Warrants.- yj
12 Angio-Oominlon

386 Bond Inti. Gold

26 lutie Mining lOp-.y
24 f&Hbr Res Core. J
83 aun. Mnrrt 10c ..

4 pDRX Ine.

13b kEnncx.lBl-.IrlOp... y
75 iuropa Minerals 2p.y

3ZJ| ^pluraWV5p..J

40 irenwirt'ni-!—
£4j] pHetnloGold Mine."
£6b tanedahe Utalrrj SL

26b kKnnure y)

8b PMcFtniey Red Lake..

14 Vlim Satlaa lies CS1_.
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NOTES

Suck Exchange dealiim cUKliiatloK are Indicated to the right
of security names: a Alpha,8 Beta, y Gamma.
Unless otherwise Indicated, prices ana net dividends are In pence
and denominations are 25p. Estimated price/earnings ratios and
coven are based on latest annual reports and accounts and, where
passible, are updated on half-yearly figure. P/Es are calculated
on "net distribution basis, earnings per share being computed on
prom after taxation and unrelieved ACT where applicable,
backeted figure Indicate 10 per cent or more dlftocnca If

calculated on "nil" distribution. Covers are based on
'maximum" distribution; this compares gras dividend costs to
profit after taxation, excluding exceptional profits/lasses but
Including estimated extent of oflsettable ACT. Yields are based on
middle prices, are gross, adjusted us ACT of 25 percent and allow
for value of declared distribution and rights.-

“Tap Stock"
Highs and lows marked thus have been adjusted mallow for
rights taues lor cash
Interim since Increased or resumed
Interim since reduced, passed or deferred
Tax-free to non-residents an application
Figures or report awaited
Not officially UK listed,- dealings permitted under rule
535(4Ha>
USM; not listed an Stack Exchaiqe and company not
subjected to same degree of regulation as listed securities.
Not officially listed.

Price at time of suspension
Indicated dividend after pending scrip and/or rights issue;

cover relates to previous dividend or forecast.
Merger bid or reorganisation in progress
Not comparable
Same interim; reduced final and/or reduced tamings
Indicated
Forecast dividend; cow op earnings updated by latest
Interim statement.
Cover allows tor conversion of shares not now ranking for
dividends or ranking only for restricted dividend.
Cover does not allow for shares which may also tank for
dividend at a future date. No P/E usually provided.
No par value

B-Fr. Belgian Francs. Fr, French Francs 99 Yield based OP
assumption Treasure Bill Rat* stays unchanged until maturity of
stock, a Annualised dividend, b Figures based an prospectus or
other offer estimate. 1 Cents, d Dividend rate paid or payable on
part of capital, rawer based on dividend on foil ogrital. a
Redemption yield, f Flat yield, g Assumed dividend and yield, h
Assumed dividend and yield after scrip Issue, j Payment from
capital sources, k Kenya, m Interim higher than previous total, a
Rights Issue pending 4 Earnings based an preliminary Figures. 1
Dividend and yl<M exclude a medal payment- t Indicated
dividend: rawer relates to previous dividend, P/E ratio based on
latest annual earnings, a Forecast, or estimated annualised
dividend rate, wver based on previous year's earnings, v Subject
to local lax. x Dividend cover la excess of 100 times, y Dividend
and yield based on merger terms, z Dividend and yield Include a
special payment: cover does not apply to special payment. A Net
dividend and yield. B Preference dividend passed or deferred. C
Canadian. E Minimum tender price. F Dividend and yield based
on praspectiis or other official estimates Tor 1988-89. B Assumed
dividend and yield after pending scrip and/or rights issue. H
Dividend and yield based on prospectus or other official estimates
Tor 1989. K Dividend and yield based on prospectus or other
official estimates for 1990. L Estimated annualised dividend,
carer and P/E Based on latest annual earnings. M Dividend and
yield based on prospectus or other official estimate for 1968. N
Dividend and yield based on prospectus or other official estimates
tor 1969-90. P FFgwei based on prospectus or other official
estimates for 1987. 8 Gras. R Forecast annualised dividend,
carer and p/e based on prospectus or other official estimates. T
Figures assumed. W Pro forma fl puns. Z Dividend total to date.
Atdireviaucns: nl ex dividend; s ex scrip Issue; r ex rights; a ex
ill;*B ex capital distribution.

REGIONAL & IRISH STOCKS
The following is a selection of Regional and Irish stocks, the

latter being quoted In Irish currency.

Albany I rrv 20a.
Craig A Rose U..
Flnldjrpkg. 5p....

HattUos]25p 1

IRISH
0*. mi-
teCap Ln. 1996
Fin. 13% 97/02.

an

:1 #EI

Amotts
Carrol (P.J.I. v:

HalKR.&Hj
I

Helton Hldgs....— v|

United Dreg.

145 .......

15*
Bt -2

226 -4
13a

—

TRADITIONAL OPTIONS
3-month call rates

Hat West Bt
P&O Did

Industrials
AlltaHjroas.
Araltrad,
BAT.
BOCGrp. —

,

BSR-.,.
BTR—.
BareIan
Bine Circle— ....

Boots...

Bomtert
Brit Amince ...
British Steel.

Brit Telecom

Bwton Ord. .......

Cadburw-
Charter Cons,,.—.—
Conan Union —
CourtauMs. —...

FKI
FNFC-
GenAccWem.
EEC.

Glaxo.
Grant Met-..
GUS'A'.
Guardian.
GKM
Hanson...—
Hawker SUd
ICI

Jaguar

Ladimke,
Legal & Gat.'—

—

Lex Smite.,
UoydsBank— ...

Lucas Inds...-

Marks & Speocff.

Midland Bk._
Morgan GrenfelL

P
38
11M
42

42
24
25
44
52

ft
U
46
48
32
34
14
22
85
a
118
48
98
18
34
16
60
IM
28
28
26
33
»
58
15
a
24

ftilly*

Racal Elect
RUM
RankDrgOnL
Reed Intel ......

STC
Sean..
Smhhkllne Bcftm.A....
T?
TSB
Tim.
Than EMI I:

Trust Homes
Till
WMlww.......
Vlcken.

WeJbcoaie.

Property

Brit Land..
Land Securities——.
MEPC-
Rudswortb.

Oils

BritPetretan
Bmnah OH................

Calor

Ctururtull
Premie/ ....
Shell

Ultramar—

25
55
22
26
a
42
a
34
32
a
M
38
18
14
58
24
18
46
15
42

32
52
58
a

21
SO
35
2
%
32
26

Mines
ConsGold. 150
Lomka 38
HTi 40

This service b available to every Company dealt la pa Stock
rrriranges tkraughent tha United Kb^Srofnr a feed £985 par

ttan for each security.
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CURRENCIES, MONEY AND CAPITAL MARKETS
FOREIGN EXCHANGES

No Major move by sterling

STERLING REMAINED at the
centre of attention on the for-

eign exchanges yesterday but
showed little immediate reac-

tion in New York to comments
in the UK Parliament by Mr
John Major, the new Chancel-
lor of the Exchequer, or to
those by Mr Nigel Lawson, the
previous Chancellor.

Mr Major said there would
be no change in economic pol-

icy. that he favours a firm
exchange rate and that high
UK interest rates are having
the intended effect. Mr Lawson
urged the earliest possible
entry of sterling into the
exchange rate mechanism of
the European Monetary Sys-
tem. He said prime ministers
should leave ministers to carry
out policies, and added that Mr
Major had his full and unstint-

ing support
Earlier in the day nervous-

ness swept the markets on
news that Mr Lawson intended
to speak in the economic
debate in the House of Com-
mons. called by the Labour
Party which condemned “con-
fusion and disarray” in the
Thatcher Government
Reaction to the comments

from Mr Major and Mr Lawson
were not seen until London
had closed, because the debate
was delayed by about an hour
to take a government state-

ment on Jaguar, the UK car

company. The initial reaction

in New York was calm how-

ever, with sterling showing lit-

tle movement from the London
closing levels.

Sterling held steady around
DM2JO for most of the day in

Europe, closing in London at

DM2.9050, compared with
DM2.9000 on Monday. The
pound eased 5 points to 81-5780

against a generally firm dollar,

but rose to Y225.25 from
Y224.25; to SFr2.5475 from
SFr2.5375: and to FFr9.8575
from FFrt.8425. Sterling's

index closed Od higher at 88.4.

The dollar finished above
DM1.8400 in quiet European
trading

,
remaining in a narrow

range and not testing the next
technical resistance point of
DM1.8450. Position squaring at

the end of the month provided
support for the US currency,
with the market failing to react

to a lower than expected rise of

0.2 per cent in September US
leading indicators, or to an

upward revision to a 0.5 per

cent gain from 0J per cent in

the August figure. Dealers said

the data showed that the US
economy continues to grow at

a moderate pace and there was
nothing in the report to change

the Federal Reserve’s mone-
tary stance.

At the London dose the dol-

lar had climbed to DM1.8410
from DML8365: to Y142.70 from
Y142.10; to SFrl.6145 from
SFrl.6070; and to FFrf.2475

from FFr6.2350. The dollar’s

index, on Bank tit England fig-

ures. rose 01 to 69.fi.

A strengthening of the dollar

and sterling contributed to an
easing of pressure in the EMS,
by reducing the value of the
D-Mark. A rise in official inter-

est rates, announced by the
Danish Central Bank, lifted the

Danish krone off bottom of

tbe system, and also helped
keep EMS currencies trading
well within their cross rate

limits.

EURO-CURRENCY INTEREST RATES

£ IN NEW YORK
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FINANCIAL FUTURES AND OPTIONS
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FAIRBANKS FINANCIAL

MORTGAGES/
REMORTGAGES

ARE YOU
AWARE THAT THERE IS
FOREIGN INTEREST IN
YOUR MORTGAGE?
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POUND SPOT- FORWARD AGAINST THE POUND
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OTHER CURRENCIES EXCHANGE CROSS RATES
DetJl

Argentina.

Australia

Brazil
,fUnd—

|

Grace—

.

fang Kong.

toratSW
Karat-..
Uamoong
MaujnU ...

Untoa—
R Zealand

.

Ufa.

ISS5:
S At Ifni...

Talwv—
UAL.

—

102685
20195
8 2136
67050
25600
123335
115 00-

1054 JO
o.47iao

60 95
42545
*132.75
26825
5*225
JCSffi
41540
62325
4090
57995

103510
20220
82585
6 7170
26215
12J460

107130
0.47370
6105
42650
4130 40
26885
5.92B0
30940
41725
63580
4100
58055

650.00
12780
5.1990
42470
163JO
7 8090
7180*
66900

0.29870
38 60
26950

261600
16970
3.7495
19550
26325
3 9445
2590
3673

65500
12790
5 2250
42490
16600
78U0

67400
02993
38 70
26970
2626.00
17000
37505
19570
26355
40240
2595
36730

0031 £ 5 DM Yes F Fr, SFr. R FI Ua CS 8 FT.

C 1 1378 29® 2253 2548 3280 2134 1851 6100
s 0634 1 1641 1426 6347 1615 2079 1302 1373 3666

OM 0344 0343 1 7756 3393 0677 1.129 7346 0.637 ZLOO
YEJI 4.439 7.004 1289 1000. 43.75 1131 1436 9*72 8216 2706

F Fr. 1014 L601 2947 mt 10 23® 3327 2165 167B 6188
S Fr. 0392 0619 1140 88.42 3669 1 1287 8373 0.726 23.94

h a 0305 048! 0866 68.69 3.0® 0.777 1 6506 0364 I860
Ura 0.469 0.739 1361 1056 4.619 1194 1337 1000. 0667 2838

CS 0340 0 653 1369 1217 5326 1377 1772 1153 1 3296
B Fr. 1639 2587 4.762 3693 1636 4377 5377 3498 1034 100.

-SeO tog raw
Yen per 1,000: Fiend) Fr. per 10: Lfta per 1,000: BritfAP ft- pw 100.

latest Hite
9174

Loo Pier.

Ok 9172 9L68 9168
Mar 92® 9210 92®

9262
9204

Jm 92.04 9206 9200
Sep 9191 9192 9189 9167
Dec 9169 9170 9167 9166
Mm 9171 91.72 9170 9169
Juo 9165 9166 9163 9162
Sep 9160 9160 9138 9137

EstbnMed natome 5*90 CM3SB _
fariou dgjTs dpM U. 2993 OOtM

MM
n*UN32riiiMll%

SFr 1256** S per S^r
SnUtBAJU L P0B8S 50 DOEX

Dec

Db
Mar

Latest FM Law Pier.

06210 0.62a 06205 06236
06216 06232 06210 (16243

. niw»
- - . 0.6272

DK
HU Low Pm.
1.20 338.90 33720

9?U 9^S 9M9 SB-24
9945 9822

339.65 340.2.
34360 344.10 34340 34125
347.95 348.00 347-30 34525

JM 4152 04®Hi ta/1 «pn In. 8134 «39B

HEMntnx moniMS
QUJtMiprOI

1500 780
L525 5J2
L30 343
1575 152
1600 065
1625 025
1650 064

783
5.73

3.94
2.35

160
0.99
053

430

IS

an
632
4.78
3.61
262
1.97
L41

O.Q3
0.09
0.46
130
2.78
4M
747

Ob
0.72
123
210
US
4.73
655
859

fas

1J3
2.00
300
4J0
566
764
961

261
359
479
622
753
959
1169

Oom HU
9264 92.S

SS9295

9257 9268
9271 9269

9294

_ antone 2B3B (29.99
«Wl opa (to. 37739 £3894)

Pmtoen itap'i open hK Calk 423622 Pate 290,732 Ml cameled
Plata dra^ioMK Calls669 PMSZLUO (AUcaneoded 6%

ITINto llOtfa M lfl*%

EUROPEAN OPTIONS EXCHANGE
Dk

doer
104.04 JOSS

lm
10463
10460

Pm.
10*30

Mar
Jm

10466 10460 10432

Series

Hoe. 89 Feb. 90 Mai 90

StateVol Last Vol Last Vol last

GoUC S370 114 10 10 20 — — S 375.90
GotdC 5380 75 330 26 L360 — — S 375.90
GoMC S 390 98 0.90 114 9.90 mm — S 375.90
GotdC S400 35 0.70 272 630 8 L3.40 S 375.90
Gold? S380 75 b.50 75 10 - 5 375.90

No*. 89 Dae. 89 Jm. 90

EOEtodexC FI. 285 345 10 _ _ 5 17 b FI. 29030
EOEhtdraC FL 290 104 630 17 u 30 Z4 Ft. 29030

FL 295 172 420 8 7.90 — — FL 29030
EOEbteC FL30Q 390 260 211 530 18 860 FI. 290.20
EOEMesC FL 305 93 160 204 4 — — FI. 29030
EOEtodexC FI. 310 m. 40 360 10 460 FL 29030
EOEtodexC FI. 315 16 030 so 2 FI. 29030
EOEtodexC FI. 325 70 030 — — — FI. 29030
FOE Index P FL 280 210 3 85 6 105 7 FL 29030
EOE Index P FL 285 S03 4 2S0 730 37 9a FI. 29030
HOC Index P FI. 290 348 6 52 930 91 10 FI. 29030

Ft. 295 38 830 52 11 5 12 FI. 29030
EOE Index P R. 300 249 12 58 14. 58 330b Ft 29030
S/F1C FI. 210 8 130 251 295 mm FI. 20760

FI. 215 50 0.65 52 120 2 230 Ft 20760
S/FIP FI. 200 b 0.80 117 130 "" Ft 207.60

DK
dm
8534 dvR

Loa
8531

far.IKK
Mar 8637 8626 % ra 8633
Jus 86.95 8766 86.93 8765
Sep 87.42 8732 8760 8732
Dec 87.78 8766 8737 8769
Mar 87.95 8862 87.95 8865
JOD 87.99 87.99 87.97 8868
Sep 8862 8863 8860 8612

FINANCIALTIMES I
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1

9-11 GRQSVENOft GARDENS, LONDON SW1W OSD
Tel: 01-828 7233 AFB& member

FTSE 100 } WALL STREET
Nov. 2129/2139 429 Not. 2626/2638933
Dec. ~2139/2149 -+29 1 Dec. 2639/2651-133.

5pm Prices. Change from previous 9pra dose

EsLTM.Ooc.flpiaali
i opa toL 12B669 0275091PmmdWaapal

n-i

Jan. 90 Apr- 90 JoL 90

ASriC R. 42-50 280 L40 2 2.40 _ _ FI. 4130
ABU P n.« 255 3.70 5 3.70 174 4.90 FI. 4130
Arson C FI. 115 13 JL60 65 450 — — FI. 106.40

FI. 95 45 0.70 — ra FI. 106.40
Afto+dP FI, 120 107 550 — — ra ra FI- 119.90
AkxoC FI. 140 576 3 73 5.80

i
730 Ft 130.80

AkzoP FI. 135 408 7.70 5.90 FL 13050
Ft 60 62 Z70 10 4.80 — FI. 5850
Ft 55 103 1-50 ra — — FI. 5850

AmroC FL80 42 330 5 5.20 — — FI. 78.70
n.90 135 1150 135 1150 — — Ft 78.70

BUHRMANH-TC Ft 70 109 2-50 9 4.20 — — FI 66.70
OAFI.V.C Ft 60 154 0.40 b ISO 150 — — FI. 48
N.V.DSMC FI. 130 326 130 60 350 — — FI. 11450
N.V.DSMP FI. 120 199 6.70 30 820 10 11 FL 11450 .

FI. 75 68 3 ra H. 72.40
Gtst-Brac.C FI. 35 150 L70 64 3 — — FL 33.70

FI. 90 276 69 7 ra — FI. 84.10
HOBoaramP
KLMC

FI. 80
FI. 45

LSI
444

360
450

73 5 79 7 FL 8450
FI. 46.40

KLMF Ft 45 Z7 2 3bi 3 4 3.80 a FI. 46.40
KNPC FI. 50 138 2.40 137 3.90 ra — FI. 47.90
KNPP FI. 55 58 730 — — FL 47.90
HEDLLOYD

C

FI. 88 193 750 ra ra — -• 0-89.20
IfEDUOYOP FI. 90 174 5.60 ra ra — -• FI. 8920
NUB C FI. 54 94 060 ra ra ra ra a 46.70
fiat-Ned. C FI. 75 182 060 — ra — FI. 6530
HatNed. P FI. 70 680 5.10 304 550 — — FI. 6530
PMIIPSC Ft. 45 2860 450 104 6 — — FI. 4750
PMItosP
RBpaJDMteC

Ft 40 1231 0.40 6 140 50 2 FI. 4750
FI. 140 242 520 39 9 — — Ft 136.80

RnaalOtoUiP Ft 140 bo fa 2 750 313 9.70 FL 136.00
UntlererC FL 150 198 5.60 100 9.90 — — FI. 14950
UnllmrP Ft 130 228 1 — —

VxJoVaOmmerenC FI. 55 UB 020 ra ra — —
FL35 124 300 8 4 5 450 FI. 3230

WessaoenC FT- 80 99 L80 12 3.80 .
- FI. 7350

Dk
Close

91.73 9^5
lam

9158
Pier.

9565
Mar 9258 9250 9256 9204
J« 9205 9205 92-02 9200
Sep 9592 9591 9589 95B7
Dec 9574 9567 9157 95M
Mar 9575 9570 9570 9571
Jm 9571 9563 9563 9566
SW 9567 9558 9558 9152

EtC VW. (fac. ffataaidwri 5338 0087)
PieUnus i*fl open teL 40150 09927)

BH In priata ri !••%

Dk
Close

9578
Lew

9575
fto.
9585

Mm 9208 9209 92.01
9220

92.12
Jm 9223 9225 9228
St

P

9234 9237 9232 9242

PmfaK fairs apM he. 8045 Q4J0B

ECU lm pafatetf 1*8%

OK
Ok Wg Low far.
8937 89.45 8936
8957 8956 8956 8958

I360W1)
Pmtou ttii open ML 835 <7899

PW1M1
05 par MB hrinr pehri

Dec

TOTAL VOLUME M CONTRACTS : 41546
A-Ask 0-BM C-Can P-Pat

Bose Kfab Low Pm-
21406 21475 21180 21205
2180,0 21720 ZL7L0 2161.5
223flfl 73B\ y

Brinted wriaaK 420 HBOS
PrariCM dors apn tat. 31Z37OQW

MONEY MARKETS FT LONDON INTERBANK FIXING

Nervous trading
0500 ajn. 0ct3U 3 moots US dteare 6 000*68 Dolfa

STsa
f

drier BH M 8*
[

offer 8*

The ffidag rales we toe a

INTEREST RATES showed
mixed changes on the London
money market yesterday, but
the rate generally look at for

guidance on the direction of
bank base rates - three-month

UK Cfesrioa tank fain lmteg rate

15 pr east

fan October 9

sterling interbank - rose to

15V.-15& from 15ft-15ft Per cent
This indicated a continuing
mood of nervousness, as the

market waited for the parlia-

mentary debate on the UK
economy and comments from
Mr John Major, the new Chan*
cellor of the Exchequer.
The Bank of England ini-

tially forecast a credit shortage

of £L0Om on the money market,
but revised this to £200m at

noon and to £i50m in the after-

noon. The authorities did not
operate in the bill market, but
provided late assistance of
around £150m.

Bills maturing in official

hands, and repayment of late

assistance drained £1,385m.

This outweighed Exchequer
transactions adding £l,lQQm to

liquidity, a fall in the note cir-

culation of £35m, and bank bal-

ances above target of £150m.
In New York the Federal

Reserve added $2^bn in tempo-
rary reserves to the banking
system, via customer repur-

chase agreements, when Fed-

eral funds were trading at 8JJ

per cent This action was less
aggressive than the market
expected.
In Frankfurt credit condi-

tions tightened, as banks bid
for money to meet end of
month reserve requirements.
This partly reflected fear that
the Bundesbank will drain
fonds at this week’s securities
repurchase tender, bat was
also technical, caused by the
closure of some West German
centres tomorrow for a reli-

gious holiday.
Some banks have already

met their reserve requirements
for the month, but the situa-

tion has been complicated by a
foil in tbe level of reserve hold-

ings last Friday and the holi-

day, which comes in the mid-
dle of a repurchase agreement
tender from tbe Bundesbank.
The central bank offered

liquidity to tbe market yester-

day via a two-tranche tender,

but tbe money will not be cred-

ited to banks until Thursday.
The tender was for 29-day

funds at a fixed rate of 7.3 per
cent and ©day money at vari-

able bid rates. This will be
needed to replace DMSObn
draining from the banking sys-

tem, as two earlier pacts

expire. Dealers said it was
questionable whether the cen-

tral bank would fully replace

this money, because commer-
cial banks can borrow an extra

DM5bn under their rediscount

quotas at the Bundesbank from
tomorrow.
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MONEY RATES
NEW YORK
(Lunchtime)

Treasury Billsand Bonds

Onemean.
Tool

751 Tt*eer*ar„

Broker lain rate

FM.fmfc
Fed.fndsat

10* TbreemeaK.
id SxBMfc_

8tf One rear
as Ttepw

—

815 FWrjear...
7.94 Fireyear__
7.90

-

7.79
7.78 £2:

.754

.732

.7.81
„758

:»
ohjh

FrtekffaU
Paris.

.

Zflrtrt....

T«TTcfan.
Ml1m .

Brunets.
DuMta ...

Omndgkt Ote
MoMb

TW
Moo*

lira
Mm*

Six
Mon*

785*00M 7JSAOOm aiMis
104-IOi

805420

82M35

aa

7.958.10
w^ioa

&
n-u* u-u* UfrUS 12-12*

8.00
950

LONDON MONEY RATES
Oct 31

fatertank Offer
Interbank BM
Sterling CDs
Local Avtfwttj Deps.
Local Afatlwri^Bonds ~
DhcoumMki
Company Deposits
Finance House Deposit*
Treaswf Bills

Bank Bills (Boy)
Fine Trade Bills (Buy) -
Dollar CDs.
SDR Linked Dep. Offer.
SDR Linked Dm. Bid ...

ECU Linked Dtp Offer.
ECU Linked Dec BM ...

Orernlgfst 7 days
notice

One
Moatb

Three
MwnJn

Six
Moeths

16 13A 15* «L 15*
13 13* ISA ISA 15

ISA 15
ISA
15i

IS*
15* V

15 15 is 14% _
— 15* IS* 15*— 15£ is*
MM 14fl 14u— — 14H if3 14*— ra 154 ISA 14*— — 864 8.58 8.37— — SA 8*

_ z Si 1^1 A
10% ioJJ 10*

One
Year

_ t cent: . _

discount - p.e. ETcOD Fixed fate Sterl..

rates fwperiod Koraralw 26,1989

U

III: 16^2 p.c. Beferance r
'

15.064 p.c. Local Authurl

.1989. Schenel : 1&66 d d. IT*

Flrunr* Houses Bmfate 15 trom wowmfler 1.1989: Bank Daosh Rates for «msat sewn days
nonce4 per cent. Certlffcares of Tax Oepusn Strles 61, DeposlUim.OOO and oner bdd tinder one
nramh 10*a per cem; one-tfae nrontfts 12 percm; Uiiws-slc nwiths 12 per cent; slx-nlne months
12 per cent, nlne-taelw momfri 12 per cent; Under £100.000 lOfa par ceM from May 25,1989

,

Deposits withdrawn for cate 5 Ptr Cent.

BASE LENDING RATES

ABNBmI
Mn&Coewr
MMTmtBate
AUWKkM;

• HtoyAshaAr
taKbteCap Osip

—

Aattarftr Baafc

8 B&CHmiafilBal—
IhtefffPyrfa

Bapo8IBHflVltc2p^.

Pirtr Wanrfi
8"1

BaskCredltlOs*a_
BaricdCrprs

Batiioftrefatri

Bakofhdh

QfdsUeBuk^.
CfflW-flt(Uast~

C04penUnBak.
OxdtstOi-

. rBank PIC

DwcaeLaiTfe

EpatttalBaflkpic_

EnterTrastLM

rHaBdai&Get Bate_
nstNaUooriBukPk.

IS • RobertRnln&

C

l
FraariPtm, _RobtrlFraare

UM.
Bank of Scotland

BanpK Brig* Ltd

Barest Bask

BoEkukfotPijC^.
BrttBtoflfidEast

—

BBteteSMa
BataEsHMoBatePU;

(LBteklWfalari

• OBnatasBate
OtfiankSA

15 BGtenBlIahN
15 HFCBatepIc

15 tHankraBa*
15 BafflpStenTrtstPIc—

.

15 Keriutiit&talivM.

15 BlfHISawcl

15 U<hr&Ql

ObHBCkaPtsBak^.

aj BateLtd

IDotgtaUte.

HidludBate.

%
15

15
15
15

15

15

15

15

15%
15
16

15

i?
15

15

D

i?
515

15

25

15

15

feWestokster.

%
15

KartfmiBNiUd 15

NBnrichGea.TrBt 15
PWAUBteBlitoM- 15

PnrtKUBatePU^. 16

R.RapfaaEl&SMB 15

foxtate(Taster— 15%
Rqpal UtafSankwi— 15

SnpaiTfMLBate 5
•Sntt&MHnaSHX. 15

aatertOmtaal— 15

13 15

IMtedBkifXM9ft~. 15

UaMMbnNBate— 15

IWflhBlBatePlc-. 15

iTrsst—— 15

Wtslpac BateCup.— 15

VWtamlattav— 15

YoUicBzte 15

Mont Bakisf

HjtBtafKwatL

t Motes of Mite Berttat

Bateisg & Seenritie Hows
_ taochUoi * Deposit Mr 5.9%

15 SDCafst&5%.T«r«

15 tetaMMOBlZjV
15 base Mt2 8 Dsnod I

15 Mortgage 1425%

15

EMWn Tm.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Appointments
Commercial and tndustetaf Property
Residential Property

Business Opponuntttee
Businesses For Sele/Wairtsd
Personal
Trml
Contracts A Tenders

Per Una
[mlnJ linen)

8
1460
3260
1060
1460
1360
11L00
10.00
1360

rriogte

pel cm
(mfakS cmsl

2
4000
4300
3860
8100
4800
3S60
3660

C« per Slnsw CoSuen cm wairw (Hdo SO own}
Afl prices axdude VAT

Far furlhar dwtmHa wrkm so:

fmnkhltiiu
Owe OguBiwatte Mterifle, London Wl *ML

* ECU loan5at 11% fixed ;
-

* Deutschmark loans at 10%^
Sw. Franc loans at 9.75%* .

MULTI CURRENCY FACILITIES
ALSO AVAILABLE

* Rates correct at time of going to Press

Ifyou would like further information on
any of the above please call

01-385 5544
Licensed Credit Brokers. Open6daysa week|
Monday - Friday 9am- 7pm Satwfey Warn -2pm

.

.

aHMtengdRepresentativeofSun AtttaiiCMtJfe.

Member ofLAUTROand WHO.

DEFENCE

The Financial Times proposes to publish this

survey om

6th December 1989

For a full editorial synopsis and advertisement details,

please contact:

Ian Hy-Corbett
ob 01-873 3389

or write to him at:

Number One
Southwark Bridge

London
SE1 9HL

CROSSWORD
No.7,078 Set by DANTE

ACROSS
1 Quiet daring day without a

lot of noise (fi)

4 Reserve given definite role
as player (3.5)

10 A botcher may use it to cut
credit without permission

ll Ties the test In.knotsm
in name12 Picture held firm

(4)

18 Sixteen standing Him («)
15 Accept an invitation to act

as a patron (4$
16 Rock band (7)

80 Any chit of a girl, perhaps
CO

21 Wrongly blamed for the
uproar (6)

84 Give the head ofdepartment
a little publicity (10)

28 A long way off a sea-faring
centre (4)

28 Stop in a few bars COa Dafly journalist (7)

80 Do without and give to oth-
ers (8)

31 Steps in the development of
Weals Fargo? (6)

6 A quintet tavolred in com-
mercial that’s old hat (10)

7 Possibly earn a place in. the
sporting world (5)

8 Had a pre-match fling (6)
'

9 Crhntna! taken in hand by a
bishop (5)

14 Prepared for a contingency,
as a Judge Should be(4A4)

17 Fling it up, wildly nhewring
(9)

18 Doesn’t agree with vessel
entering turbulent northern
tides (g)

19 Times are changing for
Arab states

22 irs senseless to dispose Of
foreign capital (fi)

23 Works to mate dough, ray
to satisfy these? (5)

26 Bandy aids to Warmth (5)
27 The load, we bear,' must

take its turn (4)

Solution to PttaiB No.7,077

DOWN
1 Room for good investments?

(S)

2 Chill wine with ends of the
turkey and gams (SjB)

8 Very keen to rise as a singer

8 Whole eternity blown to bits
(8)
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WORLD STOCK MARKETS

ftHtfUKUft

:rrrrr ox.

110
ilChagnA |456

1150
Mn

Ittdni
Et3 i ICOi

CjitNlI

Cairo
04 *10000 .

3*h<t»a5ur .

OftbwosPtg . .

CUi WinaunTnfjs -

Santa

+10
2,989
1.930 *50

+40
*20

innenBHon
*tawlatr

CANADA

(MatiW 2be.0B 2603.48 Zflb.72 2613.73 '

Horn Brad} 4315 9311 4315 43.13

Transport 1205.01 11918b 1190.43 12051W

UUBtfcs 219.19 216.74 21586 21567

515.09 01/10

taosaacaw

35665 02/7)

UA2 661.9 1 8155 08/41

5135 5171
1185

awepi

S»30W1>

275/49 (27/2)

6608 (29/10

417.9 M/1)
973 (27/2)

NY5E Con*t*ttr 18884 18569 18560 18782

AmotMkL Vafae 37058 36887 37081 373.48

NASDAQ GmmUte 45563 45137 452.76 45815

outnmm nSmn FAZ Akita 01/12/50 617.61 61589 61915 fiU.02
(9)10/891 0(10)74) Commentank 0/17/53) 1830.7 18843 18382 18708

19934 4.46 PAX 00/12/871 1472.76 146639 1462.93 148232
(9/10)89) 125/4/42) homo KONQ I

272589 268030 2667.99 269L1B I 330954 05/5)

Daw MfliHI Oh. YWi

ymif ago (appro*.)

360

1848.93 00/8)

Bwca Can. HaL 0973 to) 639.97 643.68 644J7 I 73484 01/0
JAPAN
Kfttel 06/5(48) 35544.44 35417.44 3552729 36678.49
Tokyo SE (tnpta) (4/1/68) 269265 267660 268L76 269738
2al Section W/1J6B> 364290 363686 366730 36(9437

209961

13606400/1)

3SSMm

U Ntin Nekooa 5.721,100 62% + 29% Nn
Oust MuAnttan 4

.824.600 3bh. + h An

W

DMHU 3336.900 68% + 16 NASDAQ
PhiDp u orris 2780,900 43 + \ tens Traded

Ualqn Crap 2560.900 14% - % Bio
Pac Cm & Ebe 2109800 20 + % Falk

IBM 2799.000 100% + \ Unchanged

Am T&T 2700.400 44% + % Hera Hlgte

Bristol Myras 1365800 52 % + 1 % Rea Lons

Southern Cotafl 1386600 27% + %

176.502 127.00 171.92b

U-680 9.998 13.429

W 101871 132787
2962 2924 2929
2120 665 410
435 772 UD2
407 487 417
28 9 20
43 72 102

im hUJL.
TT3

ex. mm

CANADA
TORONTO

Uetafa & Mhxsai
Composite

MONTREAL Portfolio

Oct Oct Oct Oct 1089

31 30 27 26 HIGH LOW
346290 340800 33902 341183 39192 Cl/91 320760/1)

391862 388720 38843 388636 40378 (6/10) 33506 (6/ 1)

2006.18 198364 197881 1988.61 2069 .68(10/10) 1677.48 0/1)

Salts Bank fad. 01/12/58)
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TOKYO - Host Acthm Stocks
Tuesday October 31 1989

Stoeta CkiahrH) Chongs Stocks Ctoateg Chongs
Traded Priam on day Traded Prices on day

Tokyo S3.7m 2680 -10 Nippon FfiM 2S6m 1800 *100
Nippon Express _ 39. 1m 1,770 -TO Ynsuda F*M 24 .0m 1600 +150
Tofcyu Land 34 .4m 1.770 -20 Bridoestpns 218m 2870 +120
Tokyo Dap! St »lm 2.410 0 KawasaU Klssn . 21.1m 1820 +50
Mteuolotw a« . _ 26.8m 2680 + 1SO Komatsu 196m 1880 +70
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of a global economy that's in constant motion.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE COMPOSITE PRICES
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dMdand ara Wiowi lor dw new stock only. Unless otherwise
Med, rams el dividend are annual disbursements booed on the
latest dadaradon.
atadsod also atra(s). b-annuat rata el cBwtdond plum stock

dMdenC c+tgutdattng dhridend. do-cailed. d-naw yaany low.
e-takfcml dectand or paid m preceding 12 mendn.g-diuldaad
hi Canadian hinds, sdriea W 15W nooreektenco tax. KHvtdend
dadarad tolar apOt-up or stock dhridand. HOvktond paid ttila-
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meaclngjMMdand dadared or paid this year, an accumulative
baua wtt dividends En arrears, rwww issue In the pest 62
weafca. Iha high-tow range begins with the start or trading,
nd-next day delivery. PTE prten aarnhyqa ratio, r-dlvtoend
deetarad or paM hr preceding 12 montftsjjiua stock dhridend.
•rtta spitt. otvidanda begin wBh daw at etrih. staeteo.

M0C'1 1,1 Prtoorllng iZmonths. ttefnated cash
vahie an ea-dhridand or ex-rftttrt&uBon data, u+tew yearly Wgrv
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warrant*. »«wdhridand or ax-rigMs. xdls-ax-diMributian. n»
wtthout warrania. y-ex-dJvldnnd and sales intuit, yid-yiaid.
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U dt
HB 433
*l A4
el 24
w
e 25
ig 1A4

t 40
LI 68
i g4io

12 6 33% 33% 33JU 2 W% 18% »%
2 24 8% 9% f% ,
S 1 9% d B% B%- %
81563 Mb 13% M%+ 5

8 12% 12% 12b %
34 » lb 1% 1%

K 49 11% n% «%- h
SB) 23% 23% 23%+ %

HT M 2% 2% 2%* %
i2 37 15% 11% 11%
13109 20% 19% *%+ %

10 12%
Iff4 13-M - , - - ,K 61 36% 35% 35% - %

35 7(9 35%

»
' 10 12% £%.

• 4% 4 13-16

34% 35 - U
83 3^

3b .3.%+ %
5% 5%

IT S9 a% S2h 22»/+ %
3% 3e- %10 09 4

a 4

m
2 * 3? 3 ?

457 1% 1% 1% .
42 3% 3b 3%+ %•

S Mb »% «% .

Dunn

Pf Sia
Dtv.E 100a High Low

Conan ASe 2870 7% 7%
Cram U4 M 78 34% 33%
OmCP 1 Mo 9 *34 30 »%
CrCPS 1.10a 7 xS7 Z7b 26%
Cubic A2 7 21 16% W%
Custiad 2237 S 7-10

Cyprfd ISA 11% 10%
- 0— D —

»W 5 1*2 1%
DWQ 1497 14% 13%
DataPd .19 SB MSI 8% 8%
Dataied 1507 7-18 %
Dsgnlra * 3 2% d 2%

36 8. 4%
J2 n a 21b 21%

- E-E -
EAC 10 SM 6%
EaatnCo AB 19 4 19 M
Estop 2A0e S 7 20b SK,
EdkO/ A7 311651 15% 15%
EcciEn .12 18 32 12b U
Etshrcr 8148 % 5-M
EmpirA 200 7-16

8-J8
ENSCO 17 828 5% 3%
Emma iar 2% 2%
Espey AO 19 4 18% 19%

Fsbtnd J0 11 4 35% 35%
FAbtfr UB 063 8 1S-T8 8%
Ftoko 20 M 115 »% 20,
FonuL 30 483 38% 38%
FtMy 9 .10 * 159 13% 12%

FraaQ » 21 ra% 10%
FnWtL 81744 11% 11%
FurVH M4 2% 2%

QR1 15 4% d 4%
CTI T1 7 4 3%
GtamFd JB 18 9S2 »% 28%
OmYlg 64 Bb 9%
GMIBr 1 . Tt 56 42% 42%
Obimr 1 14 *12 23% 23%
GJ0&NR 07 S% S%
GtdFVJ 3 00 % 7-19

eranm 20 121 7% 8%
Grri.Tr s JO M 62 21% 21%
OCdag M 29 13% 13b

_ u-n —
Hamptl 1271 « M 13% M%

Shock DhE ions Hte
Pread A .10 1342u 7%
PreCm a 217 6

12 * 3
PraUad A3 12 B 4%
PratCra TO 10 6

RBW 12 55 8%
RaCag 11 19 1?
Riedel 27 34 w%
Room .12 259u27%
Rudtck AOa M Z78 27

- s-a -
Salem 2 24 11%
Stab JB 65 5 14%
SbdCp JO 1 126%
80WSA J4 14 97 15%

15 M» 23% 22%
13 54 2% 2%
3 188 0 fib

17 10 11% H%
1 6 8

B 457 33% 31%
<7 338 3e Mi
17 7S 29% 28%

274 0% 8%
Honor AW 27 2433 u 2 1%
HmoEa ft 24 8% B%

- 1-1 -

CM 121111 5% «%
BS J* IS 72 8 9

Httfcro .1ft

HWhChHM 2AB
Har.o jo
HeratiO
HoUyCpAOs
HomeSh
Monnei .44

Hrntbu

O 51 11%
B 35 2%

SB 7%
8 172 8%

- T-T -

H44 1%
M * 1%
M 1T7 12%
tt SB 24%
103 590 40b

1046 3%
195 13%

4230 13%
160 752 M%
25 SO «%
11 801 27%
2ft 5 7%
8 2 15%

17ft Bb
- U-U -

29 142 2%
21 78 2%
28 20 2%

99 31%
S2 80 7%
-v-w-

VklFrg JO S M 9%
VWmCeAOb 23 282 39%
VWM 2 5 2
WengB .12} 3925 S%
MWflC Aq 1 9%
WehPM 1A4 * 9

law Ctorn Chug
7h 7i ,4% 4%- %
2% 3 + b
4% 4%- %
5 ft

8% 6b+ %
U\ lib- %
14b Mb+ %
25% 27% + 1%
26% 27 + %

11b 11b- %
14% 14% — b

12S 125 -3%
1S% 15%+ %
11 11

2% 2%- %
7% 7%-%
8% 0%+ %

1 % 1%
1% lb
12% 12%+ %
23% 24%“ %
38% 40 + %
3% 3%- %

13 13

12% 13%+ %
14 14%
Mb <6%

26% 27b+ %
7% 7% — %
15% 15% “ %
8% 6*2+ %

2% 2%
,

2% 2%- %
2% 2% ,

31 31 “ b
7% 7%- %

9% 9%+ %
39% »%- %
2 2

5b 5%+ %
9% g%

207% 257%- *2

3% 3%
16b «%- %
% b-M6

4 4

22% a + %
6b 1 + %
17% 18%
ii «%+ b

NASDAQ NATIONAL MARKET 3pm prices October 31

Stock
ABWBd
ADC
ADT
ALCh
ASK
AST
Adalm s
'AcmeSt
ActARt |
AOMffl
AdacLb .15

Mam
Affirm *

MbSn M
AdoboS a.141
AdvCir
AdUkSv
AdvPoty
AdvTal
Advanta .IDs
AdnoSy
Aitteti

AgneyR f
AHM
Alrvricc r
AJnm .16

A*zu 1.151

AkoHIt

Aldus
AWxBr 32
Ala*Bid ad
A0CO
AicgW
AllanPh
Affiant

AJhvaSt
Altera

ARM
AFFF
AFTxE 1.70

AWAM
Afinkr JO
AmCoy
AGraet
AMS

Bb 100,

13 25
10 383 29%

059 1%
81562 7%

6* 10%
3219 7%

5 23 19%
14 475 10%
23 1730 21%

High Law Last Chug
23 717 23% 23% 23%+ %“ 15% 15% 15% — %

‘ 29% 29% - %
1 % 1 %+ %
7b 7b- %

10 + b
6% 7%+ %
1B% 19%
9b 10 - b

_ 20% 21% + \
M 2WSV15 4 15-16 5 -1-10

23 47B 15% 16% 18%+ %
28M7B 20% 1B% 20%+ %
14 57 24 23% 23%+ %
12 591 16% 18% 10%+ b
« 102 7% 7 7%+ %
18 2 13 13 13

70 8 5% ft%- %
23 231 21% 20% 21% + lb
173 218 8% 8% 0b+ %“ “ " 7

VA
5

II

ia%
3ib
18

'ir* xw h

sri* y
13 - %
14%+ %

21 36 1
31 IB 11b
15 784 12%
90 SOB 5%
14 70 11%
16 99 10%

07 31%
33 W% ..

11 403 14% 14
34*738 11% 10% It
3 845 38 35

20 33 4 32% 32% ...
i 22 7% 7% 7%

79 10% ID ia%+ %
84 6% 6% 9 3-16+1-16

3S 1720 24% 24% 24b + b
17 235 0% B% 8%

336 ftb 8 0
UB 21% 21 21 - %
175 nbdiib 12%- %

W M8 M< 10% m4+ %
0 IS 12% 1Z% T2% + b

259 10 U% 15% If
BB 216 54B 32<

— ‘

34 42 13%
B 40ANdns UO

AinPac
APwc a IS 110 zs
ASvWA JO *
ASon n jb
Amen
ATvCm
Amirov
AimtCp .Mr

32% 32% +
»b tt% +
33 33

323 11% 10% 11%+ %
110 22% 21 % 22%+ %

20 47 29% 29 29% > %
22 964 22% 22% 22%+ %
12 170 8 7% 7%+ %
81 61 48% 48% 48% — %
10 4 13 13 13 + %
16 48 11% 11% 11%

«£ 4% 4 4 + %
9 2337 20% 77% 28%
3BW 50% 58% 57% +1%
460 5 4% 4%

U 104 Bb 6% 6 + %W 7 17% 17% 17%
93 16% 16% 15%+ %

2095 2 7-15 d 2 2% -3-18
15 1001 29% 22% 23 + %

. K 158 18% 10% 18%-%
rwpwc AD 13 8624 46% 46% 46%
ABfaad 24 76 81% 89% 31%+ %

20 255 25 23% M%+ %
3 983 26% 24% 25%+ %
15 36 22 % 21% 21% - %
11 220 lib 11% 11%+ %
20 21 10% 10% 18%
4 2 85% 05% 95%- %
7 199 4% 4b 4% — %

50 239 B% ^ b£- %

AflMrilr 1J0
Amgen
AmekBk jq
Arrival « .*
Analy a J3
Anongsl JOe
AnchSv
Andrew
ApogEn JO

Apkffiio

AptdMt
AridPa .12
Arctilva

Arbor a .1ft

ArgoGp JSa
rum
Arital
Armor A4
Artot

AeMon
AsCmA a
AaCott a

M
AtttaAr .40

Atwood J3e
Autodk LSOa
Avrdak
Avndte 32

BB8T a 32
HHAe
8MA UO
BMC Sh
BSB Bep SO

BakerJ JB
Balard a
BncPnc 1.80

BnPep 1 jd
BcpHwaUB

BatzLb tBB
Big B .IB
nmwte
Blegert
Btogo pi

momma
BkftD J*
Bom

B

d £12
BobEvu JBb
Bohema JO
BomtP
BcntBo jBO

BanFB 72
Brand
Brunos .M
Budar a
BolkfT
BurapS
BunOr
ButlrMt 20a
Byla*

CCORa
CEUs
CUSErcBM
CISC a
CVN Mo
QtoyS LOBe
Cadanca
Calgane
Catgon a J4 20 437 43
CoJBto 213 7
CaOWc 12 235 9
Cambrx IS 431 »
CamBS 990 9:

Camp h JO
Caneri JBr
Canonia
CapAac
CnlniDa
CaraPW

IB 7 18%
32 8 5% 3%— %

2547 10% 10% 10%- %
233 33% 33% 33%
49 Mb 33 33 -1%

3317 18% 18% Mb+ %
306 IB 15% H * %

8 152 15% »% W%- %
18 '138 33% 32% 33
24 1035 40 39 89%+T%

MS 5 4% 4% .
43 IB K% 18 18% b
9 87 21% 20% 21%+ b

21 21b 21% 21%—1%
B 41 37 36% »%- b
27 B30u2S% 27 27% +1%
8 35 T7% 18% T7b+ h
IS 58 7b 7% 7b+ %
IS 170 21% 21 21%+ %
22 209 18b 15% 19% + %
13 M 40% 40 48b+ %
8 85 21% 20% 21 - b
10 154 57 30% 50%+ %
11 2043 13% 13% 13% + b
W 120 13% 12% 13
12 3 78% 78% 79% - %M 80 13% 13% 13b + %
B 127 23% 22% 23%+ %

5 8 8 B - %
18 79 37 35b 37 +lb
8 358 21 20b 21 + b
7 W18 35 34% 35 + %
» 5 17% 17% 17%+ b

12b <2% 12% %
43%
art* b
13%+ %

BkSov AS
BMowa 1
BkWora 1
Bama JB
Barf* a
BaatF 1
BayVw ,15a

BayBka IJO
BeauCcUe
Beebes JO M
Berkley AB B 73 43% 43 43%

171080 59% 50% 56%
15 375 13% 13% 13%+ %
29 137 14% 14% 14%+ %
7* 4831 16 M% 14% +

67 29% 29% 2B%+
*1298 28 25% 26%. _it

|M 3ZS 35 34% 35 + b
14 SOB Ob 13% 13%+ %
B 911 25 24 25 + b

B 8b 9b 9b+ %
9 2 19b ttb 1B%- b
9 4* 8%d7% 3% — b
30 92 29% 28% 29%+1
22 52*014% t3% 13%+%
S 187 M% tt% 14% + %

12B 8% 8b- Bb b
IB ITS 17b 17 17b b
a 1 Bb sb Bb
7 34 21 01 21 - b
15 10 Bb Bb Bb
- C-C
12 430 Mb «b M
19 12B 10% W W %
8 54 2% 213-16 2% + V16
33 a 24% 24% 24%
21 3* 20% 20% 20% + %
16 2(3 56b 54% 55b +1bMW 19b W% 19%+ b

153 7% 7% 7%+ %"
“

14; i
7% 8 + %
13% 13%+ %
6Jg 8%+ Je

21

513 i% B + b
29 10 04% *3% Mb+ b
42 245 17% 17% 17b
5 58 4% 4b 4%+ %
16 m 21 20b 20
23 356 10% 10 10

CerICm 147a IB 848 29% 23% 23%+ b
Cartoon 219 20% 19% *%+%
Caacda aJOa 10 413 23 22% 22%

--.4

Caoeya
Calgane
Colon a
CenCm
Canrrbk JO

Bb B%+ %

CoBaii 37
CFldBk 1J4
CJerBe JO
CnSprn
Cobra
Chanln a
CtirmSti .12

CMOne £2
C»Pt
ChrnDag
Chmpwr
CheySa
CWpsTc
Chiron
ChrOwl JB
CtnnFn £18
CloMic
Cbitaa .17

CipiMf
Onus
CaScp 104
CtzUt A I

OtcUIB 1J4
CjyNC J04

Oarcur 1JJ8

10*277 8%
99 6%

382 6
42* 36% 35b

9 136 0% B 8 - b
2B WK8 17% 17% 17%

03 23% 23 23%+ b
B 15 19 Mb 15 + %

a a-;
35b *%+ b

B 152 31% 81% 31b
10 ITS 24% 84b 24% +

doth
CcbeLb
CoceBd JB
CodeAi
Cognex
Cohernt

CoIBcp JO
CtnGoe 1J2

J»
18 SB 25b as 25%+ b

2001 17 10% W%
6 10 11% 11% 11%- %
W 1338 12b 12% 12%+ b
B 273 1B% 17% 17% — %
29 7* 9% 9 B%+ %
23 IB 14% Mb M%+ b
17 1* 17% 17b 17%

229 8 7% 8
9 510 21% 21% a%+ b
1642 *% 28% 29 +1.

23 1155 19 15% 15%-%
11 22 77% 77 77%+ %
51 203 B% 8% B%+ %
27 540 44 42% 44 * b

4159 5 4% 6 + %
918 13% 12% 13%+ %
25 24% 24 24 - %

24 152 45% 46b 45b- %
21 01 39 38% * +
13 287 Sb 26 26b~
14 134 33% 32

“
33 599 19 tS
1M4323 9% 8
13 7 19% 19%

118 25% 24*

22 572 16% ir

20 810 17 H
21 312 17% «
* E25 14% 14
8 2* 9% 9%

2!% BlS+ Ji
17% 17%+ %
7% 8%+ b
15% 19 + %
11b n%- %
17% 18 +

II 15 21%
CtrtoNt .15a 34 178 17%
Coiorcs 345 8%
Caret 21 19 U
Coma ir J2 0 400 12
Camca a.il 799 10% .

Cate ep a 1562 18% 15% 16%
Commie £40 11 95 51% 51
CmUeh 9 JS4 9 10 29% 28%
Cn&Ctr L.40 22 15 49% 48% _
CmfTek JO 12 132 20% 20% 20% + %

1*213 9% 9 9
22 1002 13% H% 13
W 625 2% 2% 2 11-18-1-10
W 60 33% 32b 33%

BS3 2% 2% 2% +1-18

y+i
5
iV+f
43%+ %

CmpreL
Cmpch
QmpPr
Comahr
CmaikR
Cncptl s
CcdCam
CncCpt
CmicCni
Cemght
CoraPr
Consflm
ConPap IJO
CnetSe 144
ConOO e
Convex
Coars B JO *
Copyw
Cordfa
CareSt L6B
CorpOt
CorpQH
CardCp
Caetce
CausPr JOa
CrcktBa JJ7

Craatar IJO
Cnnfdr I

Cranee
CroeTr
CwnBk
CuhnFr
Cuotird 48

DBA
OF Sou
DHTch
DftBacUOa
DSC

Ota to
DatHx |
OrSwtth
flxhwy

Dauplm M2
DabShp JO
DeUhE .ifie

DMbOn JOa

* 3B4 11% 11 11%+ %
11 110 7% 7% 7%- b

M + b

«%+ ?
36% + b

18 14 17% 17
317 3% 3%
185 20% 29%

183117 M% 13%
35 * 16 15%
11 rea 42 40%
10 297 36b 35 % . _
1003 224 21% *% 21%+%
28 522 15 14% M%- %

19% 19% »b + b
399 12% 12% 12%+ %
70 13% 13% 13%— %

B 368 43% 40% 43% + b
tt 4% 4% 4%

15 21 ftb B% 9%+ %
77 61 12% 12% 12%
34 801 38% 20 nh*
31 72 17% 17% 17%
21 285 28% 25% 26b+1W 5* 31% 31 31%+ b
M 208 10% 9% 10%

2 12 12 12 + b
533 7% 8% 7

IS 288 23% 22% S3* 102 12% 12 12%+ %
7 3* 17% 17% 17%

- D-D -
19 290 9% B 9%
S 170 M% 18% »%- h

11% 11%-

b

3 12!

si 21 %* 1399 M% 13%
21%+ b
14 + b

1060 1% 1% 1 1 1-16+ MB
18 212 7% 7% 7%
3 252 3% 3% 3%+ b

18 57 11% 10% 11%+ %
131 2% 2b 2% + Ji

17 277 32 31% 32 + b
10 31 35% Mb 35%+ %
M 89 14% 14% 14%
11 1» 27% Z7% 27% +1
15 14ft 33% Kb 33 + b

DelCpr
DitgrCI

Oat Re 1J8
DKxms JJ8

mottle
DhneFh JO
Diene*
DUMVr JB
DliQnl JO
DomBk JB
DreaB
Drexk
DreyGr
DrogE sJ5e
DunkOa 40
Duramd
Durtrns 4ft
DmfB 24
Dutyf •
Dyetm
Dycem
Dynacn
DyfehC

ECITW

BRC EA
EgN
EascaT
Emtfn JOe
EaeBFn 40e

. 100B Hte Lam UttOag
10 899 0% 5% 8%+ %
37 297 9% 9% 9% + b
29 44 17V 17% 17% + %
11 ITS 26% 24% 2SV+ %
at 438 24% 23% M%+ %
ft 121 11% 11% H%+ %
15 79 21% 21 21 -1
11 49 19% 15% IS

18 129 10% 10% 10%
9 247 21% 21% 21%+ %
151718 13 12% 13 + %
20 106 B 7% B

16 Z71 25% 25% 2S%- b
15 4* »% 9% 10%+ %
27 78 43% 43 43%+ %

54 5% 6% 6%+ %
10 32 15% 15% 16%
12 4S6 20% W% W%
27 31 25% 25 25% + 1

12 * 18% 18% 18%
14 884 17b 19% 17 +1
9 358 9% 9% Sb+ %
M 4 17% 17% 17% - %
- E-E -

Tft 2B1 11% 11% 11%+ %
20 15 26% 25% 25% — %
16 31 11% TOV 10V- b

2 15 15 15 - V
O'

12:

BnxAB 147a
Bang •

EmCos JO
Emmax
EBay 1J4e
EqtBcp 1JM
tan U3a
ExnSui
Everax
ExeeBe JB
ExcBc a .»
EXTON
Expin

RHP
FrmHm jq
Famnl
Ferafla
RdFTn JO
FIMlT 1J2
FlogMA IJOa
FBeNM
FkiNwi

h3-
12% «’+ %
8% 8%- b
10% 10%
Ob 9%+b

V4

FAIsBfc J4
FetAm 220
FtABcp jq
FtAFa 36
RATn L2S
FBcm us
FtConSt .45

FtEsn 1
FEsex J2

FEx plEZJOe
FEx ptFZJB
FEx ptGUS
FEx pM
FtfdUlc JO
fVnCp J4h
RFnttg ,10b
RFIUk 30
FWaw 140
RWCp 44
FlnriM .72

Flnkaaa JO
FMUBa 4ft
Fdlkn
FPooFh
FSocC UB
FToon UO
FlWrld a
Ftav
FtagFa 40
Ftghfln

RaNBF J2
HurCh JO
FrflJoA .10

FdUofl .TO

ForAm 1JB
ForaMO I
Fanch
FartnF JO
FrSiFn LOB
FrkCpt
FruKFM J2

5 6%
21 13

347 5%
6*4 18
384 8

39 213 10

6 33 V
8 9 42 42
18 6® 7% 7b

184 14% 14
8 6* 0V 6%
9 2 19% 19% 19%+ b
12 11 34 34 34 + b

113 1* 127 127%- %
39 23 20% * 20%
8 637 7% 7% 7%
ft 40 S 8% 8%
M 3* 22% 22% 22% - b

570 4% 4% 4%— %
19 * 27% 27 27%+ %

- F-F -
* 1163 46 43 43% -1%
IB !W 13% 13% 13% - %
33 210 27% 27% 27%

203 4% 4% 4%
VI 18 21% 21% 21%+ %
12 19 S3% 52% 53%

6 78% 78% 78b
125 425 10 6%

903 0% 6%
156 3 14 14
B 107 17% 17
7 207 49b 49 49V+ b

456 1% 1% 1%+ b
10 1 » » 28 - %
13 303 23% 22% 23
101905 33% 32% 33 - %W 444 17% 16% 17%+ %
10 8 33% 32% 32% — b
10 11 7% 7% 7%+ %
31 3083 11 10b 10%+ %

40 16% 16 16 - b
45 24% » 24

1469 15% 15 15%+ %
1799 14% 13% M%+ %* 312 16% 16 18%

6 268 15% 16% 16% + b
17 BS6 35% 34% »%+ %
10 42 32 31% 32 + %
13 178 49b 49% 49%+ b
9 005 W 9% 9%- b

90 78 22 21b 21%
6 87 81-18 6% 61-16+1-18

14 70 23 22b 23 + %
34 217 10% 10% 10%
11 6 41 40%
TO 179 32% 30% 31%+1
M 68 26% 26% 26%
* 134 12% 12 12%- -

- 22 + V

10

if
8
- %

17%+ %
49V+

'

17 71 22 21% 22 -

1 W 19 15% 15%
4 987 4%d 4 4%
32*

10 70S 12

» 311 »
28 178 11 1L,
17 102 38% 39%

4305 15 14%
19 17Q 12% 11%
64 2 19% 18%
11 S 20% *
10 CB 7%

23% B*b— 1%

ft ft: *
11 + b

12% +1

Fnrtna I

FuirHB SB

KB .10

GSCBc J8e
GV Mad
GZA
Gantoa
GatwyFfl J4
BnHnd a JB
Qanettn
GHoetlpI
awdyH
Gerrmx
Conus
aenzym
Ceragtit

GtmSv
CCxmG J4
OULew
QBbtAe JO
QoalSy
GUPaaaJM
Soedafc
QouMP 75
Graded
Grpnsc
GACm XOe
GBJrBc JO
QMVSv AS
Graan JOe
Growth
GrnwfTi
Grim

ft-%
9 * 11b lib 11b- %

42 23 W% 16% 18b- bW 12 19 10% 19 + %
M 153 23% 22% 23%+ %
- Q-G -
21 223 13b 13% Ob- b
12 12 22 21% 22 - %

950 7% d fib 0%-1%
12 160 Bb dB% 9% - b* IIS 24% 24 24%+ %
7 3» 9%d 8% B%- %» 134 27% »% 27%+ %
1373 * 25% 27%+ b
48 49% 48% 48%+ %

13 77 11% 11% 11%+ %* 114 10% 10%- b
12 312 10% 10 10 + %
215 1* 13 12b 12%+ %

13% 14 - b
12% 12% + b
24% 25%+ %
16% W%+ %
22% 23%+ 4
12% 12% %
7% a%+ %

17 3 12% 12% 16%+ %M 598 18% 17% 18%
Bill* 17% 17% 17b+ b

Gnhrtr
Grech
CuberiHa
BimB

HBO JO
HHSS
HUO
HamOfl .10

HmxJax
Hamrin J4
HrdgA a
HarpGp -We
HnttSt IJO
HawkB
HithCd

591 10% 10

834 10b W%
8 124 19% 1B%
9 39
11 98
14 23

» 2* Si
81187 5%

1H1, lUk

: a
8% 7%

10 %

17 242 22 21% 21%— %
31 70 13% 13% 13%+ %

210 16% 18% 10%+ %
_ h

_W_7% 7% 7% — %
17 310 14% 14% 14%
54 1 SO 50 50 + %

1204 8% 5 6%+ %
56 * 32b 32% 32%

269 18% W 18 - %
7 48 80%

21 M9 17%

ft

I Mill ill mniuNivn
HetwFd JO
HchgA .»
Hoekffi

HelenT
HentyA
HrtBkcp
HrtBBc J9r
WgWSu
MBRg JOb
HUM

12 469
14 917
8 47 9

21 67 9%M 681 16

»b 30%+ %
18% 17 + %
is ie%
51% 52 -1
9 9
9% >% ,M% 15 + %

1663 11% 11% 11% - %
10 1 W 15 16 + %
11 46S 13b d!3% 13% - b
10 22 30% 30% 38b + %
9 419 *b 20% 20%+ %

*47 BZ% 62 62 - %
167 11% dll % 11%- %
356

HmCry 30

HmeSavUO
HORL
heiosK]

Horind J8
Horzhxl J2a
tkngSt
HBNJ JO
HoftUB J4
HmX8 34b
Hum JBe
HuUlT

DB cm
IFR JO
IMCO
MB Filial
ImgFka
hnucor
hnunex
htqjrflc JOe
tnaemp
IndScp 1.18

tatflftfl JO
kdomh

IntoHe*
higMB 22
ffioigp

Inter

hdagFii 1.18

IntBDv
tmei

hM wt
Ml wS2

MeO
tntddn JO

Intrl

1mmec
hnmetC JO
InBcst
fafiairA

Kama
imLse JB
brUabft

bitfMB JO
ImStdp 20
lull tni

IntvM
Inver
invmFn JO
lum«

J JSne
JflRGt

JLG JO
huta JO
Jaguar .We
JMtSml JO
Jerlco .W
JfyLub b
JUTA

Jonsi A
Jam JO
Jimthi AO

KLA
Kamatl A*
KarctwB .08

Kaaler .I0e

Koyrkm JO
KlySA a JO
KyCnU JO
KyMed s
KdyCea 520
XeyTm
KeyFnc J8
Klmoal .60

KhnEn J5e
Kinder OB
KpdrLt
KMBK
Nrschn
Komag
Kuiefca

7 6% 6%— _
5% 5 5%— %

17 164 21% 21% 21%+ %W 6 6% 6% 9%
10 M* 5% 6 5%+ %
10 12 23% 23% 23%
14 0476 13-16 6% 613-16+1-15
ft 372 18% W U%
15 183 19 18% 18%
15 * 10% 10 10%+ b
12 41 32% 31% 31%
5294 7 d 6% 7 + h
* 430 10% 9% 1Q%+ %
622* 12% 11% 11%- %M 3* 10% 17 10% +1%
9 17 20% 20% 20%
13 107 19% 18% 19 + %
_7_«% 8% 5%

3)0183 ft ft B+%
12 367 13% 13 13
12 49 7% 7% 7%
0 324 90% 30 30%+ %

24 14 13% 14 + %
25 39 9% 9% 9%+ %

77 18% 16% 10%+ %
72 24 * 25% 25%
11 48 9% 9% 0%+ %
15 55 23% 23 23%+ %

*

12 30 12% 12% 12%
1* 6% 6% 0%+ %

4* 642 13% 12% 12% — %
313 11% 11 11

12 61 9% 9% 9%
33 6% Bb 8%* %

17 216 0% 8% B%+ %
10 GS 29% * 29
121663 6b 6b 6%+ b
18 89* 33% 32% 33%+ %

«0 15% 14% 16%+ %
782 11% 11. 11%+ %

44 24 4% +% 4%+ b
23 1* 15% 18 W%+ %
16 79 *% *% *
12 1* 15% 15% 15% + %
11 2796 16 15% 16% + %

0G7 0% 5% e%+ %
21 233 30% 80% 30%+ %
9 33 7J 7% 7%+ b

69 12% 12% I2%- %
18 33 43% 43% 43%
21 1051 28% 27% 27%+ h
192136 22% 21% 21%- %

745 7% 8% 7 + b
11 65 9 9 9
10 12 21% Hb 21%+ b
17 89 151, 16 15 - %
Z7 W57 30% 29% 30 + %
10 71 9% 9 9%+ %
0 78 6% 6% 6%

IS 398 10b U% W%+ %
- J-J -
18 33 13% 12% 13%
15 23 6% 8% ft%

8 4 17% 17% n%+ %
14 M 27b 27% 27%- %

42787 013% tt% 13%+1b
12 137 42% 42% 42%+ %
18 3 23 23 23 - %

1113 2b 2% 2b- %
12 943 21% 21 21%

181 17% 17% 17%
13 30 16% 16% 15% - %
14 M 18% 16% 18%- %

- K-K -

14 00 8% 8% B%
23 807 10% 10% 10%+ %
13 79 13% 12% 13 + %
31 160 9b 9% 9b+ %
12 5 33 32% 32%- b
16 9 37% 37 37%
ft 111 17% 171

ft 107 28 *<
14 2 15% 151

14 116 S% 5%
13 34 Z5b *b 25b~ %
13 50 21% 21% 21 % — %- - - 10% + %

Ob- b
6%t %
5 - %
15%+ %
9%+ %
7 - %

23 ISO 10% 10
1039 3b 3%
240 6% 6

9 90 5% 5

21 2079 16b 15b
113 9% 8%

7 28 7% 7

LTX
LnPMe

tech Oftr. no,
- L-L -

LEDS x 67 I3b 17% 17% - %LPL* 12 22 17 16% 17 + b
242 2% 2 2 - %

23 250 8% 6% a%+ %
LaddFrJfte 10 155 13% 12% 13%+ b
LaldIT B J4 22 6163 20% tg% 20%+ %
LaniRa 7 4» 0% 5% fl%
Lamwr .72 14 2B2 20% 2S% S5%- %
Lancv -76 18 214 23% 22% 23%
LdmhCph 21 147 16% 15% 15% - %
LaaeiPr H SM 5% 3% Sb- %
Lowen 22 16 38 22% 21% 22%
LacWer 1270 18 17% 17b- %
Legem 28 783 27% 28% 27%
LepGfp.We 2* 12% 11% 12%+ l
UMNft J2 10 3 29 28b 20b- b
UeTch 14 38 13% 13 13
LttyA .4Gb 13 51 ttb 16 Kb
LtnBrd 61 2569 113 111% 112 - %
LncBcs 1 13 17 19% 19% 19b + %
LffiCFu 1 9 * 25% 25% 29%
UnCTl IJO 19 455 54 S3 53%+ %
Lindsay 5 M5 21% 21 21
LineerT 20 6* T0% 8% 10%+ %Lv^m e 5 38 M 12% 14 + %
UtOaa JO 14 4014 24% 23% *b+ %
LogicD 13 46 0% 8b »%
Lonestr 10* 3% 3% 3%+ %
LICfln 50 19% 19% 19%- %
Lotus 272750 31 * 30%+ %
Loyola 9 12 16% K% H%+ %

- U-U -
mci ib nan 42% *2 42%+ b
MOTCp 8 683 6% a 6% 6%- %
USCar t3 171 19% Mb 1B%+ %
UTS J 11 2 20% 20% 20%
MtickTr 1346 9% ft 9%+ %
MB g JO 8 1632 15% 16b K%+ b
UndGE 2L5B 12 B 34% 34% 34% - %
MagmP 27 315 21% *b 21%+ %
Magnet JS 7 37 0% B 0 - %

as 380 23% 21% 23% +1%
20 13 13 13

LOW LeMChug Stock Ur. 100* Mah Lorn LwtfChng
RoaeB .10a 11 SO 7% 7 7
RonaSlr 16 064 10% Wb ttb" Ji

Reuae JO III 360 *b »% <&%+ b
RyehF * 1110 ft .7% 8 + b

“ s-s -
SCI Sys II 1465 II (Ob 11 + %
SEI .10 10 1035 16% tt% 18%
SFFod 210 15% 15% 16% + %
SWL Sy 3* 9% 8% 8%
SKF E 16 115 21% 21%

Main
MgtSd
Mantor la
Mfraw £H
Mariet
llaitnT
Markel a
Marsh) 1-08

MdFSL

Maxtor
Maxwal JOe
Mnttu
McCaw

74 10% 0% 10
M 7 22 21% 22 + %
B 03 66% 53% 55%+ %
10 50 20b 20 20b + %
25 * 24% 24% 24%W 60 22% 22% 23%+ %
10 0 35% 35 36% + %
10 1056 8 8% 8%
11 11 13% 13% 13%
9 3122 7% 7% 7b- %

68 2% 2% 2%
212793 9% 8% 9%+%
11 ta U% 15b 15% — %
21 2500 24% 24% 24%+ %

1847 36 37% 38 + %
McCr a .72 20 364 45 44% 44%- %
Month 10 64 16% 15% 15% - %
MertoCa 84 56 B85 18% 15% 10b + b
MedCra * 1380 22b 21% 21%+ %
Medfang IB 27 9 8% 8%- b
UedShp.Kto 24 144 32b 32 32

5 669 6 d Sb S%- b
13 12% 13 + %il .180 11 98

ttamor .18 2D 231 13
MentQe JO 14 4068 16%
Mercac IJO 257 27
MercSk UO
MrctM 1

MrdnBo 1.10
llarttr

MetyG a I
MMcaU
IMfAld

12%
16%

-

_ _ , *% +
11 15 *% 49b 50% +
8 * 30b 30% 30b~ %
fl 150 13% 19b 19%

285 4% 4b 4b- b
18 436 17% »% 17 + %

kteyarF

43 85 7%
7 20 9b

14 110 10S

MfcMF JO 13 431 14%

2 4 74 Sit
8 203 8Mtorage

Mtcrem
MlerTc
Mlcrap
Micro s
Mlcraig
Uicaft

MkUCp US
Mkttth
MdwFn JO

24 46 20% 2&b 20 - %“ “ - 7% 7%+ %
Bb 9%- %
16% 18b
14 14 + %
51 51%

a v-i
io% m%+ b
3b 3b
IB 10

11b

9 66 4
4 2506 U

276 3
« 506

207
*3083 61% *
7 463 42% 43%
* 13

12 1 48

ft

13

11%+ b

MdwGr JO M 38 *
NWrHr 32 12 2G8 *%
Mitcni a
Utntacr
MtoUC 8
MbiTel

27b 27b~ %
_ 19% 20%+ %

115 19 19 19
3 60702 1-18 1% 1 15-16-1-16

22 1* 14% M% 14b + %
6560 9% 8b 8%+ %

12 U3 19 18b 19 + b
MoiBio * 1604 24% 23% 24b+ %
Malax 33 17 111 37% 36% 36%- %
MontOc JO 11 32 10% 19% 19%
Morten J4 15 934 * \

"

Mo&ine J8 10 HO 18% 18% 18%
Multtk JO 0 33 16b K IS
Ihritm h 38 62 95
Uyoogn 73 iob

. n_n _
NACRbJO 19 210 39% 39% 39%+ %
NEC JBe 8* 2 61% 81% B1%- %
NEOAX 18 12% 12% 12b + %
NE38 -G0| 3S 6b 5% Sb
NWNL UD 121031 37% 30% 37%+ %
NYUAGCJO 10 5 20% 20b 20b- b
NeahF JO 20 * 24b 23b M +1
HUM 382 6 5% S%— %
toCornflk 1JO 8 MB 36% "35% 36%+ %
NtCplr JB 17 06 10% d 9% 10%+ %
Item J4

“ “ *- — “ •

NHPza
MwdC 9 230 12% 12 ' 12

27% 28 + %

«Sb 95
9% 10 +

17 06 10% d 9%
10 97 31% 30% 31%+ %
21 103 18% 17% 18%

230 12% 12

NtrSon e.1fte 19 » 13% 13% 13%+ %
NEECO — “
NaBcor
MwkOn
MwkSy
Neukgg
NECrd
NE Bus 32
Nxrimag
NJ SO JO
Hi Bed
NwtMwk
NMtiBc JO
Iriridn JD
Newpt .12
NwpFll
NUB JO 122123 >1% *01+2

W IS 14b 14% M%
321378 18% 18% 16%+ h
32 IDT 10b 10 18 - b
20 858 7b 7% 7b* 75 *% 2Sb 2S% %
37 155 42 41% 42
>6 508 19% 19b 1fl%+ b

64 12% 12% 12% + %
8 748 M% 14 14%+ %
11 285 10% W% 10% - %
38 461 16% 1S% 16 - %
II 3 Bb 9b Ob- %
7 08 13% 12% I2%- %

11 1* 10 9% 10 + %
7243-16 4% 4%-t-tt

SaWOd .10 3 308 5% »b
Safeco UO 81256 34% 34%

sr*
... 34%+ %

SaTHtt 16 63 Bb 8b flb .
Saves 16 70 10b W% «% + b
SUede 0 233S73 4S% 44% «%+ %
StPoKB JO 9 7B3 15% 15% 16%+ %
SIPbuI 220 0 1098 50% »% ®b+ %
soicpi jo a 9 a a a

SHcnGr
SUcViy a.10r
Sibenvi
SkOrna
Skopin 9 JG
Skier
3mmF
Snciary IJO
SociySv JOb

Stnvfto

Sotnrrx

Sttoan*
Sudhry
Sum* 132
Sumflur
Somflph

NHeOr 7 6% fib 8%

Korda J8 24 MU5
Norman
NoFfcBe JO
NWsiTa

K%+ %

ft iSK i

NUWst
Nucrpt
Nmmag
NuMed

OcuUra

Normal J4 15 15 54 52% 52
" T4 WOS 37% 37

~
9 42 B% B
8 56 W 16.
a 7 41% 41% 41%

NatBcp IJO 13 11 02 d01 81 -1
NerTrtt U4 9 lift 63% 53b 03b- %
NwfclQ 1J4 11 152 25% *%- %
ItovuPh 148 4% 4% 4%
NovaCr 237 11% lib 11%- b
Novell 22 694 2B 27% 28 + %
NovahO e 731 17% 18% 17 - %

JO *1278* 34% 34%+ %
177 4% 4% 4% + %
11 B% 8% 8%

18 238 12% <2% 12%

^ 06 5% 5% 5%
- Q-0 -
40 60S 16% M% 15
63 2928 8% 7% 7 15-18+7-16
2711* 22% 21% 22%+ %

MS 11% 11 11
68 9* 18% 18 18%- %
13 348 8b B% 8 9-16+ %a they UO 17 28 34 34 M

OhtoCa 2* B 34 51% 61 61%
OMKlR 1.00 0 178 27% 27% Z7% + %
OtdRep 34b 13 385 * % 27% *%+ %
OtoStn 158 303 M 13% 14 + %
Oroniem -BB 14 1* 24% 24% M%+ %
Onbcp ,12a 7 * 12% 12 12%- %
QneFre 20 1238 13 12% 18 + b
apdefl 34 X 22% 22% 22% - %
Greets 3 *107**% 21% 23 +1%
OregMt t72e 16 57 22% 22% 22%+ %
OrflBA 32 20 3* 40% 40b 40%
OahkT B JD 7 OW 12% 12% 12%
OthTP 152 12 5* 23% 23 23

- P-O -
PACE
PCS
Pacer 1e
PacOuni S2x
PaeFm JO
PaeNuc
PTelcm 1J4
PadtCe
PericOh

Octal

OfcCMi
OlcOpt a
OtteLog

31 1397 22% 22% 22% — %
21 362 12 11% 11%- %
8 246 *2 41% 41%+ b

11 15% 15% 15%+ %
13 in 25% 25% *%
27 2 10% 10% 10%+ %
14 22 *% 24% *%
* S3 24% 24% 24%+ %
72 SO 6% 6% 8%

Peychx .18 32 37 23% 23b 23%+ b
PenaEa 2JD 23 <7 48 <8 46% - %

JO 0 25 27% 27% Z7b- %
18 2864 5-164 3-18 4 3-16

24% - b
8% — b
18. - %

12 1 24% w%
7 203 0% B
7 121 ttb 17%
W 37 19% 19%
B 54 20% 19%

16* 8 7%
7 452 9b 9

27 124 25% 24%
13 314 17% tt%
21 MS 4% 3%

84 G% B
6 114 4% 4
13 373 15% 15
IT 21 14% 14%

52 30% 30%
e 127 12 11%
9 77 »% 16%
11 1* S3% 22%
13 478 41 40%
22 230 33 32%

211 20 1U

9 42 15 Mbm tab w
1B7 iia 5% 5
8 134 17 16%
17 4 J2% U%

8 + b

“V
s

*5+ %
eb- b
15

n%+ b
18%
23% +1
41 + %
33 + %
» -%
13%+ b
s

PefipCT 32
MopHrt JB
PBoNor UB
PaoWat J8b
ParcTc
PerpF_

He 1.12

Phrmd JOe
Ptirmk
PtinxMd
PhnxTe
PfcSavo
PteCaDe JB
PtonFdl
PtonFn J4a
PtonFS

p»=i+*a
PapRad
PouohSv JO
PrsxBio^ -ee -

IIHULK
PresUo .12

PricoCo IJOa 19 96945 44 44%- %
PrcalR J4 13 1 51% 51% 6T%+ %
Prtoor * 11% II 11 - %

B1 289' G 4% 4%- %
PredOp .16 23 8 11% 11% 11%+%
PilMGp 13 76 10% 10% 10%
Protte .70 13 05 15 M% 14% - %
PrvBkah .40 26 48 11% 11% 11%
PnrUA JBO 9 1 21% 21% 21% - %
FrvUS J8 8 628 28% 25% 26
Pslcor SI ft 12% 12 12 - %
PgSdSC JB 13 6ft Kb 21% 22%+ b“ 14 » 28% * *

18 277 23% 23 23%+ b
18 1272 n% 18% 17% + %
26 947 10% Ifib 18 + %

651 1 1-18 15-18 1 + %
22 SO 28% 27% *%+1%
9S652 11% 11 11%+ %

22 —
22 932 a% 21% 21%
8 148 7 6% 7 + %

16% 171

12% 12

H—R —
J8 1ft 251 16% 17% 18%

11 148 12% 12 12 - %
t 31 355 11% 11% tl%+ %

17 61 13% 12% 12%+ %
a* 5% 5% 5%- %

28 B4 5% 5% S%- %
20 24ft 8% 8 S%+ %

55 8% 8% «%
J5a 23 3*41 43% 43% 43%+ %

6 rao 7 B% 8%- %
.16 11 19 11% II I1%+ %
J6! 20 136 7% 7% 7%- %
126 9 72 24% 23% 24% + %
1.10 15 B8I * 38% 38%+ %

ROtHK IS 1811 18% 16% 16% + %
J4 11 4U Mb 14% M%
60 ft a 13% 15% 15%

Sandfm JOe 16 160 16% IS
Sarrird 3 .16 17 22 22% 221 .
SavnF i .72 17 * 42% 42 42% + b
SetlMIS .40 14 5 31% 31% 31%+b
GCMiOdS * 233 *6% 42% 44% +2
Scnax 0 48 it% 11% 11%
Scrip* J8 23 192 24 23% 29%+ %
Seagate 83836 12% 12b 12% .
Sealrgt .« 16 1 31% 31% ft1%+ %
Sacfice X 9 W 21% 21% 21%+ %
SEED 43 60 4 . 3% 3%
Samel JO 12 14 w% W% wt%
Setolln s J6 5 * 17% 17 17b- %
Sensor JO 16 T09 12% 11% 11% - %
Sequent 30 587 34% 33 34b+T%
SrvTch 19 35 13% 13% 13%- b
SvO*K 98 5% 5% 5%-%
Shrtled -84 16 1514 19% d13% 13% -b
Shorwd 21 430 28% 2ft 26
SlemOn IS KB 17 16% 17 + %
StpmAJ JB 21 48 *% 50% 50% - %
SigmOg ft 47 13 12% 13 + %

27 SS 25 24% * + %
W 378 2* 23% 23% + %
7 21 7% 7 7 - %

22 12*8 ttb 17%, 17%-2%
9 GGG 11% II 11%+ %
17 477 21% 20% 21%+ %
13 58 12% 12 12 - %
6 81 30 36% 35%
5 254 18% W 18% i

9 458 7% 6% B%- %
13 440 27% 20% 27 +1
23 <410 12% 12% 12% > %

SnucPd J4 15 448 38% 88 30%+ %
SoufldA 8 92 7% 7% 7%+ %
SCarNt 32 9 48 26% 26% 25%
SCalWt £12 15 86 U» 27% 29 + %
Soutmt JGD 8 405 23% 23% 23%
SptMM JOB 15 037 1B% tt 19 - b
SUM ic 4£2 6 5% 5%- %
SWRefl J2 11 00 16% 16% 15%
SupbG 208 16% K 16%+ b
SurHc a SB 11 10 22% 22% Z2% - %
Stw5I JO 12 9% 9% 9%+ b
SIMatoS 10 16 16% tt 16%
StaSttO JBO M 804 37% 36% 37%+ %
SieelTc .03 IS 33 11% TO% 11%
srwsrv a JB) 11 090 23% 22% 22%
Siwtnf JO 1 17% 17% 17%
Stoheiy -tta 9 34 15% 15b 15%- b
5ioH J5a 12 34 24 23% 24 - b
Strain M 3650 23 22 22%+ %
StrwDCt 1.10b 11 2 30% 30% 30%
StrucDy 20 840 a 24% 24% - %
Snytre * 67 20% * 20b+ %
ShiariH -06a 18 221 Mb tt% M%+

b

480 6% 8 6%+ b
24 6 5% 8 + b

7 1* 30% * 30%+ b
713 4% 4 7-18 4 7-16

„ 8 10 13 18 13 + %
Summp 64 10 15 20% 20% 20%- %
SumR8 JO 10 72 20 19% 19%- %
SunGrd 17 382 S0% * 20%+ %
SunMca 28 4055 16% 16% 16%+ %
SunMed 11 2SB ®% Bb 9%+ b
Sunwsl 1.12a 10 44 24% 24b 24% — %
SuroAl 6 37 744 19% 19% 19%
Syemto 313 16 16% 18
SynOpt 17 173 19 18% 19 +1
Synargn 406 11b 11% 11%+ %
Oynehc * 1J% 13% 13%
SySm, a 20 4* »% 25% »%+ %
Syatmt JS 21 358 37 30% 38%
SysrCpt 98_ 203 6% Bb 6%+ %

TBC a
TCA a JO
TJ Inn JO
TPlCe
Tatoian JS
TchOta
Tecum 320a
Tajas
Tekatac
Tatco
TlanA a
Tetecrd 1
Tehnatc
Tetabe
Taixon Jla _ . _
Tennant 1.12 12 39 32b 32% 32%
Teradta 24 2* U% 18 18
Tarac JOS 9 TfttOI 20b 21 +1
3Com 1138* 11% dlOb 18%-%
Toppse JB IS 96 22% 21% 22
Tradin 2 214 3 2% 3
TrailUS 17 13 22% 22% 22% - %
Trrmdt JB 11 682 22 21% 2T%+ %
Trfenaa 13 38% 37% W%
Timed 20 511 7 d 0% 8%- %
Trlon n JB 14 91 8b 8% 6%
Terfcp -751 134 25% *% 25%-%
Tseng 2254 41-189 13-183 15-16
20Cnln JS 7 321 2D% »% 20%- %
TyeoTy II SB 20% 20b 20%
Tycoiy wl 20 8 7% 8 + %
Tyson -04 161824 22% 21% 22%+ %

8 41 17 17 17 %
10 68 13% 12% !3%
7 123

“
2002
207 ,

USCoi .15, 25 386 20% 20% 20%+ %
UCryG i JB 13 22 16 14% 15

3* M 10% 17% H%+ ba 12 ii% 12 + %
1732 72 Wb 12 . 12% + %
W02 10% 10% 10%+ %

14 35 U% ttb W%
24B 6% 6% 5%
44 20% 19% 20%+ %

9 7* 20% SB 28% — %
US HOC JS 47 3069 16% tt 15%+ %
USThltt2 12 937 37 37
(JSWNV 1771 *% 35% 35%
IKttam JO 11 418 18% 18% 16%+ %
UnTetev GO 77 33b 32% 32%
Unttofl 929 17% 18% 17%+ %
UnvHIt J00 15 7 8b 8% 8%
UMlMd * 1587 5-16 7% 7%

- V-V -
V Band 2 6% 5b 5b- %
via 373 0b 8b a%+ b
VMX 15 2% 2% 2%
VS8 ao JO 82 13b »% 13% + %
VWR JO 12 11 18% 18% 10% - %
VBIMLg 12 702 3% 3% 3% + %
ValyB 104 11 1 23% 28% 28%

45 371 4 d

10 B7 11% T0% 10%
* 48 17% 18% 18%
12 27 » 27b 27% - b

150 0% 8% 6%- %
4 148 Bb 9 9%
10 81 13% 13 ttb + %
9 5 138 135% 135% +2%
15 34 22 21% 21%+ bBSB 9 B+%
27 14 8% Bb 8%+ b

5219 18% U% 18%+ %
15 200 »b 34% 34% -1%

423 4b 4% 4%
12 7* 9% 9% 9b+ %
7 1223 8% 8% B%+ %

(JGTCp JO
umfl %
UnBnk 1J2
UAEtl A
UAEnB

UnDam 1-24

UnFdBc J4
UGamg
UHltCr
Ukffliv JO
UWSvra J0J
USB Or
US Be a 1

wi “J .28 27 Z7%- b
20% 20% 20b- %
21 *% 20%+ %

varfffl.

VaMU UB)

VprdCI a
vartim
varien JO
Vicotp.
Vlponf
VaBch 0
VrtoMc
Vivigen

M% 73% M% + 1%
ft 87 91% 31% 31%+ %
1511 »% 32% 33

6 58 6% 5% Sb+ %
9 4 21 *% 20% - %
2277 l*b M 14b + b

20 104 0% 9 9
4 745 7% 8% 7%+1%- — 1B + ^18 1153 18% 17%

40 1» 2S% 24% 24%
Uotw U4e 0 OS 72% 72b 72%

_ w—Vf —
WO 40 1.72 W 82 34% 34 34 - %
WPP GgUia g 40 20% 20b 2n%+ %
WTD
Woatfn 1-32 13 1Z0

WFSL 1JD
W*FOr JO .

WMSa JO 1014* 10% 18% 19% + %
25 48% 45% —WU38 pf

Wansiod .16

S 419 lib 11 11%
13 120 20% * 20%+ %
10 -498 40b 39b 40%+ b
M 18 12 11% 12 + %... ... -

45%
» 81 36 34% *

Warn? JOb 13 83 38% 30b 88% +1%
- .36 66 3 27% 27% 27%

tt 64 13b 13b 13%M 11 20b 19% 20%
ft 105 37% 30% 37% — %

84 10% 9% 9%
23% 29 + %
W!% 19%
30% 31 + %
48% 46%+ b
22% 23b + %
10% 10%

. 9% Wb+ %
ItearB JO 16 «03 29% 20 29%+ %
Whldub 22 2343 12% 12% 12%
Wlllaml 1J5 7 644 49% -48% 49 +1%
WmSona 27 3 *% 2S% *%
WlhnTr U4 12 7 40% *% 39% — %
WbcTy 20 30 13% t3 13b+ %
WtoerQ JO 48 M2 18% ttb W%+ %

8 124 18% 18 Mb+ b
422 7% 7% 7%

17 3S »% 23% »%+ %
70 15 Mb Mb- %

-X-Y-Z-
xl Dtaa
XOMA 602 21%
Xicor 9 5» 4b 4% 4%+ %
YanEitS JBe 49 21% 20% 20% - %
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Economic and takeover

hopes help Dow advance
Wan Street

MORE EVIDENCE of a weak-

ening economy, which may
persuade the US Federal
Reserve to ease monetary pol-

icy, and news of a multi-billion

dollar takeover bid revived
equities yesterday, writes Janet
Bush in New York.

The Dow Jones Industrial
Average closed 41.60 higher at
2.645.08 on moderately active
volume of 176m shares.

Closing near its highs for the
session, the Dow was helped by
smart gains in paper and forest

product companies as a result

of the $3.18bu. or $58-a-share,

offer by Georgia-Pacific for
Great Northern Nekoosa-
The bid by Georgia-Pacific Is

the first significant offer to
emerge since the collapse of
the financing deal for the pro-

posed buy-out of UAL which
caused such turbulence in the
equity market recently.

It encouraged hopes that
merger and acquisition activity

can resume after the nervous
hiatus that followed the UAL
debacle and the withdrawal of

Mr Donald Trump's $l20-a-

sbare offer for AMR.
It is also hoped that the

Georgia-Pacific offer might
presage a consolidation in the
paper industry.

A clutch of mixed economic
data, interpreted generally as
signalling fnrther economic
weakness, also helped equities

and boosted bond prices, in
anticipation that the Fed might
soon lower its target for Fed

Funds from the current 8% per
cent.

US leading indicators rose by
0.2 per cent in September,
against expectations of a 0.4

per cent gain. That was some-

what offset by an upward revi-

sion in August Indicators, but
nevertheless pointed to con-
tinuing economic deceleration.

US single family home sales

fell 14 per cent in September,
the largest drop since January
1982. Although some analysts

frit that the number overstated

weakness in the housing mar-
ket and was partly due to bad
weather, there Is no doubt that
housing has cooled considera-

bly.

Both stock and bond mar-
kets are now waiting for other
key economic releases this
week, notably Friday’s October
employment figures. Two
widely-read economic reports
are due today - the Fed’s Tan
Book of regional economic
reports, used as a guide to
monetary policy-making, and
the US purchasing managers’
report, which gives some guide
to demand.
Many equity strategists

believe that, in view of weak-
ening corporate profits
revealed in third-quarter earn-
ings announcements, another
Fbd easing is a necessary pre-

requisite to any stabilising in
the equity market
Nothing is likely to emerge

from the Fed until after Fri-

day’s employment data, which
are expected to show a much
smaller increase in the non-
farm payroll than the 209,000

Malaysia aims to

from Singapore’s
Lim Siong Hoon on the reasoning behind the split

T HE STOCK markets in
Malaysia and Singapore
used to reflect how

much their two economies
were actually one. Malaysians
tapped rubber. Singaporeans
sold it to the world. Singapore,
with its international financial

links, handled as many Malay-
sian stocks as the Malaysians
did. And Sime Darby was
sometimes mistaken for a Sing-
apore company.
So when Malaysia decided

last week to pull its companies
out of Singapore, the realisa-

tion of just how for the two
economies had drifted apart
came with a jolt.

Until this decade, Malaysia
moved the bulk rf its tin, rub-
ber and palm oil to the island
state at the southern tip of the
peninsula. These commodities
were re-exported from Singa-
pore’s convenient geographical
location. Prospering on the
back of this trade, Singapore
began constructing a securities

and finanrfc l market modelled
after Hong Kong.
The odd element in Singa-

pore’s 329-counter stock
exchange is the presence of 182
Malaysian companies. Among
its blue chip companies, the
favourites of the international
fond managers, are the planta-
tions and, to a smaller degree,
the tin companies - all of
them Malaysian.
Today it Is manufacturing,

and not agriculture, that
accounts for a quarter of Mal-
aysia's gross domestic product
and provides the main export
business. It is not that agricul-
tural growth has slowed, but
rather that manufacturing has
grown four times faster. So,
with real growth of 7.7 per cent
this year and an expected 7.5
per cent next year, the Malay-
sian economy is beginning to

be driven as much by internal
demand as by external trade.

FT~A World Jndtees in local terms
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Private consnmption and
capital expenditure are gallop-

ing away and the Government
is cheering the private sector
on. Over the next decade, hun-
dreds of government enter-
prises will be privatised. Many
will be floated on the Kuala
Lumpur exchange, helping to

satisfy a swirl of liquidity that
has driven up volumes and
prices.

So for this year, the Malay-
sian market has demonstrated
its strength by climbing 35 per
cent, making it one of the
world’s top performers, against
Singapore's more modest 23
percent
Malaysia’s economic trans-

formation. its denationalisa-
tion and the development of
the stock market have become
synonymous. But the latter
could not be happily achieved
if Malaysia played second-fid-

dle to Singapore.
Foreign hinds for Malaysian

stocks are usually dealt
through Singapore contracts
and delivered to bankers in
Singapore. In the year to
August, Singapore handled
half of the volume in Malay-
sian stocks traded in both
countries, while the Malaysian

share of turnover in the 52
Singapore companies on the
Kuala Lumpur exchange was
less than 3 per cent.
“The principle being violated

is that yon quote your compa-
nies abroad and and up losing
your markets,” said Mr
Mohamed SaHeh Abdul Majid,
general manager of the Wn»ia
Lumpur Stock Exchange
(KLSE).
By breaking with the Stock

Exchange of Singapore, the
KLSE hopes to improve its own
standing. Star companies that
have emerged, such as the
Malaysian Airline System and
the Malaysian International
Shipping Corporation, reflect
the country’s economic trans-
formation.
Mr Rashid Hussain, execu-

tive Rhah-man of Zaahid Hus-
sain Securities, Malaysia’s only
listed securities company,
thinks it right for the KI£E to
reflect this change by moving
out of Singapore’s shadow.
"We have now come full cir-

cle ... We should get it ova
with as fast as possible."

M alaysia’s market capi-
talisation has dou-
bled over the past

decade to nearly USSSObn, the
increase fuelled as much by
rapid domestic growth -
which provided a flush of inter-

nal funds - as by a surge in
foreign, and particularly Japa-
nese, demand.

Foreigners can buy up to 49
per cent of a Malaysian com-
pany’s equity. A two-tier mar-
ket - with about 0} closely
held blue chips, and second-lin-
ers that are more prone to
speculation - is another
attraction. There have been a
dozen new listings so for this

year, and Malaysia is now aim-
ing to introduce more blue
chips to a market independent
of Singapore.

Action gives way to words on eve of holiday

jump recorded in September.
Great Northern Nekoosa was

the most dramatic winner of
the session, surging $20 to
$62%. Georgia-Pacific fell $V«
to $49%. Among other compa-
nies in tiie sector. Interna-
tional Paper added $% to $49%
and Weyerhaeuser gained $%
to $27%.
Among forest product com-

panies, Mead jumped $2% to
$38% and Temple-Inland was
up $3% at $62%.
Paramount Communications

added $1% to $55% after it

completed the sale of its finan-
cial services subsidiary to Ford
Motor and said it would report
a $1.2bn gain on the sale.

Gen-Probe added $2% to $8
in over-the-counter trading
after nhngai Pharmaceutical of
Japan agreed to acquire the
company for $6% a share.

Canada
MODERATE trading left
Toronto share prices higher.
The composite index was up
31A5 at 3318-62 as advances lea
declines by 377 to 296. Volume
rose to 29m shares from aim
on Monday.
BP Canada lost C$% to

C$20% after reporting higher
third-quarter and nine-month
earnings, but lower net profits.

Holland, which fell C$% on
jffnnduy following tile rnniwrinw

of a dividend and a nine-month
loss, was off CS% at C$10%.
Four Seasons Hotels gained

C$% to C$36. It said that it

planned a two-for-one stock
split and a higher dividend.

emerge
shadow

THERE WAS more opinion
thap action In many Continen-
tal centres yesterday, with
today’s widespread holiday
already dampening trading,
writes Our Markets Staff,

FRANKFURT was treated to
the news that West Germany’s
controversial bourse turnover
tax will be abolished from 1991,

and some analysts said this
would be good for shares.
Others said that the repeal

would be good for bonds and
the West German capital mar-
kets: that the parallel repeal of
the “GeseUschaftstener,” a tax
on new entrants, would
encourage new companies to
the market; but that painting

share prices and dealings
would not be affected to any

Before this, the market had
recovered from an opening
decline, through a R59 rise to
617.61 in the FAZ index at mid-
session, to dose with the DAZ
6.47 higher at 1,472.76. How-
ever, volume stayed very low
at DM2.7bn, against Monday’s
DM2.6bn which was the lowest
for five months.winners on the day included
Deutsche Bank, up DM630 at
DM656; Siemens, DM6 to
DM531; and Veba, DM10 to
DM326. However, it took a

ASIA PACIFIC

third tier stock to show what
can really happen mi a thin
day as Kali Cbemie, 70 per cent
owned by Solvay, Jumped
DM67 to DM612 on speculation
that its Belgian parent might
want to bid for the minority.
PARIS began well but

petered out around midday
when many investors left early
for their holiday. The OMF 50
index dosed just 5.42 higher at
49857, after reaching 501, and
the CAC 40 index was up 14£2
at 1,818-51.

Activity continued in Navi-
gation Mixte. with 111,000
shares traded, bat the price
slipped FFr19 to FFclB® (still

above Paribas’s FFriJ350 offer)
as some profit-takers set off for
pastures new. Following
Allianz’s announcement on
Monday that it had permission
to take its stake above 20 per
cent, another shareholder in
Mixte, Framatome’s Cere sub-
sidiary, emerged yesterday
with a stake of about 7 per
cent, up from 5.7 per cent.
Bouygues, the construction

group, gained FFr13 to FFr674,
reporting a rise in first-half
profits from FFr65m to
FFrl88m. Thomson-CSF rose
FFr3.40 to FFr185.60 after the
chairman said the company
had about FFr6^bn in cash,

enough both to buy the Philips
European defence interests and
to launch a move on Ferranti.
ZURICH saw the Credit

Suisse index ease ia to 60&6 in
quiet trading, and the proposed
restructuring of Oerlikon-
Bflhrie «une as a HigHnrf dis-

appointment to optimists who
had expected it to involve part-
nership with West German or
Italian wiawppwmuri-

Oerlikon said that although
the restructuring would result
in a mark-down of the group’s
reported net assets, this would
not affect its share price,
because group losses in recent
years had already pushed tins
to sufficiently low levels. Its
bearer shares promptly fell
SFrSO to SFA490.
MADRID enjoyed the rise

yesterday that most had expec-
ted on Monday, after the social-
ist election victory.

The general index added 286
to 307.25, after hardy moving
on Monday, but lnvestcas were

SOUTH AFRICA
GOLD shares pot in a mare
mixed performance in Johan-
nesburg after their sharp
gains during the previous two
sessions.

still not exactly throwing their
hats in the air. Volume was
thought to be a modest $H0m
after Monday's $77m and much
of the turnover was concen-
trated in the utility stocks.

. Iberdnero, fin* mounpte,
gained

23 points to 671 per cent of
nominal market value, while
Hidrola was up 16 at 560.

Construction shares had a
strong day, Dragados rising 60
to 3,010. hi the year to last Fri-

day, property stocks gained 36
per cent, constructions 29 per
cent and utilities 25 per emit,

againsta market rise of 11 per
cent, according to NDfto Secu-
rities’ weekly Spanish report.

Two factors are thought still

to be holding investors back:
the payment of taxes this
month, which could dampen
retail buying, and hesitation
about the measures the Social-
ists will propose to prevent the
economy from overheating:
AMSTERDAM nnrinri higher

in line with London and Wall
Street, but trading was sub-
dued as institutions remained
cautious. The CBS tendency
iiwto rase LI to 181.0.

The flve-for-one split in the
stock of the NMB banking
group, now named NMB-Post-
bank, took place, and the share
price ended 10 cents higher at

H 46.70.

STOCKHOLM was depressed

by disappointing company fore-

casts, which tipped the Affirs-

vdrlden General index 16.7

lower to 1,204.0, in moderate
turnover worth SKiSUhn.
Volvo dropped SKrll to

SKr464; there seemed to have
been no progress made in its

co-operation talks with Renault
of France.
MoDo free B shares fell

SEriS to SKx290 after the com-
pany revised downwards its

1969 profit forecast on Monday.
COPENHAGEN was unruf-

fled by the resignation of Mr
Palle Simousen, Danish
Finance Minister, or by Mon-
day’s rise in short-term inter-

est rates. Bank and shipping
issues led share prices higher,

with the bourse index gaining
233 to 342J0.
BRUSSELS picked op late in

the day, in a correction follow-

ing recent declines. The cash
market index added 2L89 to
6£30j86.

HELSINKI was overshad-
owed by the bankruptcy pro-

ceedings of W&rtsild Marine
which opened yesterday, and
share prices eased in uncertain
trading.
The Unites all-share index

lost 0.4 to 6685.

Nikkei rebounds as selective demand returns
Tokyo
INVESTORS tiptoed hack into
the market yesterday, with a
return to selective buying, a
rebound in share prices and an
improvement in volume, writes
MUMyo Nakamoto in Tokga.

After Wall Street mnintampH
its equilibrium, the Nikkei
index closed 132.00 better at
35,549.44. against a high for the
day of 35,56334 and a low of
35.413.13. Advances led declines
by 548 to 362 while 208 Issues
were unchanged.
Turnover recovered from the

SB9m shares traded on Monday
to a hralthigr level of 909m.
The Topix index of all listed
shares rose 16.05 to 2,69285. to
London, the ISE/Nikkei 50
index added 536 to 2,07887.
Corporate activity continued

to dominate investment think-
ing, as Mitsubishi Estate said
that it was paying $846m for a
51 per cent stake in the Rocke-
feller Group of the US, which
owns 14 buildings in New York
City, including the Rockefeller
Center in Manhattan. Investors
were impressed by Mitsubishi's
willingness to trice control of
such a well-known situation,
and to step up its overseas
activities. Mitsubishi Estate
advanced Y150 to Y2.680 in
active trading.
The news rekindled interest

in other issues that had been
moving on takeover specula-
tion. Nippon Fire and Marine,
a medium-sized non-life insur-
ance company, which had
risen on expectations of
restructuring to the industry,
climbed Y120 to a record high
of Y2,oio, before closing up
Y100 at Y1,990. Yasuda Fire
and Marine advanced Y150 to
YL800.
General influences, such as

Friday’s pending US unemploy-
ment figures and the Tjossibil-

lty of domestic interest rate
increases, kept an air of uncer-
tainty in the market, but buy-
ing enthusiasm was still buoy-
ant, according to Mr Yoshio
Shimoyama at Nikko Securi-
ties.

There was continued interest

in the Tokyn group of compa-
nies, but caution took over and
Tokyu Corp, the railway com-
pany, ended Y10 lower at
Y2890; before that it had bit a
new high for the second day
running at Y2JH0, up Y80.
Bridgestone, the tyre com-

pany which acquired Firestone
of the US, was bought ahead of
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the announcement that its
rhalrman

, Mr Te$i EgUCtt, is

to relocate from Tokyo to
Akron, Ohio. It dosed up Y12Q
at Y2.070.

The sharp appreciation in
land prices has ahifteii from
Tokyo to other urban areas,
particularly the Osaka area,
leading to buoyant interest in
companies with property or
land development business. to
Osaka, the OSE average thifoh

143.70 higher at 38353.90. Vol-
ume improved substantially to
71m shares from the 50m
traded on Monday.

Roundup
THINGS were looking up
almost everywhere In the Asia
Pacific region.
HONG KONG posted its best

performance in two weeks,
paced by a continued rise at
the Hongkong Bank, as the
Hang Seng index rose 4439 or
L7 per cent, to 2,725.29. Turn-
over remained subdued at

TURNOVER and prices on Singapore’s second-tier market,
Sesdaq, have been boosted by the proposed demisting of
Malaysian companies from Singapore. There are hopes that
the exchange wfll move some of the 14 Sesdaq companies to
the main board as a result of the Malaysian pull-out, one
Julor TplnjinWI

HK$895m, but it was well
above Monday’s HK$5Slm.
Further fmurirtwnitiftn of Ite

Hongkong Bank's plan to
reveal the size of its inner
reserves brought in more for-

eign buying and lifted its
shares for the second day run-
ning, by 20 cents to HK$6.70.
The finannp sector led the mar-
ket, flifhnngh properties. Utili-

ties and industrial issues
posted strong, but less pro-
nounced
SINGAPORE rebounded as

investors took a more sanguine
view of the Malaysian with-
drawal. Turnover remained
subdued at 6l.3m shares,
slightly higher than Monday’s
58.9m, but the Straits Times
industrial index climbed 29.63,

or 23 per cent, to 1.332A1.
There was some Institutional

bargain-hunting, but most of
the activity was again down to
retail investors.

Speculative Malaysian stocks
lost further ground, but there
were strong gains elsewhere.
NOL saw 28m shares traded
and rose 2 cents to S$1A1,
while DBS gained 8 cants
to S$2j66 on 2m shares. Among
blue (hips, Fraser and Neave
rose 60 cents to S$9.
In spite of the better time,

there were fears that Malaysia
could take farther, more dam-
aging action if, as is widely ;

expected, a large over-the-
counter market for Malaysian
stocks develops in Singapore.
kitat-A LUMPUR also recov-

ered some ground, with quality
stocks leading gains in thin
trading. The composite index
rose 4JS9 to 47520, after drop-
ping 1X73 points on Monday.
AUSTRALIA firmed to quiet

trading as golds continued
Monday's rally, in spite of a
decline in the metal price. The
All Ordinaries index rose 9.2 to
1,646.2 as turnover fell to 104m
shares and AglShn, from 108m
anri A$206m.
The gold shares index put on

X6 per cent, adding to Mon-
day’s 6.5 per cent gain. How-
ever, at the end of trading, gold
had supped to about US$37685
an ounce, down US$L80 from
the same time on Monday.
MANILA got everything

right but volume, the compos-
ite tniluT finishingM ia higher
at a two-year high of L309-37.
Sentiment was optimistic and
most trades centred on blue
chips, but most participants
stayed on file sidelines.

TAIWAN was closed for a
holiday.

Copyright, The Financial Timas Limited, Goldman. Sacha & Co., and County NatWest Securities Limited. 1987
Constituent change: 31/10/8&Name change;Ned Middemtandsbenk to NMB Poetbank (Netherlands).

has made a tax-free distribution to its

shareholders ofthe common stock of

Eljer Industries, Inc.

Morgan Guaranty initiated this transaction

and acted asfinancial advisor to

Household International, Inc.

JPMorgan

JPMorgan
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The more you look, the more you
Paint minute brush strokes of pure

colour next to each other on a canvas and
you will create the impression, from a

distance, of a single unified image. This is

the technique called pointillism, of which'

Seurat was the master.

Now, look at a company generally

recognised as an extraordinarily successful

international organisation. Within it, there's a

major finance house, systems consultancy,

design studio, sales and marketing operation,

personnel consultancy, telecoms company,

research and development centre, manu-

facturing and engineering firm ... . an almost

endless list of specialist units which, in their

own right, rival in size, sophistication and

complexity some of the best known companies

in Britain.

As the second largest industrial

corporation in the world, operating in over

200 countries, the opportunities at

Ford are innumerable. And with your

imagination, enthusiasm and verve, quite

simply, anything’s possible.

For an information pack please Mil
Ford Graduate Careers from 1st Nov-7th Nov on
01-631 4647 between 9am-7pm. Alternatively;,

write to them at 178-202 Great Portland Street/

London W1 N 6JJ, England.

Ford is an equal opportunities employer:
Our doors are open to men and women alike

without discrimination and without regard to
ethnic origin or personal beliefs.

k
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INTRODUCTION

Benefit from
move to

brain-power
By David Thomas

he power of the market has shifted. For the first time in
well over a decade, students are In a stronger bargaining position
than employers in the jobs market
At tiie start of the 1380s unemployment among new graduates

was rising sharply arid-even the best qualified were applying to
many employers to be certain of finding a job. As the 1980s draw
to a dose, the position is reversed: employers are becoming the
anxious party at the interviewing table, worried about finding
their quota of well-qualified young people.

.

This reversal in roles has been fed both by the economic boomm the second half of the 1980s and by structural changes in the
nature of the British economy - the move away fromlabour-In-
tenave towards brain-intensive occupations. The graduate labour
market is set to become tighter stffi in the 1990s, as the well-docu-
mented decline in the numbers of young people begins to take
effect.

Under these circumstances, today’s students have a freedom
denied to previous generations of university and polytechnic
graduates. They can afford to be more discriminating about their
choice

,
of employment. They can question closely potential

employers not just about pay, but about promotion prospects
training, chances to work overseas - or whatever is uppermostm their minds.
The Financial Times is publishing this survey of graduate

recruitment in order to help with these choices. For although the
market has swung in favour of the new graduate, choosing the
right job is still a complex business, fraught with both pitfalls
and opportunities.
Some industries have rosy prospects; others are in long-term

decline. Some sectors are bombarded with high-quality applica-
tions; others are desperate, to attract graduates. Some companies
lay on excellent graduate training schemes; others treat new
graduates as creatures from another planet
The FT is in a better position than any other British newspaper

to guide undergraduates through this maze. It has an unrivalled
spread of industry specialists who write about almost every
sector of the British economy, from accountancy to textiles, from
advertising to teaching. They supplement their daily coverage of
the main news stories with the FT tradition of regular in-depth
analysis of the underlying trends in their sectors.

Your brOfiant career isn’t going to revolve round watching the dock

SELF-ASSESSMENT

n section two of this survey, the A-Z of graduate opportuni-
ties, the FT's specialist writers describe their sectors from the
viewpoint of students contemplating their first career. Our writ-
ers* brief was to ignore the mountains erf glossy public relations
hand-outs with which students are deluged. They have set out to
assess in a detached way the strengths and weaknesses of the
career paths on offer.

This first section, on choosing a career, looks at the issues of a
more general nature that are raised during the job-hunting pro-
cess. Some articles, like those on graduate pay or on female
graduate employment, discuss trends across the whole economy.
Others, such as the pieces on interviewing technique or on using
your first job as a springboard for higher things, offer practical
advice.

The graduate labour market is likely to become increasingly
international, as companies throughout Europe prepare for the
completion of the internal market in 1992 and as employers in
other countries react to the almost Europe-wide decline in young
people. There are already signs of the first moves in cross-border
graduate recruitment. Some of the FT’s main foreign bureaux
have contributed articles to section one, maintaining the FT
tradition of considering issues in an international context wher-
ever possible.

Many students may not be aware of how much the FT has
diversified its coverage over the years from its traditional base as
a financial newspaper. They may not realise, far instance the
depth of its foreign reporting, backed up by a much larger corps
of foreign correspondents than that employed by any other Brit-
ish newspaper. Many people are surprised by the extent of the
FT's coverage of wider political and social topics. For this reason,
a four-page guide to the FT is to be found in the centre pages of
this first section.

At the end of the day, however, even a graduate recruitment
survey on this scale can act only as a taster to the sort of queries
which a student may have about a prospective career. Students
should look to their careers offices for further information.

Suit yourself to a career
Paul Abrahams on jobs, happiness and the meaning of life

OVE INTO FINANCE
AND 4GL’S
AS A GRADUATE
ANALYST/PROGRAMMER

Financial Solutions is an innovative and ftigh/y

successful software house and consultancy with

clients ranging from City Institutions to

specialist Reinsurance Companies, Investment

Groups and Commerce.

Our Development Projects are highly varied with

software development using:

4th Generation

Languages
RelationalDatabases

Structured Methods

VMSand UNIX

We are currently seeking Graduates in Computer
Science, Mathematics, Physics, Economics with

Computing or any numerate discipline with a

computing element to train as Analyst/

Programmers. As well as a strong interest in

computing, you will need business awareness and

good communication skills. In return we provide

a comprehensive training programme offering

early practical involvement and responsibility,

developing skills in 4GL's, software design and

business analysis.

Based at our modem offices in Basingstoke,

youwill receive a high starting salarywith

six-monthly salaryand career renews, and

excellent benefits including salary bonus, free

BITA and company pension scheme.

To applyplease write, enclosing yourWaran &AF
tu Kerin Lyons, Graduate Recruitment Officer,

FinancialSolutionsLimited, Dertra Court,

Chapel Hill. Basingstoke, Hampshire.ROMdSV.

MOST people choose a career
and then find themselves bored
out of their minds.
Admittedly, having a degree

does help in tracking down the
more interesting jobs - but
not a lot One in four graduates
say they're under-employed.
Many spend the day watching
the hands of the dock to see
how much longer they have to
stay at work. They loathe Mon-
days and hail Friday evenings,
live at the weekends and are
dead five days a week.
One reason for this is that

many graduates chose the
wrong occupations. A recent
survey by Research Surveys of
Great Britain for the Post
Office showed that 43 per cent
of students believe they will

compromise their career ambi-
tions and choose something
they don’t want to do.

Others choose the wrong
companies. Organisational cul-
tures differ considerably. And
the enormous number of com-
panies doesn’t help sort the
good ones from rest. According
to Dun and Bradstreet, the
credit agency, there are LSm
companies in the UK alone.
For British graduates, many

of whom have taken non-voca-
tional degrees and are expect-
ing to receive professional
training after graduation, the
range of careers and jobs can
be especially bewildering.
The first step in deciding

which career path to take
depends upon assessing your
skills and talents, strengths
and weaknesses, what you
enjoy and what you don’t enjoy
and finally deciding what sort
of life you want to lead. In the-
ory, this process is best carried
out during your second year,
when the pressure of finals
isn’t looming.
One way of assessing your-

The problem is

being honest about
one’s strengths
and weaknesses

self is to use one of the com-
puter programmes such as
Gradscope, Cascaid and Pros-
pect Some people have found
these little better than
low-level Dungeons and Drag-
ons. The main danger is that

the questions are answered
lightly, but that the respondent
then expects a serious answer
to the meaning of life once the
computer has run the data. If

nothing else, the exercise may
concentrate the mind.

If you decide not to use the
computer, it’s worth consider-

ing what you enjoy about your
studies and why. If you can
identify these factors, yon
could fry to match these with
potential careers. If yon can
find a job that you enjoy doing,

the likelihood is that you will

do it better than a boring one.
What’s more, if you do your
job better, you are more likely

to enjoy it
It’s also worth identifying

the skills yon have acquired
during your academic studies.

Write them down and illustrate

them with examples. Do you

enjoy researching projects on
your own and can you moti-
vate yourself for term papers?
On the other hand, you need

to list which parts of your
studies you least like and why.
If yop dislike seminars because
you don’t enjoy speaking in
public to other people, what
does that Imply? Finally

,
think

about which parts of your
studies you did least well at
and why.
You also need to list outside

interests. Some of the skills

you learnt organising that
disastrous freshers’ disco may
actually be useful Not least,

you could use the event to
demonstrate how you learn
from your mistakes. Try and

Whatever your decision, it's

not irreversible. After a year or
two in employment any indi-

vidual will have a better idea

of what working is like, as well

as his or her weaknesses. The

way the job market is likely to

move - excessive demand for

the supply of graduates -

means there should be less dif-

ficulty changing directions
than there used to be.
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Parents tend to be
attracted to the
idea of a stable
career*

find activities where you have
taken responsibility.

Finally, list your previous
work experience. What did
those six weeks in a Wimpey
show you other than that a
diet of free hamburgers can
eventually give you spots? Was
the organisation well man
aged? Did they listen to their

workforce and did they
respond to their suggestions?
What did you learn about your-
self?

Finally, it’s worth thinking
about what sort of life you
want to lead and what’s impor-
tant to you. Do you want to
earn a great deal of money, feel

that you contribute to society

by caring foT others, travel
abroad or work regular hours.
Is it important to you iT you
become part of a large organi-
sation or a small one? All of
these choices will help narrow
down the options.

The main problem is being
honest with oneself. People
tend to choose careers not only
because of what they want to
do, but because of what other

people think they ought to do.

Not least, there are fashions

among students. Fifteen years
ago many students wanted to

work as researchers for trade

unions, later it was the media,
then the City was seen as
attractive. Now, since the
stock market crash, career

advisers say management con-

sultancy is seen as one of the
most desirable options. Pres-

sure from peers can be consid-

erable and influence career
choice.

Research recently carried

out by Peat Marwick McLin-
tock, one of the UK’s largest

graduate recruiters, suggests
that, apart from employers’
recruitment brochures, the
opinions of family and friends

ranked highest in influencing

graduates’ careers choices. It's

worth remembering that par-

ents tend to be attracted to the

idea of a stable career, prefera-

bly with professional qualifica-

tions attached. While this isn’t

necessarily a bad idea, it’s cer-

tainly not the only option
available now that the job mar-
ket is more flexible.

STUDENTS CareerChoice
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An illusion of untold wealth
David Thomas examines starting salary structures

LOOKED at from the
perspective of a student grant,

almost any salary on offer for

full-time work after graduation

seems like untold wealth.

Many new graduates do not
wake up from the honeymoon
period of having money to play

with for a year or so. It is then
that they begin to wonder
about the exact size of their

pay packet - and. just as
important, that of other peo-

ple's. It may be even longer

before they begin to suspect
that their chosen career leaves

something to be desired, at

least from a financial angle.

For graduate pay levels are a
bit like the college been they
take a while to settle. Your
bank manager will become
acutely aware of the financial

implications of your career
choice only after you have
been treading the jobs path for

a few years.

Idealistic reasons for
choosing a career may seem
over-powering when you are
chewing the future over in the
college bar. They can wear a
little thin in five years time

when the college nerd over-

takes your ageing Fiesta in his

Ferrari.

There is, of course, some
variation in the salaries avail-

able to graduates immediately
on leaving college. The average
is about £10.250 this year, but

jobs in parts of the financial

sector, in some areas of elec-

tronics and computing and in

the more exclusive reaches of

management consultancy tend

to command an immediate pre-

mium, as do most openings in

the City.

Throughout most of the
1980s. according to data col-

lected by the Institute of Man-
power Studies at Sussex Uni-
versity, jobs requiring
engineering qualifications have
commanded higher average
starting salaries than those
requiring scientific degrees,
which have in turn paid more
than those open to graduates
of any discipline.

But the pack really sorts
itself out only when graduates
have been in their posts for a
few years, as a recent study by
the Department of Employ-

ment of the 1980 crop of gradu-

ates shows. By 1986, six years
after graduating, average sala-

ries in the highest paying sec-

tor, banking and finance, were
over £20.000. more than double
the average pay -of the those
who had chosen to be teachers,

nurses, social workers or
librarians.

The salaries of the 1980 grad-
uates at the bottom of the pay
heap were only just above the
£8,000 mark, which was the
average starting pay of all new
graduates in 1986.

Still unclear is the impact of

the increasing competition
among big employers for grad-

uates on the graduate pay
structure.

There are some straws in the
wind. Those employers whose
demand for graduates has
grown most in the 1980s. like

the accountants and others in
the financial sector, have
tended to increase their gradu-
ate pay rates more quickly
than sectors such as manufac-
turing. There are also some
signs of a stretching of pay dif-

ferentials at both ends. Last

year, when average starting
salaries were £9,300, the top
tenth were paid more than
£11,500, while the bottom tenth
were paid less than £8,400.

Surprisingly, however, there
is as yet little evidence that the
competition for graduates is

boosting graduate pay
across-the-board disproportion-

ately. True, initial graduate
pay has tended to increase
each year by more than infla-

tion, but then so have most
salaries. Graduate salaries
have not changed their relative

position to those of other non-
manual workers at all in the
second half of the 1980s.

Some employers, even in
parts of the public sector like

teaching, are beginning to offer

packages to tempt new gradu-
ates such as help with reloca-

tion or housing. This could
herald the outbreak of a com-
petitive war among employers
that will result in the bidding
up of graduate salaries gener-
ally in the 1990s.

Information on salaries in
individual sectors is given in
Section Two of this survey.

CONCENTRATE
YOURMIND
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Information

Technology is fast

becoming the cornerstone of
successful business. Now; at ISTEL
one of the premier IT Services
companies, were looking for

graduates to build on our success
and take us even further forward.

Your degree, whatever the
discipline, will be the key to a
rewarding career, because our in-
depth course, tailored to meet your
individual requirements, will pro-
vide a thorough grounding in IT
that's second to none.

Such is our commitment to training
and career development that we’ve
recently received the British
Computer Society's Profes-

sional Development and
"framing Award, so at the end
of your course you’ll receive a
recognised qualification.

But even more importantly,

you’ll be presented with an
opportunity to develop your
full potential within one of
Europe's leading and most progressive IT
services organisations. We’re a company that

employs over 1,800 people and which has an
annual turnover approaching £100 million.

Our Headquarters are in Worcestershire where
we also have our purpose-built data centre.

housingone
ofthe most advanced

computer installations in the
country It’s at the heart of
INFOTRAC, the leading private

network in theUK The demand for

our products and services is

continuing to grow and has led to
an expansion ofour operations, both
at home and abroad, making us a
truly national company and one
with an international presence too.

FVom our widespread locations we
develop high quality IT solutions to
business problems - involving
software and consultancy VADS
and processing services— for a wide
range of markets such as manufac-

turing, travel, retail, financial

services and health.

Wre continuing to invest in
new technology new products

and new talent So ifyou want
to get your career off to a
flying start and play a key role

in our future development, get

in touch now;

lb receive a graduate applica-

tion form please write or telephone
our Fawomnei Administration Officer at

MEL Limited* PO Bax 5, Redditch,
Worcestershire, B97 4DQ. Telephone <0527)

64274.

ISTEL isan equal

opportunities employee

In Systems The Established Leader

DEFERRING DECISIONS

Productive

time out
Paul Abrahams on how best
to put off the inevitable

I MEAN, why not pot off the
whole messy business? After

all its a sellers’ market, the
jobs aren’t going to disappear.

And the recruitment process
isn’t exactly one of those 0 to

60 mph in 5 seconds experi-

ences - all those presenta-
tions. interviews, trips down
to London and weekend assess-
ments with yon wrestling to
wield your teaspoon properly
and not drinking too much
free alcohol or at least not too
much. It takes up time and it’s

exhausting. So why not pot off

the whole thing until after the
prams or even next year?
Well if yon do put off the

fateful day you won’t be alone.
By the end of 1988, about 12
per cent of last year’s gradu-
ates in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland were unem-
ployed or had only a tempo-
rary job. Many had deliber-
ately decided to take a year
out. At Cambridge, the per-
centage of graduates taking
time out increased from just
under four per cent In 1984 to
nine per coot in 1988.
Ifs hardly surprising that so

many graduates take time oat:
it’s an attractive option.
Spending a season in
the Alps - and actually get-

ting paid for it - or going off

to explore South East Asia
while yon discover what yon
want to do, does appear rather
more interesting than grab-
bing the first job that comes
along. Bnt, as with most
attractive ideas, there’s a
downside. Ruth Smith, one of
the career advisers at Cam-
bridge, warns that those tak-
ing time off don’t find it any
easier to nialcft up thrfT mfnHa
And, more significantly, it

can be difficult to re-enter the
job market. Although some
companies recruit all the year
round rather than just using
the Milk Round, many will
have filled their vacancies by
the summer. What’s more.

many personnel managers will
be — sometimes justifiably -

suspicious of applicants who
have spent a year apparently
doing very little.

There are ways, however, of
increasing yonr chances of
findinga fob after going away.
These include:
Doing something daring

yonr time off that will impress
the company. This can be
something directly or margin-
ally relevant to the sector yon
want to enter.

Write to some companies
after graduation bnt before
you go away. Ruth Smith
explains there is a danger that
on ieturnfng from your trav-
els, you’ll be broke. Making
cold-calls while the bank-man-
ager has stopped sending
polite letters and started send-
ing rode ones can be more
than dispiriting. It can pres-
sure you into making the
wrong decision.

Ask for a pre-interview chat.

The personnel manager will
probably understand that you
might want some time away.
When your CV arrives on his
or her desk nme months later

it will stand out rather than
having to compete with the
others. Remember to mention
your previous meeting in the
covering letter.

Ask about the possibilities of
a deferred entry. Some compa-
nies with a large annual entry
of graduates will offer a posi-
tion 12 months later.

"The important thing to
remember is that if yon shelve
the job hunt because exams
are looming, yon don’t shelve
looking at careers in general
at the same tune,” says a
careers adviser at Bristol Uni-
versity.

“The temptation is to be gal-

vanised into inactivity and put
to put your head in the sand
and hope that, as time passes,
a decision will be made for
yon. It won’t” Options: Sloping off for a season In the snow fields

MONEY ISN’T EVERYTHING

Lifestyle is important, too
Paul Abrahams evaluates life in and out of the capital

LONDON is all about stress

and sweaty arm-pits. But it

also has the added attractions

of offering cramped and smelly
tube trains and the opportu-
nity to sit in traffic jams on the
Mile End Road.
When compared to the possi-

bilities of driving Jto work in 10
minutes through the pleasant
countryside, strolling to the
local corner shop for essentials

and being able to enjoy coun-
try walks , there is no contest
“Moving down to London

presents a whole series of prob-
lems,” warns Barbara Graham,
deputy director of the careers

service at Strathclyde Univer-
sity. “Not least is the culture

shock of the faster pace of life.

The grimness of the commuter
scene is a real disincentive.

"

Some students who have
attended a college near home
also find the move to the
south-east difficult because it

involves leaving friends and
family.

.

But the most important disin-

centive is financial, Barbara
Graham explains. Although
salaries in the south-east are
often higher than those else-

where, they seldom fully com-
pensate the higher cost of liv-

ing there.

“The real fear is not being
able to afford accommodation,”
she says. “Or at least that the
level of accommodation they
will be able to afford will be
dreadful. One of our students
recently came back from Lon-
don because after two years he
was still in a bedsit”
Most graduates try and buy

a home within a couple of
years, says Gary Marsh, man-
ager in charge of the planning
and research department at the
Halifax Building Society. The
cost of doing that in the south-

east is almost prohibitive.

Although house prices have
risen outside the south-east,

they are still for below those
near London. For example, the
Halifax estimates that the
average price of a terraced

house in the north of England
in June this year was £29,992,

while the average loan was
about £24,000. In contrast, the
price of the same house in
Greater London was £97,231
and the average loan was
£71,520. At present mortgage
rates that figure is beyond a
single income graduate.

Disposable income can be
higher for graduates outside
the south-east, even though
salaries are lower. Barbara
Graham says that some gradu-
ates from Strathclyde have
returned to Glasgow from Lon-
don and accepted salary cuts of
several thousand pounds, yet
found their standard of living
improved. Some were also able
to buy their own homes -
something that had been
impossible in London.
There, are sacrifices to be

made, however, by forsaking
London. The diversity of activi-

ties and concentration of expe-
riences in the capital are far
greater than anywhere else in

the country. Although cine-

mas, theatre, opera, the ballet

and museums and unusual res-

taurants can be found outside
London, it is often necessary to
travel considerable distances
to find them.
The most important benefit

of living in London, however,
is the work. For many sectors,
such as publishing, it is one of
the few places where there is

any activity at all
“Many people want to work

locally, but know that their
home towns have high unem-
ployment rates,” says Barbara
Graham. “Although there are
shortages of applicants for pub-
lic sector jobs in the south,
there are fully-trained people
in Scotland who can’t find a
job. In the end, heading south
can become a necessity.”
One option, she suggests, is

to move down to London to
work for a few years and then
use that experience to find
employment in a more desir-
able location later.

LONDON • TOKYO AND OTHER
EUROPEAN MARKETS.

The Nippon Kangyo Kakumaru Securities Co, Ltd -

NKK - is not only one of japan’s major financial institutions.

It is also a powerful international network reaching to all

comers of the globe.

.From ,rts base in Totyo, NKK brings expert advice and

assistance to all the major markets.

Nippon Kangyo Kakumaru (Europe) Limited. NKJCs U.K.

subsidiary, has been providing a personal service to'

European investors for over 17 years, with offices, in

London, Geneva, Zurich, Paris, Frankfurt and Milan.

And with the advent ofthe single market in 1992, NKK

sees many more opportunities for its growth oriented

dynamism and intelligence.

If you'd like to know more, phone Neil Ctewhurst on

01-6384871.

The Nippon Kangyo Kakumaru Securities Co., Ltd.
Hem Office 1-6- 1. Ptoiraid*. ChjWs-ta, Tdgo 103. frun Telephone 03-286-745B Tetac JW930

Nippon Kangyo Kakumaru (Europe) Limited
Home. IB Frebwr&8T. '.ondix FC2T1 ?AT. UK. Tdephone 01-638 4571 Tdw 886221 KANGiO G
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Come now, own up.

"Asanundergraduate

with,good degreepros-

pectsyou knowyoifre

in demand.
TV,

But themore choices

you have, theharder it

aR becomes. Promises

are made, blandish-

ments are offeredandin

nextto no timeyou

findyoifre hopelessly

confused. Whafs really

on offer? Where can

your talents work best? i

Whichjob doyougoM
for?

Whafs different about

Scottish Equitable?

Wed,fora start we’re

one ofBritaiifs leading

pension, life assurance

and investment com-

panies. And wfvegot

wherewe are by

operatinga consistent

investmentpolity to

secure long term

growth. Andhow do

wegenerate secure long

termgrowthforour

investors?By investing

in the very best staff;

by running effective

trainingprogrammes

;

by offeringa wide

range ofcareer options;

bypaying well; by

offering continuing

!

challenges and

. opportunities and,

most importantly,

by recognising that

our people are our

most valuable assets.

Bar none.

Whafs in it for you?

We have career

opportunities for

male andfemale

graduates in a wide

range ofposts.

Ifyoifre undecided

as to whatyou want
\

* ****

to do-thafs com-

pletely understand-

able. Butyou can

take it as read dial

-%

Adaptability

Bra\ ado

Commitment.

Derhngdd

Enthusiasm

Flair (but noflares)

Guts

Honesty .

Intelligence (lots of it)

Jocularity

[Concentration

Logical thinking

Managementpotential

Naturalness

WHAT
W € A R €
LOOKI NG
FOR
I N T H €

P € O P L€
W € A R €
LOOKI NG
FOR
Ordinary'common sense

Patience

Quick ults

Reliability'

Skid

Tenacity

Understanding

Verve

Wacky ideas (one or two)

Xceptibrud resourcefulness

Yr-a questionyou should

alway s ask

Zipedeedoodah

V; .<&^
v •

. y.

".V*<

•f$T £g

we hme career

options that willsuit

you whateveryour

interests. i
Onceyoujoin us, B

we’llgiveyouavety 1

thorough training, 1

excellentpayand «
benefits packageand

a very exciting working

environment Ifyou

think our business is

fidlofduU, oldmen

well think again-over

60% ofour employees

are under thirty.

^Ifyou would like to

» recede afree copy

Wof our brochure on

9 Graduate Careers with

\Scottish EquitableDial

100andaskforFreefone

Scottish Equitable or

unite, markingyour

requestReferenceJD,

to:

Scottish Equitable

Life Assurance

Society Freepost,

28 St Andreu' Square,

Edinburgh EH2 0DH.

N
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SPOTTING A GOOD EMPLOYER

j

The art of bagging

|

the perfect boss
]

Paul Abrahams suggests some techniques

‘ SO YOU decided in the end not

,

:

to be a chicken-sexer. Wei], J

t can understand the longer-

•: term career prospects are lim-
4
ited. And you decided to be a
taxidermist. Handling animals

,

working both indoors and out-

doors. skilled profession -

seems ideal.

But which firm of taxider-
* mists do you want to work
: with? It's a significant decision

i
- and let's be honest, even

with all those glossy brochures
to help you, not an easy one to

-make. There’s all too often a
' world of difference between the

promises made by companies
and the reality of the job.

Of course, you could have
helped yourself if you’d consid-

ered taxidermy earlier. Most
companies in most sectors are

. now offering the opportunities

i of work experience or work
shadowing.
You could have actually

spent time at different taxider-

mists, seen whether taxidermy
was for you and what sort of
working environment they
offered.

You’re in a hurry then.
You’ve got to pay off the over-

draft. Your bank manager, Mr
Tough, is being politely threat-

ening. You need a job quick.

But before you sign your
name on the contract, there
are some places you can find

some objective advice.

j It’s not true that to get on in
* taxidermy you need contacts,

but, like a lot of professions, it

helps. Your father's been Presi-

dent of the Royal Society of

Stuffers? Well that’ll be useful,

but, let’s admit it, he won't be
too objective.

But you don’t have to have
family contacts. You can create

,
them for yourself. Most

. Careers' Services have files on
* companies. Some have lists of
" people who have joined them.
It's always surprising how
helpful busy people can be.

Just write a brief letter,

explain your aspirations and

say you’ll ring in a few days.

The worst they can do is say

get lost and the best that can
happen is that for, the price of

a phone call, you avoid making

a ghastly mistake. You might

even get a free lunch.

You can also use the inter-

view process to see if Acme
Taxidermists Inc axe good
employers. Remember that,

like many sectors now, the

demand for raw graduate taxi-

dermists - to work in the
industry, rather than to he
practised upon - is far greater
than the supply. You are inter-

viewing the company as much
as the company is interviewing

you.
Be prepared - that’s the

wise taxidermist’s solemn

You can find some
objective advice
before you sign the

contract

creed. Read the financial pages
of the newspapers - if it’s

pink you might impress the
interviewers - and, if possible,

some of the trade press. Ring
up the company for some
copies of their in-house maga-
zine. What is happening to the
taxidermist’s market? Is

demand for their services and
products increasing?
Remember to ask if the com-

pany is on a sure financial
footing and what problems it

feces - there’s no point join-

ing a company that’s in diffi-

culties. If the company is

expanding, does that offer you,
as a trainee, opportunities for

accelerated promotion and
responsibility? What will be
the effect of 1992 - does it

mean a flood of French taxider-

mists will buy up companies in
the fragmented British mar-
ket?

Most importantly, ask the
company about its graduate

retention rate. What propor-
tion of its graduate trainees
leave after, say, two and five

years? How does that compare
to other companies in the sec-

tor? If the company is losing 50
per cent in two years, ask why.
What else is there to look for

in a company? Well, the
authors of a recent book, called

The 100 Best Companies to
Work for in the UK, said they
were looking for a combination
of factors. They included:

Fay and sponsorship through
professional examinations.
Benefits, such as subsidised
mortgages, share option
schemes, staff discount pro-

grammes, sports facilities and
holidays. It may appal you, but

it might be worth asking about
the pension scheme. Yes, I

know, pensions only become
interesting when you retire.

But it is worth asking whether
Acme Taxidermists Inc pays
contributions as large as Get
Stuffed UK Ltd.

Promotion. What is the speed
you are likely to rise to in the
company? Are there equal
opportunities for women
beyond the legal requirements?
Gan they actually demonstrate
that women are reaching man-
agerial positions?

Training. How seriously does
the company take training.

Does it encourage people to
learn languages? After all. a
recent survey showed that only
4 per cent , of UK taxidermists
speak a foreign language.
An attractive environment

and good communications
between the company and
employees.

Finally, when you've spent
some time at the company of

your choice, don’t forget to get
in touch with the careers’ ser-

vice. You might be able to help
others wanting to join the pro-

fession.

The 100 Best Companies to
Work For in the UK, Fontana
paperback, £5.95.
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So you want to be a taxidermist. It is worth your while to ask questions. Is the demand
for products and taxidermy services increasing? What wU be the effect of 19927

WORK EXPERIENCE

Nice work, if

you can get it

Paul Abrahams recommends
a vacation in the shade

STUDENTS don't need telling

that work during vacation is

a financial necessity. The
National Union of Students

estimates that the real value

of grants has declined 2L3 per

cent since 1979 and that, at

graduation, a student’s aver-

age overdraft is £34L
It's hardly surprising that

59 per emit of students take

vacation jobs, working on
average for 7.6 weeks each

summer. . The extra cash
pleases the bank manager and
can help pay for a trip abroad.

But vacation work can be

more than two weeks at the

Post Office over Christmas and
six weeks cleaning the broiler

t a McDonalds, ft can play a
gwtfiBmt part in helping you
loose a career. And once

im*ve chosen what you want
t do, the work experience can
nprove your chances of goi-

ng a job with the company.
bu want FOr example, 40 per

jnt of Marks and Spencers’

radnate trainees have worked
t the company or have had
mrk experience attachments.

Obtaining work experience
rtth leading UK companies is

ecoming easier. Marks and
pmippr Jus more Hum don-

led the attachments it offers

ver the past five years.

We'll

EQUIP YOU
FOR LIFE

A!
Hied Dunbar is one of Britain’s most successful companies in the

financial services sector. A success that has been achieved by
employing the right people at the right times and in the right jobs.

You can find out more about our Company, its culture and

E
hilosophv, the training, and career paths available for graduates in our

itest graduate brochures.

Our intake for 1990 will include graduate trainees forAccountancy,

Actuarial, Business Line Management, Systems, Programming and Data
Processing departments - and separate brochures have been prepared for

each of these areas.

Whatever your specialisation, you'll find most of the information

you need about us in these documents. Your careers office should have

copies now.

Or if you prefer, please contact Sandy Downes, Personnel

Department, Allied Dunbar Assurance pic. Allied Dunbar Centre,

Swindon SN1 1EL
We are an Equal Opportunities Group. Applications are welcome

regardless of age, sCX, ethnic origin, marital status or disability.

AT-TIFD
DUNBAR

PERSONAL FINANCIAL GUIDANCE

r bridon
“STRENGTH IS OUR BUSINESS”

BRIDON pic is looking
,
for Graduates who

have the ability to progress to managerial

appointments in a demanding international

business. Bridon offers a wide range of career

opportunities in Metallurgy, Engineering, Pro-

duction, Sales and Marketing, Computer
Technology and Finance.

Successful applicants will probably possess an
Honours Degree in an appropriate discipline.

Whatever the discipline, preference will be
given to applicants who have ability in one or

more foreign languages.

Interested? Then we should like to hear from

you. Please write enclosing full C.V. to:

Mr. T. A. Webster,

Group Personnel Department,

BRIDON pic, Carr Hill, Doncaster,

South Yorkshire, DN4 8DG.

BRIDON is the world’s foremost rope-

making Group, leading in the design, devel-

opment, manufacture and distribution of a wide
and expanding range of products in carbon
and alloy steels, high performance fibres and
composite materials. The Group also leads in

a number of specialised activities ranging from

precision engineering to industrial textiles. The
Bridon Group is comprised of more than 40
companies established in some 20 countries,

senring the world's key industries.

Bridon is an equal, opportunities employer.

-

hfc NEW JOB! NEW AREA! NEW FRIENDS? ntel
Your social lite is no problem right now, but what about when you
start your career in a different part of the country? How will you
meet people with whom you can go to parties, discoes,
restaurants or pub events?

THE ANSWER: THE NTERVARStTY CLUB
WE ARE: 46 associated clubs based m most large towns and cities

run voluntarily by the members tor the members.
Want to find out more? Then don't waiti return the coupon or write

to Tom or Chris:

Tom Meek or Christine Thom*, FR^OSTFVC,
3-5, The Pta, Coveal GanfenXondon WC2E 8BR.

Or ’phone, mentioning 9m Fbiandal Timas any pme at
01-240 2S25

*"/M5T‘iibwr

Fill in this coupon and we will send you information now and a
reply card In June 1990 to Inform us of your location when you
start work.

NAME OF COLLEGE: ..... -
ADDRESS:

i uun iT/iiwc, —

-

YEAR OF GRADUATION:

Time
to

Choose
As a global leader in automotive systems

and components, industrial services and

the defence industry, GKN offers

1990s graduates stimulating career

opportunities worldwide.

In addition to direct entry appointments

for technical graduates in our automotive

companies, we are currently awarding places

on graduate development programmes in our

automotive and defence sectors.

Under-graduates interested in enroling on these

programmes will have a special chance

to preview and discuss them at our open day

on 4th January 1990.

With disciplines tanging from business

development, marketing and information

technology to personnel management and

company secretarial, a host ofchallenging

positions with real prospects also await

non-technical finalists.

'Thru to Choose*, our graduate brochure and

detailed vacancy list is available at yourcareers

office now, or write toourGraduateRecruitment

Department at the address below.

GKN pic

P.O. Box 55. Redditch. Wares B98 0TL.
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them because they offer.alar
better opportunity to Took at
potential recruits than tradi-

tional interviews. They also
thinfe that attachments create

realistic expectations of what'
the job might entail. This
means that fewer trainees
leave the company early
because they find the job less

glamorous than expected.

Admittedly the pay offered

on work attachments is often
poor, although one firm of
solicitors in the City was offer-

.

Ing £140 a week last summer.
Accommodation can also be a
problem.

Nevertheless, there are con-
siderable advantages to work
experience. Not least, if can
help avoid ghastly mistakes.
It’s far better to discover that

accountancy isn't what yon
want todo through work expe-
rience, rather than daring
your third -week at Scribble,

Scribble, Count and Squeeze,
chartered accountants.
Once you've decided on the

career you want, work experi-

ence can also help you find a
job. In highly competitive
areas such as management
consultancy, the media and
advertising, work experience
can make all the difference.

The experience offered by
work attachments is varied.
Some companies offer highly
structured business courses
during Christmas Summer
vacations. These can include
presentations, seminars, case
stadias and business games.

It’s worth talking to people
early on during the academic
year to find out which are use-

ful and which aren't. And
apply early. Many conrses
have closing dates early in
November for those during file

Christmas vacations, while
some during the summer stop
taking applications in June.
One alternative to work

experience is work-shadowing.
These schemes attempt to
avoid the graduate being an
office assistant - not experi-
enced enough to contribute to
the company, but likely to
become bored with what he is

given to do.

Work-shadowing involves
spending a week or two with a
senior manager, acting as a fly

on the wall and attending all

his or her meetings. The sys-

tem is especially popular
among the accountants. Expe-
riences differ. Some managers
take their responsibilities seri-

ously and make efforts to

involve the shadow.

BUILDING FOUNDATIONS

Jobs on trial

John Arlidge on holiday posts

DEMOGRAPHIC changes have
given graduates greater power
in the job market But it is not
a single market and certain
sectors remain highly competi-
tive. In advertising, law, man-

agement consultancy and the
media, a growing number of
students are arranging work
experience in an attempt to
boost their chances of finding

employment.
For some, holiday place-

ments are part of the decision
making process. In July, Suen
Yan Leung, 22, an Edinburgh
law undergraduate, joined the
new work shadow programme
at Arthur Andersen, the man-
agement consultants, before
spending seven weeks with
commercial law solicitors in
Britain and West Germany.
Tm looking at options. I

don’t want to commit myself
yet. I’m very positive about
management consultancy bat
Tm aisn considering commer-
cial law in Hong Kong or an
MA in international relations,”

he says.

"Sitting around saying *1

might apply
1

is useless. Build-

ing the foundation to your
career is as important as
choosing your university
course. You owe it to yourself

and your employer to make an
informed choice” he said.

For those who have made a
firm career decision, vacation
posts can pay great dividends.

In July, a third-year Oxford
law student, Toby Landau, 22,

began one of six assessed
"mini pupillages” at a leading

commercial chambers in the

Middle Temples. Four weeks
later he left with a £14,000
scholarship, a year five pupil-

lage after bar school and.
almost certainly, a tenancy.
The offer is believed to be the
first of its kind in Britain.

He says: "This has put me
way ahead of the field. Every-
one else will be competing for

pupillages until after finals and
then they’ll have to fight for a
tenancy. The advantage I’ve

had is that I’ve always known
what I wanted to do. 1 knew 1

didn't want to do criminal or

Connecting
with work
schemes
Most career services keep
details about companies offer-

ing work experience. Aiesec
also runs a scheme offering

work experience overseas and
last year sent 230 people. Next
year it hopes to send more
than 300, some for more than

a year. Aiesec, Dawn Halli-

well, UKIN House, Phipp
Street, London EC2A 4NR.
01-739 9847.

The Student Industrial Soci-

ety is launching a shadow
scheme this year and hopes to

place about 500 people for a
week each. Write to Amanda
Knight, Student Industrial

Society, 17-23 Southampton
Row, London WClB 5HA.
01-831 8388.

common law so, effectively, the
doriainn was easy. Now I’ve got

both feet in the door.”

Typically, work experience

involves shadowing senior per-

sonnel. However, a growing
number of employers are offer-

ing unpaid hands-on training.

Most students arrange place-

ments by studying the appro-

priate trade directory and mail-

ing off CVs and covering

letters. A few, however, use

family connections. "I thought

advertising was a fun, glamor-

ous thing to do,” says York
undergraduate, Theresa Simon,

“so I got Dad to get me a job in

it.” The 21-year*old English

finalist has completed two
internships at BSB Dorland, a

subsidiary of Saatchi and
Saatrhi Although working on
the company’s Austin Rover,

Pedigree Chum and Unipart

accounts has. confirmed her

choice, she fears that when it

comes to applying for a
full-time job, her experience

may be a disadvantage.

“In a way it’s slightly worse
because you’re being inter-

viewed by people you know.
They’re likely to take a hard
line and think ‘She’s only got

here because of her dad’. They
might, think 1 won’t let her in

because it’s unfair’.”

A number of students sup-

plement vocational courses
with work experience. While
studying for a certificate in
radio journalism at the Poly-

technic of Central London,
Saghir Ahmed, aged 31, wrote
to the BBC. In February be
took time off the course to join

Radio 4’s The World Tonight as
an assistant producer before

going on to research features

for Greater London Radio’s

Tommy Vance Show and You
And Yours.
He says: “The course was

rather theoretical. I felt I could
have left after the first term.

You were in a classroom situa-

tion meeting artificial dead-
lines set by your tutor. “Work-
ing in a newsroom has given

me the confidence to report
and produce. I can now make
editorial decisions - ‘Cut
there. Cut there. Cut there’ -

much Caster. It’s invaluable."

A full-time job at Broadcast-

ing House will now be easier to

find- "The work will stand me
in good stead. Without it, I

would have just been another
name in a very big pile of hope-

fuls." He rejects the argument
that work experience is for the
precocious rather than the tal-

ented. “As a journalist you
have to, be pushy. You have to

want to do the job."

The
beauty

of

technological

leadership -

Metallic

Materials

Development.

T&N-
Technology

Ltd

Gaining experience is the most important part of any

training. Sleeves rolled up, getting involved, doing

the job day to day on the shop floor.

But. to grow you

into an all-round

professional manager

your experience needs

to be varied and on
prefects which stretch

vou. .

It should

have an inter-

national

dimension
- since

manufacturing techno!

ogy in one country may
not apply to the con-

ditions and market

demands of another.

Which is why yon

should look at T&N.

The 50 member
companies of the T&N
Group are acknow-

ledged worldrieaders in

their respective fields. We are a £1,000m business with unrivalled

expertise in the manufacture of automotive components, engineer-

ing materials and industrial.products.

Our reputation is built on excellence in manufacture and the

successful application of high technology.

When you get down to it - and you will - the beauty of

technological leadership is thatwe'll always have something to teach

vou at T&N. We'll ensure you receive all the training you need and

vve'H support your pursuit of further professional qualifications.

Its a simple philosophy. It works. And so will you - in an

interesting and increasingly complex job every day.

As you might expect, the majorityofopporld nitiesatT&N are for

people with a technical/engineering degree, but there is ample

scope for people from any efistipline to pursue a career in the

commercial and professional areas of the business.

Opportunities are available within the most diverse range of

manufacturing operations, both at home and overseas. Our

businesses are mainly located at sites throughout the UK.

Western Europe and the USA.

In the context of TAN'S success and planned international

expansion, your prospects for a satisfy ing and rewarding career are

excellent.

For further information please write to: Mrs Sheila Bint. Group

Personnel -Administrator, t&N pic Bowdon House. .Ashburton Road

West, Trafford Park, Manchester Ml7 IRA

Statistical Process Control,

Tempered Spring

you'll learn

something

new
every day

working

with

IN

ORGANISATIONAL MANIAS

You don’t have to be mad
Michael Dixon on how to detect a sane employer
PEOPLE visiting organisations
will usually see a certain
printed message pinned up by
at least one employee’s desk or
machine. It reads: “You don’t
have to be mad to work here,

but it helps.”

While it probably describes

life in the company more accu-

rately than the formal organi-
sation chart on its executives'

walls, some management
researchers believe that the
message does not tell the
whole truth. To do that, in
their view, it would probably
need to read: “You do have to

be mad to work here, but it

doesn’t help."

The reason is twofold. First,

people wishing for a tolerable,

let alone successful, career
must usually conform to their
organisation’s habitual way of
doing things. Second, many, if

not most, employing concerns
have habits enough to excite

any head-shrinker even though
they bode ill for recruits, exist-

ing staff, customers and own-
ers alike.

Happily, even job-seekers
who have Dever been employed
before can learn to detect
organisational manias in
advance. The necessary guide
has been provided by Drs
Manfred Kets de Vries and
Danny Miller* who are well

placed to judge such matters.

Besides teaching manage-
ment in international business
schools and carrying out
studies in numerous assorted

organisations, both have deep
interests in psychoanalysis.
Their findings so far are not

as alarming as might have
been the case. For none of the

concerns they have examined
has qualified for instant strait-

jacketing. What they were suf-

fering from was not spectacu-

lar psychotic disorders, but'

merely the neurotic sort (To
illustrate the difference: psy-
chotics know the earth is flat;

neurotics think it is curved but
can’t stop worrying about it.)

Even so job-seekers would do
well to note the symptoms so

they can identify the main
forms of lesser ailments before

committing themselves. The
reason is that organisational
neuroses seem to be so wide-

spread that there is little

chance of finding a fully sane
employing concern. The good
news, the two researchers say,

is that the insane variety can
still be highly successful -

always provided that the col-

lective mania consists of a mix-

ture of highly varied neuroses

among individual managers.

The rot apparently sets in

only when power is held by a
single lunatic, or by a caucus

of executives all with the same
disorder. Then, given top peo-

ple’s propensity for appointing

lieutenants uniformly mis-

shaped in their own mould, the
whole caboodle is prone to

domination by one strongly

concentrated nuttiness. Five

types thereof are prominent,

being recognisable as follows:

One is the “paranoid" organi-

sation run by a kernel of exec-

utives convinced that everyone
is out to get them. The symp-
toms include a jealous hoard-

ing of power at the top.

reinforced by superbly engi-

neered systems of vigilance

tently proved they can do well,

which can be a big strength

when trade conditions and the

like are stable. The drawback
is that they are easily shat-

tered by change in markets,
technology and so on because

their rigid structures leave no
room for individual initiative.

Change is even more a bug-
bear to the "depressive" con-

cern. Its rulers have totally

surrendered their initiative to

the company system. Accord-

ingly they would write off as
stupid anyone who suggested

that they could - not to men-
tion should - do anything but
maintain the efficient running
of the machinery according to

precedent.

Since depressives need pro-

tective conditions to survive.

Concentrated nuttiness may dominate the whole caboodle

and control over subordinates.

A strength is that such exec-

utives are even more distrust-

ful of outsiders than they are

of their underlings and one
another. They therefore work
well enough together to see

that their company swiftly

detects and counters suspi-

cious moves not just by com-
petitors. but by customers.
“Compulsive” organisations

are marked not only by
detailed controls over staff but
also by minutely specified

planning. That is because their

managements are obsessed
with ruling out all possibilities

of being surprised. Employees,
whose powers and rewards are

determined by position in the
peckmg-order, are looked down
on not as enemy agents but as
reckless fools who must be pre-

vented from taking unsched-
uled action.

Such organisations focus on
doing what they have consis-

what ingenuity they possess
tends to be devoted largely to

political machinations
intended to defend their pre-

serves. Prime examples,
although far from the only
ones, are governmental and
other bureaucracies cushioned
against having to please then-

customers.

Next come “schizoid” organi-

sations whose top manage-
ments see the rest of the world
as made up entirely of frustrat-

ing things, the worst of the lot

being other people. To save
themselves from inevitable dis-

appointments they shy away
from commitment to any strat-

egy and stand aloof from the
everyday running of affairs.

Into the gap leap feverishly

politicking second-tier execu-
tives. and what is decided at
the top then depends mainly
on the special interests of
whichever immediately subor-

dinate faction happens to com-

mand the chiefs' ears at the

time. Because the political

ascendancy often swaps hands,

the organisation is prone to

sudden changes of direction

which prevent any consistent

development
Last of the five kinds are

“dramatic” concerns. They are

typically ruled by an all-power-

ful chief, frequently an entre-

preneur, who is not just deci-

sive but always right Having

no choice but to agree, subordi-

nates do aot bother to keep

much of a watch on what

might seem to be going on in

the world around the company.
Nor do they bother to pass

upwards, or even discuss

among themselves, any evi-

dence which might interrupt

the big boss’s free flow of flair.

Their only duties are to act on

the decisions handed down -

characterised by being usually

bold and expansive, and often

mutually contradictory - to

lead the world's applause for

their chief, and to hope bravely

for the best
They are wise to do so

beegnse if ever the dramatic

chief (an alternative term is

“charismatic leader”) reveals

human frailty by dying or the

like, the organisation's domi-

nant tnania is most likely to

change to the depressive vari-

ety almost overnight
Indeed, the trouble with each

of the five types of concen-

tretedly neurotic outfits is that

if their prevailing daftness

does not lead them to go bust

altogether, they seem to have

little prospect of getting rid of

it except by swapping it for

another sort
Trying to remedy such disor-

ders by super-imposing ratio-

nal styles of management is

evidently rarely successful. As
the two researchers say:

"Rational solutions work only

with rational people", who do
not include neurotics.

So the wise course for job-

seekers wonld be to avoid
investing at least their long-

run career hopes in any appar-

ently uniformly demented con-

cern, especially if its pet insan-

ity coincides with their own.
The best bet is to seek an
organisation run by a well-

mixed bunch of managerial
bananas, which should be stim-

ulating to work for if nothing
else.

The Neurotic Organisa-
tion. Jossey-Bass Publishers,
1984. £19.95.
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CLIMBING THE LADDER

No clear route to

top management
Michael Dixon explores some common myths

IT IS A fair bet that the most
popular career aim among
ambitious members of Britain’s

rising generations is to be a
top manager. Anyone doubting
it need only look at applica-

tions for degree courses, which
show a greater demand for

studies focusing on manage-
ment than for any other sub-

ject
Elsewhere, too, the job of

managing has risen quickly in

social esteem. Even in Scandin-
: avia and West Germany, where
- it was hitherto regarded
merely as an adjunct to profes-

sional work such as engineer-

ing, it is now increasingly
viewed as a profession in its

own right.

Ironically, however, anyone
: leaving education with the idea
1 that management is a clear-cut

activity is likely to end up
bemused if not bedevilled. For
the trend of thought among
experienced managers is run-

ning in the opposite direction.

It is true that numerous
I executives, especially in big

j
bureaucratic organisations,

still believe that management
consists essentially of know-
ledge of principles and proce-

dures which can be success-

fully applied anywhere.
But in companies more vul-

nerable to the uncertainty
; imposed by sharpening compe-

|
tition allied to advancing tech-

j
oology, managers are less and

;
less confident that what works

I well where they are today is

sure to do so in the same place

tomorrow, let alone in a differ-

ent setting.

Their doubt is reinforced by
business school studies sug-

gesting that the truly profes-

sional manager, equipped to

run virtually any organisation

in whatever circumstances, is

a mythical creature. Another
notion apparently destined for

the realm of unicorns is that

managerial success depends
entirely on the wit, application

and enterprise of the individ-

ual pursuing it.

One management don
involved in waving the notion

on its way is Dr Hugh Gunz,
who has just left Manchester
Business School for Toronto
University. His interest in the

dynamics of managerial
careers began with personal
experience when, having grad-

uated as a technologist, he
arrived on the first rung of the
executive ladder in a multina-
tional petrochemicals com-
pany.
Being ambitious, he set out

to discover which kinds of

action led to success. IQs find-

ing was that, while there
seemed to be. no consistent

pointers to what he should do
to win promotion, it was pretty

clear what he shouldn't As he
said: “So far as I could tell, the
more 1 got to know about the
detail of whatever it was I was
responsible for, the less likely

it was that I would be selected

to join the elite group headed
for top careers.”

His later research on execu-

tive-career patterns has shown
that bis early impression was
right Managers can, Indeed, be
handicapped by a close under-

standing of what they are man-
aging. But the position is more
complicated than he ever sus-

pected when he first discov-

ered that puzzling principle.

First it does not hold true in

all organisations. Second, even
in those where it operates, it

does not apply to all of their

managers. Third, even for

those to whom it does apply, it

does not hold true at every
stage of their career.

In short the route to the

executive heights is not only

tortuous, but often discontinu-

ous. He none the less feels con-

fident in drawing some general
conclusions, the first of which
is especially germane to ambi-
tious people considering their

first jobs. It is that success in
managerial careers does not
depend entirely on the quali-

ties and efforts of individual

aspirants. On the contrary,
how they progress is impor-
tantly influenced by the organ-
isations they join.

The reason is that however
many ways of advancing a
career may exist in the world
at large, there are only a lim-

ited number in any one
employing concern. Dr Gunz
likens the particular sets avail-

able in riinterwnt organisations

to children's nlimhfng frames,

each of which offers only a
restricted range of routes.

What is more, of those exist-

8

of the future sets out on a ‘command-centred*

ing in a specific organisation,

one will be dominant in provid-

ing the way to the top for
markedly more of the people
who reach it than any of the
others. As such, the dominant
route will not only be seen by
most up-and-coming staff as
the best means to fulfil their

ambitions, but conditions them
to believe that the kinds of
managerial action leading to
advancement by that route are
the "right" way to manage.
Another broad conclusion of

the research is that, in Britain
and America at least, the domi-
nant climbing frames come in

four varieties. They are,

respectively, the “evolutionary,

the command-centred, the con-

structional, and the turn-

around” patterns. Each has its

own characteristics by which
job-seekers may identify the

dominant route in organisa-

tions they are considering join-

ing.

However, identifying the pat-

terns calls for a good deal of

investigative effort. They are

unlikely to be revealed accu-

rately by company interview-

ers' explanations to questions

from the potential employee.
Nor can they surely be inferred

from the sketches of what has
happened to graduates who
joined previously. The staff

chosen to star in the publicity

will typically not be typical
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Not everyone selects their graduates

quite as rigorously as we do.

Alex may be The Independent's idea of a top

international banker, but he's certainly not ours.

And as one of the world's leading financial

institutions, with a presence in 55 countries, it’s of

paramount importance that we recruit only the best

graduates for our structured training and development

programme.
As well as a comprehensive training in the use of

all financial instruments, we develop our graduates'

practical experience in the application of integrated

solutions to our customers' needs.

While we look for people to specialise in either

Corporate Finance, Foreign Exchange, Capital Markets

or Multicurrency Transaction and Information

Management, all our businesses use effective team-

work and take full advantage of our significant cross-

border network and capital base.

It’s this range of business opportunities together

with our commitment to the structured development

of the highest quality professionals which enables us

to offer probably the most exciting and challenging

career around.

But one thing's certain: it's not for cartoon

characters.

For further details, please contact: Andrea Eccles,

Craduate Recruitment Manager, The Chase Man-
hattan Bank N.A, Woolgate House, Coleman Street,

London EC2P 2HD. Telephone 01-726 5405.

career frame

identifying the patterns really

prevailing in a company lies in

personally contacting present

or fairly recently departed
employees and sounding their

views at first-hand - which
inevitably involves leg-work.

Each rfiinhfng frame has

drawbacks as well as advan-

tages. Experience concentrated

in the evolutionary and com-
mand-centred moulds, for

instance, has a poor chance of
being seen by recruiters as a
qualification for upward moves
into other .kinds of organisa-

tions.

The main disadvantage of
the constructional and turn-
around moulds is different.

Their feature of moving people
frequently between varied
activities tends to give head-
hunters the impression that

managers raised in those
frames are well qualified to

run pretty well any concern.
Unfortunately, having won a

higher post somewhere else,

they may well fall down. For
the signs are that the prime
skill of constructional manag-
ers is their knowledge of the
politics and procedures of the
particular concern they are'

working for, and the central

strength of turn-around man-
agers is the unnsual obedience

they ran command when run-
ning operations threatened
with extinction.

Dr Gunz has found that, on
moving into different circum-
stances. both types can all too
easily fail. “Managers from
constructional frames can find

themselves completely lost

without the back-up of the
many complex interlinkages
and support systems they are
used to. Turnaround managers
may simply discover that they
lack the personal authority
that they would normally
expect in a company facing
severe difficulties.”

Further information: Careers
and corporate cultures, Basil

Blackwell, £27-50.

'Here are the management
career frames:

The evolutionary type of
career operates in the opposite
way to the pattern Dr Hugh.
Gunz found in tfae petrochemi-
cals company. Far from being
penalised for too dose a know-
ledge of what they are manag-
ing, executives in the evolu-

tionary frame are unlikely to
advance unless they thor-
oughly understand the
operations going on below.
Managers* main .route

upwards is by expanding their

own specific part of the busi-

ness, and growing in stature

with it. The result is, evi-

dently, to encourage an adven-
turous approach to manage-
ment, which leads to the belief

that the right way to respond
to problems is to find some-
thing new for the operation to

do.

The danger is that when the
response really,required is not
to innovate but to become
more efficient at what is being
done already, the operation
will probably have to be run in
a different way. Even if execu-
tives raised in the evolution-

ary frame recognise the need
to change their methods, the.

concentration of their experi-

ence in one particular business
may have prevented them
from gftinrag enough manage-
rial versatility to do so.

’

The command-centred
frame is named after the pat-
tern in the navy where officers

typically progress by being
given command of vessels of
successively greater size and
prestige, although the work
they do remains essentially

the miha. a commercial exam-
ple of the frame is provided by
high street banks in which
managers rise by taking
charge of increasingly impor-
tant brandies.
Here the danger is a ten-

dency to produce executives
who, besides being no more
managerially versatile . than
their counterparts from the
evolutionary mould, ftrir

adventurousness. Confronted
by the need to change, they
may well respond by just
defending their customary
ways of managing until their
command tuns on to the rocks.

The constructional pattern
is the one most likely to con-
form to the puzzling principle
in the petrochemicals com-
pany. It is also the pattern
whteh twills to be found in big
organisations with long tradi-

tions of recruiting graduates.
It. is similar to the com-

mand-centred frame in that
people deemed by their superi-
ors to have the qualities
required for top positions are
moved from one job to another
at fairly short intervals. The
contrast is that the activities

involved in each job tends to
be markedly different
Accordingly, the managers

produced tend to become high-
ly-skilled manipulators of
their organisation's politics
and procedures at their own

and superior levels. On the

other hand, they are unlikely

to stay in an activity long

enough to acquire a detailed

understanding of what they

are managing.
“One often comes across

managers in such firms who
are clearly mi a fast track bat
none of whose colleagues can

tell one quite why,” Dr Gunz
says. “They have gained the
reputation among their

seniors for effectiveness,
although it can be very hard
to find solid achievements to

explain the reputation.”

Moreover, . while the fre-

quent moves, between varied
operations may promote mana-
gerial versatility, it is apt to

be relatively superficial. After

all, an important way in which
executives develop their skills

is by learning from their own
mistakes. But managers raised

in the constructional frame
tend to have been moved else-

where before the full results of
their actions in a particular

job have come home to roost
The turnaround pattern

also centres on fairly rapid
changes of activity. The main
route upwards consists of trem-

ble-shooting assignments, with
managers being sent to failing

operations with the specific

job of reversing their decline.

The pattern's prime charac-

teristic, Dr Gunz says, is that
“the technical skills' of man-
agement are called for in a
way that they are not in con-
structional careers. Turning
around businesses is a differ-

ent job from fitting into a com-
plex organisation, and is much
more likely to need the kind of
expertise that is taught, for
instance, in business schools.”

Another feature of such a
business is that, besides pro-

moting managerial versatility,

it endows the managers with
greater authority than they
would be likely to enjoy in
organisations without press-
ing difficulties. However many
employees the troubleshooter
sacks, the staff remaining will
usually accept that harsh mea-
sures are needed if they are to

keep their own jobs so they
will tend to obey the boss’s
orders with unnsual diligence
and alacrity.
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ROYAL SIGNALS AND
RADAR ESTABLISHMENT

MAIN ACTIVITIES: RSRE is the major UK Government Establishment for

long-term research into electronics, information technology and sensors.

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITES IN: Physics, Materials Sciences. Laser
Technology, Computing, Pattern and Speech Recognition, Radar,

Communications and Sensor Systems.

DEGREE DISCIPLINES: To apply you should be a graduate in computer

science, applied mathematics, physics, electronic engineering or a related

discipline.

RSRE is part of the Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive). Its

activities range from basic research into the physics of new materials and
devices, through research into the key information Technology disciplines of

computing and communications, to the study of complete radar and
command and control systems. The Establishment provides a thriving

research community with outstanding in-house facilities and collaboration

with University and Industrial teams is actively encouraged. Opportunities

for participation in international collaborative activities also exist. In

recognition of their work, RSRE's scientists have won a number of national

awards including nine Queen’s Awards for Technical Achievement. To
maintain and enhance the international reputation of the Establishment,

RSRE demands a high standard for graduate recruitment, but in return

offers excellent opportunities for a successful and rewarding career.

For further information, please write to:

Senior Personnel Officer,

St. Andrew's Road,

Great Malvern
Worcs WR14 3PS
or telephone Malvern (0684) 894255
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DEFENCE SCIENCE

AT CDE PORTON DOWN

ALL ROUND PROTECTION FOR OUR ARMED SERVICES

ASSESSMENT; DETECTION; PROTECTION;
CONTAMINATION CONTROL; MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES

These are the key areas of research on the chemical and biological

defence scene at Porton Down. The Chemical Defence Establishment
has research vacancies for graduates with a good honours degree or

an appropriate higher degree in Analytical, Physical or Organic

Chemistry, Physics or Biology.

Our laboratories are equipped to very high standards andwe have a

reputation for scientific excellence. Our location is enviable, set in

south Wiltshire close to the beautiful city of Salisbury and within

easy reach of the New Forest and south coast of England. A large

proportion of our 7000 acre experimental range has been designated

as a Site of Special Scientific Interest, rich in natural and ancient

history. Good sporting and recreational facilities are available on

site and there is an active conservation and archaeological group.

Our salaries and conditions of service are those of the general

Scientific Civil Service (leaflets available) and relocation expenses

may be payable on first appointment.

A research appointment at CDE offers scope for academic, industrial

and international liaison and career opportunities to advance to the

highest levels of the Civil Service for the most able candidates.

Details of vacancies. Civil Service pay and conditions and other

essential information may be obtained from:

MARION GREGORY
Assistant Personal Officer (Specialists)

CDE Porton Down
SALISBURY
Wiltshire SP4 OJQ
(or telephone IDMISTON (0980) 61021 1 Ext 260)

We are an equal opportunities employerand fully committed to equal

opportunities policies. The MOD positively welcomes applications

from suitably qualified individuals irrespective of racial origins,

gender or disability.
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TRAINING: FOCUS ON UNILEVER

Batch processing of

the highest standard
Christopher Parkes profiles a graduate scheme
NEW GRADUATES can
scrutinise carefully the quality

of training on offer from
employers, now that the gradu-

ate labour market has swung
in their favour.

A first-rate training pro-

gramme is an excellent invest-

ment for graduates, irrespec-

tive of whether they make a
life-long career with their first

employer or whether they use
their first job as a springboard
into something better.

“Unilever is the Harvard
Business School of marketing,
and Reader's Digest is the Bal-

liol," warbled Victor Ross
recently.

It is seldom fruitful to ask a

marketing man for a precise

explanation of what he means,
but Unilever would probably
be happy to take Victor's decla-

ration as it stands.

Ross certainly knows the
business. His was the unseen
hand behind some of the most
voluminous and successful
direct mailing campaigns seen

u
in Britain. They came to you
courtesy of Victor Ross, former
chairman of Reader's Digest
Academic and industrial

admirers of the Anglo-Dutch
multinational's graduate train-

ing system, known in-house as
the Business Education Pro-
gramme. accept that it is one
of the best on offer, turning

out management material to

equal the output of many MBA
courses.

It is Unilever’s business to

ensure at the initial selection

process that entrants are a
match both for the training

scheme and a career in The
Concern, as it likes to call

itself. Both are equally
demanding.

Newcomers start work in
their jobs and at their studies

the instant they arrive at their

first posting. There is no
blurry general management
training. Each entrant is

pitched directly into his or her
chosen specialisation. Six to

nine months on he or she will

have an assistant manager’s
title and a “proper" job to hold

down with no easing of the
learning curve in prospect
At this stage, earning

around £14,000 a year, with a
cost of living allowance for

(hose in London, a marketing
person’s “proper" job will

involve responsibility for two
or three brand assistants.

Someone in field sales may
have a team of 8 or 10 area
representatives and a technical

trainee will be handling a famm

of craftsmen, as well as having
to deal with outside contrac-
tors.

Newcomers’ careers develop

in parallel for about three
years, and then start to

•• w • ' •••»••• t ;
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Martin Dtrffefe in charge of group graduate recruitment

THEBANKOFENGLAND

CAREERSFOR GRADUATES

Main octroities:The Bank of England is the central bank of the United Kingdom. It

is banker and adviser to the Government on monetary and financial affairs and the

Government's agent in the execution ofa number of financial operations. The Bank
has statutory responsibility for the supervision ofbanks in dieUK and plays an
important port in the regulation of most of the Gty's markets and institutions. The
increasing internationalisation of the financial world brings an international flavour

to much of the Bank's work. The fulfilment of the Bank's many roles provides a

wide variety ofwork and opportunities for the graduate.

Graduate Posts Available:The Bank recruits about forty honours graduates a year
with the personal and intellectual qualities to fill the senior managerial posts of the

future. Although there are vacancies for graduates in any discipline, a knowledge of

economics or related subjects is useful in many parts of the Bank and essential for

some more specialised posts. Each yeara number ofmathematics and operational

research graduates are also required.

The great majority of the staff, and nearly all graduates, work in the City of London
and a graduate's early career will probably be spent in a number of areas in the

Bank.

Training:Apart from training in their specific work, graduate entrants also attend a

programme of core and optional courses including Practical Central Banking,

Economics, Accountancy and Interpersonal skills.A wide variety ofmanagement
and other training will also be available to them later in their careers.

For Brochure and Application Form Contact:The RecruitmentManager, Personnel

Division, Bank of England, Threadneedle Street; London EC2R 8AH
or telephone 01-601 4518/4832.

The Bank is an Equal Opportunities Employer.

diverge, according to ability,

opportunity, aggression and
the call of the Unilever empire.
From 3,000 applicants,

mostly gathered on the Milk
Round, about 140 will join the
company every year - two out
of every three offered places.

Selection is as rigorous as it

is precise. Those 140 will, on
the face of things, be a mixed
bunch. Last year, for example.

20 per cent of the intake had
firsts, 40 per cent made 2.1, 30
per cent 23. and 10 per cent
thirds. Around- 20 were
Oxbridge graduates and the
rest came from 55 other univer-
sities and polytechnics. Nowa-
days around a third will be
women. Last year women
mfldft up half the fataka for

commercial places in financial

and management accounting,
pinchasing, logistics and busi-

ness systems. The graduates’

disciplines are equally diverse.

Unilever recruiters delight in

telling of newly-qualified
archaeologists and geographers
converted into management
accountants and hot-shot sales-

people.

But in picking over the
applications, they seek one
common trait. “They are all

the sort of people who would
have got firsts if they had paid
full attention to their courses,”

says Martin Duffell, in charge
of group graduate recruitment
Those who pass through the

final selection board, however,
will find they have much more
in common than they might
have imagined. When it comes
to the final choice, the head
office selection board, which
finds graduates for all the
group’s UK operating compa-
nies, makes its decisions
according to four strict crite-

ria. Potential trainees must
have the abilities to:

Succeed in their chosen area
Reach full manager status in

two years. (There are 16 man-

agement grades within the
group, numbered from 20 to 36,

with “senior" rankings starting

at 27)

Reach middle management
grade 24 in no more than 10

years
Go on to senior levels after

that
The four selectors, who nor-

mally include a main board
director, must be unanimous
on the first three - there is

allowance for some ifs and
huts on the fourth - before
the applicant is accepted.

How the
programme
works
THE Business Education
Programme, launched in 1973,

is the core element in Uni-
lever’s management training.

It is aimed primarily at high-
potential graduate trainees.

It comprises a series of
intensive two-week residential

courses spread over four or
five years. General manage-
ment training includes an
Introduction to business,
development of business skills

and management practice -

one course a year for the first

three years.

In the first year, while com-
mercial trainees study for
their Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants
examinations, marketers and
technical people have their
own specialised training.

Everyone attends these
courses automatically for the
first three years. At the start

of year four they face a sub-
stantial hurdle, and will be
allowed to continue to the
more advanced specialised
studies if their company has
formally acknowledged that
they have the potential

The recruiters speak rever-

entially of this process: “They
are choosing their heirs;” says
Martin DuffelL
They are also selecting peo-

ple who conform to a pattern
which will allow the company
the maximum flexibility for

picking and choosing from as
wide a reserve as possible for

its Tnanagpmpnt requirements.
thp calibre of all Awfaawfg is

more or less uniform, and the
management grading system
ensures that the calibre of
trained managers can be
assessed by a glance at the
number alongside their name.
Some 90 per cent of the

intake has a fall management
job in two years and, by then,
natural selection is beginning
to take a hand: people drop out
for personal reasons, new jobs
and maybe because they are

simply not keeping up. Annual
assessments can be testing
occasions for those who carry
into fheir professional lives

any lack of attention which
characterised their student
days.
Half the trainees from any

one year will still be with Uni-

lever after six years, and a
quarter, Duffell says, “are life-

time Unilever people.”

The 1986 intake is now earn-

ing an average of £18,000,

excluding London allowances,

and the highest flyers have a
company car. The 1985 vintage

is on around £20,000 and about
one in three has a car.

By now the class of 1986 will

be about to spread its wings.

According to Bill Donnelly,
personnel manager at Lever
Brothers, the detergents sub-

sidiary, it is at around this

stage that the parent company
comes around to check on its

proteges and perhaps hijack

one or two for posts elsewhere

in other UK subsidiaries, or

even overseas. It is usually a
little longer before the group’s

We never lose sight o[ the mditidual

Graduate Engineers
GUILDFORD
& We're internationally renowned for the best in low-temperature

process plant contracting. We now require ambitious graduates for a

variety of opportunities across a fascinating range of turnkey projects.

Based at our superb new Engineering Centre in Guildford, you’ll be

challenged from the start. For the future, our forward order book and

status within the international BOC Group will provide all the growth

potential you could want.

BOC CRYOPLANTS

Training will be tailored to your own specific needs. You will receive

exposure to three specialist engineering areas in addition to your chosen

field, and liaison with our high-technology fabrication plant will give you

the chance to see your work through testing and manufacture. You’ll also

gain viral business skills in problem solving, communications and

presentation, in a programme designed to maximise your personal abilities.

JF BOC Cryoplants encourages personal development with regular

appraisals and six-monthly salary reviews to reflect your success. We’ll also

encourage you to obtain your professional qualification as soon as possible.

We offer an excellent salary and benefits package. In the first instance,

please send your standard application form to: Joan Goulden,

Personnel Officer. BOC Cryoplants. 30 Priestley Road. Guildford.

Surrey GU2 5YH.

competitors come poaching.
But some of the fledglings win
be preparing to leave,
prompted only by their own
ambition.

Financial services, a fashion-

able growth, sector in con-

sumer markets, is especially

keen on young-marketing1

staff;

and pays well in salaries and
assorted perks such as subsi-

dised mortgages fo attract

them. Donnelly also reports

that lures such as cars, money
and status offered by manage-
ment consultancies are often

irresistible to the brightest.

And he admits to difficulties

which are. perhaps; common to

other large corporations. “We
take very bright people and we.

sometimes have a job giving
them work of a strategic
nature that their intellect

demands,” he says. “Also peo-
ple see themselves as never
making it to the top.”

With a third of a million peo-
ple on its global payroll, and
despite having a three-man
committee where most compa-
nies have only a sfagfa chief
executive, this is perhaps
understandable. Even so, there
are still some 4,000 managerial __

posts in the UK and 18,000 .
companies also work

worldwide. hard to keep their trainees in a

Graduates arrive at Unilever h*.
“^esive groiq) for

educated, bright, rrmfiripnt ... *re rirst three years, while

and inexperienced. "They are Rpnnpe+^fnJ
80 training,

vulnerable, so they need some a switch to

nannying,” says Tim Ransome, nc
f P

2E?'
head of group management rjf;

to stay

development.
put because the first manage-

In Set, nanny's firm hand is
h **

' -zrr 01 operating company's
evident from the start confidence in them," Ransome
The evening before their says. It is preferable, for obvi-

selection board, for example, ous reasons, that they all join a
applicants are “entertained" by company at the same time
two young managers to pre- Highly efficient batch process
pare them (nothing extrava- ing is one of Unilever's prime
gant however - The Concern industrial skills.

Is. reputed to be as stingy with

expenses as the Civil Service).

On arrival at their first posting

newcomers will,find a mentor

has been appointed to answer
questions and help with prob-

lems in confidence.

Applicants are expected to

state preferences for the type
of work they want marketing,
technical, commercial and per-

sonnel are the main lines open
for graduate trainees. They
may also have preferences for

of products

Interest, but they will not gen-
erally be offered a choice of
operating company. That is

nanny’s job.

"Unilever is very good at

matching people and places,”

according to Ann Calloway, in
charge of management devel-

opment at Lever Bros. Each
year’s intake is distributed
around Britain according to

the operating companies’ needs
which are assessed before the
Milk Round starts. Lever last

year, for example, indented for

13 marketing bodies, six com-
mercial, five technical and one
for.personnel

A new
solution to

planning

your career
Regus. a new name in graduate recruitment,

offers an original approach to help you choose a

career that measures up to your talents.

We specialise in investmentfinance and design/

PR/media, and our team ofhighly qualified and

motivated consultants will give you unbiased

career advice - absolutely free.

This advice is based on thorough appraisal

techniques, designed to match your individual

skills and personality to the needs ofour clients.

That way, you are introduced only to

organisations which are right for you.

To find out more about the Regus approach,

call Victoria Wall today.

Regus Recruitment. 9 Whitehall, London SW1A 2DD.

Telephone: 0V872 5555.

vl»

Regus
RECRUITMENT

Make it

withl.T.

BullHNInformationSystems Ltd, (formerly
Honeywell Bull), manufactures, markets and
supportscomputersystemsandall associated
services forcustomers from all sectors ofthe
businesswodd.

We arenowlooking forgraduates acrossa
widerange ofdivisions: Systems, Marketing,
finance.Customers Service, Sales and Business
Service.You’llneeda scientific, businessor
technologydiscipline.

Every assistance willbegiventoenableyou
todevelop bothyourtechnicalandmanagement
skills asyou followan individually structured
careerpath.

yourselfto find outmore abouta
«re«witiiBuIL Forfurther details, please confect^stmewahains. GraduateRecruitmentand^ammgbtoager, BullHNInformationSystemsComputerHouse, GreatWestRoad,Brentwr^

"

MiddlesexTW89DR Brentford,

Bull
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SO - YOU’VE gone_through
all the literature, talked to
your contacts, donn a little

work experience in the rele-

vant areas and finally derided

which companies to apply to.

You even wrote off for the nec-

essary application forms -
over which, at this very
instant, your pen is.hovermg.
The first thing.t& say is

“stop" and read on.

The problem about applica-

tion forms and curriculum
vitae is that most companies
are inundated by them and
quite simply do not have the

resources to read them as
closely as they should. This is

quite a serious.problem given
that some companies interview
only 10 per cent of applicants

and reject as many as 90 per
cent of the forms straight
away. .-

There are, however,' a num-
ber of ways of increasing your
chances of making that 10 per
cent. First, ifs well worth fill-

ing in the right, form. From
time to time Unilever "still

receives application forms sent
by Proctor and Gamble which
are subsequently put Into the
wrong envelope. It's also worth
making sure that you haven't
filled in a standard application
form when a company one is

required.

Another method of increas-
ing your chances is to make
sure that the form looks neat
The presentation is probably as
important as the content It

should also be readable - if

the personnel officer can’t read
the thing he or she will just
place it on to the reject pile -

and why not? They have plenty
of other applications to go
through and probably not a lot

of time to do it in.

One way of ensuring the
form is readable is to type or
word-process it. This can pres-
ent layout problems, but can
be done. Some programs have
the advantage of a spell check
function which may prevent
misspelling management con-
sultants as mangement consul-
tants.

If you do fill in the form by
hand, the writing should be
even, the coffee and beer stains
not too apparent and the form
should not be folded every
which way. For the sake of
your career, ifs probably
worth investing in a large
envelope.

Another way of increasing
your chances of being accepted
for interview is to send the
form on time. Most companies
are looking for people who are
efficient and able to organise
themselves effectively. Sending
forms in late is. to be honest,

not one of the best- ways of

doing that.

Some companies expect
forms quite early on in the aca-

demic year - some as early as
November. If you’ve narrowed
down a few sectors, it's worth
looking at some of the major
employers to give you some
sort of schedule during which
you can make your mind up
without having to wait another
12 months to apply.

Inevitably, you will miss the
deadline of the company
towards which, you have dis-

covered, yonr whole life has
been moving. If you are going
to send a form in late, it’s wefi
worth ringing first to find out
if the application will be con-

sidered.

Find out the name of the per-

Some extramural activities are best left off your application form or CV

APPLICATIONS

Highlight your strengths
Paul Abrahams assembles a practical form guide
son you speak to and, if they
suggest it is worthwhile,
remember to mention in a cov-

ering letter that they have
already discussed the applica-

tion with you.

A blank form can be fairly

intimidating, particularly the
bit at the end where you’re
expected to shine. The main
thing to do is to show that
your past experience and pres-
ent interests demonstrate the
way in which your skills will

match the needs of the com-
pany to which you are apply-
ing.

The problem is finding out

Link your
experience to

evidence of your
skills and ability

what they want. Actually, it

isn't that difficult. You've
probably spent at least three
years learning how to dig
information out of libraries

and other sources.
Digging out information on

companies requires skills
which are no different. It will

also probably take less time
than digging up the quotes for

an essay which is read by one
person before being stored
away never again to surface.

So how to dig. First look at
the recruitment literature they
send out They may actually

give attributes for which they
are looking. Ask if they can

send you a copy of their
annual report - if you see
they are good at widget-mak-
ing and you mention that you
want to work for a division
which is highly successful in
widget manufacture, well, so
much the better.

Write or telephone friends
and contacts who work in the
company or any similar areas.
These could be people known
to you personally, they could
be suggested by the careers
service, or be mentioned in the
company's brochure.
Read relevant periodicals to

get some idea of what is going
on in the company’s sector and
if the company is doing welL
The Financial Times ran be a
surprisingly effective method
of doing research.

If you can access an elec-
tronic database such as Cam-
pus 2000 or Profile which has
newspaper cuttings, so much
the better. In addition, read
any trade journals in the local
or college library. Write to any
relevant trade association. See
if your company Is involved in
any particular areas you would
like to work and, if so. mention
it on the form.
Once you have worked out

what the company wants in its

recruits, you need to demon-
strate in your application why
yon fit the bill. Don't just say
that you have communication
skills if they want communica-
tion skills - demonstrate, with
a practical example, when you
have actually used them. They
want numeracy and you only
got a 'c' in O level maths?
Show how you were responsi-

ble for stock-taking in the
record section of Woolworths
when you worked there paying
off your overdraft - itH be fa*

more impressive.

'

You need to avoid hack-
neyed words like interesting.

challenging or stimulating
, by

being specific and relating
what you have done in the past
to what the company is looking
for. Link your experience to
concrete evidence which dem-
onstrates your skills

Some companies ask for cur-

riculum vitae with application

forms and covering letters. The
process of putting one of these

together can help you sort out

your own ideas about yourself.

There is no right or wrong
formula for CVs. Some compa-
nies expect no more than a
page, others say a page is too

long. The best way to put one
together is to create a base CV
on a word-processor which lists

everything you’ve done. This
should then be copied and
adapted for each different
application, taking out any-
thing which isn’t relevant.
This can help ensure that the

personnel manager doesn't fall

asleep while reading it.

For example, if you had
experience of writing for a stu-

dent newspaper and broke the
story of the University chancel-

lor's nocturnal habits, you
might mention it in an applica-

tion to the Financial Times. On
the other hand, it might not be

Photocopy your
application form.
Brief yourself
before interviews

suitable when applying to
become an accountant. Instead,

you could mention how effec-

tive you were in reviving the
financial fortunes of the paper
by cutting costs and increasing
its revenues.

Whatever you do, remember
to keep a photocopy of every-
thing you send off. That way
you can brief yourself just
before interviews and remem-
ber what slant you put on the
application form (this is not to

suggest, of course, that you
might have lied and might
have problems trying to
remember what you’ve said).

Be warned - your CV may
well serve as an agenda for an
interview.

DIRECTIONS

Stepping
out with

the Stones
Paul Abrahams
looks at career
springboards
SUE DAVIES is preparing the

Rolling Stones for their next
world tour. She- handled Pink
Floyd's 18-month tour, during
which she visited New York,
France. Germany and even
Venice for the concert that cre-

ated a huge row in the city.

She also worked on the British

film Sammy and Rosie Get
Laid. Next year she's going for

six months to Hollywood. Sue
is an accountant.

Let's be honest. Most new
graduates won’t be as qualified

for the really interesting jobs

as those with some experience
and expertise. And while there
is no harm in sending off appli-

cations the chances are that

when the post drops through
the letter-box. It will contain a
crop of rejection slips.

The problem is that despite

the well-publicised demo-
graphic downturn and the
increase in demand for gradu-
ates, there are still a number of

careers that appear almost
impossible to enter.

Sadly, the number of gradu-

ates wanting to work in, say,

arts administration, publish-
ing, journalism or even for

charities is far greater than the

number of opportunities.

Given that the odds are
against an immediate entry
into running the Regent’s Park
open-air theatre, marketing
Oxfam or writing for Cosmo-
politan there are alternative

ways of achieving your ambi-
tions.

One option is to take a p
Sessional qualification and i

that expertise as a point

entry into a highly competiti

area. Once qualified, the opp

tunities offered by apparen

boring professions are snrpi

ing.

“A professional qualificati

can never do you any barn

explains Sue, our 26-year-c.

jet-setting accountant fit

Peat Marwick McLintock w
graduated from the Univers

of Kent in 1984.

Certainly, others have us

them effectively. Lawyers ha

used their qualifications

companies requiring contrac

such as literary agencii

Accountants have becoi

financial directors of chariti

ami managers have stopp
marketing margarine a

started in high-profile positic

for third world agencies.

Edward Mayo, who is Eu
pean Community Officer at t

World Development Moveme
used to be a management ct

sultant at Arthur Andersen,
reckons be can contribute :

more to the charity, havi
had experience as a mana,

ment consultant, than if

had joined straight from c

lege with his degree in philo

phy. Edward also points c

that
, with his former expt

ence, be has a safety net if

needs to take on financial ol

gations later.

Of course, there are dis

vantages of using the sti

ping-stone approach. Not 1&

is boredom. If your heart is

theatre, spending two years
law school or three yes

becoming an accountant c
be heart-breaking.

Admittedly, not all peoj

complete - and many fi

they can find the jobs tt

want with just a year’s b
ance-sheet training.

Sue has no doubts about 1

choice: “For two months a yi

for two years you have to k
yourself up studying. But i

worth it in the end.”

EARN
handsomely

WHILE YOU LEARN
professional skills

TO EARN EVEN MORE
in a Group where senior positions are filled by internal promotion.

The RWS Group is the market leader in professional translations and information

retrieval and the only company in its field to hold a Queen's Award for Export
Achievement, it serves major clients all over the world and its work spans all areas
ol science and technology.

Our high reputation creates constantly increasing demand for our services,

BUT ... we can only grow as fast as we can recruit first-class staff.We need
further high calibre scientists and engineers with language skills for the

following positions:

SCIENTIFIC& ENGINEERING
TRANSLATORS

Applicants must additionally be com-
pletely conversant with German and/or

French!

We also require high-calibre linguists as

PATENT&TECHNICAL
INFORMATION SEARCHERS
Applicants must have a good reading

knowledge of German and/or French.

TRANSLATION ASSISTANTS /

TRAINEE TRANSLATORS

Applicants must have at least a 2.i degree in German
and/or French and excellent powers of concentration.

The translation posts are located at our Head Office in Gerrards Cross, Bucks and

the information searching posts in our Chancery Lane, London Office. Both

locations provide a modem, extremely well-equipped and friendly environment.

We offer a five-figure starting salary and full training. There is scope for rapid

advancement and a real professional career in a Group where the average age of

the directors is less than 40, and the average age of middle management well

below 30, t

Please write to:

\Wh The Personnel Director,

RandallrWoolcott Services pic,

Europa House, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 8BQ
1 987

J5S»

*3^ &
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As a recent or imminent graduate keen to seek

out die best start to a high profile management

career, you owe it to yourself to find out all about

Midland Group.

Were playing a leading role in die changes

sweeping the banking and financial services

world. ..a world demanding strong management,

advanced systems and forward thinking From

graduates we’re demanding imagination, initiative

and ambition. With us, through a flexible and

continuous training programme, you’ll soon be on

a fast track to senior management .

Send for a copy of our graduate brochure for all

the facts, the figures and possibilities. Then come

and talk to one of the most progressive financial

organisations in business today.

Group Graduate Recruitment Office,

Midland Bank pic (SLH03),

Poultry, LondonEC2P 2BX

MIDLANDGROUP
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winding

bath to

dumber 10
Andrew Hill talks

o Justin Ash
'USTIN ASH has wanted to

e Prime Minister since he was

ix. But he knows from
xperience that the best-laid

Ians of graduates can be upset
- and that a desire to change
irection need not mean
2turning to square one.

So far the nearest he has
ome to his heady ambition
,i a temporary position as a
^searcher for the deputy
*ader of the Labour Party,

„oy Hattersley - part of a
jur-ycar degree course in

olitics and Parliamentary
tudies at Leeds University.

And this year, despite the

are with which he chose his

rst job at Shell and only 20
lonths after joining ,

he
edded to leave. Why?

;
Justin completed his degree

ii 198?. He already had a wide
nnge of experience. Apart
fom working for Roy
attersley at the House of
ommons, he had been a
ingressman's researcher on
apitol Hill, and had spent

* year between school and
niverstty ou a short service

ommission with the Royal
rtUlery.

“I had no short to

ledium-term aspirations to

love into politics: to remain

j
researcher to an MP would
'ave been very interesting but
rabably a dead-end as a career
•\ itself. So then it was a
.uestion of working out what
jlements I bad enjoyed of the
afferent types of work I had
pne, and where I wanted to

le in 10 to 15 years' time.”

As he approached the
readed Milk Round ofjob
pplications, Justin decided
e would relish a career which
jggled priorities and
'eadlines. He wanted to

'equine skills that would
ventually set him up to move
ito business.

“I was offered a place in the
'oreign Office. It was an
xceUent opportunity, but I

lroed it down forajob at

Justin Ash: changing Jobs needn’t mean starting again

Shell because, having talked

to people from Shell, it was
obvious they were working
in an exciting environment
and that the job would be
intellectually challenging.”

So far, so methodical. In

1987. he started a solid training

at Shell International Trading
on a respectable annual salary

of £12,500 and, after two years,

had reached the position of

junior oil trader - moving
valuable cargoes of oil

products around the world.

But, like so many graduates,

he found the experience of
working in an enormous
corporation, albeit with a large

measure of responsibility,

frustrating.

“Clearly, at Shell there was
an enormous amount to be
gained and a lot of people
willing to help. But it was far

less clear how things were

developing in the longer term,"

says Justin.

Shell UK's massive London
headquarters on the south
bank of the Thames is a
self-contained mini-city, with
shops, banks and a sports
centre in the basement Justin
thought the corporate fed of

Shell would become
increasingly burdensome as
his career developed.

"What I found oppressive

about the corporate culture

was that there was a culture

at all,” he says. “But the
fundamental question was ‘Am
I getting the broadest range
of skills to qualify me for

success in business in 15 years'

time?' and the answer was no.”

So how did he go about
planning the next step?

“I started to think about the
next career moves more than

six months before I left, and
more than four months before

Z wrote the first letter.”

This time he chose
management consultancy,

joining Bain & Company (UK)..

He admits now that had he
known such an option existed

he would certainly have tried

consultancy when applying

for his first job.

Making such a change after

less than two years at Shell

was a daunting prospect
*T had enormous fears about

moving jobs because I wasn't
in a bad position at ShelL
When I left I effectively started

again.”

That was not entirely what
happened, however. Justin
admits the added experience
of nearly two years “in

industry" was an advantage
when joining an organisation
used to taking bright graduates
straight from university.

“Did it mean I could walk
in on Monday morning and
do the job better than anybody
else atmy level? No, but it

does give me an outside
perspective on the work.
For Justin, Bain offers a

smaller-scale, meriting working
environment plenty of

feedback from his mentors,
and a feeling of enthusiasm
among young employees.
“What is really satisfying

is that by putting your mind
to business problems you can
feel the impact your work is

having on clients' business.

You actually feel that you're
doing some good.

“I do work long hours, but
you can control that" he adds.
“And I have never had more
Am in anything else I have
done."

Justin has no regrets about
any of his diverse career moves
- army, university, politics,

oil trading or management
consultancy. And he knows
Bain win, in due course, be
a springboard to another
career.

“When it comes to my next
thought about careers, in

however many years’ time,
I will be better informed
because I worked for Shell and
Bain. 1 eventually see myself
running probably a
challenging division of an
established blue chip company,
or as part of the management
team of a young, exciting and
pro-active medium-sized
business."

And, after that, will he go
back into politics?

“Perhaps."

NETWORKING

Jobs for the old boys
With persistence, doors may be opened says Paul Abrahams

BEING fair- costs. If a company
wants to cast a wide net in an
effort to provide equal opportu-

nities for graduates from ail

colleges and universities it

soon discovers that meritoc-

racy does' not come cheap.

A sizeable company running
a large programme could spend
in excess of £3,500 for each suc-

cessful applicant reckons
Karin Horowitz who works at

PRL, the recruitment and
design consultants in Cam-
bridge. She points out that
creating literature, paying for

advertising and processing the
subsequent applications is an
expensive process.

Some organisations are pre-

pared to absorb those costs.

The BBC employs enormous
resources every year to process
the 6,000-odd applications it

receives for its traineeships. A
spokesman explained that this

is a lengthy and rigorous pro-

cess but the Corporation
believes that, as an equal
opportunities employer, it is

essential to give all the candi-

dates a fair chance.
It is not only public sector

organisations that are moti-
vated to set aside significant

resources for graduate recruit-

ment.
The management consul-

tancy wing of Coopers &
Lybrand, for example, esti-

mates that it spends about
£1,500 in direct costs for each
recruit
But in smaller organisations,

or companies that need fewer
graduates, many personnel
managers decide it is simply
not cost effective to spend that
much money. They stress that
their responsibility is to their

shareholders rather than to
society.

For this reason, when one of

the larger independent televi-

sion companies recruits a cou-
ple of graduates a year, it does
so, not by advertising like the
BBC, but by using more infor-

mal methods of recruitment
The manager in charge of

recruitment explained that
when the company once did
advertise, its personnel depart-
ment was mandated by appli-

cations. And he felt that the

don’t think these are the sort of chaps we want hi our team

extra effort put into the pro-

cess did not really improve the
quality of the trainees who
were eventually taken on.

Instead, the television com-
pany now finds its graduates
through contacts - contacts
that are mainly from Oxford
and Cambridge. Many manag-
ers justify their recruitment at

Oxbridge because, rightly or

Your local careers’ service.

Many services have a list of
graduates from the university
or college showing which
career they chose. There is no
harm in writing to these peo-
ple, explaining that you are
considering a similar career
and asking if, during the next
couple of months, they might
have 10 minutes to. speak to

In many small organisations, personnel
managers decide it is not cost effective

to set aside resources for the
processing of thousands of applications

wrongly, these universities

have a reputation for being the

best. Another reason is that

many of the people in a posi-

tion to hire are from these uni-

versities and still have connec-

tions with them.
Nevertheless, it is possible to

create your own network of
contacts. Sources include:

you. Most will be flattered.

Your chances of getting a
response will be increased if

you promise to phone in a cou-
ple of days.

Work experience. Try and get
some work experience during
your vacations - there is no
doubt you can make contacts
just by spending a week or two

in a company. It doesn't matter
if you change your career
plans afterwards, the experi-

ence will still-look good- on
your CV. •

Speculative applications can
work, but it's almost impossi-
ble to get a reply if you don’t

address the letter to somebody
in particular. Ring the com-
pany first and telephone after

you send the letter.

Trade magazines. These
can be found in most college

and university libraries, and
can supply invaluable informa-
tion.

With persistence, doors can

be opened. The worst that can
happen, is that they are
slammed shut in your face.

And that will only hurt your

pride.

For further information read

the 1989 What Colour is Your
Parachute? A practical Manual
for Job-hunters and Career-

Changers by Richard Nelson
Holies, published by Ten Speed
Press. £7.95.

‘Winning

through ourpeople’

KfFC is Britain’s largest and most diverse
transport, logistics, home services, travel and
property group. The ’umbrella

1

in fact, for

household names such as Pickfords Removals,
Pickfords Travel, BRS, Exel and. In the USA,
Allied Van Lines. We trade in the UK, Europe,
North America, Australasia and the Middle East

Operating in what is a fiercely competitive
service environment, our phenomenal success has
been entirely due to the commitment, innovation
and flexibility of ail the people who work with us.

This has been achieved through a unique central

philosophy of participation, active encouragement
of ownership {through significant profit sharing and
'loans for shares' schemes), and the recognition
of individual contribution at all levels.

Ifs an approach which has seen turnover
increase by over 120% to £1V* billion and pre-tax
profits increase by over 300% in the last five

years, it’s an approach which uniquely equips us
to face the challenges of the coming decades.

The graduates who join us for what is a
management career rich in variety and pace, come
from a cross-section of colleges and universities.

Degree discipline has never been a deciding
'

factor - in selecting our top management of the
future we have sought out energy, stamina, an
agile intellect and a commitment to our competitive
edge - winning through our people.

Structured training, career development and
early responsibility will do ail the rest.

To find out more about the diverse
opportunities with NFC, please contact Angela
Howe, Management Training Manager, NFC pic,

The Merton Centre, 45 St Peters Street, Bedford
MK40 2UB.
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Hochschulabsolventen
bei Lufthansa

Unsere Gesellschaft
nimmt im internatlonalen

Vergleich eine Spitzen-
posiHon ein. Die erst-

klassige technische Aus-
rOstung der Flotte und der
Bodenanlagen sowie der
Einsatz eines qualifizierten

Mitarbeiterstabs bilden
die Grundlage fQrdiesen
Erfolg.

Wir suchen
Wirtscfiaftswissen-
schafUer
Wirtschaftsingenieure
Ingenieure
alter Fachrichtungen
Informatiker

Unsere VorsteUungen:
Wir stellen hohe Erwartun-
gen an unsere zukOnftigen

FOhrungskrafte: mit einem
Oberdurchschnittlichen
Examen darf Ihre Lembe-
rettschaft nicht beendet
sein. Denn Fachwissen
veraltet zunehmend rascher,

und wir sind auf Ihre Lem-
fahigkeit angewiesen.

Deshalb ergfinzen wir das
Wlssenspotential unserer.
NachwuchskrSfte gezielt

und kpntinuferlich mit

Aus- und Waiterbildungs-
programmen.
Uberalisierte MSrkte und
wachsender Konkurrenz-
druck in naherZukunft
bedingen komplexere Auf-
gabenstellungen, bei deren
LOsung Sie nicht immer
kiar strukturierte und feicht

uberschaubare Arbeits-

felder bei uns vorfinden

warden. Daher mflssen wir
nicht nur auf ihr analytl-

sches LeistungsvermOgen,

sondem auch auf IhreTeam-

und Kommunikationsfahig-
keit vertrauen kOnnen.
NatQrlich honorieren wir
Ihren Elnsatzwillen und Ihr

Engagement, wenn Sie
verschiedene Praktika
Oder anspruchsvolle Meben-
tstigkelten wShrend des
Studiums vorzuweisen
haben. Aber unabhfingig
davon ist fOr uns Ihre Per-
sOnlichkeit entscheidend,
Ihre Konfllktf&higkeit und
Ihre Zukunftsoffenheit

UnserAngebot:
Wir haben Ihnen interes-
sante Perspektfven zu
bieten. Die verschiedenen
Mdglichkeiten des Direkt-
einstiegs oderderTeii-
nahme an einem Trainee-
programm sowie unsere
Leistungen stellen wir
Ihnen gerne in einem per-
sdniichen Gesprfich vor.

Hire Bewerbung:
Wirfreuen uns auf Ihre

.

Bewerbung; bltte senden
Sie Ihre aussagefAhigen
Unterlagen an:

Deufesche Lufthansa
AWiengesetlschaft
Personalabteilung
FRAPU1/JK/GR
Lufthansa Basis
6000 Frankfurt (Main) 75

Lufthansa
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DISCRIMINATION

Know your rights
Robert Rice on the legal view

INTERVIEWS

Making a
good
impression
John Courtis offers

useful guidelines

BEFORE you plan what to say
at an interview, it is helpful to
clarify why you are going to be
there. The aim is to be offered

a job. or at least to stay in the
running until you decide you
can do better elsewhere.
To this end you need to do

two things. One is to make a
good impression. The other is

to avoid doing anything which
suggests that you do not meet
their criteria.

As these criteria may
include a range of subjective
items not evident from the job
description, tread warily. For
instance, don’t volunteer your
own prejudices or imply that
the interviewer, like all right

thinking people, must share
them. A handy rule of thumb
is to be in fervour of things
rather than anti-anything.

So what do you say? Plan-

ning to answer questions well
is important but you cannot
anticipate every possible ques-
tion. So the guidelines need to

be general.

Plan your questions welL A
good interviewer will be just as

interested in your questions as
your answers. Constructive
and relevant questions which

get them talking while you lis-

ten respectfully, nodding
sagely and grunting affirma-
tively from time to time. Do
not overdo the nodding. Good
and bad interviewers will be
impressed by this policy. The
bad ones won't notice what
you've done but will have a
warm feeling about the meet-
ing. Good ones will notice
appreciatively, even though
they keep control, with brief
answers and then more ques-
tions.

For their questions, you
must rehearse the things
which you cannot easily put in
a CV. For example, censor your
extramural interests. Focus on
those which imply intelligence,

fitness, team behaviour and
skills.

Suppress the self indulgent
sedentary, lonely and pedes-
trian. Chess rather than
draughts. Tennis rather than
pot-holing (employers don't
like the idea that you are going
to be trapped underground on
Monday morning). Cooking, if

you must rather than eating.

Playing an instrument rather
than listening, perhaps. And
the instrument should not be
too mundane.

Finally, almost anything
rather than reading. Employ- 1

era expect graduates to read
(although not necessarily to
write, nowadays) so you need
to be more explicit They are
likely to ask.

Choose your newspapers
carefully. A hint of pink in the
briefcase, plus any other qual-
ity paper about which you can
actually remember something.
Do not claim one you seldom
see.

Other answers you can
rehearse include signs of

Be sure to plan your questions well

imply your interests are more
convincing than attempts to

drag extraneous matter in as

answers to an interviewer's
imperfect inquiries.

For instance, ask how the

proposed job can contribute to

the efficiency and profitability

of the organisation, unless it

has already been clearly speci-

fied: it seldom is. Ask bow they
plan to train you.
This helps in two ways. You

do need to know the answer
and it implies that you recog-

nise you are not yet perfect.

Ask, too, how they will assess

your performance. Ask late in

the interview, so it doesn't look

too pushy. They may not have
a ready answer but this, too, is

significant.

You could also ask the inter-

viewers what they do in the

company and why they like

and stay with it This should

organisational ability: you
must have organised some-
thing at university, if only
refreshments; things you were
elected to; computer exposure;
peripheral experience; vacation
work; overseas trips which
reinforced your linguistic
skills; and, of course, good
works. Good works have to be
selected carefully. Charitable
causes are fine unless they
bring demo images to mind.
None of this should be inter-

preted as suggesting you lie or
invent. Merely edit the rich
tapestry of your life so far and
compensate for the defects of
the interview by presenting the
more acceptable bits. It is

almost expected of you.
Finally the other Don’ts: ask-

ing trivial questions, being ver-

bose, patronising, languid or
focusing on minor fringe bene-
fits (options, yes pensions, no).

GRADUATES
We're much more than one of The country's leading

retailers.

We also have a rapidly expanding Opticians chain.
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talented people. Accountants and Scientists. Marketing and

Personnel professionals. Pharmacists. Engineersand Buyers.

People who. perhaps joined us as graduate entrants. People

who are now, certainty enjoying plenty ofautonomy and

responsibility.

We shiO be looking for more graduates to join us.

Your actual degree discipline isn't important - much more

interesting to us wifl be your talent, ambition and

commitment-Well gum you all the training you'd need - and

the chance to studyforfurther professional examinations.

Our success depends on yours.

For more information please contact Caroline Watson.

Graduate Recruitment Manager; The Boots Company PLC,
Head Office. Nottingham NG2 3AA.T4: (0602) 592167.
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Do not seek career advice. Do
not say “I want”. Ask instead
what you can do for the com-
pany. Don't talk about sex or
politics. If you were in the
Young Conservatives, don’t
mention it; or stress that it is,

in your district, a non-political

social forum.
And a last positive practical

question. If you don’t want the
job, ask what other opportuni-

ties exist elsewhere in the com-

pany. If you don't ask, the ten-

dency is that you don't get.

Further information: any
book on body language, like

“Manwatchlng" by Desmond
Morris. This will help you
avoid negative signals. Borrow
or buy Bow to be Interviewed
by D Mackenzie Davey, pub-
lished by BIM. Selling Your-
self in the Management Mar-
ket by John Courtis, published
by Kogan Page.

THERE is no definitive list of
questions that employers are
prevented from asking at job
interviews - probably because
it is not a criminal offence to
discriminate in the UK. Unlaw-
ful discrimination based on
sex, race, or marital status
may give rise to a civil action
for damages by the person dis-

criminated against, but no
prosecution can be brought
The discrimination laws,

based on the Race Relations
Act and the Sex Discrimina-
tion Act apply throughout the
employment field. They apply
at all stages from job adver-
tisements to selection for
interview, the terms on which
people are hired and so on.
Unlawful discrimination

occurs when a person is
treated less favourably than
he or she would otherwise he
treated because of his or her
race (which includes colour,
race, nationality, citizenship,
or ethnic or national origin),
sex or marital status.

Discrimination can be direct
or indirect. Direct discrimina-
tion is usually obvious. “I'm
afraid there has been some

mistake. The South African
market is so important to ns
we make It a company policy

only to employ whites."

Indirect discrimination can
be more subtle and more diffi-

cult to spot If; for example, a
corporate hospitality company
required all its employees to

drink alcohol when entertain-

ing clients the requirement
might be considered discrimi-

natory against Moslems who
are forbidden to drink alcohol

by their religion. Such a
requirement might not be con-

sidered discriminatory when
considering applicants for jobs

on a wine magazine where
part of the duties of the job
require the tasting and assess-

ment of wine.
There are exceptions where

discrimination is not unlaw-
ful. The laws do not cover jobs
in private households. Small
firms are exempt from the sex
and marital laws, but not the
racial laws. Some jobs are par-
tially exempt from the sex and
marital laws but not the racial

laws. The police force, for
example, can lay down height
requirements.

There are also genuine occu-

pational qualifications. Racial

group can be a legitimate qual-

ification when selecting actors

for a play or choosing a model
where authenticity requires
someone from that group.

It is perfectly legal for an
employer to ask an inter-

viewee whether they have ever
been in trouble with the
police. The answer will depend
on the length of any sentence
and when the offence took
place. The Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act wipes out crimi-

nal records after fixed periods.

A fine is wiped out after five

Indirect

discrimination can
be subtle and more
difficult to spot

years, for example, whereas a

custodial sentence of more
than 2.5 years is never wiped
oB the slate. If the applicant
was under 17 when the offence

was committed the wiping out
period is halved.
Once a conviction is wiped

out the applicant is entitled to

treat it as though It never
existed. There are certain jobs,

however, where there is a
legal obligation to own up.

These include police officers,

local authority social workers
and teachers and welfare

workers dealing with under
18s.

Employers are also entitled

to ask applicants whether they

have any objection to a medi-

cal examination. Applicants

can not be forced to submit to

a medical, but if the applicant

refuses this may give the

employer grounds not to offer

the job.

Applicants who know they

are suffering from a disease

and deny it could find them-

selves prosecuted for obtain-

ing employment by deception.

In 1985 the Government's
chief medical officer. Dr Don-
ald Acheson reportedly said:

“Anyone who is asked by an

employer whether he suffers

from AIDS or has the infection

should tell that employer to
mind his own business".

Xn theory this is sound
advice, but in practice employ-
ers have to bear in mind the

implications on pensions and
insurance of not asking appli-

cants to take various medical

tests, as well as the general
duty to look after the health

and safety of their employees.
If, however, an employer

asks an applicant to undergo
an AIDS test, the applicant
should ensure that all appli-

cants male and female have
been required to take the test.

There is no discrimination law
to protect gay men and women
in employment Employers are

therefore free to refuse to
employ or promote on grounds
of common prejudice.

If you want to be
a Captain of Industry,
shouldn’t you first

learn to navigate? _
They say it’s tough at the top. But it’s tougher YV
still getting there if you don’t have some basic

skills to support you. Some of those skills will ^
come with an accountancy qualification, the rest

'

with the Ernst & Young training programme.

We are one of the leading financial advisory firms in

the world. Which means we have a wide range of

clients, of all sizes, in all industry sectors, all over the

globe. Giving you the opportunity to learn from
more than one environment, accelerating your ability

to gain commercial skills, allowing you to develop
your own specialist talents. And we have one of the

strongest management development programmes
around (we even make it available to clients to help

train their managers).

How do you know an accountancy qualification will

help you? Take a look at many of the Captains of

Industry today. And take a look at the course they took
getting there. Their qualification may not be the only

reason they got where they are. But it certainly helped.

For full information, and a copy ofour informative

brochure on yourfuture career at Ernst & Young, contact

Fiona Williams, Ernst & Young, Becket House,

1 Lambeth Palace Road, London SE1 7EU.

%m

Ernst&Young
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CLOTHES FOR WOMEN

Stylish start to

life in the office
Lucia van der Post on how to dress suitably

without looking like an air hostess

So you are about to start on
the gruelling round of inter-

views and, after you’ve cleared

that hurdle, your working life

will begin. Until now you've

only had to please yourself. If

you are at all typical of most
students your wardrobe doors
probably bide a miscellaneous

collection of garments entirely

unsuited to the office-bound
days that lie ahead.
To begin at the beginning. It

is important to recognise that

appearances do count It’s no
good adopting the romantic
view that who you are and
how able you are will be appar-

ent and that anybody with any
nous will be able to see beyond
the surface details. They will

not
Dressing appropriately is a

form of politeness, of sensitiv-

ity, and those who cannot be
bothered tend to have their

bluff called. As one prospective

employer put it - “If they
don’t care about how they
look, if they came in wearing
dirty shoes and scruffy suits. I

always ask myself what else

there Is that they don't care

about”
It is worth adding, before we

move onto the question of
clothes, that things like dean
nails, a good haircut and what
beauty editors generally term
grooming" do matter. As
Audrey Slaughter puts it in

m
Black wool Jackal (£159);
black and cream skirt

(£45) from Whistles

Your Brilliant Career “I think
it is important at the start of a
career to regard grooming and
style as an intrinsic part of
your armoury of skills and to
invest a relevant part of your
salary to keep your image pol-
ished, just as you would
believe it necessary to pay for

a course in, say, computing or
French."
So then we come to the

important and difficult matter
of clothes. The most frequent
traps the newly-employed
female or the species seems to

fall into are those of dressing
too primly, as if respectability
and uniformity were all and as
if they were too terrified to let

any personality or individual-
ity show. It is perfectly possi-

bly to dress suitably and to

look interesting at the same
time.

You probably need to start
with a good suit or, if not a
suit, with a really well-cut
jacket Susie Faux, who runs a
fine (but expensive) pair of
London shops called Wardrobe,
devoted to giving working
women the kind of stylish, con-

fident clothes they need to do
their jobs, thinks that a good
jacket is the foundation of a
chic daytime wardrobe. If well-

chosen it can be worn with a
short(ish) skirt, a long skirt,

trousers or culottes and is

probably one of the best invest-

ments you could make. It

doesn't need to be charcoal

grey or navy - red is glamor-

ous and works with any num-
ber of other colours, as does a
fine check. Choose it in a fine

soft wool and it should see you
through most of the year. By
alternating it with a slim,

straight skirt, a longer, softer,

fuller one or even culottes and
nicely-cut trousers, you can

make it earn Its keep many
times over.

Choose a jacket that but-

tons-up and can be worn on its

own, with nothing underneath.

This will allow you to don a

row of pearls or a gilt chain in
.

the evening and look quite

smart enough to go straight

out to drinks or dinner. Do try

to avoid the clichd of softening

the neck with a blouse sporting

a pussy-cat bow. More chic are

silky little T-shirts which can

be found at a vast range of

prices. Ballet-tops and slinky

cross-overs will keep you

Shawf-eoBarod jacket

(£69.09)} matching sarong
skirt (£29.99) from Oasis

sophistication than any num-
ber of floppy bows.
A suit is probably inevitable.

Try to choose one that doesn't

look as if it were designed for

an air hostess. You should
spend as much as you can
afford on a suit There is a host
of looks to choose from. For
my money, slick fitted suits
look wonderful in the ads or on
very smart occasions but they
are not practical for leaping on
and off tubes or buses, for sit-

ting in cars and for daily office

life. Long skirts are back this

winter and a suit with an easy
skirt a loose but not sloppily

cut jacket which ideally should
work with other things in your
wardrobe, could really earn its

price-tag. It could be worn sim-

ply on its own, teamed with
shirts, silky T-shirts, polo-
necks or a- body-stocking.
Where to buy these desirable

garments isn’t easy but there
are now scores of shops and
chains that have targeted you
and your needs. Miss Selfridge,

Principles, Next, Marks and
Spencer, BHS - all these
shops offer excellent value for

money, but you will have to

sift the wheat from the chaff.

This autumn Marks and Spen-
cer has scored a massive hit

with an elegant and simple
Chanel-inspired suit In black
or bright blue trimmed with
black it sells at £80 a time.

Also worth looking out for at

Marks and Spencer is some-
thing called the Girl Range
(horrible name, nice clothes).

Aimed at the smaller woman,
it is a collection of garments
which all work together -

cropped jackets, city shorts,
skirts, culottes or wide-legged
trousers in hound’s-tooth
check, and black, olive green
and purple jackets run at
about £35.

Oasis is a small group which
started with an ethnic bias but
has changed direction some-
what and has now produced a
collection that seems to answer
a lot of young working wom-
en’s needs - wearable, com-
fortable, interesting and, above
all, suitable. There is, for
instance, a flared shawl-col-
lared jacket that looks neither
prim nor uncomfortable. In
claret or black it sells for just
£69.99 and looks as
up-to-the-minute as the most
fashion-conscious could wish
for and yet as ready for work
as the most stringent boss
could ask for. With it there is a

gathered sarong skirt at £2939.

Or you could go for a simple,

uncluttered suit in black wool
crepe - the collariess jacket is

£5939, the culottes £4539.

Don’t forget Laura Ashley
which has moved on from the

days of the milk-maid silhou-

ettes and the dainty floral

sprigs. Designs are more
sophisticated now - for exam-
ple there’s an eminently wear-

able dim black wool crepe dou-

ble-breasted coat dress for £75

that would take you to meet-

ings, lunches or dinners and
not look out of place beside the
filing cabinet
A new chain worth looking

at is River island. It isn’t, and
doesn’t pretend to be. high
quality but it is absolutely
up-to-the-minute and is a use-

ful place to go to supplement
your basics. Go for the fun
extra jacket - currently
there’s a cropped one in bright

green velour for £3939 - for

simple black pants or a brace

of skirts.

Phase Bighf js the backbone
of many a working girl’s ward-
robe. Currently they have a
smart and colourful little

jacket at about £3939 that can
be teamed with interesting cuf-

fed jersey trousers and short or

long skirts. And don’t forget

the Warehouse chain,some-
times good for basic trousers,

jackets or suits hut also worth
scouring for this season’s
essential shirt, a jazzy top or a
scarf that brings an outfit to

life.

If you have the money, or
your parents are prepared to

regard kitting you out for your
new life as something of an
investment, then you can
afford to look at rather classier

names. Nicole Farhi has one of

the best touches with a suit or
jacket that I know - her tail-

oring always manages to look
high-quality but never mascu-
line or prim. A Nicole Farhi
suit would set you back some
£250 or more but would go on
looking good for years. Whis-
tles is another chain that
understands perfectly the art

of making a suit that does the
job we expect a suit to do but
that never looks boring doing
it Whistles own-brand labels

are usually less highly-priced

than the designer labels and
have an easy, understated chic

A winner from Maries and
Spancor(

a Chanal Inaplrod

Charcoal pin-atrip* suit

(£1 lO) and cotton stripe

shirt (£25) from BHS

that is perfect for office life.

Don’t forget accessories -

cheap shoes, belts, handbags
and jewellery can look dreadful

and there is no quicker way of

lifting a chain-store buy than

by changing the buttons,

adding a very classy belt, some
carefully chosen costume jew-

ellery (Next chains and Fen-

wicks are two excellent

sources) and some good shoes.

Good shoes, though, do not

come cheap and, more awk-
wardly, are inclined to look out

of date fast One solution is to

invest in a real classic - for

instance the Gucci loafer In

black or brown suede at £115 a

pair - and know that they will

always look classy and never

out of date. For good-looking

up-to-the-minute fashionable

shoes (and handbags) the chea-

pest source is the Next accesso-

ries chain. Hobbs and Whistles

chains cost a little more but

also have a little more cachet

Getting started is the really

difficult part but once you are

launched the basic principle is

that the true cost of a garment

is the price-tag divided by the

number of times you wear it -

a beautifully-cut jacket in a

fine cloth that you can wear
year-in and year-out costs less

In these terms than the cheap
and cheerful number that

Taupe and cherry
doubte-brcaattcd wool
Jacket (£79.99) with a
matching skirt (£35.991
from Next Dhoctory^jP
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elegant Jersey dross
with matching boll, h

black, rose or navy
(£44.99) from Next

Directory

Black wool mix crApe
coRarloss Jacket (£59.99);

matching culottes

(£45.99)} white cotton shirt

<with pointed coSar
' <C19.99); afl from Oasis

CLOTHES FOR MEN

Pricey to

follow suit
Avoid northern chemist blue
and mathematician brown

The problem for the young
man embarking on his first
job at first sight looks less
daunting - the kit is more
firmly established, the param-
eters of the dress code more
defined. But there is the larger
problem of paying for it alL

Suits in good fabrics are not
cheap and suits in bad fabrics
look lousy, don't last and are
the ultimate bad buy. Ideally,

you need a suit a day - five

suits for the working week -
and you really should expect
to pay a miniimmi of about
£120 a time. That adds up to a
big investment There is no
magic solution but many par-
ents are prepared to contrib-
ute, seeing it as part of equip-
ping their offspring for the
great wide world.
As a greater expert on men’s

apparel than I, Paul Keers,
editor of GQ, puts ifc “There
are only three acceptable col-

ours for a serious business suit
- navy bine, grey or black. A
few of the younger dement are
wearing Prince of Wales
checks, ifs true, but none of
them are wearing northern
chemist blue, or mathemati-
cian brown."

II you are looking at the bot-
tom end of the price range tty
and go for as plain and classic
a colour as you can. You could
start by looking at Maries and
Spencer - here yon can find
pure wool or excellent wool
and fibre mixtures for about
£140. One of the great advan-
tages for the less than per-
fectly built is that they sell
suits and jackets separately.
It’s worth considering, if yon
can run to it, getting two pairs

ally shows its wear first
Other good places to look

are Next, Principles and Coles
- all of these are adept at
giving an approximation of
the Armani or Ralph Lauren
look (though not the quality)
at a fraction of the price.
When the pay-packets begin to
roll in, and perhaps even get a
little fatter, yon can begin to
look at places like Woodhouse
and Blazer, Paul Smith and,
maybe eventually, at places
like Armani, Ralph Lauren
and Ermenegildo fagna
When it comes to shirts you

are spoiled for choice. There
are some who love the eiagrir.

Maxks and Spencer City shirts,
but they need ironing. Alter-
natively, look for either Marks
and Spencer or other brands
(like Hathaway) which you can
wash overnight * and simply
hang up to dry. These have
unproved out of all recogni-
tion since the early days of the
dreaded “drip-dry" and how
feel and look good to wear.

Ties really should be sOk.
The cheap ones look thtn and
mean, so persuade your
friends and relations that a
nice, thick, silk fie, preferably
in a due spot or a soft paisley,
“What you really want for
Christmas and/or birthdays.
Whoa it comes to rimes a

chain Uke Next does an excel-
lent job in providing a -certain
sort of look to a price but
makes no pretence of offering
me same quality as, say, McA-
fee or Church's. The more you
can bring yourself to pay, the
longer the shoes will last and.
go on looking good. Slhce fasb-
tons do not change in
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WORLD NEWS

Crossing

international

frontiers
More than a quarter of the
FT'S circulation is outside
Britain. Foreign readers
receive an international edi-
tion ctf the paper produced by
journalists in London and
transmitted to printing centres
in West Germany, France and
the US. Printing is due to start

in Tokyo in June 1990.

World briefs

The world news column is used
to highlight many general
news stories carried within
the newspaper and other gen-
eral news items which space
does not permit The column
frequently ends with a humor-
ous tailpiece.

Broad readership
At a glance, the international
edition looks much the same
as the domestic FT. But as
many as 20 pages are specially
compiled for this edition every
night. Not only are the stories
laid out differently, some are
rewritten or specially commis-
sioned to reflect the broader
readership.

Different emphasis
The front and back pages show
a greater emphasis on stories

of interest to international
business people. Correspond-
ingly, less weight is given to
British news, which is tailored
so that it will be of interest
to, and understood by, the for-

eign reader.

160 countries
The Financial Times has a
daily readership ofmore than
one million people in 160 coun-
tries. Sales outride the UK
have increased from about
13,000 to 86,604 in the 10 years
since the newspaper began
printing in Frankfurt

A favourite In Europe
Most of the international read-
ers are not British expatriates
but business men and women
living in their countries of ori-

gin. On average, 38 per cent
of chief executive officers in

Europe’s tetriing 5,000 compa-
nies read the paper each day.

Congressmen subscribe
In the US, copies are hand-de-
livered to congressmen in the
House of Representatives and
senators in the Senate. Articles

from the paper have been used
for exam questions at Harvard
Business SchooL

Read fan Red Square
The Soviet foreign ministry
used the FT'S Cuba survey to

brief President Gorbachev
before his visit there. The
paper has been commended
by the University of Moscow
for being the most objective

source of information in the
capitalist world.

Paper of the EC
In Europe the FT has virtually

become the in-house newspa-
per of the European Commis-
sion.

Network of resources
One of the reasons for .this is

the strength of international

resources the paper can bring

to bear on any one area.

BUSINESS SUMMARY

Required

daily

reading
The business news column
aims to provide essential and
relevant information for read-
ers in a concise and easily
accessible form.

It includes national economic
news and indicators such as
the balance of trade deficit,

the public sector borrowing
requirement inflation figures
and interest rate changes.

News about institutions like

the International Monetary
Fund, General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, and the
European Community is also
given priority.

In addition, the column details

the most important national
and international company
stories of the day useful for

flagging stories of interest in

the paper.

FT-SE 100 Index

JUT87 1988 1989

Also appearing on the front

page every day is the Financial
Times Ordinary Share Index,
often referred to simply as The
FT Index, or The FT Thirty
Share Index. It has been calcu-

lated since 1935, making it a
useful long-term measurement
of performance as well as a
rapid indicator of the market's
daily moods. It is calculated

on the closing share quotation

far 30 of the leading stocks in
the London market Also
widely used in the City is the
FT-SE 100 Share Index (the

Footsie), calculated on prices

on the Stock Exchange Auto-
mated Quotations System
(Seaq) for the 100 largest

quoted companies. The most
sophisticated market yard-

sticks are the FT-Actuaries
Indices, headedby the FT-Ac-
tuaries All-Share Index. The
FT-A World Index tracks 2,400

companies in 23 countries.

Financial Times has a broad
readership, both politically

and in terms of occupation.
Here are some comments about
the newspaper

I find the FT is one of the best

all round newspapers in

Britain. It is excellent and
essential reading cm business,

good on the arts and good on
culture too. Robert Maxwell,
Publisher, Mirror Group News-
papers.

Its integrity and reliability

make the Financial Times the

only source of information that

can be read with confidence.

Sophie Mil-man, Chairman,
Sock Shop International.

Late to bed
Around the world 33 foreign

correspondents and 62 string-

ers file for the first edition

which hits the presses at 930
in the evening, London time.

They will keep filing as late

stories break until the final,

and fourth, edition is printed

at 1.30 am.

The Financial Times - it's

the only paper I need to see

each day. Alan Sugar, Chair-
man, AmsLnuL

I consider the Financial Times
to be the best newspaper in

the world for objective analysis

of major political and economic
issues. The Arts page is good
too. Rt Hon Denis Healey MP.

Star signs
The different editions can be
identified by the stars at the

top of tbe page next to the

number of the edition. The
first edition has three stars,

tbe second has two, the third

has one, and the final “slip"

edition has none. The paper

may change considerably

between each edition

as late-breaking stories

are added.

Main sports results

Results of major international

sporting events appear in this

column.

I read the Financial Times for

the good sense of its news
judgements, the range of its

foreign reporting, the fair-min-

dedness of its industrial cover-

age, the authority, worn
lightly, of its features and edi-

torials, and the excellence of

its arts page. I particularly

enjoy Saturday’s paper. Jeremy
Isaacs, General Director,

Royal Opera House.

I buy the FT because my bank
manager assumes I know what
Tm talking about - I like to

make sure that I do. Peter

Stringfellow.

MARKETS
This box carries the

closing rates tor

major world markets

in currencies, gold. N
Sea Oil. bonds, short

term money rates

and equities.

STERLING: the dos-

ing rate against the

dollar in New York

and the dosing rates

in London against

European currencies

and the Yen.

DOLLAR: Closing

prices in New York

against European
currencies and the

Yen. Also dosing

rates London against

in Tokyo and the S

Exchange rate index,

which measures the

US dollar against a
basket of other

currencies.

GOLD: Closing prices

In New York and
London.

N SEA OIL The Brent

N Sea contract priced

In US dollars.

US CLOSING RATES:
The key rate which

US banks pay for

Federal money. Also

the yield on 3-month

Treasury bills. Long
bond, price and yield.

vtous day's close on
the FT-SE 100, on the

Footsie and on the

FT All-Share Indices;

the FT-A gilt yield

index on the key high

coupon rate Govern-
ment bond; FT-A
World Index close;

the dose on the Dow
Jones Industrial

Average in New
York, the dose on
the Nikkei Stock

Average In Tokyo.

LONDON MONEY:
The dosing rate on
London 3-month

interbank loans, the

Specialist uncovers world interest
By Geoffrey Owen, Editor

In the newsroom: Alain Cass, News Editor (left), Geoffrey Owen, Editor, and Alex Nlcoll, International Edition Editor

THIS FOUR-PAGE guide to the
Financial Times is designed as
an introduction for new read-

ers and people who may see

the paper only rarely. It is for

those who might think the
newspaper is almost entirely
devoted to stocks and shares,
suitable only to be read by
stockbrokers and company
directors on the back seats of

their large cars.

We want to show that the
FT, though a specialist news-
paper with a strong interest in

economics, business and
finance, has a wide appeal to

people who are looking for
authoritative, well-written
reporting and analysis of what
is going on in the world. We
aim to entertain as well as
inform; the daily Arts Page,
the special Weekend edition

and many other features cater
for a range of interests that go
far beyond those of the profes-

sional businessman and inves-

tor.

When the FT was founded a
century ago, It was very much
a newspaper for investors and
traders. Even in the late 1940s,

when the paper was just
starting to expand again after

the second world war, the City
of London was still the domi-
nant theme. Since then the
paper has broadened its vision

In several ways.
Within the UK it has greatly

enlarged its coverage of indus-
try, politics and social affairs.

The future of the National
Health Service, the pros and
cons of the poll tax, the financ-

ing of the universities, the pol-

icy review in the Labour Party
- themes of this kind figure

frequently in our leader page
features along with analyses of
the latest take-over bid or the
outlook for share prices on
Wall Street.

Outside the UK we have
built up a network of foreign
correspondents which covers
virtually all the major indus-

trial countries - and some of

the leading developing ones,
too.

Again, there is an important
economic and business strand

in our international coverage,

but the aim is to give a bal-

anced and comprehensive
assessment of a country or
region, so that the reader
understands the political and
social forces at work and how
they interact with economics.

trade and finance.

The fact that the Financial
limes is printed in three over-
seas locations - soon to be
four when Tokyo is operational
- and a third of our circula-

tion comes from outside the
UK, gives all who work for the
FT an international orientation
not shared by any other British

newspaper.
Hie FT is both an important

British newspaper, playing a

full part in the domestic politi-

cal debate, and a leading inter-

national publication, with a
strong position in Continental
Europe and growing sales in
North America and south east

Asia.

Thus, although there is some
general news which the FT
covers only briefly in its front

page summary column, the
scope of the paper’s coverage is

wide. We have organised the

paper in a way which makes it

easy for readers to know what
goes where, dividing our cover-

age either on the basis of geo-

graphical area (as in the for-

eign pages in the first section)

or by subject (as, for example,
with management and technol-

ogy). Our aim throughout the
paper is to offer a varied diet of
news and analysis which meets
the needs and interests of our
readers.

Horizons set beyond the Square Mile
By Roland Adburgham, UK News Editor

FROM OUR new offices on the
south bank of the River
Thames, we have a panoramic
view of the City of London. But
closely though we observe the
happenings across the river in

the Square Mile, we set our
horizons much further in our
coverage of UK affairs.

It Is true that we set limits to

those horizons. Unlike some
other newspapers, we do not
have a court circular, we are
not concerned with showbiz tit-

tle-tattle nor salacious crime
stories, and our coverage of
sport could euphemistically be
described as selective.

In other respects, we seek to

be highly competitive, being
first with the news whenever
possible and providing not only
the best coverage of our spe-

cialist areas but also of all the
important or significant
events, issues and trends
which shape our society.

Detailed reporting of com-
pany and market news is, of

course, an essential element of

the newspaper. In addition, our
financial services writers
report on everything from the

mortgage market to the shady
dealings of the less than scru-

pulous. Most of our London-
based staff, however, are not
directly concerned with the

City. For example, we have
teams of writers covering the
economy, natural resources,
technology and industry.

Then there are our labour
and political staffs. Our cover-

age of industrial relations has
a deserved reputation for its

objectivity even in the most
contentious of disputes, such
as the year-long miners' strike,

when our then labour editor

was named Journalist of the
Year. Today, the daily Employ-
ment Page explores a wide
range of issues, from training

to union affairs, from part-time
working to health and safety.

Our political coverage, with Its

own page, is also noted for its

lack of bias. The sound of axes
being ground - at least by our
own staff - is not to be
heard.

Our specialist writers, who
are expected to be able to cover
their subjects in a lucid man-
ner, free of jargon, are numer-
ous as well as numerate. To
take the As alone, we have spe-

cialists in aerospace, accoun-
tancy. agriculture and archi-

tecture. Our correspondents in
Scotland, Northern Ireland,

Wales, the north and tbe mid-
lands help to correct any met-
ropolitan bias.

Non-readers of the newspa-

per might be surprised by the
extent of our coverage in areas
not always regarded as “FT” -

for example, the media, social

services, the arts, law, the
environment and education.

Last, but not least, we are

putting increasing emphasis on
investigations ana “hard
news", in which we seek to dis-

tinguish the significant from
the sensational And although
we retain our own perspective,

our approach has become more
human since the days when we-
reported the death of Tyrone
Power beneath the headline:
Film Star's Death: Re-filming

Cost to Insurers Sim.

Managing
to get

the most
out of

;

technology
By Peter Martin,

j

Features Editor
,

THE FT has had specialist;

coverage of management and -

technology for many years;!

there is now a daily manage-,
ment page, and a technology

page four times a week.
Each page has evolved over,

the years. Both of them, how-:
ever, maintain the FTs aim of!

providing information and

!

analysis that is of practical rel-
J

fcvance to the reader in his or:

her day to day business life, i

The technology page pro-
1

vides a twice-weekly guide to

innovative products and tech-*

niques, Worth Watching, as
1

well as more detailed, search-

'

ing reports on such topics as

j

computer software, biotechnol-

:

ogy. and mechanical engineer-

ing. A monthly report from the

FT’s Silicon Valley correspon-j
dent, Louise Kehoe, covers
trends in the US electronics
industry. Throughout the tech-

1

nology coverage, the emphasis
is on the needs of users and

'

purchasers rather than simply
'

on the features of the new.
products or processes.

In recent months the tech-
'

nology page has reported on*
ways that genetic engineering

can improve laundry deter-

gents; the emerging competi-

j

tion in the market for mobile

;

communications; new tech-

;

niques for keeping food fresh
j

and safe; and the use of tech-

;

nology in the battle to deliver
;

the world’s mail.

Similarly the management

;

page tackles pressing business
;

problems - ways of reducing
.

absenteeism, or case histories

.

of successful quality improve- r

ment campaigns - as well as
i

providing a guide to current

;

management theory.
3

Every Tuesday the manage-
j

ment page is devoted to the 1

problems and opportunities of

“the growing business”, those
small and medium-sized com-
panies that are attempting to

apply professional standards of

business management. On
Thursday the page is devoted
to marketing and advertising,

covering the marketing ser-

vices industry and the tasks

facing corporate marketing
departments.
Among its stories in the past

year, the page has analysed the
new “transnational" style of
organisation for large compa-
nies; reported on how B&Q
trains new directors; given
case histories of successful
attempts to start exporting to

the US; and examined United
Biscuits' derision to sell its fast

food restaurant chains and get

back to the basics of biscuits.

Overseas experts reveal fresh

depths of global understanding
By Jurek Martin, Foreign Editor

THE Financial Times is

supposed to be good at num-
bers so we’ll start with some.
We have 33 staff foreign corre-
spondents located in 20 cities

in 16 countries; we have 12
more in as many countries
who are as good as on the staff;

we have, at the last count, 50
more ordinary “stringers” in 40
countries; and occasional con-
tributors of whom nobody
keeps close track.

No other British newspaper
has anything like this comple-
ment. Worldwide, only the
New York Times can boast as
many staff members in regula-

tion issue dirty raincoats and
safari jackets.

Sitting in London, helping to

run, edit and otherwise look
after this vast empire, are
another 50 people, all with
degrees of speciality or interest

in something foreign. Some do
a lot of writing themselves.

There are 12 regional special-

ists who each look after a cab-

bage patch. Each of these spe-

cialists is expected to travel in
their region for at least three

CONTENTS

or four months of the year.

It all makes sense because,

on any given day, a third of the

paper might be written from
outside the UK. From page
two, there are four, sometimes
more, general foreign pages,
covering Europe, America, the

rest of the world, and Trade. In

the second section, there are

usually five pages which deal

with international company
news and finance and are

divided on roughly similar

lines.

On any given day at least

one of the two main features

and one of the two leaders will

probably be foreign while all

the other specialist pages -

management, technology, mar-

kets, commodities, the Week-
end FT, even sports will count

on contributions from the for-

eign bureaux.

It might be assumed that FT
foreign correspondents are a

pack of pensionable polymath

polyglot economists. This is

not necessarily the case. One
of them, who happens to be 22,

was Young Journalist of the

Year in the latest British Press
Awards for her reporting on
raids with the Afghan mujahi-
deen; another rescued col-

leagues from the chaos in Tian-

anmen Square and then wrote
about it with studied calm; a
third got the first interview
with Poland's new Solidarity

Prime Minister. All demon-
strated nerve and as keen a
nose for the story as any toting

a camera or representing the
popular press.

The strength of the FTs for-

eign coverage is its authorita-

tiveness. For that we employ
journalists who write a bit, dig
a lot, are not afraid of num-
bers, possess sound judgment
and, above all, are interested

objectively in the country and
people they are writing about.
It is something of an in-house

cliche to say that our person in

Paris needs to be as interested

in Renault as in Mitterrand,
but there is more than a grain
of truth in it We don't object

to equal fascination for finan-

cial liberalisation and two-star

restaurants, either.
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BERMUDA, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1989

Government to reprint

Financial Times report
In a first-time initiative, Government

has plans to hand out 19,000 free copies of

a recent Financial Times supplement on
Bermuda.

The six-page supplement-scheduled to

be inserted into Monday’s Royal

Gazette- is Betting Government back some

$6,000 in printing and shipping costs.

Cabinet made the derision to go ahead
with the move, Finance Minister the Hon.

David Saul said yesterday, because it will

give Bermudians an independent look at

the state oftheir Island.

“It's an independent, outsider's

assessment of our little island home,” Dr.

Saul said. "I think it will be a very useful

and interesting thingto have, to keep and
look back on.”

The supplement, reduced to a
manageable size and printed by the

Financial Times on its trademark pink

paper, provides an interesting and well-

researched look at where the Island has
been and where it may be going; both
economically and politically.

After the supplement appeared on

August 30, The Royal Gazette ran excerpts.

The Financial Times is also sold in

Bermuda. But Dr. Saul claimed that most
Bermudians were unaware of the

supplement
The Finance Minister said that he is

confident that anyone who reads the sup-

plement will see that it is not some kind of
United Bermuda Rarty publicity grab.

“It would be rather difficult to say that

this is (an example of) Government
promoting itself!' Dr. Saul maintained.

“When I was reading it, I thought there

were things that I would have phrased

differently. It is a factual account, written

by outsiders. I don’t think the Opposition

will mind it appearing at all."
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Introductory Issue

An essential

working tool
MANY readers of the Financial
Times - businessmen, inves-
tors, government officials and
others - rely on the FT as an
essential working tool. They
take decisions in the confi-

dence that the information we
provide is accurate and that
our reporting is fair and reli-

able.

We hope that there are many
other reasons, unconnected
with their work, why they buy
and enjoy the FT, but the spe-
cial role which the FT plays in
the working lives of many of

our readers does have an
important influence on the
character and style of the
paper. Above all, the determi-
nation to get the facts right, to
check and recheck until we
are sure the story is accurate
and complete, is seen by all

our writers and editors as the
first priority.

Of course the FT has opin-
ions. These are expressed in

the leader column. It also has
columnists who present their
own views - sometimes very
different from those of the
leaders - in signed articles.

But the distinction between
news and comment is rigidly

maintained.
Although the paper has

changed greatly over the past

40 years its aim has always
been to provide practical infor-

mation which would help read-
ers make better decisions and
to shed light on the events and
issues which are shaping the
modem world.

Stable ownership
We have had two great

advantages: a stable and sym-
pathetic ownership and a con-
sistency of style and objectives

which stems in large measure
from the long editorship of Sir

Gordon Newton, who edited
the paper between 1949 and
1972. Our editorial “line" is not
based on an ideological precon-
ception of how the world
works; it reflects a strong
belief in personal freedom, a
preference for allowing mar-
kets to function and a recogni-

tion that markets are not the
solution for every problem.
The expansion of our inter-

national coverage, which has
been the most important devel-

opment of the past two
decades, was as much a
response to the needs of our
British readers as an attempt

to find new markets overseas.

The UK's entry into the Euro-
pean Community, the expan-
sion of world trade, the rise of

the newly industrialising coun-
tries - all this had to be
explained in a way that would
be relevant to the day-today
concerns of our readers.

Accessible to laymen
At the same time the thirst

for information about interna-

tional business, economics and
politics on the other side of the
Channel was creating a
demand which the FT was well
equipped to serve. The decision
to print the paper in Frankfurt
in 1979 and the US in 1985 gave
a boost to the internationalisa-

tion of the FT, affecting the
attitudes of its staff as well as
making the paper more avail-

able to non-British readers.
As a UK-based newspaper we

will always tend to cover Brit-

ish affairs in greater detail
than those of any other coun-
try. We will seek to participate
fully in the debate about Brit-

ish policy issues. But few
issues are so parochial that
they have no parallels in other
countries or that they are not
better understood when they
are put into an international
context.

More than most newspapers
we serve a wide variety of
audiences. There is the Euro-
bond trader who follows
closely our market reports, the
aid executive who is deeply
interested in our analysis of
economic and political trends
in Black Africa, the academic
who watches our reports from
Eastern Europe, and many
more. All this reporting and
analysis we aim to present in a
way that is accessible to the
layman as well as the special-

ist and is informed by the val-

ues of objectivity and balance
to which we attach such great
importance.
An earlier editor of the

Financial Times once
remarked that readers in all

walks of life were finding that
“questions which used to be
the exclusive concern of the
businessman and the econo-
mist exert a profound influence
on their daily life and happi-
ness". This broad view of our
readers’ interests and concerns
has guided the FTs develop-
ment over the past 30 years
and will continue to do so.

Logical merger
of old rivals
THE HISTORY of the Financial
times is initially the story of

two newspapers: the Financial
Times and the Financial News,
both of them founded in the
1880s when London was a
pretty tough place and news
was a hot commodity, it was
worth a lot of money, for exam-
ple, to get the first reports of a

new mineral find in South
Africa or Australia. And the

newspapers could be unscrupu-
lous in the way they went
about their task: it was not
uncommon for a courier taking
news to one paper to be
hijacked by another.

The Financial and Mining
News was founded in London
in 1884. cost one penny and
had four pages. The words
“and Mining” were quickly
dropped. The first Financial
limes appeared in 1888. A few
years later it added the famous
tinge of pink to its pages - “in

order to distinguish the Finan-

cial Times from other journals

of similar appearance”.

From the start, there were
differences between the two

rivals. The FN was more auda-

cious and outspoken; the FT
was more reputable and
quickly became “the paper of

the Stock Exchange”. Indeed,

in its very first editorial, the

FT described itself as “the

enemy of the company
wrecker” - a none-too-oblique

reference to the FN.
Although their financial

results went up and down with

the state of the economy, there

continued to be room for both

of them. In 1919 the FT was
bought by the Berry brothers,

who subsequently became the

press Lords, Kemsley and Cam-
rose. The FN was bought by

Eyre and Spottiswood, the pub-

lishers. in 1928, led by Brendan

Bracken.

Unusual takeover
Bracken was a protege of

Winston Churchill became a

government minister during

the war and had a great influ-

ence on the future of both

papers. There were discussions

of a merger during the Slump
of 1931, but nothing came of

them. The merger finally took

place in 1945. One reason given

was the continuing shortage of

newsprint, even after the war,
hill1 it WrAlwKHl twifl

provide a better service than
two.

It was an odd sort of take-

over. The FN bought the FT for

£743,000 - a large sum of
money in those days. The
merged paper was called the
FT. but included many of the
features and writers from the
old FN: for example, the Lex
Column and what had been
founded in 1935 as the FN 30-

share index. The FN also con-
tributed Gordon Newton, who
became the editor of the new
paper in 1949. stayed till 1972

and did more than anyone to

give the FT its present reputa-

tion.

Talent ground
Under Newton’s editorship,

it was expansion and improve-
ment nearly all the way. For-

eign news coverage was
greatly increased, and a careful

eye was kept on the arts - not
least because Lord Drogheda,
the chairman, was also chair-

man of the Royal Opera House.
The paper developed talents:

Nigel Lawson was a young fea-

ture writer; Shirley Williams
and Norman Tebbit worked for

it in more junior capacities.

In 1966 the paper sought to

buy The Times with the aim of

submerging it into the FT. The
negotiations broke down over

the price. David Kynastoo, the
FT’s official historian,
describes the merger talks as
“the greatest might-have-been"
in the paper's hikory.
Thus the FT went on in its

own way. The next big move,
under the editorship of M H
(Fredy) Fisher, was to start an
international edition printed in
Frankfurt. The first one
appeared in January 1979. The
paper is now printed in France
and the east coast of the US as
well and nearly one third of
the circulation is overseas. The
process of expansion has gone
on; so has the continuous
search for improvements.

In 1957 the paper was sold to
what is now the Pearson
Group, which continues to own
it. New computerised printing

technology was introduced in
1987; the printing now takes
place at a separate site at East
India Dock and at Easter 1989

the editorial part of the paper
moved from Bracken House to
Mil m kn* n„f. .

I
f a brand-new reader of the

Financial Times, with only

conceptions to go on, had pic

up the paper for the first time

during the third week of August he or

she would have received a consider-

able surprise.

On the front page there were, of

course, the sort of stories that a
reader could reasonably expect to find

in a newspaper specialising in busi-

ness and finance. Considerable space
was given to the latest episode in the

saga of Sir James Goldsmith's attempt

to take over and break up BAT Indus-

tries, the tobacco-based conglomerate,

and to the impact of the latest trade

deficit figures on hopes for a cut in

interest rates.

For three days running
, however,

from Monday August 24 the “splash",

the main front page story, was on
Poland. The stories were there

because it was seen as an important

turning point in the history of com-
munism and in relations between
East and West, even though the out-

come would have little Immediate
effect on stock markets or the value
of the pound.
The run of front page stories contin-

ued that Thursday with the first inter-

view given to a Western newspaper
by Mr Tadeusz Mazowieckl the first

non-communist prime minister in
eastern Europe for more than 40
years.

Mr Mazowiecki told John Lloyd,
Financial Times reporter, and former
New Statesman editor, how he
Intended to depolitidse the police, the
army and media and make the state

and the government, rather than the
Communist Party, the focus of loy-

alty.

Since the 1960s, partly by design
and partly by accident, a tradition of

internationalism and strong foreign
coverage has been gathering momen-
tum at the Financial Times.

It is a tradition that received a sig-

nificant boost from the UK's member-
ship of the European Community and
from the increasing globalisation of
business and the financial markets.
For Sir Geoffrey Owen, the editor of

the FT, it means a daily balancing act
- making sure that the really signifi-

cant world stories are property cov-

ered without losing the attention of
the small businessman or UK investor
who may not be all that interested in
international affairs. “We have to be
careful not to be self-indulgent
because we have a good writer in
some far away place," says Sir Geoff-

rey.

The interest of some international

stories, such as the moves towards a
single Community market in 1992, are
easy to judge because they effect
everyone, directly or indirectly.
“That’s a story that's right up our
street,” he says.

More difficult to judge are the rela-

tive merits of business stories such as
troubles of Saab-Scania, the Swedish
automotive and aerospace group, and
their collaboration talks with Ford,
and Bowater’s hostile bid for Norton
Opax, the specialist print and packag-
ing group.

“I think there is much wider inter-

est in the troubles of Saab but more
shareholder interest in Bowater and
Norton Opax," Sir Geoffrey says.

Whatever the complexities of balan-

cing the needs and interests of the
FT’s UK and overseas readers, the
paper has long-since committed itself

to being an international newspaper
and making available the resources
that such a commitment involves.

The paper has 33 staff correspon-
dents - from Singapore and Tokyo to

Rio de Janeiro and New Delhi as well

as in the more obvious locations for

foreign bureaux such as Paris, Brus-
sels, Rome, New York and Washing-
ton. Each foreign correspondent costs,

on average, about £125,000 a year to

maintain. In addition, the paper has
12 full-time but non-staff correspon-
dents around the world.

Raymond Snoddy on the FT’s commitment
to the international approach

Investment in

a global future
It means the FT has one of the

largest commitments to foreign
reporting in the European press. This
commitment to Internationalism is

probably best symbolised by the deci-

sion in 1979 to create an international

edition of the paper and print it in

Frankfurt, making it the first British

national newspaper to print daily on
the Continent.
At the time it was a brave decision.

It meant £3m off the paper’s profits

when the whole FT group was making
less than £5m a year in pre-tax profits.

However, it lead to a sharp change
in the paper’s perception of itself and
further encouragement to the creation

of a more international outlook.

It was not just that the paper tri-

pled its coverage of overseas compa-
nies. tripled its staffing of interna-

tional capital markets and radically

re-cast its foreign exchange and
money market coverage but the out-

look of its staff altered.

The motor industry correspondent,
the textiles correspondent, the bank-
ing correspondent, the subeditors and
the advertisement representatives all

imperceptibly began to change their

view of their role as a result of the
paper’s expansion on the Continent
Above all, the change accurately

reflected what was happening in the
world: readers, whether they were
steel or computer industry executives,

bankers or stockbrokers, and whether
they lived in Manchester or Milan,
increasingly needed to know what
was happening in their industry
worldwide.

Despite the fact that each overseas

printing operation costs between
£1.5m and a year in contract
printing and transmission costs, the
FT has already added two more sites
- in the US in New Jersey and more
recently at Roubaix, near Lille in
France.
The evidence, so far, is that making

the paper available in foreign markets
by satellite on the same day of issue

significantly increases circulation.

When the American printing opera-

tion was launched in July 1985 the FT
sold a mere 6,000 copies in the US.
Now the figure is more than 23.000

and growing rapidly.

In the 18 months since printing
began in Roubaix sales in France
have increased by more than 20 per
cent. The resulting distribution of
copies printed in Frankfurt earlier in
Germany, rather than sending the
first copies printed there try road to
France, has increased the FT’s Ger-
man circulation by nearly 40 per cent
Overall, sales on the Continent

have increased from 17,000 in 1978 to
more than 56,000 and total overseas
sales have reached 90,000 and are on a
gentle but steadily rising curve.
UK sales have been more volatile,

rising from around 170,000 in 1984 to a
record of more than 230,000 at the
height of the stock market boom in

1967, before slipping back after the
crash to around 200,000.

The overseas expansion of the FT
will continue next June when it starts

printing in Tokyo.
Between now and the end of the

century , if the economics justify it,

the Financial Times could be printed

in Switzerland, Hong Kong. Singapore
and Chicago and possibly even have a
printing site serving the English-
speaking markets of Australasia.

Already more senior European busi-

nessmen read the Financial Times
than any other newspaper or maga-
zine, according to recent independent
market research. In the past three
years the FT readership among all

European businessmen has Increased

from 15 per cent to 20 per cent The
number two slot is held by the Frank-
furter ADgemeiiie of West Germany.
The paper is read by 10 per cent of

businessmen in continental Europe
compared with 4 per cent for the Wall
Street Journal Europe - the FT’s
most direct rival in the battle for the
international business market..

The FT reader tends to be affluent,

to own stocks and shares and to
travel a lot In the UK 50 per emit of

the 750,000 readers comes from profes-

sional and managerial groups, 41 per
cent is under 35 and 70 per cent of the
business readership is of director or
managerial level

It is the nature of the average
reader of the Financial Times that
makes the paper so profitable, despite

a total circulation of a little under
300,000 - tiny by the standards of
popular dailies. The readers of the
paper are so attractive to advertisers

that 75-80 per cent of revenue comes
from advertising rather than the
sales.

In the half year to June the FT
made pre-tax profits of £16J9m com-
pared with £14.9m in the same period
last year.

The use of satellite communication

to print the IT abroad has been

matched by a modernisation in the

UK in the wake of what has been

called “the Fleet Street revolution * -

the introduction of up-to-date technol-

ogy and the ending of traditional

restrictive labour practices . The FT,

like other national newspapers, has

benefited enormously from the deci-

sion of- Mr Rupert Murdoch, chief

executive of News Corporation, to

take his four national newspapers to

Wapping over a single weekend in the

face of a strike by printers.

In the past couple of years the IT

has spent £70m on modernisation. The

investment has covered;

• A new printing plant in London's

Dockland's equipped with full colour

presses. The plant will eventually

have the capacity to produce 600,000

72-page papers a night. The latest

inogrting equipment, which can insert

into the paper pre-printed material

such as regional supplements, bro-

chures or company reports at the

speed the presses turn, means the

number of pages the FT will be able

to carry from next year will be greatly

increased.

• A computerised editorial system
which allows journalists* stories to go

direct to computerised typesetting

machines.
• The cost of more than 400 volun-

tary redundancies caused by the

changes in technology.

Newspaper technology is still how-

ever, changing rapidly and it will not

be many years before it is possible

both to assemble newspaper pages
electronically and for the completed

pages to go in the form of a digital

stream straight to automatic plate-

making machines- In effect, the news-

paper production process will be so

telescoped that the stage between the

preparation of the words and their

appearance on paper will virtually

disappear.

The FT and its drive for overseas

sales remains the core of the Finan-

cial Times Group although, in the

past 18 months, a triple-track strategy

has been put in place.

The second track involves acquir-

ing or investing in similar publica-

tions in different countries. The strat-

egy has led to the acquisition of Les
Echos, the French business daily, the

taking of a 25 per cent stake in the
Financial Post, Canada's first busi-

ness daily, and 35 per cent in Expan-
sion of Spain. In addition, the
“engagement” of the FTs parent com-
pany Pearson to Elsevier, the Dutch
publisher, has led to plans for a Dutch
business newspaper which would
begin as a weekly and go daily at a
later stage.

The third track is to exploit FT
information through both electronic

publishing and broadcasting.

In the past few months the com-
pany has set up a television division

and has already acquired the Euro-
pean Business Weekly television pro-

gramming company. This autumn the

Financial Times Business Report a
five-minute business news bulletin,

will be launched on Soper Channel
the pan-European satellite television

channel

At the same time, the paper is in
talks with the BBC for the creation of
a special subscription television pro-

gramme for businessmen to be deliv-

ered by BBC transmitters in a scram-
bled form to specially adapted video
recorders in the middle of the night
Another possible partner is NBC, the

US television network.

It is all a long way from the four-

page broadsheet paper launched in
London on February 13 1888 declaring
itself to be the friend of “the honest
financier, the bona fide investor and
the respectable broker” and equally
firmly opposed to the “the unprinci-

pled promoter, the company wrecker
and the gambling operator".

From Mr F.T. Reader.
Sir. Angelic economists

dance on pins of monetarist
theory. Devilish financiers
seek to justify fund manage-
ments mysteriously imperfect
It is only to be expected that
the letters column in a first

rank business newspaper
should reflea the main preoc-
cupations of its readers.

Mostly, but by no means
entirely, letters written to the
Editor of the Financial Times,
are rooted in the realities of
business: profit/loss, efficient/

wasteful use of resources
human and material the effect

of domestic policies and legis-

lation upon commercial and
industrial activity. Mostly -
but by no means entirely -

you can hear the axes grind
from here to yonder. Bankers
vie with businessmen for the
last word on cross-border com-
pany mergers in Europe, third
world indebtedness to western

Letters
banks, PEPs (“personal equity
plans” marketed to "small”
investors seeking, perhaps for

the first time, to put their
savings or an inheritance into
stocks-and-shares holdings).

You know better than I do,

Sir, that the rights of a free
press ring pretty hollow with-
out a right of reply offered to

readers; your generosity is leg-

endary. But there is more to

FT Letters than that. Where
the correspondence columns of
other broadsheet newspapers
seem still to resemble a tribal

noticeboard for what used to
be the English middle classes,
the quarter-page slot below the
fold on your opposite-the-

leader page is a rattling good
international read; a forum of

daily debate across the
English-speaking world. The
level of debate is high; the tone
moderate; the ironies ironed
smoothly courteous. Age is no
handicap to serious intent.
Only a month ago a 14-year-old
wrote to rebuke an FT arts
critic for an apparently care-

less review of a Wembley pop
concert she had herself
attended.

There is nowhere like the FT
letters column for watching
lively contradiction and para-
dox fizz through “free" mar-
kets, “controlled” expenditure,
“responsible" government.
However courteous - even, on
occasion, downright dull in

tone, when statistics whirl like
snowflakes through the sen-

tences - FT readers them-
selves can be relied on to

expose in print those gaps
between rhetoric and reality

left open by politicians, city

and City fathers, diplomatic
spokesmen and public rela-

tions people.
If the tone is almost invari-

ably serious - there is nothing
frivolous, either, about sub-
jects such as cycle lanes in

cities and the cost of tap water
- to complain of this would be
to criticise unjustly the edito-

rial policy of a newspaper at
once a national and interna-

tional business broadsheet and
- I mean no disrespect. Sir -
a parish magazine for the City
of London. My only regret is

that, given your determination
to publish only those letters

which, by virtue of informed
discussion, serve the topic
rather than the writer, I

remain:
F.T. Reader

A shotgun

wedding
Holland & Holland, the

gunmaker, appears to have
fallen to the French. Although
there was no one around offi-

cially to confirm it yesterday

being a hinny sort of day In

London, letters have gone out
to shareholders saying that

there has been an agreed bid

by Chanel.

Earlier this year there was
talk of the gunmaker going
to Asprey, the jeweller, which
has premises just round the
comer from Holland & Hol-

land. It was thought to have
been a good match, but no deal

was worked out
One of the Holland & Hol-

land directors, Julian Cotterell,

who was also unavailable for

comment yesterday, is under-
stood to have resigned in pro-

test. He objects to such a tradi-

tional English company going
to foreigners and says that

there is no synergy between
British gunmaking and French

Observer
land & Holland atjust under
£llm - is likely to go ahead.
Other directors own over 50
per cent of the shares. The
chairman of Holland & Holland
is Andrew Hugh Smith, better

known as chairman ofthe
International Stock Exchange.

Right place
The above story was a scoop

- or scooplet The reason why
it appeared in the Observer
column was that the sums of
money involved were too small

to make the front or back
pages, yet it was a sufficiently

Interesting deal for it to be
worth more than simply
recording in UK Company
News. Holland & Holland and
Chanel must be familiar names
to many readers; and it was
an unusual marriage.

Rirpli on/4 Don *4

Observer is to write short and
lightish items that will be dif-

ferent from - but not wholly
out of tune with - the rest

of oaner.

to be in - the news. Not
fulT-scale profiles, but snap-

shots. Did you know, for

instance, that Philip Birch,

the chairman of Ward White,

the company being taken over

by Boots, once bad a trial for

Everton Football Club? Or that.

Bruce Bond, the new head of

corporate strategic planning

at British Telecom, is a black

American who campaigned
for Jesse Jackson?

Serious stuff
Then there are the jokes.

These are the hardest part of
the job. What’s funny to one
person is not necessarily funny
to someone else. But you do
have to have a tailpiece, and
preferably a few otherjokes
thrown in. Some ofthem are
factual' like the person who
failed to find a taxi during the

London transport strikes, then
realised he was standing next
to the British School of Motor-
ing, went in, asked for a driv-

ing lesson, and was driven to
hit aFSm tnr this r+inrIrtwl —«*»

STUDENTS
YOU CAN ENJOY
READING THE

FT AT HALF-PRICE
As a student, you too can take advantage of
the Financial Tunes’ unparalleled coverage

of the business world.

The FT is the perfect complement
to your chosen course of study and, in time,

will become an indispensable aid to

furthering your career development.

Simply register for

the FT’s exclusive student rebate scheme

-

enjoy reading the FT at half price,

and see for yourself.

For further information,

call our Subscription Department on:

01-873 4683
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Economy

Trends and
indicators
By Peter Norman

THE Financial Times provides
a uniquely wide-ranging and
dynamic coverage of economic
developments in Britain and
abroad.

It gives readers the compre-
hensive news coverage and
background detail needed to
understand shifts in economic
policy-making and movements
in financial markets.

It. alone, supplies regular
in-depth reporting and analysis
of British economic indicators,
such as the monthly retail

price Index and the balance of
payments statistics.

As national economies are
becoming increasingly interde-

pendent, the paper has devel-

oped unrivalled coverage of
economic trends abroad.

It has also shown itself sensi-

tive to new concerns. The envi-

ronment became an economic
issue for the Financial Times
well in advance of the discus-
sion about green issues at this
year's world economic summit
in Paris.

In covering the British and
world economies, the FT draws
on the experience of a special-

ist London-based reporting
team; the wisdom of Mr Sam-
uel Brittan, the paper's distin-

guished chief economic com-
mentator; the insights of its

economics leader writers and
the knowledge and enthusiasm
of its large network of foreign
correspondents.

A guiding principle of the
FT's economics coverage is

that it should be of use to all

readers: the lay person as well
as the specialist.

This means that the paper
has a duty to explain events
and statistics without resorting

to jargon.

Pari i a men!

Conflict

and drama
By Philip Stephens

“ Thatcher triumphs ",

-Government in U-turn'’, ",Kin-
nock faces left-wing backlash ",

“Labour dumps unilateralism*

The glamour of a newspa-
per’s political coverage is

found in headlines like these,

encapsulating the drama, con-

flict and contradictions of
political life at Westminster.
They represent the purest of

political stories - Mrs
Thatcher's mishandling of her
cabinet reshuffle in July is a
good recent example - in
which the focus in always on
the next election.

The question, explicit or
implicit, is whether the govern-

ment of the day remains
impregnable or whether there
is, perhaps, a prospect that a
change in the national mood or

a shin in tack by the opposi-

tion might turn it out of office.

In between the heady, fasci-

nating moments of high politi-

cal drama, the business of gov-

ernment grinds on inexorably.

The way we study and work,

our standard of living, the

state of our housing or public

transport, and the prosperity of
industry and commerce are all

touched - to a larger or lesser

degree - by the daily decisions

of ministers and officials in

Westminster or Whitehall
So the FT’s extensive politi-

cal coverage - provided by a

team of six correspondents
based at the House of Com-
mons - aims to capture both

long-term political trends and

to describe and analyse what is

happening now.
The FT’s Westminster staff

tries to draw together the com-
mon political threads running
through policies ranging from
trades union reform, to monop-
olies and mergers policy, to
replacement of the domestic
rates with the poll tax.

In the process they also try

to provide a glimpse into the

personalities, the backbiting
and bargaining, and the

. humour which Westminster
provides in abundance.

Social Issues

Attitudes

and society
By Joe Rogaly

"ARRIVING AT IIpm” says
one FT writer of his visit to an
Acid House party, “we were
ushered through a posse of
security men . . Another, Joel
Kibazo, writes on a doubling in
child abuse cases reported to
the National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Chil-
dren. “Poverty is back on
Britain's political agenda," a
leading article begins, going on
to attack the then Secretary of
State for Social Security. Mr
John Moore, over one of his
speeches. The “sociology of
lager louts" is Michael
Prowse's topic; his conclusion
being that “The nature of soci-

ety is surely a subject at least

as worthy of study as nuclear
physics or monetary econom-
ics.”

The FT carries enough socio-

logical news, analysis and com-
ment to fill a dedicated maga-
zine every week, with plenty
left over. Its correspondents on
social affairs, the environment,
and education, naturally speci-

alise. while most FT writers
know that these topics plus
health, care for the elderly,
child care, housing, the home-
less, one-parent families, race
relations and the like will find

a home in the pink pages.

“There is no more distress-

ing signal of the inefficiencies

of the current housing market
than the rising tide of home-
lessness,” writes Hazel Duffy.

Perhaps you would expect that

In the FT but. if you didn’t

know us, you might not expect
it

-
“If we are getting gradually

more callous in our attitude to
Third World refugees, it may
be for the same reason that

white South Africans get more
callous towards blacks, or
Israeli Jews towards Palestin-

ians: we see them not as indi-

viduals but as representatives

of a group whose claims could
not be satisfied without the
destruction of our way of life.

It is a possible explanation, but
not an excuse." The writer,
Edward Mortimer, is our lead-

ing commentator on foreign
affairs.

Education

Chalk and
change
By David Thomas

MANY PEOPLE are surprised
by the space the FT devotes to

education. All the recent tus-

sles - from the Government’s
proposals for reforming univer-

sities and polytechnics,
through to the introduction of

the national curriculum and
the row about teacher short-

ages have been covered.

The FT does not just record
the educational news. It brings
its analytical tradition to the
educational debate. No other
British newspaper has judged
the changes to higher educa-
tion in the 1980s important
enough to merit a "series of six

articles, running to almost
8,000 words.

There is no FT axe to grind
over education. Much of what
is written elsewhere uncriti-

cally amplifies the grievances

of teachers or lecturers or is

interested only in stories echo-
ing the saloon bar opinions of
an educational system going to
the dogs.

The FT reaches its own con-

clusions , sifting through fact

and opinion. It has called on
the Government to make more
money available for education,

while, at the same time, detect-

ing a touch of hysteria in the
reports of widespread teacher
shortages. It has predicted that
most students will take up stu-

dent loans, while also pointing
to their disincentive effect on
students from poorer back-
grounds.
But why should a paper like

the FT concern itself so exten-
sively with education?

First, it takes seriously -

without swallowing whole -

the view that educational fail-

ure is at the heart of Britain's

post-war economic malaise.
Second, the FT recognises

that Britain's education is in

the middle of the most pro-
found set of changes for 40
years, a transformation with
implications for every segment
of British life.

increasingly covering issues

which affect people at work,
regardless of whether they
involve unions or disputes.

More than half the British

workforce is not in a union. It

is not just union power which
has been transformed in the

1980s, but work itself, with the

widespread .
introduction of

new technology, new working
practices and the growth of

part-time and temporary work.

In the last year the Employ-
ment Page has carried series

on skill shortages; the growth
of womens' employment; the
impact of the decline in the

number of young people in the

1990s and profiles of changing
occupations.

Environment

Greens and
pollution
By John Hunt

CONCERN over pollution of

the environment - from litter

in the streets to the overheat-

ing of the Earth's atmosphere
- has been growing steadily

for the past decade. But it has
been suddenly placed at the

L K companies

Dry yet

dramatic
By Clay Harris

Many a dramatic tale emerges
from the tangled undergrowth
of those apparently dry corpo-
rate numbers that make up the
FT’s UK Company News pages.
But above all else, staff work-
ing for these pages face a
daunting daily challenge that
few other publications dare
contemplate - they aim to be
a Paper of Record.

This reflects in part the FT’s
origins as a financial newspa-
per, but mostly our continued
commitment to cover UK cor-

porate news to a breadth and
depth unrivalled by any com-
petitor.

The FT covers on these
pages, which appear in Section
H on weekdays and just after
the centre feature pages on
Saturday, the interim and full-

year financial results of every
UK company whose shares
have a full listing on the Lon-
don Stock Exchange or are
traded on the junior Unlisted
Securities Market and Third
Market. Larger private compa-

dents spread across the globe,

who not only lend immediacy
and authority to coverage of
corporate news from those
countries, but also inject local

insight and colour that few
other publications worldwide
can match.

The factors behind the FT’s

heavy investment in the steady

supply of reliable corporate
news from all comers of the

globe are easy to identify: more
and more companies involved

in export or import; others
threatened by overseas compe-

tition; employees affected by
foreign ownership of their com-
panies; governments anxious

to encourage foreign invest-

ment
Growing sensitivity about

corporate decisions on the
global environment adds
another dimension to the way
in which the corporate sector

is affecting ordinary people. An
oil spill in Alaska, for example,
altered the perspective from
which a spill in the River Mer-
sey in the UK was viewed.

To help readers find more
quickly reports about a com-
pany they have a particular

interest in, we publish brief

reports in the business sum-
mary column on page one of
the FT, and an A to Z compa-
nies index on the front of Sec-

tion two.

At first encounter, the Financial
.Times may seem a bit of a handful. It

has two sections every day of the
week, and on many days of the year a
third or fourth section containing
special surveys, like this one.

In January 1979, when the FT
launched its international edition in
two sections, such a newspaper was
thought daringly continental or
North American.
However, in the FT’s case, the

move to two sections reflected a com-
bination of editorial judgment and
production requirements.
The weekday FT was split into two

sections in August 1988 - the Satur-
day edition had led the way with its

weekend section several years before.
The front half carries general foreign
and UK news, the management and
arts pages, and the “centre pages”
which contain the editorial com-
ments, letters to the editor and the
day's main feature articles.

The second section’s Companies and
Markets title says it alL Its front
page carries the most important cor-

porate stories of the day, apart from
those which have been judged of suf-

ficient significance and general inter-

est to go on Page One. The section
also carries UK and international
company news, prices and reports
from the world’s stock markets and
currency and commodity markets,
and unit trust quotations.
But even after you wrestle the two

sections to order, you may be
tempted to ask: how can I hope to

find my way around this paper? We
are trying to make sure that the sign
posts are there - just make sure you
look first at the summary columns,
the Contents panel on Page One, and
the index and features panel on the
front page of section two.

Employment

Industry

and labour
By Charles Leadbeater

TRADE UNION leaders are
supposed to read two newspa-
pers religiously: the Morning
Star, the hard left daily which
used to be linked to the Com-
munist Party of Great Britain,
and the Financial Times.
At first sight it is an unlikely

combination. Yet the two
papers provide the most com-
prehensive coverage of indus-
trial relations, industrial dis-

putes and trade unions. Trade
union leaders freely admit they
value the FT’s balanced, unbi-

ased reporting. The focus for
this is the daily Employment
Page, which is part of the
newspaper's UK news cover-

age. Twenty years ago the page
used to carry headlines like

“Wilson settles rail strikes m
2am Downing Street talks”.

Even 10 years ago, during
the Winter of Discontent of
public sector strikes over Gov-
ernment pay policy, most of
the coverage focused on
unions. These days the closest

most trade union leaders get to
Downing Street are the harri-

ers on Whitehall used to keep
the tourists at bay. With the
fall in union membership, from
12m in 1979 to about 83m this

year, and the decline in the
unions’ political influence
under the Thatcher govern-
ments, the focus of reporting is

shifting.

The Employment Page still

provides extensive coverage of
important disputes, such as
this summer's rail and docks
strikes or last year's national
health dispute. But it is

top of the agenda in the UK as
a result of Mrs Thatcher's
speech to the Royal Society in

which she pledged that the
Government would tackle
these problems nationally and
internationally.

And it was the success of the
Green Party in this year’s Euro
election in Britain which jolted

the traditional parties and has
made green politics a matter of
urgent concern for them. For
the past two years the FT has
covered the Green Party's
major conferences and the
impact of the green break-
through at Westminster.

The environmental revolu-
tion is having a dramatic effect

on the business world. The FT
Consumer Affairs staff has
written on what this has
meant for retailing and the
impact on advertising, market-
ing and packaging.

In the boardrooms of big
companies there is increasing

concern to develop comprehen-
sive strategies which will avoid

damage to the environment as

a result of corporate activities.

Earlier this year the FT pro-

duced a supplement on indus-

try and the environment which
examined this problem in
depth.

The intense interest in the
need for a clean environment
has opened up big opportuni-

ties for pollution control equip-

ment. The Technology page of

the FT has carried a series of

articles on the significance of

development in this field.

The FT has also covered the
international gatherings con-
cerned with the threat of

global warming - the green-

house effect - and the deple-

tion of the ozone layer and the

destruction of the rain forest in

Brazil and efforts to link the

reduction of third world debts

to the preservation of the envi-

ronment in these countries.

nies are treated similarly.

For many smaller compa-
nies, space considerations limit

the coverage to basic data -

profits, earnings per share and
(of most interest to many read-

ers) dividends.
For medium-sized and larger

groups, however, the report is

more detailed. Unless the com-
pany is being analysed by the
Lex Column, the reporter adds
a clearly labelled Comment.
This identifies the salient
points of the figures and looks
forward to how the company
and its shares are likely to per-
form in the coming year.

Hostile takeover bids, finan-

cial mismanagement, creative
capitalists, boardroom bust-ups
- are also covered.

Int companies

Immediacy
and insight
By Stewart Fleming

There is a long tradition of

international political report-

ing in the United Kingdom,
dating back in part to the colo-

nial era, but none of the Finan-
cial Times's British rivals place
the same emphasis on report-

ing international corporate
news.
Over the past several years

the resources which the paper
devotes to international corpo-
rate reporting both in the UK
and abroad has increased at a
striking pace. Specialist writ-

ers in London cover industry
sectors from a global perspec-
tive, taking as much interest in
Mannesman Demag as in Davy
International, or in Singapore
Airlines as British Midland.
Their writing complements

that of our foreign correspon-

Capital markets

Painting in

the gaps
By Stephen Fidler

THE DISMANTLING of
controls on capital movements
in many countries in the 1980s

has helped bring about signifi-

cant growth in cross-border
flows of money. It has been
coupled with the increasing
sophistication of investors and
users of the capital markets,
and new financing techniques
which allow companies and
investors to reduce (or-

increase) the risks they face.

All this has increased the
importance of the capital mar-
ket as an "industry” within
many economies, especially
that of the UK. It has also
raised the relevance of the cap-

ital markets to other busi-

nesses, to governments and to

the average citizen.

The FT’s coverage of the
financial markets attempts,
first, to signal important devel-

opments and then, where nec-

essary, to explain their impor-
tance to a broader audience.
How is it possible, for exam-

ple, to finance huge takeovers
affecting the livelihoods of
thousands of people based on
the creation of huge amounts
of debt? Why have the activi-

ties of some local authority
treasurers raised the possibil-

ity that local councils across
the UK could go bankrupt?
Over the past year, the FT

has increased its coverage of

the international capital mar-
kets. We have increased the
space devoted to international

bond markets. Our coverage of

the so-called derivative mar-
kets - futures, options, swaps

and the like - has had to keep
pace with their growing inter-

national importance.
In covering developments in

the markets where users and
providers of capital resolve
their respective ambitions, the

FT is painting in the gaps
between its international eco-

nomics and political coverage
and its coverage of corporate
and industrial affairs.

Commodities

A valuable

resource
By Max Wilkinson

ANYBODY interested in the
world economy, especially with
a tilt towards “green" issues,

agriculture or the problems of

third world countries, should
look to to the Commodities and
Agriculture page in the second
section of the paper.
The FT's natural resources

group tends to focus coverage
onto this page.

The days have long passed
when the page was aimed prin-

cipally at traders wanting a

guide to short-term price move-
ments, though it still aims to

provide a regular and
up-to-date interpretation of the
markets.
The broader focus, however,

is on food and agriculture
developments: fishing and for-

estry, the arguments over the
Common Agriculture Policy;

general developments in min-
ing, oO exploration and produc-

tion; the range of particular
commodities, like tea, coffee,

or wheat, both from a global

perspective and from the point

of view of particular countries.

Since the fate of many
regions, and indeed whole
countries, may depend on the

market for one or two commod-
ities, many of the articles spill

over- into more general topics,

often with lively and colourful

insights into the economic life

in different parts of the world.

The production of all commodi-
ties confronts anxieties about
the environment, which are
increasingly becoming
reflected in the news and fea-

ture coverage of the FT.

Currencies

A global

snapshot
By Dominick Coyle

LONDON is the world's biggest
centre for foreign exchange
dealing - with an average
daily volume of around $187bn
(£120bn). Next to London come
New York and Tokyo respec-
tively.

The Financial Times devotes
a page to Currencies and
Money every day. It contains
reports on the foreign
exchange and money markets,
together with a daily analysis
of transactions in so-called
financial derivatives on the
London International Financial
Futures Exchange (LIFFE)
and, where appropriate, from
other derivative and cash mar-
kets. This coverage on the reg-

ular Currencies page is aug-
mented daily by a wide range
of statistical tables.

There is a spot and forward
market in all main currencies,
and many commercial banks
will also quote a forward price

for some of the relatively
minor ones. These are pub-
lished daily in the FT. but they
are indicative rather than
guaranteed.

This is because the foreign

exchange market is very much
a global business, and what the
newspaper publishes is a snap-

shot each day at around the
same time, or about 1600GMT.

It captures the picture at one

point in each 24*hour cycle in

London, but trading continues

around the clock, around the

world-

This means there is no “orn-

cial" closing price, say, for the

for sterling/yen rate, for

instance. While London sleeps.

Japanese yen are being traded

against British pounds.

The global forex business is

huge. Just take London alone:

the £l20bn of daily business
‘

compares with an estimated-

daily average turnover for Brit- ;

ish Government securities-

(Gilts) of some £2.6bn,. and less

than half of that each trading

day in equities on the Interna-;

tional Stock Exchange.

Stock markets

Trading
f

places
i

By Dominick Coyle

EUROPEAN countries, have 1

been dismantling exchange
control regulations, some more r

gradually than others. Equity i

markets have been forging .

ahead to the point where, for •

instance, Japan now represents :

more than 45 per cent of the 1

world's equity market capital- i

isation, or the combined cash -

value of all shares quotes. The 1

comparative figures for the US i

and Britain are around 30 and i

8.5 per cent >

The FT has reflected this glo- -

balisation of equity investment -

by expanding its own daily
coverage of markets around ;

the world with daily market i

reports and analyses, and also -

with statistical data. i

The newspaper contains
daily price quotations for some i

2,000 international companies >

quoted on some 15 major worl i

markets. Daily measurement >

indices cover a further selec-

tion of markets. >

Index measurement of the -

UK market has long been a fea- -

ture of the FT, and this was :

extended in 1987 to cover inter-

national equities with the -

launch of the FT-Actuaries »

World Index which now covers
some 2400 publicly-quoted com- >

panies in 24 countries. ;

The World Index, compiled >

in conjunction with County i

NatWest/Wood Mackenzie and
Goldman Sachs and published
daily in the FT, represents at
least 70 per cent of the total

market capitalisation of the
world’s main exchanges. It has
11 regional indices across
seven broad economic sectors
made up from 36 composite
industry indices, derived from
over 100 sub-industry catego-

ries. It is, increasingly, the
global index for performance
measurement, as are the
domestic series covering the
UK itself.

The FT also covers the Lon-
don stock market comprehen-
sively on a daily basis.

The daily report on the pre-

vious day’s trading session in

the London equity market
appears on the back page of

the second section of the Lon-
don edition, and on an inside

page of section of two of the
International edition.

The daily report aims to

flesh out the snapshot of the
market disclosed by the vari-

ous FT market indices, and to

provide the market trading
backcloth to the stories on
company news and takeovers
reported elsewhere in the
newspaper.
Above all else, however, the

daily report tries to keep the
reader informed of the actions
and the views of the big inves-

tors - the investment institu-

tions - and to draw attention
to the chief factors behind
their decisions. These issues
are addressed in the introduc-
tory note on the market, across
the top of the page.

In Some Like it Hot. Sugar,

alias Marilyn Monroe, held

that the wearing of spectacles

denotes particular virtue in

men because their eyes get

that way from reading the

share prices in the financial

uress. If that argument has any

validity then those pages of

market statistics at the back of

the Companies and Markets

Section of the Financial Times

merit close study by both

sexes.

The most prominent are the

pages headed. “London Share

Service”, which carry the pre-

vious day's closing prices for

both bonds and shares quoted

and traded in London. “Closing

prices” are the Final prices

quoted by the dealers who
“make markets” in these secu-

rities. Usually this means the

las: price shown on the elec-

tronic trading screens but in

fact a raarketmaker can quote

a new price any time - even

after the screens are switched

off.

The Share Service pages

start with prices for British

and overseas bonds, or loans.

First are ‘British Funds', which

are the closing prices for the

existing loan stocks of the Brit-

ish Government. The lists

carry a range of data, arranged

in seven sub-columns, with

headings at the top of each.

In order of immediate signifi-

cance. the “Stock” sub-column

'
. .
vN

Pages that merit close study by both sexes
Terry Byland on the fine print to be found in the columns of share prices and other market statistics

idend rate and the date on
which the bond will be
redeemed or repaid by the Gov-

ernment; the price sub-column
gives the previous night’s

close, and the 'plus or minus 1

shows the change since the
close of the preceding trading

session. The sub-column to the

extreme left gives the high and
low of the price for the year.

Bonds are mostly bought for

income purposes, and the sub-

column on the extreme right

gives the annual income flow

in two versions. “Int" is the

interest yield, simply the

annual dividend adjusted to

the price of the bond on the

previous day. “Red” is the total

return if the bond is held to

. redemption, incorporating both

capital and interest payment.
British Funds, or Gilt-edged

securities, or Gilts are divided,

in the market as well as in the

FT columns, into “Shorts" (up
to. five years to redemption),

“Mediums” (5 to 15 years).

“Longs" (over 15 years),
“Undated" and “Index-linked".

Undated bonds, being
redeemable only if the Govern-

ment decides to buy them In.

Linked bonds are linked to the
Retail Price Index, so two proj-

ected yields are shown in the

FT. with their basis explained
in footnotes.

Beneath the British Funds
lists are those for some of the
other bonds traded daily in

London, which are reported in

a similar fashion to Gilts.

Loans raised by international

bank and similar overseas
institutions, or by UK local

authorities or building societ-

ies, or by Commonwealth coun-
tries. Then comes a selection of

foreign bonds, highlighted by a
more extensive list of loans
floated by US business corpora-

tions and traded in London.
The London Share Service

which occupies the next couple
of pages in the newspaper fol-

lows a similar pattern, with
the important proviso that,

since these issues are ordinary
shares, the dividend may
change, unlike the interest

payment on Gilts, or even dis-

appear from one year to the

next.

Setting aside the quotations

for American and Canadian
issues which lead them, the

1 1989 + or Div Y’ld

1 High. Low Stock Price - Net C’vr Gr’s P/E

170 ]?6 Airtours lOp v 133 +3 t6.25i 3.2 6.3 6.0

315 195 Anglia TV B 248 +10 T7.7S 33 4.2 9.6
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shares are quoted under
Hotels, Commercial Union
under Insurances and so on.

Once again, the sub-columns

quote the full name of the

share (Stock), the last closing

price (Price), gain or fall on the

day (+ and -) and the High and
Low for the year. The remain-

ing sub-columns contain addi-

tional information on the

share's performance. The
entries under these columns,

particularly the P/E and YTd
Gr's, will van* with the share

price and help to reveal what
the stock market thinks about
the shares prospects.

The “Div net” expresses in

deducted at the standard rate

as is the custom with UK com-
panies; a range of asterisks,

daggers and similar printers’

marks refer readers to the
notes at the very end of the
share listings, where extra
information on the dividend is

given.

“C’vr" is the number of
times the dividend payment is

covered by total available earn-
ings of the company, mid pro-

vides an important measure of
its security as an investment.

Sensible investors, and that
includes the big pension and
investment funds, want to see

plenty of cover for future divi-

Yld Gr’s (yield gross) shows
the gross (untaxed) dividend

payment as a percentage of the

share price on that particular

day.

Broadly speaking, investors

will tolerate a low dividend
yield if they think there is

scope for rapid growth in both

future payouts and also in the

share price. But if there seems
little excitement ahead, then a

higher dividend yield is the

acceptable substitute.

P/e or price/earnings ratio is

simple in concept but can

prove a quagmire in practice.

Simply divide the da/s share

price into the company's earn-

ings per share as most recently

stated, and you have the p/e

ratio.

A high p/e usually means
that the stock market expects

earnings to grow swiftly, or
perhaps that a takeover bid

will be made. A low p/e is not
necessarily a bad thing, it just

means that the market values

the] share as a steady earner
rather than a wildly exciting

prospect.

Unfortunately, earnings are

not always easy to define and

mgs on what is termed the 'net

distribution basis’.

Not all shares quoted in the
FT have a p/e entry; in the
case of plantation companies,
mines or trusts, for example,
earnings can vary considerably
because of tax, production, or
simply investment factors, ren-

dering p/e ratios misleading.

Another substantial, part of
the FT prices service consists

of the Unit Trust Information
Service. These are the lists of
unit trusts, each headed by the
name of the managers, who
each day supply the prices at
which they will buy or sell

units; on these prices are cal-

culated the rise/fall on the day
and the gross yield.

The Currencies, Money and
Capital Markets page, by defi-

nition, carries a multitude of

statistical information on trad-

ing in the various financial

instruments. On the left-hand

side of the page, under Foreign
Exchanges, the day’s prices for

the pound, the US dollar, the

Yen and for the other principal

world currencies are displayed

against the pound or the dollar

or, in some cases in terms of

quoted here are the Sterling
Exchange Rate Index, measur-
ing the pound against a basket
of other currencies, and the list

of interest rates charged on
loans of leading currencies.
To the right are Financial

Futures, which are prices

quoted on the London Interna-
tional Financial Futures
Exchange or the Chicago
futures markets for a wide
range of futures instruments,
including US, British, Japanese
and German Government
bonds, and the now-famed
FT-SE Futures contract which
is often seen as a guide to

trends in the London stock

market. The Standard & Poor's

futures contract, which plays

the same role on Wall Street, is

quoted in the Chicago section

of the page.

Money Markets, at the bot-

tom of the page, carries loan
rates from London and New
York for cash and for the short
term Government and bank
scrip regarded as virtually an
equivalent to cash.

On the Commodities and
Agriculture page, the World
Commodities prices carry price
quotations from both London
and New York for a range of
‘hard' (tin, lead, copper and
zinc) and 'soft' (cocoa, sugar,
coffee and so on), commodities.
Chicago, as befits its place in
the geographical heartland of
US agriculture, trades a wide
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Family and personal

issues have their place
By JDF Jones, Weekend FT and Arts Page Editor

THE "Weekend FT" - the
second section of the Saturday
paper - deliberately sets out

to be different from the normal
paper.

To summarise that differ-

ence. the weekly FT is

designed for the reader in his

or her professional capacity;
the Weekend FT declares that
the week’s work is over and
assumes that the reader wants
to turn to his or her personal
and family concerns. Those
will range from property to
pension plans, from motoring
to mountain walking, from
shopping to sport, from unit
trusts to food and wine, and so
on.

Five years ago the Saturday
editions of the serious British

newspapers were languishing,
loss-making shadows of the
dominant Sunday papers. The
Weekend FT changed all that
- and its example has been
followed, sometimes in embar-
rassing detail.

Today the Saturday newspa-
pers are challenging the tradi-

tional Sundays (just look at the
size of the Saturday papers).

The Weekend FT did this by

proposing the idea of a “week-

end" paper - a newspaper that

would offer not just news and

features in the daily tradition

but a more extensive, more
interpretative and more lei-

sure-related view of the world.

The idea was to offer, in the

industry jargon, a “shelf life”

of 48 hours rather than the
notoriously limited 24 hours of

a daily paper.

The FT being what it is, the

emphasis is placed on the
financial - but on the personal
financial concerns of the indi-

vidual reader. That takes him
from a detailed analysis of the

week's corporate and invest-

ment news through to a wide-

ly-read advice column and on
to a regular page focusing on
the opportunities (and dangers)
of small business. This section

does, of course, draw on the

expertise of the FT's large
team of financial journalists.

But that is only the smaller

part of the Weekend FT. There
follows a newly-developed sub-

stantial section on the property
market, both at home and
abroad, leading to a whole
range of articles about the (in

the widest sense) leisure inter-

ests of the reader. They include

the “How to Spend It" page,

articles by a team of food and
wine writers, a travel section, a
selection of outdoor pursuits
including climbing, walking,

sport, archaeology, ecology,

collecting, reports from foreign

correspondents and health.
Plus a double ration of the FT’s

arts coverage, and the FT
Books pages.
There is one noteworthy

point about the Weekend FT,
which is that - unlike its com-
petitors - the Saturday edition

sells substantially more copies

than the weekday paper. The
explanation is that a large

number of people take the FT
once a week - on Saturday.

They apparently decide (pre-

sumably they are non-profes-

sionals) that they do not need
the extraordinary detail of the

FT every day but they have
discovered that the Weekend
FT offers them all they need: a
digest of tiie week’s financial
affairs, guidance for their per-

sonal investment decisions
and, quite simply, a good and
civilised read. Sylvie Guillem as Nikiya in La Bayad&re

Performance wins critical acclaim
By JOF Jones

CURIOUSLY ENOUGH, it still

comes as a surprise to some
new readers of the FT that it

has a daily Arts Page - curi-

ously because the FT arts cov-

erage has been a respected part

of the paper for more than 30

years. Curiously, too, because
why should anyone be sur-
prised? Why should anyone
doubt that FT readers - the
businessmen, industrialists,

professional men and women,
diplomats, academics and so
forth - care Iks for the arts

than any other group of peo-

ple? On the contrary . .

.

That was the thinking, a
generation ago. behind the
decision to build up an
unashamedly serious, some
would say highbrow, arts ser-

vice. even at a time when the
paper was Far more limited in
range than it is today. Since
then, the Arts Page has
become widely acknowledged
for its excellence - and also
for the way in which it has
concentrated for all these years
on a particular style which sets

it aside from other British
newspapers.
There is a very strong

emphasis on the review rather

than the preview or puff; on
the report of the performance
rather than a feature treat-

ment or personality profile; on
the insistence on rigorous stan-

dards of excellence rather than
susceptibility to the latest fash-

ion or trend.

This is the brief to which the
team of FT critics works. The
four theatre critics, fan out
across the country: London
and the principal regional cen-
tres like Glasgow or Stratford

are obviously their priorities

but on any evening they are as
likely to be reporting from
Scarborough or Mold or an
East End pub theatre.

The half-dozen music critics

find that they spend a higher
proportion of their time in Lon-
don but they also travel the
regions since opera is an FT
speciality.

The two dance critics and
their visual arts and architec-

ture colleagues are particularly
familiar with Heathrow
because their respective disci-

plines Hwnfltwi an international
perspective.

On the first four days of the
week the Arts Page leads off

with a regular signed column
- on Architecture, Art, Televi-

sion and Film, in that order.

The paper’s approach to tele-

vision, to take just one exam-
ple, differs markedly from that
of most other papers: rather
than treat last night’s TV pro-

grammes as the butt of a jour-

nalist jokesmith, the paper
employs an experienced and
well-known commentator who
writes about the industry in
the kind of depth which cannot
be attempted in a brief “over-

night" notice.

As the paper has expanded
abroad - and as the interests

of its readers have become
more cosmopolitan - the Arts
Page has taken an increasingly
international outlook, from the
US. continental Europe and
farther afield, so that the arts

lover can discover what events
are taking place in the wider
world.

The international editions
carry a special digest of the
detail of events worldwide,
designed particularly for the
international traveller.

The commercial side of the
arts is acknowledged in daily
Saleroom reports and a regular
Sponsorship column.
On Saturday, in the Week-

end FT, the arts critics allow
themselves to relax a little and
write in more of a feature style

about the developments behind
the week’s performances, the
festivals they have visited and
the controversies in their vari-

ous worlds.

Literature is handled sepa-
rately, on the Saturday Books
pages, by the Literary Editor
and his large team of book
reviewers. Business-related
books are reviewed separately

from time to time. And on
Thursday there is a special
book slot on the main leader

page.

Lawyers must be kept well-informed
By Robert Rice, Legal Correspondent

THE Financial Times’ daily
coverage of UK and interna-
tional company news, bid
activity, the Single European
Market and the financial mar-
kets, makes it essential reading
for lawyers and students of
law. In addition, the Financial
Times produces specialised
coverage aimed specifically at
le^al readers.

As the legal profession itself

faces up to tiie most fundamen-
tal change in its structure and
working practices this century
so the nature of the commer-
cial lawyer's role is changing

Competition is increasing for

the provision of legal services
and so there has never been a
greater need for lawyers to be
well-informed about commerce
and industry and the City and
the increasingly complex laws
and regulations that affect it

Business requires its lawyers
to be positive and specific,
totally involved in a company’s
affairs whether they are its

internal or external legal advis-
ers. The business lawyer is

becoming very much part of
the business decision-making
process.

in the field of mergers and
acquisitions alone, there has

been a marked change in the
role of lawyers. Until four or
five years ago it was the mer-
chant bankers who tradition-

ally played the dominant role

in takeovers, developing strat-

egy and handling the quasl-le-

gal areas like the takeover
code.

Now, following a number of
cases arising out of takeovers,
the City has recognised that
litigation and the importance
of managing the risk of it are
very‘much part of the UK take-
over scene. Lawyers are fast

becoming the key players.
Three times a week it pro-

duces up-to-date commercial
law reports, frequently covers

ing cases not touched by other
newspapers and long before
they are published in an offi-

cial series of law reports.

Once a week the paper pro-
duces a Business Law column
devoted to discussing issues
affecting commerce and indus-
try. On Mondays it produces a
legal column which covers
issues affecting lawyers and
the profession and the Justi-

nian column which covers
broader issues. The paper also

covers legal news on a daily
basis.

Upheavals put sparkle into accountancy’s image
By David Waller, Accountancy Correspondent

Contrary to its somewhat dull
image, the accountancy world
is going through an exciting
patch at the moment. And the
Financial Times is the only
daily newspaper to have a
full-time reporter covering
these issues.

His job is to write about the
industry for the benefit of
those working and training as
accountants, but also for those
who avail themselves of
accountants' services or feel

the need to puzzle out the
arcane intricacies of technical

accounting issues.

The big firms are all busy
merging - or not - with one
another, for no very obvious

strategic reasons. They are
riven with conflict between
old-fashioned auditors and go-
getting management consul-
tants. In the UK at least, they
are bracing themselves for the
shock of turning themselves
into companies and taking on
board outside investors.

While the profession goes
through all tins upheaval cli-

ents are feeling a creeping
sense of disquiet Is it not pos-

sible, a finance director is enti-

tled to ask himself, that the
quality of service is falling

while the firms jump into bed
with one another? Or that the
range of choice has diminished
with the consolidation of the

industry into four or five
mega-firms?
Meanwhile, users of

accounts - merchant bankers,
investors, corporate predators
and the like - are bewildered
by the meaning of the figures
emerging from numbers of
large, apparently reputable
companies. What on earth is

goodwill? Is accounting for
brands anything other than jig-

gery-pokery? If so, how is it

that companies failing to
ascribe a value to their brands
are left with a yawning void
where their balance sheets
should be? The chief forum for

the FT’s coverage takes the
form of a weekly column, pub-

lished on Thursday to coincide

with pages of job adverts for

accountants. This ranges week
to week over topics as various
as the Impact of the Italian

renaissance on double-entry
book-keeping and the Austral-
asian contribution to the brand
accounting debate. Other
articles are as likely to appear
on the international trade page
as in the City section or UK
news.
The FT strives to provide

thorough and thoughtful cover-

age of a vitally important sec-

tor and, as such, hopes to be
Indispensable to business peo-

ple and business-minded stu-

dents alike.

Anything
you always
wanted to

know about
everything

By David Dodwell,
Surveys Editor

NO, FT Surveys are not
opinion polls. Maybe we should
call them special reports or
supplements, but for reasons
that no-one quite seems to
remember, we have for decades
called them surveys.

We publish around 250 of
them a year on subjects split

into five broad categories -
country surveys, technology,
business and management,
British regions and property,
and leisure.

Other newspapers publish
supplements, but none on the
scale - or aspiring to the same
journalistic authority - as the
FT. In any one year, we will

publish around 50 country or
international surveys - which
may range from four pages on
the Turks and Caicos Islands,

Mauritius or Hokkaido to six

pages on California, French
Banking or Aviation in Asia
and the Pacific, to 16 pages on
Nigeria or Italy, or eight pages
on South Africa or Taiwan. All
will be researched and written

I

by our own correspondents I

based in bureaux worldwide,
often aided by London-based
specialist writers.

About 12 surveys focus on
computing and high technol-

ogy, while a similar number
focus on banking and finance
- both in the UK and over-

seas.

Market research tells us that

very few FT readers try to

digest a survey on the day of

publication. Most will file it for

future reference. A business-
man headed for Korea would
often carry with him a copy of
the latest surveys on that
country. Most university or
college libraries keep them on
hand for undergraduates and
postgraduate researchers.

Large surveys will appear as
a separate section inserted into

the main paper. Others will

appear as an integral part of
the first section of the FT, with
those of a financial leaning
normally appearing in section

two. The contents panel on
page one will always pinpoint
the survey of the day. During
peak months from April to

July, and September to Decem-

ber, there may be two a day.

We publish a guide to forth-

coming surveys, updated every
month. Call Ann Davies on (01)

873 3407 and she will send you
the latest copy.

PRIZE CROSSWORD Set by Pante

Prizes of £10 each, to students only, for the first ten correct solutions opened. Solutions

to be received by Monday November 20, marked Special Crossword on the envelope,

to the Financial Times, Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL, quoting name
of college and/or NUS number. Solution and winners in FT on Monday November 27.

ACROSS

1

Compete at Braemar and
bear the costs, perhaps
(4.3.5)

10 Come forward with an
offer (7)

11 Maigret In pieces of syn-
copated music (7)

12 Quarrel and bolt (5)
13 With which the geometri-

cian does the splits? (8)
15 Rush a number of deliv-

eries and send a bill (10)
16 An odd sort of plant (4)
18 River trial (4)

20 A jolly old fellow from
the last war (10)
Dot nn« wall laaa.ilah

24 Brainwave from the

scalp, happily (5)

26 Furze divine where dru-

ids sit (7)

27 English hog, o’er the lea,

living close to the ground

(7)

28 In this inert state. Sis

flees Len’s excitement

(12)

DOWN
2 Trouble with verbs in old

English? See the head!

(7)

3 Bread-board? (8)

4 Hurried and fell, we hear

6 Truck for the colonel, say

(5)

7 Push the boat out (one In

register) (7)

8 The old fossil still in his

study? (13)

9 Adversely tried out in the

mind (13)

14

Domain the concern of
such a type? (10) .

17

The act of composing (8)

19 Divers always engulfed
by sallt (7)

21 They do not linger in the
bird-bath (7)

23 Bunch of flowers a fellow

presented to Ayesha (5)

IN THE PINK

Sharp, knowledgeable

and rather rude
THE FT provides space for
strongly expressed views cov-

ering a wide range of subjects,

stretching well beyond busi-
ness and economics.

For the fiwmrifti community,
the Lex Column, which occu-
pies this slot, is required read-

ing. Meed, the paper is often
read back to front In the City:

a quick glance at the front
page headline, then a flip over
to the back to see what Lex
has to say about the main
financial news of the day.
As the paper’s editorial voice

on the affairs of companies and
securities markets. Lex aims to
be sharp, authoritative and,
rather rude. Thus:
The rate of technological

change and regulatory response
is so unpredictable that it is a
mug's game to try and predict

what is going to happen two
year's hence, let alone more
than a decade. So Racal Tele-

com’s argument that the net
impact of the new competition
will be marginal is rubbish.

Lex’s remit is international,

and is not just confined to
stock markets.
BR's claim to be a railway in

profitfor the third year running
is true, but hardly fair. Back-
of-the-envelope arithmetic sug-
gests that the Broadgate prop-
erty development alone has
made three times more money
for BR than the meagre £67.9m
surplus its rail network haspro-
duced since 1986.

The paper’s financial com-
ment goes well beyond Lex. In
his “Long View" column every
Saturday, Barry Riley looks at

broader issues through a busi-

ness perspective.

The name must have a lot to

do with it who would want to

be known as a ticket tout

?

Would a stockbroker Kke to be
called a securities tout? Yet both

are no more or less than dealers

in the secondary markets for
various sorts ofpaper.
Or again:
An Englishman 's home might

be his castle but, m thepastfew
months, a Scotsman’s has
apparently been a better invest-

ment. That is probably, how-
ever. no more than a temporary
sign of a change cf trend. There
is no need to move to an execu-

tive estate in Auchlermuchty.
The paper carries a great

deal of economic commentary.
One of its best read features is

the Economic Viewpoint writ-

ten each week by Samuel Brit-

tan, the paper’s principal eco-

nomics commentator. He, too,

extends rigorous analysis
across a broad subject range:
The law is the cause rather

than the cure of our drugs prob-

lem.

Opening Britain's doors to

Bong Kong immigrants is the

biggest single contribution that

could be made to improving
Britain 's economic performance.
The trade figures are over-

blown. We would all be better

off if they were burnt.

Dumping is the best thing

that could happen for the Brit-

ish Consumer.
We shouldjam the EMS and

leave the CAP.
In its leader columns, the FT

takes a similarly robust line in

support of free markets:
Baf generous as the Commis-

sion is, helping the Japanese to

dominate the world’s semicon-

ductor industry and improving
the competitiveness of Japanese
semi-conductor users cannot
have been its prone objective. It

also believes it is helping Com-
munity industry.

More than most UK-based
newspapers, the FT devotes
much of its editorial comment
to international issues-

To create tire conditions far

successful economic develop-
ment in Poland will take some
years. To reap the fruits will

take longer still The new Gov-
ernment is doomed to be bold,

but it will need generous help if

it is to succeed. Poland’s entire

debt is, however, only J39bn
and its gross national product
las than fSObn. Against this,

the combined GNP of the mem-
bers of the western alliance is

now some $9 trillion. It is not a
matter ..of not. being able to

afford to help. It is a matter of
not being able to afford not to.

There are other homes for

strongly expressed views. In
the Lombard Column on the
main features page, for exam-
ple. Martin Wolf writes:

Over the last twenty-five
years, the world's most consis-

tently successful economies have
been Hong Kong, Korea, Singa-
pore and Taiwan. Yet the Kor-
ean domestic market for manu-
factures, the largest of these
four, is roughly the size of Lon-
don’s Twenty-five years ago its

domestic market had the pur-
chasing power of a borough like

Southwark. If size of domestic
market were what matters, the
great developing country suc-

cess stories would, instead, hove

been China. India or Brazil .

In the same space, Michael

Prowse addresses social issues;

The rising tide of discontent

in the ftHS is not necessarily a

sign of the intrinsic inadequacy

of a public service nor proof aj

tiie insatiability of demands for

medical treatment. It is better

interpreted as evidence of calcu-

lated underfunding. Such a pol-

icy may be designed to create a
constituency in favour of freer

market radicalism, but it does

not amount to an economic

argument for upheaval.

:

Or again: -

A National Curriculum,

whatever its other advantages,

is going to crush expermenta-

tion and reduce choice and
diversity. It also threatens to

make education a political foot-

ball. Those who cheered Mr
MacGregor’s intervention

should wonder how they would

feel if a Labour Education &c-
retary were to demand extra

courses on the rise of working

class solidarity in the late 19th

century.

Joe Rogaly, the political

commentator, takes a broad
view of his responsibilities:

Another day I Was drinking

again, this time in a shebeen in

a black township near Durban.

Don't ask how I got there. It

was a classy shebeen ..

.

Or on a different occasion:

I have news for the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. He ought

to have been at the Ebeneter

Baptist Church in Atlanta.

Georgia, yesterday morning.,
he would have seen . ..‘Sujay\

or the Rev Suzan D John-

son ...T joined my femininity

to His Divinity', she said.. 7
got my thrill but it wasn't from
Blueberry Hill - it was from
God
Another weekly column

addresses foreign affairs. In the

view of Edward Mortimer:

...the idea of sentencing a
writer to death for what he
wrote is just as offensive to

modem Western sensibilities as

the idea that Christ might have

liked to make love to' Mary
Magdalene, or that the Prophet

might occasionally have lis-

tened to Satan, is to traditional

Christian or Moslem ones.

This column also expresses

forceful views:

Those who favour preserving

economic ties with Smith Africa

in present circumstances have
to face the fact that in so doing

they strengthen those m power,

and so prolong the life of apart-
heid. Those who genuinely wish

to accelerate change have to

accept that in the process they

are likely to make things worse

for many black as well as white

South Africans in the short run.

There is no morally comfortable

way out.

So the FT is not just con-

cerned about the price of War
Loan.
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JAPANESE COMPANIES: you might be considering going to work for one. Paul Abrahams examines the myths and the realities

Life in a novel

and expanding
environment

Out with the

aerobics, in

with autonomy
TRYING to find a Japanese
company in the. UK willing to
admit its origins is far from
easy. Most insist they are Brit-
ish or, at very least, interna-
tional concerns. -

One of the reasons for this
unusual anti-nationalistic fer-

vour is that in the past Japa-
nese companies' reputation as
employers has not been partic-
ularly sparkling.
The common preconceptions

of compulsory exercise classes,
company slogans and uniforms
are, for the most part, unfair.
But a more justified criticism

HS

a l
JLoyttLjvoO

of Japanese working practices
is that non-Japanese employ-
ees are given few opportunities
for independent decision mak-
ing. Local branches tend to
have little autonomy from
head office in Tokyo and most
of the decisions in the local

office are made by Japanese, in
Japanese.
To some extent that reputa-

tion as poor employers of grad-
uates has been justified. A
spokesman for one large Japa-
nese manufacturing company
with production capacity in the
UK admitted that his company

had been unable to adapt to
the European graduate recruit-

ment system.
Although the company had

attracted a number of what he
described as high-flying gradu-

ates and sent them to Japan
for a year, most had became
disenchanted when they
returned because they were
placed in humble jobs without
much scope for initiative. This,
he explained, was similar to
the system in Japan where
graduates are not given much
responsibility until they are in
their thirties. Most of the Brit-
ish graduates had left or were
leaving, said the spokesman.
That sort of experience is

becoming the exception rather
than the rule. Many European-
based Japanese companies, in
both the manufacturing and
financial sectors, have created
highly attractive programmes
for their graduate recruits.
With the cost of keeping a Jap-

anese manager overseas esti-

mated at more than $250,000 a
year, Japanese companies are
having to recruit local manag-
ers - and retain them -

through attractive salaries and
career packages.

“Things really have
changed," says Rob Ambridge,
a personnel manager at
Nomura International, the Jap-
anese Bank. “Five years ago
you could have justifiably said

there was a ceiling at which
Europeans had to stop. That
wasn’t necessarily true in

terms of job title - but it was
in terms of responsibility.

“That has now almost com-
pletely disappeared. Someone
joining now could rise to the
highest levels. Of the 22 most
senior managers at Nomura, 10

are British. The trend is defi-

nitely in the right direction."

he says.

Other Japanese companies
are also offering considerable
responsibility. Sheila Cork, the
personnel manager at Sumi-
tomo Bank in London, explains

that European graduates are
encouraged to take on respon-
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Mark Dew (left) and Stuart Birred: The uniforms took some getting used

sibility early in their careers.

Of the 260 people employed in

London, only 40 are Japanese.
Cork adds that some of the

Japanese employees at the
bank also report to Europeans
- a procedure which, she
admits, raised Japanese eye-
brows elsewhere in the City.

That revolutionary philoso-
phy of appointing Europeans
over Japanese has also
occurred at Nissan UK, the car
manufacturer based in Sunder-
land. Only 40 of the 2,500
employees there are Japanese,
and most of these are there
short-term for special projects.

The managing director is Brit-

ish, and only three direct line

managers are Japanese.
The attractions of working

for those Japanese companies
making efforts to accommodate
European graduates can be
considerable.

Not least, most Japanese
companies are growing rapidly

- and working in this type of
environment can be rewarding.

Nomura, for example, wants its

overseas business to form 50
per cent of its turnover - up
from 15 per cent at present.

Nissan is also expanding rap-

idly. The company started
building its factory in Sunder-
land in 1985. is manufacturing
about 76,000 vehicles this year
and plans to be building
200,000 by 1991.

That sort of expansion
means opportunities for
responsibility can come much
earlier than in more estab-
lished European concerns.

Indeed, Sheila Cork at Sumi-
tomo believes there is some-
thing of a myth about Japa-
nese banks offering little

responsibility to its European
recruits.

This view is supported by
the experience of Alasdair
Stephens who spent a year of

his sandwich course at Thames
Polytechnic with a Japanese
financial information vendor.
He was sufficiently impressed
by the experience and responsi-

bility that he decided he would
only apply to Japanese compa-
nies at the end of his studies
this year. He is aian teaching
himself Japanese.

A further advantage of work-
ing for Japanese companies is

their financial strength. This
gives Japanese companies con-

siderable clout both in indus-

try and in the City. Eight of

the world's 10 largest banks
are Japanese. Sheila Cork says

that the respect that graduates

can receive from clients when
working for the Japanese is

not unattractive.

Japanese companies are pre-

pared to take a long view. They
are unlikely to enter markets
and then leave them quickly,

like many European concerns.

This can offer a stable environ-

ment. a long-term training pro-

gramme and secure career
path.

Nevertheless, there are sig-

nificant cultural differences

between the Japanese and
Europeans which need to be
overcome. “Business protocol

in Japanese companies is very

different from that in Euro-
pean ones," ftrplains Ms Dzidra
Stipnieks , a course organiser
at London University’s School
of Oriental and African
studies, which runs courses for

people working in Japan or in

Japanese companies.

“It's possible to come up
against a brick wall at work.
But the Japanese won’t tell

you what the problem is

because they are so polite,” she
warns. “The experience of
working for a Japanese com-
pany can be rewardingNjmt it

needs to be approached care-

fully.”

ON VISITING Nissan's plant in
Sunderland, the chances are
that yon won’t see anybody
from Japan. Mind yon, that’s

not surprising given that only
30 of the 2,500 employees there
are Japanese.
Bat. despite its workforce,

Nissan Motor Manufacturing
UK is not a typical British

company. For one thing, every-
body, from the workers on the
shop-floor to the (British)
managing director, wears light

bine uniforms. Around Sun-
derland. the workers are
known as the Kwik Fit Fitters.

“I hate going outside in uni-
form. Ton get some really odd
looks when you're doing the
shopping in Asda.” admits
Stuart Birrell, who graduated
with a degree in electronic
engineering from Heriot-Watt
University in 1986 and joined
the company in December
1987. “But they do have the
advantage of being practical
and if they catch any sparks
and burn, the company just
replaces them.1*

Stuart says the uniforms are
one of the few disadvantages
of working at Nissan. His pre-
conceptions of working for a
Japanese company - exercise
classes, company anthems and
slogans on the walls of the fac-

tory - were quickly dispelled

when he visited Nissan’s main
manufacturing plant in Sun-
derland for final interviews.

The attractive location and
starting salary helped Stuart
make up his mind to join Nis-

san. But he believes the most
valuable benefits from the job
- the experience and responsi-
bility be has received - were
not apparent until he actually

joined the company.
“One of the advantages of

working in a novel and
expanding environment is that
I've had about as much
responsibility as I could possi-

bly handle,” he says.
He points out that the com-

pany is expanding rapidly. In
April 1986, the first trial
assembly car was completed.
This year, the factory is expec-

ted to prodnee 76,000 cars -

and output should react

100,000 by 1992 after the new

body-shop is finished. Nissar

expects to increase its work-

force from 2400 at present U
3400 by 1992.

“It's a young company and

the systems are surprisingly

flexible,” says Stuart.
wTh«

trainees are thrown in at the

deep end and given a surpris-

ing amount of freedom. Thai

means we're given a good

opportunity to have a go and

shine."

Mark Dew, who took a BSc

in industrial studies at Shef-

field City Polytechnic and is

now a controller in charge ol

purchasing at Nissan, adds

that what attracted him to the

company was the attitude ol

the workers at the plant
"People on the shop-flooi

actually appeared happy when
I visited Nissan.” says Mark.

"When I visited another auto-

motive manufacturer with the

object of deciding whether 1

would take a job there, I saw

people with their feet up read-

ing newspapers. They heckled

the managers when they
passed and made it clear

which side of the cage they

thought they were on. At Nis-

san they were active and get-

ting on with the job."

Mark adds that the relations

between the workforce and the

management are also very dif-

ferent at Nissan from the other

automotive plant he visited.

The uniforms are more than

symbolic, he says. All of the

managers work in open-plan
offices, except the managing
director and deputy managing
director. There is only one
canteen and there are no spe-

cial parking places for manag-
ers. One result of this is that

although there are no salary

deductions for lateness or
absenteeism, these rates are
under 3 per cent

“In general the atmosphere
is relaxed and informal." says

Mark. “The managers are

accessible. Any questions get

answered.”

In measurement

technology

one name
stands out . .

.

A free-flowing international enterprise, with a product

portfolio stretching across oil exploration and high

technology engineering - the name Schlumberger is

synonymous with excellence.

While we have the resources, internationalism and

expertise of a huge corporation, our true essence is

found in a 1 000-odd autonomous profit centres

throughout the world. Each isa small business with its

own identity; corporately linked by a belief in technical

excellence and the value ofthe individual. This philosophy,

derived from yesterday’s isolated outposts of the oil

industry, places great responsiblities on our engineers,

rightfrom the start.

All our staffand managers- right up to the chairman of

the board - started with usas graduate engineers.The

only limit to where you go-andhow fast- is yourown

potential.

Nr
OILFIELDSERVICES

Wireline Logging
Well Testing

Seismics

Mud Logging
Drilling

Pumping

SCHLUMBERGER
INDUSTRIES

Electricity Management
Water& Gas
Transducers

SCHLUMBERGER
TECHNOLOGIES

Automate testequipment

CAD/CAM
Instruments

For further informationonacareer

with Schlumberger,write to:

SchlumbergerGraduate Recruitment,

Schlumberger Cambridge Research

POBox 153. CambridgeCB3OHG
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VIILK ROUND

Death much
exaggerated
Changing recruitment patterns

xONE are the days when
ecruitment activity was
.{most totally concentrated
•etween January and March. It

4 becoming stretched at both

nds. June and July, in partic-

ilar. are now months of
ntense activity as employers
ry to plug gaps left over from
he Milk Round and as sto-

len is who have postponed
heir decisions consider the
ptions.

Large summer graduate
ecruitment fairs, where doz-

ns of employers set up stall

.nd conduct what often

.mount to first interviews with

lueues of students, are now
stablished parts of the scene.

Tiis year there were 13 organ-
sed bv the college careers ser-

ices, ranging from Belfast to

Birmingham, and from London
o Liverpool.

There has always been a cer-

ain amount of recruitment in

he autumn term, notably by
he chartered accountancy and
aw firms, who fill their com-
ilements earlier than most
mployers. But other employ-
rs are beginning to intrude
nto this time when, by tradi-

ion. final year undergraduates
«gin to make up their minds.
The careers sen-ices have

rganised three autumn
ecruitment fairs this year,
'he first, in Leeds at the end of

Jeptember. did a roaring trade,

nainly with 1989 graduates
till looking for work.
Two inter-related pressures

lave combined to stretch the

'ecruitment season. First,

mployers are finding it more

difficult to fill all their vacan-

cies in the Milk Round. Second,

students are aware that mar-
ket power has switched in
their favour, so many are

delaying their decisions into

the summer - or beyond if

they take an extended holiday
after finals.

Many of the bigger and more
prestigious universities which
have generated most Milk
Round activity in the past are

reporting a decline in the num-
ber of job interviews held on
campus between January and
March - a trend which has led

to excited predictions of the

Milk Round's imminent
demise.
Talk of the death of the Milk

Round, however, is much exag-
gerated. For a start, campuses
which have been ignored by
some employers are seeing an
upsurge in Milk Round activ-

ity. This is notably true of the
polytechnics.

Moreover, It remains true
that most blue chip recruiters

fill the bulk of their graduate
vacancies in the spring term.
You risk having to .settle for

the second division of jobs by
postponing your applications.

On the other hand, if you are
star material, you will have no
problems finding a job at any
time of year.

The upside of the tighter
graduate labour market is that
students have much more
choice. The downside is that
this complicates the process of
getting a job no end.

David Thomas
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Michael Dixon on the weird, wonderful and often unreliable world of tests set by employers — plus tips on cheating
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-
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Tests score
no better

than chance
LIKE IT or

.
not, final

examinations are not the only
test a lot of aspiring graduates
will be taking in the coming
months. Those applying for
jobs, particularly with big
organisations, have a high
chance of being put through
assorted tests in the process.

The psychologists responsi-
ble for them do not like them
to be called tests. They prefer
to call them “instruments".,
“profilers’* and the like, on the
grounds that they do not set

standards and so cannot be
either passed or failed.

All they do is measure attri-

butes such as personality traits

and intelligence (although
what is measured is only one
of several aspects of intellii

gence - the . ability to deal
rationally with information
expressed in ^symbols). Even
so. since the results cause
some applicants to be rejected,

such devices are tests in effect

Why they are in growing use
by employers is a controversial

question. Most organisations'

personnel staff would probably
answer that, compared with
the time-honoured interview,

tests are more reliable in iden-

tifying the candidates most
likely to be good workers. But
the evidence available hardly

supports that claim - or, at

least, not few every type of test.

Not all of them are the prod-

ucts of modem psychology. For
instance, if candidates are

asked for the precise time and
place of their birth, for body
measurements or to apply in

their own handwriting, they

are almost certainly going to

be assessed by astrology, mor-
phology or graphology. There
is also a fair likelihood that the

employing organisation is

based in France where, for

some reason, such methods are

by them, however, there seems
to be no objective evidence
that they can predict working
capability even as well as the
average interview. Moreover,
the interview sets a low stan-
dard of comparison.
One way of gauging the

accuracy oF selection devices is
to record what they predict
about the working perfor-
mance of recruits, wait until
the actual performance is
revealed, theh see to what
extent the predictions were
right Since some of anv set of
forecasts are likely to come
true by pure luck, a basic yard-
stick is the extent to which the
tests' predictions prove more
accurate than cquld be plausi-
bly explained by chance alone.
When; that yardstick was

used in a study of a dozen big
British employers some years
ago, the results were dumb-
founding. The recruits! covered
by the study had been inter-
viewed by two sets of people:
the line managers they would
be working for directly, and
the organisations' personnel
specialists. By comparison
with pure chance, the line
managers’ predictions were on
average 2 per cent worse.
Those ,cf the personnel special-

ists were 10 per cent Worse.
Since then the ijatlng of

interviews has been Somewhat
improved by studies of far

larger samples of recruitment
exercises across many coun-
tries. Interviewing has
emerged as, on the whole, 3 per
cent more reliable as a selec-

tion method than picking
names blindfold out of hats.

Nevertheless, job-seekers can
scarcely count on being judged
entirely on their true merits.

Nor can they expect full justice

from testing devices which,
although usually more accu-

Boring
but

bright
“WHEN PEOPLE are more
intelligent than you are, how
do they show it?" The psychol-
ogists who stood on street cor-
ners putting that question to

passers-by often received a dis-

comfiting answer.
The main aim of the ques-

tioning, carried out in the US
not long ago, was to find out if

men and women in the street

rank their fellow-humans in
terms of greater or lesser intel-

ligence. Certainly it was
known that academics and
other much educated folk do
so, regarding high intelligence

as indispensable for manage-
rial and high-grade specialist

work.
Yet nobody had apparently

ever established whether the
general public do the same. So
the psychologists went out
checking, and found that they
do.

Many of the passers-by even
admitted that they were less

intelligent
1

than people they
knew. On being asked how the
others showed their superior
capacity, however, a lot of
them replied: “By being bor-

ing."

The description has more
than one link with the tests of
Intelligence Quotient which

many employers use when
selecting for higher-ranked
jobs. It was a psychologist
named E.G. Boring who coined
the best known definition of
what IQ yardsticks measure.
He defined it as “the capacity
to do well in an intelligence
test."

He might have added that it

is a capacity more likely to be
well developed in people with
higher education than those
without it For the aspect of
intelligence assessed by IQ
tests is essentially the ability
to deal rationally with informa-
tion. expressed in systems of
symbols, such as words and
numerals, and that ability Is

decisive to success in academic
studies.

How far it is decisive to suc-
cess in managerial work, par-
ticularly, is another matter.
For most of the 108 years since
the founding in America of the
first university management
school, academic and manage-
rial aptitudes were assumed to

be closely connected.
But more recently this

assumption has come under
mounting criticism from man-
agement theorists as well as
practising executives.

For example, to the extent to
which high IQ is linked with
powers Of logical thinking

,
it

might seem to be central to
managerial activity. Neverthe-
less, an influential study by
the US academic and company
chief, Dr Richard Boyatzis.
found that logical thinking was
not related to success in man-
agement jobs*
Perhaps the root of that puz-

zling finding lies in a flaw in
conventional assumptions

about the way in which the
mental part of managing is

done.
The work is typically

dynamic in consisting of a
series of fast-changing chal-
lenges - up comes a problem
demanding action which cre-

ates a fresh problem demand-
ing new action, and so on.
The conventional belief is

that managers have in their
heads a set of principles of the
sort which can be enunciated
by a lecturer and written down
in a notebook.
But recent studies suggest

that managers rely on thinking
of a different kind. On being
confronted with each new chal-

lenge they look back on their

experience, asking: “In which
ways is this situation similar

to others I have handled in

practice with results of the sort

I wish to produce now?"
They then act accordingly,

without bothering to think out
the principles. i

Although such discoveries
have created turmoil among
theorists concerned with how
mentally demanding work is

achieved, the implications are
as yet nowhere near worked
out. In the meantime, manage-
ment still has to be done, and
organisations need to recruit
people to do it
Moreover, despite IQ tests'

faults as a means of identifying
high-grade work skills, they
are superior to the average
interview. Research has shown
they are about 12 per cent
more accurate in their predic-

tions than can be accounted
for by chance.
*The Competent Manager by
John Wiley, 1982.

Never
answer
never
NO MATTER how much
recruiters insist that there is

no sense in themselves or
applicants misleading one
another, the senseless usually
takes place. Both, parties are
in the selling position, and the
recruiter can no more be guar-
anteed to volunteer damning
personal knowledge about the
employing concern than the
candidates can be relied on to

do likewise about themselves.
While economising with the

truth may be frequent in inter-

views, however, it is more dif-

ficult for job-seekers to cheat
effeictively in selection tests.

Those trying it are likely to

end up being detected and
rejected, whereas straightfor-
wardness might well have won
them the post
That is not to say successful

cheating is impossible. It has
been shown that natural per-
formance, even In IQ tests, can
be improved by practice on
sample questions. Most per-
sonality tests, on the other
hand, are cunningly devised to

detect! lying whether of the
barefaced or merely truth-
stretching kind.

Of the two types of traps,
the one set for a habit of out-
right lying is the easier to spot
and deal with. For example,

sprinkled among the questions
will be queries such as: “How
often, when something is
really your fault, have you
blamed it on someone else -

never, rarely, sometimes,
often, or always?”
The rule is never to answer

“never1
. Although .it is per-

fectly possible that someone
doing so is a .reincarnation of

George Washington, the tests

are based on statistical proba-
bilities. Since it is improbable
that any of us has lived with-

out ever blaming our own
errors on others, or the like,

the test will take even one

^SlbitmnMa

ygmutmu

“never* to such a question as
denoting a certain carelessness
with words. Several thereof
will be interpreted as some-
thing worse.
Traps for less barefaced

lying, aimed at Improving the
image beyond warranty of
fact, are harder to avoid.
While the number of questions
varies with the test, thjere are
always enough for it to come
at the same point from various
and devious angles and detect

any discrepancy in the replies.

A system for dodging such
traps was suggested by Wil-

liam H. Whyte, who wrote
about personality tests, in his

book The Organisation Man*.
He claimed that effective

cheating could be achieved by-
divining what sort of personal- /.*

fty the employer wanted and
rehearsing oneself in it until It ;

became second nature.
Unfortunately, it is usually

hard to find out what kind, of

personality Is wanted. So
Whyte reckoned that the.best

practical policy was to adopt a

'

“safe profile" at which employ-
ers would at least be unlikely

to take fright. It could be
taken on by repeating the fob :

lowing statements until they
took unconscious root:

*T loved my father and my
mother, but my father a little

bit more
“I like things pretty wen the

way they are
“I never worry much about

anything
*1 don't care for hooks or

music much
“I love my spouse and chil-

dren (if any)
“1 don't let them get in the .

way of company work.”
Even so, before job-seekers

use Whyte's system in earnest,

they would be wise to try
assuming the safe profile for a
lengthy period in the company
of people they know well.

Unless the audience receive -

the performance without com-
ment, and preferably then go
away and talk anxiously about
how their friend has changed,
it is better to play the tests

square.
•Pelican, i960.

Cult of the personality fit

u

1 I

IT IS a truth universally
acknowledged by employers

I
that personality is highly
important to success at work.
Many of them go farther,
claiming that it becomes more
important with increasing
seniority of rank.

The reason is that, except in
the most isolated of back-room
jobs, even the highest techni-

cal expertise will not make up
for failure to get on well with
other people. And ability to

win other people's good will -

whether they be working col-

leagues or influential outriders

such as customers - is usually

thought to hinge decisively on
personality traits.

Yet most organisations still

devote far more care tp ensur-

ing that would-be recruits’

technical skills match the
demands of the job, than to
examining whether their per-

sonalities will fit those of the
people on whom success in it

depends. The recruiter's judg-
ment on that crucial matter is

usually left to intuition.

An increasing, although still

relatively small number of
employers, however, have
decided that personality-fit is

too important to be left to
hunch. Instead, they seek to
identify whether job-candi-
dates' traits are suited to the
work-hs va.rin”« mofhndc ,nf._

tain weakness in that nobody
can be sure that any such
thing as personality really
exists. For instance, even if

you cut people up until you
were crimson to the elbows,
you would no more find their

personality than you could
their souL Even so, there is

empirical evidence that all of
us have our characteristic
ways of behaving and these do
not change markedly.
Leaving out astrology, the

bulk of tests in use by recruit-
ers are of two main types dis-

tinguished by the assumption
on which they work.
One type - called “prqjec-

tive" tests - assumes that,
although our personalities are
determined inwardly so that
even we ourselves cannot
know them directly, we uncon-
sciously project them in pat-
terns of behaviour that can be
“read" by other people who
know the requisite codes. Gra-
phology which takes handwrit-
ing to be a projection of per-
sonality, and morphology
which takes it to show up in

body measurements, are both
tests of this type.

Another example more
widely favoured by employers
is the “assessment centre".
Under the eyes of trained
assessors, candidates are set to
.rnntilr IvrfVi hi mm ihh^im

in the actual jobs for which
they are being considered.
Assessment centres are

essentially elaborations of the
“work sample" exercise in
which candidates tackle a
smaller range of tasks. Studies
by Dr Ivan Robertson and Dr
Mike Smit^i of the University
of Manchester Institute of Sci-
ence and Technology suggest
that such exercises are one of
the most reliable tests. Even
so, their predictions of real-job
success are only about 21 per
cent more accurate than pre-
dictions that could have been
made on the basis of pure
chance.

A less energetic form of pro-
jective testing consists of get-
ting candidates to “make up
their own stories" about the
patterns suggested by ink-blots
or about pictures. An example
is a hazy sketch of a man wear-
ing only trousers with one arm
Dung across his brow, standing
by a half-curtained bed with a
naked woman lying limply on
it, her face turned away.
Dr Peter Saville, of the con-

sMtant psychologists Saville
and Holdsworth, fa still won-
dering how to interpret the
description of that sketch
which one woman gave Mm
some years ago. It showed, she
said, a man waiting for a 92

meet are the second main type,
which take a more straightfor-
ward approach. Instead of try:

mg to divine people’s make-up
from actions and so on of
which they may not them-
selves be aware, the second
type simply ask them to indi-
cate their own pattern of
behaviour by answering ques- .

tions either in printed form or -

on a computer screen.
Their replies are then , ana-

lysed to see where they stand
on a “map" of personality fac-
tors which research has shown

. to characterise large numbers
of people. Each factor is

marked off by a pair of oppo- ;

site extremes, such as humility
at one end and arrogance at •

the other, although most of us
turn out to be of more moder-
ate disposition somewhere in
between. i

Provided tjhat the test in .
v

question has been widely •

taken, the individual map of
each jobjapplicant can be com*

’

•

pared with the maps of many v.
others who have been success-
ful in the same kind of work.1 • r
Among the traits that",

up-to-date versions of such •

tests measure are people’s pro- _
P®ustty to tell lies even if cady

v .'

by faking more socially desir^R;.
able attitudes than those fhesR>- :

.
feally have. Since the lie-deteo-;' - i-i



WOMEN AT WORK

Here’s to you,

Mrs Robinson
John Gapper on breaking
old employment patterns
IT HAS been dubbed the Mrs
Robinson syndrome - an
obsession with mature women
and new graduates. In the past
year it has started to afflict

many companies as they adjust
to a tightening labour market
Women graduates have sud-
denly become the most desir-
able of all employees.
The problem facing employ-

ers is how to break the pattern
of undervaluing the female
half of the workforce. They
need to do so because the gap
between the demand for skilled
workers and the supply is wid-
ening inexorably. All possible
sources of skilled employees
are being explored.
The recruitment of sufficient

female managers and senior
employees is becoming vital,

partly in order to keep up the
numbers of the two sexes com-
bined. But having a fairer rep-
resentation of women among
senior grades has a fresh sym-
bolic importance in addition.
The gender imbalance in

employment patterns is both
vertical - the more senior the
post, the less likely it is to be
held by a woman - and hori-

zontal. Women are most likely

to be employed in services,
forming the majority in health
services and footwear and
clothing.

The effect in industries such
as construction or engineering
is to make it particularly diffi-

cult to persuade women at all

occupational levels that equal
opportunities are a reality.

Their attractiveness to half the
workforce is thus reduced to a
damaging degree.

These worries are only
increased by the number of
women graduates and their
segregation across academic
disciplines. The number of
women graduates has risen to

43 per cent of the total in uni-

versities and 46 per cent in
polytechnics, and the propor-
tion is projected to continue
growing.
Women remain concentrated

in the arts, social .and life sci-

ences. They still comprise only

8.8 per cent of those graduating

in engineering. In physical sci-

ences, the proportion is 25 per

cent and rises to 35 per cent in

mathematics.
The effect is to make it diffi-

cult for companies such as
British Petroleum, looking
mainly for engineering and sci-

ence graduates to increase the

proportion of women among its

senior employees. BP is one
company that has been con-

sciously attempting to do so.

Four years ago, BP started

putting a strong emphasis on
increasing the number of

women in senior positions.

Since then, the proportion of

women among its graduate
recruits has risen from 15 to 25

per cent. But it has only 40

women in the most senior jobs,
and none on its board.

In common with other com-
panies, it has persistent prob-
lems in retaining female gradu-
ates. The wastage rate among
female graduates is twice as
high as among men. Fifty per
cent of women graduates leave
BP within eight years of join-
ing; the corresponding period
for.men is about 20 years.

The company is now trying
to raise the number of female
graduates it recruits, develop
their careers, and find ways of
retaining them while their chil-
dren are young.
BP is far from the only com-

pany thinking again about how
to recruit and retain women
graduates. On the mobility
question alone, large retailers
such as J Sainsbury are consid-
ering placing less emphasis on
a manager having to be free to
move between regions on
request

A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS CareerChcice

IBore companies are now prepared to

Many large employers have
also been changing their poli-

cies on career breaks for
women who have children.
Such schemes - offering
breaks of up to five years with
a guarantee of a job at the
same grade back at the end -

are now on offer in all the
clearing banks.
But the banks illustrate the

difficulties faced by many com-
panies in altering traditional
employment patterns.
Although about 65 per cent of
employees in the hanks are
women, most are in junior
grades and relatively few in
senior management positions.

Midland Bank now has an
equal opportunities director -
the seniority of the grade
showing the greater weight it

is now placing on the subject.

The bank intends to open up to
300 workplace nurseries for its

staff's small children.

Last year National Westmin-
ster Bank recruited 128 men
and 120 women on the Milk
Round: the number of men and
women has been equal for the
past three years.

A review of working require-
ments is also under way in the
Civil Service, which faces par-
ticular problems in recruiting
enough suitable grades
because of the lag in its pay
levels compared to the private
sector. It is now trying to
break down traditional work-
ing patterns.

The Department of Educa-
tion and Science is exploring
the idea of sharing creche facil-

ities with other government
departments. It is also looking
at allowing more skilled staff

to work from home, using com-
puters connected to the office

on telephone lines.

None the less, many employ-
ers have not yet adjusted work-
ing arrangements to attract

more women. A recent report

on recruitment of information
technology staff by the Insti

tute of Manpower Studies
found many employers felt

there were fewer women enter-
ing the labour market with the
right skills than in the early

1980s.

The report found many IT
employers were taking sym-
bolic steps such as showing
successful women recruits on
the Milk Round, but few had
got round to taking special ini-

tiatives in employment or
recruitment practices to
increase the number of women.
The lesson for women under-

graduates who find themselves
wooed on the Milk Round this

is to 1year look behind the

a
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THE FUTURE IS WITH EUROPE.

BE PART OF IT!

<4

The Commission of (he European Communities organises

regular recruitment competitions every autumn to attract

ECONOMICSOR
LAWCRADUAIES
with/without experience. The competitions notice is always

published in the national papers. For more details write to

Recruitment Division.

Commission of the European Communities,

rue de la Loi 200,

B- 1049 Brussels, Belgium.

glossy picture of successful
women in company brochures

and ask some hard questions

about employment policies,

and how many women the
company has in senior posi-

tions.

Among the subjects worth
raising are: does a company
have a formal career break
scheme; does it have counsel-

ling or confidence-building
courses for senior managers;
how senior within it are man-
agers responsible for equal
opportunities; what is the
wastage rate of women gradu-
ate recruits?

The answers to such ques-

tions will give a firmer indica-

tion than recruitment bro-

chures of how seriously the
company is really taking a
resource increasingly desired

by employers.

ETHNIC MINORITIES

Degrees of discrimination
Joel Kibazo looks at attitudes to black and Asian students

FOR MOST students, getting a
degree increases the chances of
obtaining a professionally ful-

filling and well-paid job.

But for students from the
ethnic minorities that marim
far from holds true.

A new report from the Com-
mission for Racial Equality
(CRE), into the prospects for

ethnic minority graduates,
paints a dismal picture.

Following hundreds of inter-

views with black and Asian
graduates, the report said: “It

seems unlikely that the dis-
crimination and disadvantage
that ethnic minorities face at
other levels in the job market
disappear with the acquisition
of a degree.”
Using figures for 1985 gradu-

ates the researchers found that
72 per cent of ethnic minority
graduates did not receive a sin-

gle job offer in their final year,
while the corresponding figure
for white students was 53 per
cent.

Black and Asian graduates
made more job applications
than their white counterparts
but gained fewer interviews
and even fewer jobs.

Ethnic minority graduates
eventually got a job but, in
many cases, the job was infe-

rior to that obtained by a simi-

larly qualified white graduate.
But there was little in the

way of direct evidence of dis-

crimination, and racism in the
recruitment process remained
“invisible” hugely due to the
nature of the UK recruitment
process.

John Brennan, the report's

co-author, said: “Many employ-
ers place emphasis on personal

qualities but these are never

defined and, in some cases,

may be a surrogate for rac-

ism."

Polytechnic careers advisers

fed that many employers do

not discriminate deliberately

but are simply looking in the

wrong places.

Sue Harvey, a careers

adviser at the Polytechnic of

North London, said: “Employ-

ers need to target institutions

like ours. This is where a lot of

the ethnic minority students

are. Employers say they want
to treat everybody equally, yet

they only recruit from univer-

sities and consider only a
handful of polys. Id effect they
are not taking action.”

But things may be about to

change.
Two years ago, the Associa-

tion of Graduate Recruiters,

the representative body for

recruiters, and the Association

of Graduate Careers Advisery
Service, formed a committee to

try and iron out the different

perceptions held by both eth-

nic minority graduates and
employers likely to take them
on.

The committee includes
some of the biggest recruiters

of new graduates in the coun-
try such as BP, Ford Motor and
Price Waterhouse. There is

also a CRE representative on
the committee, and one from
the National Union of Stu-

dents.

In November 1988 the joint

AGR/AGCAS committee held a
seminar in London for employ-
ers and ethnic minority final

year students, which discussed

the fears of students about

employers' attitudes towards
them.

The committee now hopes
that colleges and universities

around the country will hold
similar seminars in an attempt
to allay the fears of ethnic
minority students.
BP is one of the big employ-

ers that has put a lot of effort

into making itself more attrac-

tive to ethnic minority gradu-
ates. The company has pro-

duced an internal guide,
“designed to help interviewers

Employers are
looking in the
wrong places

overcome the problems created
by diversity, and give all candi-
dates a fair and equal opportu-
nity to demonstrate their quali-

fications for the job."

David Warrell, in charge of

Ford's graduate recruitment at

Ford Motor and another mem-
ber of the committee, said: “We
are putting a lot of effort into

equal opportunities at Ford. It

is company policy and, any-
way, it is good business. We
must be seen to be doing some-
thing.”

He said the company now
carries out ethnic monitoring
in its recruitment and revealed

that in 1988, 11 per cent of

graduate applicants were from
the ethnic minorities, of which
8 per cent were recruited.

Professional bodies have also

began taking action. A report

published last April by the
Law Society found that ethnic

minorities in the legal profes-

sion felt they were discrimi-

nated against at every level.

Using 1986/87 figures, the

society found there were 618

ethnic minority solicitors in

England and Wales, out of a

total of 48.494 practising solici-

tors, a figure which repre-

sented only 1,27 per cent.

The Society last year
appointed a careers officer

with a specific brief to attract

ethnic minority candidates to

become solicitors.

The chartered accountancy

profession has also been taking

steps to put its house in order,

following the 1987 publication

of a damning CRE report into

ethnic minority recruitment
for chartered accountancy
training.

College careers officers are

asked to challenge employers
who appear to reject students

on racial grounds and to refer

such cases to the CRE.
The report recommends that

employers widen the range of

institutions from which they
recruit to include those with
large numbers of ethnic minor-
ities and that they set out the
criteria against which appli-

cants are'judged and the meth-
ods used in assessing them.
But Tariq Madood, the CRE’s

senior research officer who
commissioned the report, said:

“The shortage of new gradu-

ates will put an economic price

on discrimination. Discrimina-

tion will become bad busi-

ness.”

Further information: Ethnic
Minorities and the Graduate
Labour Market, CRE, Elliot

House, 10-12 Allington Street,

London SW1E 5EH. £2.
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If spending all day on an adding machine doesn 'l set your pulse

racing, join the chib.

Better still join BOO Binder Hamfyn.

I9e are lookingfor graduates with initiative, drive and enthusiasm.

You’d be working for an international firm with worldwide

resources, whose innovative services have set us apartfrom the rest.

Rather than using the same approachfor all clients, we tailor our

services to suit specific needs.

Audit Plus, for example
,
gives larger corporate clients a way of

examining the financial health of their company. Rather than simply

auditing the business, we identify areasfor improvement, turning the audit

into a vitalfinancial tool that is welcomed rather than resented.

The needs oftheprivate business are met by our Profit Plus senice,

which concentrates on what really matters to our clients - maximisingprofit

andfinancialperformance.

Our Private Client Services reflect the needs of the individualfor

independent advice on personalfinancial matters.

This individual approach to accountancyprotidesgraduates with an

opportunity to work within a challenging and stimulating career entiron-

ment, enabling them to gamfirst-hand experience

oj he comprehensive services we offer our dients.

If you're interested in u>orkingfor us,

please call Mark Holloway on 01-353 3020.

Otherwise the writing is on the watt.
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Prejudice

puts paid

to career
Joel Kibazo
talks to

Helen Powell

HELEN POWELL had all the

right qualifications to become

a chemical engineer with one

exception - her colour.

That factor alone appears

to have been enough to derail

what might have been a
promising career.

She went to Nottingham
University where she took a

chemical engineering degree.

Her career decision was
reinforced during her

industrial placements done
in her summer holidays.

"The places where I worked
during my placements were
not as male dominated as 1

had thought and, in fact

seemed to be very forward

thinking."

But that favourable

impression of the chemical
engineering sector soon
disappeared when Helen began
to apply forjobs in her final

year, prior to her 1987

graduation.

She applied to abont 20
companies and got a first

interview from most of them,

because, she says, of the

experience she had gained

during her placements.

But it was at the second
interview stage that she began
to suspect her colour might
be a more important factor

to recruiters than she had
imagined.

At an international oil and
petrol conglomerate, she said:
M
I was asked which country

I would not work in. I said. I

was willing to work anywhere
in the world, but the

interviewer persisted asking
the same question several

times. They were obviously

trying to find out my feelings

about working in South
Africa."

But her worst interview
experience was with a leading

international consumer
products group, where she was
interviewed for a production

engineer's job.

“I was asked what I would
do if1 found two men fighting

in the men’s changing room.

But then the interviewers

burst out laughing saying of

course 1 wouldn't be in a men's
changing room, so they
changed the scenario to the
factory floor and then asked
me how I thought people in

the factory would feel if I was
taken on since I was a not only

a woman, but a black woman.”
She was also asked if she

was "attached" and if she
intended to have children in

the near future.

When contacted, the

company said it was an equal
opportunities employer and
"would be very surprised if

those kind of questions formed
any part of the normal
interview.” The company also

said it had "no overall

guidelines” for interviewers

to follow.

Bitter Bnrt disillusioned,^
decided at the suggestion of

her careers adviser to abandon
her hopes of becoming a
chemical engineer.
She eventually landed a job

with RJR Nabisco, the US food
and tobacco group, as a
production manager in charge

of a cereal production line at
their Hertfordshire factory.

She hated it - not because
she experienced any racism

at the company but because,

she said, the company had “no
career plan for graduates”.

Six months after joining

Nabisco, she left to join the

UK subsidiary of Union'

Carbide, the large US
chemicals company, as a
technical sales representative

in the international

division, selling industrial

chemicals. She was
particularly encouraged by
the interview. “The interview

at Union Carbide was very
different. You felt it was on
your own personal merit while,

in the past you felt people bad
already made up their mind.
Although I had no previous
experience in sales, here people
were interested In my ideas
and what 1 had to say.” -

Looking hack over the past

'

18 months since she joined
Union Carbide, she says, “It

is a good company to work for

though things here are slightly

limited as it is only a sales

office, but if I have an idea it

is acted upon and there is a
lot of opportunity for people
to grow.”

Helen Powdh The
interview at Union
Carbide was very
different. You felt

ft was on your own
personal merit1
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Culture and the market

A NEW Commission for Racial

Equality report into the ethnic

minority graduate labour mar-

ket says there are distinct dif-

ferences between ethnic

groups when it comes to

employment .

Using a sample of 1984 grad-

uates of all races, the CKK
researchers found that 31.5 per

cent of all graduates were
employed in the public sector,

23.1 per cent in manufactur-

ing, 35,7 per cent in commerce,

and 9.8 per cent were self-em-

ployed.

When these figures are bro-

ken down along racial lines,

the report says African and
Caribbean students were most

likely to be employed in the

public sector, with tew of them
in maimfanturing and com-
merce.

Arians-frrrm Africa were the

least likely to be employed in

the public sector, bat they

were by fear (along with other

Asians) the most likely racial

group to be self-employed.

tendency for Afro Caribbean
graduates to go for careers in

the social services:and law,

while a large number of Asian
graduates went into accoun-
tancy, the computer sector and
pharmacy.
Part of the explanation for

the Asian concentration in
pharmacy, said the authors,

was partly to do with the high

status attached to the profes-

sion - it is seen , as a good
second best for those who
would have wished for a
career as a doctor - and the
option the profession offers for

sett-employment
The report said: “Undoubt-

edly cultural factors combine
with the labour market diffi-

culties in increasing the
attractiveness of seif employ-
ment. It is not an option so
readily available from, da sub-
ject areas."

’ll

'i

Joel Kftazo

While the authors of the

report said no one group was
attracted only to a particular

profession, they say there is a

Further information: Ethnic
Minorities and. the Graduate
Labour Market, QBE, Elliot

House, 10-12 Aldington Street,

London SW1E 5EH. £2.
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Research & Development

Production

Information Technology

Financial Management

Marketing and Sales

We promise creative use ofyour ~

intelligence initiative personality

leadership potential ambition

As we pursue creative use of materials —

manufacturing a broad portfolio of textiles, industrial

products, and chemicals to meet customer needs faster,

better, more distinctively than our competitors.

Courtaulds is an international company with sales

of over £2.5 billion and more than 55,000 employees,

16,000 of them outside the UK.

Courtaulds We are looking for graduates from all degree

disciplines, so why not find out more?

Courtaalda pic. Graduate Recruitment, PO Box 16, 345 FoIeshiU Road. Coventry CV6 5AE
Freephone: Courtaulds Graduate Recruitment

Graduates: Full block release
Accountancy training on full pay .

.

Great pressures are placed on accountancy students. It is not uncommon for students to work a.

full day, and then have to study all evening. The NA0 believe this is unrealistic. As an alternative,

we have developed a comprehensive, structured training programme, aimed at providing our

graduate recruits with the skills and expertise tohecome professional. accountants.

Most of our recruits study for membership of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and'

Accountancy, a well-respected public sector qualification.. Preparation for the examinations is

largely by block-release at CIPFA’s training centre at Croydon. During the first year ofstudy, a

recruit spends around 24 weeks on block-release on full pay. Applicants well on their way to

achieving membership of the certified or management accountancy institutes may be invited to

complete those studies, with full NA0 support.

What's the catch?
There's no catch, but we require good quality graduates who have the energy and commitment

both for the intensive training programme and the varied, demanding work of the NA0.

We are currently looking for applications from graduates of any dfsciplrne,. provided that they'

have obtained, or will obtain, at least a 22 rionoure 'degree. Candidates should have “0" Level

Mathematics and English Language, and have a proven academic record.

What are the rewards?
The pay of our accountancy trainees starts at £11,000* and rises to £14,020*. Higher starting

salaries may be offered to those with relevant experience or qualifications. A bonus of £850 is

paid to those passing Part 1. Promotion to Auditor (£15,500* to £19,700*) is normally

awarded to those who pass Part 2.

On qualification (i.e. Part 3), capable officers will be promoted to Senior Auditor (£19,400* io

£25,025*). Further promotion depends entirely on merit

Who are the NAO?
The National Audit Office are an independent organisation, responsible for overseeing the

collection and expenditure of -taxpayers' money by central Government departments and other

bodies. The NAO are headed by the Comptroller and Auditor General, who is tasked with

providing Parliament with assurance that public money is being correctly and appropriately

spent, and that value for money is being obtained.

Where will you be based?
Most vacancies are in London, but some will arise at our twenty

provincial locations.

How to find outmore:
Write to David Jones at: The Recruitment Section,

Room B349, Dept FT, 157-197 Buckingham Palace

Road, London SW1W 9SP or ring us on 01-798 7231

(24houranswerphone).

* Salaries in the provinces are £2,400 lower.

We are an equal opportunities employer. MO
NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE

In a crowded market***

one name stands out*

Debbie Bryant,

Price Waterhouse,

Southwark Towers,
32 London Bridge Street,

London SE1 9SY.

Tel: 01-407 8989.

Challenging and rewarding careers tor graduates

interested in Chartered Accountancy, .Taxation,

and IT within Management Consultancy.

We’re looking for the best and so are you -the best in

training, practical experience and career development

opportunities in a truly international firm.

Price Waterhouse

i
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MATURE STUDENTS

Old before
their time
Employers are missing out,
reports Phillip Halliday
£JFE BEGINS at 40, so they
say, but for the mature student
it may well have ended 10
years earlier. In the eyes of
some employers the "big
three” signals the onset of
senility and a downturn in
employability.

Studies by the Association of
Graduate Careers Advisory
Services over the past two
years concluded that many
employers, especially in the
private sector, felt no need to
consider older graduates while
the flow of 21-year-olds
remained steady.
This approach to recruit-

ment handicaps a large and
growing chunk of the student
body. In 1988 11 per cent of
undergraduates in the univer-
sity sector were aged 25 or
over.

A survey of 117 employers
showed a generally negative
impression towards the recruit-
ment of older graduates - stu-
dents over 25 when qualifying
The association was con-

cerned by the ambivalence
shown by employers towards
the forecast decline in the
numbers of young people.
Many employers seemed to
have ignored the predictions
while others recognised the
problem but were not consider-
ing policy changes or were
happy to return to the recruit-

ment of A level-standard
school leavers.

Employers expressed fears
about older entrants* mobility,
their integration into training

schemes and a perceived
inability to accept criticism.

On the other hand, older
graduates were said to possess
attractive attributes such as
self-knowledge, emotional sta-

bility, inter-personal skills and
loyalty.

The public sector displayed a
far greater acceptance of
mature students especially for

those aged over 30 with rele-

vant degrees and with work
experience. Of graduates who
qualified in 1987, for example.
62.7 per cent of those over the
age of 25 were found in the
public sector, compared with
29.2 per cent of the younger
ones.
The employment scene for

mature students is a mishmash
and the future remains unclear
because employers are hard to

pin down on recruitment poli-

cies. Some said they did not
discriminate against graduates
over 30 years old, had no spe-

cial recruitment policies for

them and treated them like

"normal" graduates. But this

line of thought - “we employ
the best person for the job" -

ignores the point that mature
students might have special

training requirements.

Barbara Graham of Strath-

clyde University careers advi-

sory service added that the

issue was clouded by employ-
ers who pointed to job chang-
ers or employees returning to
work after a spell at university
and called them mature stu-
dents.

NatWest Bank, for example,
expressed a particular interest
in job changers and saw
mature students as a way of
helping to solve recruitment
shortages.

“We have no separate train-

ing scheme for mature stu-
dents," said Paul Bowler,
recruitment manager at Nat-
West. “We have the same
scheme for all trainees but
have scrapped our upper age
limit for graduates.

“NatWest has had mixed
results with mature students
but if the training scheme
should prove inappropriate for
them we would review it but it

is too early to draw conclu-
sions.”

Accountancy firm Robson
Rhodes, on the other hand,
said that they actively pursued
mature students and job
changers up to the age of 35
“providing they met the usual
selection criteria".

“There are many advantages
for mature students; they are
usually highly-motivated and
hard-working, which is what
matters.” said Anthony Robin-
son, personnel manager at
Robson Rhodes.
Additional information can

be gained as a results of last

month’s Agcas conference on
graduate recruitment. This
saw the launch of an older stu-

dents’ resource pack with a list

of preferred ages for entry to

professions. The pack is avail-

able from careers advisory
offices.

At the conference Robert
Jackson, Minister for Higher
Education, said the Govern-
ment wanted to improve access
for mature students into
higher education and noted
employer reluctance to aban-
don the notion that graduates
should be in their early 20s.

In 1987, Mr Jackson said, the

unemployment rate for gradu-
ates under 23 was 14 per cent
compared to 21 per cent for
those aged 33-42. He urged
employers to review recruit-

ment needs.

Barbara Graham hoped the
speeches reflected a shift in

attitude toward the older grad-

uate. She said educators,
careers advisers and employers
must examine recruitment
methods to eliminate unfair

bias in employment literature,

applications forms and testing

methods.

Perhaps she had in mind the
employer who began a conver-
sation with a newly-graduated
34-year-old: “Well, what did
you do with your 13 years out,

Mr Halliday?"

FT Editorial

Library

If you have a keen interest in

Current Affairs which you wish

to pursue through your career,

the Financial Times Editorial

Library would like to hear from

you.

We are a Library of 34 staff

providing an information

service to the FT’s Editorial

Department. We are involved in

providing both general and
statistical data using Online

Databases, as well as
traditional library services.

If you feel you would like to

work in a busy, friendly

environment and would react

well to the pressures of

editorial deadlines and wish to

be considered for future

vacancies please contact:

Mary Batten,

Library Manager,

Financial Times,

1, Southwark Bridge,

London SE1 9HL

Judith Wl&uns! using her experience as a mature student to help others

PROFILE

Build-up to

full-time

study
Phillip Halliday

meets Judith

Williams

JUDITH WILLIAMS ieft school

in 1967, aged 17, without any
qualifications. Just over 22

years later she is a
highly-qualified lecturer at

a college of further education.

Her path through the

education system to a job in

academia is one that is being
taken by increasing numbers
of older people who miss out
on education at the
conventional age.

Judith returned to education
shortly after school She took
a couple ofO levels on day
release while working for

Nalgo, the local government
uninn, and completed a
secretarial course. Over the
next six years she had a series

of secretarial jobs with
advertising agencies and at
the BBC.

The change in direction

came in 1976; “I got married
and wanted a baby. Work plans
were put on the shelf so that

I could stay at home with the
children," she says.

“After four or five years of
being a mum I began A level

history at evening classes,

more as a break from the kids
than anything else.”

In 1982, aged 32. she applied
for a three-year social work
course at Croydon College and
to London University to study
history. She was accepted for
both and finally plumped for

London University, although:
“It was a perfectly useless
degree vocationally-speaking

but I wanted to do something
for myself. The process of
learning became the important
thing, not the piece of paper."
she says.

After graduating in 1985 she
trained to teach in further
education at Garnett college,

part of Thames polytechnic.

That year she took up two
part-time posts; at South East
London College, teaching
English O level, and at Brixton
College of Further Education,
teaching computer literacy.

This led to a full-time

lectureship running a course
called Computing for Women
aimed at women who return
to learning at the same time
as bringing up young children.

Judith uses her experiences
to help others who are taking

those first tentative steps on
the road back to education.

Judith is acutely aware of

the special needs of the older

student. “At university I was
highly motivated. I wanted
to discuss the course and
understand it, whereas the

younger ones just wanted to

get it done.”

There is little understanding
of the needs of older woman
at most universities, she

argues, and points to the lack

of creches and support
' networks as examples.

There are some advantages,

too, however. Judith says she

bad no trouble mixing with

the teenagers - “some of them
used to baby-sit” - and feels

she was treated better by the

teaching staff who became
good friends.

On employer attitudes she
believes the public sector is

more receptive: “The sector
is more understanding of the

desire to return to study, there

is more empathy. The private

sector seems to have little

respect for education."

Timing is important when
making decisions about
learning after the conventional
age, especially for women with
children, she says. Further
education colleges or the Open
university are good ways to

ease back into the learning
process before taking the leap
into full-time education.

Success in Merchant Banking
through investment in people

International merchant banking — the business is stimulating, the

competition tough.

Bankers Trust has become a world class merchant bank through

providing highly innovative products and financial engineering services to a

wide range of international clients throughout Europe and the world’s

financial centres.

At the end of the day, however, our strength lies in people. We

provide an environment that encourages you, through early responsibility,

to make the most of your talent and expertise. ^UR GRADUATES ARE AT THE HEART OF THE

ACTION IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS.

At Bankers Trust, we recruit the brightest and most motivated people from a range of degree disciplines. We

train them in all areas of our business, from Corporate Finance, Global Markets, Sales/Trading and Financial Engineering

to Operations Management and specialist financial services businesses.

We are keen to hear from newly qualified graduates, those with an

MBA qualification, or graduates with experience in a Financial Services

environment. Accountancy, Management Consultancy or Law now looking

for a first job change. The work is

complex and challenging but,

above all, exciting and stimulating.

For those with the right blend of

MR1
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WAS ADOPTED AS THE RANK'S SYlfflOL IN 1913.

intelligence, ambition, strong

inter-personal Skills and analytical

ability, it is also among the most rewarding anywhere.
I

As well as salaries and benefits that directly reward your

achievements, high calibre graduates will enjoy unlimited opportunities

BANKB1S TRUST IS ACTIVE IN ALL THE MAJOR

to grow and develop as the business does. FINANCIAL CENTRES.

For further information, please write to the Graduate Recruitment Officer, Human Resources, Bankers

Trust Company, 1 Appold Street, London EC2A 2HE. Telephone (01) 726 4141- Alternatively, visit your

Graduate Placement Office.

Bankers TrustCompany
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Some employers

in Europe are now

recruiting gradu-

ates outside their

home country, her-

alding the first

international grad-

uate recruitment

market.

Here, and on the

next two pages,

Financial Times

foreign correspon-

dents report on the

graduate scene in

the countries they

cover.

FOCUS ON WEST GERMANY

Too many doctors

and philosophers
David Goodhart in Bonn reports on the uneven $
distribution of graduates '

fe

WEST Germany's universities

have never beat so overcrow-
ded, yet employers complain of

a growing shortage of qualified

graduates especially in elec-

tronic engineering, information

technology and management
Employers worry even more

about a looming shortage of
skilled manual workers and
technicians and, for the first

time in more than a decade,
the supply of places offered
under Germany’s famed voca-

tional training system will

year outstrip demand. None
the less, the lack of graduates,

or rather the uneven distribu-

tion of graduates, has also

become a matter serious
enough for cabinet-level discus-
sion.

“The trouble is that we are
producing far too many social

science and liberal arts gradu-

ates best-suited for work in the
public services, and not
enough of the specialists that
private industry wants,” says
Ursula Engelen-Kefer, deputy
head of the Federal Labour
Office in Nuremberg. At the
end of last year the Govern-
ment announced a special
grant of DM2bn (over £680m) to

the universities to deal with
the current overcrowding, but
also to provide more places for

If

telephones

were all

we did,

what would
we do

with all our

graduates?

There’s more lo British

Telecom than meets the eat

Of course, telephones are a
fundamental aspect of our
business. With more than 23
million customers, we’reone of

the world’s top six networks.

But we’re also applying our
technical and commercial
expertise lo a diverse range of

activities - from software
development to optical fibre

technology.

For the new graduates who
join us every year; British

Telecom is an exciting place

to be. You’ll enter directly as a
manager- a dear indication of

the responsibility and chal-

lengesyoucan expectbomday
one.The quality ofour training

wins high praise and our rapid

growth and development
mean your career prospects

could hardly be better.

We have opportunities

across, the spectrum of degree
disciplines. For details of our
Autumn Presentation on your
campus see your Careers
Adviser or contact us free on
Unkline 0800 289 -M2

British Telecom is an equal
opportunity employer

British

TELECOM

THE RIGHT DEGREE
OF KNOWLEDGE

We don’t look for any particular degree discipline in our
graduate intake at Abbey National. Just recognition on your
part that as we expand into new marketplaces we’re playing a
crucial part in the shaping ofthe financial arena. So you’ll

know we can provide you with the most innovative forum for
your career activities.

We'll give you structured and progressive training and you'll be
actively encouraged to study for professional qualifications.

An effective combination of formal courses and hands-on
assignments will enable you to develop in your chosen direction,

be it Branch Management. IT. Finance. Treasuty. or many of the
other career options we can offer.

You can look forward to superb prospects that only an
organisation that specialises in diversification and growth can
provide. Promotion is related to your performance. We aim to help
you develop portable management skills that will set you on the
‘fast track’ to a Senior Management position, influencing the
direction and development of our entire organisation.
The environment is a great incentive, well equipped offices filled

with young professional people and a lively atmosphere. Based at
one of our network of branches or our Head Offices in Milton

Keynes or London, you'll receive a highly competitive salary and
impressive benefits package with concessionary mortgage after a
brief qualifying period.

For further details please collect a brochure and an application

form from your careers service or write to our Graduate
Recruitment Officer. Abbey National. Abbey House.

201 Grafton Gate East. Central Milton Keynes. Bucks. MK9 ! AN.
’

Abbey National is an equal opportunities employer.
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the large number of students

who do want to study informa-
tion technology or manage-
ment but cannot find a univer-
sity to take them
This grant is supposed to

create 11,000 new places for
information technology alone
but there is some scepticism
over whether enough universi-

ty-level teachers rar[ be found.
As in most other European

countries, demography is the
underlying cause of employer
anxiety over impending short-

ages of skilled graduate labour.

Germany’s excellent training
and education system gives it a
better starting position than
some of its European partners,
but, with its high-skill based
economy and a sharper drop in
the birth-rate, it could end up
with one of the biggest prob-
lems of alL

Already, more than 25 per
cent of school-leavers go to
university, which means a
smaller pool of frustrated uni-

Germany’s
education system
gives it a better

start than some
European countries

versity students to draw on as.

overall numbers of younger
people decline. And employers
have shown little willingness

to bid up financial incentives

in the shortage areas or adopt
greater flexibility in recruit-

ment, although they are doing
more to encourage their skilled

women worirers to return to

work after children.

For example, graduate man-
agement jobs have tradition-

ally been filled by students of
economics or law and there is

little sign that employers are
becoming more willing to hire
philosophers or historians.
Daniel Goeudevert, the former
professor of literature who
became head of Ford Germany,
is an exception and is, in any
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case, French.
The wiain reason universities

have bucked the demographic
trend, and look set to continue
bursting at the seams for
'another dprarip at least, is^
a higher proportion of school
leavers who pass the Abitur -

the university entrance exam
- are taking up their right to
go to University.

Unfortunately for the Ger-
man economy, too many of
them are still studying medi-
cine or philosophy. Unemploy-
ment among doctors and teach-
ers is now so high that some
have begun taking jobs in
Britain and other EC countries,

a trend which may grow stron-

ger after 1992.

It would be unfair to say that

employers are not responding
at afi to this challenge. The
German Employers Associa-
tion, for example, has had
some success in encouraging
its members to form closer
partnerships with universities

and technical colleges.

A recent report from the
German Economic Institute
(IDW) in Cologne also pointed
out that some employers are
taking advantage of university
overcrowding, and of the fact

that students may not be able
to take up their first choice
discipline, to attract school
leavers with the Abitur direct

into training places.

The report said that 11,000 Of
such special training places

wifi be filled this year. 1,000

more than two years ago.
About 18 per cent of the places
are for engineers compared
with 12 per cent two years ago.
There is also a growing

interest in new approaches to

management education which
has traditionally been done by
companies in-house. A few
business schools are beginning

to spring up and Daniel Goeu-

Rve school-leavers haw
become th» first Britons lo

join a training Bchomonm
by Hbeohot, the chemicals

group, lii Frankfurt

devert, who recentlyJeft Ford
Germany to join Volkswagen,

has- been publicly speculating

about setting up an entirely

new kind of business schoolln

Germany.
This would attempt to trans-

plant the practical/theoretical

duality of the country's basic

vocational training system to

the management .level. It

would, says Goeudevert,

require a “permanent alliance"

between business and acade-

mia, with managers returning

for study periods throughout

their careers and academics

becoming more effective busi-

ness consultants, thanks to

more direct contact with indus-

trialists’ problems.

There is one simpler and
more radical solution to the

graduate shortage problem in

Germany which was pin-

pointed recently by Juergen
Heraeus, chairman' of Eeraeus

Holdings in Hanau, who said:

“Germany has the youngest

pensioners and oldest students

in the world. A shortening of

study time would provide

industry with the young, quali-

fied, workers it needs, while

also boosting the income of the

pension and health funds.”

Are you Interested in a career
engineering?

in

We have a continual requirement for graduates in

the following disdptines:

Mathematics, Physics,
Mechanical, Electrical, Electronic and

Aeronautical Engineering

We offer competitive salaries, two reviews per year,

js relocation expenses, pension scheme, free

assurance and sports and social dub. Rural
location and excellent working environment.

Interested? Telephone or write to:

Carole Gibson, Personnel Department
Hunting Engineering Limited,

Reddings Wood, Ampthffl, Bedford MK45 2HD.
Telephone (0525) 403431, Ext 3340

L V/n Defence of TomorrowJ k
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FREEHILL
HOLLINGDALE

& PAGE

Freehm HoIlingdaleAcPage isan international legal partnership ofapproximately

400 lawyers. _

We are one of the largest law firms in Australia and South East Asia. We are

represented in allmajor Australian capital city markets and alsohavea significant

established yet rapidly expanding Asian practice, with offices in Singapore and

Bangkok and dose associations with leading law firms in Tokyo and Jakarta.

FreehiU HoHingdale& Page is a commercial law firm with particular strength in

Banking and Finance. Commercial Dispute Resolution, Construction Projects,

Government, Industrial Relations & Employment, Intellectual Property, Media,

Mergers & Acquisitions, Property. Resources, Taxation, Telecommunications &
Satellite Communications, Trade Relief 8cCustoms and Excise Law.

Our legal services are delivered with commercial awareness and a practical

business perspective. An innovative approach to legal issues characterises chit

practice. Our internal strengths indude a dose and supportive working

atmosphere, an openness to new ideas and approaches and a system of

meritocracy, with ability and integrity being the only criteria for partnership.

Ifyou havehigh grade academic qualifications, at least 2 years' experience in any
ofour fields of practice (and havegained thatexperience with a majorcommercial
law firm or equivalent) and are admitted or entitled to be admitted to practice in

Australia, we'd like to talk to you. Applications or enquiries regarding

employmentshould beaddressed to the StaffPartner fortheaty inwhichyouseek
employment

Sydney, Canberra, Singapore - Brian McFadyen
Brisbane - Elizabeth Nosworthy

Melbourne -John Cooper
Perth -Tim Remold

SYDNEY MELBOURNE PERTH

'

FtwWH HoMngdale FieetuU HoHingdale FreehiU HoHingdale
* P-ip- * Page 4c Page
MLC Outre BHP House Australia Oaoe
Martin Place HO WnUam Street 15-17 William Street

Sydney 2000 Melbourne 3000 Perth 6000
New South Wales Vtaona Western Australia

Tel <02) 225 5000 Tel UB) 640 2M0 Tel t09» 327 5777
Fax 102} 233 6430 Fax UB) 640 2689 Fax (09) 322 5954

CANBERRA BRISBANE 9NCAPORE
FreehHl HoHingdale Byrne Nosworthy Freehill HoHingdale

& Dcryle fc Page
Level 3 Level 19 8 1301 Standard
London Court Brisbane Qut> Tower tattered Bank
13 London Circuit 341 Adelaide Street Building
Canberra GtV 2601 Brisbane 4OT0 6 Battery Rood
ACT Queensland Singapore 0104
TW ««) 49 7711 Tel ton 221 6222 Tel (65) 225 1288
Fax 10621 48 9SB2 Fax (07) 220 0038 Fax 1651 225 3314

Represented in Tokyo and Jakarta

A
THE SERIOUS ARTOFMIXING
BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE

Eating is a pleasure.

Producing, marketing and selling food is a
business. One of the most expansive, dynamic

and exciting in Britain today.

And one of the biggest names in the business is

United Biscuits.

Our list of companies and brands reads like a roll

of honour, some of the names are pictured here.

To you, the student aboutto qualify (degree

or HND) we offer a broad choice of career

opportunities including Production,

Research, Development, Engineering,

Management Services, Finance,Distribution, Manage
Sales, Marketing ana Personnel.

AN at an equally wide number of locations and all

supported by the most professional training.

So whatever discipline youVe studied and
whatever ambitions you harbour, well put you in
the picture.

For full details of the UB career options contact
your Careers Advisory Service or write to:
Graduate Recruitment Office, United
Biscuits (UK) Ltd., Grant House, Syon Lane
Isleworth, Middlesex 7W7 5NN.

United Biscuits
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n cuts both ways: Dutch teachers Monique Wisse (left) antI Netty Breedyeld in London

WORKING ABROAD

Channel crossing
Paul Abrahams looks at trends in

pan-European recruitment

A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS CareerClioice

FOCUS ON JAPAN

Tactics include
Yuriko Mita in 1

YOU can’t help but envy next

year’s Japanese college gradu-

ates - their chances of lining

up a job in the next few
months are close to 100 per
cent. The annual graduate hir-

ing season is just getting under
way and, by all accounts, the

sellers’ market which has pre-

vailed for some time, will be
stronger than ever.

Such is the demand for grad-

uates that some Japanese
employers will go to extraordi-

nary lengths to capture poten-

tial recruits. Under a gentle-

men’s agreement, companies
do not start recruiting until a

certain date, which this year
was August 20. However, with
the fierce competition for per-

sonnel, many companies
ignored the rule and started
recruiting as early as June 30.

Since companies cannot offer

formal acceptances to students

until August 20, they give out
naitei, an unofficial promise of

employment. Having secured
the Student, many companies,
to prevent students from meet-
ing with other companies,
resort to kosuku or physical
restraint. Companies accom-
plish this by taking students
on all-expense paid trips, con-
stantly inviting them to func-
tions to ensure they have no
free time and. at times, even
physically isolating them.

In order to help these stu-

dents. Nikkeiren, the Japan
Federation of Employers' Asso-

okyo on how far
ciations, established a tele-
phone hotline at its employ-
ment and education policy
departments to listen to com-
plaints. As of August ll, it bad
received 394 calls from stu-
dents complaining of compa-
nies that have been closeting
them in hotel rooms, or harass-
ing them in other ways.
For the majority of students,

however, the recruitment pro-
cess is less demanding. By tra-

dition, interviewing and offers

are made in the autumn in
advance of graduation the fol-

lowing spring. According to
Arthur Anderson, Japanese
companies are hoping to hire
700,000 graduates this season.
However, there are only going
to be 320,000 graduates, which
works out to 2.18 job offers per
student, up from 1.15 this April
and 0.76 in April 1988.

The most popular targets
among the graduates this year
are said to be mass communi-
cations companies, which
include advertising, broadcast-
ing and newspapers, and finan-
cial companies, including
banks, brokerage houses, and
insurance companies. Accord-
ing to a survey conducted this
year by Diamond Big, a private
job research firm, 10 of the 30
most popular companies, as
ranked by college seniors, were
banks, with Mitsubishi Rank
taking the number one spot

In addition, Tokyo’s Waseda
University reports that the

some employers
mass communications sector

was most popular with its

seniors, attracting 2S.6 per cent

of them, while 17.4 per cent
hoped for a job in the financial

sector.

The reasons behind the
recent popularity of financial

and mass communications

companies can be partially
traced to the more self-centred

way of thinking of young Japa-
nese these days. Brought up in

an affluent age when the tradi-

tional emphasis on conformity
and group activity was becom-
ing unpopular, they are more
interested in jobs that have
prestige and enable them to
express themselves. TTiey
believe financial and mass
communications jobs will meet
those aspirations and will be

will go
more merit-based than tradi-

tional sectors.

This shift in the thinking of

job-seeking students can be
attributed to changes in the
stature of Japan's economy.
Ten years ago, college seniors
still had an inkling of eco-
nomic hardships, and the coun-
try as a whole saw itself as a
struggling nation. However,
with the economic prosperity

that has come to Japan, the
young are not as concerned
about economic stability as
their fathers were.
Given the tight labour sup-

ply, many companies, espe-
cially in manufacturing, will

continue to have problems
recruiting the necessary per-

sonnel. Even engineering stu-

dents have been wooed by the
financial sector in the past two
or three years.

The Nihon Keizai newspaper
reported that in 1984 2.9 per
cent of science majors went
into the financial sector, while
in 1988 the number jumped to

15.9 per cent. Diamond Big also

found that out of the 30 most
popular companies for male
engineering students, 12 were
in non-manufacturing, includ-
ing transportation, insurance,
finance, and trading.

It is estimated that every
engineering graduate will

receive four job offers, double
that of the liberal arts student.

At Nikko Securities and
Yamaichi Securities about 30

per cent of new employees this

April were science majors "and

the numbers have been defi-

nitely increasing," according to

Mr Tomnaki Ishii of Yamaichi,

To upgrade their images,
manufacturing companies have

been building or improving
low-rent company housing, and
launching public relations

campaigns. For example, sev-

eral steel companies have used

popular actresses, such as Sig-

ourney Weaver, in image build-

ing television commercials.

Companies, including manu-
facturing concerns, have also

been using another new ploy to

lure students - offering higher

salaries. Nikkeiren, reports

that the average salary for

newly recruited college gradu-

ates has increased 4.3 per cent

this year. The smaller the com-

pany the higher the increase,

reflecting the poorer drawing
power of medium and small-

sized companies.
Foreign companies, known

as gaishikei, have also had
problems recruiting. Many Jap-

anese are reluctant to join for-

eign companies, fearing that
there is always a chance of
being sacked or seeing tbe
company pull out of Japan.
The prospect of having to use
the English language and
adapt to western corporate cul-

ture intimidates many. In

order to attract graduates,
gaishikei offer salaries about 10
per cent higher than their Jap-
anese counterparts.
With the number of college

graduates expected to peak in
1992. competition between com-
panies should become even
worse in the 1990s. This, in
turn, might herald changes
within Japanese industry, as
companies become more reli-
ant on women, part-timers and
perhaps even foreign person-
nel

SO THE future looks
European. The school visits to
France, the summer holidays
in Italy and the rhetoric of
1992 have convinced you. Why
shouldn't you enjoy the
romance of living abroad
while at the same time getting
paid for it? Besides, you want
to put your college project on
the impact of 1992 on the gold-
fish breeding industry to some
practical use.

The trouble is you're not
alone. According to careers
advisers, the supply of gradu-
ates wanting to work abroad is

growing fast A recent survey
found that nearly 50 per cent
of students were prepared to

.

move to the Continent for
work.
Not only are there a lot of

students wanting to cross the
channel but the number of
continental employers geared
up to give trainees foreign
experience remains limited.
And this is despite desperate
shortages of qualified people
in West Germany, France and
Italy.

Most of the evidence for
pan-European recruiting, so
far, is anecdotal, explains
Tony Raban, a careers adviser

at Cambridge University. He
says there have been a few
engineering companies such as
Gist Brocades, Bouygues and
Renault taking on British
graduates, but not yet in any
numbers.

Interest among continental
companies does appear to be
growing. Some French compa-
nies such as Credit Lyonnais
and Assurance Generate de
France have said they are

interested in visiting recruit-

ment fairs in the UK next
year.

In the meantime, students
wanting to work on the Conti-
nent have three options:
• To join a UK-based compa-
nies with operations on the
Continent. A number of the
accountancy and law firms are
now trying to attract gradu-
ates by offering placements in
overseas branches. And the
same is being tried by Marks
and Spencer.

It can be difficult to

adapt to new sets

of mores and
values. And the

very fact that it’s

different doesn’t
mean its better

• To develop a career with a
multinational company which
has offices around the world.

For instance, Philips, the
Dutch electronics company,
has been recruiting in the UK
for many years and offers

international experience.
• Third, send speculative
letters to companies abroad.
Tony Raban at Cambridge says
these can be highly effective,

since many continental compa-
nies are more receptive to
unsolicited letters than UK
concerns.
Despite the difficulties in

getting international experi-
ence at present, rich rewards
can be found for those Euro-

yuppies lucky enough to
obtain a post abroad.

A recent repent called The
Search for the Euro-Executive,
written by the London-based
bead-hunters, Saxton Bamp-
fylde, pointed out that the
demand for managers with
experience of other cultures
and languages will far outstrip
supply. It added that compa-
nies were likely to pay sub-
stantial premiums in order to
recruit and retain such manag-
ers.

An undoubted attraction of
working on the Continent is

the higher level of graduate
salaries. Graduates there tend
to be older - degree courses
are longer and countries on
the Continent have national
service - and age is reflected

in the pay.

Peat Marwick McLintock,
the accountants, recently dis-

closed the starting salaries for
their graduates in Europe.
While new graduates in Lon-
don could expect £9,350 a year,

£12,000 was the norm in Bel
gium and the Netherlands,
£15,000 in West Germany and
France, and more than £22,000
in Switzerland.

There are, however, draw-
backs to working abroad. It

can be difficult to adapt to
new sets of mores and values.

And the very fact that it’s dif-

ferent doesn't mean its better.
One graduate recently left a
moribund UK engineering
company for a joint Swiss-
Swedish venture. He found tbe
new company’s structure and
bureaucracy even worse than
his pterions employer's.

This iswhere
it all begins...

Linklatere is a key player in the business world, acting for clients of real commercial

weight on issues with the profile
.
challenge and complexityyou would expect ofone

ofthe leading international law firms.

With offices in Brussels. Hong Kong, New \t>rk, Paris and Tokyo as well as our

headquarters in the City of London, we have plans for growth through 1992 and

beyond which will put us in an even stronger position to provide our services

worldwide. And not justfinancial or corporate services. We are a genuinely broad-

based firm, with major practices in litigation and commercial property as well as

departments dealing with intellectual property, pension funds, trusts and tax.

Ifyou are looking for articleswhich will give you

active involvement in themajor commercial issues of theday

• the excitement of breaking new ground in high profile areas of law

• international travel

• thoroughpracticaltraining

• the potential for career development and excellent rewards

wehavea new recruitment brochure which will tellyouhow to find them.

For a copy, writeto: FREEPOST Robert Williams,

Linklatere& Paines, Barrington House, 59-67 Gresham Street,

LondonEC2B2YQ.

We welcome applications orenquiriesatanytime.

T TMKT ATPT? Q & PA TXTF^

IN THE DRIVING SEAT
FROM DAY ONE.

One of the U.K's leading service

organisations, the Lex Group includes more

than thirty companies involved in diverse

businesses ranging from the importation,

retail and after-sales service of both cars and

commercial vehicles, to the marketing and

distribution of electronic components and

computer systems.

Varied as our activities are, our companies

share a common philosophy. At every level in

every part of every company within Lex,

excellent service is paramount- a

commitment that is directly measurable in

terms ofcustomer satisfaction and the

performance of our business.

We offer graduates a continually changing

environment, constantly widening career

options and early responsibility. Within Lex

you can make a very real personal

contribution from the day you join - with the

visibility and involvement of working in a

small business combined with the resources

and opportunities of a large and flexible

group. Progress is dependant solely on

performance, which is closely monitored and

togetherwe plan yourdevelopment to realise

your potential.

Ourstandards are high but so are our rewards.

If you are considering a career in

management, our combination of practical

experience and planned training will provide

you with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to succeed.

So, if you're thinking about your career

options for the future, write for further

details quoting ref. FT/G to: Debbie
McGlashan, Personnel Administrator,

Lex Service PLC, Lex House,

17 Connaught Place, London W2 2 EL.
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FOCUS ON FRANCE

Qualite the top concern
Barbara Casassus in Paris on a change in priorities

DEMOGRAPHIC change
promises to be more gradual in

France than in other countries,

focusing employers' concern
on the quality rather than the
quantity of graduates in the

1990s.

The decline in young people
will be less marked in France
than in either Britain or West
Germany. France's national
planning commission on voca-

tional training said earlier this

year that the growth of the
working population would slow
down over the next 15 years,

but would not start to decline

until the year 2003.

Nevertheless, competition
remains intense among compa-
nies for graduates of the most
prestigious "grandes ecoles",

specialised colleges ranging

from the Polytechnique, where
Napoleon trained his engi-
neers, to Hautes Etudes Com-
merciales (HEC), set up by the
Paris Chamber of Commerce to

produce businessmen. Even
the lesser “graduates ecoles”
achieve a very high placement
rate.

But the rigid pecking order

in higher education is not
quite what it was, according to

Michel Miet, secretary general

of University et Enterprise, an
association which tries to build

bridges between the worlds of

education and business. Some
companies are starting to give

universities outside the grande
ecole network equal priority

and status in their recruitment
programmes.

Maurice Bernard, director of

the Ecole Polytechnique,
accepts that employers are less

dismissive of university gradu-
ates these days. He says indus-
try has learned to appreciate
what universities offer, partly
through the links with their

research laboratories.

At the same time, corpora-
tions are “relatively satisfied”

with the grande ecole product,
at least on intellectual criteria.

“We now need stronger team
spirit, communication skills

and other humans qualities,"

Bernard said. The Polytechni-
que has also become closer to

industry through a joint foun-
dation set up two years ago by
Bernard Esambert, chairman
of the Ecole’s board. “We have
to know what corporations

want" Maurice Bernard added.
“We must change, and are now
preparing a new international
strategy."

Companies' worries centre
on finding graduates with the

right qualifications and minim-
ising the cost of training. All
too often competitors reap the
reward of corporate investment
in new recruits, particularly in

file specialties where the short-

age is most acute.

The extent of the problem
varies according to discipline.

France now lacks about 10,000

computer engineers and tech-

nicians.

Airlines, too, have been
caught short They will need
an extra 350 to 400 pilots a year
over he next two to three
years, way beyond the 40 to 50
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graduates
CHOOSE YOUR OWN
ROAD TO SUCCESS

ff you've recently graduated, or are about to graduate, or are Just

completing a PhD, your career is set to take off.

But which career path should you choose?

At Procter & Gamble we have the answer, a range

of career opportunities so wide that, whatever the

career you wish to pursue, we can provide the

path for you to progress as quickly as your

talent and ambition win ai/ow.

As one of the world's leading companies.

Procter & Gamble are able to offer an

unrivalled range of career opportunities. Our

product range in Britain alone includes

household names Bke Arid, Daz, Camay

and Vidal Sassoon, and our operations

now cover over 40 different countries.

We are a strict meritocracy, proud of

our policy of only promoting from

within. Building on your strengths, we will

provide early responsibility, extensive on-the-job

training aid experience in a wide variety of roles.

The rest is up to you.

But youV need special qualities. Practical and numerate, you will

be an undoubted achiever, not just academically but also in your

outside interests. You wiH also share our strong belief In the

necessity of both ethics and excellence In business.

for our part, we offer a highly competitive starting salary and

an extensive benefits package, which includes, where appropriate,

assistance with housing. And we guarantee your career prospects

will stretch as far as your abifrty and commitment can take them.

For more information contact your Careers Advisory Service

or write to: Corporate Recruitment. Procter & Gamble

Limited, PO Box IEE, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE99 IEE.
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Little has changed at the
Ecole Polytechnique, near
Paris, where Napoleon
trained has engineers

who graduate each year from
the national civil aviation col-

lege. The transport ministry
recently announced an emer-
gency training plan to fill the
immediate gap.
Other disciplines are not fac-

ing such serious problems.
“The demand explosion fore-

cast a few years ago for bio-
technologists has not yet mate-
rialised,” says the Pdytechni-
que’s Maurice Bernard. The
pandits were predicting a mar-
ket for bioteclmologists in the
1960s on the scale of that for
electronic engineers in the
1960s and 1970s.

A solution, to the problem of
too few electronic engineers
may also be on its way. Univer-
sity et Enterprise has per-
suaded five of the world’s larg-
est computer manufacturers -
IBM, Hewlett Packard, Bull,
Digital Equipment and Rank
Xerox - to bring business into
the lecture hall.

This month the association
will present new computer sci-

ence course models to France's
education, research and indus-
try ministers that it hopes wQl
be introduced in universities at
the beginning of the 1990-1991

academic year at the latest.

One company has already ear-

marked $70,000 for the scheme.
“This means the companies

will transfer to universities the
basic internal training they all

need to -provide," explains
Michel Miet. “They will there-

fore only have to train recruits

in their own corporate and
product strategy."
Companies, which will also

use the courses for improving
the skills of their existing
employees, are expected to
send their best gurus to teach
the students. Four universities

in Paris and one in Toulouse
are signed up so far to join the
project
For the longer term, the

association is working on
course models for airlines, the
nhemiftfllB industry and mar-
keting. “France needs to
recruit 100.000 sales people of

all levels each year, and all of
them will have to speak two or
three languages,” Miet said.

Marketing courses will be
designed as options for modern
language students. The aim is

to give France a vast team of
salespeople capable of promo-
ting exports in increasingly
competitive world markets.

US SCENE

Young
Americans

Nancy Dunne on a nation

facing a labour shortage

//.yfe.

THE HORROR stories abound
- of American teenagers who
cannot read maps or bus
schedules or anything at all.

They know little about his-

tory, geography or science;
their maths sWi» and reason-
ing abilities are abysmal Con-
sistently, they score below
their counterparts in other
industrialised nations on stan-

dard achievement tests.

These children of the “baby
bust*’ have unparalleled job
opportunities. But they are
woefully unprepared for the
hUtech future.

It was for this reason that
President George Bush, the
would-be “education presi-
dent”, early in October con-
vened an unprecedented Edu-
cation Summit with the 50
state governors. Bypassing bi-

partisan differences over
whether the federal or state

governments should pay for
improved schools, the leaders

agreed on national goals for
the year 2000: expanding pre-
school training for the poor,
eliminating adult illiteracy,

reducing school dropout rates
and increasing the number of
high school students going on
to postsecondary education.

The quality of public educa-
tion has periodically been an
American concern. But the
demographic forces of the past
two decades has added to the
mood of national crisis.

The birth dearth, which
began in 1965 when total
births in the US dropped below
4m for the first time in 13
years, has not yet ended. The
growth of the workforce is

expected to slide by 1 per emit
a year in the next decade, far
below the 23 per cent of the
1970s.

An increasingly lower per-
centage of new workers will be
white native-born men. Nearly

two-thirds of the

new entrants will be
women.

.
Another 20

per cent will be
non-white or immi-
grant men, many
with language diffi-

culties or poorer job skills.

Other demographic and eco-

nomic factors have contrib-

uted to the troubled outlook.

Between 1970 and 1985. the
percentage of children bom
into poverty rose by one-third.

Half of them drop out of
school; fewer than half of
those get jobs.

Some analysts believe the

first phase of a.natumal labour
shortage has already arrived

with fast food and retail busi-

nesses so hungry for workers
that, in many regions, they are
wining to pay teenagers $5 an
hour and up.

As the 1990s approach, the

“baby boomers” wbo domi-
nated the 1960s are entering
middle age. The work force
will have to support a rapidly
ageing population.

Health services will be one
of the fastest growing indus-
tries over the next decade,
along with computer and data
processing services and other
business services.

American schools, however,
have not been producing
enough trained workers
needed for these fields. In fact,

they , are even failing to tom
out competent candidates for
entry level posts, which
require more skills than in the
past. Bank clerks, sales peo-
ple, telephone operators - all

must be computer literate.

The outlook is even worse
for the fields of science and
engineering. There is already
an under-supply of teachers
and college students entering
the fields. According to the
American Association for the

Children of the 'baby bust1 are

Hi-equipped for hHech future

Advancement of Science, the
nation will need 18,000 new
natural science and engineer-

ing PhDs each year in the
early part of the next century,

but the US is expected to pro-

duce only 104*00 annually :

The National Science Foun-
dation forecasts a total short
fall of 765,000 holders of bach-

elor of science degrees
between now and 2006 -
assuming the current demand
stays flat

The threatened disaster to

US competitiveness may never
emerge. Immigration Into the
US has always provided a
safety net for the economy,
and the Asians and Hispanics
now flooding into the country
will help fiB the job gap. The
National Bureau of Labour
Statistics believes that by
2000, the number of Asians in
the labour force will grow by
70 per cent, and the number of
Hispanics by 75 per cent
Meanwhile, there is increas-

ing activity by both corpora-
tions and individuals. Compa-
nies are “adopting” schools,
providing scholarships, send-
ing their engineers and com-
puter specialists to work in
the schools.

The Computer and Business
Equipment Manufacturers
Association has proposed a
plan to boost the scientific and
technical workforce. It sug-
gests that corporations work
with teachers to expose them
to research settings; that they
offer part-time jobs and intern-

ships, encourage employees to

further their training and edu-

cation;

-MW-stmnaet

Marks & Smart careers
Commercial managementforgraduates

A revolution has taken place in retailing.

With fierce competition and greater demand from

customers, we have to act fast. In our multi-billion

pound business, we’re looking for the next

generation of leaders.

Outstanding intellectual calibre isn’tenough.

You are an entrepreneur, looking for the

opportunity to beat the focal point ofour business

- where goods are sold ana customer demand
satisfied. You have the determination and ability to

achieve results; you have leadership skills, an

instinct for business and the need to succeed.

The demands are exceptionally high - success is

very well rewarded. Starring salary for graduates

is £11,000 (plus London Weighting of up to

£2,300). This will be reviewed in April.

Working in our stores, as a Commercial
Manager you wQl be stretched and tested Irom the

very lust day. You will make derisions, use your
initiative, and show how well you can work, on
your own and as part of a team.

As Britain s leading retailer, we hold a
commanding position in the roaricetplacewithover
280 outlets in the UK, and substantial, expanding
mteimtumiil interests, including stores in the US/£
Canada, the Far East and Europe. There has never

a better tunc to jom us for a truly exdting

mem
We7L

;

lc°r applicario
?
s from 1989 and

1990 graduates. For a copy of our brochure and™ tc
*? thc R«niitment

C^iitmenc, Marks& Spencer pic, Michael House;
57 Baker Street, London W1A 1DN .

Closing daw for receipt of completed
applications is 15tlv December 1989.

We also have vacancies for graduates

ri apP^^ri !}
'

2 Work experiSice. For
forther details please write to the Recruitment
uepartment.

AD our vacancies are open to both men andwomen. “““

Wc are an equal opportunities employer.

MARKS ft, SPFNrFR



Students seeking
. . SCOTLAND

jobs in most large

organisations are

entering a national '9J 1% I

labour market, "
.

because recruitment, jl^_
pay and training tend III© D
to be organised. by big

employers on a UK- James BllXt
wide basis. job OpportUI
Yet there is also

Strona demand fnr Y9^ “* graduating from9 aemana Tor one of Scotland’s eight univer-

graduates within sltIes next summer. your
.

chances of obtaining a satisfy-
. Britain's regions. Jobs “Slob are good. Graduates are

ba strong demand throughout
are available through- the UK economy and most
nut thn I iw *rxr Scottish universities have highOut me UK tor gradu- reputations among employers.

ales who are keen to -5^ w
.

het
JeLtheJ?b you get

will oe in Scotland is another
aVQid the rush to Lon- question. A fair number of stu-

. . dents at Scottish universities
don. - notably Edinburgh and St

,
Andrews - are English andSome of these gradu- while some may become so

ate opportunities are Z
with large employers £ stay there, others will think

• ®
•

1 that their stint north of the
which are themselves border is enough.

. . .... ,
Some Scots who have spent

based outside London, all their education in Scotland

such as Austin Rover SMS
in the Midlands or KsSTsays*
Piikington in the North students say: Tve been

educated here all along. I want
West. my first job opportunity out*

0 . . , side Scotland, even if I return
Plenty of openings here later/”

exist in the rpninnal ,

Many Scottisb graduatesexist in me regional who wouia prefer a first job in

Offices Of London- Scotland may be disappointed.
They may then join the Scot-

based organisations, tish brain drain - a phenome-
non about which Scottish

SUCh as the big patriots worry a great deaL
. x. In 1983 Scotland had 9.4 per

accountancy firms. cent of the British graduate

Small ami medium- population in employment ByornaM ana meamm
1987 the figure was down to 7

Sized employers also 08111 despite little changer
in the total numbers in

tend to look to their employment in Scotland. At
. , „ X XK . Glasgow University - the larg-
loca! colleges for their est in Scotland with nearly
...j. . 10300 students only 16 per centgraduate needs, of the Scottish-domiciled stu-

rathpr than inin in dents who graduated in 1983,rainer than join in the
lcft t0^ up their

national Milk Round. firafc employment. In 1988 that

.
figure had risen to 33 per cent

Some university and There is no easy way of tell-

, ... ing how many of those would
pOlytech nic careers have preferred to work in Scot-

nffir*»rc are maWinn a land- ** WP**™ that theonicers are maxing a Scottish economy is not produ-

biq effort to develop doe sufficient opportunitiesr
. for the graduates its universi-

their finks with ties produce. The picture, how-
ever, varies from one field to

smaller employers. another.

Ti,_ This year, graduates who
The FT S regional want to work in Scotland may

corresoondents have more chance of finding aoorre&ponaerus
job thanks to the launch

describe the vacan- °f a Scottish edition of the Ro-
ister of Graduate Employment

Cies on offer in each and Training, the manual
. .. . . known as Roget which carries

Of their regions. I ney entries from companies and

9«pqq the flrivan. otfaer organisations which
assess tne aovan employ graduates.

fanes such as the The Scottish edition, calledrages, sucn as me
Rogetscot, is available from

quality Of life, of find- university careers services.

Rogetscot carries entries from
mg employment out- big Scottish employers such as

•
, i t-, Standard Life, the Edinburgh-

Side London. I ney based life assurance company,

also wPinh uo nossi- 311(1 Guinness, which owns
also weign up possi

nearly half the Scotch whisky

ble drawbacks, such industry, but also smaller com-
panies such as the hi-fi spedal-

as lower pay and bar- ist. Linn Products, which
employs only 135 people at a

Tiers to career plant outride Glasgow. It Is on

aHuanromont the lookout for graduates to
advancement. work in electronic, mechanical

and industrial design.

Scotland offers plenty of jobs

in such fields as financial ser-

vices, with an emphasis
towards fund management and
insurance.
There are good opportunities

for biologists, for example, but
in many other scientific fields

the majority of jobs tend to be
in the south.

Despite Scotland having its

own electronics industry, the
majority of electrical engineer-
ing graduates from Edinburgh
University find their first jobs

in the south. However, Fer-

Problems for

the patriot
James Buxton on patchy
job opportunities

AND BEYOND
The FT is committed to the future. And our future lies with

the graduates of 1990 and beyond.

The Financial Times will therefore publish its

Survey on Graduate Recruitment in November

everyyear

as an invaluable aid to the final year student.

Distributed to all graduates in the UK and at selected

universities worldwide, this Survey provides you, the

employer, with the direct contact you need

with the high-flyers of die future.

It is TFffl marketplace.

Make sure you are pan of it.

For further information.

cn)l Tim Kingham on

01-873 3606

ranti, the electronics company
which employs 24,000 people in
Britain, has an independent
graduate recruitment pro-
gramme for Scotland, where it

employs 8,000 people, most of
them in Ferranti Defence
Systems.

Each year Ferranti in Scot-

land takes between 80 and 100
graduates and does the Milk
Round of the Scottish universi-

ties, as well as those in the
north of England and in North-
ern Ireland. “Most of our grad-
uates here are Scots.” says Fer-
ranti’s John Ford. “It's easier
to get people and to keep them
here than it is in the south.”

The leading Scottish banks,
the Royal Bank of Scotland
and the Rank of Scotland, are
both big recruiters of gradu-
ates from Scottish universities.

Royal Bank, which has
branches all over the UK,

STUDENTS Caree-rCh oice

WALES

The scope of

a lifetime
Anthony Moreton evaluates

potential in the principality

though with more in Scotland
than outside it, first chooses its

potential recruits on a regional

basis from three centres: Lon-

don, Manchester and Edin-
burgh. But tbe initial 180 are

reduced down to about 60 on
grounds of quality, not on
where they come from, and
they must be prepared to go
anywhere the bank sends
them, including abroad.
Bank of Scotland also oper-

ates a central assessment sys-

tem and requires its graduates

to go anywhere, “We get a
higher number of applicants
from Scottish universities and
this is reflected in our recruit-
ment, but there is no policy
that says make sure you get
Scots," says Graham Fraser,
senior training- officer.

Will you have to pay a finan-
cial price for staying in Scot-
land? In theory the answer is

no. If you join the Royal Rank
of Scotland, for example,
starting salaries are around
£10,000. You would be unlikely

to be better off if posted to

London, since the extra £3,000

London allowance only com-
pensates for the higher cost of

living there.

Companies in Scotland, espe-

cially those not operating in

the rest of the UK, are likely to

pay slightly lower salaries than
are available in the south of

England. But these are usually
offset by tbe lower cost of liv-

ing and may be compensated
for by what may be considered
a better quality of life.

AT THE start of September 12

young men and women newly
out of college began an induc-

tion course at the outset of
their working life in the office

of Cardiff software concern.
Target Computer Group. The
12 were all either graduates or
had high technical qualifica-

tions and were the latest group
to be taken on by the fast-

growing company.
For them, as for others seek-

ing entry into the hi-tech
world, there are ample oppor-
tunities in Wales. The 12 are
all on starting salaries more-
or-less comparable to those fac-

ing graduate trainees in tbe
rest of Britain. They can hope,
with a lot of effort, and a little

luck, to be able to make a
career in the principality.

The average starting salary

for a graduate in Wales,
according to Ian Kelsall, Welsh
director of the Confederation of

British Industry, is about

£10,000. That is a figure with

which Dr David Trehame,
director of the careers advisory

service at University College,

Swansea, and a man who sees

the graduate market from the

supply rather than the demand
side, would agree.

Even so, it is no easier to

lure graduates into industry in

the principality than it is else-

where in Britain. “Accoun-
tancy scoops up a large propor-

tion of the available pool of

graduates," says Grant Hawk-
ins, chairman of Target “It is

very’ difficult to attract good
graduates despite the excellent

career prospects that are now
available in Wales.”

Steven Blackman, managing
partner of Ernst & Young in

Cardiff, accepts it is difficult to

find acceptable graduate train-

ees. though the number of his

Continued on p28
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This HGVdriver has been on tbe road most oftbe
day. He's tired, drawn, and isn't lookingforward to

spending tbe night in his cab. That's why he's

pulling into a Truckstop.

Developed by tbe marketing arm ofBP Oil,

Truckstop is a brand new concept in tbe IK.

Catering specificallyfor tbe needs ofcommercial
tebicle driiiers. it can offer everythingfrom

restaurants and shops to'showerfacilities and
overnight accommodation.

Ofcourse, marketing new concepts isjust one of
BP's many interests. As Britain 's largest company,

we're always looking at innovative ways to soitv

problems in a wide range ofindustries.

Imagine uorking on advanced composite

materials used in tbe aerospace sector. Or helping

to create new business opportunities using

information systems.

And take oil exploration. With massitv oil and gas
resources still logofor, our exploration activities

are at tbefrontiers oftechnology'. We re a leader in

seismic techniques, as well as in remote sensing, for

example, through the interpretation ofsatellite
imagery to identify rockformations which provide

the tell-tale signs ofoil and gas.

But this is only one ivay BP is harnessing natural

energy reserves. We’re also a world leader in solar

energy research and development. In many Third

World countries, remotefrompowergrids, we're

using the sun's rays toproduce tow cost

electricity

\

These arejustsome ofthe areas ofopportunity

opeti to graduates. Others Includeplanning,

internationalfinanceand research.

TRAINING

Training and development have a high priority at

BP. We regard them as an essential long term

investment to ensure that individuals achieve

theirfullpotential. Whetheryou're aiming to

gain membership ofaprofessional institute,

or do an MBA, we 7/ helpyou tofollow whatever

professional course ofstudy is relevant to

your development.

Training is notjust a question ofattending
courses, though. Most dei'elopment takesplace

through day-to-day experience in a realjob, and
through an effective training plan. A plan which
identifiesyour needs and aspirations, and includes

different approaches such as mentoring, project

work, coaching, courses and seminars.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

You 'llprogress by taking on more demanding
roles ivithin BP. You might choose to develop to a
high leiel as a specialist. (Jryou may, at any stage,

aimfora moregeneral management career. If

you're a consistently high performer, you could be
selected tojoin a fast-track'programme.

Asyour career develops, your work may takeyou
to locations around the UK or to any ofthe 70
countries in which we operate.

PERSONAL QUALITIES

Whateveryour degree, whether it's Business

Studies, Chemical Engineering, Computing,
Geology, or even Music. BPcan offeryou a
challengingfuture.

You ’ll already haveproienyouracademic ability

but equally important will beyourpersonal
qualities.

With early responsibility,you 'll need toshow that

you’re selfmotivated, and able to useyour own
initiative, as wellas work effectively as a member
ofa team.

THE PACKAGE

Salaries reflect tbe value weplace on graduates.

We do a great deal ofmarket research to ensure

that our salaries are competitiveand an incentiie

to ablepeople. And, as you'd expect, BP offers an
excellentpackage ofbenefits too.

YOUR MOVE

For more information, please unite to:

We Manager, Group Recruitment,

The British Rdroleum Com/Miny p.l.c..

Britannic House. Moor Lane.

London EC2Y9BU.

BP is an equal opportwiity employer
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trainees who pass their final

professional qualifications
would seem to contradict that

view.

That Wales is not a disad-

vantaged area in terms of grad-

uate attraction is supported by
a recent report from Coopers &
Lybrand commissioned by the
Welsh Development Agency.
"There is certainly scope for

young high-flyers to do well in

Wales," it stated, and it gave as
an example a young woman
who had worked in Wales for a
recruitment agency before, in
the classical move within the
Industry, going on to one of its

clients. At the age of 26, she
was promoted to take charge of

all UK personnel matters for a
major international electronics

manufacturer.

That such career advance-
ment is possible in Wales is

due in no small measure to the
structural changes that have
taken place in the economy. As
coal, steel and other heavy
industries have run down in

umbers and importance they
have been replaced by more
modem, more high-technology
industries.

“The growing ‘clusters’ of
companies in Wales Coopers
& Lybrand reported, “in a
number of modem sectors is

seen as positive for several rea-

sons: increasing the pool of
skilled staff, combating profes-

sional isolation on the part of
staff and potential recruits and
reassuring new employees
that, if they choose to relocate

to Wales, they would be able to

make their nest career move
without the need for .further

relocation."

Wales “is an attractive
employment location", the
report categorically stated.
“Most companies find they can
recruit and retain high-quality,

well-qualified staff." The report
went even further with regard
to native-born Welshmen by
stating that “if anything, the
quality of recruits tends to be
higher in Wales than else-

where."
That is perhaps evidenced by

the growth of research and
development activities by an
increasing number of compa-
nies in Wales. It has been
claimed that this move has
been led by the incomers, con-
cerns such as Align-Rite and
Ford, both from the US. and
Sony from Japan, all of whjch
happen to be sited in Bridgend.
But native concerns are
equally conscious of the need
for strong research and devel-

opment spending, especially

AB Electronics, in Abercynon,

Control Techniques in New-
town, ASW in Cardiff and Rob-

ertson Group in Llandudno, all

Welsh-based companies. Brit-

ish Steel, which has a strip

mills division that spends

about 0.4 to 0.6 per cent of

turnover on research and
development . employs 220

directly on research at its

Welsh Laboratories In Port Tal-

bot.

The rise of salaries and the

consequent jump in house

prices in the south east of

England has, indirectly, helped

the rest of Britain because it

has made it extremely difficult

for young rising managers to

return to the London area.

They have, perforce, had to

concentrate their career activi-

ties out-of-London.

But as Graham Roberts, who
moved recently to the head
office of Barclays Bank in

Wales, in Cardiff, states: "I

already feel the overall quality

of life will be much better in

Wales. For one thing. I'm plan-

ning to spend at least some of

the time I save commuting on
being with my family. My jour-

ney time of 15-20 minutes will

save me nearly two hours a
day.

There is. though, a downside
as well to seeking work in
Wales. Swansea University’s
David Trehame states that
while the employment situa-

tion is “better than it has been,
it is still not very great.
Recruitment into the profes-

sions may now be good but
there are still too few opportu-
nities in industry. Even the
intake into accountancy in
Wales Is low compared with
that in England.”

The other minus factor is

that few medium- to small-
sized companies in Wales
recruit graduates at all They
may employ graduates but do
not set out to train their own.

There are few openings in the
smaller company for the gradu-
ate trainee, with the exception
of those like Control Tech-
niques and Align-Rite which
operate in the high-technology
sectors.

This is a limiting factor for
those seeking employment for

the first time and is com-
pounded by the fact that many
of the- larger concerns recruit
nationally. For the first time
Ford is this year taking a cou-
ple of graduates directly into
its Bridgend plant.

THE STATE of rugby union in

the north of England might,
appear to have little to do with

graduate recruitment, but it

tells a sorry tale. The game is

played there by young men
from all walks of life but, sud-
denly, whole groups of them
are missing - gone south in
search of work.

Middle-class professionals In
their twenties have long been
fixtures in northern clubs
because their careers insulated

them from the temptation to

turn professional and play
rugby league, the other drain
on the northern game.
This summer Tan Aitchison,

personal assistant to the
regional director of NatWest
In Liverpool, was offered pro-

motion with the bank in the
City. He moved, not only
within the NatWest group, but
to London Irish, leaving both
Waterloo and Lancashire to
look elsewhere for a fly-half.

Paul Jenkins, an Aston grad-
uate who had returned to the
north-west to begin a promis-
ing career in marketing, took
a new job in Southampton and

left a big hole In Waterloo's

three-quarters.

Where in the past the defec-

tions south would have been
balanced by new graduates
returning to northern home
territory to work, this is less

apparent now, with the result
that southern clubs have a
preponderance of good play-
os.
However, one person who

has just gone the other way is

Steffan Williams, who won his
Blue for Oxford last season at
tight-head prop. He has just
joined Charterhouse Tilney in
Liverpool as a trainee stock-

broker, one of this year’s four
graduate recruits.

After making Ids debut for

Waterloo against Lancashire
Police in September, he said:

“I was offered two jobs in
fjnnmriai services, one in Lon-
don and this one in LiverpooL
Several of my contemporaries
think i am mad to have moved
north, but my family live in
the Wirral and I know all

about the quality of life here.
No one had to sdl it to me.”
The question is whether he

would have taken the job with-
out family ties and existing
local knowledge? It is these
factors, rather than the avail-

ability of jobs, that seem to
determine the willingness of
young qualified people to
wort: in the north.
However, this does not mean

that only northerners want to
work there. The north wins
many southern people who go
to northern universities for
their studies. Many of them
want to stay. Then it becomes
a question of whether they can
find the right job.

David Cross, head of Liver-
pool University’s careers and
advisory service, says: “Our
graduates end up going to a
wide variety of employers all

over the country but a lot of
them express a distinct prefer-

ence for staying in the north.

the northern ranks of rugby union

Engineering students have
the best chance of finding
work with northern compa-
nies, as do any graduates who
want to teach. Computing,
electronics, virtually all other
high technologies, and most
financial services job opportu-
nities lie south of Birming-
ham.

“If there were more jobs in
the north, more would stay or
come back here,” Cross adds.
There are also northern jobs

in sectors such as financial
services, especially with the
growth in recent years of the
industry in both Manchester
and Leeds. All the large
accountancy firms compete
hard for aide graduates, pay-
ing what manufacturing
employers see as “silly
money”, which means more
than the latters’ top starting

] evels of £10,000 or just over.
But numbers of graduate

trainees recruited each year at
companies such as Charter-
house Tilney are relatively
mnalL Even at the large Henry
Cooke financial services group
- which has offices to Leeds,
London and Conwy to addition
to a Manchester headquarters
and employs 250 people - the
number this year is three.
However, opportunities for

graduates expand greatly after

initial training towards a pro-
fessional qualification.
Accountants or solicitors in
their mid-twenties who have
served their time -with the-

larger firms ,can find northern
jobs in ffaanrial services pay-
ing around £20,000 a year with
a car.

This may not sound much
by some London standards.

but it goes a long way in the
north, where living costs are

lower and housing is cheaper.
Nevertheless, Nick Jaspan,

Henry Cooke’s marketing
manager, is brutally realistic.

“Very few young people are
going to be attracted from
London without their having a
special reason to want to live

here,” he says. “The bulk of

our southern-born graduates
are here because they went to

northern universities.”

Such a process might give
them greater career progres-

sion based entirely in . the
north but most who want to
fly high usually have to move
to London.
As David Cross of Liverpool

University puts it “The real

high-flyer in any profession or
industry just cannot afford to

have a locational preference.”

FOCUS ON PILKINGTON

Shattering an image problem
Ian Hamilton Fazey on a company which must sell its location

'* problem Is matching Jobs to available people

PILKINGTON, the world’s
largest glassmaker, is one of
the best known companies in
Britain - or is it?

“When we’re on the Milk
Round in the south, particu-

larly at Oxford, we find that
two young people out of three
do not know who we are and
what we do,” Tony Chaplin,
head of group training and
development, says.

This presents a dual problem
for Pilkington when it sets out
to recruit its yearly intake of
graduates, a figure now. past
100 and rising annually: not
only does it have to sell itself

for what it is, but it also has to

sell the north, Scotland and
North Wales, whore most of its

jobs are.

Pilkington has its world
headquarters in St Helens,

Merseyside. Like many other
companies, it finds that being
based in the north can be a
considerable disadvantage in
the search for talent As one of
the northern private sector's
single largest recruiters of
graduates, its experience is

therefore a useful pointer to a
general problem.
“We don’t have much luck

with people bom and bred in

Sussex who go to, say, Exeter
University Chaplin says. Nor
does the company do well at

Oxford, although it fares better

at Cambridge and Imperial Col-

lege, London, where there are

strong links to the company
through research.

When it does attract good
recruits from southern univer-

sities, they were usually from
Conttoned on p29

THE NORTH

A drain on
the game
Ian Hamilton Fazey laments

the exodus to the south
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PA is

Different
“Until I came to PA I wasn't impressed by any of the
consultancygroupsHookedat. I didn't feel I would fit into
the consultancy environment But when I met PA I

realised you don’t all have to be clones. PA treated me
differently.” Indira Rajyaguru: a degree in Chemistry
from Imperial College and a PhD in Computational
Chemistry.

PA Consulting Group depends on the strengths of its

.
people to maintain its position as the leading
international management and technology consultancy.

In business strategy we work with top management
enhancing strategic thinking: we provide specialist

consultancy and implementation services to exploit
information technology; we use our leading-edge
technological expertise to develop exciting new products
and innovative processes; we help in the attraction,

retention, development and motivation ofstaff; we assist

in the management oflarge and complex projects; and we
address the effective use ofresources and new techniques
in the manufacturing chain.

We work with leading organisations from all over the
world, in industry, commerce and government, and help
them to manage all aspects ofchange. Their requirements
vary enormously, and it takes PA’s unique breadth of
specialist talents, working in interdisciplinary teams, to
produce the appropriate solution for each business
situation.

“ youdo learnfast. PA's business training is excellent. The
consultants you work with are high powered and
professional - and they're always ready to give guidance
when you need it.” Gavin Heys: a degree in Economics
from the LSE. specialising in InternationalRelations.

You will be encouraged to express specific career
aspirations at your interviewand, later, towork with your
colleagues to establish how these aspirations can be met,
and to review your progress regularly with your mentor,
an experienced PA person. Much of your development
will take place through work-specific projects.

“In career terms I've done very well in two years, Tra
progressing fast and I hope to make consultant level

within the year. I mustadmit I didn't expect to get this far

so quickly.” Anne McLister a degree in Electrical and
Electronic Engineeringfrom Heriot- Watt University.

We lay great stress on the responsibility ofthe individual,

within the context ofbusiness objectives, to play a leading

role in extending his or her own capability.

We select our recruits painstakingly, taking into account

academic record, personal qualities, and career

development potential. A good degree in a relevant

discipline is required; a first-class degree is essential for

our Strategy practice. We want the land ofpeoplewho will

excel in consultancy, and can offer them the very best
rewards and benefits.

For more information contact your Careers Service or
request an application form from Dick White, PA
Consulting Group. Rochester House. 33 Greycoat Street,

London SW1P 2QF. Telephone: 01-828 7744. Closing
date for applications is 3 1 January.

PA is an equal opportunity employer.

With the future in view.

“We believe the future belongs

to those with the vision to define

it, andthe intelligenceand
tenacity to capture it Our future

success depends largely upon
ourability to anticipate,

understandandadapt to change?

William A. Schrever, Chairman

and ChiefExecutive Officer,

MerrillLynch & Co., Inc

Merrill Lynch
A tradition oftrust

This philosophy has made us one of the

leading investment banks in the world: the

number one underwriter of debt and equity

securities and a pre-eminent force in the

complex field of international mergers and

acquisitions.

The global scale of Merrill Lynch Capital

Markets provides outstanding opportunities

for graduates. Your training will include a

structured programme in New York, and we
will recognise your ability to take on

responsibility at an early stage. Few other

organisations can offer such a diversity of

career paths, and progression in the firm is

based on performance, not age.

Whatever your degree discipline, we’ll be

looking for a high level of numeracy from

individuals who are original in their approach

to problems. Those who succeed will be all-

round achievers who can lead the way, yet

work as part of a team. We are already well

established in the major financial centres of

Europe and have a particular interest in

candidates whose perspective and language

skills will enable us to develop further our

business in the Single Market.

Does our vigw of the future match yours?

lo apply sendyourCVoranSAFto

Graduate Recruitment, MerrittLynch

Europe Limited, RopemakerPlace,

25RopemakerStreet, LondonEC2Y9IY
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THE MIDLANDS

Meeting your match
Richard Donkin on how to avoid London
FEW PEOPLE are indifferent
about working in London. For
many, there is simply no sub*
stitute for that feeling the capi-
tal exudes of being at the cen-
tre of all things cultural,
artistic, social and political.
For the rest, Londonis a noisy,
filthy, crime-ridden, expensive,
hostile, hell-hole.

According: to Sandy Blades,
principal careers adviser at
Coventry Polytechnic in the
West Midlands, the result is
that strong pro and anti-Lon-
don lobbies exist am nr>g gradu-
ates. “Some of them will do
almost anything to work there,
while others will do almost
anything to avoid it"
The large number of job

opportunities in the capital
makes life for the pro-lobby rel-
atively easy. It is less so for
students outside London who
want to carry on living and
working near their university
or polytechnic after gradua-
tion.

Britain's higher educational
system, after all, is a national
one, not regional or local.
Since universities and poly-
technics draw their students
from all over the country,
there Is no presumption that
students have any natural
affinity with the area where
they graduate.

Consequently, employers
tend not to look specifically to
their local universities and
polytechnics for employees,
but instead trawl nationally for
recruits among what is, for the
most part, a highly mobile
graduate population.
That can pose difficulties for

those who have put down
roots. Sandy Blades at Coven-
try cites the example of one
graduate who endured a year's
unemployment rather than
accept a job that would take
him away from his local
church.
Another graduate greatly

reduced his prospects by refus-
ing to consider jobs beyond
daily travelling distance from
the commune he had joined in
Northampton.
Those, perhaps, are unusual

cases. But most universities
and polytechnics include a pro-
portion of students who were
brought up locally and want to
stay there. Other students
from further afield develop
local ties through the acquisi-
tion of spouses or partners;
and some may simply grow so
accustomed to a place that
they cannot bring themselves
to leave.

In a region like the Mid-
lands, an area of intense eco-
nomic activity, demand is suffi-

cient to mop these graduates
up.

. The difficulty, more often,

lies in matching local appli-

cants with local opportunities.

The Milk Round can some-
times achieve a match; large

employers such as banks,
retailers or utilities with a
wide geographical spread of
vacancies can sometimes
accommodate the graduate on
his or her own doorstep. But it

is a cumbersome device, and
ill-suited to the purpose.

Some large employers with a
strong regional base often sup-

plement the Milk Round by
maintaining close linlcs with
local universities. Austin
Rover, for example, with its

strong West Midlands roots,

draws a higher-than-average
proportion of its graduates
from Midland institutions -
particularly Warwick Univer-
sity, where ’ it sponsors tai-

lor-made engineering courses.

But the local opportunities

most often needlessly lost are
those with small-to-medium-
sized companies that recruit

graduates irregularly and lack
established links with the
higher education system. Too
often such employers fill their

needs by advertising in the
national or trade press, or else

by poaching from others.

<

For many graduates from the Midlands, there is no comparison between London . . . and Leicestershire

Ian Davies, director of Bir-

mingham University’s careers

service, says part of the prob-

lem lies with getting smaller

businesses to approach their

local university in the first

place.

“There seems to be a lack of
irndpretanriing among small tO

medium-sized businesses that

they can come to a place like

this, for graduates. Sometimes,
too, they’re afraid to take on a
graduate at all. either because
they don’t realise what a grad-

uate can do for their business,

or because they worry that
they'll be over-qualified for the

job.”

Birmingham offers to adver-
tise vacancies free of charge,
Davies says, but the take-up
remains poor in spite of a
recent campaign to publicise
the service.

At Loughborough University
in the East Midlands, an
attempt is being made to over-
come the matter with a pio-

neering scheme called Gems -

the Graduate Employment
Matching Service.

Rather like a computer dat-

ing bureau - except that it is

free to users - this is a com-
puter service that aims to
marry the needs of Midland
employers with the skills and

interests of Midland graduates.
On the one hand, employers

are invited through trade asso-
ciations and chambers of com-
merce to register their recruit-

ment needs on the computer,
while, on the other, undergrad-
uates at all 12 universities and
polytechnics in the East and
West Midlands are invited to
register their interests and the
degree they hope to obtain.

Undergraduates are sent
details of employment pros-
pects that may suit them, and
can then apply to the company
for an interview. If they do,

they may find they are in the
privileged position of being

interviewed for a vacancy not
advertised elsewhere, because
employers like to test the free

service before splashing out on
advertising.

The scheme is being run by
Peter Cousins on secondment
from Prudential Corporation,
and is grant-aided by the
Department of Employment.
Officially launched in Septem-
ber. it has been running on an
experimental basis for a year,

but currently has 500 gradu-
ates and 460 companies on its

books.
Cousins believes Gems is sat-

isfying a trend among gradu-

ates to consider careers with

small companies. “They don't

necessarily think big is best

any more. Money isn't the be
all and end all: they are
looking for job satisfaction,

and small firms are often bet-

ter able to provide it.”

Small companies tend to give

their graduate recruits greater

responsibility. Peter Cousins
points out. The more dynamic
ones may also hold out the

chance of equity participation.

And if starting pay is lower
than in the London head-
quarters of a multinational, it’

will probably buy a better
quality of life in Leicestershire

than in London.

Continued from p28
the north in the first place;

As other northern companies
also find, northern universities
provide better hunting
grounds. In Pilkington’s case,

Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,
Bradford, Keele and Lancaster,
all of which are within 60
miles, are primary sources.
Students who have lived in

the north also appreciate the
quality of life that a northern
career can offer, with house
prices less crippling than the
south, easier access to the
countryside and sea, quicker
and shorter travel to and from
work, and generally more
elbow room.
This rubs off on students

from the . south who move
north to study, many of whom
want to stay - if they can find

work. PiUringtnn’s problem is

therefore one of matching jobs
to available, interested people
who are good enough.
The company is always

looking for two types of gradu-
ate: technologists who will
work as such for at least their

initial few years; and non-tech-
nologists with potential to be
trained for a wide range of
other management tasks. The
split is 6040 in favour of the
generalists, who can have vir-

tually any sort of background-
jobs in Glasgow, which are

filled primarily by graduates
from Scottish universities and
colleges, are mainly for tech-
nologists, as are those in St
Asaph, North Wales, where the
company’s optics businesses
are based.
The longer-term problems

are to ensure that technolo-
gists with good management
potential get their chance to

develop out of their speciality
and that everyone understands
where prospects lie in a decen-
tralising group made up of an
increasing number of smaller
businesses.

Tony Chaplin says that
accountants are hard to recruit
because of competition from
the large practices in the form
of high salaries.

Electrical engineers for
heavy plant are in even shorter
supply. The company attempts
to solve the problem by spon-
soring students and offers lon-

ger-term training to stop them
falling behind arts graduate
trainees over future general
management opportunities.

Production management is

also unattractive and requires

similar positive recruitment
policies.

On the other hand, person-
nel posts attract many appli-

cants. but Chaplin says that

We are gradually
getting the
message across
in the south

most have little idea what the
job entails because they see it

as a type of industrial social

work where they will be help-

ing people. These who under-
stand the administrative and
managerial realities, and who
are likely to do well, are usu-
ally disinclined to work in the

north.

Marketing - where more
than half of applicants now are
women - is another problem
area, because it is the type of
discipline where good people
usually become useful very
quickly. If there are not
enough opportunities, they are
poached southwards.
Wastage is therefore high for

big northern companies. A sim-
ilar citiiatinn appUpft in data

processing. Tony Chaplin says:

“We don't try to compete now
with the big firms of accoun-
tants or with the information
technology specialists. We
want to hang on to our young
people because we want to
develop them.
“We are gradually getting

the message across in the
south that we have now shot

all the wolves in the north and
we are getting the occasional

applicant who wants to escape
a poorer quality of life in an
overcrowded south-east.'

But what about the recogni-

tion problem? The company's
great battle in resisting BTR's
takeover bid nearly three years
ago had a halo effect which
lasted about 12 months, but
Chaplin thinks the time has
come to act positively on
improving awareness. “We
hope next year to target some
of our corporate advertising at

young people in the south,” he
says.

He is also going to start tar-

geting German students and
offering them careers in St
Helens. He says French compa-
nies are already doing simi-

larly -
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CONSTRUCTION
The Professional Challenge

The construction industry not onlyneeds graduates with

architectural, building services, construction management or

quantity surveying degrees, but also accountants, marketing

specialists, personnel managers and other skills.

Construction offers a real future for graduates. In 1988, the

industrygrew by 8%, and growth is projected to continue.

Over the last 5 years, 15,000 people with 2 ‘A’ levels or

equivalenthave been employed by the construction industry.

It is one ofthe largest employers ofgraduates in the country.

There are currently 3,000 students at over 40 Universities and

Polytechnics studying construction related degrees.

The industry offers exciting career prospects with information

technology and computing playing an ever increasing part,

together with the potential ofemployment opportunities

overseas.

Ifyou feel capable ofaccepting the responsibility ofthe

professional challenge, contact the address below.
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CAREERS SERVICE

Construction Industry Training Board

BirchamNewton, Nr long’sLynn, NorfolkPE31 6RH. Telephone: 0553 776677
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SMALL FIRMS

Where little is

Charles Batchelor considers the

rr IS HARD to conceive, amid
the deluge of recruitment infor-

mation put out by the large

companies and public sector

organisations, that it has been

small firms which have been

the most prolific creators of

jobs in Britain over the past

decade. While larger busi-

nesses have shed jobs, the

majority of new employment
opportunities have come from

firms employing fewer than 200

people.

Yet only recently have uni-

versities and colleges started to

pay any attention to the career

opportunities available from
starting one's own business or

joining a small firm. Teachers

are becoming more aware of

the small business option;

vacation opportunities to work
in a small business are now
available; and a growing num-
ber of courses in small busi-

ness skills is on offer.

Unlike their American coun-

terparts, British students do
not yet have to pay their way
through college. But increasing

numbers of British undergrad-

uates make use of term time or

their vacations to gain some
experience of running their

own business.

Most entrepreneurs imagine

their businesses will give them
a comfortable living, possibly

even riches. But the prime
motivation for going it alone is

a desire for independence. The
other side of this particular

coin is the loneliness which
can come from running your
own business once you are out-

side the college environment.
There may be no one,

beyond your domestic partner,

to turn to for advice or sup-

port. Bank managers, accoun-
tants, enterprise agencies and
chambers of commerce can all

provide some help. But, unlike

big
pros and cons
the newcomer in a large com-
pany, you will not be able to

call on in-house experts to

solve your problems.
Since you are unlikely to

possess a broad range of busi-

ness skills yourself, it may be
advisable to find a partner or

partners. The outward-going
type who is good at dealing

with customers and making
sales might benefit from team-

ing up with someone who is

less extrovert but who can
make sure the accounts are
kept up. A business partner
must be chosen carefully, how-
ever. because a clash of person-

alities or a serious difference of

opinion can wreck a young
business.

The graduate who starts in

business on his own account
immediately after leaving col-

lege is unlikely to have much
experience of the business
world. An advantage, however,

is a freedom from many of the
responsibilities - family, mort-
gage - which make older
would-be entrepreneurs think
twice before going it alone. If

the business fails, and one in

three new businesses do fail

within the first three years -

the impact won't be so serious.

For the graduate who is not

attracted to the big company,
but who wants to gain some
business experience before
starting on his or her own,
there is die option of going to

work for a small company. Life

will be more secure in the
well-established small business
than In the one-person
start-up.

SunH Vadhera (seated) is

one of a growing number of

graduates without a
business school

background to set up their

own business after jofeting

an enterprise scheme. He
and Ms partner Abid

Nawaz, an accountancy
graduate, launched theft1

gymnasium bi Newcastle
upon Tyne in 1S&6. They
now have staff, more space
and there are plans for

further expansion

The graduate in the small
firm will have the satisfaction

of seeing more clearly the
effect of his own. efforts than
would be possible in a laige

organisation. He or .she should
be given greater responsibility

and should gain a wider range
of management experience.
However, small business

wage levels are, in general,
lower than these in large com-
panies. There Is unlikely to be
a formal training scheme or
management development pol-

icy. .

Industrial relations in small
firms may appear smooth
because many are not union-
ised. but strong-minded entre-
preneurs do not welcome dis-

sent from their employees and
conflicts are frequently
resolved by the employee leav-

ing the company.
This is not to suggest that it

is better to go for a large com-
pany after all but that the
graduate going into a small
business must -choose care-
fully. More and more small
firms are making' their recruit-

ment needs known through
university careers officers but
many graduates have found
jobs in small, firms through
personal contacts and newspa-
per or trade magazine adver-
tisements.

Fortunately the opportuni-
ties to gain experience of both
.running one's own business
and working in' a small firm
are on the increase.

The Graduate Gateway Pro-
gramme takes unemployed
graduates who have not found
a job within two years of leav-

ing university and gives them

experience of working in. a

small business. The graduate

works on a project within a
firm for up to 22 weeks.

The Graduate Enterprise

Programme helps students set

up their own business immedi-

ately after graduation. Gradu-

ates are given 12 weeks of

training and support as they

get their business established.

In addition there is the Shell

Technology Enterprise Pro-

gramme (STEP) which gives

second-year undergraduates

experience of working in a

small firm In the long vacation

before they start their final

year. .

Further information con-

tact: Graduate Gateway Pro-

gramme. Mrs V. Jones, Room
W1G24, The Training Agency,

Moorfoot, Sheffield Si 4PQ.

Tel 0742 594263; Graduate
Enterprise Programme. Mr T.

Gibbon, Room E834. The
Training Agency, Moorfoot,

Sheffield SI 4PQ. Tel 0742

994240; STEP. David Mullen or

Anne Bailey, Durham Univer-

sity Business School, Mill Hill

Lane, Durham DEU. 3LB. Tel

091 374 3385; The Young
Entrepreneurs Network. Giles

Redpath, Headboume Worthy
Grange, Winchester, Hamp-
shire, S023 7JX. Tel 0962
882661.

Jump from the

towers of learning and
land on your feet

If you are still undecided aboutyourfuture career there couldn’t be
a better time to take the plunge into the outside world with Guardian

Royal Exchange. We are a leading company in the financial services

field with locations throughout the U.K.

There are opportunities on our Graduate Development Scheme
for Honours Graduates (any

discipline) to train in Claims,

Underwriting, Sales, Life,

Information Technology and
Accountancy.

We offer

• First Class Training

• Excellent Career

Opportunities

• Competitive remuneration

package
• Friendly Working
Environment

• Support to study for

professional qualifications.

If you would like more
information about a career with

Guardian Royal Exchange
please write or telephone for a brochure and an application form to:

Vickie Grenville,

Personnel Officer (Graduate Recruitment),

Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance pic.

Civic Drive, Ipswich IP1 2AN.
Telephone: 0473 212422.

GRADUATE
OPPORTUNITIES IN

PS*
Services

PSA Services is being created to provide the full range
of professional services currently offered by the
Property Services Agency to Government departments
through two operating divisions, PSA Projects and PSA
Building Management.

PSA projects will offer project management and design
for major construction work. PSA Building Management
will offer project management and design for smaller
construction projects and the full range of building

maintenance and estate surveying services.

The enormously wide variety of work undertaken for

Government Departments provides the very best
opportunities for training and job satisfaction for
budding and experienced Surveyors, Architects,
Engineers, qualified and non-qualified and
administrative support staff.

Nationwide, we have numerous vacancies in these
professisons at most levels in our London and Croydon
HG offices and at our Regional HQ and local offices

covering the rest of the United Kingdom.

Further details are available from:

Mike Morgan-Rowe,
Room 530,

Lambeth Bridge House,

London SE1 7SB.
Tel: 01-238 4933.

/br-n*

INNOVATIONS

Gateway to

experience
Ian Hamilton Fazey views
an enterprising scheme
ARTHUR Rimmer says that

most new graduates assume
that only big companies pro-

vide jobs, even though there

are about 1.5m small busi-

nesses in Britain.

“They never think of the
small company as a job oppor-
tunity,” he says. “On the other
haTiii, small companies never
think of hiring gradnates
either.”

Yet businesses of all sizes

are crying out for professional

and managerial talent, as the

quarterly surveys of Britain's

regional chambers of com-
merce reveal. Matching
demand to supply has required
government intervention but
has yet to make significant

impact
Arthur Rimmer runs the

Merseyside Innovation Centre,

one of the first places of its

kind to offer sheltered work-
space to new small businesses
with a technological bent

It is attached to Liverpool

University and the city's poly-

technic, and was set up in the

early 1980s with financial sup-

port from local authorities and
government Appropriately, it

is housed in the baildlng
where pioneering atom-smash-
ers used to work more than 50
years ago.
The centre has been doing

another type of pioneering

since 1984. Then ft staged a
new type of scheme, sponsored
by the then Manpower Ser-
vices Commission and the
Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, aimed at matching
young gradnates to busi-

ness needs.
The centre staged short

courses in elementary business
administration for selected
graduates, who went on
assignment to small busi-
nesses with problems to solve.

Early projects included bed
design for maternity and geri-

atric wards in hospitals, rapid
wine coolers for restaurants,
and computer operated valves
to control the flow of fluids in
pipelines.

The scheme has become
recognised much more widely,
especially with similar success
at the universities of Sheffield
and Durham.
Out of this experience

evolved the Graduate Gateway
scheme, funded by the Train-
ing Agency and run by several

northern universities or asso-
ciated institutions, such as the
Merseyside Innovation Centre.

Elaine Prior of the Training
Agency says that between Sep-
tember last year and June this

year, 432 graduates took part
in the Gateway programme -

a typical year. More than 170
have now gone though the

SheSa Mason is now sales and marketing manager for the
Southport company she joined under the Gateway scheme

Merseyside centre's hands,
where the eighth cohort of 25
started last month.
The scheme recruits gradu-

ates who have been unem-
ployed for at least six months.
They get normal unemploy-
ment benefit, plus £10 a week
training allowance and travel-

ling expenses above a thresh-
old of £4 a week, up to which
they have pay themselves.
After two weeks of class-

room-based “business appreci-
ation” training, they are lent

to a small business for 26
weeks to work on a project
In Merseyside's case, the

businesses usually come off

the centre's list of more than
L500 clients who have asked
for some sort of help, usually

to solve specific problems or
And suitable potential manag-
ers.

Arthur Rimmer says: “It’s a
very good way of recruiting.

The business gets the use of a
graduate's mind to analyse
and hopefully solve a problem
or two. while the graduate
gets a look at small business

life. If they like each other,

they take it from there them-
selves.”

The businesses are often
medium-sized rather than
small, but since they are usu-
ally privately-owned they are
not the sort which go on the
annual Milk Round.
Apart from wiatrJnng gradu-

ates with prospective employ-
ers, the scheme also helps with
another problem: bow to help
graduates who want to stay in
the north and not be forced to

move south in search of work.
“Our experience has been

that more than four in every
five graduates has a job at the
end of the Gateway scheme.
About half get jobs with the
small company they have been
assigned to and a third go to
other companies, often small
ones,” Rimmer says.

Other schemes to get gradu-
ates into small business are
also proving effective. Shell
and Durham University have
pioneered a "step programme”
which introduces second-year
undergraduates to small busi-
ness via short work experience
and jobs in the long vacations.
Merseyside Innovation Cen-

tre has also started a manufac-
turing management pro-
gramme with Liverpool
University's school of engi-
neering. This is open to people
from any discipline and to
those in, say, their mid-20s
who want to change career
direction.

Arts graduates are proving
as adaptable as any other type.

W<
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Management Material

You’d be surprised what we can make of it

We're one of the founder members of the Management Charter

Initiative and that tells you 3 vital things about our organisation.

• We recognise managers as the key to our success.

• We develop the talents of our managers as a central part of

business strategy.

• We have signed a Code of Practice which demonstrates full

commitment at the highest level to management training

and development.

The Equitable Life, the oldest mutual life office in the world,

isnowa £5 billion organisation with new business running atthree

times the level of five years ago. We have over half a million

policies to service and the retirement provision of over 200,000

people has been entrusted to usthrough pension schemes. More

than one third of Britain's 500 largest companies have placed

pensions business with us and we now take more than 50% of all

premiums paid into Additional Voluntary Contribution pension

schemes in the UK.

That takes some managing!

If you wantto share in themanagement offuture growth and

are looking for a career in an accounting, actuarial, administrative.

Investment or information systems environment, then you really

should talk to The Equitable Life.

We offer an attractive remuneration package (including

mortgage subsidy scheme} and are both generous and genuine

in the support we give those seeking a professional qualification.

So, if you’d like to see what we make of you, contact Helen

Kempster at The Equitable Life Assurance Society, Walton

Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP21 7QW, Tel: (0296) 384575.

A member of I ;unn*.

L Numerate
Graduates

We are an essential part ofthedynamic
London marketplace, a leading division of
Chemical Banking Corporation, one ofthe
largestbanks in the United States, with almost
£76 billion in assets. Rounded in 1924 as the
subsidiary ofa small New York chemical
company; Chemical employsabout 30,000
people worldwide.

We are seeking to recruit approximately
20graduatesduring 1990tojoin either our
Treasury, Corporate Finance, Operations or
Financial Control teams. Competition forthese
places is intense. Ifyou can demonstrate
exceptional levels of drive and ability,

Chemical Bank offers substantial rewards in a
sophisticated industrymarked byfundamental
and accelerating change.

Forthose who are successful in joining
Chemical Bank, there is the prospect of
training programmes that are widely
recognised fortheirquality Opportunities are
determined by your motivation and
achievements.

Forfurther information write to the address
below quoting reference MZA/GR90/FTI:—
Mrs MargaretAvgousti, Graduate Recruitment
Officer, Chemical Bank, 180 Strand,
London WC2R1EX.

CKMiCAiiii^Mm
Member ofthe SecuritiesAssociation ^
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The number of 18-year-olds will decline in the UK

THE DEMAND FOR GRADUATES: FACTS AND FIGURES

Jobs boom set to continue
Richard Pearson outlines the findings of a report published today
MANY students now in
universities and polytechnics
can look forward to rosy job
prospects for much of the
1990s. The boom in job oppor-
tunities for graduates is set' to
continue, since demand is
almost certain to outstrip sup-
ply well into the next decade.
That will be true not just in
Britain, but throughout most
of Western Europe.

Indeed, as the 1980s come to
an end, half the largest gradu-
ate recruiters have been
unable to fill their vacancies
for new graduates, reporting a
recruitment shortfall of 10 per
cent As a result, starting sala-
ries for many new graduates
have pushed through the
£10.000 barrier this year, with
some graduate entrants to
management consultancy and
the financial sector earning
over £14.000.

The pressures which will
shape the labour market in the
next decade are already at
work, as a report published
today by the Institute of Man-
power Studies at Sussex Uni-
versity makes dear*.
The most fundamental are

demographic. The number of
18-20-year-olds is set to go into
sharp decline, a trend which
has entered popular conscious-
ness as “the demographic time
bomb". Yet it is easy to over-
state the shortage of graduates
which will result from the-
brute fact of demographic
decline. Crucially, the fall in
numbers will be least severe
among the children of the mid-
dle classes - who dominate
higher education. So the down-
turn in the number of gradu-
ates in the 1990s will he for less

severe than that implied by the
one-third decline among young
people as a whole.
The demographic arithmetic

is relatively simple, the impact
of other changes less so. On
the one hand, the introduction
of student loans could dissuade
some young people from enter-
ing higher education. Intense
employer competition for 18-

year-olds might also divert
potential students, thereby
reducing the supply of gradu-
ates. On tbe other band, educa-
tional reform such as the
GCSE exam and tbe national
curriculum could boost gradu-
ate numbers in the 1990s, espe^

daily if staying on rates in
schools and colleges start to
catch up with those in Conti-
nental Europe.
The best estimates available

are that the flow of graduates
from higher education will con-
tinue to rise until 1992. It will

then level off until the late

1990s. when the population of

young people is predicted to
start growing again. By then,
graduate umbers will be back
to the levels of the early 1990s.

Meanwhile, demand for grad-
uates from employers is likely

to spiral, assuming there is no
major economic recession.
Since the peak of the last eco-

nomic boom in 1979, the num-
ber of new graduates entering
the jobs market has jumped by
a third.

Anxious moments: A good result win help students take full advantage of the Increasing recruitment opportunities

The largest individual
recruiters now straddle the
commercial/industrial divide
with Peat, Marwick, McLin-
tock, the accountancy firm,
GEC-Marconi in electronics,
and British Aerospace each
seeking more than 1,000 gradu-
ates annually. Other major
recruiters come from all sec-

tors of the economy and
include British Airways, ICI
and Sainsbury as well as myr-
iad small firms, while the pro-

fessions such as the law. social

work and surveying are also

major recruiters.

Some of the factors fuelling

The demographic
arithmetic is

simple . .

.

this growth might he distinc-

tive to the 1980s, notably the
surge in appetite for graduates
by the financial sector in the
run-up to Big Bang. But the
most important underlying
trends seem certain to con-
tinue into the next decade.
One is the healthy state of

many traditional graduate
recruiters: demand from the
legal profession now outstrips

that for teachers, while
accountancy gobbles up over
11,000 graduates a year.
Another is the tendency for

some sectors, such as retailing,

which in the past made little

call on graduates, to turn for

the first time to the universi-

ties and polytechnics for their

managerial intake. A third is

the long-term shift within sec-

tors of the economy towards
graduate-level jobs: thus gradu-

ate recruitment into engineer-

ing has risen by a third since

1982, even though total employ-
ment in the industry has
fallen.

Few employers can forecast

their vacancy levels for more
than about a year ahead with
any reliability, not just
betause their need for gradu-
ates is crucially determined by
their own economic perfor-
mance. It also depends on
imponderables such as
whether the nature of the work
allows them to turn to school-

leavers instead.

Nevertheless, the existing
forecasts' show demand for
managers rising by about 12

per cent between 1987-95, while
those for scientists and engi-

neers will rise by over 20 per
cent and those for other profes-

sionals by over 15 per cent.

Graduates are expected to
move into these jobs in ever-

increasing numbers, as well as

into self-employment and what
has traditionally been non-
graduate work, such as that
done by technicians.

Demand for graduates to

work for UK firms in Europe is

set to rise, while recruiters in
Europe are also expected to

target UK business studies,
applied science and engineer-
ing graduates as they seek to
overcome their own shortages

of skilled staff. Already in the
1980s the outflow of UK manag-
ers and professionals has
shown a for foster growth than
has the return flow into tbe
UK.
Job prospects will, however,

vary between sectors and
according to each graduate's
attributes. Pay and career pros-

pects are likely to remain good
in the professions and the
financial sector. They should

improve in manufacturing anH

newer areas of graduate
demand, such as retailing, as
recruiters all seek to corner
their share of graduates. The
chronic shortfall in graduates
in many engineering disci-

plines may intensify, particu-

larly if the current swing in

student preferences towards
business studies and the pro-

fessions continues.

By contrast pay is likely to

remain low by comparison in
the public sector, although
training and longer-term
career development may be
rather better.

. . . the impact of

other changes is

less so

The fact is that not all grad-
uates have benefited from the
surge of demand from employ-
ers. Many graduates emerge
from college to relatively mod-
est starting pay of £8,000-£9,000.

while some go straight on to
the dole queues. Graduate
unemployment still stands at
about 6 per cent, having fallen

from a peak of 12 per cent dur-
ing the recession of the early
1980s. Graduates without the
right personal skills are strug-

gling and one in four say they
are under-employed in jobs
that do not match their skills

or aspirations.

Employers will have to cope
with the changing make-up of
graduates emerging from col-

lege. The small percentage of

mature students - less than
one in five at present - is

likely to increase, partly to

compensate for the decline in

18-year-olds. The long-term
growth in women students -

they accounted for 43 per cent
of the student population last

year - is also set to continue.
Some employers will adapt
well to these trends and react
flexibly to the tighter labour
market by sponsoring more
students and offering to pay off

the new student loans.

But many employers remain
traditional in the type of grad-

uates they seek and can be
unduly restrictive, looking
only to the universities and
ignoring the polytechnics and
colleges.

Prospects will be best for the
well-rounded graduate with
good personal skills and a good
class of degree, particularly if

they come from a numerate or

business-related discipline.

Problems will continue to exist

for graduates who are highly

selective in the jobs they seek
or have poor personal skills,

while some of those with
weaker degrees will have to
provide evidence of compensat-
ing attributes if they are to
benefit from tbe boom. Older
graduates may also continue to

find difficulties in fitting into

some employers' career
streams.

Overall, job prospects will

improve but both job seekers

and recruiters will have to be
flexible if they are to profit in

this tightening labour market.
*How Many Graduates Do
You Need in the 21st Century:
The Choice is Yours. IMS,
Mantell Building , University
of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton,
Sussex BN1 9HLF.

Richard Pearson is deputy
director of the Institute of Man-
power Studies.

POST-GRADUATE RESEARCH

First class brains

on the breadline
Paul Abrahams counts the cost of staying on

AS YOU watch your
contemporaries rush into

accountancy and other desir-

able occupations, the option of

doing a master's degree or a
doctorate may appear increas-

ingly attractive.

Not least, both offer the
opportunity to study an area of

raur choice in considerable

depth. And, in the case of a

ioctorate, there is the advan-

[age of being no exams,
[hough, admittedly, there is

something of a mega-essay cri-

sis at the end of it.

Both doctorates and MAs
tiave the added bonus of allow-

ing you to stay at college,

organise your own time -

without the need to feel guilty

ibout missing lectures - and,

f the research merits it, spend

some time abroad. And finally,

iy doing post-graduate work,

rbu can put off the evil day of

naking a decision about what

,'ou‘re going to do for the rest

your life.

There is a down-side to post-

graduate life, however. Doing

esearch. particularly in the

mmanities, can be a lonely

justness. Motivation can be

something of a problem when
he deadline for the disserta-

ion is more than two years

way.
You will also need an under-

standing bank-manager. Fund-

For those with means wanting
to do an MA, it is possible to

pay for oneself. But for a doc-

torate, the sum of university
fees and subsistence over three
years is prohibitive.

Poverty is an ever-pressing
concern for a post-graduate
explains Sarah King, who did

an MA at Sussex University
before doing a PhD. In femi-

nist history at Thames .Poly-

technic. Even if you are lucky
enough to get funding, the sub-

sistence allowance is hardly
generous. Sarah says that what
she found particularly galling

was seeing contemporaries
going into the City while she
struggled on a few thousand
pounds a year.

The poverty problem is exac-

erbated by the difficulty of

completing the thesis on time.

Only 55 per cent of those
starting humanity Ph.D.s most
years actually finish within
four years. Whatever subject
you’re studying, the chances
are that you will spend at least

a year without funding.
it’s hardly surprising, then,

that many 'give up their

research after a couple of
years. Latest figures show that

15 per cent of those with Eco-

nomic and Social Research
Council grants for postgrad-
uate study withdrew within
four years of starting.

needs to be considered is that
the chances of using a doctor-

ate to become an academic in

higher education are at present
more than limited.

For example, the History at

Universities Defence Group
estimates that only 12 per cent
of history lecturers in higher

Poverty will be an ever-

education are under 30 and
that only 19 per cent are under
40. It is likely that the same
could be said for meet subjects.

Since the chances of using a
post-graduate degree to obtain
an academic post are limited,

you will eventually be forced

on to the graduate recruitment
market. Don’t think, however,
that a post-graduate degree
will necessarily be an added
bonus on your Curriculum
Vitae. In part, it depends upon
the subject of the thesis. Scien-

tists. in general, fore far better

than humanities students. A
post-doctoral candidate can, on
average, expect an offer about
£4,000 more than a candidate
with a good second class hon-
ours degree, if the job is out-

side London.
But, even for scientists,

there are variations. Although,
the demand for electronics and
communications specialists is

nine times the supply, there

are five times too many physi-

cists with qualifications related

to particle and atomic physics.

For those with further
degrees in tbe humanities, the

situation is for more difficult.

Admittedly. MAs can be used
as stepping stones (an MA in

development studies is, for

example, one of the ways into

charitable work) and may
improve your earning power,
but many employers are wary
of graduates with a Ph.D.
unless the research has direct

relevance to their sector.

Indeed, a Ph.D. can be a

passport to discrimination. A
personnel manager for one of
the large solicitors firms in the

City, with many applications
and little time, has admitted
that on seeing the letters Ph.D.
she gave a cry of “freak" and
placed the form in the reject

tray.

The graduate recruitment
market has changed since

then. But recruiters are still

suspicious. Paul Godwin,
recruitment manager at Marks

Kip

company very rarely takes on
post-graduates.

“Most post-graduate qualifi-

cations have no real relevance
to our business," he says. “In
addition, their expectations
about remuneration and the
job they are going to do are

often too high. The problem is

that they are offering little

more to us than a normal 21-

year-old-"

It is clear that a carefully

worked doctorate on Wittgen-
stein, the Effect of Ezra
Pound’s sex-life on his poetry,

or the French Resistance in the
Alps during the Second World
War, holds little attraction for

most employers.
Nevertheless, there are ways

for post-graduate students to
sell themselves - if they are
willing to compete with under-
graduates and not expect spe-

cial treatment.

If you can complete - and
complete on time - you can
point out that you are:

Part of the cream of the Brit-

ish university system. Those
with PhD.s are ready-screened:
competition for research places
is intense and nearly all those
who win British Academy or

Research Council grants have
Firsts or Upper Seconds.
More than a first-class brain.

By completing a thesis you
have demonstrated that you
can think critically, weighing
and evaluating complex evi-

dence from varied sources.
Working independently, you
have finished a thesis and
shown an ability to persevere.

Likely, with a bit of luck, to

be literate.

Creative, with new ideas and
approaches. You offer an ideal

combination of the creative
and the applied.

For sources of Funding see

“Postgraduate study and
research" published by the

Association of Graduate
Careers Advisory Services
available at the careers ser*
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COMPREHENSIVE A - Z GUIDE TO GRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES

A route

the maze
THE EVER-INCREASING demand by
employers for new graduates has opened
up opportunities for this generation of stu-

dents denied to their predecessors.
Todays students can be more discrimi-

natfaig when they consider their career
options- They can . afford to look closely

not just at initial pay rates, but at the
training on offer, promotion prospects,
chances to gain international experience
and a host of other factors.

In this second section of Career Choice,
the FT has asked its specialist writers to
profile the sectors .they cover. They draw
on their day-to-day coverage of all the
mam sectors of the British economy to
explain the immediate prospects facing
over 50 industries and professions r from
advertising to textiles, from accountancy
to teaching, from aerospace to zoology..

The articles have been written with the
interests of students very much in mind:
they tackle issues likely to be of immedi-
ate concern to people contemplating a line

of employment for the first timp-

Outsiders often find it difficult to pene-
trate theimage that an industry or profes-
sion likes to present ofitself to the outside
world. That is why the FT asked its writ-

ers to paint a fully-rounded picture cfthen-
sectors - explaining both the advantages
and the possible drawbacks in any course
of employment
.New graduates as a group may have

more choices than ever before, but the
student population is not an undifferen-

tiated mass. Some degree subjects open up
more opportunities than others. Graduate
unemployment - albeit on a lower level

than a few years ago - is likely to co-exist

with strong employer demand.
In other words, mote choice brings with

it greater complexity. The articles in this

section are designed to guide students
through the recruitment maze.

CONTENTS

Accountancy, Actuarial opportunities,

Advertising, Aerospace, Architecture,

1ml

Banking, Brewing, Broadcasting,

Building societies

Charities, Chemicals, Chemical eng..

Civil service. Computing, Construction,

Consumer industries 41-45

Electronics, Energy utilities.

Engineering

Health service, Hotels and catering

J
Journalism

L
Law, Local government 50-51

M
Management consultancy, Marketing,

Motor Industry, Museums 52-53

Personnel, Pharmaceuticals, Police,

Public relations, Publishing 53-55

R
Retailing 55

s
Securities, Scientific opportunities.

Shipping, Social work. Spying, Steel

industry 56-60

T
Teaching, Telecoms, Textiles, Theatre,

Transport 61-63

z
Zoology 63

GEC operates in a wide range of
markets. These illustrations indicate

Field platform.

2. The new light railway in

the diversity ofthe Company’s business. London’s Docklands uses railway

L A Ruston TB gas turbine vehicles powered by GEC Alsthom
provides the power for Texaco’s Tartan traction equipment.

3. GEC-Marconi’s easily payload from GEC-Manconi.
transportable radar is in service with 5. GEC-Marconi’s head-up displays

the Royal Air Force. equip General Dynamics F-16 aircraft.

4. The Skynet 4 military satellite 6. Phoenix, the British Army's first

carries an advanced communications fully equipped pilotless aircraft system.

for which GEC-Marconi is the prime
contractor.

7. Some ofthe premier brand
names in Britain’s domestic appliance

industry are those ofGEC companies.

Abore is a prize-winning Hotpoint
automatic Hashing machine.

8. A patient being positioned in a
Picker magnetic resonance diagnostic

scanner;

Intellect and flair are valued hichly

at GEC The size, diversity and sophistication

OF OUR PRODUCTS DEMAND THE FINEST MINDS.

We are best known for technological

INNOVATION, BUT OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN OTHER

AREAS OF BUSINESS ARE ALSO IMPRESSIVE.

Plans for the 1990’s include

IMAGINATIVEJOINT VENTURES WITH KEY COMPANIES IN

Europe and the United Stateswhich will enhance

OUR ABILITY TO COMPETE IN THE INTERNATIONAL

ARENA AND GRASP THE OPPORTUNITIES PRESENTED BY
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We invest over£50m peryear in development

AND TRAINING - WE WANT TO SET ASIDE SOME OF THAT

INVESTMENT FOR YOU.

You will acquire new skills and abilities.

Take real responsibility. And stamp your mark

on our multi-million pound company. Although

THE MAJORITY OF OPPORTUNITIES ARE FOR

GRADUATES IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, WE HAVE

A LIMITED NUMBER FOR GRADUATES IN OTHER

DISCIPLINES.

For FURTHER INFORMATION SEE OUR LATEST

Graduate Opportunities brochure in your

Careers Office, or write to Sheila McNally at

G

Diagnostic image produced by magnetic resonance.
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ACCOUNTANCY
ACTUARIAL OPPORTUNITIES
ADVERTUUNQ
AEROSPACE

ARCHITECTURE

ARMED FORCES
ARTS ADftONISTRATfOfi

ACCOUNTANCY

Meal-ticket

for life

after a
rigorous

training
Last year a staggering one in
six (if all graduates entering

the labour market went into

an accountancy career of one
form or another. A single

employer, Peat Marwick
Mitchell, took on more than
1,000 graduates, almost the-

entire intake of those opting

for a more altruistic career
in social work.
What Is the appeal of

accountancy, that it manages
to overcome its image of
stupefying dullness and attract

an increasing number of bright
people? Is it simply thatUK
graduates are Iks adventurous
than their counterparts in the
US, who would rather go to
law or business schools? Or
are the attractions of a career
in this most arid of disciplines

genuinely compelling?
The fact is that accountancy

- via its different branches
in the auditing profession, in
industry or in the public sector
- offers something virtually

unique in the UK_ That is, a
rigorous business training
leading to a recognised
qualification which, after a
few years of drudgery, is a
“mead-ticket" for life.

There are a variety of entry
points to the profession. By
far the most prestigious -
although not necessarily the
most remunerative to start

off with - is to enter into a
three-year training contract
with a chartered accountancy
practice. There is a wide choice
within this market - the
student could opt tor anything
from one of the major practices

to a small provincial firm.

A diet of auditing - taking
steps to assess whether a
company's accounts are “true
and fair" - is supplemented
by onerous study requirements
arid three sets oftough exams.

Alternatively, if one wants
early, gritty exposure to tough
business decisions, one could
opt to train for the Chartered
Institute ofManagement
Accountants while working
in industry. Here one has less

study leave than in the

Outside th* Price Wi btdkBng, London Bridges recent recruits Richard Avery fleffe Monica DMr and John TViynna

auditing profession , and the
work is more concerned with
the preparation of accounts
for use by management

Or, if attracted by the health
service or other parts of the
public sector, one could train

to become a member of the
Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy
(Cipfa).

The recruitment scene has
been getting more competitive
- from the employers’ point

of view , that is - over recent
years and is likely to become
more so. Those responsible
for recruitment, whether in
industry or in public practice,

are heartily pleased that
competition from the City of

London for the best graduates
h«g diminished since the
October 1987 crash. But they
are afraid that demographics
and the onset of student loans
will mean little increase in the
student population throughout
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much of the 1990s.

Employers have responded
to the tighter market for

graduates in all sorts ofways,
not least by paying ever higher
salaries. The gap between what
people are paid in accountancy
and elsewhere — traditionally

quite large to reflect training

costs - is narrowing.
Furthermore, the differential

between starting salaries for

trainee chartered accountancy
and those training to be
accountants in industry is

narrowing too - and is

eliminated on qualification.

A recent survey suggests
that first year trainee
accountants in the professional

sector are paid an average of

£9,157, compared to £11,030 in
industry and £11567 in the
public sector. Three years of
study and hard labour later,

the chartered variety of
accountant comes out ahead
with £17,760, against £16,275
in public practice and £16,590
in industry. The differential

between the salary paid to all

accountants and that paid to
all graduates has narrowed
to 2.4 per cent

Competition means that
bright students are getting an
ever better deal, pay
notwithstanding. The major
accountancy outfits will offer

all sorts of carrots: real

business training, the chance
for early secondments overseas

and so on. More importantly,

several of the big Anns are
starting to recruit accounting
technicians - school-leavers
- to do some of the the more
mundane work associated with
auditing. This means that
graduates should find
themselves doing more
interesting work.
Huge numbers of people drift

into accountancy for the wrong
reasons: they cannot be
bothered to look for anything
else, or they fall for the

marketing blarney put out by
the big recruiters. The fact is

that training for the
professional exams is very
rigorous and very technical.

The work itself can be
mundane in flip extreme. It

Is a tribute to accountants’

recently acquired

salesmanship skills that
auditing can sound interesting,

when, in feet, it is dull beyond
belief.

People going into

accountancy should do so with

theireyes open, recognising
that unless .they have some
extraordinary aptitude for

double entry book-keeping,

the study requirements wffl

obliterate all social life for

three years. The practical work
undertaken will frequently

be clerical and mrinhingly

tedious.

At the end of the training

period, the qualified

accountant will have many
job options, but the bulk of

the options will be within one
branch of accountancy or
another. Only the very

brightest candidates will be
able to talk themselves into

purely commercial jobs or

those exciting positions in the
City or venture capital But
then, the very brightest people

would have been able to talk

themselves Into such jobs in
the first place ...

David Waller

a Further information: The
Institute of Chartered

Accountants in England &
Wales; PO Box 433, Moorgate
Place, London EC2P 2BJ.
Chartered Institute of

'

Management Accountants,
Education and Training
Department, 63 Portland
Place, London WIN 4AB.
Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy, 3
Robert St, London WC2N 6BH.
Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland, 27
Queen St, Edinburgh EH2 ILA

Mergers
provoke a
degree of

perplexity
When this article was first

thought of some months ago
the brief was to write about
job prospects with the Big -

Right accountancy firms.

By the time it was written •

it was not clear whether to

talk about job prospects with
the Big Seven, the Big Five,

or the Big Four.
By the time it was ready to

go to press, Price Waterhouse
and Arthur Andersen had
called off their merger talks.

By the time you read it,

Deloitte Haskins & Sells may
have got together with Touche
Ross and you will be thinking
of applying for a job at one
of the Big Six.

For those in search ofa
modicum of stability, Ernst
& Whixmey ami Arthur Young
will have been Ernst & Young
for a matter of months at least
Resting on its merger laurels

win be Peat Marwick Mitchell,

which merged with KMG in
1986 to form EPMG. And
Coopers & Lybrand will he
there all on its own - rather
proud to be the firm left out
in the cold.

The latest round of

mega-mergers has provoked
a degree ofperplexity in
almost all those who have any
dealings with accountancy
firms. Why, asks everyone
from clients to financial

journalists to competitors in

.

smaller accountancy firms,

do the big firmswant to get

evenbigger?
;
Graduates looking for a job

with the Big Six are entitled

to ask the same question.

Perish the thought that there

is no very good answer . . . that

the firms wanted to get bigger
simply for the sake of

vainglorious -

self-aggrandisement and
empire-building. . ,

Given the upheaval :in the .

'

industry, a career in
accountancy seems suddenly
more exciting than even the
most exuberant recruitment
blurb might have portrayed
in the past Boredom - the
traditional lot of the audit

dark - will be replaced fay

the titifiation of uncertainty,

of defecting clients, waning
partners and massive
bureaucracy.

'

In this environment —
where a patina of reassurance
from the personnel department
will encrust a magma of
seething post-merger rivalries
- the graduate approaching
a career in chartered
accountancy would do well
to he more discerning in his
or her choice of employer than
is traditionally the case.

Cast the recruitment
rhetoric aside, and ask what
thejob of the trainee chartered
accountant in one of the Big
Eight/Six actually entails. The
answer is, three years of
clerical drudgery punctuated
by long periods of study for
fiendishly technical
examinations. One slip in the
exam timetable, and the
drudgery dimension to this
is Increased by months, if not
years.
At the end of the period, one

has a qualification - the vital
letters ACA after one's name

- which are the key to a
variety of different jobs outside

the profession. A variety of .-

different accounting jobs, that
is.

What this all boils down to,

is that graduates wtefafrigto -

add the undoubtedly valuable
“brand name” ofa large firm
chartered accountancy
qualification to their CVs,
should indulge in plenty of

navel-gazing before launching
out onto what could Tie three

years of hefi. Once one Is

absolutely sure that the
motivation is in place, be
doubly, even triply sceptical

of the promises made when
the Milk Round gets under
-way.

Competition for the top
graduates has intensified over
recent years - largely in .

response to the mega-salaries
paid in the City - and is likely

to get tougher as the graduate

.

population creeps downwards
over tile 1990s.

This means that market
'

forces are forcing the firms
. to make the work more
attractive to those graduates
who feel capable of doing more
than process photocopies and
verify signatures on bundles
of invoices. All the firms are
investing heavily in
labour-saving technology to

do some of the more mundane
audit tasks.

The big firms - particularly
those entering the recruitment
fray with the disadvantage
of not knowing themselves
whether they are going to
merge or not - will invent
ever more ingenious ways, of
wooing ambitious graduates.
Long-term promises -
opportunities overseas, MBAs,
a spell in management
consultancy — will beckon.
Short term, there's likely to
be more money on the table,
too.

DW
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Accounting
at the

coal-face

of industry
Ah, to be an accountant in

industry.

The combination of
accountancy and
manufacturing must represent

one of the grittiest and
“coal-face" types ofjob for the

would-be entrepreneur. Not
for you the namby-pambying
around a service industry: here
is an opportunity to get to

grips with business at its most
basic.

The structure of a career

'

in so-called management
accountancy is rather different

from other branches of the

profession. The graduate does

not join a firm, along with
hundreds of other graduates.
Instead, he or she goes on a

training scheme with a
(typically) big company such
as Rolls-Royce or Courtaulds,
as one of an intake limited to

perhaps a dozen people each
year.

The work experience and
the professional training differ

radically from that required

of a would-be chartered

accountant.
In the early days the nature

of the job will be defined by
the requirements of the

Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants.
The student wishing to sport

the CIMA letters after his or
her name must not only pass
a series of exams - he or she
must also accumulate
experience in four areas and
this must be over a total of

three years.

These areas are:

Basic accounting;
Management accounting;
“Participation in

decision-making”

;

Genera] experience. This
would take in secondments
to business functions as
various as personnel and
marketing.

Whilst a trainee chartered
accountant spends the bulk
of the three year training
contract visiting the offices

of clients, checking cash-books,

systems and performing all

the tasks required to conduct
an audit. CIMA students
gradually work their way
through the basic accounting
disciplines to a more
responsible management role

in the organisation.
Thus one might start off

performing cash-book
reconciliations for a far-flung

subsidiary of a multinational,
ending up a few years later
as financial controller of a
small division of the company
or as a financial accountant
at head office or indeed - as
is increasingly popular these
days - in the treasury
department, managing the
group's borrowings and
currency exposure.
The work differs from public

practice in that one is

concentrating on putting
together accounts, figures,

information and the like for
the internal use of company
decision-makers. In the
profession, the focus of the
job is on assessing whether
a company’s accounts are “true

and fair" and are thus fit for

presentation to a public
consisting of investors,

lenders, creditors and,
occasionally, financial,

journalists.

The degree of exam study
differs enormously from that
expected of an aspiring
chartered accountant. Those
in public practice are required

to spend no less than 26 weeks
studying during the course
of the three year training

contract; those trying to

qualify as management
accountants might get away
with as little as two weeks a
year over a similar period. By
implication, training is a lot

less formalised and regimented
in industry, and one must have
a greater degree of

self-discipline in order to get

through the exams first time.

Those in the profession tend

to berate industry in the

following terms: the trainee

is stuck within one vast

organisation and misses out
on the exposure to a variety

of industries acquired by the

auditor. As a marketing point

at a graduate recruitment fair,

that is true. In practice, the

graduate should weigh up the

greater degree of commercial
exposure obtained in industry

against the plethora of audit

clients that one may be

exposed to in public practice.

Other possible arguments
against a career in industry

are: fa) the CIMA qualification

is not as prestigious as that

of the English Institute, (b)

industry may not be as

stimulating a place to work
as the profession and (c) there

are fewer opportunities on
qualification. The first of these
points is strenuously disputed

by CIMA itself, as it would be,

but there is no doubt that the

letters ACA are still better

known outside industry than

CIMA.
As one of only a handful of

graduates entering a big

company very near the bottom,
and a profession which still

recruits the bulk of its

members among
non-graduates, one will,

indeed, lack the camaraderie
associated with the big

professional practices where
hundreds of bright graduates

can console one another over
the sorriness of their lot.

As for mobility, anecdotal

evidence would suggest that

there are few people with
CIMA after their name
working in the corporate

finance departments of the
major merchant banks. There
is. however, a huge variety
ofjobs available for qualified

management accountants in

industry, and an increasing

number of management
accountants in top financial

jobs in industry.

Accountants in industry

start off being paid more than
their counterparts in the

profession but this lead is

eroded, on average, by the time
of qualification.

Industrialists frequently say
that those opting for a job in

management accountancy
know what they want whereas
those going into the profession

have not quite made up their

minds. There would appear
to be some truth in this. A
graduate who choses a
well-structured scheme with
a big company could soon be
doing much more management
than accountancy.

DW

ACTUARIAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Problems
based on
maths
multiply
Actuaries in theUK will never

outnumber accountants. More
than two centuries after the

profession was invented, there

are still only about 3,400 of

these curious mathematical

creatures in Britain, working

in the insurance and pensions

industries, in the Government
Actuary’s Department, as

stockbrokers or, in a few cases,

in university actuarial science

departments. The number is

growing rapidly, though, as

this well-paid

mathematics-based profession

finds new fields to conquer.

One striking statistic, chosen
at random, is that five of the

largest UK insurers -

Prudential, Legal & General,

Norwich Union, Scottish

Widows and Standard Life -

recruited 65 trainee actuaries

in 1988. A pessimist might
have thought a few years ago
that microelectronics would
put actuaries out of a job. Until

relatively recently, after all,

the actuary's working life was
dominated by complex but
repetitive calculations, which
can now be done by computer.
The reality, though, has been

very different. A good guide

is the number of UK students
enrolling with the

London-based Institute of

Actuaries, the professional

body for England and Wales
(the equivalent Scottish body
is the Edinburgh-based Faculty
of Actuaries). The bulk of these
students would be trainees

recruited by insurance
companies or firms of

consulting actuaries, and the

umber enrolling with the
Institute rose between 1982

and 1988 by an average of 10.2

per cent each year. There
seems little prospect of any
slow-down: on the contrary,

in 1987, 469 students enrolled
- up 33 per cent on 1986 -

though not all of them, of
course, will emerge as
fully-fledged actuaries, not
least because the average
period taken to pass the
Institute's rigorous
examinations is 7J3 years.
Why is the profession

At**'
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Complex but repetitive calculations used to dominate an

growing in this way?
One background reason is

the vigour with which the life

assurance industry has been
expanding since the early

1980s, with a series of sales

booms from house
purchase-related life policies.

There have also been new
investment products and
personal pensions.

Simultaneously, the creation

of a new regulatory framework
for life assurance in the UK,
and the increasing number
of mergers and takeovers of
life companies have - rather
paradoxically - multiplied

the work for actuaries.

A further factor, visible in

all the major Western
economies but especially the

US and UK, has been the
proliferation of new legislation

on retirement benefits. Put
simply, governments are keen
to encourage more private

pension provision, to take the
strain off state systems.

Interpreting the new
legislation - which often
involves complex tax issues
- and then designing new
pensions products offers a
fertile field for actuaries. This
has particularly been the

province of consulting firms
with names such as Bacon &
Woodrow. R Watson and
William P Mercer-Fraser.
Added to the Increased work

brought about by new
legislation, new uses have also
been Found for actuarial skills

actuary’s life

- beyond the traditional role

of the actuary as financial

manager of a life assurance
company or a pension scheme.
One example is the

development since the 1960s

of actuarial ways of analysing
statistics in so-called “non-life

insurance'' (known in the US
as “property/casualty”). such
as motor, household, or
liability insurance. For
instance, in tbe last five years

or so actuaries have begun
making inroads in the Lloyd’s

of London insurance market,
where they help calculate the
reserves insurers need to set

up to meet claims arising

under the type of special

policies Lloyd’s issues to big

commercial customers.

Broadly speaking, graduate
recruiters of actuarial trainees

fall into two categories. There
are the actuarial consulting
firms, the activities of which
include measuring investment
performance, advising pension
funds, work on product design,

and research and development.
The other category is made
up of the insurance companies
themselves. Once qualified or

nearly-qualified, though, the
young actuary can begin to

look further afield - for

instance, to working as an
analyst with a stockbroking
firm, in management
consultancy, or in investment
management.

Nick Bunker
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- by monitoring your rate of promotion for at least your first ten years in the

business;

- by meeting your individual training needs in time for your next promotion;

- by helping you to gam professional qualifications: C.Eng, CIMA, ACCA,

IPM etc;

- by recognising that you may accept your next head-hunters offer if you are

not making fastenough progress.

We believe our management training and development schema is unequalled:

- if you can find one that matches up to ours, we would gladly welcome your

application ina few years’ time;

- if you feel our way of developing leaders may be right for you and you would

like to know more about the career opportunities we have for graduates...

INFORMATION PACK 1990

Take a look at the fuH Unilever careers information pack for graduates,

available either front your careers advisory service, or direct from us.-

Martin «f DuffeH, UK National Personnel Department, Unilever UK -

Holdings Limited, PO Box 68, Unilever House, BiacEtfriars, London
.

EC4P4BQ. Tel: 01-322 5356 .

Unilever

UNILEVER - TRAINING
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ADVERTISING

Know your
way round
the WCRSs
and BBDOs
David Bernstein, one of
advertising’s wittier gurus,
recalls that shortly after he
got his first job in the industry,
his Uncle Joe, a Polish tailor,

asked him how he bad spent
the day.

Bernstein proudly recounted
that he had sat through 15
takes at a recording session,

written a leaflet for a garage,
checked numerous proofs, and
done some lasting damage to
a jingle. There was a long
pause. Then Uncle Joe queried:
“For this you went to Oxford?"
Times have changed.

Competition for Jobs in
advertising is now so intense,

it definitely helps to have been
to Oxford. According to John
Hudson, director of Durham
University’s careers service,

Oxford has provided at least

half of the graduate entrants
for the past 20 years.

These historical links,

however, may be loosening.

The industry is beginning to

cast its net more widely among
universities and polytechnics,

stirred by doubts about
whether the calibre and
commitment of its intake is

being maintained.
This year, for instance. J.

Walter Thompson, as well as
covering UK universities from
Aberdeen to Sussex, was also

recruiting graduates in Italy,

Portugal and Spain.
With the rapid growth of

the agency networks in

Europe, a second language is

becoming an increasingly
valuable asset. A spell in a
European office is now a
routine part of the training
in bigger agencies.

This international dimension
is enhancing the campus
appeal of “a creative career"
in an industay which is already
seen as exciting and well-paid.

The popular image of the
business is, to some extent,
accurate. But it is a hard
business field: East-moving,
highly competitive, and
constantly demanding. The
fact that it is now facing, for
file first time for 15 years, the
prospect of slowing growth
rates is likely to make the life

even tougher.

Agencies in theUK recruit
around 120-150 graduates a
year as trainee account
executives and planners -
who work with the client to
decide the aims, budget and
broad outlines of a campaign.
The competition is heavy;
there are usually 2,000-3,000

graduates in the hunt BMP
DDB Needham regularly has
1,500-2,000 applications for 6-8

jobs.

There are also openings for

trainee media planners and
buyers - who plan the placing
of advertisements to reach
target audiences through press
or television, and negotiate
the rates of payment for TV
spots or newspaper space.
This side of the business is

growing in importance, and
also acquiring a European
dimension. Apart Cram the
advertising agencies, some of
which are now following
Saatchi & Saatchi’s lead in
consolidating media buying
in a separate company. Zenith,
there are several successful
independents in the field.

Some agencies recruit on
the Milk Round but more
openings still seem to be found
through direct applications,
particularly in the creative
areas of art and design, and
copywriting, where examples
of work are more important
than academic qualification.
Men and women are

considered equally. The class

of degree is more important
than the discipline; though
a scientific turn of mind is

usually needed as on agency
planner.
Commitment is the first

quality that most agencies look
for. Applicants who are merely
considering advertising as an
alternative to banking or
accountancy won’t get far.

Employers expect job-seekers
to be able to distinguish

between BBDO. WCRS. and
all the other initials that

plague the industry; to know
something about current
events and trends; to be
familiar with the latest

advertising campaigns, press

and posters as well as
television; and to be aware of
the work done for major clients

by specific agencies.

A study of the specialist

magazines covering the
industry - Campaign,
Marketing Week, Marketing,

and Media Week - is

recommended.
Ability to work under

pressure, and the stamina to

do so for lengthy periods, is

essential. Agency staff usually
work in small teams, so there
is no room for passengers.
Teamwork also calls for an
ability to get on with people.

Employers are looking, too,

for analytical skills.

Researching, planning, and
implementing a campaign is

a complex affair involving I

choices between many options.
Those who have these i «

David Bernstein: for this he wont to Oxford

talents, and the determination
to get through the sort of
exhaustive sifting by which
JWT this year found 10 new
employees from more than
1,000 applicants, can expect
a starting salary of around
£10-11,000.

In most agencies, on-the-job
training usually involves
attachment to an experienced
account or media executive
to pick up the basics of
television, press and poster
advertising. Trainees generally
spend some months both on
a major account involving
several brands, and cm a
smaller account in a different

business field.

More formal off-the-job

training covers such skills as
report writing and
presentation, research, and
computer literacy.

Alter that, promotion can
be as fast, and as high and
rewarding as ability, hard
work, and the talent for

spotting and seizing
opportunities, allow.

James Best chairman of

BMP, joined the agency as a
graduate planner, for instance.

But there is a great deal ofjob
movement at all levels - and,

for the highflyers, still chances
to set up their own agencies

before they turn 40.

Philip Rawstome

AEROSPACE

High-flyers

poised for

immediate
take-off
Few industries match the
demands of aerospace for

graduates and few industries
will suffer more sharply than
aerospace if it does not get
them: that’s good news for job
hunting graduates.
A report by the Society of

British Aerospace Companies,

theUK industry's trade

said that

aerospace, with its reliance

on graduates, will face

increasing competition from

Europe - recruits could be

attracted overseas by higher
diaries and opportunities for

greater experience.

The UK industry needs at

least 1,000 graduates just to

sustain its graduate base in

the face of an annual loss of

2 per cent of its graduates,

according to Ron Howard, the

the society’s president and
managing director ofGEC
Avionics at Rochester, where
a quarter of the 6,000

workforce are graduates.

To sustain its present ratio

of one graduate in every five

employees and to cater for the
5 to 7 per cent annual growth
forecast for the industry to

the end of the century, the UK
aerospace industry, as a whole,
requires at least double that
figure each year.

Aerospace companies in the.
UK are now prepared to pay
well above the average starting

salaries to get the top quality
people they need. A typical
starting salary for a graduate
of about £10,000 could rise by
between 10 and 20 per cent
where a company Is keen to

recruit a high-cahbre

applicant.

New types of bright young
people are needed to cope with
changes in theaerospace
industry: the software
engineer, the project manager,
and those with business and
economic skills. According to
Mike Chapman, fthaimian of
the education and training
committee of SBAC, much
greater managerial airiiie are
needed with the use of fixed

price contracts for defence and
the wider use of commercial
penalties if a contract goes
wrong.
The industry indudes the -

design, manufacture and
marketing of airliners, military
aircraft, missiles and a host
of associated electronic

equipment, including radar,

Space mm miirnrat-inng

satellites and rockets.

Britain's aerospace industry
is made up ofa few very large

industrial companies, such
as British Aerospace and;
Rolls-Royce, and hundreds of
smaller companies. Together
they employ just over200,000
people.

British Aerospace, (he
biggestcompany intheUK
industry, requires graduates
for its four main aerospace
businesses, military aircraft,

guided weapons, commercial
aircraft and space. The intake
of graduates at BAe rose from
680 in 1986 to practically 1,000
this year and graduates now
make up about 20 per cent of
the British Aerospace
workforce.
BAe does not offer graduates

a predefined career path -
opportunities are “slightly

more In the hands of

individuals than the
company”, which takes
responsibility for basic
training and the need to plan
successors for key jobs.

BAe offers opportunities for
all engineering and science
disciplines and will even take
a physics graduate and train

him or her for engineering in

BAe.
Arts and language graduate

can apply for the wide range
of non-technical posts available
in BAe, including computing

posts. BAe has an initial

management programme for

graduates with 18 months
experience and outstanding

'

ability, subject to assessment
for suitability.

"

Rolls-Royce,-the second
largest aerospace company
in the UK, has a requirement -

for a total of 200 graduates for
direct entry to the company
this year, in addition to 84
sponsored undergraduates.
Next year the company expects
to recruit 230 direct-entry

graduates and 90 sponsored
undergraduates.

Almost halfof the intake
is made up of engineering
graduates, covering
aeronautical, electrical,

manufacturing, production,
design and mechanical

Howard, its managing director,

said the company needs people

who can handle high

technology but it did not want

to frighten people away,

whatever their level of •

graduate achievement.

Graduates start life with GEC
Avionics, part of the giant GEC
group of electrical and

electronic companies, in a
project tram and are allocated

to a senior engineer who acts

as overseer.

Other companies in the UK
aerospace industry include

Short Brothers, the Belfast

company recently sold by the

Government to the Canadian

Bombardier group. In the west

of England, Westland makes
helicopters, but has had a

troubled history, with its
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Technicians at work on the Hawk 200

engineering. A total of 22 per
cent of the graduate intake
Is from metallurgy, materials

science, physics and applied
physics.

Twelve per cent of graduates
have qualifications in business
studies, law and accountancy.
Seven per cent are
mathenwtteiflnfi and six per
cent have degrees in
computing studies. The
remaining five per cent of the
direct entry graduate intake
comes from a variety of other
disciplines.

John Rice, the company
head of training operations
at Rolls-Royce, said the direct

entry scheme was very flexible,

with courses fornew graduates
lasting from six months to two
years, with a typical course
lasting 15 months. Each coarse
is tailored to the needs of
individual graduates.

GEC Avionics is an example
of a company working in the
electronics sector of aerospace.
It makes advanced display
systems for fighter aircraft

The company has a need
for between 110 and 150

graduates a year and expects
to recruit 130 graduates this

year for its main factory at
Rochester, Kent where 6,000

people are employed. Ron

dependence on military work.
Its future success is currently
tied closely to theEH 101
Angto-Italian helicopter and
to the WS-70 Black Hawk
version of the US Sikorsky
S-70A helicopter.

Britain’s aerospace industry
has hundreds of smaller
companies making parts or
equipment for the larger
aircraft and missile makers.
Well-known names include
Lucas Aerospacfe, Hunting
Engineering, Plessey, recently
absorbed into GEC and the
German company Siemens,
The Marcbni group of
companies within GEC and
Thom Emi Electronics.

Lynton McLain

Furtherinformation: Society
of British Aerospace
Companies, 29 King Street,

St James's, London SW1Y
6RD. Papers from a seminar
on Training Needs in the
Aerospace Industry held at
Bristol University in
September may also be
obtained from Don Carleton,
Information Officer,

University of Bristol, 8 Priory
Road, Bristol BS8 1TZ.
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Gatwfcb the problem* of overcrowding and delayed departures reflect a booming Industry

Behind the
1 scenes of

.distressed

"humanity
1 Gvfi aviation embraces the

supposedly glamorous world

'

of international airlines and

the not quite so glamorous

.

world of air. traffic control

Both sectors have a great

capacity for causing -

. frustration among air - -

1
travellers in the peak summer

.

season, when the airline
-

business is associated in the

public mind with crowded
airports, delays and disruption.

The problems of

overcrowding and delayed -

departures reflect a Booming
civil aviation industry, as well
as the need for modernisation
and expansion of the air traffic

control system and its full

1 integration with other .

European controllers. Much
ofthis expansion is already
under way. Behind the scenes
of distressed humanity'at
Britain’s crowded airports,

civil aviation remains one of

the most competitive ami
hipest technology areas in

the public arena.

The industry continues to

grow at a rapid pace, ensuring
a rising requirementfor
qualified people. Demand this

year for airliners, engines and
related parts and services is

expected to he almost a third

higher than last year. Demand
is forecast to rise by 20 per
cent again in 1990, when the
world market will be

1 approaching $40bn_
For a long time Britain has

I had a dominant role in civil
-

aviation and it continues to

be successful in maintaining

a healthy airline sector. In air

traffic control the Civil

Aviation Authority and the
Ministry of Defence oversee
some of the most intensively

used airspace in the world,

with the London to Paris and
Amsterdam routes the busiest

in Europe.
British Airways is one of

I the largest international .

airlines with 49.000 staff, yet,

paradoxically, British Airways
does not even see itself as an
airline but as an “international

service business". This gives
a due as to why 150 graduates
out of the 200 graduates BA
needs each year are for work
in information technology,
based mainly on computers.
There is intense competition
for places, with around 6.000
graduates applying each year.

Only a few graduates may
be recruited as trainee airline
pilots and air stewardesses.
Most of the 240 trainee pilots
join as cadets, rather than
graduates, and they have a
separate training programme.
The entry point for all

'

graduates at BA Is the common
general management
programme, with the overall
objective for BA to “grow" its

managers internally, rather
than recruit management from
outside.

BA also operates a “young
professionals programme” to
train graduates, and others
of graduate calibre, to become
general business managers.
Out of the ZJSOO people who

.

apply, 15 trainees aged
between 21 and 26 years are
picked for the young
professionals programme each
year.

The yotingprofessional
programme trainees start at
a salary of £11,000 and they

I
become entitled to share in
the British Airways profit
sharing scheme, which gives
eligible employees a month's
extra salary.

The first Job for a freshly
I trained “young professional”
at BA could be as a supervisor
to an airport terminal on a
salary of between £12,000 and
£14,000 after six months,
supervising 30 to 40 people.

For information technology
personnel BA developed
a new selection process, which
recognise that there is a need
for the trainees to be “Very

I business aware and able to
work in other areas of the
airline".

I
U *+ed States airlines and

otbei. «ational airiinA« provide
international competition to
British Airways and, In the

'

UK, airlines such as British
Midland and Air UK, which
compete directly withBA cm
some of its short haul shuttle
routes, are also growing -

rapidly and offer opportunities
for graduates.

In air traffic control the
requirement for highly

.

Qualified graduates is smaller.
The Civil Aviation Authority
takes between 20 and 30 _

graduates a year, mainly in
various engineering airing

especially computing science
and electronic engineering.
TheCAA has had difficulty
recruiting,and training
sufficient gnatiflorii gfaTfj partly
because ofcompetition for the
graduates from other high
technology industries.
UK air traffic controllers

have in recent times voiced
concent about their working
conditions, often based on old
*Qtepment and traditional .

systems, and their pay, which
they regard as inadequate.

LliicL
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So you want to be an architect?

You would, if you had applied

last year, have joined some
15,000 other hopefuls who have
enrolled as new entrants to

the profession. Less than 100

of these students would have -

enrolled on a part-time course.

The important thing to .

remember is that architectural

training Is a long-term

business and you are in for

seven years full training

whether you are a graduate
or not.

Your education and training
is measured out in tranches
that relate to the professional
examinations. Part One .after

three years, Part Two after

a further three years including
one year's practical experience,
and one year later you finally
qualify by taking the
Professional Practice
examinations.
The potential entrant into

the architectural profession
needs an unusual combination
of artistic, practical and
business skills. It is possible
to move into professional
training after you have taken
a degree in another subject
but this will not give you any
advantages. Graduates still

have to follow the whole
seven-year training course at
a recognised school of

architecture. It is possible to
do this part time but that will

take longer - a full eight

years - and to qualify you
have to work for that time in

a registered architect’s office.

It takes quite a commitment
since trainees work at a lowly
level. There is no doubt that,

with current shortages, all

graduates are likely to find
employment.
The Royal Institute of

British Architects is the mam
professional body but it is

possible to practice as an
architect without being a
member of the RIBA. The
important body is the
Architects Registration

Council of the United Kingdom
which controls the statutory

register of architects. No one
can practice unless they are
registered by ARCUK. Eighty
per cent of the registered 28,000

architects are also members
of the RIBA. It is a sad fact

that too few women choose
architecture as a career yet
it is an equal opportunities
profession.

A major misconception
about life as an architect is

projected by the RIBA. This
is the belief that the architect

is the "leader of the team".
Nowadays, architects are just
as likely to find themselves
asked to work from a detailed

design manual prepared by
commercial clients who are
already employing project

managers and engineers and
other consultants as part of

a team of which the architect

is only one small part.

It is worth noting that it is

permissible for architectural

students to spend their years
ofnon-academic training
working in the offices of "other
members of the building team"

The Lloyd’s budding, London. Famous names wffl choose only those promising young graduates prepared to follow the styfistic hie of the practice

Carbuncle-spotting critics

can be a hazard to

the profession

or associated professions.

Today this would be

particularly valuable. It is

necessary to understand

“fast-track” building methods,

to understand the funding of

building projects and, above

all. to see the close

relationship between planning

and architecture.

In a good economic climate

there is always a substantial

growth in the number of .

architects who are the

principals in private practice.

Percentages vary but a year

ago some 66 per cent ofthe

profession (of around 25,000

practising architects) were in

private practice and this is

growing. About half of these

were principals.

The public sector is no
longera growth area for

architects although local

authorities do still have wide
responsibilities for town
nlwiniiw b/uhb Hnweino mKiv

and emergency services.

Central government has the
Property Services Agency and
the Foreign Office has a
division that is responsible
for embassies and high
Commissions. There is a
growing area of “community
architecture" which tends to
be associated with self-build

activities and housing
associations.

The 1988 architects’ earning
survey showed that the
national average salary for

an architect after 10 working
years is around £20,000. The
best rewarded area is in
private practice where partners
who own the business or
directors of limited companies
can ultimately earn over
£100,000 and, in a few cases,

modi more. At a more basic
level, the UK average (it is

much higher in London) for

an architect after three to five

years is £17,600.

Architectural firms are quite
small and it ran be difficult

to find the right niche, offering

a wide enough range of
experience. The top firms to

consider would be: Building
Design Partnership which
employs nearly 250 architects;

the Company of Designers.
Chapman Taylor and Partners
and the more regionally-based

Percy Thomas Partnership.

To join the more famous
names can be difficult and is

always done through personal

contact. Famous names, like

Richard Rogers or Quinlan

Terry, will only choose
promising young graduates

who will follow the stylistic

line of the practice.

If you have a highly original

approach to architecture it is

better to take the risks of

setting up your own practice

as soon as possible after

qualifying.

The profession has changed
greatly under the present

Government There is now fee

bargaining; competition

between architects and the

new design and build agencies;

and architectural practices

that are quoted on the Stock

Exchange mid have
shareholders anxious for profit

Colin Amery

Further information: The
Royal Institute of British

Architects. 66 Portland Place,
7 AiutAn WIN Jin

ARMED FORCES

The spit

and polish

school of

leadership
Charlotte Tipper, Charlie to
her friends, got a Third in

geography at Birmingham
At Sandhurst this year she
did better. In August she
received the Queen’s Medal
at the Sovereign’s Parade
passing-out ceremony. At 22,
she is now off to be an
assistant adjutant with an
infantry battalion in Northern
Ireland-

Rapid exposure to

responsibility - she could be
an acting captain in

two-and-a-half years - is the
attraction the army and the
other armed services go out
of their way to selL

Officer training is seen first

and foremost as leadership

schooling, which means that

many will use it as a way of
gaining a leg-up into a civilian

career. That is something the
forces have to live with.

You have, of course, to be
the type. There is no way
around the drill and
boot-blacking; service life,

although it has perks such as
facilities for sport, often comes
into conflict with family

requirements; and the list of

exotic places to be posted to

is dwindling. There is still

Cyprus. Belize, Brunei, Hong

Kong (but not for long), the
Falklands, or Gibraltar. It is

more likely to be West
Germany.
The forces are looking for

around 550 to 600 fresh
graduates a year from
universities and polytechnics.

They will join almost as many
again who have been
sponsored during all or part

of their degree course, either

on cadetships or less

munificent and less obligating

bursaries. All the services offer

short-service and long-service

commissions, and a variety

of permutations in between,
so you are not necessarily

stuck in them for life.

Engineers are as heavily in

demand as anywhere, but any
kind of degree will do. “Til

take anybody 1 can lay my
hands on," says one senior

army recruitment officer. “HI
find a bed for him somewhere/
The forces compete directly

with other sectors for
graduates but are not typical
Recruiting officers say few
entrants want to discuss the
pay, although pay levels have
improved and are likely to
continue improving.
There is also hardly any

competition between the
different services. Most people
know which service they
would join if they joined any.
The flavours are distinct. Take
for a start the liaison officers/

careers advisers, who are the
university student’s usual first

point of contact The army one
will be a retired officer, the
navy's a breezy graduate in
his late twenties, and the
RAFs a squadron leader.

All like applicants to get a

iafi’
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is a

"feel’’ for the service or, in the

army, a particular regiment
But. in the scrap for graduate
talent, the relative slowness
of the selection process has
become a handicap.

“Somebody who needs to

be processed, we will get him
processed in two weeks,” the

army promises.

David White

Further information:

Recruiting, Empress State

Building, Lillie Road, London
SW6 1TR. Directorate of Naval
Recruiting, Officer Entry
Section, Old Admiralty
Building, Spring Gardens,

London SW1A 2BE. Sq Ldr
M.S Meyer, RAF Officer

Careers. Government
Buildings, London Road,
Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4PZ.

graduate officer starts out a

bit ahead of his contemporary

who joined straight from

school. He can usually expect

to spend four years as a

lieutenant, then four to six

as a captain before making
major.

Sandhurst aims to take

about 800 men and.80 women
a year, half of them graduates.

But in 198&39 it fell almost

10 per cent short, and the

graduate component was only

45 per cent. The number of

new unsponsored graduates

fell just short of the target 100

The Army's technical corps

specify their needs for people

from certain disciplines. They

axe particularly short of

communications and
electromechanical engineers,

and rarely hit their target for

\
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Sandhurst: channel for aH army officers

The battle

to become
officer

material
It usually takes five to seven
months, from the university
Milk Round to entry into the
army’s Royal Military

Academy Sandhurst in

September, although there is

another entry in January.
Applicants spend one to three
days on a familiarisation visit

before being sent for four days
of assessment by the Regular
Commissions Board at
Westbury, Wiltshire. Passing
this is equivalent to the job
offer. Some who would
otherwise have foiled are sent
first on a "character
development” course to bring
out what are considered to be
officer attributes, before going
through Sandhurst.
The pass rate at the RCB

has gone up to 54 per cent from
a previously average of 48 per
cent, although the army insists

it is not lowering standards.
Male graduates do their own

two-term course at Sandhurst,
the channel for all British

Army officers and a regular
flow of foreigners. Some of it

is what a senior staff officer

describes as “shared nasty
experience". A handful always
drop out during Sandhurst
The prejudice about graduates
is that they need to stop

thinking about Number One
and learn team spirit. Female
graduates are mixed in with
non-graduates, with a
maximum loading of 50 per
women's course.

After passing-out, the
newly-commissioned officer

goes on to a regiment or corps
for further training. Typically,

he will be off with a unit after

a little more than a year, in

charge of 30 men, with a staff

sergeant to help him through.

By being given an antedated
commission, which brings with
it extra seniority, the young

civil engineers, filling in,

instead, from other
engineering and science

subjects.

Rigorous
tests for

intending

sailors
The first interview with a
liaison officer of the Royal
Navy is followed by an
acquaintance visit to a ship,

or a shore establishment. Thei
come three days of tests and
interviews at the Admiralty
Interview Board at Gosport
in Hampshire. The 50 per cent
who pass go to Dartmouth for

at least a term, depending on
the branch, and then to sea
to learn how sailors live. Like
the army, there is more
specialised training after

graduation from Dartmouth
before the first post
As with the army, seniority

is antedated but there are fixet

waiting periods for promotion
up to Lieutenant-Commander.
On the other hand, the jobs
vary. One lieutenant will be
“driving" a minesweeper,
another doing a mundane
shore job. It is possible to be
a commander-in-charge of a
frigate at 33.

The navy, very
equipment-oriented these days
has been increasingly looking
for graduates, who currently
make up about 45 per cent of
an annual officer intake of 650.

About 120 of these graduates
are sponsored.
Royal Marines and Fleet Air

Arm pilots have their own
training arrangements. To get
to the Admiralty interview
board, would-be Marines have
to survive three days of tests

where about half are weeded
out or give up.
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> Best Companies to Workfbr iii tbe XJK”

J fey Bob Reynolds (CoUifts/Fpn^iia)

V m# hen it comes to international computer software, systems

3nd consultancy companies, Logica is among the leaders.

From banking to space, broadcasting to transport, energy to defence,

manufacturing to telecommunications, our innovative and enterprising

approach has led us into new and exciting areas of development.

But don’t take our word for it.

In his recently published book “The 100 Best Companies to Work
for in the UK", Bob Reynolds notes, “Recruits are tempted to Logica by its

already considerable reputation, its innovative style and its pleasant working

conditions.”

Our success is built on the excellence of our systems and the calibre

of our staff, who are selected and trained to provide clients with practical

and cost-effective solutions.

We can offer you outstanding opportunities in the broad held of

information technology. And that’s not all.

According to Bob Reynolds, our rating is ‘good’ for benefits,

promotion and communications, and ‘very good
1

for pay, ambience and
equal opportunities.

Ifyou would like to find out more
about graduate careen in Logica, contact

your Careers Service for an application

form and a graduate brochure, or write to:

The Graduate Recruitment Officer
;
Logica,

64 Newman Street, London WlA 4SE.
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off about- £1 6,000 plus flying pay

: A career
iwith a
!
rapid

: take-off
1

After a preliminary interview,

applicants to the Royal Air
Force are invited to the

.
Officers and Aircrew Selection

,
Centre at RAF Biggin Hill in
Kent, where they undergo a
searching medical, interviews

I and tests.
1 This lasts up to four days

for aircrew, who are put
through a physical and mental
exercise phase.

“You learn a lot about
yourself going through Biggin
Hill," recommends one RAF
officer. Since the RAF spends
about £3m training each
fighter pilot, it takes selection

rather seriously.

It is normally difficult to
join in less than 6-8 weeks, but
the RAF is looking at ways
of speeding up procedures.

It needs about 300 graduates

.
a year, over and above some
180 sponsored students, aiming
primarily at people with
engineering or maths-based
degrees.

Initial officer training is the

same for women and men.
• Successful applicants do 18
weeks at Cranwell in

Lincolnshire, including
leadership camps, and then
start their flying training or
do further professional courses
in other branches.
The career takes off faster

for aircrew. The fresh graduate
can be a flight lieutenant
two-and-a-half years after

leaving university, with a
salary of about £16,000 plus

flying pay.

DW

Marilyn

highlights

shortfall

in forces
It was at the time the name
Pamella was on everybody's

Ups that the military world
became aware of Marilyn.

It stood for Manning and
Recruiting in the Lean Years
of the Nineties. They could
have called it Prospects for

Army Manpower in the

Expectation of Lower Levels

of Application. But they didn't.

The report which was
circulated internally in the

army an8 the Ministry of

Defence was the basis of a

response, some say belated,

to the looming demographic
trough. The navy and the RAF
have been working on their

own studies, but the army's
need is proportionately greater.

If disarmament negotiations

succeed, some relief may be
at hand for the forces’

manning dilemma, shared with
most other Western countries.

But they are still dismayed
by the “unplanned reductions”
that have already started.

When parts of the Marilyn
study were made public in

March the army was already
short of 260 officers.

The approaching shortage
of applicants, according to the
study, is worst for ordinary
soldiers, with an expected 30
per cent decline in the pool
of potential entrants. The
expected fall is smaller for

potential officers, and smaller
for graduates than
non-graduates in that category,

but it still means a reduction

of 10 per cent over the next
decade.

Fewer officers are coming
straight from school; they need
to be replaced by graduates
just as competition for

graduates is growing; and the
specialists most needed will

be in the shortest supply. The.
army cannot resort to options
such as hiring abroad. It is,

however, looking at recruiting
older officers and helping
borderline cases to get into

Sandhurst
Recruiters in the services

have sometimes been
disappointed with the recent
quality of applicants. “We may
not be seeing so many of the
outstanding candidates that
we have seen in the past,” says
the RAFs Squadron Leader
Michael Meyer. “But we are
not going to drop below a
certain level."

However, senior Army
officers admit to

“taking more
people towards the lower end
than we have been, to keep
the numbers up."
Intake of officers from

civilian life into the services

dropped by a tenth in 198889,
increasing only in the navy,
while outflow rose 2 per cent.
Increasing numbers of
middle-ranking officers have
been leaving - pilots lured
away by airlines, army
captains dissatisfied with their

material state in comparison
j

to civilian contemporaries.
Targets for officer recruits

are not being met because
accepted applicants are
poached at the last moment,
or consciously use the cachet
ofacceptance to clinch jobs
elsewhere. Some Sandhurst
students leave on their first

day.
The responses being weighed

have to address both problems:
getting people interested and
keeping them in. Retaining
personnel is partly a question
of pay, but also of conditions.

Ways are being studied to

alleviate the effects of enforced
mobility, such as the effect

on wives’ careers or prospects
on the housing ladder.

The recruiting drive for

officers manifests itself by the
volume of advertising every
week in the colour
supplements. All the services

are worried about public,

awareness, the fact that the
generation of people whose
fathers did national sendee
is running out, and the
“Gorbachev effect" on the
motivation of potential
entrants.

The army has tried to

counter this by advertising
itself as “peace-mongers". The
forces admit with some
embarrassment that the last

major event that spurred
interest was the Falklands war,
when a lot of people wanted
to become gung-ho
paratroopers, but the impact
was short-lived.

The army is plotting ways
of raising its profile, using
university Officer Training
Corps more as recruiting
organisations (which some
strongly oppose), and
extending scholarships and
bursaries.

One solution they have all

hit on is recruiting more
women. There are only some
2,460 women officers in the
UK services against more than
40,000 men. This is only 6 per
cent of the total and in the
navy only about 4 per cent
The RAF has just made

women eligible to fly, not
Tornadoes or Harriers, but in

other roles such as transport
or search and rescue.

A lot of the RAFs fighter
controllers and air traffic

1

controllers are women and the
engineering branch would
welcome women.
The army has limited

capacity for women at

Sandhurst but staff officers
there would like more to sign
up - they claim that women
entrant are of a higher
standard.

DW

ARTS

Business
acumen
required
backstage
A career in arts management
is strictly for graduates whose
love of theatre, music, dance,
painting, and the arts

generally, is considerably
greater than their love of

money.
If you rise to the dizzy

heights of running one of the
four national flagship arts
companies - the Royal Opera,
the National Theatre, the RSC,
and the ENO - you can expect
to top £50,000, together with
constant criticism from your
peers and critics. But, even
here, chiefexecutives of
businesses ofequal size outside

the arts field would probably
earn twice as much.
Xn the main, arts

administrators are abysmally
paid: the reward is job
satisfaction. The director of
a medium-sized dance troupe
or a touring theatre company
will be fortunate to earn
£20,000, even though the group
may attract critical praise and
do well at the box office. There
are wide variations within the
industry, especially between
administrators employed by
local authorities (whose
earnings are linked to national

rates) and those running then-

own shows. The former tend
to earn more and receive fringe

benefits such as a car.

The situation was
graphically illustrated in a
survey on pay and conditions

prepared earlier this year for

Arts Management, a new
magazine for the industry. The
80 respondents revealed that

there were “box office

managers of regional theatres

on salaries ranging from £6,310

HowTo Behave At A Preview]

to £15,000, marketing managers
paid between £7,800 and £25,000

(both extremes being in
. London) and touring
companies paying between
£7,569 and £13,000. The director

of an independent gallery in
London is receiving £7,250

while the director of a regional

independent gallery is on
£13,000, and salaries for

administrators of the repertory

.

theatres ranged from £11,500
-

to £19,000."

Many hopeful graduates
start in the business for no
pay - just the chance of
gainiugexperience, through
helping out in a box afflce, or
front of house, or as an',

assistant in the press office.

The almost essential next step
is to take one df the courses
in arts arirmriifiiTatinTrpQcg

on offer. The most
comprehensive is at the City

'

University in London, which
runs a one-year diploma course
as well as a day-release

programme, idealfor graduates
with a humble job In'an arts
company who want to move
oh to better things. In most
cases graduates accepted on
the diploma course will have
to pay their own way. : .

The shortage of management
courses in the arts started to

concern the Arts Gouncll about
20 years ago, when it found
itself giving large grants to
arts groups with little orho
management or budgetary
expertise. The Council now
sponsors courses in arts

management at three

polytechnics - Leicester,.

Newcastle and Liverpool -

and there are other degree
courses in which arts

administration is included in

the study programme.
A specialist academic

qualification does not

guarantee a job in the arts,

but it helps. The arts world
is under intense pressure, both
from the Arts Council and
from the Government, to prove
itself better at managing the
financial subsidy that comes
its way, and to recruit a new
breed of organiser with
knowledge of balance sheets,

forward planning, marketing
programmes, fund raising, and
box office administration.
Although the financial

rewards from this profession
are still poor, there has been
a great increase in the number
ofjobs available. The arts are
a boom industry with a
plethora of new dance
companies, opera companies,
theatre companies, community
arts centres and so on being
formed in the last decade or
so, as well as new theatres and
concert halls.

The driving force behind
the start of these companies
is often a talented artist

striving for a larger audience,
but it is now generally
recognised in the arts world
that survival depends on sound
management A good fund
raiser, marketing officer,

publicist or general
administrator is likely to move
quickly on to bigger and better
responsibilities. Although
there are still companies ran
by the star artist, the future
seems to point towards a
division of labour, with one
chief looking after the arts
programme of a company or
arts centre, while another
handles the business side of
things.

This is really a profession
where talent and imagination
will out There is little point
in going into it unless you
want to end up running a
theatre or managing an arts
company. There are few
middle-rank positions. Actual
experience as an artist is no
drawback, but the key to
success is an awareness of the
disciplines of the market place,
plus boundless enthusiasm.

Antony Thorncroft

Further information: Arts
Council of Great Britain, 105
Piccadilly, London Wl. A
weekly jobs bulletin appears
in Arts Management.

ALSO SEE THEATRE
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Each of the

Big Four
a different

character
Banking is a business which
is juddering with change. The
big bureaucracies are being
shaken by competition - at
the international level by giant

foreign institutions such as
the Japanese, and at the local

level by aggressive newcomers
like building societies.

The cartels of the bad old

days have all but disappeared.

The challenge for future

managements is to adapt their

institutions to new realities

- and that is quite a task in

a bank with 100,000 employees

and £l00bn of assets. Vision

and energy will be required,

but also the resilience to

handle the frustration and
political in-fighting that goes

on in all large organisations.

The market is headed by
the Big Four cleaners,

Barclays, Lloyds. Midland, and
NatWest, which may all seem
the same but yet have different
characters which reward a bit
of research. Barclays, for
example, has just recovered
its traditional position as the
UK’s largest clearer after going
through a dull patch. NatWest,

pushed into second place, has
been traumatised by the recent
Blue Arrow scandal because
of an ill-judged venture into

the City, though that itself was
an indication of how the
dealers are probing new lines

of business. Midland Bank Is

also making a comeback under
new management from bad
losses five years ago. Lloyds,

the smallest, prides itself on
selecting profitable markets.
The alternatives are also

proliferating: the recently

floated Trustee Savings Bank,
the two big Scottish banks,
tbe Royal Bank of Scotland
and the Bank of Scotland, and
the newly incorporated Abbey
National, for example, are all

fighting for a patch of clearing

bank turf. The building

societies are also competing
for graduates; though career

opportunities there are

inevitably narrower. Foreign -

banks are in the market too.

The banks have taken some
pains to develop fast tracks

for good recruits. They cast

their nets widely in search of

graduate talent. They call on
all the leading universities and
polytechnics; they also

encourage would-be applicants

to meet recent graduate
recruits.

The big clearers aim to take

on up to 200 graduates a year
each, for which they receive

several thousand applications.

The bulk of applicants get

sifted out before interviews

even take place, and fewer
than a thousand get on to the

next stage. But then there is

a fairly rigorous process of

interviews and tests to whittle

the numbers down even more.

Successful applicants are

usually notified in early

spring, with a view to their

starting in August or

September.
Although an economic or

financial qualification helps,

the precise degree for which

an applicant Is aiming is less

important than his or her

intellectual abilities and
personality.

The clearers want numerate

people, naturally, (it helps to

know what a balance sheet
-

is, even if you can't read one).

But they also want clear,

imaginative thinkers. They
like people who work well in

teams, and show leadership

qualities. They usually judge

these sorts ofthings from what
an applicant has done apart

from academic work.

Although banking is still

a predominantly male world,

the female intake has grown
enormously in recent years.

About half each year’s

graduate recruits are women,
and tbe number reaching

responsible positions grows
each year.

In order to make the most
of the people they recruit, the
clearers increasingly feed them
info two or three different

streams, with the best people
taking a fast track into a
high-level management career.

Barclays, Lloyds and NatWest,
for example, have streams
where tbe fastest leads to
responsibility within only a
year, and the slowest three

years.

Pay varies accordingly. Top
starting salaries this year are
in the range of £15,000

(including a London
allowance), with slower
streams getting £2.000-£3,000

less than that. .

Most banks also have
specialist intakes for areas
such as information
technology, or merchant
banking. Sometimes these ;

entail a separate application
and assessment process.

After their initial training,

all graduates are expected to

complete the professional

exams set by the Chartered
Instituteof Bankers. These

cover banking law and
practice, and are a standard
requirement for anyone intent
on a mainstream hanking
career.

The kind of career a person
develops after that depends
to a large extent on type and
choice. Although some
graduates become branch
managers, many spend only
a minimal amount of time in
a branch. Graduates cam aim
for high-powered jobs in »

central management corporate
banking or international
banking. Here they could be
looking after substantial
divisions of the bank, or
managing the bank’s
relationships with major
corporate clients, or tunning
the bank’s representation in
a foreign country.

aithoughthere-ishbt at the
moment a particularly strong-
tradition of graduate top
management.Topsalaries in
toe industry are currefttlr in
the £100,000^200,000^^

DavidLascelles:
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Lure of the

glamour
as well as

the lucre
Merchant banking is one of
the more glamorous parts of

the financial services business
but, also for that reason, one
of its most competitive -

thousand apply for a relatively

small number of jobs.

Although some of the
traditional culture of merchant
banking lives on - the rather

upper crust image, the big
money, and the family firms
- the reality in the

fast-changing City is more
hard-nosed.

Today, top merchant
hanking groups like Warburg
and Kteinwort Benson span
a wide range of activities from
banking through to bond
dealing, usually in competition
with the most powerful
investment banking concerns
from around the world. Other
houses are more specialised:

Morgan Grenfell. Schroders
and Lazards are known mainly
for corporate finance, Hambros
has a Cast-growing retail

financial services side. Some
merchant banks are still

privately owned, like

Rothschilds and Barings.
Although people usually

think of a career in merchant
banking in terms of corporate
finance - arranging finance
for big corporations, or
advising on their mergers and

tAs*

increasingly, the Japanese,
are In this market. European
banks such as Deutsche Bank,
Germany's largest, are also
active recruiters.

Pay scales in merchant
banking are generous, as you
might expect. The starting
level this year is £15,000. and
successful entrants should
quickly see their pay rising.

Six figure salaries are quite
common in the upper echelons,
and a handful even go into the
millions. But increasingly
merchant bank pay is linked
to results, and a lot of
merchant bankers have
actually suffered pay cuts
during the leaner times since
the October 1987 stock market
cash.

After joining, new recruits

will probably go through an
introductory phase. At
Kleinwort, which prides itself

on its three-month induction
and training programme,
graduate entrants are given
a thorough grounding both
in Kleinwort's business and
its markets, and it is only at

the end of this that people are
allocated to particular
departments. By this stage,
everyone has got to know each
other so well that the drop-out
rate is very small.

In theory, women have just

as good a chance at getting
into merchant hanking as men
- a large proportion of the
annual Intake is female. But
in practice it remains a man 's

world. There is currently only
a tiny sprinkling of women
in the higher reaches of

merchant banking.

A sharp eye Is kept open for unsuitable types

acquisitions - a modern-day i BREWING
merchant banker could just
as easily find himself (or

increasingly herself.) sitting

in front of a screen trading
interest rate swaps or

managing unit trusts.

The lure of merchant
banking is the scope it offers

for ambitious,
financially-oriented people to
develop influential and
well-paid careers. The
disadvantage is that it is

inevitably less glamorous than
people think: there is a lot of

hard and even boring work,
particularly in the early stages.

In addition, while merchant
bankers have a high opinion

of their own status, this is not

one that is always shared in

the "real world" outside the

City.

Merchant banks are eager
to hire the best talent there

is. so they have set up a

formalised - and rigorous -

selection proccsss which
reaches well beyond the old

Oxbridge confines.

it starts with the Milk Round
in the autumn when the

principal merchant banks
make presentations - jointly

or singly - at the universities.

They then invite people to

submit written applications.

More than three-quarters of

applicants never even get past

this stage - the vast majority

are sifted out purely on the

basis of what they look like

on paper. Then come the

interviews, at university and
in London, and Anally a job

offer in late winter.

This can bo a gruelling

process. Applicants should

expect at least half a dozen

interviews and meetings. But
it is not a one-way affair. The
merchant banks also want
applicants to get to know them
so "that they can decide

whether they think they would

fir in - and in what part of

the bank.
Being a freely-structured

sort of business, merchant
banks are not looking for a

specific set of academic
Qualifications. The type of

decree Is almost immaterial.

Job offers are usually not even

conditional on the class of

degree obtained. VVTiat they

want are bright, numerate
_

people who can analyse and

communicate ideas, and work

together well with others. They

like applicants who show
initiative (travel for example),

leadership (running a society)

and imagination. Languages

are a useful plus.

Because merchant banking

has been so fashionable

recently, they also keep a

sharp eye open for people who
might be applying Tor the

wrong reason. At Warburg
they offer jobs to all the people

they like the look of rather

then try to fill some
pre determined hiring quota.

On average, though, the larger

merchant banks take about

two or three dozen graduates

each each year, the smaller

ones only a handful.

An evolving route into

merchant banking is through

one of the large foreign banks
' ’v
V\
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Industry a
cocktail

of many
ingredients
"Nobody has ever come into

my office and said they would
like a career in the drinks

industry," says Margaret
Wallace, Careers’ Officer at
Warwick University.

"But undergraduates do tell

me they want to work in sales,

marketing or retailing, for

example, and the drinks
industry offers opportunities

in all these areas.”

Job opportunities for

graduates range from sales,

marketing, personnel, brewing
and distilling to regular
corporate functions like

information systems and
finance.

Though it tends to have a
rather macho image, jobs are

no longer just for the boys.

Indeed, United Distillers'

Group, the spirits' subsidiary

of Guinness, found last year
that 60 per cent of recruits

were female - a phenomenon
Guinness is at a loss to

explain.

The major recruiters visiting

universities and. increasingly,

the polytechnics, are Bass,

Ailied Lyons, Grand
Metropolitan. Whitbread.
Courage, Guinness and
Scottish & Newcastle

Breweries. Few of the smaller

regional brewers, including

the large number of

family-controlled brewers,

recruit directly from campuses.
They tend to advertise for

trained staff.

One of the most attractive

features of the drinks industry

for UK graduates must be that

many of its major players, such

as Guinness, Allied-Lyons and

Grand Metropolitan, are both

world-players and based in the

UK - a rare combination

today. These substantial

businesses first look to Britain

(and Ireland, in the case of

Guinness* for their graduate

recruits.

Neither are many of these

companies simply brewers or

distillers. Bass, for example,

with the recent $2bn
acquisition of Holiday Inns

in the US, is the biggest hotel

operator in the world, while

Grand Met has become a

sizeable food manufacturer

and retailer in the US with

the acquisition of Pillsbury.

These two companies, like

many others m the sector,

actively encourage staff to

move within the group's many
divisions.

All the big drinks companies
have graduate recruitment

schemes which generally last

for about one year and all

appear to offer graduate
recruits a similar range of

salaries - between £11.500 and

£13,000.

Opportunities for fairly

Guinness. Similarly Courage,
now owned by Elders 1XL, the
Australian group, is in search
of plenty of fresh blood.

Bass is Britain's biggest
brewer. The ambitious
graduate would probably have
to express a long-term

commitment to the group -

Bass executives tend to have
worked their way up the

corporate ladder. Despite its

low-key public image, Bass
is among the most aggressive
of the brewers with leading
brands like Carling Black
Label.

Bass says about 20 per cent

of its graduate trainees go into
production; 30 per cent into

sales. 8 per cent into

marketing; 8 per cent into
finance: 12 per cent into

information technologies; 15

per cent into hotel and
catering and 7 per cent into

other areas. Bass is probably
the most zealous among the
big brewers in the training
of brewers.
Brewing production is an

area where the Brewers
Society, the industry's trade

association, has played an
important role recently in the
provision of training courses
for professional qualifications.

The prospective brewer -

who will have taken a degree
in a related technical subject,

such as botany or
biotechnology - faces two sets

of exams set by the Institute

of Brewing, associate
membership of the Institute

Though the drinks industry

tends to have a rather

macho image, Jobs are no

longer just for the boys

and Diploma membership. The
latter is the prime technical

qualification for a brewer and
cannot be taken without four
years practical experience in

the industry. The four-year
BSc Honours Course in

Brewing and Distilling at

Heriot Watt University gives
exemption from the associate
membership exam.

Opportunities to travel, at
a time when drinks brands
are becoming increasingly

international, must be an
attraction of the industry to

the adventurous and
linguistically-skilled gradu3ie.

Grand Metropolitan, one of

the most fast-growing and
aggressive of the brewing and

drinks groups, even offers a

course for those wanting to

develop international caretrs.

Lisa Wood

Further information:

Brewers Society. 42 Portman
Square London WlH 0BB: The
Institution of Brewing, 33
Charges Street. London WI
YEE: Eeriot-Watt University.

Chambers Street. Edinburgh
EHl IKX.
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BROADCASTING

! Start as an
assistant

relief

i

wardrobe
assistant

* Much of the glamour of

. broadcasting may be an
; illusion but the prospect of
' a career in television still

attracts thousands of
1 applicants.

Once the choice was limited

,

to the BBC. but now the rapid

,
changes in the industry are

,

opening up a host of

l
possibilities - the expansion
of commercial radio, the
growth of the independent
production sector, including

corporate video and the

,
creation of hundreds of small
companies, and the arrival of

conventional and satellite

television channels.

: Despite the new
opportunities, the roles in

getting a job as a broadcaster

, do not seem to have changed
; at all. It’s always better to be
: inside a broadcasting company

\
than outside, even if the only
way to get in is as a secretary.

One BBC producer and

]

Oxford graduate, quoted in

i a recent Institute of Manpower
Studies report on the

\
television, Sim and video

. industry, recounted how she
entered the Corporation as an

,
assistant holiday relief

j
wardrobe stock-keeper. She

,
then got a clerk's job in the
programme correspondence

,
section, before finally-being

accepted as a trainee
- researcher 18 months later.

: For the few hotly-contested
i places in formal training

schemes, recruiters are

looking, above all else, for
i previous evidence of
* commitment, however modest.
1

This could range from working
- on student newspapers or

I

hospital radio to making
I amateur films or spending a
summer as an intern with
American broadcasters.

Often the only way in is to

accept a “gopher" role with
a small production company
for a few pounds a week or
even for no pay at alL
The way in for Mike Paulett.

after his degree in media
studies from the Polytechnic

of Central London, was the

post room at Channel 4. Now,
after a spell in the engineering

department, he's an assistant

editor on film crews.

Most media-orientated

undergraduates, however, seek

traineeships. The BBC hires

between 16 and 24 production

and journalism trainees a year,

divided between television

radio and the World Service,

although there are vacancies

for everything from studio

management to personnel.

For every post there are

between 2,000 and 3,000

applicants. Jane Thynne, when
she was an English student

at Oxford, joined the “lottery"

for a traineeship.

The first question her BBC
interviewers asked was tricky

enough. Would she compare
the economic policies of Iran

before and after the
revolution? Then they followed

up with: “What was the last

book you read on South
Africa?"

Jane Thynne did not get one
of the production traineeships

on the formal BBC scheme,
but her knowledge of Iran and
South Africa can't have been
too deficient for they soon
fixed her up with another job.

After a two-month
introduction to the
Corporation she was set to

work at BBC South in

Southampton and, under loose

supervision, was soon
producing a regional arts

programme and making
documentaries on topics such
as a local leukaemia cluster

and the Portsmouth Evening
News.
T was just amazed at the

degree of freedom I was
allowed,” says Jane who later

left the BBC to become media
correspondent of the Daily
Telegraph. She recommends
flattery of the past
broadcasting achievements
of those on the recruitment
board as one of the weapons
to be deployed.
Even at the end of the

two-year period of training and
secondments to various
departments, there is no
guarantee of a permanent job,

as opposed to further
short-term contracts. The
hours are likely to be long and
the pay unexciting - around
£10,500 to start with. With the

BBC continuing to face a
financial squeeze, thanks to
the indexation ofthe licence

fee to the retail price index.

this is unlikely to change
dramatically in future.

Rates of pay can often be

more fogn 30 per cent higher

in ITV than at the BBC, but

the independent television

companies are under even

more pressure as the result

of the Government's decision

to award commercial
broadcasting licences to the

highest bidder in 1991.

“If anyone leaves a very

close check is made to see

whether they need to be
replaced or not. The
opportunities are very
limited," admits Sue Davis,

training adviser to the ITV
companies.
Around 100 people are taken

on each year in the sales and
marketing side of ITV. But
when a researcher's job is

advertised 1,000 applicants

from graduates is not unusual.
The ITV system does train

10 graduate editorial trainees

a year on behalf of

Independent Television News,
Central and TV-am.
At ITN, which usually takes

on four trainees a year, the
selection process includes a
written assignment - a
critical review of an ITN
bulletin or the effect of

satellite television on the
traditional television

environment ITN trainees

start at £16,200 a year and a
top ITN specialist reporter can
earn up to £50,000.

For many, the first way into

broadcasting will be through
commercial radio stations, a
sector which is to undergo
significant expansion with the
creation over the next few
years of several hundred local

and community stations
One way in is to turn up at

your local radio station,

preferably with a tape ofan
item you have made.
Otherwise, about 150 people
a year are trained for radio
on one-year post-graduate

courses at eight colleges,

including the Falmouth School
of Art and Design, the London
College of Printing and the
City University in London.
For those seeking

opportunities in independent
production companies, Paul
Styles, director of the
Independent Programme
Producers Association,

recommends going through
the association's members list,

looking for companies which
make the sort of programmes
an applicant is interested in.

Raymond Snoddy

Castro!
Where People-Have Impact

Castrol is the world's most successful
international specialist lubricants company

CastroPs growing businesses throughout the world require more graduates to

work in all key areas eg: Marketing, Sales, Product Technology and Finance.

Castrol has many career paths for talented and ambitious people capable of

becoming international Managers.

Want to know more ?

Contact:

Ann Muller or Bryan Argent

Human Resources Division,

Castrol Limited, Burmah House,

Pipers Way, Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 IRE
Tel: (0793) 512712

Hera is the news: it’s always better to go for Jobs from the inside

BUILDING
SOCIETIES

Slowcoach
sector

gets a
move on
Building societies used to be
thought of as the slowcoaches
of the financial services sector.

Ten years ago, their business
consisted of only two things
— handling savings from
depositors and lending funds
out to home buyers.

“Savings-and-mortgage
loans” activity is still the core

business tor societies, but all

big building societies and
many small ones provide

all-round banking services

from cheque books and credit

cards to sophisticated money
market funding operations.

Going into a building society

today means entering the retail

banking sector at a time of

flux. Building societies, unlike

banks which are joint stock

companies quoted on the stock

exchange, started life as

nineteenth century
cooperatives and are mutually
owned by their members and
governed by special legislation

and regulated (in a fairly

unbending fashion) by the
Building Societies Commission.
The second largest building

society, Abbey National, has
already shaken off this legal

status and had a stock market
flotation. A second building

society. National & Provincial

is probably going to follow

soon, though it has not yet

made an announcement.
Large societies recruit

graduates in much the same
way as most other
corporations. David
Thomborough, personnel
recruitment,manager of ~

_

Halifax, the"largestUK society

with around 15 per cent ofthe
entire UK mortgage market,
says that Halifax takes 100

graduates a year.

“They are widely distributed

throughout the organisation.

We divide into them into two
groups, computer specialists

and management trainee

programme entrants."

On the management side,

the Halifax recruits between
34 and 40 entrants a year,

around half of whom are

women. They are paid £10,000

to £11,500 when they start.

If they are any good, like

any other giant corporation,
Halifax hopes that the recruits

will stay for life. They do a
two-year training course and,

at the end of it, become an
assistant manager.
Along the way they must

take and pass the Chartered
Building Societies Institute

examinations. Fanfa* gives

some time off for this hut not
sufficient to pass the exam
unaided.
“They have to study in their

own time and between six to

eight subjects,” says
Thomborough.
The pattern at Nationwide

Anglia, the next largest

society, is basically similar.

Within a-couple of years, an
entrant can expect to be
running a branch operation.

But high-flyers will probably
have an eye on specialist

money market operations, such
as Treasury operations, the

money market funding
activities of building societies

and banks.

Other qualifications beyond
the FCBSI will help take you
to the top. Accountancy
degrees are highly prized (Jim
Birrell, chief executive of

Halifax, began life as an
accountant, tor example,j
But when recruiting

graduates, building societies

are likely to be willing to
consider graduates with arts

backgrounds, provided they
accept the need for a few year’s

hard slog to get the right
initials behind their names.

If you join one of the
smallest local building
societies, then you will be
entering a world of perhaps
only a handful of individuals.

This offers rewards for the
entrepreneur who dislikes the
slower-moving world of giant
corporations, but small
building societies are
particularly vulnerable to
mergers and takeovers.
Medium-sized societies are

a different matter. If you join

Skipton, the number 16 society,

for example, you can expect
to have fairly close links with
the general managers and the
chief executive and get a good
overview of the business.

“We favour students who
do sandwich courses,” says
Ian Hepworth, general
manager, “because it enables
both employers and employees
to check each other out before
committing themselves. Within
two years a good graduate
should be a deputy to a
manager in a key area such
as marketing or mortgage
sales, and within a further two
years they should see

themselves running such a

department."
Peter Stanford, a business

studies graduate of

Huddersfield Polytechnic, after

two months with the Skipton,

says: “I play a role in most of

the society’s marketing
activities such as PR, new
product development, market
research, and management
information. Being part of a
team of only five, I have been
givenahigh-level of 7
Independence and
responsibility.”

Building societies tend to

be located outside the capital
though there is a chance that

some, including Halifax, will

decamp to London one day..

Top executives will find .

themselves in fairly frequent

contact with the capital,

anyhow, and perhaps even
continental Europe. The
approach of 1992 is forcing

building societies to look to

business opportunities outside

this country.
The drawback to building

society employment is pay.

This is considerably lower than
for executives in the banks,

though the gap is narrowing.
But building society balance
sheets place great stress on
holding down management
expenses. Those wanting to
push their salary up above the
average may have to develop
the kind of qualifications

which make them attractive

to poachers from outside.

David Barchard

For more information read
The Building Society Industry
by Mark Boleat (Alim &
Unwin); The Major Players,
available from UBS Phillips
& Drew, 100 Liverpool Street,
London EC2M 2RH or write
to the Building Societies
Association, 3 Savile Row,
London W1X 1AF; Chartered
Building Societies Institute,
19 Baldock STreet, Ware,
Herts SG12 9DH

Amex does
nicely for

trainees
One night in the mid-1970s,

a group of young executives

spent an evening at the Wig

and Pen Club, in the Strand,

drinking wine and arguing

about which of three slogans

their company should adopt

A decade and a half later,

the executives are all at the

top of the financial services

sector, and the slogan -

«ThatH do nicely” 7 has •

passed into advertising

folklore. , .

“It was only one of three

catchphrases we were
considering," says Don
McCrickard. “If we had chosen

either of the others, they

would have done as well too."

The company, of course, was
American Express. McCrickard

is now chief executive of

banking operations at TOR /-

But he values his years at

American Express, where he' -;

and his contemporaries were
schooled in retail banking and
marketing skills.

The attachment is so strong .

that top financial services. \

.

executives who were formerly
with American Express, have
formed a sort of dining club,

which meets from tbri* to time.

“I guess we have acted as
a sort training ground for the

industry. We have certainly

supplied it with a lot of its top
names.” says Alan Stark, the

UK head of American
Express’s Travel Related
Services division.

The explanation is not
difficult to find. Unlike other

financial services

organisations, American
Express has no automatic
customer base, such as current
account holders or mortgage,
borrowers. It has to rely on'

marketing skills to persuade
people to buy its card, and it

has to compete with credit
cards which, at least until now,
have been issued free by the
banks.
Where better to learn the

art of marketing finanrial

services?

American Express recruits

about 25 graduates a year for
its traineeship scheme,
inviting them to attend an
assessment day where
aptitude, numeracy, and
personality tests are carried
out. Candidates usually make
contact with thexompany via

their -university appoints
offices and the Milk Roun

“Candidates are not ch<
solely on the basis of the 1

results," says Jack
Waterhouse, UK
Vice-president “We beliei
that we are one of the few
companies - perhaps the
one - to allow candidate;
see the results of personal
tests and to discuss them
us."

Entry to the graduate
training programme of a 5
does not guarantee a
permanent job, thnngh nn
trainees are offered one. T
year’s training consists of
placements lasting three
months each in different p
of the company and a spec
project assignment

If you have an MBA and
to five years professional
experience behind you, tin
is higher route into the
company involving a year1

traineeship in a realjob.
Entrants will be taken to s
a week in New York, meet

. senior management includ
the chairman and presidm
of the company, and then 1

on to observe other marke
in Europe.
Former Amex executive:

have a glitter and
self-confidence that setath
apart from the rest of the 1
financial services business

m uiumi mi
familiar with innovatiortMuvrcu
coming from the US.
As such they tend, to 1

eagerly snapped up by b
building societies, and
mortgage companies wh
they come onthe marke
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Chemicals industry: in search of a more upbeat perspective

CHARITIES

CHEMICALS INDUSTRY

CHEMICAL ENQINEERJNO
CIVIL SERVICE

COMPUTERS
CONSTRUC TION
CONSUMER INDUSTRIES

CHARITIES

Bad times
in which
to do good
Doing good is becoming
increasingly difficult.

Graduates who want to make
a career in the voluntary
sector are finding that
charitable organisations are
looking for something more
than just a degree and
youthful enthusiasm.
One reason for this increased

professionalism is the growing
amount ofmoney charities
are now handling. Last year •

UK-based charities raised

£15bn - a sum equivalent to

3 per cent of the UK’s gross
national product. Between 1983
and 1987 the sector’s income
rose by as much as 53 per cent.
To raise and manage these

large sums charities are
looking for people who have
already had experience in
advertising, marketing, public
relations or financial
management.
They are looking for more

professional people to spend
their money, too.

Opportunities for those

without specialist training in

fields such as medicine,

engineering or agriculture are
hamming increasingly limited.

Routine jobs in many charities

are now filled by over-qualified

graduates trying to find their

way in.

Voluntary Service Overseas
(VSO), which takes on about
700 volunteers a year, used
to be a traditional point of
entry for those wanting to
work in overseas aid. However.
Dick Rowe, who is in charge
of recruitment at the

organisation, explains that
VSO now takes very few
graduates straight from college

unless they have particular

skills or experience overseas
- experience which, he
admits, is hard to find.

There are a few
organisations, such as

Christians Abroad, the
*

Catholic Institute for

International Relations and
Prqject Trust, which run
programmes not requiring
specialist skills. Competition
for places is fierce, though,
and candidates with some
overseas experience will have
an advantage.
So charities are increasingly

demanding previous
experience, but experience is

difficult to find without

working for the charities. One
method of escaping this trap

is to do a postgraduate course

in a relevant area. Another

is to use another career as a
stepping-stone and so gain

managerial training and
experience which charities find

useful but often cannot offer

themselves.

At Save the Children, for

example, the fund raising

department is made up of a

former City stockbroker, an
advertising executive and a

brand manager from Procter

& Gamble as well as an
ex-employee of a local

authority.

There are, of course,

drawbacks in stepping-stone

careers. Not least is the

inevitable salary drop. When
Edward Mayo moved from

consulting at Arthur Andersen

to work at the World
Development Movement last

year he took a 50 per cent pay
cut “There’s a very real

problem in cutting down
expenditure to meet the new
salary," he says. “You have
be careful about avoiding the

credit trap."

There is no simple career

structure in development or

the the voluntary sector. The
best long-term route may be

to tap the international

agencies. These organisations

include the World Bank, the
Overseas Development
Administration, parts of the

European Commission and
the agencies of the United
Nations. But one well-qualified

candidate warns that the

process of selection was at
Hiriw heart-breaking and, in

the case of the European
Commission, far from
meritocratic.

An alternative is to work
for management consultancies

in London, such as Peat
Marwick McLintock, Coopers
& Lybrand, Deloittes, and P-E
International These are
increasingly sending teams
out to developing countries.

But working for either the

agencies or consultants may
mean compromising principles.

The first can be
over-bureaucratic and the

latter, in the end, are there

to make money.

Paul Abrahams

Information on
postgraduate courses:

Development Studies in
Britain, Institute of
Development Studies, Sussex
University.

CHEMICALS

Complex
sector with

an image
problem
TheUK chemicals industry,
with annual sales of about
£25bn, is one of Britain's

biggest and healthiest
manufacturing sectors.

It has a strong balance of
payments surplus of about
£2bn, which is In contrast to

the large deficits run up by
other areas of production
industry such as cars and
electrical engineering.

In spite of the sector's good
commercial record, however,
it has something of an image
problem. It is commonly
thought of as causing pollution

and many of its plants are at
best unattractive and at worst
eyesores.

Furthermore, the business
is highly complex. It spans a
great many sectors, from
pharmaceuticals and other
speciality products made on
a small scale, to bulk plastics

like polyethylene which are
made in giant plants at the
rate of hundreds of thousands
of tonnes a year.

The selling price for

chemicals extends over an
even bigger range, from about
£700 a tonne for bulk plastics

to hundreds, or even
thousands of times this figure
for specialised industrial

additives or raw materials for

drugs - which are produced
in only tiny quantities.

*

This complexity makes the
sector difficult to understand.
And the relative ignorance in

turn hardly helps the sector

to convey a more upbeat
perspective of how it interacts

with the rest of the world.

The chemicals industry
recruits about 1,200 graduates
a year, roughly a quarter of

them chemists. These people
can do a variety of jobs in

research, marketing, plant
operation and administration.

Salaries being paid to
graduates in the first year of
their joining UK chemicals
companies are generally this
year around £10.000 to £12,000,

although the actual sums can
vary widely.

The largest company in the
chemicals industry, both in 1

terms of sales and in intake
of new graduates, is Imperial

Chemicals Industry. In 1968
the company recruited 440
graduates, 130 of these with
chemistry degrees, which was
significantly more than the
357 in 1987. This year the
intake is likely to be about 400.

After Id no single company
accounts for more than about
100 new graduates a year, with
Glaxo and BP Chemicals
taking in roughly this number.
Some of the big companies.
ICI included, have special

graduate training courses
which introduce newcomers
to the company and ease them
into management jobs away
from the hurly-burly of plants

and service operations.

Other companies, however,
say they have experimented
with such courses and found

them wanting. “We tried out
special courses for graduates
and we had a miserable failure

rate," says Ken Bowman, who
is in charge of management
development at RentokiL a
company best known for

pest-control but which bas
branched out to offer a variety'

of chemically-related services.

“Now we get a much better

performance from our
graduates through getting

them to learn the job right

from the start. For the first

18 months or 2 years they are
employed in the service

operations - driving vans and
meeting customers - and this

way they really gain an
understanding of the

business.”
A similar route is followed

by Allied Colloids, a
Bradford-based supplier of a

range of speciality chemicals
for applications as diverse as

water treatment to action as
additives in paper-making and
other industries.

“We take in about 20

graduates a year, although we
employ probably twice that

many who are school leavers

and whom we put through
day-release courses so they
gain a degree or similar

qualification,” says John
Langley, technical director.

Peter Marsh

Further information:
Chemical Industries
Association. King Buildings.

Smith Square, London SWI

ALSO SEE PHARMACEUTICALSOpportunities are limited for those without specialist training in fields such as medicine

Can you really manage withoutCIMA

P

c i mm
The Chartered1nstitute of
ManagementAccountants

Ask any one of these:

A F Budge (Contractors) Ltd

AA Jones & Shipman pfc

Abbeycrest pic

Albright & Wilson

Alcoa Manufacturing GB Ltd

Allied Breweries Limited

ASW Holdings PLC
American Express Europe

Limited

Armstrong World Industries

Limited

ASDA Group pic

Austin Rover Group

Avis Ltd

Avon Cosmetics Ltd

Barr & Wallace Arnold Trust pic

BASF pfc

Beatson Clark pfc

BEOCOUd
Bernard Matthews pfc

BICC Cables Limited

Birmal Casting Ltd

Siwaier

Black & Decker

BOCM Silcock Limited

Bolton Health Authority

Bonar Cooke Cartons Lid

BOS Software Ltd

Bowthorpe Holdings pic

BP Oil Ltd

British Alcan Rolled Products

-ftogerstone

British Gas pic

British Nuclear Fuels pic

British Rail

British Ropes Limited

British Shew Corporation

British Steel pfc

British Sugar pfc

British Telecommuracatiore^

Burnley. Pencfle & Rossendaie

Health Authority

Cable& Wireless pfc

Cadbury Ltd

CargiH UK United

Carlsberg Distrtoutors United

Castie Field Foods

Cedric Chivers Ltd

Cerestar UK Limited

Civil Aviation Authority

Clarion Mechanical Handling

(Midlands) Limited
'

Coca-Cola Export Corporation

Co-operative Wholesale

Society Ltd

Colonial Mutual Group

Colt Group Services Ltd

Commission for the New Towns

Conoco Limited

Coopers & Lybrand (Sri Lanka)

Coopers & Lybrand Associates

Limited - Management
Consultants

Courtaulds pic

Crystal Drinks Ltd

Cussons UK Ltd

Daigety pfc

David Brown Gear Industries

Limited

Deloftte Haskins & Sells

Delta Group pfc

Digital Equipment

(Scotland) Ltd

Dodd & Company Chartered

Accountants

ECC International Ltd

Edinburgh Woollen MDi Ltd

Electrolux Ltd

Empire Stores Group

English & American Group pic

Fiat Auto (UK) Ltd

Right Rebelling Limited

Ford of Europe

Forward Trust Group Ltd

Gafla her Limited

GEC Engineering

(Accrington) Ltd

GEC Turbine Generators Lid

General Foods Ltd

Geoffrey Richard

(Holdings) Ltd

GKN Axles Ud
Glasgow District Council

Glaxo

Government Accountancy

Service

Grand Metropolitan

Guinness pfc

Hills of Swindon

Hughes Microelectronics Ltd

IBM United Kingdom Limited

ICI

ICI Colours & Fine Chemicals

ICL (UK) Limited

IDV(UK) Ud
IML Air Services Group Ud
Ind Coope Burton Brewery Ltd

Ind Coope Ltd

International Aeradio pic

(British Telecom Overseas

Division)

International Distillers &
Vintners (UK) Ltd

International Stock Exchange

Ud (The Stock Exchange!

Iveco Ford Truck Ud
J Salisbury pic

Jaguar pic

Johnson Matthey pic

Johnston Pipes Ud
Joshua Tetley & Son Ud
Keyline Builders Merchants

(North) Ltd

Klngsway Group pic

Kodak Limited

LatdJaw Group pic

Land Rover Ltd

Legal & General Group

Lex Service pfc

Uoyds Bank pfc

London & Bishopsgate

International investment

London & Coastal OH
Wharves Ltd

London international

Group pfc

London Underground

M F Industrial Ltd

Manifold Industries Limited

MarconiCommand and

Control Systems

Marconi Communications

Systems Ud
McDonald Engineering Limited

Megger Instruments Limited

Midland Group

Ministry of Defence

Mirrfees Blackstone

(Stockport) Ltd

MK Electric

Monsanto pic

N I Electricity

Nalfloc Limited

National & Provincial Building

Society

National Economic

Development Office

National Girobank

News International Ud
North Riding College

Oee Copiers (UK) Ud
Ohmeda
(BOC Healthcare)

Orbital Mobile

Communications Ltd

Oxford Business Planning

P C Henderson Ud
Pandrol UK Ltd

PARCUd
PeglerHattersleypto

Petrochemical Industries

Company K$C
Philip Harris Holdings pfc

Phillips Electronics

Picker International Ud
PiHtington Optronics -

Barr & Stroud Ud
Pilkington pic

Pirelli General pfc

Plessey Controls Ltd

Ptessey Electronic

Systems Ltd

Pointing U'mited

Polymark Laundry Systems

Post Office

PowerGen

(a division of the CEGB)
Prudential Corporation pic

Racal Electronics Group

Racal Guard all (Scotland)

Limited

RaJli Brothers and Coney Ud
Reckitt & Colman pic

Reed Executive pic

Reed International pfc

Reed Paper & Board (UK) Ud
Reedpack Limited

Regent Crest Hotel

Renould pic

Rhone-Poulenc Ltd

RMC Group pfc

Roadchef Limited

Robert Half and Accountemps

Robert M Douglas Holdings pic

Rolls Royce pic

Rosyth Royal Dockyard pic

Rowntree Mackintosh

Confectionery Limned

Royal Academy of Music

Rubber and Allied Products

(RAP) Ud
Saga Holidays pic

Saudi Support Services Co Ltd

(Hamard)

Sheemess Steel Company pic

Shell

SKF (UK) Ltd

SKF- Dormer Tools

(Sheffield) Ltd

Smurf itUd (A Subsidiary of

Jefferson Smurflt Group pic)

South of Scotland Electricity

Board

South Wftsl Thames Regional

Health Authority

Southwark Microtech Ud
Spicers Umited

SpUlers Food Ud
Spring Grove Services Group

Umited

STCpfc

Stewart & Son of Dundee Ud
Stoddard Carpets Ud
Strathleven Bonded

warehouses Ud

Sutcliffe Catering Group

Limited

Swaziland Fruil Canners Ud
Systemsolve (Computer

Services) Limited

TA Land Associated

Companies

Tate & Lyle pic

Tennent Caledonian

Breweries Ud
Texas Instruments Ud
Thames Water

The BOC Group pic

The Boots Company pic

The Royal Marsden Hospital

The Wellcome Foundation Ud
Thomas Broadbent & Sons Ud
Total Oil Marine Ltd

Trico-Forlbertti Ud
Trusthouse Forte pic

Trusthouse Forte Hotels

TSB Retail Banking

Tunbridge Wells Health

Authority

Television South

UK Atomic Energy Authority

Ulsterbus Ltd

Unlgate pic

Uniroyal Engtebert Tyres

Limited

Unisys

United Distillers pfc

United Engineering Steels Ud
United Packaging pic

Unocal UK Ud
Vauxhall Motors Limited

Vernons Organisation Ltd

Verta Holdings Lid

Vickers Shipbuilding Group Ltd

Vine Products & Whteways Ltd

Wdstfand Helicopters pfc

Whiteread & Co pfc

WigginsTeape Group

William Vbunger &

Company Lid

Willis Faber pfc

WM Collins & Sons pfc

They are all members of the

Chartered Institute of Management

Accountants (CIMA) Employers’

Group, profiting from the analytical,

innovative and executive skills that

CIMA-trained management

accountants bring to the decision-

making process.

The CIMA route to management
gives students real practical

experience and a unique insight into

their employers’ businesses right

from the start . .
.
plus an

internationally recognised financial

qualification which is in demand at

every level throughout industry and

commerce.

To find out more about a

qualification that offers real

credibility and confidence in today's

business environment, contact:

7he Chartered lnstitute of
ManagementAccountants

Education and Training Department (ETS9)

63 PortlandPlatt London U7S4AR

Telephone: 01 -63 7S31

1

Telex: 35816 CIMA G tax: 01-631 5309
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CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

A narrow
discipline

diversifies
Chemical engineering is often
considered the poor relation

of chemistr? in berms of
university and polytechnic
courses.

There are far fewer places

for chemical engineers than
for chemists; about 900

students in chemical
engineering (800 from
universities and 100 from
polytechnics) are expected to
graduate this year as opposed
to a total of three times this

number with chemistry
degrees.

Chemical engineering is also

chemical engineers and higher

pay for some, a factor which

has spread into the graduate
recruitment market
One graduate recruitment

manager at a large UK
chemicals group said he was
planning to pay “considerably

above the going rate for

graduates" - which meant
£12,000 or more - for chemical

engineers. “They are extremely

valuable people and not easy

to come by." he said.

This shortage is exacerbated

by the steady flow of people
who quit the discipline for

higher-paid jobs elsewhere.

One chemical engineer who
formerly worked in the

mainstream chemicals

business now holds down a
job as an analyst in the City.

He commands a salary

probably three times the sum
he was being paid in his

former post.

Peter Marsh

to he “generalists”. That
maanw they will work closely

with ministers in the

development of policy. They
will have a lot of contact with

Parliament But also,

increasingly, civil servants

are supposed to be managers
as well.

The management emphasis

brings a new Himenginn to the

civil service and opens up the

possibility for the graduate

that Whitehall can be a
stepping stone to other careers,

although that is not the

impression that should be
conveyed to the selectors.

The civil service offers a
surprising variety ofjobs -

trainees are asked to choose
the department in which they

want to work, and this is

honoured as for as possible.

Most will switch to another
department at some stage in

their careers.

Normally, the home civil

service and diplomatic service

Factories have become more complex and teehnologicaHy advanced

seen by many as a narrower
discipline qualifying graduates

for a smaller range of jobs.

This view may be changing.

Chemical engineering is in
many ways moving into more
interesting areas as chemicals
factories - designed and
operated by chemical
engineers - become more
complex and technologically

advanced.

A few years ago chemical
engineering was mostly
concerned with purely
mechanical aspects of

engineering. Now, due to the

greater impact of computer
automation, electronics and
sophisticated control theory

form a vital part of the

discipline.

The average chemical
engineer - assuming he or

she goes to work in industry
- will probably end up either

with a large chemical operator

such as BP Chemicals or will

be employed in a plant design

and manufacturing company
such as Foster Wheeler. MW
Kellogg or Stone & Webster.
Another factor concerning

the job market for chemical
engineers is the rush of plans
for new chemical plants in the

past few years as the business

bas emerged from the

recession of the early 1980s.

That has led to a scarcity in

CIVIL SERVICE

Swimming
in the
fast stream
The civil service is one of the
biggest recruiters ofnew
graduates. Every year, it takes
around 3,500, to be trained up
as specialists, or
administrators. Many enter
as executive officers, for which
a degree is not strictly

necessary.

The attention of the outside
world, however, tends to

concentrate on the
fast-streamers. Around 85
graduates come in each year
this way. They are admitted
as administration trainees and
higher executive officers.

The senior civil servants
of the future are most likely

to come in this way. The young
trainees are put on to quite
responsible tasks early on.

Promotion to Grade 7 is

expected by their late 20s. By
their early 30s, they should
reach Grade 5. By their early

40s they could be Grade 3,

which is two rungs down from
the top.

Fast-streamers are recruited

do not interchange. But it does
happen. Home civil servants

may well work abroad,
particularly if they are
attached to departments like

the Treasury, and Trade and
Industry.
Peoplejoining the diplomatic

service are normally sent
abroad early in their career,
and will probably spend a good
part of their time overseas.

Ibis can be financially
rewarding, as well as
Interesting.

People do sometimes leave
even the higher echelons of
the civil service for outside
jobs. To fin the gaps, Whitehall
is increasingly recruiting
outsiders with different

backgrounds.
Civil servants are not

encouraged to voice opinions.

The UK civil service is built

around impartiality. They can,
however, play very complex
games and they can be,

arguably, more powerful than
any minister.

Some jobs do put civil

servants in the limelight But,
with rare exceptions, they do
not enjoy that limelight for

very long. It wifi be time to

move on to another job. Some
people like this, others find

it frustrating to be moved to

a more pedestrian job if they
have previously enjoyed a high
profile.

Life In the diplomatic service can be interesting as well as financially rewarding

Pay in the public sector has
fallen behind in the 1980s. Fast
streamers start on £11,266,

including inner London
weighting. The decline in

relative pay, together with the
change in status of the public

sector generally, may explain

why fewer students of the very
highest quality tend now to

apply for the civil service.

Most trainees are based in

London. The exceptions are
the Scottish and Welsh Offices,

and part of the Employment
department, which is in

Sheffield. But more of the
central functions of the civil

service are likely to be located

ACTUARIAL CAREERS
AND MORE. .

.

When youjoin Noble Lowndes to train as an
actuary, well make you feel pan of the team
right from the start. That’s because, as the

UK's leading employee benefits and actuarial

services group, we can offer high-calibre

graduates the extra scope they are looking for.

For a start, we have openings throughout

our UK actuarial practice -so you could work
in any of our seven regional offices

(Birmingham. Bristol, Croydon. Glasgow,
Leeds. Manchester and Watford).

There is scope, too. in the wide range of
clients you will deal with, including many of
today's household names (and, we think,

more than a few oftomorrow's).

As you would expect, we offer the highest

standards of professional development

and training, including special tuition

arrangements with City University.

Success in exams is rewarded with salary

increases, of course, and on qualification you

will be entitled to a company car.

You will find plenty ofscope to develop your
career after qualifying, too. In the 1990s

actuaries will be key consultants as companies
from all over the world seek to penetrate the

single European market. As a major
international player itself. Noble Lowndes
will be there advising clients and developing

its own business.

Ifthat's the sort of scope you are looking for,

you'll need to gain a first or upper second

Honours degree in maths or a related

discipline. This must be supported by a Grade
A or B in any ‘A’ level maths subject.

We will start you off on an attractive salary

with the sort of fringe benefit package you
would expect from the market leader in

employee benefits.

Please apply directly to us with an SAF, clearly

staring Actuarial Graduate Recruitment,
Send your application

to Joanna Bridson,
Personnel Officer, Noble
Lowndes & Partners

Limited, FREEPOST,
Croydon CR9 9EA.

NOBLE
LOW NDES

outside London in future.

Candidates for the Northern
Ireland civil service can take
the separate route, although
this parallels the entrance
route for the rest of the civil

service.

Grade 7 starts at about
£21,500 (currently under
review). Grade 5 ranges from
£29,920 to £33,352; Grade 3s

earn up to £40.900.

People entering as executive

officers start on less, and get
promoted less quickly.

However, they can be earning
£11.871 to £154.53 in London
within two years after joining,

and rise after that
The civil service is proud

of its reputation as an equal
employer. Most women,
traditionally, do not move out
of the low-paid jobs. But this

is changing. Entry to the
fast-stream is by open
competition. Competition is

intense. In 1988, 2^535 applied,

284 were interviewed, and 97
were recommended for

appointment For the

diplomatic service, it is even
more difficult Nearly 1,600

applied for 25 vacancies in

1988.

The first round of the

competition is the qualifying
test (QT), which can be taken
in centres around the country.
The test Is the sifting

procedure. Examples erf the
questions in the test are given
in the Civil Service

Commission's literature.

Successful candidates move
on to the CSSB. Assessment
by the three-person board is

continuous over two full days.

The board is looking for

“high intelligence which can
be put to practical use ... the

ability to think quantitatively

(or be trained to do so); drive

and determination; readiness

to accept responsibility; and
awareness of what is going

on in the outside world". Some
candidates then go on to the

Final Selection Board. The
procedure is exactly the same
for the home and the

diplomatic service.

Entry to the fast stream has

.

been dominatedby Oxbridge,

and mainly by Oxford. It is

starting to chrnige. The
Commission has made a big

effort to get away from the

Oxbridge image and students
at other universities are now
taking the initial test

Hazel Duffy
For more information read

Whitehall by Peter Hennessey,
published by Seeker &
Warburg, and the Civil Service
Van- Rfw*!'

Training

attracts

specialists

to public

sector
Graduates are recruited to be
trained as specialists in the

civil service at the rate of

about 1,000 a year. The science
group is the most voracious
recruiter, taking about 460,

and the professional and
technology group (engineers,

architects, surveyors) averages
300. Other disciplines include
statisticians, economists and
lawyers.

Tax inspectors are another
avenue. The Civil Service

Commission runs a specific

“competition” (its term) for

potential tax inspectors. But
candidates for the fost-stream

generalist entry, who do not
get recommended, may be
offered a place as an inspector
instead. A particular degree
subject is not required. There
can be as many as 150

vacancies each year in the

Inland Revenue for new

graduates. Starting pay is

around £12,000 a year,

including inner London
weighting.

The jobs wQl be in locations
around the country. A career
in the Inland Revenue has
usually meant moving around.
But this could change in the
future.

The training is one of the
main attractions. By their mid
to late 20s, the folly trained
tax inspector - trained at the
expense of the State - is

sought by accounting firms
and other tax specialists. At
times, the turnover can be
appallingly high when looked
at from the Government’s
point of view.
Graduates can also be

trained as accountants by the
crvH service, under an
arrangement with the
professional institutions.

Some people prefer working
in the public sector. It has its

own rewards, although these
are less likely to be financial
There is, undeniably, a sense
of power which a job on the
other side of the fence cannot
provide. Take economists, for
instance. They can be
promoted to economic adviser,
which is a Grade 7, four to five
years after joining, when they
can exercise .considerable

influence.

Accelerated promotion
schemes have been introduced
recently in the defence
engineering service
(engineering and related
disciplines required), and for
scientists.

Getting into these areas erf

the civil service is not as
competitive as for the
administrative trainees. In
1987, there were 521
applications for 60 vacancies
for psychologists, for instance,
and 52 applications for up to
6 trainees in information
technology at the Treasury.

_

The direction in which the
civil service is going suggests
that the barriers between the
public and private sectors are
breaking down. There will
undoubtedly be more
movement between them in
foture. So joining the civil
service as a specialist or
administrator does not mean
staying there forever.
The public sector experience

for people who decide they -

want to be specialists is useful
and varied. The decision has
to be made whether this
outweighs the lower pay and
slower promotion prospects,
particularly for professions
like accountancy where there
are many opportunities in the
private sector.
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COMPUTH1G

Low-cost

power
fuels

exciting

changes
The computer industry is

going through dramatic
changes as a result of the

ready availability oflow-cost

computing power. The only

certainty foranybody going
into computing today is that

these changes will continue.
On one hand, thlq might

seem a disturbing prospect;

many of today's computer-
companies may not survive
the shake-out, which could

see many of the traditional

patterns of data centre -

aeration made redundant
On the other hand, the

outlook is exciting for those
who are attracted by the idea
of working in an industry so
close to the pulse of business
life. Figures for.world
expenditure on information
technology indicate an
industry growing at a
remarkable rate by any
standard. In 1986 the figure
was Sl.OOObn; estimates
suggest by 1990 it will be
$2,000bn and by 2000, S3,000bn.

So the shape of the industry
may be changing dramatically,
hut employment prospects
within it remain bright.

Alina Cummins, head of
edr ration at the British

Con tutor Society, the
indui fry's principal

profes tonal body, says the
prospects for graduates with
a computing qualification are
excellent George Penney,
careers project manager at the
National Computing Centre,
says he does not know of an
unemployed computer science
graduate.
Unlike some careers, which

welcome only those with
specific technical

qualifications, the computer
business, despite its scientific

image, is open to graduates
from virtually any discipline.

Penney says that employers
are looking for graduates who
can communicate effectively,

a view echoed by Barney
Gibbem, chairman of Sema
Group, one of the UK's largest

computing services companies.
Sema receives about 8,000

applications from graduates
each year and employs about
200 .

The range of career choices
in computing is very broad
- from sales and marketing
at one extreme to the design
of computer circuitry at the

other. This stems from the fact

that the computer industry
is not homogeneous but is

really two industries locked

In tandem - the suppliers,

who manufacture computers
and provide computing
services, including software

and consultancy, and computer
users, commercial companies
with their own computer
centres and data processing

teams to operate them. While
suppliers, by and large, have
a preference for graduates with
computing qualifications, user
companies seem to prefer those
from other backgrounds. .

The industry is remarkable
also because of the influence

of one company. International

Business Machines. More than
70 per cent of all the
mainframes used world-wide
are made by IBM or are copies

of IBM designs. The same is

true Of professional personal
computers. IBM has dictated

the way in which companies
carried out their data

processing and dominated the

shape and direction of the

industry since the 1960s.

But even this picture is

changing. The computer

\CAPSJ+gT

industry is being reshaped by

a number of forces including

the emergence of

microprocessors which are as

powerful as medium-sized

computers of a few years ago,

and computer users' insistence

on common standards which

will allow them to interconnect

computers from several

different manufacturers. This

has profound implications for

hardware specialists, engineers

skilled in the design of silicon

chips and printed circuit

boards, all the elements that

go to create the architecture.

of a compute1 system.

The prospects in the UKfar

such people cannot be said to

be as bright in the larger .

companies as they are tor

software experts. The hard fact

is that most of the innovation

to commercial data processing

hardware over the past decade
hMivwno fmm tTv> ITS nr winn*

ICL*s mainframe systems development centre. The company is the UK's sole mainframe manufactiwer

This lot probably into something the size of a calculator

Increasingly, the trend is

towards building computers
out of standard
microprocessors - indeed,
hardware is becoming very
much a commodity with most
of the value coming from the

software running on it
The UK’s sole mainframe

manufacturer International

Computers (ICL) designs the
chips which go into its

machines in the UK but they
are fabricated in Japan, the
result of Id's technical

collaboration with Fujitsu, the

Japanese electronics giant.

Peter Forbes of STC, ICL's

parent company, says that of

the 500 or so graduates the

company will take on this

year, 350 of them with an
engineering or science

background, only 80-90 will

be hardware engineers and
demand is static.

Brian Hyde, graduate
recruitment manager at IBM
(UK) tells a similar story. The
company recruits up to 500
graduates annually but only,

perhaps, 10 per cent will be
hardware specialists. IBM’s
chief requirement is for

'trainee systems engineers”,

IBM’s description for

marketing support staff.

Starting salary for all IBM
trainees is around the £11,500

mark with extras for living

in London, further degrees and
so on. Like most computer
companies, IBM is as anxious
to recruit women as men and
is disappointed by the

comparatively low level of

applications from women,
about 25 percent of total

applications in a year.

. The changing shape of the

industry means that there are

also opportunities for

hardware designers with a
small but exciting range of

innovative UK companies

carving new market niches

tor themselves including Psion,

a leader in hand-held

computers, and Meiko, which
build supercomputers based

on the high-speed Inmos
transputer or "computer on

a chip".

Fanatics

unwelcome
in software

business
Professor Joseph Weizenbaum
of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology complained in

Computer Power and Human
Reason of what he called the
“compulsion to program” -
a malady which affects “bright

young men of dishevelled
appearance, often with sunken,
glowing eyes who play out
megalomaniac fantasies of

omnipotence at computer
consoles".

As it happens, compulsive
programmers of that kind are
not welcome in commercial
data processing; their minds
tend to be on thieir own private
obsessions rather than the job
in hand.

Software, however, is now
recognised as the key to

progress in information

technology. The hardware, the
computers themselves, is

becoming a commodity item;

.over the life of any computing
project, the cost of software

now approaches or surpasses

the cost of the hardware.
Customers are increasingly

looking to software to give

them an edge over their

competitors.

The computing services

business (computing services

includes programming,
software packages and
consultancy) is looking for

bright young men and women
who are literate, numerate and
able to communicate. It does
not matter much whether you
graduate from a university

or a polytechnic. Indeed,

companies are enthusiastic

about graduates from
polytechnics like Hatfield and
Thames where the emphasis
is on the commercial aspects

of data processing: “There is

not much call for new
compilers these days," one
software house chief said

systems software an
understanding of which is

basic to some university

courses.

Starting salaries are in the

region of £10,000-£1 1,000. In

principle, men and women
have equal opportunities in

the computer industry; in

practice, there are relatively

few women in the upper ranks
of the software business. A
campaign, “Women into IT",

is promoting the case of

women in the industry.

Graduates from almost any
academic discipline have,

broadly, a choice of four kinds
of company for which to work.

First, computer manufacturers
like International Business
Machines (IBM), International

Computers (ICL), Unisys,
Digital Equipment, Hewlett
Packard and so on; these have
a continuous requirement for

software specialists to write

both systems software and
applications software which
carries out a specific task for

a customer. Second, software

houses like SD-Scicon, Sema
Group, Logica and Hoskyns
which work with customers
to develop bespoke
applications software or build

and market packages.
Third, consultancies,

frequently arms of the large

accounting firms like Arthur
Andersen and Price

Waterhouse, which advise

their customers on the best

way to run their business

including advice on
information technology
strategy.

Consultancies may write

software and manage the

implementation of the

strategies they propose.

Fourth, computer users. This

includes virtually every

company. Some have large,

well-structured data processing

departments with a central

data centre and subsidiary

information centre to help

support computing throughout
the organisation. Others have
only a small computer with

a single programmer.
For graduates, an important

factor is the quality of training

they are likely to receive after

joining a company. Hardware
companies and the

consultancies in general have
a good reputation for training

but quality of training
throughout the rest of the
computing services business

is. at best, patchy.

The tight budgets on which
most services companies run
means that investment in

training is the first area to be
cut in times of financial

stringency. Furthermore, the
general shortage of competent
computer specialists means
that firms are unwilling to

invest large sums in training

people who then leave for

higher salaries elsewhere.

There are a number of

initiatives, however, which
may improve matters. The
British Computer Society has
developed a programme called

the Professional Development
Scheme (PDS) which is

subscribed to by some 50

companies both hardware and
software.

Cosit, an institution which
used to administer the now
redundant training grants from
the Manpower Services

Commission to the information

technology business, is

developing the Industry
Standard Development
Programme (ISDP). This aims
to create a logbook for

computer specialists which
indicates the level of

competence they have reached

and so can be used as a
passport between companies.
So far the services companies
BIS, Sema. Hoskyns and
SD-Scicon have joined the
scheme. There are moves,
under the aegis of the
Computing Services

Association, the industry's

trade body, to bring PDS and
ISDP together into one scheme.

i

Meanwhile, a Government
initiative, the National Council
for Vocational Qualifications,

is attempting to set out
“models of competences"
across industry.

It sounds confused and it

is; the industry is putting
pressure on the Government
to take a part in reforming the
system. The importance of the
software and services business
to the future of the UK is so
great that some improvement
is inevitable. Until then,
graduates should quiz their

prospective employers closely

about training.

i. 1

Arts

specialists

joining

scientists
If your degree is in English

or geography or fine arts, ai

you are interested in busine

it may not be immediately

obvious that a rewarding

career may await you in

computing.
The mental flexibility wh:

distinguishes good systems

and software specialists is b

no means limited to science

graduates. Indeed, companic
which use computers (as

opposed to hardware
manufacturers and software

houses) often prefer

non-science graduates becai

of their communications ski

and business facility. You w
learn all the computing you
need through training cours

There are exceptions, of

course. A highly technical

company like British

Aerospace (BAe) recruits

chiefly science graduates, e'

for its headquarters comput
facility where most of the

systems produced are to do
with finance and marketing
Graduates working at BAe
headquarters program in th<

business language Cobol, wl
in the various divisions the}

may use scientific language.-

like Fortran or Ada.
The emergence of small,

low-cost machines of
equivalent power to the
expensive monsters of two
decades ago has extended tt

use of computers to compan
of every size and purpose.

It has also resulted in a
serious shortage of people u
can combine an understand
of a particular business ares
- hanking, say. or retailing

with a sound knowledge of

computing. One estimate
suggests there is already a
shortfall of 20,000 software
professionals and that it wil

rise to 53,000 by 1991.

So there will be no shorta:

of well-paid work for qualifii

people. One caveat however
for non-computer specialists

computing is not for everyoi
Computer professionals like

to argue that being able to
program is a virtue like heir

able to swim and that
everybody should do it and
eryoy it. But it is not so.

Programming
, for those

temperamentally unsuited t

it can be a frustrating,

miserable business.

Fortunately coding - the
business of writing program
in a computer language - i!

becoming automated with tl

gradual adoption of what an
known as “fourth generatioi
languages" which make it

possible to write a simple
English-like instruction whi<
the computer itself turns int

a code it can obey.
What most graduates in u

companies enjoy best is

analysis, breaking down a

business problem into its

constituent pieces and
planning and implementing
a computer system to cope
with it

You should also be aware
that commercial data
processing is going through
a substantial change, driven
by the availability today of
low cost computer power.
The traditional data

processing department was
a creature forced on compan
by the cost and complexity
of mainframe computers. It

was something apart: there

was almost no interchange

Continued on
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20,000 TONNES ON YOUR SHOULDERS.

We're offering a substantial reward to any

graduate who wont buckle under the strain.

To find out if yoifre a worthy contender,

see if you could handle the following exercise.

The situation is Dartmoor.

Get up at 4.30am.

Ybuve been made group leader, in charge

of six others.

Act positively. They've got to trust you as

much as yoiYd trust your own mother.

\bifre each got heavy equipment to

carry. Wherever you go, it goes. That includes

a 20ft sq reinforced plastic sheet and a 120ft

long rope.

The weatherk miserable. You feel the

opposite. \buVe got an hour to get to a point

on the river, with a grid reference. Hurry.

Made it Or nearly.

Half an hour and your equipment is all

you've got to get you and your men across the

river safely.

Home and dry. The next thing you know,

yoifre on a 9km fast march.

Midnight. \tau crawl under your plastic

sheet and crash out

That's a day in the life of a graduate at

BRNC Dartmouth. Think you couldn't cope?

We’d love to prove you wrong.

With Royal Naval training, a lot of men

turn out to be twice the men they thought

they were.

We call them officers.

Ml earn a lot more than a good salary.

Courage. Confidence. Pride and respect

The rewards are enormous. Why not see

if you can carry them off?

If you would like to find out more, call in

at anyRN &RM Careers Information Office (in

the phone book under 'Naval Establishments'),

or send in the coupon.

Normally you should have been a UK

resident for the past five years. The Armed

Forces are Equal Opportunity Employers under

the terms of the Race Relations Act 1976.

nib: Capt A. P. Masterlon-Smith RN. Dept 1 HA Old [

1 Admiralty Building, Spring Gdns.. London SWIA2BL
j

. Please send me further information on a career as an

I
Officer in the Royal Navy.

|

Date of Birth.

Univ./Poly.

Address

.Date of graduation.

.Postcode.
NAVY
GRADUATE

NMS Invincible - captained by Capt. Mike Bretton MA BN. PPE Graduate.
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\tween data processing and
e rest of the business.

‘That Is changing because
mpanies are trying to use
formation technology to give
emselves a competitive
vantage. To do so they have
integrate their information
timology strategy with their

isiness objectives.

(As a result, information
l±nology has had to be taken
riously at board level.

.There is more movement
[tween the data processing
'notion and the general

:
isiness than ever,

ttlewoods, for example, the

talogue shopping, chain

,

)res and financial services

.ganisation, recruits from

y discipline with a view to

veloping graduates and
abling them to pursue a

. riety of career paths.

Another major change over
> e past few years has been
i e move to contract, or

,
selance, programming. This
not for the recent graduate

,
you need to have a few

. are of computing under your
It - but it is certainly a
reer opportunity for the

. ture of which you should
1

aware.

\ crop
|)f IT

iliversity
• career in information

i :hnology implies a diversity

j jobs and of companies for
lich one can work. Here we
munt the experiences of four
ung IT professionals
irking for a consultancy, a
Ttware house, a computer
; rdware manufacturer and
i industrial company.

Simon Wheeldon, aged 22,

itomises the new generation
1 information technology
' ofessionals. A graduate of
: mputer science from Bristol

liversity, his enthusiasm
is stimulated by an interest

I mathematics and physics
.d an early experience of

mputers.

Simon works for Andersen
nsulting, an arm of Arthur
idereen. one of the world's

-gest accountancy firms, as

a “staff assistant”, consultants'

jargon for trainee. His starting

salary was £14,000 reviewed

every six months. After two
years he could expect

promotion to “senior”. A high

flyer could become a partner

in 12 years or so.

Despite his youthful

enthusiasm for home
computing, he is far removed

from the popular conception

of a “techie
1

', obsessed with

programming. “I wanted to

use my degree." he says “but

not in a technical

environment" He did not

apply to any software houses

because he had no desire “to

work in a room with a screen

and a light bulb”.

He sought a larger firm that

would provide effective

training. His choice finally

narrowed to Andersen, British

Petroleum and the

consultancies Price

Waterhouse and PA.
Andersen's graduate training

programme is recognised in

the computer industry for its

quality. Simon spent his first

four weeks in London before

transferring to the US for a
three-week course at

Andersen’s Chicago training

centre.

Back in the UK he has been
working on a variety of

computer-based projects and
says job satisfaction exceeds

his expectations.

Wendy Redshaw has been
working for two years for

Logics, one of the UK’s leading
computing services companies,
and is already a project

manager, developing “expert

systems”, special computer
software that owes its power
to the techniques of artificial

intelligence.

She studied mathematics
at Imperial College, London,
and graduated well at the cost

ofan abiding hate for the
subject, and the idea of ajob
in computers.
Her career adviser thought

that Logica, a company with
a reputation for design flair

as well as technological skills,

might suit her aspirations.

Her first few months of

learning the jargon and how
to write programs were
frustrating. Her manager
solved the problem by
switching her to working on
the details of a bid for a
contract the company was
preparing. “When 1 finished

working on the bid I wanted
to learn to program," she says.

Since then, her progress has

Wo did they know what It would afl! lead to

Harrisons & Crosfield is one of Britain’s

leading industrial companies - we are a

multinational group operating in more

than thirty countries - our core

businesses are Chemicals; Timber &
Building Supplies; Food & Agricultural

Products: Plantations & Trading. Profits

last year exceeded £123 million on a

turnover in excess of £1.5 billion.

We are committed to future growth, not

as an investment holding company but

actually managing the businesses in

which we invest.

The development of tomorrow’s

professional management team is a

top priority.

We offer challenging opportunities to

graduates from a wide range of

disciplines.

Ifyou would like to know more about

the Harrisons & Crosfield Group, please

write to John Barnard.

Harrisons & Crosfield pic

20 St. Dunstan's Hill London EC3R 8LQ
Tel: 01-626 4333. Fax: 01-782 0112
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Wendy Redshaw: happy in her work and a project manager after two years, bit wM she get a pay rise

been rapid. Wendy is happy j CONSTRUCTION I contractors and leading firms I it is made-un ofbeen rapid. Wendy is happy
with every aspect of her job
at Logica except pay. She
started on £9.850 two years
ago and, with a special top-up
to help with her share of a
joint mortgage, is only on
£16,100 despite her rapid
promotion. Headhunters make
her tempting offers.

Darron Antill, a graduate
of University College. Swansea,
works for Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC), the world's

second largest computer
company and pioneer of the
minicomputer.
He qualified as a geographer,

specialising in that branch of
the discipline which deals with
the sociology of high rise

buildings and the dynamics
of retailing. He is a graduate
sales trainee in the second year
of a 30-month training
programme which will lead
to a qualification as a
salesman.

Darron is impatient with
progress, believing the training

period could be substantially

shortened, but grateful that
he is doing what he describes
as a “real job” involving order
processing and sales

administration.
He says it was not so much

the high technology as the
growth potential of the
computer business that

attracted him. He was looking
for an opening in sales and
marketing since all he had
heard and read about the
industry suggested it would
fulfil his ambitions.
He started with DEC in 1987

on a salary of £8,750 and is

broadly happy with his

progress. He has never learned
to program the machinery he
is helping to sell - it has
simply never been part of the

job.

Ursula Hodden, now 24, has
never found much need for

programming either, although
her course in geology and
geophysics at Durham
University had a strong
computing element
She now works for Esso UK

in its Communication and
Computer Services Division,

analysing the company’s use
of its computer services and
determining ways to improve
the division's performance.
Working for an oil company

might seem a natural choice
for a geology graduate, but
Ursula specifically chose
information technology. She
wanted a career applying
technology to business and
computing provided an
environment where rapid

progress could be made.
She knew that a large

company would be stole to

provide better training
,
more

modem equipment and a
challenging environment
Esso did not disappoint her.

After six weeks general
induction and elementary
computer training she was
plunged Into the company's
telecommunication group,
planning Esso's data
communication network-
Ursula sees her career

developing in ways which
would not have been possible
in earlier years when data
processing was considered very
much a "bollerhouse" activity

for technical specialists. “Good
IT managers" she says “need
an insight into business and
good business managers need
a good technical appreciation
ofrr.

Be wary
of learning

on the job
Starting salaries paid by
construction and building
services companies to attract

trainee graduates have risen

sharply this Slimmer as the
industry continues to try.to
overcome serious skill

shortages.

Professor John Bennett,
head of the centre for strategic

studies in construction at
Reading University, said

graduates at the beginning
of September were being
offered up to £1,000 a year
more than graduates who had
taken jobs at the beginning
of the summer.

Starting salaries of £14,000

to £15,000 paid by large

contractors and leading firms
of quantity surveyors were
several thousand pounds
higher than those being offered

by the largest accountancy
firms.

Bennett was criticised last

autumn by construction
companies for suggesting that
graduates wanting to get on
to the board of a large

construction company would
be likely to get there more
quickly by joining a firm of
accountants .than byjoining
a contractor or Ann of
surveyors.

“It was a way of making a
point," he says. “The
construction industry
generally does not provide the
breadth and quality of

management training provided
by accountancy firms,

although some major
contractors recently have
improved the quality of their

training."

Another criticism of the UK
construction industry is that

it is made-up of a large number
of narrow disciplines which
have not always worked
together with common purpose
and team spirit.

The lack of cross-over

between these disciplines has
been reflected in training as
well as onthe building site.

It is not unusual In the US to

a find a trained architect

working as a site manager.
Similarly, on the Continent,

architects and engineers
working in construction often

.

.

switch roles. Very few
architects in theUK would
have the inclination, let alone
the range of skills needed, to

manage a modem building

site.

UK graduates entering the
construction industry, says
Bennett, should seek to
broaden their experience as

much as possible. They should
avoid employers who do not
allow them to do this.

One graduate who joined

a leading firm of quantity

surveyors left after just six

months. He saidhe had been
used to do boring repetitive

jobs which nobody else wanted
to do. There had been no
attempt to allow him to work
bn a range aTdifferent jobs;

He has moved to another firm
of quantity surveyors where .

he says there is a much higher

commitment to training.

Graduates entering the
industry should not measure
a job by a high starting salary,

butby the quality of the --.

.

training companies can offer

and by the priority this takes
over job requirements. Will
young engineers be expected
to cancel courses if work
becomes pressing? What
opportunities do companies
provide to repeat missed
courses?
One guide to a company's

commitment to training may
be the number of external
courses it is prepared to

finance. Graduates are advised
to be wary of phrases like:

“You cannot beat learning on

the job." or "There is nothing

Bke work experience."

Companies should also be

quizzed on their attitude to

career development to weed

out those who treat graduates

as a stop-gap to plug the

industry's chronic labour

shortages. Students thinking

of entering professional firms

should ask how many of the

firm's partners are former

graduate trainees.

Bovis, part of Peninsular

and Oriental Steam
Navigation, the construction,

shipping and property group,

compliments on-site experience

by a programme of courses

designed and run for Bovis

by Brighton Polytechnic.

Graduates additionally attend

specific skill courses.

The group has also started

recruiting small numbers of

trained Continental architects

and engineers to offset skill

shortages in the UK and as

part of a strategy to break into

the Continental market when
European Community trade

barriers come down in 1392. ; .

Many of the larger

construction groups, including

companies like Wimpey and
Trafalgar House, use external

courses at polytechnics and
universities to broaden the
skills of future managers and ;

.

to compliment knowledge and
experience gained working

bn site.

Some companies. Taylor
Woodrow for example, are • -

considering taking on
graduates with more general

degrees, particularly

languages, partly to take

advantage of opportunities on
the Continent.

There are also courses to

enable graduates entering the

industry without construction

degrees to secure equivalent

qualifications. Taylor Woodrow
says: “The annual output of

UK civil engineering graduates

is 1,200. Taking into account
that roughly a third of these

do not enter the profession,

the construction industry is

facing an increasing problem
of graduate shortages."

The high level of pre-entry

wastage suggests that
companies are failing to

convince students about the

soundness of career
opportunities. Some of this

disenchantment may reflect

previous cycles in the UK
construction industry which
saw order books and
employment slump in the late

1970s and early 1980s. Many
companies cut their

investment in training as
employment reduced.

Most companies recognise
that this attitude was
short-sighted. Investment-in
training has increased, but
graduates can afford to shop
around for companies which
will provide them with the best
opportunities to grow and
succeed.

Andrew Taylor
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Property
scene
surveyed
Practical, male and
middle-aged, not the •

entrepreneurial type. This was
the profile the Royal
Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (RIGS) found when
it commissioned a poll to find
out how the public saw its

members.

Like most such exercises,

the poll threw up half-truths.

It clearly picked up some of
the qualities of the iwflwifefli

side of the profession - the
valuers, rating experts,

quantity suroyors, building-

surveyors. But it missed the
agency types, buying, selling

and leasing commercial .

-

property, the investment
specialists, the research people.

The majority of surveyors
have drifted Into the south-east
because that is where the
surge ofproperty activity has
been most clearly marked.
Three-quarters of the entrants
for the RICS tests of
competence come from the
south-east
The RIGS is the largest

professional body. Its much
smaller cousin is the
Incorporated Society of
Valuers and Auctioneers. And
the RICS plays a crucial part
in the life of the surveyor. Its

qualifications are the
benchmark of competence. Its

standards are the professional
norm, accepted, for example,
by bodies like the International
Stock Exchange.
The aspirant surveyor does

not become a chartered
surveyor until passing the
RICS Test of Professional
Competence two or three years
after graduation. Jumping this

hurdle demands some energy
- special studies come on top
of the normal workload. The
effort will be greatest for those
who go into the profession
with unrelated degrees.

But there is little choice if

a professional status is to be
established and there are still

some practices which will not
make salaried partners of
surveyors if they have not
passed the Test.

The large practices erf

surveyors - Jones Tang
Wootton, Healey & Baker,
Hillier Parker, Chesterton,
Knight Frank & Rutley and
so on - all make provision

for graduates to train for the
Test Most graduates would
be wise to lay greater stress
on the adequacy oftheir
training, in terms of facilities

for study and opportunity to
experience the different parts
of the profession, rather than
an initial fat salary.

In smaller practices the
provision for the training of
graduates is likely to be less

structured. But exposure to
the commercial and technical
world may be quicker and
more varied.

Smaller practices do not
have the facilities, nor the
need, to go on the Milk Round
and their intake of graduates
will be in single figures as
against, say, 50 for Jones Lang
Wootton or 20 for Knight

PASS MARK

Frank & Rutley. They will

probably pay more, too.

Starting salaries vary and
are dependent on bonus
packages and allowances, but
they are in the range of £10,000
to £14,000. They have been
driven up in recent years. Like
other professionals, surveyors
have been in short supply. The
large practices not only
compete for recruits but poach
each other's specialists. There
is still some competition for

entry, however: on past
experience there will be
around 400 for 20 posts at
Healey & Baker, 300 for the
20 at Knight Frank & Rutley
and 1,000 for the 50 at Jones
Lang Wootton. But the
practices are not the only
avenue open. There is a need
among the local authorities

(though pay rates are less

attractive) andamong the
property-owning and property
development companies.

Hitherto - and the RICS
is embarrassed about it - the
profession has employed very
few women. Out of a total RICS
membership of 81,500, fewer
than 4,000 are women and, of

that figure, more than 1,300

are students. Absence of
women has partly been
because of ignorance:

surveying has not figured

prominently in the careers

guidance given to girls. But
all this is changing and, as an
example, 45 per cent of this

year's graduate intake at Jones
Lang Wootton is female.

Chartered surveying has
traditionally been the route
to property fortunes, as

surveyors switch from giving

advice and providing services

to doing the same thing on
their own account They have
the great advantage of

knowing the deals. Board lists

of the major property
companies are littered with
the letters FRICS.
For all that, this is a delicate

time to enter the profession.

Hie economic growth of the

1280s has brought in its wake
a wave of commercial property
development and investment
that has left some people very
rich. But there is evidence now
that the growth is slowing.

If that is so. then the need for

surveyors win stop growing
and, indeed, could rtiminiBh-

If there is consolation from
that, it is that the skills travel

even if thp qualifications

remain domestic.

Paul Cheeseright

Further information: Royal
Institution of Chartered
Surveyors, 12 Great George
Street, London SW1P SAD,
and 9 Manor Place, Edinburgh
EH3 7DN. Publications:
Chartered Surveyors 1989, The
Ivanhoe Guide (a career guide)
edited by Jonathan Grosvenor
and i.iwda Parkin, Ivanhoe
Press, 17 Standingford House,
Cave Street, Oxford OX4 IBA;
£4.95. The Chartered
Surveyors Survey from the

Economic Development
Briefing, PO Box 625,

Hampstead, London NW3 2TZ;

£220. Survey of corporate
views of surveyors, inrhuting

league table and directory.

Property newspapers:
Chartered Surveyors Weekly,
Estates Gazette, Estates Times
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or even by moving to a smaller

company where the career

ladder may not seem so

lengthy or the corporate

structure so impenetrable.

However, there is a growing

tendency for large companies

to grow their own management
rather than shop around

-

although “poaching" is still

prevalent. According to Bill

Donnelly, personnel manager

at Lever Brothers, trained

marketing people with three

or four years’ experience in

his company receive calls from

headhunters “every

afternoon".

Some 10 years ago, Mars and
Beecham group, for example,

used to attract new blood by
advertising, but as it became
apparent that many of the

people available were those

who were failing to make the

grade in their original

companies, they too
established their own schemes.

Shifting to a smaller

company from a relatively

lowly point on the promotional
scale in one of the larger

groups to a high spot in a

smaller, British-based

operation, also cuts people off

from the breadth of experience,

overseas and otherwise, and
the ultimately larger rewards
available in the multinationals.

It is also relatively rare for

these companies to take back
prodigals.

Trainee places in all of them
are understandably hard to

come by, especially for people

seeking careers in the “buzz"

business of marketing. But
while they are routinely

swamped with applicants for

the leading-edge departments,

such as marketing, finding

engineers and other technical

people is a different matter.

According to Chris James,
careers officer at Liverpool
Polytechnic, consumer
companies have a job to

compete with high-profile

engineering businesses like

Rolls Royce and BAe, or the

petrochemical giants.

The route to fame and glory

in research and development,
design, or some other
specialism seems more
interesting and also shorter

to the practically-minded than
the road which takes a new
graduate from college to a
technical manager’s desk in
a soap works.

Christopher Parkes

ALSOSEE MARKETING

Consumer goods manufacturers train the bulk of marketing speciafists. Above, the concept of ‘healthy eating’

CONSUMER GOODS
INDUSTRIES

From the

frying-pan

into the

pressure
cooker
THERE ARE two ways of

making a professional out of
a raw recruit in the
fast-moving consumer goods
industries. The European haute
cuisine approach demands
attention, precise ingredient

'

control, and careful simmering.
The north American
short-order cook's style is to
toss everything into the
pressure cooker, turn up the
gas, and see how things turn
out

Britain's acknowledged
maitre chef is Unilever, the
conservative Anglo-Dutch
multinational with a vast train

of subsidiary companies

hungry for quality managers,
and a highly-sophisticated
graduate training scheme to

supply it But the US giants

take some beating for heat and
pressure. “Mars takes on
trainees and tells them: ‘We'll
work your balls off for four
or five years, and probably not
have a job for you at the end
of if," one competitor said.

“But what a preparation for

a career."

The principle appears to be
that those best able to flourish
in the heat are precisely those
needed to keep Mars ahead
in the ferociously competitive
world confectionery market.
Even those who wilt will

probably have little difficulty

finding a place in a more
sedate business at the end of
induction.

Differences in corporate
style are mainly cultural and,

partly as a consequence of this,

the graduates in demand
among consumer goods
manufacturers which train

the vast bulk of the world’s
marketing specialists, vary
more in temperament than
in academic or intellectual

quality.

The average trainee enters
the food and packaged goods
industries with a 2.1, and few

companies demand any
particular specialism - apart
from the obvious requirements
of their engineering and
technical divisions - relying

on their initial screening
processes to select the right

“types" and on training and
monitoring processes to turn
them into good company
people.

They can expect to start on
around £12,000 a year. By the

time they emerge from basic

training processes, two to three

years on, regardless of the
cultural base of their employer,
they tend to be equipped to

work anywhere, switching
roles relatively easily between
toothpaste, sausages, financial

services and engineering.

According to the careers

office at Surrey University.
,

some people will avoid a
company like Mars because
they see it as “very American,
very high pressure". Those
who consider themselves high
achievers, on the other hand,
will strive energetically for

a place.

Unilever projects a more
protective image: and because
of its wide product portfolio,

ranging from soap and
expensive perfumes to

sausages and animal feed, has

a home for quality trainees

of every disposition.

Between the extremes lies

a select group of international

consumer companies. The likes

of Procter & Gamble. Cadbury
Schweppes, Heinz, Rowntree
and Kraft General Foods
generally offer much-praised
training schemes. For the more
cautious they may offer

long-term, high-powered
careers. Lever Brothers, for

example. Unilever’s UK
detergents subsidiary, has
recruited almost 600 graduate
trainees in the past 35 years,

and of those who joined before

1973 and are still with the

company, virtually all have
reached top management
posts.

Procter & Gamble, Unilever's

great international rival is

one for the steadfast: all

management is promoted from
within this most secretive and
successful of organisations.

For the more headstrong
and impatient, these

companies are “great places

to leave." in the words of one
careers officer. A fledged

trainee from any of them
should have little difficulty

accelerating his or her
movement up the payscale by
switching to any of the others.

At the Civil Service tec have a dazzling range of That's the kind ofenvironment where careers flourish; that's

carvers to tempt you. The sheer size and scope of our thekindofenvironment that's rightforyou.

organisation makes diem careers which are constantly devel- Find out more about careers within the Civil Service,

oping in new and rewarding directions. We'll give you all the contact your careers advisory service or write to Civil Service

guidance and trainingyou need to help you meet professional Commission. Alencon Link, Basingstoke, Hants RGH1JB,
standards and achieve professional qualifications. You'll or telephone Basingstoke (0256) 468551 (answering service

also find that, because ofthe sheer scale of our organisation, operates outside office hours),

new challenges and career development opportunities abound. Please quote ref: CSBflW.

The Civil Service is an equal opportunity employer

Civil service Careers
The Graduate Choice

You’ll be hooked*
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Specialists tend to be smaller and more dynamic

DISTRIBUTION

Back-street
drivers

no more
The distribution industry has
an image problem. A business
run by men in sheepskin coats,

operating a couple of lorries

out of a grubby back street,

is at an immediate
disadvantage in the battle for

the best graduates.
Except that the image is

wrong. There are some Arthur
Daley figures left in the cut
and thrust world of general
haulage, but there are very
few in the complex and
sophisticated world of logistics

and distribution.

“We do still suffer from that
slightly grubby image, hut
driving lorries is a very small
part of the industry, and many
people in it never ever see
one,” says Raymond Horsley,
director general of the
industry's trade body, the

Institute of Logistics and
Physical Distribution.

Logistics, or the science of
organising goods and services,

is the iraniR for the way in
which the distribution

industry manages products
“from ore to store” as the

jargon has it, including
procurement of raw materials,

production planning, sales

forecasting, stock control,

customer service and
transport
Companies have always done

these things, but usually in

an uncoordinated way, without

Arts or Science . .

.

Achance to show your true coburs
Allied Breweries Ltd., the Beer and Retailing Division of Allied-Lyons. is a very

cclcurlul Company indeed.

The rangeof products that we manufacture and retail is matched onlyby the spectrum
of career opportunities available for Graduates These are most certainly not careers erf the
monochrome variety. After all, not only are we one of the leading breweries in the UK. with
some 0.500 pubs and a number of breweries producing brands such as
Tetley Bitter. Castiemaine XXXX. Swan Light. Skol and Ind Coope Burton Ale: but we are also

responsible forthe Victoria Wine Companychain of specialist wine shops. Embassy Hotels.

! Lyons Catering. Porterhouse Restaurants and Cafe/Bar/ Restaurants such as

The Soho Brasserie. Calendars and MusweH's.

Small wonder that the careers we offer are so varied:

SALESAND MARKETING • PRODUCTION
ACCOUNTANCY • MANAGEMENT SERVICES
PERSONNEL • ESTATES MANAGEMENT

We re looking for people with a good degree who are committed, hardworking and
determined to succeed.Weexpea articulate, well developedcommunications skills sincewe
operate in what is essentially a people business.

Clearly, we'vea well-established interest In all ofour people and are renowned forour
hefty investment in training and personnel development.

We believe that you arc our future, so whether you know which career path to take, or

are still not suts. write to us and we II send you a brochure. In full colour, erf course.

Write to Bill Hutchinson. Allied Breweries Ltd.. 107 Station Street, Burton-on-Trent,

Staffordshire DEM IBZ.

i
ALLIED BREWERIES

attempting to use the process

ofproduction, transport and
storage as a way ofreducing
overall costs.

The creation of an industry
.logistics was .

by the

development of a sophisticated

array of computer mid

'

information technology tools

which enable companies to

keep production and storage

tight control.

Raymond Horsley estimates

that companies can cut their

overall costs by between 10
and 50 per cent by using

logistics skills, depending on
the inefficiencies of their

previous operatkm.-

Not surprisingly, 30 per cent
ofUK companies now have
professional experts in

distribution managing their
product flows, and the
proportion Is increasing
rapidly as the potential for

savings increases with the
approach Of the EC single
market in 1992.

Salaries art* rising rapidly

as a result, particularly at the
top end of^ business. For
example, the European
logistics director of a major
company would expect to be
earning up to £100,000 a year,
while the distribution director

of a company operating largely

in the UK would command up
to £70,000.

But, first, you have to be
trained. The industry can be
divided fairly easily into two
parts: the distribution

operations of major
manufacturingand retail

companies, and the specialist,

distribution operators. The
latter offer a complete package
to companies which do not
have the expertise or capital
to do the job themselves.
There is no central record

of the number of graduates
hired each year by the
industry, partly because those
recruited by industrial and
retail companies are not
always taken on as
distribution specialists.

Horsley estimates the annual
total at around 800 or 9d0.

Those who join one of the big
retailers, brewers or
manufacturing companies will

have the strength ofa major
company behind them, and
the chance of moving into

general management with the
same company.
The distribution specialists

tend to be smaller andmore
dynamic, and win usually offer

more responsibility more
quickly, since they have to
set up specialist teams to

manage specific contracts.

There are a large number
of small to medium-size
companies. Some of the better
known and better run indude
Christian Salvesen, Tlbbett

& Britten, TNT (theUK aim
of the Australian
multinational), and Federal
Express, owned by the US
giant of the same name.
However, the market leader

in training, and in some other
areas, is NFC, once a failing

state-owned partner of British

Rail, which was successfully
privatised in 1982. Like some
other specialist companies,
NFC has fingers in other ides,

hut around a quarter of its

£L2bn turnover comes from
distribution activities.

Like the rest of the industry,

NFC is keen to attract good
graduates, and the intake has
grown rapidly in recent years
from 28 in 1985 to a forecast

90 next year. Angela Howe,
in charge of the group's
management training

manager, says this rate of
increase is likely to continue,
though NFC can afford to be
relatively choosy since It

receives around 1,000

applications a year.

NFC starts graduates on
£10,000, increasing to around
£12,000 after a year's intensive

training: Responsibility comes
fairly quickly - a
newly-trained junior manager
might be managing a shift in
a warehouse after a year, or
controlling NFCs services to

a major customer.
For example, Angela Howe’s

first job after initial training

was managing the distribution

of all turkey deliveries

nationwide at Christmas for

the Tesco supermarket chain.

That might sound a little

comical, she says, but moving
the birds from suppliers

through warehouses to the

right stores at the right time

was a complex operation

fraught with problems.
Few other companies recruit

on the scale of NFC. But there

are several which take up to i

a dozen graduates a year,
j

including Transport
Development Group (TDG),

a decentralised group of

around 70 companies.

Brian Jones, TDG’s
management adviser, says the

industry is waking up to the

need to recruit the best

possible graduates, and is

beginning to attract many
good people.

Kevin Brown

Further information:
Institute of Logistics and
Physical Distribution
Management, Douglas House,
Queen Square, Corby,
Northants. Freight Transport
Association, Hermes House,
St John’s Rood, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent

ELECTRONICS
ENERGY
ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS

Recruits

expected
to move on
Strong competition among
companies wanting to hire

newly-graduating electronic

engineers has inevitably

smoothed out many of the

differentials in job conditions.

But the electronics industry

presents, nevertheless, a

wealth of different prospects,

from the type of equipment

the companies manufacture

to the kind of environment

in which they are produced.

- The UK industry, on the
product side, is heavily biased

towards defence and
fej^onrnmunicgtions

equipment GEC-Marconi,
Britain's largest electronics

group, is primarily a producer

erf military equipment, from
torpedoes, to radar,

communications products and
avionics. British Aerospace

is similarly heavily engaged
in sophisticated defence

equipment along with Plessey

(now absorbed in GEC and
Siemens), Ferranti (which may
be taken over as a result of

the recent fraud scandal),

Racal and Thom EML
The weaknesses of the UK

industry - now running a
trade deficit of around £2bn
a year - lie in
microelectronics, the

consumer area dominated by
Japanese and Continental

European companies, and
computers. Job opportunities

in these areas lie increasingly

in foreign-based groups.

In semiconductors, for

example. Plessey. the sole

remaining substantial UK
force, has recently been taken
over by GEC and Siemens of

West Germany. Inmos, the

technical training, along

appraisal sessions.

Salaries at Marconi are

reviewed every six montits.

In the past year or so, the

company has taken steps to

try and tackle the problem of

graduate shortages by

subsidising mortgages for new
recruits in the south-east

Philips, the

Netherlands-based
multinational, hires about 120

UK electronics engineering

and computer science

specialists a year. Ann
Redfeam, bead of the group’s

graduate recruitment

activities, says that Philips

also has a system of attaching

graduates to a mentor who
identifies development and
training needs. "After years

of school and university,

graduates want to contribute

to a genuine programme, so

we try to tailor off-the-job

training to individual needs,”

she says.

Philips employees also have
plenty of opportunity for

moving around, both within

the UK and overseas.

STC and its ICL computer
subsidiary take on abut 500
graduates a year, of which 180

are electronic engineers. Peter

Forbes, the group’s graduate
recruitment manager, says

that most of these new recruits

go into the research and
development department,
although there is an increasing
ripmanri for them in
mnniifarhiring-

Forbes adds that one of the
company’s attractions to
young graduates is that the
company does all of its pure
research and development in

Britain, ft also promotes
quickly: the average age of
the ICL Board is 44, so there
are several divisional directors

controlling up to 1,000 or so
people, who are only in their

late 30s.

Motorola, in contrast to STC,
makes a virtue of being an

The classic British-manufactured manpack

other indigenous British group,
started by the UK Government
10 years ago. is now owned
by SGS-Thomson, the
Italian-French producer, and
the other manufacturers on
British soil are all foreign.

In the consumer electronics
sector, Britain has a wealth
of foreign television and
videocassette recorder
manufacturers, from Thomson
of France (which took over
the former Ferguson operation
two years ago), to most of the
Japanese producers, led by
Sony. Some design work is

steadily being transferred to

these plants.

The leading electronics

companies are all now paying
close attention to the
recruitment and development
of graduates:

The picture may change, but
Ferranti had been planning
to fake on about 110 electronic

engineering graduates out of

a total intake of 220 graduates
this year. In the past most of
these have gone into design,
development and production
activities, although some have
also gone into software
operations. Roy Boyle,

Ferranti’s head of personnel,
says that the progress ofnew
recruits is carefully monitored,
with regular appraisal and
counselling sessions.

Graduates are put straight into
work programmes, with
established targets and
training. After five years with
the company, graduates would
normally be expected to be
organising a project
GEGMareoni recruits about
450 graduates a year, of which
150 are sponsored. Not all of
these are electronic engineers,
but about 95 per cent have a
technical degree. John
Shrigley, personnel director,

says that career development
starts with an induction
process that "allows new
graduates to understand the
business as a whole, the area
they are in, and the way they
intawvwwflfff n A ffa*- _

American-based multinational
Craig Mudge, its director of
human resources, is

responsible for graduate
recruitment throughout the

’

whole of Europe - about 45
per cent of its newcomers are
hired in the UK.
According to Mudge,

Motorola finds a positive
advantage in being able to
move graduates to different
European companies — people
working in the semiconductor
division at East Kilbride, for
example; can move to the
group's other chip plant at
Toulouse.
Marinda Penhale, training

adviser at the Engineering -

Industry Training Board,
makes the point that, while
large companies are moire

'

stable, and'give the prospect,

of a broader training, they feanri

to be more competitive
Internally and less responsive
to bright new1

ideas.

On the other hand, she says,
small companies can run Into
problems more easily, and are
more frequently the target of
takeovers and mergers.
Inevitably, most graduates go
first into large companies, bat
there is a tendency for many
of them to leave over the first

five years of their employment
to join smaller groups and
departments of nonelectronic
companies.

Throughout the industry
it Is accepted that employers
can only expect to keep about
50 per cent of their graduates
for more than five years oh
average. In the footloose sooth
of England, with wages buoyed
up by seven years of steady
expansion, the retention rate
is even less. In the north, •

graduates stay longer, but even
there the demand for their •

services makes them happier
to change jobs these days.

Terry Dodswortfi
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Applicants

likely to

control the

interviews
Electronic engineering
graduates are well aware by
now that they are in a seller's

market Companies are having
to fight for their services, and

~

the struggle for good recruits

is expected to increase steadily

over the next few years.

“Undergraduates,
1

’ as one .

company puts it, “are
teaming less and less like

interviewees. They are .

beginning to do the
interviewing themselves.”

This underlying Imbalance,

in the market could change,
of course, in the event of a

sharp economic downturn. But
the basic figures favour new
graduates for several years
to come - a supply curve that
has flattened out, and demand
that is growing at between 7
and 10 per cent a year.
One result of this greater

freedom of choice is that many
students are delaying their

job decision for as long as
possible, often waiting until
well after graduation before
selecting an employer. Another
result is the increasing
responsiveness of the
companies they are joining.
Graduates, companies say, are
looking for variety, flexibility,

stimulation and the ability to
progress quickly.
To respond to these needs,

most big electronics-based

companies now have quite
elaborate processes to try and
smooth the entry of new
graduates. Six monthly salary
reviews are commonplace, and
so are regular career progress
discussions tha t, hammer out
problems and identify training
needs. Some companies -
though not all - encourage
newcomers to move around
regularly to gain experience.
New graduates are unlikely

to be able to play different

companies off against each
other to gain big advantages
in salary - personnel directors

keep a close tab on what they
are all paying. The going rate
at present is in the £10,000 to

£lt000 a year range for a new
recruit, although the figure .

should be higher for graduates
with extra qualifications such
as work experience or an
additional degree.

' '

Thesix-monthly review
process should be enough m -

many cases to increase the
starting levd,by about 30 per .

cent after two years; at the
end of five years, most
graduates could expect to be
paid well over 50 per cent of
their initial remuneration,
although by that time the
process of performance reviews
will probably be creating

significant differentials.

Apart from money, however,
there are plenty of variables
for graduates to consider
among electronics industry

may be involuntary in some
companies and not available
mothers.
Some electronics engineers

are best suited to
' outward-looking jobs with a

.
lot of contact with customers,
while others prefer more
inwardly-oriented

problem-solving. There are
plenty ofjobs for electronics
engineers these days, for
example, in the mobile
telephone field, an industry
which is driven on a day-to-day
basis by market demand. But
there are equally promising
opportunities working on the
latest chip designs, an area
where there may be little

direct exposure to the market.
Britain’s electronics industry

is heavily biased towards the
defence sector, so if graduates
have ethical objections to
working for these sort of
companies, their field of choice
is radically reduced.

The areas available include
hardware, software or
production. Companies say
that electronics specialists are
equally suited to all of these
activities. The production area,
in particular, is expanding
quite rapidly now because of
the growth ofjust-in-time
inventory systems and flexible

manufacturing methods. These
techniques demand electronic
engineering skills both at the
design and operational level.

Terry Dodsworth

ENERGY UTILITIES

Switched
on to

hiring

bright

prospects
Big, safe and boring, they may
have seemed, but the energy
utilities - gas and electricity
- are now at the start of a

period of radical change, which
is certain to make them more
interesting and perhaps less

comfortable places to work.
The long-term effects of

privatisation are still unclear.

British Gas, privatised in

December 1986, is only now
begmiug to wrestle in earnest
with the conflicts between its

old public service culture and
the demand&bf the private,

sector. One of the first visible

signs of privatisation was a
largejump in boardroom
salaries, which will no doubt
be reflected in.the pay of
senior management in due
course.

Similar improvements in

pay are already evident in the

17 electricity companies now
preparing for privatisation

from 1990 onwards by hiring

accountants, planners and
marketing men from the

private sector-

Hlgher pay levels in the

upper levels of the

' "“‘r '
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Clean Hiring: Brian Roberts, a graduate engineer, works for National Power at Drax In the

the old system in which
graduates were mainly taken
on in a particular department.
Around half British Gas’
annual intake of about 300 new
graduates have arts degrees.
They go into marketing,
information technology and
other general management
jobs, whereas engineering and
science graduates tend to be
recruited for the more
technical side of the business,
initially at least'

"

.Selectionnow fallows-the

pattern used in many large

companies of interviews,

aptitude tests and role playing
in groups. About
three-quarters of the intake
this year was selected for

general management training,

although British Gas keeps
to the traditional emphasis
of putting new employees
through training courses for

professional qualifications,

like exams for the Institute

of Marketing.
A starting graduate would

get £13,000 a year, including

London allowance, which

upper second class degree, or

other special qualities as the

first hurdle.

Recruitment to British Gas
presents a much clearer

picture than in electricity,

largely because the electricity

companies are only now being
formed out of the old network
of state industries. The Central
Electricity Generating Board,
traditionally the senior

partner, which mostly
recruited high calibre

engineers and scientists, is

-

being broken tip into two
generating companies,
National Power, which retains

some of the nuclear plant, and
the smaller PowerGen with

30 per cent of the power
stations. The national
transmission grid will be run
by the National Grid Company,
to be owned by the 12

distribution franchises (the

old area boards).

Ofthe 180 graduate recruits

a year, 15 are designated as

high flyers, about half go into

science and engineering and
the other half into the business

side, including computer
systems. The CEGB has teen
hiring centrally for some years,

but in future, of course, the

separate companies will do
their own recruitment.

Generalists do a 38-week
training course in finance,

accounting and other business
skills, and the pay is somewhat
better than at British Gas, with
a starting salary of £14,000 a
year in London, rising for high
flyers to around £34,000 in their
mid-30s.

In the next decade or so the
emphasis is likely to shift

markedly from the engineering
culture.developed during the . ..

years under state ownership
since 1947 to a more
ODmmercial orientation. But

the change will probably be
largest in the area boards

(which become distribution

companies). Whatever the

scheme finally agreed for

privatisation, it seems likely

that they will need a sharper,

more intellectual approach
towards business strategy and
their contractual

arrangements.
The boards take on

comparatively few new
graduates.The London
Electricity Board, for example,
is recruiting eight per year
at a salary of £10,500 in London
which might rise to £32,000

on present pay scales, by the

time a graduate was 31. The
chance of acceptance for a
well-motivated graduate with
a good degree is quite high.

About half of those asked to

go through tests at the

assesment centre will be
offered a post.

It is fair to say, however,
that because of the great

uncertainties facing the
electricity industry, it

represents a higher risk to

graduates than most other,

industries of comparable size.

Max Wilkinson
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The electronics industry is heavily biased towards defence. This can have its downside

employers. They must decide organisation is likely to be one British Gas thinks is about

if they would prefer to work of the consequences of the the middle of the field for

with a big multinational group, higher risk and greater larger companies. After two

or a smaller indigenous competition to which these years a successful graduate

enterprise. former nationalised industries would be earning £15,000 with

The multinationals are will be exposed. In the case promotion to £17,000 after

usually big enough to have of Gas, for example, the another two years. After

well-structured career management is having to perhaps four to five years, a

development pla ns, and the wrestle with an aggressive graduate could be on the first

kind ofinvestment levels that regulatory regime in its rung of the higher

make for interesting research traditional market, while management ladder earning

and manufacturing projects. plunging into the relatively £18,500 to £23,000. Into the 30s

But they also tend to be new world of open market and he or she could be in one

foreign which means that the competition in the of the top management grades

bie decisions on research or non-regulated exploration and earning up to about £30,000,

anything else will be made production side of its business, and in charge of one ofthe

overseas* and it is difficult for Hiring and keeping bright and regional functions, like

UK nationals to penetrate their energetic graduates will be marketing, for example,

too management echelons. the fey to success in Mure. Because it offers a solid

The graduate should also This has teen reflected in career structure, British Gas

consider if they would like a more centralised and more has become quite popular with

work overseas travel a lot, sophisticated recruitment graduates, attracting 4,000

nr at home. Both foreign policy, with a new emphasis applicants last year (although

British Gas thinks is about
the middle of the field for

larger companies. After two
years a successful graduate
would be earning £15,000 with

promotion to £17,000 after

another two years. After

perhaps four to five years, a
graduate could be on the first

rung of the higher

management ladder earning

£18,500 to £23,000. Into the 30s

and he or she could be in one
of the top management grades

earning up to about £30,000,

and in charge of one ofthe
regional functions, like

marketing, for example.

Because it offers a solid

career structure, British Gas
has become quite popular with

graduates, attracting 4,000

applicants last year (although
nfthnm mill hava annHofi

Over 350 companies are taking the Teaching Company route to a

more prosperous future. At the same time, over 500 top graduates

are improving their prospects by taking the fast track to a high

profile industrial career.

The Teaching Company formula brings together three elements

crucial to the transformation of industrial performance: Industrialists

ready to push technology forward. Academics anxious to turn

theory into practice. And bright graduates keen to grow in all

dimensions through tackling real problems in a supportive

environment.

To companies Teaching Company offers a unique way of working

wrth academic experts and able graduates to achieve major

advances in their operations. Teaching Company partnerships are

working successfully in firms of all sizes involving a broad range of

topics in technology and management.

Teaching Company offers graduates an unrivalled development

experience - with excellent career prospects - whilst earning a full

industrial salary. Several hundred vacancies arise each year,

throughout the year. They occur in all regions of the UK rn a wide

variety of disciplines and sectors. Further details and an up-to-date

vacancy list are always available.

Futures need futurists. To find out more about what Teaching

Company has to offer companies and graduates contact

the Teaching Company Directorate, Sudbury House,

London Road, Faringdon, Oxon SN7 8AA.

Telephone (0367) 22822.

Teaching Company
Promoting performance through partnership

Administered by: Cornfield Institute of Tedinolagy/RMCS Si rivenham
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ENGINEERING

> The time to

do your
homework
Demand is much greater than

|

the supply of engineers right

I across die disciplines from
mechanical and aeronautical

to electronic and
' manufacturing systems, so
* graduates are firmly in the

driver’s seat when it comes
to job hunting.

However, they need to be
- aware of the many pitfalls in

|
the labour market Pay,

:

conditions, prospects for

promotion and the working
: environment varies

enormously. Many
manufacturing companies

, don't know how best to deploy
their talented engineers.
However, if you choose the

right company, the general
benefits in engineering will

be great These include having
real technical problems to

solve, foreign travel, and the

likelihood of a switch to

management For those who
hate inner city life, there is

the added advantage that

many of the UK’s main
production plants are located

out of town.
Another consideration is

that many Continental

European companies, also

desperately short ofnew
professional engineers, are

beginning to sniff around the

UK. British engineering

graduates are already working
for West German. Swiss and
Dutch companies.

Don’t go into engineering

because of its status, which

in the UK is wobbly. There
is no clear concept of the

engineering manager in

Britain, as there is in most
other industrialised countries.

The UK has backed oS from
the single category concept

of manufacturing engineer that

is widespread in Japan and
has been slow to embrace
manufacturing systems
engineering (once called

production engineering) that

has been a bedrock of Japanese
manufacturing success.

Between 70 per cent and 80

per cent of British mechanical

engineers have chartered

status, but this seems to be

less important for electronics

engineers, of whom 30 per cent

or fewer belong to one of the

recognised institutions.

if you have doubts about

a company you are interested

in joining, take the advice of

Alison Wake, a principal

engineer at a British Aerospace

military aircraft plant “If it

worries you, ask to speak to

one of their young engineers.

It is your market at the

moment."
The recruitment market for

graduate engineers tends to

be national, though there is

an increasing number of

tie-ups between individual

employers and individual

polytechnics and universities.

Some companies in mechanical
engineering, such as Weir and
Northern Engineering

Industries (NEI), have a
restricted number of higher

educatinn institutions from
which they normally recruit

Young engineers have to

address themselves to some
of the structural restrictions

of British manufacturing. For
PCTTnpte,. theUK electronics

industry has a very strong bias

towards defence and
telecommunications but is

relatively weak in the

production of consumer
products and in

microelectronics.

Many of the biggest

electronics facilities are owned
by companies with their

headquarters outside the UK,
and this might hinder chances
for British nationals climbing
high up the derision-making
ladder. The motor industry,

with the growing presence of
Japanese car makers, has a
similar profile.

However, mechanical
engineering has its own
problems. Some of the biggest
name manufacturers have
factory facilities which range
from the not too bad to the
distinctly gruesome and
squalid and, in some
companies, starting pay for

graduates is at the low end
- below £9.500.

Many companies have
well-respected career
development structures. These
include Ford, Pilkington, Shell
and most of the big-name
electronics groups. In

electronics companies, six

monthly salary reviews are
commonplace.

In heavy engineering. NEI
has a well-respected two-year

Even In modern time*, many manufacturfatg companies don’t know how best to deploy their talented engineers

graduate development
programme with three to six

month career appraisals.

However, many big name
employers complain about
their graduate retention rates.

In very large groups like the
General Electric Co and British

Aerospace (which looks to

recruit about 950 graduates
a year), career progression,

levels of responsibility and
general working
“atmospheres" will vary from
business division to business

division and even from site

to site.

Some companies which seem
to struggle over how best to

use electronic engineering

ARE YOU GRADUATING IN ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRONIC OR BUILDING SERVICES,
ENGINEERING. BUSINESS STUDIES,
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
OR IN ANY BUSINESS-RELATED
SUBJECT IN 1990.

At Northern Electricweare committed

to excellence. We need graduates for

careers in Electricity Distribution,

Electricity Utilisation, Building Services,

Telecommunications. Marketing,

Accountancy, Computing, Personnel and

Administration.

For further information on careers and training

write to Peter Lowry, Training and
Development Manager, Northern Electric,

Carliol House, Newcastle upon Tyne

NE99 1SE.

NORTHERN
ELECTRIC

NORTHERN ELECTRICS THE NEW
TRADING NAME OF THE NORTH EASTERN ELECTRICITY BOARD

graduates - the British

Broadcasting Corporation is

often mentioned in this vein
- have a name carrying such
weight that they are useful

staging posts for new
graduates.

Although there is a broad
average for starting pay for
engineering graduates in

manufacturing, there are
variations. Some electronics

companies pay above £11,000

for people with special skills.

In petrochemicals, starting

pay might be around £12,000.

In London-based consultancies,

the best graduates might start

on as much as £16,000 to

£17,000.

For a graduate starting out

at about £10,000, reaching
£12,000 should take no more
than a couple of years.

Graduates with several years
service, but with little or no
extra responsibility other than
design work and problem
solving, could be on about
£16,000. Salaries for senior

design engineers stretch up
to about £19,000 - or up to

£21,000 in non-manufacturing
organisations like the water
authorities. Engineers that

become section heads in

manufacturing companies
ought attain about £20,000 to

£25,000 or a little higher with

more managerial
responsibility.

It is probably the aim of

most graduates to go into

senior management, perhaps
via marketing or, in some
cases, through the financial

control side of the business

after extra training.

The most able people in

some companies might attain

the position of department
head - director of marketing,
head of research - in their

30s or early 40s. with salaries

usually between £30,000 and
£40,000. Many engineers, of

course, will never reach this

level. This is still below the

£45,000 or so that would be

earned by a project manager
at a consultancy.

Nick Garnett

The buzz
of the big

machine
“Some engineers like big

machines," says Geoff Mason,

head of research at the

Engineering Industry Training

Board. "They like the power

of them and they like the

feeling of seeing metal being

cut Its gives them a lift."

That is one reason why
graduate engineers go into

mechanical engineering.

Another is that most of the

big mechanical engineering

companies operating in the

UK are British-owned. Unlike

part of the electronics and
motor industries, there is no
block on advancement for

British nationals from a

foreign headquarters

thousands of miles away.

A third positive feature of

this shrunken, but still large

industrial sector is that some
British companies remain
big-name volume producers

or are well-respected niche

suppliers, maintaining their

own design and product

development capability.

Whether it is Weir in pumps,
APV in food machinery, Davy
in process plant design or a
smaller private company like

JC Baraford in construction

machinery, technology and
desien remain British

usually North American — '

ownership, engineering is
'

largely aUK affair. This
applies, for example, to the
North American farm
tractor-makers which have
centred much of their
worldwide production in the
UK, and companies such as
Perkins, the diesel-engine - -

maker the parent of which is

Canadian but which operates

largely as a British company.
In mechanical engineering,

though, there is a downside
and it is a very deep downside
indeed. Many mechanical
engineering companies own
shamefully-neglected factories.

Some are dominated through
and through with old style

production thinking which
is put into practice on antique
equipment Some companies
have little or no future.

Starting pay for graduates

can also be on the low side at

around £9,500 or less, though
many companies pay more
than this. A lot of companies
have only a rudimentary
structure for training

graduates.

The onus is on the graduate
to do the research which will

tell him or her as much as
possible about the nature and
performance of the company
holding the interview.

Perkins is an example of a
medium-sized company which
has a defined policy for

graduate development The
Peterborough-based company
takes about 20 graduates a
year.

"It is difficult getting people

of the right quality, though
quantity is not a problem,”

says Martin Fisher, head of
personnel “This is not so
much academic qualifications

but other things like initiative

and presence.”

Starting salary this year is

£10,500. Some graduates

become directors within 10

years, while others are still

doing “soldier's jobs” as
engineers, though the company
is quick to stress that this is

in no way seen as be a failure.

Some will go on to work in

North America or continental
Europe though most will

remain in the UK.
Recruitment fairs have

become much more important
to Perkins, at the cost of the
Milk Round, and Martin Fisher
says he would like to recruit

more women.
- So would Tom Bradbury,
group personnel executive for

Davy, the design engineering

and process plant supplier.

“We are not really geared to

employing women at the

moment but we are very keen
to increase the number of

women graduates we take,”

he says.

Davy finds the best way of

recruiting people is through
sponsorship. Recruitment is

done throujdi its separate

operating companies with a
two-year programme aimed
at giving them chartered

status. Starting salary is £9,500

and the retention rate is

described as "fairly good”.

Northern Engineering

Industries, the power station

equipment and general

engineering group has a
respected graduate training

programme. It takes about 70

to 80 graduates a year, the

offers coming from its separate

trading companies. Training

Is based on what Derrick

Reding, NErs director of
personnel calls a “carouseT.

This involves moving a
graduate though all

departments of a company to

a planned programme, with
tTtrWt tn (+* -1—1-

within the group.
NEI is also introducing a

new element in which
graduates will go for three

months to a trading company
other than that which has done
the recruiting. The group
already runs scholarship

schemes.
NEI has both large

companies and business units

of about 150 people and,
therefore, it says, can offer

good graduates the chance of
very different types of
responsibility. Contract
managers and production
managers earn £20,000 to

£25,000 in NEI companies,
personnel managers np to -.

£30,000.

Unlike NEI, Hawker Siddeley
does not have a formal
structure for graduate training.
This is largely left to
individual companies in the
group to sort out, though this

could be about to change.

Hawker has a strong
engineering culture with some
3,500 professional engineers
and engineering graduates in
its workforce. A substantial
proportion of the 60 to 100
graduates it takes on every
year (average starting salary
about £10,000) are engineers.

A new chief executive at the
group has promised a
long-term restructuring of
Hawker so things there could
be a little more exciting now,
though possibly more
unsettling as well

As a Glasgow-based
company, Weir does a lot of
its graduate recruiting in
Scotland. It took on 16
graduates this year and has
a fairly elaborate training
programme in the early years
of a graduate's life at the
company. Starting salaries this
year were £9,700 to £10,120.

NG

Shake-out
on the

shop-floor
Manufacturing systems
engineering - what used to
be called production
engineering - is now leading
developments in lowering
manufacturing costs, raising
mialihr anfUinHtio iMim

However, many British

companies do not recognise

this. Their production thinking

remains dated, their facilities

poor. In some companies, the

men in charge of engineering
and production are
traditionalists who feel

threatened by younger people
with skins and concepts that

are relatively new.
The onus, therefore, is on

the graduate to find out about
the company. What kind of

production technology does
it have? What is the
commitment at board level

to updatingproduction? Who
are the people in charge and
what kmd ofproduction
culture do they share?
Entering a company which

is just embarking on its own
production revolution can be
an exciting opportunity. But
is the company going to

commit the funding to

introduce computer-controlled
machine tool cells, advanced
materials handling, computer
aided design?
Much has changed In UK

engineering and many
companies now think hard
about how shop-floors should
be organised and tied in to the
rest of the business.
Electronics companies and the
volume car makers have been
in the lead here. But, even in
these sectors, the graduate
needs to be aware of pitfalls.

Production thinkingat Ford,
for example, is different in
detail to that at Rover, while
the future of some
British-based electronics

operations might involve less

manufacturing than they do
now.
In mechanical engineering,

there are some outstanding
examples of modern
production plant, along with
the dross. Lucas, for example,
has some factories which nave
borrowed heavily from
Japanese production thinking
and there is a forceful culture
there based on efficient flows
of work.
In more traditional “heavier”

product areas, where fancy
production technologies might
he less in evidence, some

'

British factories are of a high
calibre. This applies to the
turbine generator factories
of both the General Electric
Company and Northern
Engineering Industries.

For companies looking for
graduate manufacturing
systems engineers, it is a
highly competitive market in
which the graduate has the
upper hand.
This can be seen by looking

at the students on the
manufacturing and
engineering systems course .

at Brunei University. This year
35 graduated from that course,
including 11 women. “These
are street-wise, hungry,
multi-disciplined people," says
Alan Peirce, senior lecturer
in the department. “They are
grabbed bycompanies."
One sticky issue, as Peirce .

readily admits, is that though
70 or so manufacturing
companies sponsor the course,
the best graduates get offered

'

a lot more money to go into
consultancies. As in the rest
of engineering, manufacturers
might offer around £10,000 to
£11,000 but consultancies offer
around £16,000.

British manufacturers are
likely to face increasing
competition for graduates from
continental European
companies. Companies like
Bosch, MBB and Daimler-Benz
either sponsor or are looking
to recruit from courses like .
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HEALTH SERVICE

Growing
role for

managers
in medical
authorities
Britain’s health service is

Europe’s largest civilian

employer, and the increasingly
complex and costly demands
of delivering health care in

this vast organisation make
it compete alongside industrial
and commercial employers
to attract the best talent
Management, as a visitor

from an industrial company
might recognise it, is a recent
phenomenon in the NHS.
Reorganisations since the early

1970s have aimed to introduce
more active management

organisation’s.

AH levels of the service -

regional and district health
authorities and individual

hospitals and specialist

services (known as units) -

now have general managers,
answerable to a chief executive

and management board in

London. Each year the NHS
seeks around 60 graduate
trainees from a wide range
of academic disciplines to join

these top general managers.
This scheme is run nationally

by the NHS training authority,

although some regional health
authorities are also beginning
to recruit additional graduate
trainees under separate
schemes.

Since the post-Griffiths

changes, the general
management train!ng^scheme
has been restructured and
developed to meet the needs
of management trainees

entering the service and also

existing employees - like

doctors and nurses - who
make the career change to
full-time management.
Graduate trainees undertake

a two-year sandwich course,
combining practical and
theoretic experience of

management The regions do
not guarantee specific jobs at

the end of training but they
fund it so there is a broad
balance between trainee
recruitment and available jobs.

A successful trainee might
expect to find a first full-time

job as deputy manager of an
acute (ie general) hospital or
equivalent Duncan Nicol chief
executive of the NHS
management board - the
service’s most senior manager
- himself joined the NHS as
a graduate administration
trainee in 1963. Both he and
Sir Len Peach, his predecessor
who is now chairman of the
training authority, are
convinced that the recruitment
and development of the best
available managerial talent

is essential if the changes
currently facing the NHS are

to result in a more efficient

service.

“If there was ever any
suggestion that a certain type
of graduate did not apply to

us in the past because
administration did not look
as exciting as management,
this need no longer be the

case," says NicoL “The NHS
today is as concerned with

The rewards are obvious

rather than rely on consensus
decision-making among the

professional groups in the

service. But it is only in the

past three or four years,

following a 1983 report by Sir

Roy Griffiths, the

Government’s health service

adviser, that NHS management
has been structured on similar

lines to a commercial

INSURANCE

INSURANCE

Attitudes

updated
There was a time when
graduates could feel out of

place in the insurance industry
- whether in the major
composite insurance
companies, like Commercial
Union, in the life assurance
field, or in the specialised

insurance market that

surrounds Lloyd's of London.

In many companies the usual

way to the top was to start at
Krtttnm ac a tunaoa

Insurers still place great

emphasis on the need for

trainees to learn the nuts and
bolts of the business which,

in an insurance company,
usually means starting at local

branch level in the provinces.

Nevertheless, attitudes and
the numbers of graduate

trainees recruited have
changed significantly in the
last few years. Commercial
Union, alone, now takes about
100 trainees each year,

compared with about 20 in the
late 1970s. And although
Commercial Union’s current
level of recruitment may be
unusually high - reflecting

a realisation by the company
that ft had been.

managing successfully as any
other organisation."

The NHS offers successful

trainees the chance of
extensive Individual

responsibility early in their

careers. Graduate trainees

progressing to the service's

National Accelerated

Development Programme can
reach senior general
management posts within
about eight years, while a
scheme being operated
between the Mersey Regional
Health Authority and
Manchester Business School
links the initial training

programme there to

achievement of an MBA
degree.

Compared with some areas

of the private sector, pay alone
will not attract management
trainees to public service jobs,

and the health service is no
exception to this general rule.

But the recent introduction

of performance related pay
for NHS managers is

increasingly enabling
successful individuals to be
paid by results.

Successful health service

management calls for

particular skills of personality.

It has been suggested that the

NHS contains a greater range

of professional and
occupational groups than any
other organisation in the

world.

These vary from a host of

medical and nursing groups
to architects, engineers,

accountants, catering staff and
cleaners. Managing all these

and more in the pressurised

atmosphere of a busy
inner-city hospital is an
experience which will have

no equivalent for many
graduate trainees taking up
jobs in industry or commerce.

And, although the NHS’s
management structure is DOW
much more like that of a

conventional business, funding

still comes from the

Government and many of the

most basic decisions will

always be taken politically.

Successful managers need the

'

flexibility of mind and speed

of foot to cope with the

national and local political

dimensions which are never

far away from their work.

Graduate trainees attracted

by the challenge of working

in NHS management will be

joining the service at its

large numbers. Legal and

General, for instance, has

about 36 vacancies for

graduate trainees each year,

and Sedgwick Group has about

20 places on its formal

graduate recruitment scheme
in this country.

Executives in the insurance

industry give four main
reasons for the increase in the

hiring of graduates. One is the

greater technical

sophistication now required

in specialised functions within

insurance companies, such
as investment management
Along with this goes a new
emphasis on languages.

A second factor has been

the intensifying competition
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1 Herbert Strfeurig, general manager. 2 Anton Edeimann, chef.

3 Phffippa Davis, assistant financial controller. 4 Jacqueline

Hamilton, reservations cleric. 5 Petty Simpkins, sewing hand. 6

Ray Johnson, gentlemen’s cloakroom. 7 Harriet Quarter, commie

chef. 8 FaMo BetHaeU, comnds da rang. 9 Jose O&vtal, security

supervisor. 10 Paid Davis, graduate trainee. 11 Munir Hassan,

river entrance doorman. 12 Richard Cflft, graduate trainee. 13

Anthony Gorai, river entrance doorman. 14 Urcd Scott, florist 15

Nicholas Senflie, commis do rang. IS Anthony Cortegaea, porter.

1? Nicolas Gomez-Jleiiter, commis do bar. IB Andre Richards,

linen room assistant. IB Sergio Perrons, head waiter. 20

Elizabeth Holden, sales manager. 21 Neb Sherry, trainee

receptionist. 22 Emmanuel Bleau, banqueting plate supervisor.

23 Sean Jemetta, bead valet. 24 Andrew Lewis, back of house

supervisor. 25 Mark Gorgon, banqueting waiter. 26 Michael

Lonergan, shift engineer. 27 Joachim Engels, page boy. 28

moment of greatest potential
change since it was formed
in 1948.

And as well as the rewards
of working in a field with such
obvious social value, young
managers entering the NHS
can be confident that - with
an aging population and rising
health costs growing issues
throughout the developed
world - health management
will become an increasingly
high-profile occupation.

Alan Pike
Further information:
National Health Service
Training Authority, St
Bartholomew’s Court, 18
Christmas Street, Bristol BSl
SBT

HOTELS AND
CATERING

You have
to love the

lifestyle
Name some of Britain's largest
industries and most people
come up with steel cars,

electronics or oil. Yet one
industry often overlooked is

the travel, tourism, and leisure

sector which, according to a
recent report by American
Express, is “the largest

industry in the world in terms
of employment and ranks in
the top two or three industries
in almost every country of the
world on nearly every
measure."

It is perhaps surprising,

therefore, that the travel and
leisure sector seems to hold
little appeal for the
mainstream of British

graduates. University careers
officers report that only a

minority of graduates consider

a career in the hotel travel

or tourist-related companies

and seemingly few operators

in those industries make
determined efforts to woo the
top graduates each year.

The reason for this lack of

appeal has much to do with
the image and structure of the
leisure sector. The industry
is diverse and fragmented,
with many small and
medium-sized companies.
The industry also has rather

a “soft” image with graduates:

leisure and tourism operators

employ many seasonal or

part-time workers, for example,
and jobs are seen as having
a low status. There has also

been a perceived lack of

professionalism in some parts
of the business, with
companies appearing to be

simply entrepreneurial
operators responding to the
whims of fashion rather than
offering a graduate career.

In addition, the leisure

business is also traditionally

an industry where graduate
entrants need to be highly
motivated. Hotels are the
largest single sector in the
fragmented leisure industries

and therefore have the most
organised graduate career

structures. But most graduates

who enter the hotel industry

do so with a definite vocation,
given the demands on their

lives that hotels make.
“You have to love the

lifestyle ” points out Geoffrey

Pye, personnel director for

Trusthouse Forte hotels in the

UK.
Hotels are notorious for

seeking long hours of work
from their staff, since they are

24-hour operations. “1 always
advise graduates to try

working in a hotel for a few
months to see if they like the
environment before going on

Aitdnmr Ryder, floor supanrtaor

to consider a full-time career.”

Pye adds.

Diane Protheroe, a hotel

marketing manager with THF,
chose the course at the
University of Surrey in hotel
and catering management in

preference to a degree in

management science or
business studies. “I'd worked
part-time in restaurants in my
home town of Wells for several
years and I realised that hotels
and leisure management was
a growth area with good job
prospects,” she says.

I M I M

“The academic work was
balanced with practical

kitchen and restaurant

experience," she adds. “In our
second year, each tutorial

group put on a large-scale

banquet to which prominent
figures within the hotel
industry were invited."

Most hotel chains choose
from graduates who have been
on such vocational courses
first “We go round all the

leading university and colleges

and recruit about 50 or so

graduates a year," says David

Hoffman
, head ofhuman

resources for Hilton

International.

Hilton then gives each
graduate a 9-18 months
training programme before

slotting graduates into

management jobs. “When they

reach the top jobs is up to

them," adds Hoffman.
While many top hotels such

as the Hilton and the Savoy
Group prefer graduates with

such vocational qualifications,

most take on a few graduates

from other disciplines - such
as accountancy - but
generally with little real

enth usiasm.
However, all this may have

to change in the decade ahead.

Some 25 universities and
colleges offer specialist hotel

and catering management
qualifications. But. according

to Duncan Rutter, chief

executive of the Hotel and
Catering Training Board, “the

availability of these vocational

courses means that the

industry has been reluctant

to offer programmes of

in-house training for general

graduates."

Yet, he adds, the “output

of vocational centres will

nowhere near meet the needs
of an industry expanding at

the rate of over 40,000 jobs a

year."

Hotels are facing two other

problems: first, ‘poaching’ by
other sectors - especially

retailers - of the top hotel

and catering graduates.

Second, starting salaries for

graduates in hotels and
catering - at between £8,000

and £10,000 - tend to be lower
than for many other industries

chasing the same recruits.

David Churchill
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SUCCESS IS THE SAME
IN ANY LANGUAGE

Motorola means success. Success in developing the skills and career horizons

of die 100,000 employees who share our future. Success in stretching the

boundaries ofour state of the art electronic technologies, from cellular/radio

communications and semiconductors to network management systems and
automotive electronics. Success in opening up new international markets.

Whether you’ve gained your degree in electronics, engineering,

computing, marketing or any business discipline we can give you the

opportunity to realise your career aspirations. Either in the U.K. or

internationally.

We have over 70 vacancies for all disciplines throughout the U.K. and
we'll be visiting the following Universities and Polytechnics. So come along

and calk to us about yourfuture. You'll find we speak your language - success.

VENUE MILK ROUND DATE VENUE MILK ROUND DATE

ABERDEEN 21s FEB KENT 21st FEB

BATH 6ch MAR LIMERICK 15th FEB

BELL COLLEGE 5rh MAR LOUGHBOROUGH 29th JAN
BRISTOL la MAR MANCHESTER 5* MAR
BRUNO. Ifth FEB NAPIER 31 n JAN
Cardiff 12ch FEB PAISLEY 19th JAN
CRANFIELD 24di JAN QUEENS 23rd FEB
DUBLIN COT Mh FEB SALFORD la FEB

DUNDEE 2nd MAR STRATHCLYDE Wih FEB

EDINBURGH 26th FEB SOUTHAMPTON 26rh FEB

GLASGOW liih JAN SURREY 28th FEB
HATFIELD 7th FEB WARWICK 31« JAN
HERJOTWATT 5th FEB GLASGOWCOLLEGE 23rd Fefa

ifTOur Untvmirv-Tah' b not on this lut your Careen Service wilt have farther information

and details on hoar to apply.

MOTOROLA LTD.
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Continued from p49

poses new tactical and
strategic challenges for

management.
A third, says Richard Owen,

a UK divisional director for

Commercial Union, is that the
anti-academic attitude has
weakened, as insurance

company managers have sent
their own children to

university.

Fourthly, the insurance
industry has been through
something of a revolution in

information handling over the

last decade, creating a very

high level of demand for

graduate trainees in computer
services and data processing.

Other than data processing,

graduate opportunities in

insurance tail broadly into

three categories. Firstly, there

are the two main professional

specifications, in actuarial

work and in accountancy.
Legal and General, for

instance, takes on about 10

trainee actuaries each year,

and about 10 to 12 trainee

accountants. The range of roles

for accountants in large

insurance companies can be
exceptionally wide, not least

because of the special

The Loss Book at Lloyd's,

from the Illustrated London
Nows, January 20 1877

complexities of the taxation

of insurance companies, and
because of their international

spread of operations. The large

composite companies, so-called

because they do both life and
non-life insurance business,

such as Royal Insurance. Sun
Alliance and Commercial
Union, have large overseas

interests, particularly in the

US and in the old
Commonwealth countries, and
this means that their financial

management involves handling
global flows of capital and
juggling with foreign exchange
rates and a variety of local

fiscal and monetary systems.

The second main field of
opportunity for graduates is

to start as a management
trainee either ia life assurance
and pensions, or on the general
insurance side. This normally
requires a good second class

Honours Degree, but there is

no particular stipulation for

most insurers as to the degree
course. On the non life

insurance side, graduates
would normally aim for branch
manager status as the goal.

This can be a much more
demanding and responsible

job than it sounds: a branch
of a major composite insurance
company could easily have
turnover of nruund £15-20m
a year. In non life insurance,
the trainee would normally
start in one of the three chief

functions, as an underwriter,
a trainee claims manager, or
as a trainee salesman, and
would usually be expected to

pass within three years or so
the professional examinations
of the Chartered Insurance
Institute. Life assurance, on
the other hand, is geared much
more heavily towards sales

and marketing.

In most companies, the
trainee starts with a period
of intensive training either
at the company's head office

or at one or its administrative
centres to learn the ins and
outs of the product range. At
the Commercial Union, for
example, graduate trainees
initially spend about 12 to IS

months at one of its five

administrative centres before
being sent to a branch, where,
within another two years or

so. they could become account
executives responsible for

generating sales from perhaps
20 or 30 life insurance brokers.

Thirdly, there is scope for

graduates to go into insurance

in the City, by joining one of

the large insurance brokers

such as Sedgwick which
operate in the specialised

marine, aviation and liability

insurance and re-insurance

market around LLoyd's.

Historically, this has beer, one
of the most exciting and best

paid parts of the industry, not

least because of the role of the

big brokers at Lloyd's in

scouring the world,

particularly North America,

for so-called “big ticket"

insurance risks such as

airlines, oil rigs and tanker

fleets. Ironically, though, it

has also been the area where
there was most resistance to

graduates. This view, however,

is gradually losing ground:
partly because of a perception

that the old-style brokers, who
left school at 18, make good
salesmen and traders but are

not necessarily good managers,

and partly because of the

escalation of foreign

competition now facing the
London market

50

New Pru

seeks
greater

breadth of

skills

There was a time, not very

long ago, when no more than

three dozen or so graduates

joined the UK's largest

insurance group each year,

and they were chosen mainly
for their head for figures. But

since 1985 Prudential

Corporation's annual intake

has more than doubled, to

between 70 and 80, and its

needs have widened
dramatically. “By and large,

numerical skills were what
we looked for," says Steve
Fawcett, a Pru personnel
manager. “Now the breadth
of skills we're looking for is

much greater. It's all part of

the move from the old Pru to

the new Pru."
Like many other of the UK's

biggest insurers, Prudential
has been diversifying in the
past five years into new fields

like estate agency, unit trusts

and mortgage lending, ft has
been redefining itself as a
personal savings and financial

services group, rather than
an organisation based purely
on insurance concepts. The
way its needs for graduates
have altered - and especially

its appetite for at least 25 to

30 each year with an
information technology
background - shows how
much change is going on.

Of course the Pru still looks

for actuaries, in the past the
backbone of its upper
management It recruits about
15 actuarial trainees each year,

and sets high standards: they
should have at least an
upper-second class degree in

a mathematics-related subject
Not surprisingly, the company
faces tough competition for

the best graduates, both from
other insurers, and more
especially from the firms of
consulting actuaries, which
says Steve Fawcett “pay some
pretty fabulous salaries".

Historically though, the Pru
has had this century a long
tradition of intellectual

distinction among its

actuaries, and Fawcett says
it is keeping the pre-selection

criteria “pretty rigorous”.

Once recruited, the Pru finds

that the drop-out rate among
actuarial trainees is very low,
and certainly much lower than
the dropout rate of 30 per cent
after two years for its graduate
trainees as a whole. The
reason, apparently, is that .

actuaries are largely

self-selecting: the idea of the
highly technical training, with
its 15 hours of private study
each week for the first two
years, and the mind-bending
examinations on the theory
of compound interest, only
appeals to highly motivated
people.

Actuarial students are
strongly outnumbered now,
however, by other types of
graduate trainee. Without
doubt, the most glamorous
area is investment
management, where the Pru
is right at the forefront of the
insurance industry. Though
the Pru did not recruit in

1988-9 for Prudential Portfolio

Managers (PPM), as this side

of the business is known, it

bad 120 to 130 applications for

each of the four vacancies it

was looking to fill in 1987.

Again, PPM is looking for

numerate people: but says
Allan Allcock. Prudential
Corporation’s personnel
manager (central resources),
they should have “some'
definite financial or business
orientation”. This is a theme
running through the Pru more
generally: it wants people with
sharp commercial acumen,
whether for PPM, or for newer
graduate fields such as
marketing, where it now takes
three or four graduates each
year.

Not surprisingly, because
of the fierce competition from
employers, the areas where
Prudential is concerned about
satisfying its needs are in
accounting and information
technology. Of the two,
concern is deeper about IT,

where the Pru's plans For the
next few years are ambitious.

For instance, it is developing
an electronic network linking
its soo estate agency outlets,

and putting far more computer
technology in the hands of its

thousands of insurance agents,
as part ofa restructuring of
its sales force aimed at

boosting productivity. “There
are highly technical areas,

where we need bright young
people to work on systems
design and development, on
communications, and on
networking," says Fawcett

The company is being
"reasonably successful” at
getting the people it wants,
be adds, but It is casting its

net much more widely than
just final year university

students. “We've had two
graduate trainees who were

30, and we've got a heavy
concentration on
polytechnics," Fawcett says.

JOURNALISM

Pressure can be intense when ft comes to meeting the weddbig reports deadline

JOURNALISM

Shock
horror

increase

in new
titles
Bob James, group head of

training at Westminster Press,

the regional newspaper group,

has a very clear picture of the
attractiveness of journalism

as a career.

“I think it's the worst of jobs
- unless you happen to think
its the best.”

For those who think it might
be the best of jobs and are
determined to become
journalists despite the odds,

it is difficult to imagine a
better time - a time when not
only new newspapers are being
launched but there has also

been an expansion in the
magazine market in the UK.

In recent weeks the Sunday
Correspondent has been
launched and in January The
Independent on Sunday is due
to hit the streets. Rupert
Murdoch, the News
International chief executive,

is toying with the idea of
reviving the Sunday edition

of Today. And over at the

Express Lord Stevens is

conducting feasibility studies

on a new national financial

daily and a colour Sunday
tabloid.

In Scotland, Northern
Ireland and Wales, Thomson
Regional Newspapers have
in the past year launched new
Sunday titles.

The reduction in costs that
followed Murdoch's move to
Wapping and the introduction

of the latest technology has
shaken up the market and
opened it up to new titles In

an unprecedented way.
Though all the new papers

may not survive, for the time
being at least journalists are
in demand and opportunities

have opened up for young
hopefuls.

All this activity does not,

of coarse, mean that it is any
easier for an individual to get
a first job in journalism -

although there are a number
of clearly defined routes and
more formal training than in
the days when trainee

journalists had to rely entirely

on absorbing their skills on
the job.

In the year to June there

were 746 trainee reporters and
33 photographers on courses
approved by the National
Council for the Training of
Journalists.

“That's the highest number
for 14 years and almost double
the 1982 figure. It's going
absolutely through the roof
and our training courses are
being very much strained to
cope,” said Keith Hall, director

of the NCTJ National Council
Around 54 per cent of all

entrants on the wide range
of courses available axe now
graduates in an increasingly
graduate occupation.

First jobs in journalism can
vary from a small local weekly
paying trainees around £6,000

a year to the Financial Times
which taken a handful of
graduates straight from
university each year - usually
with economics degrees - and
pays them £14,000.

For graduates one important
option is to go on pre-entry
courses such as those run at

the City University - diploma
or masters - which cover
everything from practical

journalistic akrlla to law,
government and
communication theory and
then to try to get a job.

“I am increasingly finding

that employers quite like to
use us as a sort of filter,” said
Professor Hugh Stephenson. .

head of the Graduate Centre
for Journalism at City. There
is considerable evidence that
those who have completed the
courses move successfully into
a wide range ofjobs In
journalism.
The department has a total

of 120 graduates on its various
courses and receives between
600 and 700 serious

applications a year. There are
a further 65 places for

graduates at the University
of Wales at Cardiff.

In making his choice
Stephenson is looking, above

all else, for serious
commitment to journalism.
If someone is having difficulty

makingup their mind between
journalism and merchant
banking, they are encouraged
to become merchant bankers.
The othermain approach

is to get a job on a newspaper
and then go on training
courses, either those
recognised by the NCTJ or the
sort of “rebel” courses run by
Westminster Press and. .

Thomson Regional
Newspapers.
There is an increasing move

away from centralised head
office selection towards
Individual editors choosing
trainees for their own papers.
“Choose a paper and apply

to the editor,” is the basic

advice from Walter Greenwood
who, until recently, ran the
Thomson Regional Newspapers
training centre in Newcastle.
The training at Newcastle

is highly practical and, after

a baric Introduction, trainees,

75 per cent of whom are
graduates, will soon be out
covering, muter supervision,
real stories for the Evening
Chronicle in Newcastle.
Westminster Press, a sister

company of the financial
Times, runs similar practical
20-week courses at its training

centre in Hastings.
The growth in opportunities

in newspapers has been
matched by the expansion of

magazines, with reports last

year suggesting 20 per cent
more staff would be needed
in the periodical industry.
Ron Sumption, director of

The Periodicals Training
Council, the industry body that
both runs courses and
approves external courses,

believes over 70 per cent of
those entering magazines have
post A level full-time

educational qualifications.

The vast majority of
magazines recruit trainees

individually.and Sumption
recommends consulting Benns
Media Directory as the first

step towards a career in
magazines.

.

Raymond Snoddy
ALW8E& BROADCASTINGAND
PUBLISHING

College
boy on
the job
“There's been a train crash
at dapham. You’d better get

a cab down there. Go and talk

to the survivors. Find some
pregnant women.”
My work experience began

at The Sun on December 12

last year. That morning three
trains collided in south London
killing 35 passengers and
Injuring more than 100. In the

taxi I read that day’s paper.

The front page headline was
two words made up of letters

three inches high. “SORRY
ELTON”.

I had not expected to start

on The Sun. Editor, Kelvin
Marfcengie

, was equally
surprised. “Cambridge?” he
said. “F***.”

But it was an ideal

beginning. Sun reporters hunt
in packs. This allowed the
news desk to put me on some
of foe top stories in the
knowledge that if I made a
mistake, someone would cover
for me.

I reported on Edwina
Currie’s resignation as junior
health minister "IT’S EGGSTT
EDWINA! SUN NEWS
EGGSTRA”, the chance
discoyery ofan IRA arms
cache in a flat in Clapham
“HUNT FOR IRA XMAS
BOMBERS” and, more
seriously, the relatives ofthe

victims of the Lockerbie Pan

Am disaster "OH NO^O^OT
MY BABY*. • -

March saw a royal exclusive.

Prince Edward had been

romantically linked with fellow

Cambridge student, Rhiad .

Anwen Roberts. It was only

The Sun that couldreport that

“Eddie’s Welsh Rarebitis
” -

nickname was "Blodwyn • .
:--

Nipples niofax”

.

“What is outrageous is that

supposedly intelligent; people,

could get involved in the

printing of such tripe. . . .The
moral fibre of such people

must be doubted," said.

Varsity, the university
;

newspaper.
Easter was spent on the

-

News Of The World. I wrote .

about smelly feet, Britain's - .

most unromantic man and a
spooky spiritualist and his 1

psychic sidekick. The medium,
a former Buckingham Palace'

butler, had lost five members
of his family in one year and
was getting creepy messaged
from beyond the grave from
Queen Victoria.

When 1 returned to The Sun
in April, I was sent to Sheffield

to help cover the Hillsborough
soccer disaster. The days saw
tragic victims and sympathy
in high places “I SAW MY
GIRLS DIE”, “BOY. 10, DIES
ON CUP TREAT”. The .

evenings were spent on the

lager with Bullseye host, dim
Bowen, who was staying at

the same hotel.

As a "college boy”, I wasn’t

one of the lads. News Of The
World reporter, Chris Blythe,

saw an opportunity. “Well
do a swap. Trading places. Ill

go to Cambridge and you come
down here and do my job and
then we can do a story about
it What's your bird like?”

I also did a few news shifts

on The Sunday Telegraph. My
first assignment was a balloon
tour of Weston-super-Mare in
search of badger baiters. Later,
I covered marches and
demonstrations caning for the
release of the three men
convicted of the minder ofPC
Keith Blakelock in 1965.

1

called the story "Broadwater
Demo” but the news editor
took such a dim view ofmy
copy that he changed the tag
to "Broadwater Bullshit”.

Finally, in July, I moved to
the Financial Times.
Docklands balloons' and
Wapping nuts and sluts gave
way to Wiggins Teape pulp
and paper, the growth of
Employee Share Ownership
Flans and aluminium futures.

John Arlidge

LAW

LAW

Room for

legal

eagles

to spread
their wings

LOCAL GOVERNIIENT The legal profession is

currently a prime market for

graduates, with law firms in

the City and the provinces

competing vigorously with

each other - and with finance

and industry, government and
local government - for talent.

The minimum starting figure

recommended by the Law
Society of England and Wales
for n nan onlronHnto i

nearer £8,500. The equivalent

figures for outer London firms

are £8.200 and £10,500, and for

inner London (excluding the

top City firms) £&500 and
£11,500. A recent survey of

salaries gave an average of

£13,180 for those newly

qualified in the provinces and

£18,852 in London.

Promotion and career

progress obviously depend on

ability and, to some extent,

on the size of the firm. But it

would not be unreasonable

to hope to become a salaried

partner within 5 to 10 years

ofqualifying.
Apart from a requirement

-that they do the one-year

Common Professional
Rygminatinu, nOH-law
graduates wishing to become
solicitors follow the same
training programme as law
graduates.

The Ms group consists of

Six of the lareport nrmrinriaT

Plymouth and Exeter, Norwich
and Cambridge, and
Birmingham. Joining the firms

in September were 85 articled

clerks - 26 of them women.
More than 900 applications

were received for next year’s

intake, of which 83 - 42 men
and 41 women - have been
appointed from 27 different

universities and polytechnics.

Starting salaries within the
group range from £10,000 to
£11,000. Each firm has its own
in-house training programme
for articled clerks hut, in
addition, the group organises
"collaborative training” in
practical skills.

All six firms look for recruits
thinking of a long-term future
with the firm and the
expectation is thatan articled
clerk who perforins
satisfactorily will be kept on
as an assistant solicitor.

McKenna & Co, with some
250 lawyers including 65
partners, is a medium-sized
firm broadly typical of City
of London firms in what it

offers graduates. It aims to

non-law graduates with
qualifications in such subjects
as science, engineering and
accountancy.

The ability to speak, or
willingness to learn, foreign
languages - not only
European but also Japanese,
Mondarin and Cantonese -

.

is regarded as a plus factor.

Current starting salary for
an articled clerk is £15,000.
rising to £18,000 after 18
months. The firm also offers
financial assistance towards
law school fees and
maintenance.

corporate group, one i
property, one doing ifi
and the fourth either 3

widening experience ii

of those areas or in on
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Stop that man! He's making off with aB the costumes

Bar now
committed
to funding
all pupils
Law graduates opting for the
Bar go through a year’s
vocational course - revised
this year to make it more
practice-orientated - at the
Inns of Court School of Law.

.

It covers such matters as
advocacy, drafting documents,
case preparation, advising and
negotiating.

That is followed by a year’s

pupillage: six months at the
'

side of a practising barrister

and six months of “on the job”

training conducting cases in
the courts.

The scenario for non-law
graduates is similar, the only
difference being that they are
required to take a 12-month
diploma course before

embarking on the vocational
course.

The next stage after

pupillage is to find a seat, or

tenancy, in chambers. There
are about 234 sets of chambers
in London and 131 in the

provinces: It remains the case

that the number of pupils

seeking tenancies exceeds the

number of vacancies, which
can make it difficult for new
entrants to establish

themselves.
However, changes are on

the way which will make
things considerably easier -

principally the establishment

in England and Wales of the

Bar Library system that

already operates in Edinburgh
and Belfast
The essence of the system

is that barristers work in a

law library, or at home, backed

up by administrative and office

facilities based on the library.

In general, new barristers

‘lf> bad enough having
those solicitors In court
without having to listen

to thorn’

cannot hope for an initial

income comparable to that of
a solicitor’s articled clerk,

although there is an increasing
recognition, particularly in

the major commercial
chambers, that it is necessary
to offer competitive financial

inducements if the best
graduates are not to be lured
into the big City law and
accountancy firms.

The Bar is now committed
to funding all pupils. The
amount has not yet been
decided upon but the minimnm
will be not less than £6,000 to
£7,000. That sum will, in many
cases, be topped up by
individual Chambers.
Income from practice during

pupillage varies greatly. In
some common law chambers
in London the figure could be
more than £2,500 for the second
six months, with a
considerably higher figure in
major criminal chambers. In
provincial chambers receipts

range between £3,000 and
£4,000.

RH

Further information:
Chambers Pupillages and
Awards, booklet published
by the Bar CoundL

Pay for

lawyers
in industry

catches up
The concept of lawyers

working in commerce and
industry is relatively new in

this country. Just 25 years ago
it was almost unheard of. Now
there are over 4,000 in-house
Lawyers and virtually every

major commercial organisation

employs them. Demand is

increasing all the time.

According to Colin Garrett,

senior legal adviser with
Investors in Industry (3i) and
chairman of the Law Society’s

Commerce and Industry
Group, competition for law
graduates and newly-qualified

lawyers is so intense that
commerce and industry in
general have to pay the same
levels as private practice.

Until 1987 the salaries of
lawyers employed in business
lagged behind those in private

practice. But during 1388

salaries of lawyers in industry
began to rise at the same rate.

The pattern has remained
the same in 1989. So graduates
hoping to do articles in
industry can expect starting

salaries of anywhere between
£12,000 and £16.000, depending
on the sector of industry and
geographical location.

Salaries of qualified legal

assistants in industry will vary
on age, ability, whether they
are the sole legal assistant or
whether they are head of a
small team and so on. Large
City law firms appear to be
prepared to pay up to £29,000

for the best newly-qualified

solicitors. It is doubtful that
commence and industry can
match this, except in sectors

like banking. Legal assistants

between the ages of 25 and 30

can, however, expect average
salaries of about £24,000 and,

with company cars and other
perks, total remuneration
packages of about £29,000.

Training for new graduates
entering industry as lawyers
tends to be patchy. Barristers

contemplating a career at the
employed bar are advised by
their Associations to undertake
a full 12 months pupillage

(practical training for

barristers) in private practice

before entering industry.

There are some
opportunities for the second
six months of pupillage to be
taken with a pupil master who
is an employed barrister, but
these tend to be in government
or local government or the

courts service. The Crown
Prosecution Service, for

example, will offer a varied

article clerk and pupil barrister

package from 1990.

The availability of articles

for those graduates wanting
to become solicitors -in

industry depends very much
on the industry itself and the
size of its legal department.

Articles (practical training

for solicitors) in industry are
strictly governed by Law
Society rules on training of

solicitors. The company must
be able to provide practical

on-the-job training in at least

three out of a list of subjects

during two years of articles,

the most common being
company and commercial law,

conveyancing and tax.

Many companies cannot
cover more than two properly
and so have to enter into

sandwich arrangements with
firms of solicitors.

Graduate entrants in
industry will assume a much
greater degree of responsibility

sooner than their counterparts
in private practice. Promotion
prospects are generally very
good, provided they are

prepared to move around. In
the smaller companies, with
only one or two lawyers,

promotion still tends to be by
dead men’s shoes.

In the larger companies
there is a tendency for people
in their early 30s either to

leave industry and return to

private practice or to move
to a more senior position in

a smaller company.

Despite the fact that there

are still very few women in

senior positions in company
legal departments, both Colin

Garrett and Kamlesh Bahl,

last year's chairman of the

Commerce and Industry
Group, maintain that the

prospects for women lawyers

in commerce and industry are

generally better than in private

practice. Industry is more
flexible in its approach to

issues such as maternity leave

and career breaks.

This contrasts with the
findings of the 1988 Chambers
Salary Survey of lawyers in

industry which commented
that male lawyers in industry

tend to earn about 12 per cent

more than their female
colleagues of similar age and
status. The survey also showed
that women constitute only

about 18 per cent of lawyers

in the legal assistant category,

falling to 6 per cent in the

more senior legal adviser

category.

Some companies offer their

lawyers international

experience, although not

initially. The opportunity to

travel or work abroad will

depend very much on the

organisation concerned and
whether it has overseas clients,

offices or business interests.

Company law departments
do not generally go on the Milk

Round. They tend to make
their existence known through
university and polytechnic

careers officers and to

advertise for people as they
need them.

Robert Rice

Further information: Law
Society Commerce and
Industry Group, Law Society,

113 Chancery Lane, London
WC2A lFL. Bar Association

for Commerce, Finance and
Industry, Secretary, Mr
Norman Wimpey, 2 Plowden
RnilHinn. Middle Temslf.

LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

Variety

of cultures

within

the club
This year, for the first time
in a decade, a large group of

councils has got together to
promote their virtues as
employers on the college Milk
Round circuit This initiative

has been prompted by concern
about growing skills shortages:

but it also reflects the
increased opportunities that

are opening up for graduates
in local authorities.

In recent years councils have
tended to adopt a stand-offish

approach to degree holders.

This has partly been because
many believe that, as equal

opportunities employers, they

should be recruiting from all

parts of society, rather than

from just among white, middle

class males - the most
numerous graduates.

The growing complexity of

local government work and
the decline in the number of

young people is forcing a
rethink. One result is a
decision by Metra, a
newly-formed recruitment

agency put together by half

of Britain's 60 metropolitan

authorities, to promote local

authority work in universities

and polytechnics.

Another is the establishment

by councils like Wigan and
Solihull of graduate entry
schemes which will provide

a general training in various

departments for participants.

Local authorities have always
trained graduates straight

from college but usually only
for specific careers in fields

such as law, accountancy and
information technology.

Perhaps the greatest

problem authorities face in

recruiting graduates is that,

during the last decade, the
government squeeze on public
sector finances has weakened
the morale of council workers,
decreased their status and hit

salaries.

Although the pay of white
collar staff and other council
workers has kept ahead of
inflation in the past 10 years,

it has lagged behind the
increase in average earnings
of British workers as a whole.
The Government's decision
to restrict the level of the rise

in the rate support grant to
3.8 per cent next year means
the trend may continue.

For all that, the pay is by
no means paltry. A typical

starting salary for a graduate
outside London it likely to be
about £8,500 and those in the
capital can expect about
£10.000. Qualified specialist

workers will attract higher
rewards.
Those with the talent and

ambition to reach the top in
local government can expect
to earn the equivalent, in years
ahead, of more than £60,000.

The national agreement for

Britain's 450 council chief

executives allows for a
maximum salary of £58,977,

although this can be
supplemented with various
perks, such as cars, and
allowances.
These levels of pay compare

unfavourably with the salaries

of people who reach the top
in industry and finance, both
at the top and bottom. But
councils can score over rival

employers through the training

they provide, conditions of

service and the variety ofjobs
they can offer.

One of the more imaginative
Metra posters shows a picture
of what appears to be a
military dictator underneath

The onlythingwe don’t offer

working women.
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METROPOLITAN AUTHORITIES RECRUITMENT AGENCY

Couriers are trying to attract women back to work

the slogan: “One year out of

university, and you could be
handling a budget the size of

a small country's.” It then
boasts of thousands of jobs
in councils for graduates, from
architecture to advertising and
from green belt management
to the arts.

The variety is also apparent
within each district. According
to Stephen Bubb. an assistant

secretary in personnel at the

Association of Metropolitan
Authorities, many people are
drawn to qualify as lawyers,

information technology
specialists and accountants
in local authorities because
of the range of training they
receive. “In law, for example,
our legal departments deal

with Litigation, conveyancing,
contracts and setting up
companies. Private practices

tend to specialise in one area.”

Choice is also increased by
the number of employers. “We
are all in the same club,” says
Michael Pepper, chief

personnel officer at Solihull

“But each of us is different

socially, politically and
culturally."

The relative ease with which
employers can transfer from
one authority to another is

a considerable attraction,

particularly at a time when
more people are in

relationships in which people
want to work. Job mobility
makes joining a partner in a
different area easier following

his or her transfer.

Couples with children can
benefit further from working
for local authorities through
the enlightened attitudes of

councils towards equal
opportunities. These policies

still have a long way to go
before they produce genuine
equality; there are only a
handful of female chief

executives in councils. None
the less, the results are

beginning to show.
Negative aspects of working

for local government include

the necessity of having to fit

in with large bureaucracies

and sometimes dealing with
internal politicking. Jane, a
28-year-old information
technology worker for a
London council, who wants
.to remain anonymous, has
decided to look for a job in the
private sector because
in-fighting between
departments and lack of

co-ordination from the top

means that many of the

projects she has worked on
have been abandoned before

completion.

She will leave reluctantly.

“In different circumstances
1 would much prefer to work
in the public sector, serving
the community, than making
money for a bunch of
shareholders.”

Michael Smith

Further information: Metra,
PO Box 1540, Homer Road,
Solihull, West Midlands,
B913QB.

ALSO SEE SOCIAL WORK

Tour radio is jammed.
Pin,

What use is a degree
in Medieval History?

A lot of use. You have a trained mind. The
capacity to absorb information rapidly and to act on

it. It could save the lives ofyour men. That is why we
value graduates of any discipline.

Of course it takes more than a degree to make
you an Army Officer. Above all, you must have the

ability to lead, to gain and keep the respect ofyour

men, an ability we’ll help you develop during seven

months training at Sandhurst.

Soon after, you could be in command of a

platoon ofthirty men.Ora troop ofthree Challenger
tanks, each worth over -Cl 1; million.

You won't jost be responsible for the efficiency

of your unit. You’ll also have to look out for the welf-

are and morale ofyour men, twenty-four hours a day.

Life as an Army Officer is exceptionally

challenging and rewarding, the pay is in the top

10% of graduate starting salaries. More importantly^

you know you are a vital part of your country's
defence.

Soon, instead of reading history, you might be

helping to steer its course.

rFor more information about a career as an Army Officer,
|

please telephone 0>M 555 555 at any time |eall free of charge), i

Orpan this coupon.
|

Fall name nKuurmupuuE
Address.

-Poctcode-

-Nai tonality -Dale ofbirth-

Send to Major John Floyd, Army Officer Entry, Freepost 4336,
Dept. D7U. Bristol, BSl 3YX,

L.
ArmyOfficer
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Simon Wheeldon, a computer science graduate from Bristol University, works for Andersen Consulting. He has been there for a year, advising clients on information technology

it.
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MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY
MARKETING
MOTOR INDUSTRY

MUSEUMS

MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY

Not for

shy and
retiring

types
There are times when Diana
Harding can see that her
clients do not believe what
she says.

They, after all. are

experienced managers.
Harding, who works for

McKinsey. one of world’s
leading management
consultants, has never
managed anyone. She
graduated from Oxford in 1988.

In a year or so she hopes to

go off and get some
management experience in

industry. Then she will go to

business school, before

returning to consulting.

Management experience is

crucial, she believes. Without
it management consultants
lack credibility.

It is a question tbat any

graduate thinking of going into

management consultancy
needs to consider. Should you
attempt to become a
consultant as soon as you
graduate, or should you go off

and do something else first?

Bob Simm. a staff partner
at the management
consultants Peat Marwick
McLintock, has no doubts. His

firm will recruit 250 people

in the London area next year.

Only 12 will be graduates. "We
take the view that to be
credible with a client you need
half a dozen years in
management yourself," he
says.

Yet management consultants
do hire graduates. Price
Waterhouse will recruit 150

graduates in 1990. Andersen
Consulting, part of Arthur
Andersen, will take on 265.

Some consultants, clearly,

think that graduates have a
lot to contribute.

And graduates like the idea

of becoming consultants.

McKinsey takes about 15

graduates a year. It receives

1,000 applications. To many
finishing university,

consultancy offers a wider
range of opportunities than
management training courses
in industry. Although Diana
Harding would like to get some

INSPIRATIONGUARANTEED
Guildford London Leicester - Glasgow • Manchester

T:? rjr,^- .slid icjle of the current international, multi-disciplinary projects
rn.ve at N.orr Brownrigg and Turner may well surprise you. They are certainly

a source of inspiration to the growing teams in our offices.

It j if jit tn-i: well be looking lor in young architects to maximise your
potential. \\ e have vacancies for students at post degree and post

diploma levels

li you are interested in any of the above locations you owe it to yourselfto
t.ilv to the country’s most prestigious practices Over and above most
attractive salaries, you could be looking at private health insurance, pension,
- -tialland ?p*.>ria taciluieN and the inspiration for the first stage in your career.

fiejM' telephone our Personnel Manager Lesley Kings for an informal
Jir cusMon on or send your CV to her at. Scott Brownrigg and

Tumor. Bradstone Brook. Shalfoni Guildford. Suttcv GU4 8HT.
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22 & 23 January. 1990- London
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management experience, she
thinks her two year initial

training period with McKinsey
is more stimulating than an
initial job in industry would
have been.
Management consulting

firms can be divided into two
major groups. There are the

strategy consultants, like

McKinsey, the Boston
Consulting Group and Bain.

They tend to work with the

top management of client

companies, helping them to

plan their future strategies.

They all take on graduates

and provide them with a

couple of years of training.

Many who join them then go
on to business school to do
a Master of Business
Administration. Harvard and
Stanford business schools in

the DS and Insead in France
are popular destinations for

consultants from these firms.

Many return to more senior

consulting jobs.

The second group of

consulting firms is made up
of those attached to the large

accountancy-based outfits.

They take on graduates to be
information technology
consultants - helping
companies design their

computer systems. Coopers
and Lybrand also takes on
graduates to work in other

areas, like personnel.

If it is computers you are

interested in, one of the

accountancy-based firms will

probably be your best bet. If

you enjoy a competitive
environment, filled with
exceptionally bright people,

the strategy firms would
probably suit you better. You
will find stimulating colleagues

in the accountancy-based firms

but. in general, consultants
in the strategy firms are more
interesting and, probably, more
arrogant.
Whichever type of firm you

join, management consultancy
is not for the shy and retiring.

You will be advising
businessmen and women and
helping them to solve their

problems. You will be expected
to make presentations to them
and explain what you think

they should do. Speaking in

public is the sort of activity
one can get used to doing, and
most people would be nervous
on the first few occasions. But
if you think getting up to talk

to people is always going to

terrify you, then consultancy

is probably not for you.

Nor should you go into

consulting “if you like the idea

of coming in on the same train

to the same office every day
and you want to know what
you’re going to be doing in six

months timer says Noel
Taylor, a partner at Price
Waterhouse.

If, on the other hand, you
like the idea of dealing with
different sorts of companies
and spending a fair amount
of time travelling away from
home, consulting might be
what you're alter. The
financial rewards can be high.

Although the starting salary

at Coopers and Lybrand is

110,000 to £12.000. this

increases fairly rapidly. And
the starting rate at a firm like

McKinsey is £17.500.

What sorts of graduates are

consultants after? Some, like

Coopers and Lybrand, will look

at your A-level results. Others

wiQ ask you to take various

aptitude tests. Almost without

graduates who have done
something at university other

than just pore over then-

books. Consultants have to

deal with a large Tange of

people and situations and
consulting firms will want to

see evidence that you tried

to do just that while at

university.

David Seddon, the personnel

director of Coopers and
Lybrand, remembers one
applicant who particularly

impressed him. The applicant

had organised a rag dance at

university. He had. it is true,

lost £5.000 in the process. But
Seddon admired his spirit and
offered him a job.

Michael Skapinker
Useful publications: How

to Choose and Use a
Management Consultant,
Economist Publications, £75
feet the library or career
service to boy it - contains
useful descriptions of various

consulting firms, as well as
addresses). Managerial
Consulting Skills - A
Practical Guide, by Charles
Margerison, Gower, £18.50.

MARKETING

Consumer
industry

giants lead

the way
Marketing, says Tom Snow,
head of Oxford University's

careers service, is what most
graduates think they want to

do. At Oxford last year they

could not get all the interested

students into the hall for the

Milk Round presentations.

This surge of interest in

marketing careers reflects the
increasing importance that
British business now attaches
to an activity which, to its

cost, it had long neglected.

It is still the giants of the
fast-moving consumer goods
industry that provide the best

openings. In these companies
the marketing culture is

strongest. Brand management
is regarded as a "business

philosophy rather than the

name of a specialised

department."
But where the makers of

soaps and detergents, toiletries

and cosmetics, foods, drinks

and confectioneries lead, more
and more are following,

providing a greater variety

of opportunities each year.

There has been an explosion

in the past few years in the

marketing of financial services
- banks, building societies

and insurance companies.
Awareness of the marketing

process - researching
consumer needs and desires,

developing products to meet
them, and then effectively

promoting and advertising

them - is growing, too, among
medium-sized and smaller
companies engaged in a wide
range of activities.

Marketing techniques are

being used by football clubs

and charities, by accountants
and lawyers and even by some
universities.

The demand for marketing
expertise has spawned a
fast-growing services industry:

independent specialist

companies supplying market
research, computerised
consumer databases, direct

mail, telephone marketing,

and sales promotion. More
opportunities are now
available here for graduate
entrants; though they are not

always well advertised.

Entry to the profession

remains heavily

oversubscribed and
competitive. Last year some
650 graduates entered

marketing; another 200 or so

went into marketing services

(excluding advertising and
public relations).

Women were in a slight

majority, as they have been
for a few years. The consensus
among recruiters is that, at

entry, women often outscore

men on inter-personal skills,

creativity, maturity and
self-confidence.

Nevertheless, a Marketing
magazine survey recently

found that few women still

make it to the top levels of the

profession, but concluded that
it is probably just a matter of

time before that situation

changes.

Most of the major marketing
companies do the rounds of
the universities and leading
polytechnics. In general, they
recruit graduates from any
discipline, though in some
fields such as pharmaceuticals,
chemicals, or engineering and
high technology, a good class

degree in a relevant subject

may be required.

In services such as market
research, computer literacy

and an ability to handle
statistics are important. A
foreign language is

increasingly seen as an asset.

There appears, too, to be
a preference In medium-sized
and smaller companies, with
less structured training

programmes, for graduates
who have taken
business-related degrees. But
more of these companies are
now making use of the training

courses provided by the
Chartered Institute of
Marketing.
The biggest consumer

marketing companies are

essentially Looking for

graduates with the potential

for top management For a
company such as Procter &
Gamble - the world's biggest

advertiser - which fills all

its senior posts from within,

the road for the graduate
entrant is open to the

boardroom.

The company, therefore, is

looking for graduates who,
apart from academic
achievement have also made
a major contribution to

everything else in which they
have been involved at

university: people who "relish

responsibility, delight in

winning”.

A premium is put on good
communication skills,

analytical ability, and
innovative, imaginative

rosy in areas concerned with

marketing and the

administration of sales

companies than with

manufacturing or the

development of new products.

The situation today is rather

different: improved
productivity, changed
industrial relations attitudes

and. it must be said, pay rates

which are low in relation to

most other European countries

have recently made the UK
the favourite place for

Japanese car makers to set

up manufacturing plants in

Europe.

Continental motor
component makers, anxious

both to escape the high costs

of manufacturing in countries

like West Germany and to be

on band to supply the

Japanese car companies, are

also now setting up shop in

Britain.

And. while there remains
some caution among the

UK-based car and component
makers who endured through
ail the troubled upheavals of

the industry’s sharp decline

in the 1970s. even here
substantial new investment

has been starting to flow. On
current estimates, the industry

will be making a record
7m -pius cars and more than

200.000 commercial vehicles

a year by the mid- to late-1990s,

creating opportunities for

graduates across the work
activity spectrum.

One consideration which
makes the industry potentially

attractive to graduates of most
disciplines is its sheer size.

According to the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, some 602,000 people

are either employed directly

by it or are economically
dependent on it, with a further

800.000 employed by or
dependent on the motor trade

which distributes and services

the industry products.

Another consideration is

its complexity - the industry
subsumes every technological
area from electronics through
materials to computer
sciences. Its current rapid
"globalisation” holds out the
potential for graduate
high-flyers to regard the entire

world as their oyster.

All this is despite the “oily

rag" image which Mr David
WorralL in charge of graduate
recruitment programmes at
Ford, acknowledges still clings
to the engineering side of the
industry and which, he insists,

is a phenomenon now confined
almost entirely to Britain.

Neither the SMMT, Ford,

9

s

An o8y rag image still clings to the industry

thinking. Starting salaries

reflect these high-flying

qualities - £2-3,000 above the

average £10-11.000.

But companies expect total

commitment in return; it is

taken for granted that you wall

work, with unflagging energy
and be single-minded in

pursuit of corporate objectives.

Other interests may have to

be sacrificed.

After a one-day induction,

the graduate entrant at P&G
becomes a member of a brand
management team, a brand
assistant with assignments
in specific areas such as
packaging and promotion, but
expected and encouraged to

contribute to the team’s overall

work.
Tailored to individual needs,

the training programme is

designed to turn the novice
within three years or so into

a brand manager, in charge
of tiie total consumer
marketing effort to increase
a brand's market share and
profitability. At that stage

responsibilities include
expenditures that can run into

millions of pounds - and the
initial training of the new
generation of graduate
entrants.

Philip Rawstorne

ALSO SEE CONSUMER INDUSTRIES

MOTOR INDUSTRY

UK cars

on the

road to

recovery
At the start of the 1980s.

suggesting that a graduate
might look to the UK motor
industry for a career seemed
suspiciously like encouraging
someone to enlist on a sinking
ship. Production had fallen
to less than half of tile record
levels of a decade earlier and
imports were booming. The
nutlnnk for m f-ho

nor figures such as Prof Garel
Rhys, SMMT professor of
motor industry economics at
Cardiff Business School, keep
precise statistics on just how
many graduates the industry
absorbs each year. However,
as Prof Rhys points out, the
extended period of growth now
seemingly facing the UK
industry, particularly after
the creation of the single EC
market in 1992, carries with
it increased demand for
graduates of all types at a time
when demographic change is

likely to leave them in
increasingly short supply.
This means growing

competition for engineering
graduates in particular over
the next decade and, as those
responsible for motor industry
recruitment acknowledge, a
sharp acceleration in financial
incentives will have to occur.
The industry used to be

among the top payers for
graduates starting out, but
over the years has slid
gradually down the scale.
Ford’s starting salary this year
for a graduate with no
experience, for example, is

£10.596.

This rises to £13,500 after
18 months of on-the-job and
other training, which aims to
get graduates on to Ford's first

level of management after five
years. Ford says that from that
point on pay is too

performance-related for
specific pay levels to be
quoted; but anecdotal evidence
suggests around £17,000 for
graduates reaching that first
rung.

Ford is fairly representative
of the rest of the industry.
Chris Tew, manager of
professional and graduate
recruitment at GKN, the
automotive, defence and
industrial supplies group, says
that most graduates start with
the company on around £10,500
a year. Again, speed of
progress up GKJSTs ladder
varies, but evidence points to
£20.000-£22,(XX) a year for most
middle-management
appointees in their late 20s.
The industry likes to “grow"

many of its own graduates,
particularly in the engineering
sciences.

I
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MUSEUMS

Directors

emerging
from the

dark ages
In tiie bad old days a bright
young graduate who was not
quite bright enough for an
academic career was often
advised to enter a museum
(a kind ofsecular monastery).
Here there would be
opportunities for research; for
becoming an acknowledged
expert in your chosen field,

without having to confront
the unfortunate side effects

of university teaching - like

students.

Those days are well and
truly over. Museums are now
part of the leisure industry,
a major participant in the
heritage culture, which, it is

predicted by some observers,
will overtake manufacturing
as a source of national wealth.
A new museum opens in the

UK every week - often
admittedly on the whim of a

committed enthusiast who
wants the world to share his

passion for ldth century
typewriters or the rolling stock
of the Great Western Railway
- and the prospects for
employment and progress in
the museum world, which now
embraces more than 2,000
separate institutions, are
bright.

& the past museum
directors, especially of the 19
leading museums and art
galleries funded by the
Government, were scholars
with international reputations,
who had usually spent their
entire careers inside the one
museum.
Today they are likely to be

skilled administrators, often
recruited from outside the
museum they currently run
or even from outside the

museum world itself. Then-
main responsibilities cover
staff motivation, fund raising

,

dealing with interfering

trustees, trying to shore up
old buildings with inadequate
resources, and boosting
attendances, as well as the
traditional role of looking after
their collections. Any graduate
who likes the idea of running
a civilised business could give
consideration to a career in

museums.

The money is not good,

although it has risen

appreciably in recent years,

and can top £10.000 from the

start. But there are probably

only about 100 jobs for new
graduates each year in the
museums sector, so
competition is still intense.

Many successful recruits not

only have a good first degree,

but also a higher academic
qualification, or a diploma in

museum studies, which can

be achieved at the Universities

of Leicester, Manchester and
elsewhere.

Given the qualifications and
expertise of most museum
curators, they are not well paid

and their salary grades are

linked to totally unrelated

outside scales - those of the
Civil Service for

nationally-funded museums;
local authority rates for

municipal museums (which
can mean great variations in

pay for museum curators doing
identical work in different

localities) and university scales

for university museums.
Independent museums fix

their own rates but since most
are very small, and not
commercially successful, their

main attraction for an
enterprising graduate is as a

stepping stone to greater

things. Dr Neil Cussons,
currently revolutionising the

Science Museum, won his

spurs directing Ironbridge, the

Shropshire industrial museum.
Few museum directors earn

more than £30.000, although

at tiie very top, at the British

Museum and the V&A, for

example, the rewards will

exceed £40,000.

Traditionally, the

compensation for a relatively

low salary was a pleasant life

style. Museum curators or

keepers were, and indeed are,

encouraged to undertake

research in their specialist

field and to publish the results.

There are trips abroad to

international conferences; an

unpressured life style; the

esteem of your peers. If a

National Gallery painting was

on loan for an overseas

exhibition, it would be
accompanied by a keeper. Now,

as salaries rise, so some of

these advantages are

disappearing. The row over

the changes in the
administrative structure of

the V&A is just the best

publicised manifestation of

innovations in many of the
ipfliting museums.
The future, for good or ill,

belongs to the new breed of

museum employee who
welcomes the opportunity to

switch jobs, both inside the

museum - perhaps to the

marketing office, or to

exhibition planning - and to

other museums. A wider
battery of skills is now called

for on top of academic
expertise. The pyramid
management structure and
the division of labours at the

V&A, which removes curators

from sole charge of their

departments, may well become
the pattern among the larger

museums.
Obviously such a revolution

fills many museum curators

with horror. The old

Establishment will be helped
into the new age by such
bodies as the Museum Training

Institute which hasjust been
set up under Simon
Roodhouse, who formerly

masterminded the arts

management courses at

Newcastle Polytechnic.

Many of the top posts in the

museums are going to

successful entrepreneurs,

marketing men with a track

record in boosting attendances
or raising money from
business sponsors. It would
be a pity if such entrepreneurs
grabbed all the best jobs. There
is plenty ofroom for

compromise - academics
becoming aware of the market
would be a better final solution
than marketing men taking

over museums just because
they seem to know what the

public wants.
Fortunately the established

bodies in the museum world,

notably the now more
muscular Museums & Galleries

Commission, and the Museums
Association, are well aware
of the new developments and
are harbingers of controlled

innovation. Both will advise

graduates on a career in

museums and the Museums
Association is about to puhlish

a new guide, a Career in

Museums, which will give

potential recruits an insight

into the exciting future for

liberated museums.

Antony Thorncroft

Further information:
Museums Association, 34
Bloomsbury Way, Loudon
WC1; Museums and Galleries

I Commission, 7 St James's
I Square, London SW1.Hark! Are the barfaariana at the gate?

OIL

OIL COMPANIES

Vital cogs
in a huge
machine
When joining British

Petroleum or Shell employees
enter organisations that are

among the largest and most
successful bureaucracies. Job
opportunities rang from a

high-technology search for oil

in West Africa to marketing
diesel fuel or lubricants in

Wales. It may even be possible

to combine both these sorts

of work experiences in the

same company, working all

over the world.

Alternatively, there are

smaller specialist companies,

like Castrol (owned by Burmah
Oil). .

Oil is no longer a high

growth industry but it is so

big and diverse that there are

always high-growth sectors.

The oil companies that recruit

on campuses are mature

businesses that have survived

on a rollercoaster ride of oil

prices. As a rule, they treat

their employees well.

The surviving oil companies

are well prepared to cope with

unpredictable changes that

are certain to affect the

industry in the next decade,

especially as the current

international concern with

the environment begins to

translate into stricter laws and
regulations. Adapting to this

changing regulatory

environment could, in feet,

prove one of the more
challenging aspetts of working

The industry employs
engineers of all stripes,

chemists and others with
technical backgrounds. But
it also needs traders,

marketers, economists,

computer experts and
personnel specialists: Oil is

a highly technical businesses

and the big companies have
traditionally preferred to hire

graduates with science and
engineering backgrounds
throughout the company, hut
this has gradually changed
as the pool of technical

graduates has shrunk.
The companies are now

paying roughly £1,000 more
a year for starting engineers.

BP, Shell, and Esso pay similar

salaries, ranging between

£11,500 and £13,000 for

graduates (plus a London
allowance where appropriate).

Average salaries, excluding

allowances, rise to £20,000 for

employees in their early 30s,

and to £25,000 by 40.

All three companies like to

put recruits into jobs with real

responsibility practically from

day one, giving just a
minimum of extra training,

and they are capable of

pushing through promotions

for the right people.

There are still, however,

many differences between

these three companies, which

are the biggest recruiters.

Esso is the smallest

employer of the three, taking

about 100 graduates (BP takes

400). As the UK subsidiary of

Exxon, the big US oil group,

it operates almost like an
independent UK-based
company, offering relatively

few opportunities for overseas

posting. With 5,000 staff, it is

smaller in the UK than Shell

or BP. probably less

likes to think of itself as the

most informal, easy-going of

the three. It is also almost
certainly the least dynamic,
and some say that Exxon, as
a corporation, has lost its

strategic direction.

Esso hires more women, 43

per cent this year. The
percentage of women hired

has risen following a company
programm e of bringing aboard
more graduates with
humanities training.

Employment at Shell or BP
offers far more scope for

international work and some
possibility of climbing to the
very top of the corporate

ladder. But these are very big

companies. BP has 120,000

employees worldwide, and

29,000 in the UK.

Shell is spread across the

globe more completely than
BP and the combined
Anglo*Dutch ownership and
staffing has produced a

corporate culture that is

relatively formal.

BP, by contrast, has
restructured radically in the

past few years and has the feel

of a company on the move,
jostling with its competitors

for advantage.

Many employees may
eventually find that Big Oil,

with its bureaucracy,

ambitions, and pretentions

is not an attractive

environment in which to work.

The thousands of smaller

companies that are in or
related to the oil business are

staffed up with big oil

company dropouts. The
experience and training gained

in the big oil companies is a

useful passport to employment
elsewhere.

PERSONNEL

PHARMACEUTICALS
POLICE

PUBLIC RELATIONS

PUBLISHING

PERSONNEL

Dramatic
to the

mundane
One of the final speakers at

*

last year’s Institute of

Personnel Managers
conference in Harrogate

summed up the position of his

audience of personnel

professionals this way: “Half

of you probably have so many
problems that you have to

come to conferences like this

to get away. The other half

of you probably have so little

to do that you have to come
to conferences like this to

appear busy.**

Work in personnel ranges

from the dramatic (handling
a strike) to the mundane
(managing the wages system).

The unifying theme is that

managers are dealing with
people. This often leads to the
view that a life in personnel
management is an endless

round of interviews, soothing
chats with staff and running
training programmes on
inter-personal

profession last year averaged
about £10,800 for a personnel
assistant, the lowest job in a
hierarchy which stretches to

an average of £41,000 for a
personnel director.

In between stand a variety

of possible jobs, especially in

large companies - personnel
officer, section leader, section

manager, departmental bead
and function head. The trail

from the lowest rung of the

ladder to the top, can take
several years. Most senior
personnel managers are at

least 40-yearsold. In some
large companies, such as
retailers B&Q, there are more
than 100 personnel staff.

Over the past decade
personnel has become
increasingly professionalised,
mainly through the Institute

of Personnel Management’s
system of qualifications which
is typically embarked upon
by graduates after they have
got a job in personnel
The basic qualification the

Institute offers is the
Certificate in Personnel
Practice. Its syllabus gives a
fair guide to what the aspirant

personnel manager can expect
It covers industrial relations,

manpower planning, training

and recruitment, employment
legislation, interviewing skills

communications.
But it would be wrong to

think that personnel

management is a soft woolly

option. Dealing with people

can be tough if you are making
them redundant. It can be
extremely testing if you are

seeking to persuade them to

change radically how they

work.
The starting salary for

graduates entering the

and instructional techniques,

as well as the more drab
aspects of personnel work -

wage and salary

administration and personnel

records.

The other main qualification,

increasingly asked for in senior

personnel jobs, is a
graduateship of the Institute.

This is a two-stage programme
which can be followed either

full-time at various colleges

and polytechnics or through

correspondence courses and

the Open University.

The next stage on from that

is Membership of the EPM,

which personnel practitioners

can gain after two year's

experience.

Increasingly, advertisements

for senior personnel managers

stress the new agenda of the

profession. It is no longer so

concerned with industrial

relations but, as one recent

advertisement for a water

authority put it: “developing

change initiatives for the

1990s".

This is the vocabulary of

human resource development,

as opposed to industrial

relations, much of which has

come from non-unionised
North American companies
such as IBM, the computer
manufacturer.
This change of language

suggests that people, skills,

training, and thus personnel

managers, should be at the

core of a business. But is often

not like that at all.

A series of recent studies

have found that personnel is

largely regarded as a distinct

strand of management, which
often merely implements
decisions made by other

people.

A study in a recent issue

of the British Journal of

Industrial Relations of nine
of Britain's largest companies
concluded: “There is scant

evidence to show that

employee relations is

considered strategic

management." Personnel
managers' representation on
boards of companies is

declining, according to the
report
A survey of 100 employers

by the British Institute of

Management went further. In

most companies the distinct

tasks of the personnel manager
were being redistributed

within management more
generally, with chief

executives taking strategic

personnel decisions and line

managers taking care of much
of the routine work.

Charles Leadbeater

Further information:
Institute of Personnel
Management, 35 Camp Road,
London SW19. For job
advertisements see the

Institute’s magazine,
Personnel Management, as -

well as Personnel Today.

What have an ancient Greek principle,

a 20th century magnate

and a £1.9 billion businessgot to do with

your management ambitions?

The principle is democracy. The magnate

is John Spedan Lewis and the business

is the one founded by his father - John
Lewis. In 1929, thanks to Spedan Lewis,

the business became a 'Partnership'

belonging entirely to its staff who have a

‘say’ and a share in its success.

The visible result of this unique industrial

democracy is a powerful and highly

sophisticated £1 .9 billion turnover retail

business with 23 department stores and

85 Waitrose food shops.

Graduate recruitment has been a feature

of the business since the 1920’s. The

degree discipline has never been

important. Today the need formen and

women of character, discernment and

real ability is as great as ever - the kind

of people who work well with and
through others and whose sound
commercial flair gives them top

management potential.

Training and development come high on
our list of priorities. Well developed,

flexible schemes aim at early promotion

to middle management. From here,

there are paths to buying and general

management Internal promotion is

another of our established principles.

Pay and performance are directly

related. The benefits are comprehensive

and, because we own the business, we
benefit from the best profit sharing

scheme in the country. Every year, after

provision for future development the

WHOLE of the profit is shared among
those who work in the business. There

can be no guarantee, of course, of this

figure for the future, but it is a fact that

the average Bonus rate declared over

the past five years has been 21% of pay
received.

Discover just how much the John Lewis

Partnership can do for your

management ambitions. See our

graduate brochure at your careers office

or write directly to: Head of Recruitment

(Department Stores and Central),

Department of Personnel, John Lewis

Partnership, 171 Victoria Street, London
SW1E5NN.

JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP
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PHARMACEUTICALS

Reluctance

to get

involved

with drugs
The poor image many
university scientists have of

industry is graphically

underscored by the difficulties

Britain’s pharmaceutical

companies are experiencing

in employing graduates for

research and development jobs.

The industry is one of

Britain's largest and most
successful science-based

businesses and spends about
£700m a year on R&D, some
15 per cent of its total output
It employs 15,000 people in

R&D, roughly half of them
scientists and, out of the 750

or so graduates it will be
.-liming to employ next year,

some two-thirds of them will

be for scientific jobs.

The drugs business in the

UK consists mainly of big

British-owned companies
including Glaxo, Wellcome,
Beecham and Imperial

Chemical Industries, together

with non-UK groups such as

Merck of the US and
Ciba-Geigy of Switzerland.

The business expects to

experience some problems in

getting enough good people

for the non-research jobs in

business is commercially very
healthy; it has an annual

output in Britain of about £4bn
and has a healthy trade

balance. But many outsiders

associate the drugs industry

with sharp selling practices

and profiteering from illneg}

The industry dismisses these
notions as ludicrous given

drugs companies' role in
prolonging or improving life

through products ranging from
heart medications to

formulations for coughs and
colds.

Another factor is the belief

that much research work in

the pharmaceutical business

is intellectually unexciting

and driven by the need to work
in large teams in which
innovative skills are

submerged.
Companies are increasingly

realising they will have to

work harder to attract good
people into their industry and
are stepping up their

marketing efforts for

graduates. They are also
brushing up on how they
present themselves to the
outside world in order to

project a more positive image.
Some of the general themes

which are emerging are:

• improved training
programmes. Glaxo is

organising integrated courses
for the 100 or so graduates it

takes in each year for

non-research jobs. These give

the employee an all round
perception of the company,
especially its overseas

activities - an area where
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Diagnostic test kit assembly

areas such as marketing and
administration. But these
difficulties pole when
compared with those which
drugs companies believe they
will encounter in filling their
scientific vacancies.

“There are definitely good
people in the market-place,"
says Ray Cowie. personnel
development adviser at
Wellcome, the large UK drugs
company. "But they are being
tempted into other areas
outside our industry and
outside science."

“The demand for graduates
is going through the roof and
we are having to struggle to

compete.” says Anil Kumar,
graduate recruitment organiser
at Glaxo. Britain's biggest

pharmaceuticals group.
Many in the drugs business

say the problems lie in young
people's poor perceptions of
industry in general. Other
factors are at work, too, in the
case of the drugs sector. The

Glaxo has grown strongly in
recent years.

• More flexible pay schemes.
Glaxo is in the industry leader
in graduate pay; this year it

has been generally offering
£12.000 to £12,300 to graduates
with a first degree, roughly
£1,000 more than the sums
available from other
companies. Glaxo, like several

other companies, is trying to

speed up the progress of
high-fliers through the
organisation. The company
has a performance-related pay
scheme for scientific staff

which means that a new
graduate can earn a salary of
some £20,000 within three
years.

• Cross-border recruitment.
Wellcome is breaking new
ground in the industry by
setting up a graduate
recruitment scheme based on
continental Europe. It aims
next year to recruit about five

graduates from non-UK

European educational

institutions and put them
through a trans-European

training course for marketing
disciplines. The new scheme,
so Wellcome hopes, will enable

tile company to break into the

European market for graduates
and, at the same time, put it

in a better position to treat

the whole of western Europe -

as a single marketing entity

after the elimination of trade
barriers post-1991

Further information:

Chemical Industries

Association, Bang Buildings,

Smith Square, London SWl.
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Satisfying

beat for

the boys
and girls

in blue
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As Zaphod Beeblebrox once
pointed out to Ford Prefect,

it isn't easy bring a cop.

But then as Superintendent
Richard BuQer once said,

it’s the challenge of a
policeman’s job that, malrpg

it so attractive.

“We tend to highlight the
difficultly of befog a police

officer," ftrpiafna Supt Boiler,

who is the graduate liaison

officer for the inspectorate of
constabulary. "That puts off

casual applicants who might
be wasting their time and ours,

but does encourage the sort

Of ranrUriflto we want "

A police officer does not join

the force for an easy life, he
explains- Hours can be long,

telephones can ring at 3am,
ami working outside in the

cold for extended periods can
be less than congenial.

That view is confirmed by
Sgt 511 John Millar, who joined
the Northamptonshire Police

in 1984 as part of the
accelerated graduate entry
scheme.
“When 1 started, I thought

I had a fairly realistic view
of the world,” he says. “I had
no idea how naive 1 was. My
preconceptions of what people

were like. was based on my
circle offriends and
acquaintances. Once 1 had

started, I was privileged - if

that is the right word - to see
society in a different light"

Sgt Millar says he was
shocked - and still is - by
what he has to cope with. He
has dealt with domestic
violence, child abuse and
crimes on elderly people, as
well as hostility to authority.

“It’s difficult to explain,"

he says. “The police are

accused of bring hard and
cynical. But it’s easy to start

treating people with suspicion

and caution, instead of
expecting them to behave
rationally."

But despite the negative
side, policing has considerable
attractions, says Supt Boiler.

Those attractions, he believes,

account for the remarkable
retention rate for graduate
trainees.

Of the 425 people accepted
for the accelerated promotion
scheme over the last 21 years,

only 28£ per cent are no longer
in the force. In some industrial

sectors it takes only two years
for companies to lose half their

intake.

Competition to get on to the
scheme is fierce. Last year
there were 915 applicants (a

third of them women) for only
28 places. The selection

procedure is rigorous, and Supt
Buller says that candidates
need to be capable and mature.
About 50 per cent of successful

A police officer does not Join the force for an easy Hfe

candidates are not new
graduates but people who are
looking for a career change.
The starting salary for

graduates under 22 outside

London is £8,352, though there

is the possibility of overtime
and either free accommodation
or a rent allowance ranging
from £2,080 to £4,185.

“The greatest attraction of

policing is not the money, but
the job satisfaction," says John
Millar. “Every day is a
challenge. There isn’t a single

day I haven’t enjoyed.”

Sgt Millar adds that when
he finishes work he feels that
he has a made a contribution

to society. He explains that
he identifies with the victims
of crimes. That can mean long
hours. He has started work
investigating a rape at 10pm
one evening and not gone
home until 9pm the next He
says that it can be difficult

to let go.

One attraction of the
accelerated entry scheme is

Career Opportunities

Technical Consultancy

and

Smith Associates is Britain's leading independent

system engineering consultancy and a centre of

excellence in the application of advanced science and
technology. We require additional staff to work on a

wide range of intellectually challenging projects

undertaken on behalf of clients in both civil and

early responsibility. Assuming
that an officer works
professionally and passes the

relevant exams, he or she is

likely to reach the rank of

sergeant after three years

(£14.466) and inspector two
years later (£16,593). with a
strong possibility of being

made a contender for chief

inspector three years after that

(£18.94(1)

As a chiefinspector - and
if the candidate joined on
graduation tins could he before

his or her thirtieth birthday
- the officer would be
responsible for a team of as

many as 300 civilians and
police. This might include
managing the C1D unit, .

organising the police response
to a murder, dealing with

crime issues, school visits, the

career development of those

in the subdivision, budgeting,
dealing with computer issues

and handling the press during

a major incident
Promotion is not always

assured, however. For
example, a recent report by
the University of Strathclyde’s

Centre for Police StucBes

discovered that women officers

in Scotland tended to have
better qualifications than their

male colleagues, but had less

successlin achieving
promotion.

Paul Abrahams

PUBLIC RELATIONS

System Engineering

military fields.

Growth areas indude image and signal processing,

advanced computing, spaceand communications. The
work ranges from mathematical and physical

modelling and conceptual design through to the

development of advanced software and hardware

demonstrators.

Growing
up to

be more

SWBIM ASSOCIATES LTD

We invite applications from staff with qualifications

ranging from a good honours degree in mathematics,

physics, computer science or engineering to a Ph.D.

degree and/or several years experience in university,

industry or a commercial environment We expect a

high level of personal initiative and offer excellent

career prospects with a generous salary and benefits

package.

Please apply in writing with CV to: Dr. D.R. Wilkinson,

Joint Managing Director, Smith Associates limited,

Surrey Research Park, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5YP.

Telephone: Guildford (0483) 505565.

specialist
Public relations has taken a

long time to shake off its Image

ofan industry staffed by
smooth-talking young men
and gushing young women
dispensing gin-and-tonic and
half truths. But it is growing

up - Perrier water and
professionalism are the new
bywords.

Greater specialisation has
increased the effectiveness -

and acceptance - of public

relations as an integral part

of corporate and marketing
management
Corporate PR now covers

as investor relations, employee
raYmrnnninfltfninSj government
affairs, community relations,

environmental policy, and
crisis management
In most large consultancies,

consumer marketing is bring
divided into sectors, with
separate teams handling food
and nutrition, travel and
leisure, health care and

'

medications.

The industry is wpawding
fast, and becoming -

increasingly international in

outlook

These changes over the past

few years, have led to a rapid

growth in its demand far

graduates; anda similar

heightening of interest on
campus in public relations

The number recruited direct

from universities by the top
PR companies is still relatively
small, however, and the
competition is hot Charles

Barker this year had 250
applications for fourjobs;
Valin Pollen, 350 contendere
for three openings.

Even the larger PR
companies usually visit only

a few universities, and do not
circulate all with their

vacancies; but they will

consider applications from any
ofthem.
The class of degree is

.
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The byword is Perrier

perhaps more important than

the subject; though a corporate

and financial specialist, such

as Valin Pollen, tends to favour

graduates with qualifications

in economics or business

studies, or with a clearly

demonstrable interest in that

field.

“We are looking for people

with the kind of intellect that

can deal with a multiplicity

of projects quickly, wittily,

and simultaneously,” says

David Roberts, VP’s executive

director responsible for

training and resources.

But that has to be allied,

of course, with an ability to
rarnraiinteate and relate to

people at all levels, and with

an aptitude for teamwork. -

Public relations is no place

for the shy and the tongue-tied;

or for the idealistic and
sensitive. Weathering the
demands ofsome clients and
the querulous scepticism of

journalists requires a fairly

thick skin.

Most companies are looking

for graduates involved in a

lot of extra-curricular activity

- writing for the university

newspaper or magazine, taking

society. Valin Pollen takes a.

close interest in the sort of
holiday jobs that its applicants

have done.

It takes a flair for

communication and
self-projection; a
demonstration of confidence,
originality and imagination

in. the first contact with a

consultancy - either in the

letter ofabdication or the
initial written exercises that

are sometimes set - even to

reach the interview stage.

Then the going really gets

After the Interviews, the
short-listed are put through
a gruelling series of tests.

Charles Barker begins with

group discussions and
exercises in writing press

releases, progresses through
initiative tests, and ends with
crisis management games.

Those who come through
find themselves with a job,

worth £10-1X000 a year - and
a rigorous fast-track training
programme. At Valin Pollen,

a three-week induction course
“jet propels the entrant from

the cloistered atmosphere of
university into the realities

of the commercial world."
After that Introduction to

the services the agency
provides, and its commercial
relationship with clients, tire

trainee is attached to an
account team, learninghow
it develops advertisingand
media plans, and how it uses
the design and production
departments.
As soon as possible, the

trainee is given increasing
responsibility for specific

clients, becoming involved in

project planning and
presentations, and emerges
after a year or so as a
ftdly-ftedged account
executive.

From then on, ability

dictates how fast the
promotion ladder is climbed;
but graduates can expect to
double or even treble their
starting salaries within five

years; and the larger
companies provide continuing
trainmg to improve
performance mid skills.

Philip Rawstome

FORAMORE
REWARDINGFUTURE -

JOIN US
UNDER THE UMBRELLA

As one ofEurope’s top
insurance companies,

Legal& General needs no
introduction. The demand

for our services has never
been greater and consequently

we hare just announced the
highest interim profits in our 153 year history

The appointment ofquality people is vital to
our continued success and we are therefore
looking for ambitious graduates from roost
disciplines to train as Actuaries^ Accountants
(ACCA/OMA), General Insurance Managers,
Property Surveyors and JTprofessionals

VEfe offer excellent opportunities inrliyfing
day release forprofessional qualifications
and flexible career paths to suit your
particularstrengths. Our attractire salaries
are supported byan excellent fringe benefit
package.

Send SAFor contact us formore Information:
Graduate Recruitment,
Legal& GeneralGrouppic.
Temple Court,
H QueenVictoriaStreet,
London EC4N4TP. - - ---

Ud: 01-248 9678.
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PUBLISHING

leaf

means
greater

emphasis
on profit

.
New graduates who loot
towards publishing as a
possible escape from the harsh
realities of the commercial
world, and imagine themselves
taking tea with famous
authors, had better forget it

If tbeyfre very lucky and
get any sort erfjob in
publishing at all, they are
more likely to find themselves
.checking a pie of proo& and
correcting the punctuation
of famous authors, rather than
meeting them.

And anyone seeking the
quiet civilised life of the
bibliophile might finrt

themselves disappointed by
the.modern publishing
industry. A series of huge
international mergers haw,
in the past few years,
transformed the industry,
increased competitive
pressures, placed more
emphasis on profit margins
and elevated marketing,
promotion and sales to a more
central role, alongside the once
all-powerful commissioning
editors.

As Astron Appointments,
publishing industry
recruitment specialists, put
it earlier this year, a high
proportion of publishing people
are now controlled by large
international companies such
Pearson (publishers of the
financial Times), Maxwell,
Thompson, Reed or News
International.
“Many publishing people

are unhappy about this trend,
which they fed leads to

increasing depersonalisation
and control by
number-crunchers who are
not book people. The bottom
line, it appears, is now all that
counts to the big battalions,'

1

Astron argued.
However last the publishing

industry is changing, it still

seems enormously attractive

to large numbers of

well-qualified arts graduates
- particularly women, who
constitute a majority in many
sectors of the industry, outside
of the boardroom.
John Broom, personnel

director of Penguin Books, tells

of the time Penguin advertised
for a copy editor and got more
than 800 applications.

With publishers almost
spoiled for choice, salaries
have tended to stay relatively

low. Starting salaries for new
graduates range from about
£9,000 to £11,500, although
within five years this could
grow to more than £20,000. The
real high-flyers could look

forward to salaries of

£40,000^50,000 at managing
director level

In its graduate recruitment

brochure Reed International,

the international publishing

group, sets out case studies

of how young graduates have
progressed within the group.

One is the story of Colin

Blackman who joined

Butterworths, the professional

and scientific publishers as

an assistant editor in 1979.

after completing a doctorate

on new technology.

“As an assistant editor you

get involved with everything,

even the design and
production, seeing all the

material through from

manuscript stage to

subediting, proof reading and

the making up into an issue,"

says mark-man, now managing

editor in charge of a number
specialist magazines aimed
at the professions.

Perhaps, more typical, is

the career of Niccy Cowen,
now aged 26 and an English

graduate from Leeds

University. When she
mentioned, at her university
career briefing, her interest
in publishing, she was told

“it was very

Oxbridge-dominated and very
hard to get into."

Cowen was determined and
took what is a very common
route into publishing for many
young women - via a
secretarial course. She got her
firstjob four years ago as a
secretary in the promotions
department of Collins at a

salary of £6,000 a year.

“It was a case of learning
on the job. There was very
little training," said Cowen,
although she was sent on an
introduction to publishing
course at the Book House
Training Centre, a centre
funded by the publishing
industry. Since then she has
moved relatively quickly,
including a stint as dogsbody
in the promotions department
of Ebury Press and then
working on promotion and
advertising for William

\MAZING FACTS
;
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Hpinemann.

Niccy Cowen has now been
appointed the first head of

press and publicity for

Mandarin, the new paperback

imprint She emphasises that

there is no real career track

in publishing and much
depends on being known to

those who might help your
career.

There are few formal

graduate training schemes in

publishing and most new
entrants get theirjobs by
writing to companies they are

interested in. TheUK boasts

around 3.500 publishing
companies, although the vast

majority employ between 1

and 10 people and about 250

companies are responsible for

80 per cent of the books

published.

Students unsure of which
publishers to apply to should
do some market research in

a good bookshop and see which
publishers produce the sort

of books they are interested

in. For those without any
previous work experience,

publishers are looking for

some evidence of previous

commitment, such as working
in a bookshop or involvement

in student publishing.
A more formal approach to

the publishing industry is

through post-graduate courses
in publishing available at

places such as Watford College,

Exeter Art and Design College

of Napier College in

Edinburgh.

In recent years the

restructuring of the industry

has led to a great deal of

movement between publishing

houses and faster promotion

for able young people. Surveys

have shown that publishing

is a “young" industry with an
average age of 33.

The increase in power of the

large publishing and media
conglomerates is also being

matched by the creation

almost on a weekly basis of

new small entrepreneurial

companies.

Raymond Snoddy

For further information

contact the Publishers
Association, 19 Bedford

Square, London WCl. Yon may
aim find the magazine The
Bookseller useful for job

vacancies.

RETAILMa

RETAILING

Shop
around
for early

promotion
Anyone who has been into a

shop knows something about
retailing. Many people have
had direct experience of
working in shops, if only
through Saturday jobs. So
perhaps it is not surprising

that the retail industry holds
little mystique to graduates
looking for careers.

Management careers in
retailing inevitably involve
some time on the shop floor,

even filling shelves, and very
often Saturday and evening
work, too, but it is also a
career which means dealing
with a lot of people every day
and working to meet and beat
targets.

Retailing is a vital part of

the economy, retail sales

represent 25 per cent of gross
domestic product, and the
industry employs getting on
for a tenth of the population.

However, the industry is

currently under pressure
because of the effect of high
interest rates on consumer
spending. A number of store

companies are facing falling

profits. Even so, the leading
retail groups are not cutting

back on recruitment Marks
and Spencer and J Sainsbury,
are respectively looking for
250 and 200 graduates a year.

The expansion of large retai

groups means some companies
encourage graduates to take

significant responsibility at

a relatively young age. Where
else, asks Richard Halms,
corporate affairs director of

Dixons, the electrical retailer,

would you find a job that in

two years could lead to

managing a business with a
multi-million pound turnover
- as a Dixons’ store manager
does.

Not all stores groups

promote graduates to store

manager that quickly, and
there is a big difference

between managing a high

street shop with a couple of

dozen staff and a superstore
with hundreds of employees.

A store manager running one
of the big food superstores or

a major chain store or

department store will be in
charge of hundreds of staff,

running a 24-hour a day,

business with many thpnaands
of customers, equivalent to
being managing director of
a factory.

Buyers have to exercise
judgment on what goods the
customers will want and
negotiate with suppliers over

prices and quantities,

requiring bargaining skills.

People who work hard and
have ability can reap big

rewards, in terms of moving
rapidly up the ladder and
earning good, if not fantastic,

salaries. A 30-year-old store

manager at Marks and Spencer
could be paid £45,000, including
bonus, or more depending on
the size of store.

Graduates
We put othercompanies

inthe shade
Graduatingnextsummer?

Whatb your next move? Have you found ajob orare you stQl wading throughpiles ofcareer
literature locking for foe right axnparry?

Whateveryour position, career opportunities atThomson *Ibur Operations (Thomson
Holidays/Horizon Holidays) put other companies in the shade. Well trainand develop bright,

enthusiastic graduates forkey positions inour Finance, Marketing ami Systems departments.
WithinFinance yourtraining win include studyingfor dieACCA qualification.

Thereare awide variety ofjobswithinour Systems department whosesophisticated
computersystems have helpedus tobecomemarket leader: this yearwe are tarrying one in

three hdidaymalreis.Our commitmentto the most advanced technologymeans we are growing

all the time.

Ybur future couldbe inanyone ofa varietyofareas withinSystems, Marketing andFinance.
ButwhereveryouYe working yon11be learning allthere istoknow about the holidaybusiness

from the experts.

Your initialsalary winbe not less than £11^50subjecttoareviewin i^ml 1990. We alsooffer

generousholidayconcessions,awide range offringebenefits and25days annual leave.

Interviews willbecarried outintwosessions, Winter 1989 and Spring 1990. The dosing

datesfor applications fortheWintersession willbe30thNovember 1989andtheSpring session

10thMarch 1990.

Formare mfonnation eithercontactyourCareersAdvisoryServiceorsendapostcard

toAhsonHancock, UKPersonnel, Thomson Tbux Operations Ltd, GreaterLondonHouse,

HampsteadRoad,LondonNW17SDquotingrefGRADFTforourgraduatebrochureand

applicationform.

Parag Btnrgava (right) Is

assistant manager at a
London branch of Dixons.
Ho studied applied
sciences at Kingston
Polytechnic and joined
Dixons a year ago

In some groups, such as
Marks and Spencer or
Sainsbury, most of the senior
executives are people who
have worked in the company
for a long time. These also

have a culture which
encourages staff to stick to

the tried and tested methods
and treat their employees as

part of the company family.

Other retail groups are more
willing to take on new people

and allow junior staff to try

out new ideas.

Although store managers
must work within the
guidelines set out by head
office, there is scope for

individual initiative to boost
sales and profits. Store
managers cannot look to head
office when a sudden staffing

problem crops up or an irate

customer needs calming,
though they can expect their

training to have equipped them
to handle such incidents.

Most of the well-known
retailers offer structured
training programmes which
usually involve a mixture of
on-the-job training,

supplemented by fairly brief

training courses.

Graduates have generally

had enough of being taught
formally, says Derek
Brownson. who is in charge
oftraining atWH Smith, the

newsagent and bookseller

which also owns a number of

other retail and distribution

businesses. His graduates
spend their first six mouths
"at the coal face".

Similarly, Peter Samuel
director in charge of

management development at

Kingfisher, the group which
owns Woolworth, B&Q, Comet
and Superdrug, stresses “from
day one you are involved -

there is not a two year ’Cook's

tour'."

Most retailers do not expect

graduates to have a degree in

any particular subject, but to

demonstrate a logical and
analytical mind, numeracy,
an ability to get on with and
motivate people, and an
interest in the job. Graduates
who apply to retailers may
find themselves subjected to

a barrage of “personality”

questions. Dixons' application

form, for instance, asks 55

self-description questions and
another 22 work experience/

enjoyment questions.
The exception is in areas

such as food or textile

technology or computer
science, which are of particular

use in some parts of retailing,

but make up a relatively small

proportion of the graduate
intake.

It can be the case that a
degree is not needed. Paul
Godwin, recruitment manager
at Marks and Spencer, says

that it makes unconditional

job offers before finals which
hold good even if the student

should fail the exams.
Graduates must be prepared

to move from one store to

another, at opposite ends of

the country, in order to

advance.
Women have just as good

a chance of getting on as men.
Of the 58 graduates Dixons
has taken on this year 31 are

female, while at B&Q the
award for the top store

manager has gone to a woman
for two years running.

Retailers point out that most
of their customers are women.

Starting salaries are
generally around £10,000,

although they can be higher
in London, and pay rates can
rise quickly dependingon
graduates' progress.

Maggie Urry

Influence the Future
BREL Limited, privatised early in 1989, is an

independent company owned by a management-led
employee buyout with Asea Brown Boveri and Trafalgar

House. It is the only company in the world with over 150

years' experience in the manufacture, repair and
maintenance of high quality railway rolling stock and
equipment.

From manufacturing centres at Derby, York and Crewe,

BREL Limited supplies an expanding world market with

coaches, multiple units and locomotives for railway, light

rail and underground purposes.

Careers with afuture
BREL Limited recruits graduates to provide the

company with people who can assume early

responsibility and move on as rapidly as possible to fill

senior management and technical positions.

BREL Limited's structure, which features a project

management approach gives every graduate the

opportunity to make a real, rapid and identifiable

contribution to his or her newjob. Training programmes

are designed to ensure that both injob discipline and in

personal development areas, each individual is offered

Lhe opportunity to develop as far as his or her capability

allows.

Graduates
• Manufacturing Systems/Production Engineering

• Mechanical/Electrical/Electronic Engineering

• Accountancy/Economics/Bnsiness Studies/

Mathematics etc.

An Environmentfor career
growth
We recruit to fit specific needs - the needs of
programmed business objectives. We look to today's

graduates to progress their careers and contribute to our
growth by influencing the future of rail transportation

in the UK and overseas.

Ifyou’d like to know more about careers with BREL
write to us or clip the coupon - we’ll send you our
brochure:- “An Environmentfor Career Growth: Graduate
Opportunities.'’

Please send me yonr

Graduate Opportunities Brochure:

Name ..

Address

Postcode

Post to: MrDenby Barks, Graduate Recruitment &
Training. BREL Limited, Room 225.

St Peter's House, Gower Street, Derby DEI 1AH.

BREL LIMITED
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Kevin Snowball: 'People want answers immediately, whether it's your boss or a customer4

Training

at M&S
builds

confidence
Kevin Snowball is a
self-assured 25-year-old. After

three years with Marks apd
Spencer be sees himself

staying with the retailer and
says hi knows where he wants
to go in the company.
He says his confidence has

come from the group’s training

and career development
system which includes
frequent appraisals and rapid

moves. Management trainees

are given responsibility from
the moment they are ready
to take it, he says, and their

progress up the career ladder
will be as fast as they can cope
with.

Kevin took a business
studies degree at Lanchester
Polytechnic, in Coventry,
which was a four-year
sandwich course. He was
sponsored by Marley and
during one of his work periods

spent some time with Marley
1

s

do-it-yourself retail chain
Payless.

He decided retailing was for

him. But when he finished his

degree Marley had sold

Payless. Kevin turned toM&S
and chose a career in store

management He started at
the Lincoln store in September
1986, spending his first day
shelf-fillingand finding out
what it was like to be an
assistant. Since then he has
worked in three more stores,

and hopes to move again after

Christinas this year.

His training has covered
both the technical aspects of
his work - such as how the
electronic point of sale tills

work and the reordering
systems - and management
skills - he has been on
assertiveness courses, learnt

about time management,
appraisal writing techniques,

and how to discipline staff.

All the training is based on
situations that could arise in

real life.

After completing his first

stage of training in Lincoln,

which got him to supervisor

level, he had a spell in the

Belfast store, one of M&S’s top
10 shops, where he started the
second stage, taking him to
assistant manager level

His time in Belfast

completed his training, and
he went on to Ms “first

appointment”; a rite of passage
in the M&S career development
programme. This move was
to Cardiff, where he became
a department manager, looking
after foods and, after that,

ladies fashions, gifts and
footwear.
This January Kevin moved

back to Northern Ireland, to

prepare for the opening of a
new store in the Sprucefield

Centre in Lisburn. 12 miles
from Belfast, in March.
This store is one of M&S’s

new style out-of-town outlets,

and Kevin is one of three
assistant managers. Each
reports to the deputy manager,
who in turn reports to the
manager. Kevin's patch covers
furniture and home
furnishings, horticulture,

lingerie, children’s wear,
footwear and gifts. He is

therefore responsible for

departments where the
turnover runs to many
millions of pounds a year.

Far from wilting undo: the
pressure, Kevin thrives on it

and says that it is exactly what
attracts him about the
retailing business. Sales

figures are available straight

away, and he finds that both
motivating and exciting.

“People want answers
immediately, whether it's your
boss or a customer," he says.

His student friends were not
enthusiastic about retailing

as a career, but Kevin feels

they now have more respect
for his choice. After seven or

eight years with M&S Kevin
could be running bis own
store, effectively in charge of

a multi-million pound
business. He could also move
into the head office in London
for a period, learning about
other parts of the business
such as wpiggtfag merchandise
for the shops.

Moving around is a fact of
life in retailing, but it is one
Kevin enjoys. After living in

eight homes In four years
during his studies, another
four ta three years does not
seem to have worried him,
especially since he is singfe.

He enjoys the chances he has
had to see a lot of the country.

As for social life, he says,

It is up to the individual to

make his or her own. There
is a social life in the store, too,

and there is usually a friend

at work to go out with for an
evening.

The work involves late

evenings or weekends, with
Kevin working alternate

Saturdays. That can be a
nuisance, Kevin says, but, on
the other hand, he finds the
compensating day off during
the week gives him a chance
to play a round of golf when
the course Is less crowded.
Kevin has high ambitions,

and sees no reason why he
should not achieve them if he
works hard. There are 200 or
so people in the group at his
level and, he says, they all

want to be the manager of a
top 10 store. Not all ofthem
will and that brings in a
competitive element, which
Kevin relishes.

Knowing that Rick
Greenbury, M&S’s chief

executive officer, started with
the company as a school
leaver, Kevin believes there
is no limit to the level he could
reach. Will he end up on the
board? He smiles at the
suggestion, but does not rule

it out

ARE YOULOOKING FOR

international engineering challenges

a recognised training programme

* an excellent salary package

• an outstanding working environment?

Mouchel is looking for high calibre graduates

with creative and diverse talents

to maintain our reputation as one

of the fastest growing international

consultancies in the UK.

L. G. Mouchel and Partners

civil and structural engineers

for more information contact

Len Lauderdale

West Hall, Parvis Road, West Byfleet,

Surrey, KT14 SEZ.Tel 09323 41155
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SECURITIES

Long lulls

lead to

lay-offs
j

Many securities firms are
suffering a slow and lingering

death. After the dramas of Big
Bang (the opening up of the

stock market in October 1986}

and the Crash of October 1967,

it may sound prosaic, but the

reality of October 1989 is far

from exciting for the London
securities business.

The reason is easy enough
to find. Levels of business,

particularly in the stock
market, are too low to cover

the overheads at many firms.

The response has been to cut

back or pull out altogether.

The trading doldrums make
life dull for the employees of

securities firms, who find

themselves scratching a living

between the long lulls in the

market
It also restricts their ability

to make money. Bonuses still

mflfc-p up a significant

proportion of the pay of a
market maker or equity

salesman, even though in

recent years base salaries have

come to account for a far

higher part of total income.

Simon Rostron, a graduate
who found his way into the

stockjobbing firm Wedd
Durlacher (now part of the

Barclays group) in the 1970s,

sums up the mood:
“Personally, ifI was leaving

university now and saw the

state erf the market, and if I

really wanted to make money,
Td go to the futures pits in

Chicago. There’s plenty of

opportunity for making - and

losing - huge amounts of

money there.”

For those not brave (or

greedy) enough to head off for

the US in search of a way into

the cut-throat world of

Chicago's futures market,

there are still openings in

London. And there is still

money to be earned, though

not as easily as is often

imagined.
According to one recent -

graduatewho now spends his

day as a trader in front of

computer screens: “It is like

any other industry. There are

some people earning an awful

lot ofmoney - but most

simply earn a living."

Earning a living In this

context means the

£30,000-£40,000 typical for

graduates once they have been
in the industry for three years.

That is about double the

£L5,000*£20,000 likely to be on
offer this year to those joining

straight from college. One
company, which last year

offered £14£00 to graduates,

says it could not attract good

that salaries could climb this

time around.
The lay-offs have had little

effect on the number of people
trying to get Into the City.

BZW has seen the number of
applications for its 20-25

positions a year drop from
around 1,500 to 1300, while
Warburg has seen a similar
decline, from 1^200 to 1,000.

Job security is certain to

be on the minds of many
graduates: there is

undoubtedly a risk in the
current market, though it is

worth remembering that firms
do not readily dispense with
the graduates whom they have
earmarked for future senior

positions. Brighter graduates
have bear tending to opt for

something safer, like

management consultancy, or
for corporate finance with one
of the traditional merchant

banks. That worries securities

firms.

As a result, the bigger firms

are likely to step up their

presence on the Milk Round
this year. Graduates have
come.to account for a greater

part of their intake in recent

years, although they also still

look to the large accounting
and law firms far many Staff.

Few graduates find their

way straight into market
making. Warburg says only

- two or three a year from its

graduate Intake take this

route..Market making is

traditionally the preserve of
noztgraduates, who work their

way up from clerical jobs. They
are the sharp traders of

popular Imagination, not
:familiar withtbe analytical ..

tendencies induced by a •

- university education.
Another point worth noting

is that market making,
conducted on the telephone
in front of screens, has
changed considerably from
the old-style jobbing, when
the market was oh the floor

of the Stock Exchange.
Far more graduates than

go into market making opt for

equity sales - the hrnking

operation of selling shares to

institutional buyers and
accepting their sales orders.

These people supply the
life-blood of commission
Income on which firms survive
(or from a lack of-which they
are increasingly dying). :

Traditionally, market-makers
ftflf-ppd mote than gqlpnmpn,

but that is no longer the case
- at least for good salesmen
who are given a good “pitch”

to work.
The other common home

for graduates in securities

firms is the research
department, which supplies

the intelligence from,which
the traders work. A researcher
who joined a British house
straight from university says
that his job does not have tire

same level of pressure as those
in the front hue, but adds:

“Dealers expect you to get it

right It's got to be competent
and faultless."

Another source of pressure

an researchers is that they,
too, are often paid on results.

This does not mean that they
are judged on how often their

forecasts are right. If that were
the case, many would go
hungry. Trtstoari they are
judgedon their standingwith
investment clients:ihe higher

they are rated in the annual
rankings of analysts, the
bigger the bonus. Such
subjective tests may annoy
many analysts, but they are -

the only ones available.

Richard Waters

Choosing
between
Americans,
Japanese
and British
Not all securities firms are the
same, even though all

high-tech dealing mnms may
look the same. The clearest
distinction is between US,
Japanese and British-owned
institutions, although, within
these groups, there are
differences between the
character erf each organisation.
Graduates who work in the

British-owned camp tend to
feel that they are put under
less pressure than their

counterparts elsewhere.
According to one: “It's a
friendly atmosphere, and not
bitingly competitive. The
people at the top tend to be

those who have worked their

way up.”

US firms, on the other hand,

are universally renowned fear

their “hiring and firing^..

policies, and for expecting a

lot freon graduates in a short
*

. space of time. A graduatewho
opted for a British firm says:

“In US organisations you are

given targets and told to go
oat and do it In this

organisation, they, work out

what you are capable of before

they give it to you."
. _

It is also worth noting that

US firms have failed to make
the inroads into the London .

equities business anticipated

three years ago when the Stock

Exchange was opened up to

outside competition. Several -

have pulled out or scaled back,

and none have achieved the

sort of market share they had
hoped for. This has led, at

times, to flagging morale at

houses like Citicorp

Scrimgeour Vickers, one firm :

which saw its market share .

dwindle before embarking on
its current wave of

recruitment Whether the likes

of Citicorp return with sl.

vengeance is one of the big

questtons currently hanging
over the City.

The third main grouping
is made up of the Japanese
securities houses, which are
steadily building their

presence in London. A
graduate who joined Nomura
four years ago says that
Japanese firms do not spend
as much effort on formal
training as the Americans
(although he was sent to Tokyo
for three months to train), but
prefer their people to learn
ontbejob.
They also expect people to

perform early, like the US
houses, but: “if you are making
an effort and working hard,
even if you are not achieving
the results, they tend to be
understanding."
The biggest distinction,

though, lies in the culture.

“The hierarchy is more formal
There is less communication
between managers and
employees. That’s just the way
the Japanese toil

“Also, you are working with
peqple who speak a different
language to you, who have
different traditions and
values.”

One of the main rewards
for open-mindedness is a
greater degree ofjob security
than that available elsewhere.
By common consent the
Japanese institutions take a
longer-term view, than others,
and have the muscle to
weather the current fierce

market conditions.

There are also, of course,
many Other foreign owners
not included in these
groupings, from Hongkong
and Shanghai Ranking
Corporation (owner of James
Capel) to Union Rank of
Switzerland (Phillips & Drew).
It is impossible to categorise
these: James Capel, for
instance, still retains a large
degree of independence, while
P&D has been drawn closer
into the UBS network over the
past year.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett (PHB) is an economic and
management- consulting firm with offices in London,
Washington, New York, San Francisco and Cambridge!
Massachusetts. PHB operates on the leading edge of business
and regulatory strategy, economics and finance, public policy
and litigation.

PHB’s areas of business include energy, telecommunications,
broadcast media, the environment and transportation. PHB is
committed to helping clients develop and execute economically
sound strategies. Clients are served by project teams which
assess needs, develop strategies and provide analysis. The
Research Assistant has an integral role to play in providing
data and analytical support within a team.

PHB is looking for intelligent, ambitious individuals who are
about to graduate, or . have recently graduated, to join the
expanding London office as Research Assistants. An economics
or science background will be an advantage but we would
welcome applications from individuals from other disciplines.
Candidates must possess good quantitative and analytical
skills. Minimum academic requirement - 2:1. Personality and
motivation important —

•

Please send CV and covering letter to:
Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett Limited,

Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square, London W1X 5DH. Attention: SLB

PUTNAM, HAYES & BARTLETT LIMITED~ ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT L'OVXSEI. .

“
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.

“
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• Information and library

work The rapidly increasing

volume of research published

worldwide has produced a

growing requirement by

companies, government
laboratories and universities

for information specialists to

provide their scientists and

engineers with up-to-date

teriinfaal data.

• Computing You do not need

a computer science degree to

start a career in computing.

Any scientific training is an

advantage here, and 5 per cent

of chemists go into computing

and relatedjobs in

management services.

• Saks and marketing
Pharmaceutical and chemical

companies are keen to recruit

graduate chemists to sell their

products, and 10 per cent go

into this field.

• Patents and law The field

of patents offers new jobs for

20 to 30 chemists a year -

working for patent agents on

behalf of clients and for the

Patent Office as patent

examiners. There are also

some jobs for chemists in firms

of solicitors specialising in

scientific and technical cases

and intellectual property law,

though you will need to add
a legal qualification to your
chemistry degree if you are

to-get a fair share of what can
be extremely lucrative work.
The overall conclusion is

that, as Ralph Coates of

Newcastle University's careers

service says, “there ought not

to be any unemployed
chemistry graduates this

year."

Clive Cookson

I Further information: Royal
Society of Chemistry,
Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London WlV OBN. Chemistry
in Britain is the leading
periodical for chemists,
published by theRSC at the

same address. Chemical
Industries Association, Kings
Buildings, Smith Square,
London SW1P 3JJ.
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Chemists
can expect

to be
wooed
Chemistry is perhaps the least

glamorous of sciences. Tm
a chemist" was a guaranteed

turn-off line when I was
studying the subject at

university 15 years ago, and
I believe its effect is just as

deadening at student parties

today.

Universities and
polytechnics have found it

increasingly hard during the

1980s to fill the places on their

chemistry courses, and there

Is a general feeling within both

academia and industry that

the academic quality of the

students is falling.

“In chemistry now there are

only about 1.5 applicants per

place, and with such a small

choice admissions tutors are

beginning to let in people

whom they would not have
considered in previous years,"

says John Simpson, graduate

recruitment manager for Id,
the largest UK employer of

The chemistry degree has
become a passport to aR
kinds of exciting camera

chemistry student today with
the ability and inclination to
pursue a career in the subject
He or she will be wooed by
many would-be employers.

This year someone with a
good honours degree in

chemistry, who wants a
laboratory-based job in a laige

company, can expect a starting

salary of £12,000 (or £13,000

after a four-year course). A
PhD from a leading chemistry
department is likely to be
offered at least £15,500.

But salaries vary
- considerably according to the

quality and ability of the
graduate and the type and
location of the employer. An
outstanding new PhD may be
offered as much as £18,000 to
start research with a ding
company in the Home
Counties. A small company
in the North of England might
not be prepared to pay
someone with a third class

degree in chemistry more than
£8,000.

According to the Association
of Graduate Careers Advisory
Services, about half of the
people who gain first degrees
in chemistry in the UK go
straight into full-time

employment, and one-third

proceed to study for a higher
degree (MSc or PhD). The
remaining sixth go into other

forms of postgraduate training

(including teacher training)

or are unable or unwilling to
go immediately into a
permanent job or postgraduate
course.

The statistics show that only

43 per cent of the chemists who
entered employment
immediately after gaining a
first degree found jobs in

chemistry laboratories,

although more than
three-quarters of those

graduating with a higher
degree go into laboratory-based
jobs.

Graduates who do not want
to work as laboratory chemists
have a wide range of options.

Chemistry holds a central

position among the scientific

disciplines, between the
biological and physical

sciences. A chemistry degree

is therefore a good
qualification for careers in

which a general scientific

background is an advantage,
from technical writing and
science journalism to politics

and becoming prime minister.

Non-laboratory jobs that

chemistry graduates could
consider include:

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SCIENTISTS

Wave of

academic
vacancies
predicted
Have we had the best out of
science? asks Dr Max Perutz,
Nobel prize-winning molecular
biologist in a new book of
essays* “Have we not come
up against the law of
diminishing returns, ever
larger expenditures being
needed for ever smaller
advances? Would it not be
better to call a halt to research
and get along with existing
knowledge, using the money
saved to reduce taxes?"

Dr Perutz then elegantly

demolishes all such notions,

at the same time conveying
just why scientific research
will continue to be needed not
only for the wealth and
comfort it can create but for

the humanity it has always
brought in its wake.
This is an excellent year for

students to take up science.

As Dr Terence Kealey, lecturer

in clinical biochemistry at

Cambridge University, has
pointed out in a Centre for

Policy Studies paper this year,

the university lecturers

recruited in droves in the 1960s

for the expansion of British

universities and polytechnics
following the Robbins report,

will be retiring during the

1990s. This will create

thousands of academic

vacancies for, contrary to
much recent publicity

generated by the science

community itself, there has
been no contraction of the UK
science base. What there have
been are attempts to change
its direction, sometimes
wilfully misconstrued as
contraction by those who have
found themselves dispossessed.

Both the government and
opposition keep saying they
want to see science expanding
still more, although they differ

in how this is to be achieved.

The government says it wants
fhig rtnnp as a natural
consequence of a more thriving

economy, spending more
generously on research in
industry and also in
universities in its own
enlightened self-interest The
opposition alleges that

government is being
parsimonious and promises
to be more generous itself,

without the strings -

government has sought to

attach.

Those strings broadly seek
to tie growth to achievement
The British academic
community has tended
historically not to follow its

ideas and inventions through
to successful commercial
conclusions. Its rewards lay

in academic recognition and
kudos.
But there is also deep

satisfaction to be gained from
knowing your inventions are
proving useful, in the way that

Nonnan Borlag’s Nobel
prize-winning research into

wheat genetics has doubled
the harvest worldwide in two
decades. That unique
satisfaction the technologically

more aware British companies
are increasingly anxious to

harness, both in universities
- where they have doubled
their support for research in
the last five years - and in
industry's own laboratories.

Dr David Giachardi is

research director of

Courtaulds, the textiles group,
and also vice-chairman of the
science, education and
technology committee of the
Chemical Industries
Association, trade association
of the chemistry^based
industries in the UK. For him

,

a chemistry degree indicates

a trained mind “well placed

in the middip of the spectrum
between literacy and
numeracy".
What. th<» rhamicfl] industry

wants is not folk filled with
facts that are going to be
out-of-date in a few years. (The
number of chemical entities

alone doubles every decade
or so.) The chemical industry
wants people with inquiring
minds capable of recognising
how this big science-based

industry will renew itself in
the coming decades by
hampssing new disciplines

such as the biological sciences,

information science and
materials science to its

bedrock of chemistry.
Do you need a chemistry

degree to operate successfully

in the chemical industry?
Once, mastery of the
technology counted for

everything. Dr Giachardi says.

Now, as with any other
business, quality, consistency,
service, the needs of specific

customers are what counts
for commercial success. Many
people in the industry today
have little academic basis in
chemistry and too much
chemistry can even get in the
way.

But the chemistry degree

has become “a passport to all

sorts of exciting careers, many
of which are outside of the
rhpmirai industry", he says.

For the chemical industry this

may cause some problems, but
he believes it must be to the

industry's own long-term

advantage to have more people

in positions of influence in

society at large with “at least

some basic understanding of

the concepts we hold to be
important"
“The best are better than

they have ever been", says Dr.

Dennis Scotter, of the calibre

of physics PhDs today. He says
he needs the best - he is

manager of the long-range

research laboratory of GEC,
Britain's biggest electricals

group. But there are simply
not enough of the best, he
laments.
Dr Scotter, writing in

August's issue of Physics
World, published by the
Institute of Physics, identifies

five features of courses
producing what he rates as
the best PhDs. They are:

Clear and precise definition

of the aims of the course,

tailored to the individual

student;

A workplan or schedule
available from the start,

showing what is expected of
the student, and what special

skills must be acquired for the

project;

Opportunity for each student
to make an individual

contribution and sustained
encouragement to promote
independent thinking;

Arrangements for the
student to join a peer group
of research students from
different disciplines;

A formal system for

monitoring PhD progress.

Organisations such as
British Aerospace, GEC,
Rolls-Royce, and the UK
Atomic Energy Authority have
traditionally recruited

physicists. “It is time for those
other commercial companies
who have become such avid

recruiters of physics PhDs in

recent years to play a part in

education and training", Dr
Scotter suggests.

David Fishlock

*Is Science Necessary? by Max
Perutz. Barrie and Jenkins.

£14 95;Palicy Study No.105,
Centre for Policy Studies, 8
Wilfred Street, London SW1E
6PL. £4 95.

between the steady supply of

chemistry graduates (about

2,500 per year from UK
universities and polytechnics),

their dpr.lining quality, and
the increasing demand from
industry for good chemists.
More and more jobs in

research and development,
technical and analytical

services and production

depend on chemistry. These
jobs are not only with the large

chemical and pharmaceutical
companies but also in food and
drink manufacturing, the
energy industries and a wide
range of other industrial

activities.

Of course the growing
shortage of good chemists is

excellent news for any
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Companies’ requirements for physics graduates far exceeds the supply

Physicists

fare well
Job prospects for physicists

have alwavs been good. Even
during the 1981/82 recession

the demand for physics

graduates held up well

compared to other scientists,

and since then the shortage

of physicists in UK industry

has been growing steadily.

“There has not been a single

year since I came to the

Institute of Physics 17 years

ago when it has been difficult

for physicists to find jobs,"

says Maurice Eblson. who is

in charge of the institute's

education department. Ralph
Coates of the Newcastle
University careers office

agrees. "Physicists have
always jogged along on a
reasonably happy wicket," he
says.

A series of surveys by the

Institute of Physics, published

over the last year in its

magazine Physics World,
shows the growing mismatch
between industry's likely

demand for physicists over

the next three years and the
ability of universities and
polytechnics to provide them
with physics graduates.

Companies’ overall

requirement for physics

graduates - with a first degree
and higher degrees - far

exceeds the supply. And
among postgraduates (MSc
andJPhD) there is a striking

disparity between different

specialties.

UK industry's demand for

postgraduate specialists in

electronics and
communications will be wine

times greater than the
universities can supply. At
the other extreme, there will

be five times more specialists
than industry wants in the

most "academic” fields of
particle and atomic physics
- though some of the surplus

PhDs will, no doubt, find

employment in universities

and non-industrial research
institutions such as CERN,
the European particle physics
laboratory in Geneva.

Universities and
polytechnics turn out about
2,700 graduates a year with
degrees in physics and applied

physics. Half of those leaving
with a first degree, and
two-thirds of those with a
higher degree, find jobs in

research, development and
design, which make direct use
of their physics training.

Another fifth go into
computing and related
management services.

A reasonable salary for a
physicist with a good second
class honours degree starting

work this year outside London
would be £11,000. A PhD could
expect £15,000.

Maurice Ebison, who

conducts regular pay surveys
for the Institute of Physics,

warns that, looking at the
financial returns over a
lifetime's employment, staying

on to do a PhD does not
produce a clear pay-off for the
average physicist. But a PhD
is an essential qualification

for many jobs in physics
research.

Of course the three years
spent working for a PhD can
produce great intellectual

satisfaction, if you have the
sort of mind that likes to

become deeply absorbed in
a single long-term research
project. But, under the wrong
circumstances, a PhD in the
physical sciences can be little

better than doing poorly paid
manna] work in the laboratory
for a supervisor who will get
most of the scientific credit
for your research.

Ebison is more negative
about the value of an MSc. "In

financial terms it is not worth
getting a master’s degree,” he
says. "In some areas it almost
has a negative effect, because
people think it is hiding a not
very good first degree.”
Although physicists do not

have a "physics industry” as
an obvious source of
employment, in the way that
chemists have the chemical
industry, the electronics and
telecommunications sectors

are the closest equivalent
Companies such as British

Telecom, GEC, Plessey, STC,

58

Earth sciences used to provide the means of seeing the world

IBM, Racal and Ferranti are
prime employers of physicists.

But there are also jobs for

physicists in many other fields,

including nuclear power, oil,

chemicals, plastics, paper,
textiles, foods, cars, aerospace,
metals, glass and ceramics.
The scientific civil service,

which controls 100 research
and development
establishments, is another

good source of employment
Many of these jobs are in the
Ministry of Defence:
developing hydrogen bombs,
aerospace systems, naval
radar, image analysers and
so on.

In addition, there Is a
surprisingly large requirement
for physicists to work in health
and medicine. Hospitals first

started to employ physicists

on a substantial scale when
radiotherapy was introduced.

SB
SmithKIme Beecham

In 1990we willbe looking
for over 200 graduates
and postgraduates

for
Researchand Development,

ManufacturingandMarketing
in our

Pharmaceuticals and
Consumer Brands businesses

for more details please write to:

Ms P. Marshall (Consumer Brands) or

Mrs C. Ness (Pharmaceuticals)

SmithKline Beecham, Great West Road,

Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9BP.

and even today most medical
physicists spend some time
working with ionising
radiation, for treating cancer
and diagnosing other diseases.
But medical physics is now

quite broad in scope. It

indudes the development of

a wide range of electronic
instruments, design of
artifidallimbs, and fliagmuitir.

techniques using special

tracers. A special category is

the audiologist, who helps

doctors investigate disorders
ofhearing and balance.
Other occupations for which

physicists may be qualified

include: geophysics with an
oil or mining company;
astronomy with one of the two
Royal Observatories, the
Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory or a university
department (for which a higher
degree is now essential); and
meteorology with the Met
Office. -

Finally, do not forget the
continuing shortage of
graduates to teach physics and
other sciences in schools.

CC
Further information:

Institute of Physics, 47
Belgrave Square, London
SW1X 8QX. See Physics World
for information and jobs.

Techno House, Reddiffe Way,
Bristol BSl 6NX.

A crucial

choice for

biologists
Biology has been - still is -

enjoying the ferment offast
progress and change that

physics experienced for the

first half of the century. A
reexamination this year of

the national science budget
that underpins higher
education in the sciences in

Britain has revealed that 43

per cent of it goes on the
biological sciences. ICL an
international rhgminaig group,

says that 55 per cent of its

research and technology
budget is being spent in the
“biological" sectors of

pharmaceuticals,
agro-chemicals and seeds.

New start-up companies
such as Agricultural Genetics
Company, British

Biotechnology and Celltech

have appeared in the 1980s,

devoted exclusively to

exploiting the latest advances
in biology through
biotechnology. But by the
mid-1980s the big chemical and
pharmaceutical groups were
also hot on the trail of

biotechnology, through
contracts and sometimes
seeking to buy the small
start-ups.

Some of the start-ups have
forged dose links with

universities strong in the

biosdences. Examples indude

Celltech which, although

deliberately located in the

commercial environment of

the Slough Trading Estate,

retains a strong connection

with Cambridge; and British

Biotechnology, at Cowley dose

to Oxford University.

As with other sciences,

Oxford and Cambridge must
be high on any listof the best

places to pursue the biological

sciences. Cambridge is famed
worldwide for molecular

biology, bnt also boasts

physiologists as famous and
stimulating as Lord Adrian,
master ofPembroke College,

and Sir Andrew Huxley,
master of Trinity. Oxford has
Sir Roger Bannister, the
neurologist and former athlete;

and Sir Richard Southwood,
Linacre professor of zoology
and head of its department

the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution,

London University is hard
on Oxbridge's heels, with such
examples as Imperial College,
strong in hiotedmology, and
University College where Prof.

Campbell presides. One unique
feature of London is the dose
and efficient ties between
teaching hospitals and the
biological sciences taught in
university colleges. Elsewhere,
outstanding names indude
Prof. William Jarrett, the
veterinary scientist, of
Glasgow University, famed
for his work on feline

leukaemiaand AIDS; and Prof.

Bill Brammer at Leicester
University, who runs a
laboratory specialising in
genetic engineering funded
by ICL
Post-graduate studies are

mainly financed through the
science budget dispensed
through the five research -

councils, of which four support
students in the biological

sciences. Biologically oriented
research companies (such as
the pharmaceutical groups or
Celltech) and research

charities (such as the
Wellcome Trust and the
Cancer Research Campaign)
also offer such funds. The
CASE studentships of the
Science and Engineering
Research Council are available

for projects backed jointly by
university or polytechnic arid

a company. Despite its title,

this research council has a
strong biological component
administered through its

Biotechnology Directorate.

The newly qualified PhD .

who wants to continue to do
research must then dedde
between the publicly financed
sector and private industry,

a crucial decision, as Prof.

Campbell says. “Today’s PhDs
should be pleased they have
so much choice.” Industry, in

general* will tend to offer

higher salaries but will tend
to want all but the most
creative to work specifically

on what it perceives as the
pressing problem.

Prof. Campbell stresses how
important it is that the first

post should yield good research
ubllcations. In the past
iiitain has tended to pay PhDs
on an age-related scale,

disadvantaging those who took
time away from their research
careers. There is now a move
towards more flexible salary

scales.

Earlier this year, as
chairman ofthe Association
of Researchers in Medicine
and Science, he published a
booklet of advice for those
-wishing to follow such a
career.* In it he concludes that

for those with the ability and
enthusiasm for a career in

biological and medical
research, the opportunities
are still many and varied. But
he warns that the career
structure for research workers
is less well defined than for

other professions “and their

security and remuneration is

not on a par with that, say,

of a medical doctor in general
practice”.

This can be a serious

problem for those who reach
their mid-30s with no
established appointment, as

is happening increasingly in

the puhiic sector. The bright

side for the student, however,
is growing evidence of a
substantial and increasing

shortage of scientists in

Britain.

Geologists
reluctant

to give up
the rocks
Ever since the heyday of the

British Empire, a degree in

geolbgy has been one of the
p]s<wir routesJO working
abroad Until the l95teBritish

geologists had no trouble

finding jobs overseas -

temporary or permanent -
with the UK-based mining
companies and the colonial

geological surveys.
Since the 1960s the pattern

ofemployment has changed
The international oil industry
has become the most
important employer.of...

graduates in what are how
known unromantically as the
“earth sciences" - geology
and its sister subjects,

geophysics and geochemistry.

A lot of the work is still

overseas, though often a
short-term assignment to a
remote oil or gas field rather
than a more permanent
posting.

As a result of this

dependence on the oil industry,

the demand for earth scientists

has fluctuated alarmingly over
the last 15 years. The frenetic

pace of oil and gas exploration
during the late 1970s created
many new jobs.

Recruitment slumped in 1982
and again in 1986 when the
oil price collapsed Over the
last two years the job market
for geologists has recovered
strongly, and most people in

the oil industry believe that

the recovery will continue into

the 1990s.

Most of this volatility comes
from the smaller contractor,
service and consultancy
companies, which, taken
together, are a more important
source of geologists' jobs in
the oil industry than the
well-known multinationals.
The latter - particularly BP
and Shell - have maintained
a reasonably consistent

graduatereo^ntment policy

during the 1980$. ~ ’ -

Competition among geology

graduates for jobs with the

giant ofl companies is intense*

because they offer not only

security of. employment but

also the prospects of choice

and variety, John Akehurst,

head of Shell central

recruitment, says that,

although the company offers. .

immense scope for-work
abroad, it is possiblefora

/

geologist to spend an entire -

career with Shell UK, ifan ."

overseas posting woald be /-

inconvenient for family

reasons. - ’
.

‘ V .*?

-

- About half the geologists .

”.

entering the labour market
have a^higber degree (MSc or
PhD) and formany positions: -

this is essential. Margaret
Orchard group recruitment
manager at BP, says the -.. .

company does offer jobs to .

geologists with only a first

degree* “bnt from a careers
point of view Fd advise anyone
wantthgto go ihto the off.

r

' industry as a geologist to

consider a further degree.” .

>

Twenty years ago geologists

in the oil industry were almost
allmen and, as Akehurst ,

.

concedes, “we’re still trying
to get away from our - :

reputation, as an industry that
is hostile to women''. Large
companies such as Shell are

trying to make woriiing life

as easy as possible for women
graduates, including
geologists. But many of the
smaller specialist employers,
such as seismic contractors

and well-logging companies,
still live up to the old macho
image. - --

If an earth sciences graduate
does not want to work in the
oil industry, mining is the next
obvious choice. But
opportunities here have
contracted sharply over the
last few years. There is still

scope for British geologists

to work abroad, exploring for
minerals and running minaa,

but the tendency is for

countries increasingly to
employ their own citizens.

In the UK, British Coal is

the largest employer of mining
geologists. There are currently

no openings for graduate
recruits in the earth sciences

in the traditional “deep
mining” side of British Coal,

which has been contracting
steadily for several years. But
British Coal’s expanding
Opencast Executive is

recruitinggeologists this year.

And there are also a few jobs
for geologists in the UK private

sector' with quarrying arid

minerals companies.
The number ofearth

.

scientists employed directly

and indirectly by the UK
government has fallen steeply

during the 1980s, with cuts in
university geology
departments and in the British

Geological Survey (BGS) -
the body traditionally

responsible for the systematic
geological mapping of Britain

and part of the Natural
Environment Research
Council.
Geology graduates tend to

be unusually reluctant to take
jobs unrelated to their degrees.

According to one theory, this

is not only because rocks are
so fascinating, but also because
the frequent field trips of
undergraduate courses often
lead to a social life centred on
the geology department
Unfortunately, there are not
enough geology jobs to go
round.

CC
Further information:

Institution of Geologists,
Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London WlV 9HG. Institution
of Mining and Metallurgy, 44
.Portland Place, London.WIN
4BR. Jobs are advertised te.

New Scientist

David FIshlock

For farther information
obtain Career prospects for

research workers in the
biological and medical

sciences. Published by The
Biological Council, c/o

Institute of Biology, 20
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At Bennett and Fountain, we believe that the only way
to switch you on to the realities of electrical
distribution, is to show you what ft’s reafly Kko.

Right frqm the start, you will work on a vast array of
real projects, in real situations. Your personal training
programme could be anywhere in the U.K. - so
mobility is essential. And when we've charged you

THEN WE PLUG YOU IN.
...you'll be ready for the responsibility of your own

as^Lfy-£2o!ooO +^a.
attraCtlV0, P9r,0nranCe related

Your two years training and on the job experience wW
have prepared you for every aspect of distribution
management So your role will be varied and
simulating and your future in Branch Management
positively electric. •

To apply write with full C.V..to Cart Hilf, Commercial
Director, Bennett &
Fountain Ltd. Maxmor
House. 40 Warton Road,
Stratford, London El

5

2ND.

Initial interviews, to which
your travel expenses will
be paid, are to be held in

Stratford, East London
and thereafter locally as
mnuiwvi

croup plc

Bennett&FoontoinLhL :

RwiriMi

%

*
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decade of recession caused by overcapacity and a declining share of world trade has decimated the industry

SHIPPING

Little

life on
the ocean
wave
First the bad news: if you have
a yen to go to sea, you have
been wasting your time for
the last three or four years.
“We are not recruiting

graduates for seafaring service
any more; we are targeting

the chaps with a few O levels,

or possibly an A level.'' says
John Lusted, deputy
director-general of the General
Council of British Shipping
(GCBS), the industry's trade

organisation.

Now for the good news:
many people would say you
won't be missing anything.
The days are gone when a job
afloat was a passport to
exciting interludes in exotic
foreign ports.

Most ships nowadays turn
round within 24 hours, and
their crews spend most of their
time working or sleeping.

Some seafarers spend their
lives sailing between offshore

terminals and never see land
at all.

Much of the most important
work of a shipping company
is done ashore, both at UK
headquarters and at offices

all over the world, and
shipping companies need the
same financia l, marketing,
procurement and sales skills

as any other service industry.

The snag is that a decade
of recession caused by
worldwide overcapacity and
the declining British share of

world trade has decimated the

industry.
Many of the companies made

famous by innumerable stiff

upper-lipped British films no
longer exist Those that do are
still finding life tough, partly
because the UK Government
refuses to match the subsidies
and tax concessions offered
by many other maritime
nations.

But if you still want a career
in shipping, it would pay to
hedge your bets by joining a
company which is part of a
major group with other
interests.

That would point to the big
oil company fleets, such as
Shell and BP. and to the
shipping subsidiaries of the
Trafalgar House or the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation groups.

Trafalgar, primarily a
construction and property
company, owns Cunard, the
famous passenger line which
runs the Queen Elizabeth H
and Cunard Ellerman, an
equally well-known container
shipping line.

P&O runs one of the world's
biggest cruise shipping
companies, as well as
European Ferries, one of the
biggest coastal ferry

companies, and P&OCL, the
UK's biggest container
shipping company.
Starting salaries are around

£12£00, and rewards and
responsibilities can escalate
rapidly. After five years with
P&OCL, for example, a
graduate trainee might be
running a team of six to ten
people and earning up to
£20,000.

Senior P&O managers earn
up to £100,000 including
bonuses, share options and
profit sharing. Two graduate
trainees have even reached
the main board.

Paradoxically, the industry's
problems are a source of

opportunity for graduates:
fewer good seagoing staff will

mean a reduction in the

number transfering ashore
later in their careers.

Mr Bruce MacPhail,
managing director of P&O,
says the company is revamping
its graduate training scheme

- because attracting sufficient
numbers of well-educated
people is crucial to the future
of the business.

Kevin Brown

Further information: Lloyd's
List (daily newspaper). One
Singer St, London EC2.
General Council of British
Shipping, 30-32 St Mary Axe,
London ECS.

ALSO SEE: DISTRIBUTION.
TRANSPORT,ARMED FORCES (NAVY)

SOCIAL WORK

Selectors
look for

maturity
Readers of a national
newspaper were recently asked
to suggest the things they
would never expect famous
people or organisations to say.
One respondent came up with
the following headline for a
tabloid paper “Social worker
was not to blame."
The joke must have brought

reluctant smiles to the faces
ofmany social workers who
in recent years have become
used to seeing their colleagues
pilloried in newspapers for
alleged mistakes over child
abuse and other issues.

The increase in public
notoriety has come at a time
when social workers have had
to cope with bigger workloads
- because of public
expenditure cutbacks and
growing involvement in child
abuse prevention and care in
the community - and a

decline in their pay relative

to most private sector workers.
In spite of the problems, the

number of people interested

in entering the profession is

growing. Last year a record

29,400 made inquiries to the
clearing house for courses for

the Certificate for Qualification

in Social Work, one of the
main routes for graduates into

the field; that was 1,465 more
than in 1987.

David Jones, general
secretary of the British

Association of Social Workers,
says one of the main
attractions of the job is the

responsibility that goes with
it. “Shortly after qualifying,

a social worker will be helping
people to face the most severe
life problems. The challenge
is far in excess of what people
would find at similar levels

in other careers." Variety is

another stimulant. During the

course of their careers, social

workers can expect, as field

workers, to deal with and
possibly specialise in problems
associated with children. AIDS,
the long-term unemployed,
mentally handicapped people
and the trend towards care
in the community rather than
long-stay institutions.

Although local authorities

are the largest employers of

social workers, there are also

opportunities in health
authorities, the probation
service, charities and a
burgeoning private sector,

mainly concentrated in
residential homes.
A survey this year by

Lacsab, the local government
employers’ organisation, found
that the average vacancy rate

for social workers in social

services departments was 10.5

per cent Worst affected was
London, which has a 15 per
cent rate, while, at the other
extreme, the West Midlands
level is 3.1 per cent.

The shortages mean that

social workers are in high
demand by employers. The
difficulty for some is getting
Suitable training
Although there is no law

that social workers must be
qualified, more than 90 per
cent of field workers have
either a Certificate in Social
Work (CSS) or a certificate of
Qualification in Social Work
(CQSW). Both the CSS and
CQSW are being phased out
over the next five years and
being replaced by a diploma
in social work which will take
on features of both.

CSS students are normally
employment-based, whereas
the CQSW requires attendance
of between one and four years
at college. Graduates with
degrees or diplomas in related
disciplines like social

administration or psychology
will usually take a one-year
course, provided they have
relevant experience. Other
degree holders will normally
take two years.

Eply applications are
advised. Last year the overall
ratio of first choice
applications to places on two
year post-graduate courses
went up from 2.7:1 to 2.9:1. The
ratio on the one-year course
was 1.9:1. the same as in 1387.

Course selectors - and
indeed employers of social
workers - are not only
looking at aptitude, but also
maturity and experience. A
21-year-old graduate who has
not worked with people will

be at a disadvantage. About
half those who get on to CQSW
courses are aged between 25
and 34.

The profession as a whole
is trying to encourage more
people from ethnic minorities
into its ranks. Islington Social
Services, in London, has been
one of the most successful in

doing so: about 25 per cent of
its social workers are of ethnic
minority origin.

Once qualified, a graduate
with a CQSW, CSS or DipSW
can expect a starting salary
of between £9,000 and £10,000
outside London and up to

about £13,000 in the capital
Career progression and pay
depends very much on the
employer. Taking Islington

as an example, however, career
moves from a first job could
include those to: senior social

worker, perhaps leading a
team of five, with a salary
maximum of £18,000:

neighbourhood office leader,

which could include running
a children’s home or old
people's home with a top
salary of £21,000.

John Rea Price, social

services director, says a
high flyer could run a home
five or six years after
qualification, although most
people reaching that position
would not do so until their late

30s.

After that, there are seven
deputy assistant directors and
finally, at the top of the pile,

the director earns about
£45,000 a year.

Michael Smith

Further information from
Central Council for Education
and Training in Social Work,
Derbyshire House. St Chad's
St, London WC1H 8AD.

“Variety”
“Excellence”

“Professionalism
“Responsibility”

Just some of the hallmarks of our

trainee scheme.

For more information contact

M a r 1 1 n Down BA M IPM
Head of Personnel

22 Chancery Lane.' London VVC2A

Tel: 01-405 6944 .

Management Trainees.
Initially London based

K INGSWAV GROUP'S high reputation in the manufacture of building materials

has been earned over 4CI years of solid and innovative development It's a

___ r^p-jtaticn we intend to maintain over the next 40 years as we continue our

ksr^e proaramme oi diversification and expansion. Our ever increasing turnover

from UK manufacturing now exceeds ElOOm, and it should grow even faster when

e’.v ventures, here and overseas, come on stream.
" AiO, Group's Accelerated Career Development Programme has already

cro'
J'’ced Works Managers. Sales Executives and Corporate Planning Managers

••‘ rr university graduate Management Trainees, but we still need more to sustain

our expansion plans. .
. ____

‘ Ve offer a comprehensive three-year training and management programme in

V
,,-tjV>n •Product Development ‘Soles and Marketing "Finance and

5*dr-:r Miration.
Wherever possible Iriis is on-the-job experience which allows

* .‘I F, j'

c a aenuine contribution to the Group's day to day activities.
L

addition to a competitive salary the Group covers travel and accommodation

-LH-c A -Vino trainees' secondment to Company locations around the UK.

Applicants, with a firs: class academic background in any discipline.

communicators, seif-motivated and able to take full advantage oi a

„ T- i’F^ rAArarr.m* tai 1ored to individua l needs.

Please apply in writing to:

.Arthur Smith. Administration Manager,
-Iinasway Group pic, 289-2S3 High Holbom,
London WC1V7HU Teh 01 -242 5766

kingsway group

ACER
CONSULTANTS LTD

Acer is a multidisciplinary engineering

practice formed by the merger of

Freeman Fox and John Taylor.

Excellent career opportunites are on

offer to graduates. Full training under

agreement in all civil disciplines.

Main Activities: Highways, Structures,

Railways, Water, Geotechnics,

Environmental.

Opportunities: Electrical, Mechanical,

Environmental Engineering and
Quantity Surveying.

Degree Disciplines: as above.

Vacancies: 40

Starling Salaries: £11,500 +
Locations: Guildford, London,
Edinburgh, Bath, Birmingham, Bristol,

Cardiff, Leeds, Liverpool, Plymouth.

Apply to: The Personnel Officer,

Acer House, Medawar Road,

University of Surrey Research Park,

Guildford GU2 5XH.

SPYING

Secret

service

widens
its net
Becoming a member of the

second oldest profession (in

about 1250 BC the Lord told

Moses to send agents ‘to spy

out the land of Canaan’) is an
elitist business.

How elite depends on which
side you want to join. The
Soviet intelligence community
has tended to be more
snobbish than the British one.

Those UK nationals wanting
to join the KGB have normally

found it necessary to become
a student at Cambridge
University first. During this

century Soviet intelligence

was recruiting Oxbridge
undergraduates well before
the British Secret Intelligence
Service (also commonly known
as MI6>.

The KGB continues to be
one of the more
publicity-adverse graduate
recruiters in the UK.
However, if it continues to

recruit as it has done in the
past, those who have public
school backgrounds should
probably consider studying
at Trinity College, Cambridge,
where Kim Philby. Guy
Burgess, and Anthony Blunt
attended. An outside bet might
be Trinity Half where Donald
Maclean was an
undergraduate.
Those educated at state

schools may like to think
about applying to Downing
College. Cambridge, where the
Soviet agents George Blake
and Philip Spratt were both
undergraduates.

For those interested in
joining British intelligence
- without necessarily joining
the KGB at the same time -

Oxbridge attendance has also,

in the past, been one of the
best ways of being short-listed.

The tradition of Oxbridge
recruitment dates back to at

least the 16th century:

Christopher Marlowe, the
Elizabethan playwright and
spy, was a member of Sidney
Sussex, Cambridge, though
the college is less than proud
of this particular alumnus
because he failed to graduate

after refusing to pay his

bar-bills.

Since then, a number of

those heading M16. which deals
with intelligence outside the

UK, have been from
Cambridge. Nevertheless, the

organisation has recently
displayed its open-mindedness
by appointing an Oxford man
as its head.

Traditionally Oxbridge
senior tutors have been the
main talent-spotters. Dr
Christopher Andrew, author
of a best-selling book on the
secret services and former
senior tutor at Corpus College,

Cambridge - though he insists

he has never been a recruiter

for them - explains that

senior tutors have had this

role because they know

asked to sign section two of

the Official Secrets Act. The

selection process for MIS.

which deals with internal

security, also includes a
*

number of intelligence tests.

What a career in the services

actually entails remains, of

course, something of a

mystery. However, it

presumably involves collecting

and analysing data from a

variety of sources. These
include signal intelligence

(Sigint). some of which is

collected at GCHQ at

Cheltenham, photographic

intelligence (now mostly

gathered from satellites) and
other forms of intelligence -

collated, one imagines, by
methods possibly similar to

those written about by John

What the job entails remains something of a mystery

undergraduates from all

disciplines.

One method of recruitment
is for the senior tutor or
recruiter to approach the
student and ask if he or she
has considered applying for

the civil service. If the student
expresses an interest, he is

asked whether he might be
interested in a career within
the civil service which is not
normally advertised.

Another method of being
approached is to take the Civil

Service exams and fail them.
This is sometimes followed
by a letter asking the applicant
down to London for a
discussion.

According to university

gossip, the interviews involve
being told very little about the
job, but nevertheless being

Le Carre.

For those who are not at

Cambridge, but are interested

in such work, there are signs
that MI5. at least, may be
widening its recruitment net.

"MI5 is no different from
any other part of Whitehall."

explains Dr Andrew. “The
quality of applicants to the

Home Office fell off quickly
in the early 1980s when it

found itself struggling to find

high-flyers. I would be
surprised if MI5's experience
was different.”

In the wake of these

difficulties, M15 put through
a series of reforms. These
included recruiting in red brick
universities and taking on
more women.

Corinna Bold
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Charghg a British Steel 300-torme bade oxygen stoebnaktaig vessel

STEEL INDUSTRY

Seeking
scientists

of the

right

mettle
The UK steel industry has gone
through a healthy
transformation since the turn
of the decade. Though the
sector is not a large absorber
of graduates, British Steel, as
an individual company, is one
of Britain's larger recruiters

of college leavers.

The steel industry is by far

the largest employer of

metallurgists. Indeed. British

Steel could absorb the whole
of the. admittedly limited,

output of metallurgists from
UK higher education
establishments, if they were
all of the right calibre.

British Steel is the biggest

steel maker in the UK, and
one of the top half dozen in
the world. United Engineering
Steels is number two in size

but there are also a broad
range of other steel makers
or steel finishers.

The British Independent
Steel Producers Association
has about 50 member
companies. Some, though by
no means all of these, take on
graduates.

Many of the smaller steel

companies have modem plant.

Many others, however, have
antiquated production facilities

and poor working conditions.

British Steel, now a private

company, was Intending to

take on 350 graduates this

year. Last year it recruited
303 from its target of 310.

About two-thirds of its

intake are engineers and
metallurgists and one-third

tend to come from
non technical backgrounds.

On the scientific side, the

company looks for

“scientifically-trained people
who have the ability to solve

problems," a spokesman says.

“Intellectual ability on its own
is of little value unless you
can put It into effect"

Its non-science graduates

could be headed for a variety

of functions such as marketing
or administration. The
company’s separate businesses
have their own pay scales and
bonus structures. Starting

salaries range from £9,500 to

£11 .000.

British Steel says its training
tends to be geared to

individuals - each graduate
is given a “mentor" to watch
over their performance.
About half the graduate

intake goes to work in one of
the company's five integrated

steel-making sites.

United Engineering Steels,

formed in 1986 out of parts of
British Steel and GKN, was
planning to take about 25
graduates this year - a much
higher figure than the previous
two years.

More than half of its

graduate intake are engineers

and metallurgists, the rest
raming fmm finanrial/

economics courses or from
among students interested in

information technology.
It recruits from about 15

universities with a starting

salary of £9,350, or £9,600 for

graduates it has been
sponsoring.

Keith Mfliiten, manager for

training management
development, says UES has
a well-developed training
programme which, in the first

year, includes three weeks at

the company's own residential
TnanagPTnpnt centre.

Pay is definitely not a lure.

A graduate in his or her early

30s who gets to department
manager level will be on about
£15,000 or £16,000. More
typically, at that age they will

be senior engineers on £14.000

to £15,000. The constituent
parts of UES have been losing
half of their graduates within
three years, though the
company says retention rates

are Improving.
One attraction at UES, says

Maiden, is that graduates get
involved at an early age with
major issues facing the
company. Finance graduates
in the first few years at UES.
for example, will be expected
to be involved in the
company’s accounts and
annual budget setting.

Nick Garnett

Further information:
Booklet, Graduate Into Steel,

available from British
Independent Steel Producers
Association, 5 Cromwell Rd,
London SW7 2HX.

TEACHING

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TEXTILES

THEATRE
TRANSPORT

TEACHING

Catalogue
of woe
examined
It seems rather odd that

anyone still wants to be a
teacher. .

Scarcely a day goes by
without a newspaper
publishinga story about
rfpriining morale, low pay, high

stress and the weight of

Government-induced changes

in Britain’s schools

culminating, so we are told,

in widespread teacher

shortages.

Much of this catalogue of

woe is orchestrated by the six
unions which compete noisfiy

with one another fin* the
loyalty of teachers in England
pud Wales (Scotland has its

own union and education
system). They see it as a way
of pressurising the

Government to Inject more
resources into education.

This strategy recently

culminated in one union leader

proclaiming that he could no
longer recommend a young
person to consider teaching
as a career.

Yet, on past trends, about

10,000 graduates will opt this

year for a further year's study
for a Post-Graduate Certificate

of Education (PGCE). Should
you be one of them?

Start with the downside,
which is considerable - the

unions’ complaints contain

more than a grain of truth.

While initial pay is not
wildly out of line with
graduate starting salaries

elsewhere, new teachers will

quickly find themselves left

hp-hind by their ambitious

force quits the classroom each
year for work outside

education.

Teaching, then, is a stable

profession. Yet this very feet

suggests there is another side

to the story. Why are people

attracted to teaching?

Start with the idealistic

reasons first Jack Dodds
maintains there are few jobs

that can riVal teaching forjob

satisfaction: “Every lesson and
every day, some child wifi

achieve something. And you
wifi have had some part of

that”

Moreover, teachers are fhfiy

responsible for running a class

from their first day.Not many
careers wifi demand so much
ofa 22 or 23-year old.

Teachers also have more
control over where they live
than most other gmilnatpa

New teacher^ need notjoin •

the rush to London. Vacancies
regularly crop up throughout
the country, although

'

prospective teachers should
contact the relevant local

authority early if they are
certain where theywant to
work.

This need for teachers all

over the country sheds another
light on pay. While classroom
pay looks feeble when set

against London salaries, it

takes on a more robust hue
when compared with the going
rate in regions such as the
north or Wales:

Since over 10 per cent ofthe
teaching force is either a head
or deputy head, there is plenty
of scope for promotion.
Current heads' mn
from £17,370^34,179 and
deputies’ from £16^27^24,933,
with the point on the scale
detepninwi hy the size ofthe
school. Beyond that, there are
opportunities in educational
TOpTMgpmpnt-- mostof the new

directors of education in the

tuner Londonboroughs, for

instance, were appointed on

pay of £45,000.

Last, but not least, are the

conditions of service: 13 weeks

ofholiday in the year and

working hours in most schools

of 9am-4pm.

Teachers do not like to talk

much about these almost

unbeatable hours, because they

insist they fill up this spare
time with non-classroom work.

' This may be the case, but try

ringing a school after 4pm or

during August and you soon

become sceptical of this claim.

People entering the teaching

profession now can be sure

they will have a job for life,

something that can be said

of few other graduate careers.

Even ministers admit it will

be a struggle over the next few
years to attract all the trainee

teachers the system needs.

The Education Department
is so desperate for teachers

in maths, physics, chemistry
apri technology, the *na<h

shortage subjects, that it pays
a tax nee annual bursary of

£1,300 to trainee secondary

teachers in these subjects. It

is also introducing a pilot -

scheme for 1990’s crop of

graduates which will enable

some to train on the job in

schools.

And new teachers wifi have
the advantage ofjoining the
profession just as the
Government’s education
reforms begin tb take effect

not for them the need for

painful adjustment

David Thomas

Further information: Tasc
Unit, Department of Education
and Science, Elizabeth House,

York Road, London SE1 7PH.

Bank to

school
Miranda Brett, who left a
well-paid job in banking to

teach in ^comprehensive
school last year, has few

regrets.

A physics graduate from
Oxford. Miranda was wooed
to the City, where she had an
entree into banking through

a personal contact

After a six month training

course she worked on asset

finance, and checked out

'

companies* credit ratings. But,

after 18 months, she wanted
to leave. “The learning curve

had dropped. I knew enough,
but to become really good at

it, enormous effort would have
been required. 1 looked at other
City institutions, but thought,
‘what's -the point? Iknow 1 can
do that', and left, the day
before I was due my first pay
rise."

! .*

She is now one of IO.sdence
teachers at her secondary -

comprehensive. Compared to

the City, where the positive

side of the job was evident In

the material trappings of -

success, suits, briefcases, and
plenty of cash, the advantages
of teaching are hidden. Not
only does she know all the
names of her 200 pupils, but

:

she also knows them as
individuals, and they show
a flattering enthusiasm for

her lessons.

“Everything is fantostin

except the strain, and the

money is appalling. I take
home about £120 <L week and
£40 of that goes on petroL"

Rachel Johnson

Teachers ore fully responsBrfe for running a doss from their first day. Not many careers will demand so much of a 22 or 23-year old

Graduates
Shape

YourOwnFuture
LinkedByA ProgressiveTrainingProgramme

Disciplines required

Business studies - Transportationmanagement
Chemical/CivilEngineering

PhysicalSciences
Cleanawav is a joint venture partnership betweenGKN pkand Brambles Industries Limited ofAustralia.

Wcvutr Britain's leadingWaste ManagementCompany, with aerations throughout the United Kingdomand
Eire. Ourbusmev consists of transportation , chemical processingand treatmentand landfill ofwaste.

We have a clearnndformal policy cowards the environment which is essentialfor business growth as ‘Green’

issues become increasindv prammetuin the nineties.We are therefore airtendybuilding our fatuie fine

management nam.There are two entry routes for young graduateswho wish to develop a successfulfuture with

Clrauu-ay.

A) TwoYearTrainingProgramme
One mure warn on our awfully smiaurcd GraduateTrainingProgramme.Thefinetwelvemonths provide
practical, hands-on exposure to all aspects of the business, including general managementand
training.A decision can then bemade aboutspetiafaatwn» that the second yearcanbes*nt in trueon the job

training, within specific areas ofdie business, before a choice ofcareer is made. The formula isdesigned rebuild a

strong foundation for a progressive and rewarding role, cither in line managementor in amore spectilised area.

We're looking for talented, enthusiasm: graduateswho wish to extend rheirfuture potential by linking their

entry inro die 'real' world withandemenrofpractical skills naming. Ic'a a structured well thought out approach

that ofterethe chance to explore a wide range ofopportunities, rather than setting offimmediatelyon a more
restricted career path. We expect to have five vacancieson this yearsGraduate TrainingScheme.

B) SpecificVacancies
Thisroutebdeagned forGraduatesm Chemistry.ChemkatfGvfl EngineeringandotherPhyskal/Sdences
who nre eager to apply their practical skiQsand knowledge in 'rear jobs.

Weexpea to have four/five ofthese vacancies In areas such as Analytical Chemistryand Landfill Gas

Engineering.

Ifyou would likefurther information,and anappllcatiHifotmpleasewire to:

Albert Keeshac, Personnel Officer, Ckaoaway Limited, The Drive, Wirfcy, Brentwood, EssexCM13 jBE.

Please quote Reference NauAK£L89on the envelope.

friends who chose more
lucrative careers.

New graduates entering—
trashing this year will be paid

£9,390 if they have a first or
second and £8,730 ifthey have
a lower class degree. London
allowances of £351-£L377 are

on top.

But the most classroom
teachers can earn at present .

is £19,404 (plus London
allowances). Most teachers wifi

be into their 30s and have
taken on considerable

responsibilities, such as
running a department, before

they will aspire to this princely

sum.
Even Jack Dodds, head of

Teaching as a Career (TASC),

the unit set up by the
Government to encourage
young people into teaching,

admits: “If you want to make
a lot of money, you don’t go
into teaching."
On the question of low

morale, ministers argue that

the rot set in with the teachers’

strikes of the mid-1980s, which
cut the last threads of respect

for the profession among
parents. The Government’s

critics locate the problem in
years of under-ftmding: witness

the crumbling buildings.

dilapidated equipment and
dog-eared books in most
schools.

Whichever side is right -

and they might both be -

many teachers have
undoubtedly talked themselves

into a state ofchronic self-pity.

They believe themselves

unloved, under-valued and
misunderstood. Do you want
to spend your days in this

atmosphere?

Another question you should

ask is whether you will get

stuck. Do not be misled by the

often exaggerated newspaper
accounts of teachers quitting

the profession into believing

that there wifi necessarily be
ah easy way out
Teachers of disciplines in

high demand elsewhere -

scientists, mathfimatMaaTui or

linguists - have little trouble

filling alternative work. But
demand for ex-teachers of

other subjects in their 30s or

40s is distinctly limited. Less
than I per cent of the teaching

How rare to discover a blue-chip business, still in its
-

infancy, yet ready equipped with years of experience. : -

PowerGen, which is being created from ' the

Government’s privatisation ot electricity is the emerging

competition in the British power industry. With twenty one .

power stations running on coal, oil, gas and hydro power, we

aim to become the lowest cost, most innovative producer

of electricity in England and waJes.

THE ENERGY OF A NEW BUSINESS
(WITH THE WISDOM OF EXPERIENCE)

We can offer excellent career opportunities to graduates .
•

.

Irorri most degree backgrounds, but .with particular emphasis

on specialisms such as information technology commerce,

finance, engineering and science. Most graduates will be

-

located in the Midlands area.

Naturally we are firmly committed to providing tailor-

made training to allow you to fulfil your true potential and .

meet the needs of relevant professional institutions.

For a clearer look at PowerGen. you will find our

Graduate Opportunities Brochure in your careers office, or

telephone lisa Hardy-Jones. Graduate Recruitment Officer
'

on 021-701 2110.'

THE EMERGING COMPETITION
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TELECOMS

A lively

* network for

inventive

minds
The telecoms industry Is
traditionally divided between-
network operators, such as.

British Telecom, and
eqinpment manufacturers like

GEC Plessey

Telecommunications.
However, the choice between

' working for an operator and -

a manufacturer is, to some
extent artificial, at least for

-

the engineering graduate. In
both cases, he or she win
probably be involved in
developing new products.

On the network side, most
of the engineering workforce
is deployed out in the field -

maintaining the networks -
and graduates can choose this
route if they wish. This is

essentially a management
function, which will lead to
managing groups of
non-graduate engineers.
Many of the most talented

engineering graduates,
however, go into research and
development, where they are •

designing the networks of the
future. This puts them in much

u - the same position as engineers
working for manufacturers.
There are, however, two

reasons why the opportunities
for graduates are probably
greater on the network side
than in manufacturing.

First, the Government's
policy of deregulating telecoms
has resulted in the growth of
a lively market in telecoms
services, which has put
Britain's operators at the
forefront of the world telecoms
developments.
However, telecoms

manufacturing has not fared
as well. From a position
several years ago. when the
UK was one of the world's
largest telecoms exporters, the
industry has largely retreated
to its home market and is now

. being forced into a series of
joint ventures with non-UK
companies. The prospect is

that the UK manufacturers
could be in a backwater when
it comes to many of the most
exciting technical

developments.
The second reason for

favouring the network side
stems from a fundamental shift
of power within the industry.

.
Software is becoming
increasingly Important The
network operators are trying
to take control over producing
this, with the danger that
manufacturers are left

producing low-value standard
pieces ofhardware.
One factor that runs across

the whole of the telecoms

;

industry, both operators and
manufacturing, is its appalling
record in promoting women
to top positions. It is common
to go to a meeting of top
telecoms executives and not
find a single woman present
The companies justify this

by pointing out that there are
.

very few women engineering
graduates to choose from.
However, it is also clear that
the culture of the industry has
been that only men are able
to run large telecom factories
or build and maintain
networks.
The growing importance of

software in telecoms systems
is changing this attitude. There
are more women computer
programmers to choose from
and factories are getting
smaller. Nevertheless, given
that the top and middle-level
jobs are almost entirely
occupied by men, it spams
likely that women will still

suffer from a disadvantage for
some time to come.

Hugo Dixon

Plugging in

to the most
suitable

operator
The essential choice faced by
graduates who wish to work
for a telecoms operator is .

between British Telecom or
one of the new companies
which have sprung up since
Government liberalisation.

BT still dominates the
sector. It takes 700 graduates
each year, compared with only
25 recruited by Mercury
Communications, its only*
mainstream rival. The only
other large employer is Racal
Telecom, the UK’s leading
mobile communications
operator, which is recruiting

50 graduates this year and

expects to hire 70-80 next year.

A graduate who isinterested
in research would find it

difficult to beat BT. Its central

research laboratories at •

Martiesham in Suffolk are
some of the finest in the world,
producing ideas at the leading
edge of technology.

Other advantages of joining

BT include its high reputation
for training - for the first two
or three years graduates take
part in an individually-tailored

training programme - and
the ability to move to other
posts within the organisation.

This could be particularly

attrac tive for graduates

looking for good jobs outside

London. Although BT’s
headquarters are in London,
there are plenty of responsible

jobs available in most parts

of England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland.

The main drawback with
BT is that, despite five years
of privatisation and attempts
to make it more
entrepreneurial, it is still a
bureaucratic organisation. This
makes it more difficult for

amhitious and talented people
to rise fast.

It also means that salaries

lag behind those offered by
comparable firms. Graduates

are offered a starting salary
of £8.500-11,500, depending on
their qualifications; this can
be expected to rise to

£13,500-£15,000 after two years
and £20,000 or more by the
time they are 30.

Racal Telecom has a similar

salary structure in the early
years - graduates stmt at

£10,500 and can expect to be
on £15,000 after two years -

top managers are paid much
better. And Mercury says its

starting salaries are
£11,000-11,500, increasing to

£22,000 after five years. All
three companies offer a
premium of about £2,500 for

AN A-Z UUlUt mice

Poly Phflippou, a

24-year-old graduate from
University College, London,

is a systems analyst and
designer working in London
for BT. She is testing

system software that has
been developed by BT

graduates working in the
London area.

The lack of an
entrepreneurial spirit at BT
may also be a disadvantage
for graduates who are keen
to move on to more
market-driven organisations

later in their careers unless

they make the switch fairly

early on.
The attractions and

drawbacks of BT are largely
reversed in the cases of
Mercury and Racal Telecom.
They are both growing very
fast, giving the ambitious
graduate more opportunities
for rising quickly to positions

of responsibility.

At Mercury, for example,
half the staff is under the age
of 30. And Racal Telecom is

growing at 50 per cent a year.

They are also relatively small
companies - Mercury has
4.000 employees compared with
BT’s 250,000.

Racal is more dynamic than
Mercury. It has had a
tremendous success in carving
out a leading -position in the
UK market for mobile
communications, leaving
Celinet. BT’s mobile
subsidiary, looking very much
like an also-ran.

Mercury, on the other-hand,
still seems infected by
old-fashioned monopoly
attitudes. In spite of its

rhetoric about wanting to
break BT’s control of the

mainstream telecoms market,
it has been much less

successful than Racal in
achieving this objective.

Mercury is a subsidiary of
Cable & Wireless, which
performs in Hong Kong the
same role that BT does in the
UK, and Mercury often gives
the impression of wanting to

turn itself into another BT.
On the other hand,
membership of the C&W group
means there are more
opportunities for foreign

pokings than in either BT or
Racal.

The principal drawback in

joining either Racal Telecom
or Mercury is that they do not
take training as seriously as
BT. The companies are
growing so fast that they have
other priorities. A sensible
strategy for a graduate may
therefore be to join BT and,
after two or three years of
training, switch to Racal or
Mercury.
A fink option that the

entrepreneurial
non-engineering graduate
might wish to consider is

joining one of the UK's mobile
service providers. This could
be a fast route to earning a
fortune, although it is a
high-risk strategy.

The most attractive company
is probably Martin Dawes
Communications Europe,
which has ambitions to build

a pan-European mobile service

operation and the founders
of which have both become
multimillionaires out of mobile
communications. It is

interested in graduates with
languages, and, preferably,

a business degree.

HD

Be noticed

by a
systems
maker
Rupert Soames joined GEC
Avionics in 1981 as a clerk

after obtaining a second class

degree in politics, philosophy

and economics at Oxford

University. Six years later, at

the age of 28, he was managing
director of GPT Data Systems,

which has 700 employees and

annual sales of £25m. He has

now moved to Paris to run

GPT’s embryonic French
operations.

Soames is an example of how
talented individuals can rise

up an organisational ladder

with astonishing speed. His

case illustrates the
opportunities available in

telecoms manufacturing to

non-specialist graduates who
might normally have been
attracted to a career in law
or in the City. So few people

with arts degrees, especially

from the more prestigious

universities, think of going

into telecoms manufacturing
that the handful who do find

it easy to get themselves
noticed and rise to top
positions.

GPT - GEC Plessey

Telerammunications -
dominates the UK industry.

It is the main supplier of

switching equipment to BT
and recruits about 300

graduates a year, most of them
engineers.

The other leading UK
telecoms manufacturer is STC,
whose speciality is in

transmission systems. It

recruits 80-90 graduates to its

telecoms division, and several

dozen more to STL, its central

research laboratories in
Harlow, Essex.

Ericsson, the Swedish
telecoms group which supplies

BT with switches, employs
large numbers of software
engineers. There are also a
number of smaller companies,
such as Technophone, a
leading maker of mobile
phones, which recruits two
or three graduates a year.

STC is probably the most
attractive choice for the
engineering graduate, because
it is involved in exciting areas

Continued on p62

Management Trainee at Deutsche Bank

Wanted:
Your ideas.

What would you do differently ifyou were manager?

You currently study Business Administration. Economics

or a related subject and expect a very good degree. You

are also interested in questions of fundamental importance

that affect us all, such as ecology, job creation, the develop-

ment of the Single European Market - to mention just a few.

Deutsche Bank is looking for imaginative people and poten-

tial young entrepreneurs who can develop visions for

modem banking using their sound, specialized knowledge

and first-rate team capability. Tellus in a shortletterhowyou

would help to solve important fundamental questions as a

manageratDeutsche Bank. We will then send you detailed

information about Deutsche Bank's international training

and development programme for university graduates.

Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank AG
London Branch

Personnel Dept.

6, Bishopsgate. PO. Box 441
London EC2P-2AT

Deutsche Bank
Capital Markets Limited

Personnel Dept.

150, Leadenhall Street, PO. Box 126
London EC3V 4RJ

Deutsche Bank AG
Head Office j
Central Personnel Dept.
Taunusanlage 12. PO. Box 100601
6000 Frankfurt am Main 1
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Coats Viyella, ifamlc House,
Charlotte St, Manchester Ml
4ET. ColoroH, 1 King St,

Manchester M2 6AW.

.

Courtaulds, 18 Hanover Sq,
London W1A 2BB. Dawson
Intra-national, 9 Charlotte Sq,
Edinburgh EH2 4DR. William
Baird, 79 Mount St, London
W1Y5HJ.

Continued from p61
of technology. It dropped out
of making computerised
switches earlier this decade,

but Is a world leader in

transmission systems -

optical fibre was invented at

its STL laboratories.

Long-term trends in

telecoms will give greater

importance to transmission

and “intelligent networks" at

the expense of switches.

Graduates working at STC,
particularly in research, can

therefore expect to be at the

forefront of some of the most
interesting technical

developments.
Working at GPT, by

comparison, could be rather
dull for engineering graduates.

The takeover of Plessey, one
of GPTs parents, by GEC. the

other parent, and Siemens of

West Germany means that
much of GPTs technical

programme will be directed

from Germany.
Although it is generally

accepted that GPT was not
big enough to finance the
development of the next
generation of switches on its

own. the partnership with
Siemens may mean that most
of the interesting work is done
in Germany.
A further reason forjoining

STC would appear to be higher
salaries. GPTs starting salary

for graduates is £10JK)0, rising

to ZU,00Q-£16Jj&ttRer five

years. STOSays its starting

salary is £11,500, increasing

to £18,000 after two years and
£27,000 by the age of 30 for

somebody who is doing well
Both companies provide

comprehensive training

programmes, which include
individually-tailored

programmes and general
professional qualifications

such as presentational,
financial and managerial skills.

After two years, graduates
qualify as chartered engineers.

A more risky alternative

for graduates would be to work
for smaller companies like

Technophone. Its training
programme is still not fully

developed, there are no fixed

career structures, its product
range is narrow and it is really

only looking for graduates who
already have some experience
in radio frequency engineering.
However, the opportunities

are correspondingly high.

Technophone is small and
growing extremely fast, in a
bid to to turn itself into one
of the world's mobile phone
makers.

HD

TEXTILES

Weaving
a way to

the top
When Lyndsey Welsh left

Strathclyde University with
a degree in politics and
administration six years ago
she wanted to work in an area
which would be “exciting fast
moving and challenging'’. She
chose the textile industry and
joined Jaeger, one of the
women's wear subsidiaries of

Coats Viyella, as a graduate
trainee in personnel
management
Welsh has since held six

different positions in personnel
management at Coats. She has
been personnel officer at three
factories and has been
responsible for the career
development of young
managers across the group.
Tpday, at the age of 26, she
is the executive in charge of
group training

Her preference for the
industry makes her an
exception, rather than the rule,
among graduates. A recent
survey by the National
Economic Development Office
showed that graduates
consider textiles to be one of
the least attractive industries.

In the post-war period, when
the colonies developed textile

industries of their own. the
British mills have struggled
for survival against an
apparently inexorable influx

of imports in an increasingly
complex consumer market
It is difficult to see how the
outlook for the textile industry
could change dramatically in
the 1990s.

But this gloomy picture
tends to obscure the more
positive aspects of the
industry: the opportunities
offered by a market where
fashions change every six
months and the challenge of
competing in an international

environment. This dynamism
can make textiles a stimulating
career option for graduates.
The textile industry is still

large and extraordinarily
complex, with a workforce of
nearly 500,000 people. It

encompasses everything from
spinning mills, to weaving
plants and factories making
clothing, carpets and bed linen.
It is really a collection of small,
specialised industries - all
with their own traditions and

A CREATIVE CAREER in

ENGINEERING
Over the last 40 years we
have been involved in the
design of a number of the
most significant

construction projects, some
socially useful, others
technically demanding.

We work both in the UK
and overseas in Civil,

Geotechnical, Industrial,

Structural, Mechanical,
Electrical and Transportation
Engineering and closely
with the oil and nuclear
industries.

Each year we have
vacancies for graduate
engineers with ideas to
help to realise our
continuing aim to produce
high quality innovative
design. Our work provides
a wide variety of

opportunities. We believe
in the contribution which
young people can make to
the quality of our future,

not least because they will

ultimately become our
leaders.

I* want tJ know ilWre. applym writing fo

Neil Barbour
Personnel Director

Ove Amp Partnership

13 Fitzroy Street

London W1P6BQ

n

Jacket and skirt (left) from
Jaeger's autumn 1989
collection. Jaeger is a
women’s wear subsidiary

of Coats Viyella. Linen -

spinners at work (rigMj. .

Textiles tends to be seen

as a traditional industry

evoking the dark, satanic

mflb of Mrs Gaskofl’s f 9tfi

century writings

regional affiliations - like the

wool textile mills in Yorkshire

and the knitwear

manufacturers of the east

Midlands.

The typical textile company
is small in scale and privately

owned. It tends to be run by

an entrepreneur, who has
worked his way up through

the industry probably as a

salesman. Such a company
is not likely to be interested

in - or to be interesting to
- graduates.

But the textile industry also

includes Coats Viyella and
Courtaulds, the two biggest

textile groups in Europe, and
companies like Dawson
International, which dominates
the global market for luxury
knitwear. The international

scale of these companies’
interests and the complex
structure of their operations

means that there are many
employment opportunities for

graduates.

Courtaulds took on 133

graduates last year and plans
to recruit 150 this year. Its new
recruits are divided between
its various divisions, which *

include advanced materials
and speciality chemicals as
well as textiles. The textile

recruits, most of whom tend
to have taken specialist textile

degrees, will be given jobs in
marketing, production,
engineering or personnel at

Courtaulds’ business units.

Coats drafted in 70 graduates
last year and is looking for
40 this year. One set of
recruits, the “expatriates", join
the old Coats Patons
international network of
sewing thread and band
knitting yam mills.

These graduates are given
four months’ training in the

.

UK then sent overseas. They
spend one year working at a
Coats subsidiary in one
country and another year in
a different country. The
“expats" are then given
longer-term posts. One
27-year-old has already become

finance director atthe Coats
subsidiary in Argentina.

:

The second set of recruits
is given a two year training
programme in theUK and then
dispatched, like Lyndsey
Welsh, to management posts
at subsidiaries.

The level ofgraduate
salaries in textiles is not

particularly High — graduate
recruits at Courtaulds start

at £10.650 and at Coats at about
£10,500 - but the larger groups'
do offer scope for speedy
promotion.

Alice Rawsthorn

Large textile companies:

THEATRE

When grit

and talent

may not

be enough
Noel Coward gave the best
advice to people bent ou a li

in the theatre: “Don’t put yc
daughter on the stage, Mrs
Worthington ... the professii

is overcrowded and the
struggle's pretty tough; and
admitting the fact she’s

burning to act, that isn't qui
enough."
Equally off-putting was thi

critic James Agate when
confronted with an eager
young Donald Sinden who hi

served an apprenticeship as
a cabinet-maker: “Stick to yc

fretwork, young man!"
Ninety per cent of members

of Equity, the actors' trades
union, are permanently
unemployed. Technical,
backstage jobs with unsocial
hours are highly paid but
fiercely protected by the union,
the National Association of
Theatrical, Television and Kine
Employers, (Nattke) in the
West End market; they are
unrewarding drudgery
elsewhere, except for the
monastically dedicated. New
playwrights are seldom
produced, are badly paid and
rarely successful
The one area of expansion

is arts administration, an
interesting field in the
Thatcher era of cutting back
on subsidies, while opening
up the sponsorship market.
You simply cannot prescribe

a correct training in the
theatre. Even allowing for the
vanities endemic to the trade,

the only people who succeed
are those who have some
talent, even more guile, and
a sense of fulfilling a vocation,

not doing a job. Most drama
schools take a few
post-graduate students, and
Rada, the Royal Academy of

Dramatic Art, preserves its

reputation and lustre. Also
fashionable are the Drama
Centre and the Guildhall

School. Most of the London
drama schools offer

stage-management courses.

Kenneth Branagh's new
autobiography paints a vivid

picture ofan actor’s life and
is ofimmense practical value

to any budding thespian. So
are, in their different ways,
Simon Callow's BeingAn
Actor, and Antony Sner’s The
Year of the King.
For graduating directors,

the Regional Theatres Young
Directors Scheme, started by
Thames Television and now
also sponsored by several other

companies, attaches young
talent to the major reps in an

assistant capacity. The
competition for these places
is ferocious. Directing
bursaries, along with support
for promising designees and
writers, are available from the
Arts Council The Council
operates an overall training
budget of £450,000, of which
£85,000 goes to the National
Opera Studio.

But, as in all fields of

creative work, the only really

valuable advice is either

Coward's or “Go out and do
it”. Two of the best young
directors of recent years,

Deborah Warner and Declan
Donnellan, both newly
appointed Associate Directors
at the National, started their

own companies with no public
funds: respectively, Kick
Theatre and Cheek By JowL

Design, too, is best learned

on attachment, though the

Wimbledon School of Art runs

a renowned theatre design
course.

For writers, good advice may
be had from the Writers’ Guild.

Scripts will always be read
and returned, with comment,
by the London venues with

an interest in new work and
a literary manager to take care
of it: the Royal Court, the

Bush, and Hampstead Theatre.

Do not bother, in the first

instance, with the National
or the Royal Shakespeare
Company.

It is important to know your
target before firing an arrow.
The BBC Radio drama
department led by John
Tjrieman and Richard Imison
continues to he an unsung
haven for new dramatists, an
invisible, invaluable asset of
the public broadcasting
industry. Decent reward,
though, is reserved for

prize-winners in the excellent

Mobil Oil scheme operated by -

the Royal Exchange Theatre
in Manchester, or the George
Devine Award supervised by

the Royal Court
Graduate journalists with

a specific interest in theatre
will either dally with
administration and PR or
plunge into criticism. Critical

posts are bard to achieve,

especially in a journalistic

climate that suspects passion
and commitment as
symptomatic of “vested
interests” and is more attuned
to know-all arrogance and
sycophantic puffery than to

anything smacking ofinformed
critical assessment Good new
critics are always needed, and
the best way of starting -
assuming you have been an
assiduous theatre-goer since
the age of 12 - is by laying

siege to the specialist

publications (Plays and
Players, Plays International)

Hie only people who
succeed are those who
have some talent, even
more guBe, and a sense of
futfWng a vocation.

or your local listings magazine,
hanging around at the
Edinburgh Festival, or helping
out on the excellent daily
broadsheet produced by Clive
Wolfe at the annual
spring-time National Student
Drama FestivaL
An occupation in the theatre

may be a trivial pursuit but
as, Henry James said when
visiting France in the 1880s,
“even people of serious tastes
look upon the theatre not as
one of the extras but as one
of the necessities, of Hfe." For
most participants,the theatre
is a badly paid obsession.

Michael Coveney

Further information: The
Regional Theatres Young
Directors Scheme. PO Box 93,
Woking, Surrey GU21 1AF.
ALSO SEEARTSAND MUSEUMS
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Graduates.....

Help Manage The Post Office
A£33,000 million a year business, the Post Office is dearly a majorcommercial
force. But we’re no sleeping giant As competition intensifies, we're aDDlvind
advanced business and management techniquesand the very latest technotaa*
Most important of all, we're creating opportunities for people ofthe highest^

'

calibre.
3

Of course, size and scope have their advantages. For a start, it means almost
no limit to your career options-not just now, but throughout your career

'

Whatever youi'field, we offer excellent training. And you can look forward to
rewards which genuinely reflect the quality of your performance. -

W6 have opportunities in Computing, Finance (CIMA, ACCA) ODwsfinnfl
:

Management, Personnel and Marketing. There are alsovac^ctesin
*

Engineering (Mechanical, Electrical and Building Services).

For further information and an application form please contact vourca»w*
^

service or write to Lesley Ward,The Post Office Managem^t ••

Centre, Freepost, Coton House, Rugby CV23 OBR. ™_™^mept;
; . .

The Post Office is an equal opportunities employer.
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Most of them won't admit it,

bat public transport recruiters
have an unwritten rule:

“Grfcers" and “Haines" need

Gricers” is

uncomplimentary railway
slang for train spotters and
assodatedenthusiasts.
“Hairies" are the bus • -

industry’s equivalent. -

Tlie reason is that running
a public transport company
is not about trains and buses
at all It is about people - both
the large numbers of workers
in a labour-intensive industry,
and the increasingly important
customers. .

None of the many potential
employers looks for any
particular discipline, but
numeracy, flexibility

initiative are becoming highly
valued in an industry which
is going through a period of
rapddchange.

The bus industry has already
been largely privatised, though

expect to be earning £35,000
plus a car, though that will

probably rise after
privatisation.

Long hours are common,
and managers are expected
to display a high level of
commitment including '

working at weekends.

There are other problems
to watch out for, especially
m the

.privatised companies
which ware formerly part of
the state-owned National Bus
Company. Many of these
companies were sold to
management buy-out tramc -

and the new managers/owners
may prove reluctant to make
way lor rising talent.

Six of the big eight
companies outside London -
the Scottish Bus Group,
Greater Manchester Buses/
Merseyside Transport, Sooth
Yorkshire Transport,
Strathclyde Boses, and West
Midlands Travel - are still

in the public sector, ajnd their
future is uncertain because
of government pressure for
further privatisation.

Most of the larger bus
companies have good training
schemes, but the annual intake
of graduates is only around
10 - a miniscule number for

an industry with more than
5,000 companies and tens of
thousands of workers.

By comparison, British Rail
gets around 900 applications
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John Prfdeaux, Inter City dtector, haHs the high-speed Bectrat

many local authority
employers remain, and since.

...

1987 deregulation has made •

it possible for anyone to start

a bus service simply by
notifying the Traffic
Commissioners..

British Rail, by for the
largest single employer, is still

in the state sector, but will

certainly be privatised if the
Conservatives win the next
election and is already moving
rapidly towards commercial
operation.

There are, as yet, no plans
to privatise the London
Underground, but it has been
divided into 10 operating
companies, and is increasingly

adopting private sector

management methods.
On top of these structural

changes, the whole railway

industry Is entering a period

of reconstruction as heavy
investment is ploughed in to

make up for the underspending
of the last 20 years.

The result is that public

transport is becoming one of

the most competitive service

sectors in the country. And,
in the bus industry at least,

salaries are beginning to

reflect the changing times.

Graduates in most parts of

the country are now starting

on around £10,000, and can
expect to earn up to £16,000

after two or three years. At
the top of the tree, the general

manager of a large private

company will earn up to

£50,000.

Things are different in

London, where London Buses
has been broken into 13

operating subsidiaries but is

not expected to be privatised
j

until 1992.

Starting salaries are higher,

at around £12,000 plus free

travel on the Underground and
75 per cent discounts on BR.

But a graduate trainee with

two or three years’ experience

would probably be earning

only £14,700 as an assistant

operating manager.

The managing director of
-

one of the subsidiaries would

a year from graduates ana
hires about 150. Applicants
are required to have a good
honours degree in any
discipline, except for
rnginegring trainees, who need
a suitable degree.

Starting rates are between
£9485 and £10,900 plusLondon
weighting of £946 if applicable,

rising to a minimum of £11,000

after an initial year's training.

Promotion is fairly slow and
BR is still struggling to find

a way ofdumping the
“BugginsTum" system of

promotion which has
developed since nationalisation

in 1948.

Things are changing, and
will change even faster if

privatisation takes place, but
at the moment it takes a
minimriTn of eight years to

reach area manager status,

where you might control 1,000

staff and earn around £25,000.

After that the promotion

path would lead into senior

management, but the rewards

are not large. Less than 350

of BR’s 135,000 employees earn

more than £30,000, and only

25 earn more than £45,000.

The scale of rewards is

similar at London
Underground, which takes

around 50 graduates a year,

and sees itself in competition

with BR for the best people.

The Underground starts

graduates on £12,000, rising

to between £25,000 and £35,000

for a general manager in

charge of one of the 10 lines,

but promotion can be foster

than at BR, and one general

manager - former graduate
trainee lan Derbyshire - is

only 28.

Kevin Brown

Further information: Bus
and Coach Council Training,

Sardinia House, 52 Lincoln’s

lun Fields, London WC2.
Railway Gazette International,
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Time to break away from the crowd and stand on your own two feet

ZOOLOGY

Ferocious
fight for

jobs in

the wild
Zoologists find it harder to
pursue careers in their chosen
field than almost any other
category of science graduate.
There is intense competition
for the few zoological positions
going, and most zoology
students have to settle forjobs
that are either indirectly

related to their discipline -
elsewhere in the biological

sciences - or in entirely

unrelated fields.

Many zoologists end up
using their skills studying or
working with homo sapiens.

There are many job
opportunities in the National
Health Service, working in
hospitals and public health
laboratories. Zoologists can
train for more specialised

Chemical Defence
Establishment which is at

Porton Down.
Many idealistic zoology

graduates would probably
prefer to work with animals
in the wild. But, despite the
growing public and political

enthusiasm for conservation
and the environment, the
number of jobs in this field

is still very limited and the
competition is ferocious.

Recently, for example, more
than 1,800 people applied to

become assistant regional

officers with the Nature
Conservancy Council.

Zoologists who are determined
to find environmental jobs

should consider applying to

some of the large companies,
particularly in the oil and
chemical Industries, which
employ small numbers of

biologists to study the

environmental impact of then-

activities.

Perhaps the most obvious

place for a zoologist to work
is in a zoo. But London Zoo
is swamped by applications

for any advertised jobs.

Graduates even beg for work
as animal keepers, for which
the basic qualification is five

O-levels.

Clive Cookson

Further information: see

the new graduate careers
booklet on biological sciences,

recently published by the
Careers Services Trust and
available from careers offices

or from the Central Services
Unit, Crawford House,
Precinct Centre, Manchester
M13 9EP for £1.50.
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A doctor look at a hairy

careers in fields such as
pathology, haematology,
microbiology, genetics and
even virology.

Those who really want to

work with non-human animals

— proper animals and not just

microorganisms - have a

much more limited choice. One
option, which is not well

publicised for fear of attracting

the violent attentions of

animal liberation fanatics, is

to help look after laboratory

animals.

Although scientists are

constantly looking for

alternatives to laboratory

animals for medical research

and .testing pharmaceutical

and veterinary products, about

three million animal

experiments are still performed

every year in the UK. Animal
tests are being phased out for

consumer products such as

cosmetics and shampoos, but
they are certain to remain an
essential part of medical and
pharmaceutical research for

the foreseeable future. Eighty

per cent of the animals used
are mice and rats; guinea pigs

and rabbits make up another

10 per cent
Drug companies recruit

zoologists to work with their

laboratory animals and so do

public sector establishments

such as Medical Research
lahnriH'nrlM onrl (Tip

in the 2 years since OC&C was founded we
have established ourselves as a leading strategy

consultancy by delivering outstanding quality

and value to our clients.

The cornerstone of our success has been

the quality and pniductivity t >f c»ur pe« >plc.

To continue our growth we are seeking

exceptional graduates to join its Associate

Consultants. The people we are looking for

will be expecting to graduate with a first-class

honours degree from a leading university’ and

will have a record of superior achievement in

their endeavours to date.

For those few who meet our criteria the

rewards are unbeatable. We offer continuous

on-the-job training, opportunities for MBA
sponsorship, rapid career progression, an

attractive financial package, and unrivalled

exposure to the widely diverse challenges of

modem industry and finance.

If you believe that you have the qualities

required to succeed in strategy consulting send

a full CV, to Ann Faithful! at the address below.

Outram Cullinan & Company. Ltd, Kings

Buildings, Smith Square, LondonSW1P3JG.

* London * Paris *
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STRATEGYCONSULTANTS
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Building cars for tomorrow's motorists is a demanding and

challenging occupation that touches on society at every level and

requires the skills and abilities of a wide range of disciplines.

With new products, an increasing competitive challenge,

new initiatives in green values and a new understanding of social

responsibilities to be taken into account, we need keen, enthusi-

astic, ambitious graduates. More than that, we need people who

are looking for a career, not just a job.

Careers in all areas of the Vauxhall business — manufac-

turing engineering, production management, marketing, finance,

personnel, purchasing/supply and parts operations — all play a

vital role.

You show us a mature personality, an analytical mind,

strong motivation and a practical and realistic approach to

business decision making.

And we'll give you early responsibility, on-the-job training

and achievement-led career progression.

Contact your careers service or write . —
for more information to Gerry Hodges,

Central Personnel (K2), Vauxhall Motors Ltd,

Kimpton Road. Luton, Beds. LU2 OSY.

VAUXHALL. YOUR FUTURE. NOW

WUXHALL IS BACKED BYTHE WORLDWIDE RESOURCES OF (ENERAL MOTORS. CAR SHOWN: C/WVL1ER GSi 2000, CO 03.
WE ALSO MAKETHE MOSTAERODYNAMIC PRODUCTION CAR IN THE WORLD. THE VAUXHALL CAUBRA, (3) 026.


